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PREFACE

HPHE author's chief aim in writing this book was to give a systematic
J- account of certain applications of matrices, particularly of rectangular

matrices as distinguished from square matrices, and thereby to illustrate the

very great advantages gained by using them in almost all branches of

Mathematics. It originated in a habit of using matrices freely in the solu-

tion of problems in Algebra, Geometry and Applied Mathematics, and is

based on the very extensive manuscript acquired in doing so. To give a

satisfactory answer to the frequently propounded question 'What is a

matrix ?', it seemed advisable to commence with some account of the theory.

Accordingly the course of Readership Lectures in which this work was first

made public was divided into two halves, the first half dealing with the

theory, and the second half with the applications. The theoretical portion

has been constantly increased, in the first place by abstractions from the

applications, and in the second place by incorporating the work of other

writers. As a consequence the applications have been driven further back,

though they still remain the ultimate object of the book.

The first volume contained the foundations of a Calculus of Matrices in

which the operations are addition, subtraction and multiplication, and the

result of performing any number of these operations with any rectangular
matrices whatever is always a completely determinate matrix. It also

contained :

an account of the properties of the determinoid of a matrix, which

becomes the determinant of the matrix in the particular case when
the matrix is square;

an account of the solution of matrix equations of the first degree,

including as a special case the solution of systems of linear algebraic

equations ;

a precise statement of the Law of Cancellation of matrix factors

in a matrix equation.

If we have an equation a6= in which a and 6 are scalar numbers, then,

by the Law of Cancellation in Algebra, if either one of the two factors a and
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6 is not 0, it can be cancelled. The formulation of the corresponding Law

of Cancellation when a and b are matrices is very necessary for the applica-

tions, and was essential to any advance in the general theory of rectangular

matrices. This Law of Cancellation is included as a particular case in the

important generalisation of Chapter XV regarding the possible ranks of

a matrix product.

The continuation of the work has been greatly hindered by untoward

circumstances, above all by the difficulty of obtaining sufficient leisure for

the final preparation of the manuscript for the press. On this account, and

because of the growth of the manuscript, it has been decided with reluctance

to publish as a second volume the first half of that portion of the complete

work which deals in greater detail with the Theory of Matrices. Accordingly

this second volume contains those parts of the theory which naturally pre-

cede any investigation of the special properties of functional matrices, i.e.

matrices whose elements are rational integral functions of a finite number of

variables. It deals almost exclusively with matrices whose elements are

constants, which may be arbitrary parameters, and with those transforma-

tions of such matrices which are classed as equigradent. It does nob however

contain all the properties of such matrices. There remain many properties

which it will be more convenient to consider after a preliminary study of

functional matrices.

The language used in this volume is frequently geometrical, especially in

the later chapters. Any set of matrices which are vertically equivalent to

one another are regarded as defining a '

spacelet
'

which is completely repre-

sented by any one of them, usually by one which is undegenerate, the

spacelet being a '

point' when the common rank of the matrices is 1. Any

property of a matrix which remains unaltered when the matrix is replaced

by any matrix vertically equivalent to it, is a property of a spacelet, and

conversely all properties of spacelets are properties of matrices. Although
these definitions are not geometrical, their geometrical interpretations, which

will be fully discussed in a later volume, are quite evident. We therefore

speak of 'spacelets' and 'points' from the outset as if they were geometrical

concepts, and the chapters dealing with them will serve to lighten sub-

sequent chapters on the geometrical applications of matrices. In the

chapter on equigradent transformations it is shown that every such trans-

formation of a matrix whose elements are constants corresponds to a linear

transformation of the variables in a bilinear or quadratic algebraic form; and

therefore everything in that chapter has an immediate algebraic application.

Thus although the present volume is avowedly restricted to the theory of

matrices, it actually contains a large number of geometrical applications, and

it also implicitly contains a large number of algebraic applications to which

attention will subsequently be directed.
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The geometrical applications which occur can be divided into two classes.

The first class contains properties which depend only on the notion of con-

nection, and are invariant in every equigradent (or projective) transformation

of the points of space. These include the rank of a spacelet, the paratomy
of two spacelets, and the relations between spacelets represented by the

li 'I'll is intersection and join and by the terms incident and connected. The

second class contains properties which depend on the notion of orthogonality,

and are invariant in every semi-unit transformation of the points of space,

i.e. in every equigradent transformation which leaves the absolute quadric

unaltered. These include the extravagance of a spacelet, the orthotomy and

cross rank of two spacelets, and the relations between spacelets represented

by the terms core and plenum and by the terms orthogonal and normal.

It is often desirable to know what a general theorem concerning matrices

becomes in the special case in which the matrices are real. When the

theorem is one involving only rational operations on the elements of the

matrices, all reference to the special case is rendered unnecessary by enun-

ciating the general theorem for matrices whose elements lie in any domain

of rationality H ;
for the special case is then obtained by simply taking H to

be the domain of all real numbers. Since however the real domain has

special properties not possessed by other domains, there are special properties

of real matrices which cannot be obtained in this way.

In the figures which are given in some of the articles, spacelets and their

intersections are represented by areas. Such representations, though neces-

sarily very imperfect, can be used in simple cases as aids to the imagination.

It should particularly be noted that a shaded area always represents a com-

pletely extravagant spacelet, i.e. one which, being orthogonal with itself, is a

generating spacelet of the absolute quadric.

The references to Vol. II contained in Vol. I have been vitiated by the

alterations and re-arrangements of the text which have been made since

Vol. I was published; but a use of the Index will probably remove any
inconvenience caused by this.

As this work has been built up on an independent plan and based chiefly

on applications, it is for the most part not easy to ascribe definite sources to

the various articles or the suggestions for them. The following is a list of

the books which have had most influence on the work as a whole :

Bocher's Introduction to Higher Algebra,

Heffter and Koehler's Lehrbuch der Analytischen Geometric,

Muth's Elementarteiler,

Netto's Vorlesungen uber Algebra,

Veronese's Fondamenti di geometria a piu dimensioni,

Whitehead's Universal Algebra.
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My indebtedness to these and other writers will be more easily recognised

in those portions of the work, occurring chiefly in Vol. in, which are inter-

polations in the original scheme. Amongst the few articles in the present

volume which admit of more detailed references may be mentioned 120

which was written after reading the appendix in Heffter and Koehler's

Analytische Geometrie, and 159 which was written after reading a paper

by Schlafli in Crelles Journal for 1866 to which a reference is given in

Muth's Elementarteiler. The addition of Appendix B was suggested by

reading a paper by Mr Haripada Datta in Vol. xxxiv of the Proceedings of

the Edinburgh Mathematical Society.

A few remarks are added concerning the contents of the individual

chapters.

Chapter XII (the first chapter of the present volume) contains the

notations for compound and compartite matrices, definitions of the primaries

of a minor determinant and of primary superdeterminants and primary sub-

determinants, a description of the elimination of a variable from a system of

inequalities, and the determination of the possible ranks of a matrix con-

taining a given minor matrix. The notations for compound matrices and

their determinoids are the complete generalisations of the notations used in

Vol. I.

Chapter XIII deals with relations between the elements and minor

determinants of a matrix. Starting with the determination of the con-

nections between the short rows of an undegenerate matrix, we are led to all

the most useful relations, and these are finally seen to be all particular cases

of, or immediately deducible from, the fundamental identity of 116. A
brief review of the relations and the reasons for their utility is given in

Appendix A ;
and other summaries will be found in the Index under the

headings Relations, Standard identities, and Standard equations. Those of

the relations which are identities in the elements are of course applicable to

functional matrices.

Chapter XIV gives an account of some special properties of square
matrices. The earlier articles deal with the properties of two co-joint

complete matrices of the minor determinants of a square matrix, and the

later articles with symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices. Appendix B
should be read in conjunction with the articles on skew-symmetric matrices.

Chapter XV deals with the possible ranks of the product matrix and the

factor matrices in any matrix product. The theorem of 133 and the final

results of 135 and 137 constitute the complete generalisation of the Law
of Cancellation for matrices. In proving the latter results an indication is

given of methods of determining all solutions of any matrix equation of the

form XiX^ . . . Xn = C. The concluding articles deal with the equivalences of
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matrices, on which the definition of a spacelet is based, and with the joins,

intersections and connections of matrices and spaeelets.

Chapter XVI deals with equigradent transformations of matrices, and

with the reduction of a matrix of given rank r whose elements are constants

to standard forms by equigradent transformations. The simplest standard

form is a similar matrix which is conventionally equal to the unit matrix

[l]
r

;
and every matrix of rank r with constant elements can be derived from

the unit matrix [1]' by an equigradent transformation. The reductions of

symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices by symmetric equigradent trans-

formations receive special attention.

Chapter XVII deals with the solution of matrix equations of the second

degree. One of the most important results obtained in this chapter is the

general formula for all solutions of any assigned rank p of the symmetric

equation x [x^
n = a [a] in which [a] is a given matrix of rank r. The

i im "
i nn r

general theory of extravagant matrices is largely based on this result, which

leads at once to the reductions of the next chapter.

Chapter XVIII deals in the first place with the extravagances of any
matrix whose elements are constants, and with certain special kinds of equi-

gradent transformations, a review of which is given in Appendix C. The

result of which most use is made is the reduction of a matrix whose elements

are constants to a standard form by a unilaterally semi-unit equigradent trans-

formation. This reduction re-appears in the reduction of a matrix to an

equivalent undegenerate matrix whose long rows are mutually orthogonal, or

to one which is the join of a core and a semi-unit matrix
;
in the corresponding

representations of a spacelet as a join of mutually orthogonal unconnected

points ;
and in the discussion of the properties of mutually normal unde-

generate matrices. Further it enables us to complete the discussion of the

unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of any system of homogeneous
linear algebraic equations, which was left unfinished in Chapter XI.

Chapter XVIII deals in the second place with the extravagances of

spacelets and with semi-unit transformations of the points of space. The

extravagance of a spacelet (or the degree of its orthogonality with itself) is

that property of it which is next in importance to its rank. It is invariant

in every semi-unit transformation of the points of space, and can be interpreted
as being the rank of contact of the spacelet with the absolute quadric.
A spacelet which has the greatest extravagance consistent with its rank

is either completely extravagant or plenarily extravagant. A completely

extravagant spacelet is orthogonal with itself, and is therefore a generating

spacelet of the absolute quadric ;
a plenariiy extravagant spacelet contains all

points orthogonal with itself. With every spacelet is associated a completely
c. ii. b
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extravagant spacelet, called its core, which is the locus of all points which

lie in the given spacelet and are orthogonal with it, i.e. the locus of the

points in which the given spacelet touches the absolute quadric ;
and a

plenarily extravagant spacelet, called its plenum, which is the smallest spacelet

containing the given spacelet and all points orthogonal with it. A sharp

distinction is drawn between mutually orthogonal spacelets and mutually
normal spacelets. A given spacelet has one and only one normal, whereas an

indefinite number of spacelets are orthogonal with it.

Chapter XIX deals chiefly with the mutual orthotomy of two spacelets,

or the degree of their mutual orthogonality. The most interesting results in

it are those relating to the greatest possible orthotomy of two spacelets. It

is shown that the mutual orthotomy of two arbitrary spacelets of given ranks

is greatest when each of them is incident with the normal to the other, i.e. in

that one of the two following mutually exclusive cases which is possible :

(1) when the two spacelets are mutually orthogonal ;
this being the

case when their complete intersection is a completely extravagant

spacelet &>, and the spacelets are the joins of o)ff with two

mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets lying in the plenum
of

,
i.e. orthogonal with a>w \

(2) when the normals to the two spacelets are mutually orthogonal ;
this

being the case when the complete intersection of their normals is a

completely extravagant spacelet wn ,
and the normals are the joins

of con with two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets lying

in the plenum of to*, i.e. orthogonal with a)n .

Further it is shown that the mutual orthotomy of two spacelets of

given ranks which have a given complete intersection o>p with core o>ff is

greatest in that one of the two following mutually exclusive cases which is

possible :

(1) when the two spacelets lie in the plenum of cop and are the joins of

cap with two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets ortho-

gonal with ct)P ;

(2) when the normals to the two spacelets are mutually orthogonal ;
this

being the case when the complete intersection o>K of their normals

(whose rank K is known) lies in &>., and the normals are the joins of COK

with two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets orthogonal

with Wp (whose join is necessarily complementary to <aK in the

normal to a>p}.

The corresponding simpler results for real spacelets are also given. Another

noteworthy result is the independence of the extravagances of two spacelets

of given ranks which have a given complete intersection. All the theorems
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of Chapter XIX can be applied to common metrical space Hn+1 of n dimen-

sions when we define the paratomy and orthotomy of two spacelets of fln+i

to be those of their infinite sub-spaces, i.e. those of their intersections with

the (homogeneous) infinite sub-space wn of fln+1 .

I owe many thanks to the authorities of the University of Calcutta who

have generously undertaken the publishing of this volume, and have now
with the sanction of the Governments of Bengal and India selected me as

Hardinge Professor of Mathematics- in the University. In consequence of the

additional leisure thus secured to me from this time it is hoped that there

will be no long interval before the appearance of the third volume, completing
the theory of matrices and clearing the way for the applications. JVSy special

gratitude is due to Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyay for his stimulating interest

and encouragement.

Finally I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to the officials and staff'

of the Cambridge University Press for the very great care bestowed on the

printing.

C. E. CULLIS.

CALCUTTA,

February, 1918.
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CHAPTER XII

COMPOUND MATRICES

[This Chapter, which is largely introductory to those which follow, contains definitions

of compound and compartite matrices and a number of results to which reference may
subsequently be made. In 102 the primaries of any minor determinant of a matrix are

defined, and 104 107 deal with the possible ranks of a matrix which contains a given
minor matrix.]

98. Compound matrices.

We will use the notations

a, b, ... c

a', b', ... c'

_a", b", ... c".

a, a
,
... a

, f -**<*#
c, c, ... c

for the matrices derived respectively from the schemes

a a ... a
r r i rtn "

r i Y -\

0]
tt [>]. [c]

tt
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Thus < and
<f>

are the two mutually conjugate matrices

a a

</>'
=

2v

aw2 ... a t

b'.21

... ft

$11 ft2i ... cf^i a n

Ctl2 OE'22 ... Q 2 ft 12

a

C QY .* ^

//

[CH. XII

11 C 12 . . . C ly

'
r' r-'

21 O 22 2y

C ii C 12 . . . C

" n" "
ft" ft" ft" ^" r" r"t* Wl ** W2 ." "" Wa ^ Wl l/ W2 ' " Wp w Wl W2 KM

L
'

J

ii a 21 ... a
/ //

12 22

I lo tt | 4 . i Cf (

yu ft"
21 ... 6"t

- '
r' r' r

" ,," r'
^ui I/ n OH . OT c/ n c/ 21 wII I II >

CM2 C 12 C 22 ' ' C flg
C 12 C 22 ...

More generally for the two mutually conjugate matrices derived in the

same way from the schemes

i 1

and

.It, . V

I
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we will use the notations

,0,...Y
'

,

M> WM ,
... Cnv

a rp> ga , ... C tr and M Vs; ... V'
y

..i it

, C tr , ... C z

and the determinoid of the first of these matrices, which has the same value
as the determinoid of the second matrix, will be denoted by

These notations are generalisations of those used for augmented matrices
in the first volume.

a, x

& y

2,3

and
a, 6, c

3,1,2

3,1,2

arel by definition the respective matrices

r
,

^21 a22 XZI X22 x'i

2,3

Ex. ii.

12 ^11 ^12 ^13

C22 221 222 223

"%g'^
uv ' yu.

and

22 32

^22 ^32

^23 -^33

222

Z23 _

2,3

3,1,2

,and
%?> 6

'
c
r

are by definition the respective matrices

W, a
p2?2 ^"2*1 ^

a
p a X

K ^ X
K

b b y y

L -2*i

and

Pili P&I
a
p

Pl?2 P2?2 %
X * x , x
"1*1 "iAi "

x, \ x \ x
*12 "2A2 "

X * X . X
"lA3 "2A3 "

3 1,2

2,3

<T2T2

Z_ Z

12
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NOTE 1. Scalar matrices.

For a scalar matrix of order m in which the elements of the leading diagonal all have

the value
,

all other elements having the value 0, we have used the notation k\\] .

Whenever k is a scalar quantity, and not a symbol which has no meaning until suffixes

are attached, we will understand that

k ... O n

k ...

...

It is convenient to use this alternative notation for a scalar matrix when the scalar

matrix is a component of a compound matrix. In cases where any doubt is possible

it will be expressly stated when this meaning is to be attached to [&] .

Further whenever k is a scalar quantity and [a]" is a matrix, it will be understood that

\lf ~\

n
I- F "l"

* -*i *- -'m'

NOTE 2. Quasi-scalar matrices.

In the case of quasi-scalar matrices we shall sometimes use such notations as the

following :

'k
l

...

2
...

...k

o

...k'

l

[tP]
=

- J m

NOTE 3. Zero matrices.

The symbol TO] will be used to denote a zero matrix whose horizontal and vertical
L J

TO

orders are m and %, i.e. to denote the matrix fa] all of whose elements are O's. This
L m,

notation will usually only be required when [0] is a component of a compound matrix.
7flt

NOTE 4. One-rowed matrices.

For the one-rowed matrix \x l
x>i ...xv y^y^ ... yq ... Zi z2 ... zr] and its conjugate we shall

sometimes use the notations

and

respectively. The commas separating the suffixes p, </,
... r will distinguish these from the

single suffix notations for a matrix described in 2.
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Since [1] is undefined except when m =
n, we may define [1] and 1 by the

m
equations

I I
1

1 _

1 1
L

1, 1, ... 1

where in each case there are m 1's.

NOTE 5. Matrices one of whose orders is zero.

Neither of the orders m and n of a matrix fa] can be less than 1
; but for the sake of

J m

generality we shall often proceed as if the value were admissible for m and n. Then

if either of the orders of a matrix is 0, the matrix is non-existent
;

it can be regarded as

having rank
;

it can be replaced as a factor by the scalar number
;
and its conjugate

reciprocal is also a matrix one of whose orders is 0.

Ex. iii. [9]* =

Ex. iv.

9 0~>

090
009

= -"/2 [1]'
=

0,

-v'2,

0, -\/2

r
[o,

a, -5

26
'

4,3

3,2

11> 12> 13> 14> -5, ,

21j a22> a23> 24) , 5,

1, 32, #33, 34v , ,
-5

, , , ,
26U ,

2612 , 2613

, , , ,.
2621 ,

2622 ,
2623 _

m m m m "- Jm

1

TO, 1

#22 ...

11 ..1

99. Multiplication of compound matrices.

If we call u, v, ... w and a, /9, ... 7 the partial orders of the compound
matrices

<j>
and

<j>'
in 98, then the product of two compound matrices whose

partial passivities are the same and arranged in the same order can be
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evaluated in a manner analogous to that in which we evaluate the product
of two simple matrices which have the same passivities. For we have

~

a, b, ... c

a', b', ... c'
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Every such matrix can be converted by derangements of its horizontal and

vertical rows into a matrix of the form

A _, ,,.. .10

a, 0, ...

0, 0, ...
,,...,

A matrix < having this special form will be called a compartite matrix in

standard form. The parts of < are the matrices

or any derangements of them. We shall speak of A, B, ... C themselves,

taken in this order, as the successive parts of
<j>.

Ex. i. There exists a connection between the horizontal (or vertical) rows of a compartite
matrix when and only when there exists a connection betiveen the horizontal (or vertical) rows

of one of its parts.

Since there will be no loss of generality in supposing the compartite matrix to be in

standard form, it will be sufficient to prove this theorem for the matrix $ shown above.

An equation of the form

[X, M,
... *] [<f=0J

p, q, ... r L J m

is satisfied when and only when all the equations

are satisfied; and the one-rowed matrix [X, u. ... v\ contains a non-vanishingJ
p, q, ... r

element when and only when one of its minors [X] , [p] ,
... [v] contains a non-

vanishing element. Consequently there exists a connection between the horizontal rows

of $ when and only when there exists a connection between the horizontal rows of one of

its parts.

The truth of the theorem for vertical rows can be proved in a similar way.

Ex. ii. If the parts of $ are all square matrices, so that u=p, v=q, ... w= r, then the

determinant of
<J>

is equal to the product of the determinants of its successive parts. Also

the determinant of any matrix of which $ is a derangement can only differ in sign from

this product.

Ex. iii. Every minor of < is a compartite matrix whose parts are minors of the parts

of #.

Theorem. The rank of a compartite matrix is the sum of the ranks

of its parts.

It will be sufficient to prove this theorem for the matrix < shown above.

Let the parts A, B, ... G of < have ranks a, ft, ... 7 respectively, and let

R = a + f3+ ... +7. Further let (a,tA)

a

, (b^) , ... (car)
y be non-vanishing
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minor determinants of orders a, /3, ... 7 of A, B, ... 0. Then the compartite
matrix

'OKA, 0, ...

0, &...

_ 0, 0, ... car ]

is a square minor of
<f>

of order J2 whose determinant, which is equal to the

product (fl*
r

cannot be less than R.

(&/*) ... (cCT )
r

,
does not vanish. Therefore the rank of

(f>

Again if
<f>"

is any square minor of
<f)

of order greater than R, then
<j>"

must contain either more than a horizontal rows of A, or more than ft

horizontal rows of B, ... or more than 7 horizontal rows of C. Consequently
there must be a connection between the horizontal rows of one of the parts
of the compartite matrix $", and therefore a connection between the

horizontal rows of
<f>" itself, i.e.

</>" must be degenerate. Thus
<f>

cannot

contain a non-vanishing minor determinant of order greater than R.

It follows that
(j>
must have rank R, where R is the sum of the ranks of

the parts of <.

NOTE. Compartite matrices whose parts are quasi-scalar matrices.

For a compartite matrix in standard form whose successive parts are the quasi-scalar

matrices [a] , [6] ,
... [c] we shall sometimes use one of the notations

'a, 0, ...0"

0, b, ...

101. The conjugate reciprocals and inverses of certain matrices.

The following examples can be regarded as exercises in the multiplication of compound
matrices.

Ex. i. The conjugate reciprocals of the respective matrices

s,r r,s

b, a \ 0, 1 1,0

1, oj
'

a, b
\

'

b, a
r, s s,r

L

l^1
'

r

o7T
'

I^~A' Vo1
'

> > J )

0, A A, B A, B, A
r, s

, r r, s s, r

i i
f"

wAe?-e .4 is <Ae conjugate reciprocal of [a]
r

;
A= (a)

r

; [A]
S = A [1]* ; a%d
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It will be observed that By is the determinant formed when the^'th vertical row of A is

replaced by the ith vertical row of [b]" .

If these results are true when the matrices are undegenerate, i.e. when A 4= 0, they
must be true in general* Hence we can at once verify them by multiplication ;

for

we have

U*l
LO.I J

fa, b~\ A, B

0, 1

and similarly in the other cases.

To prove the first result directly, assume that A 3=0, and let the conjugate reciprocal

r, a

of
a, b

be

r, s
~

r,s

,
so that

0, 1

Then
[ W ^

Using the last two equations the first two reduce to

Prefixing A
,
the conjugate reciprocal of [a] ,

on both sides, we obtain

The remaining three results can be deduced, or proved in similar ways.

Ex. ii. The inverses of the same matrices, when they are undegenerate, are

____ r, a r, s g, r , r

A, B 0, 1 B, A 1,

0, 1 A, B 1,0 B, A '

J'i s s,r r, s 8,r

i ,r f r , , ,r

where .4 is the inverse of [a] ,
and B = A [b]

t conjm

I ,

Ui

'. iii. The conjugate reciprocals of the respective matrices

r,n ,- -, r,s ,_
_j

,r _ _ a, r

6, 1

a,

0, a

1, 0, a
J

^ :0, A B, A
, ,

5, A A, B A,

A, 5
,

0, 4
~~~~

r, s
-

, s s, r
-'

s, r

where A is the conjugate reciprocal of [a\ ; A=(a) ; [A] =A[1] ;
and

-|pj .

These results can be verified by multiplication, or proved as in Ex. i.
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Ex. iv. The conjus

t~ ~i r ~

1, a 1, a
nutate reciprocal of is

0, l]
I 0, 1

r, s

r> s . r, s

[a, 0~I A,
Ex. v. The conjugate reciprocal of is

[0, ij 0, A
r, s I . I r s

where A is the conjugate reciprocal of [a] ,
and A = (a) .

<~~'r

Ex. vi. The conjugate reciprocal of the matrix

^11 ^12 ^lw ^l,?n+l

^21 ^22 ^2w ^2, in + 1
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Ex. viii. The conjugate reciprocal of

a, c,

0, 1,

_ b, d, 1 _

r,s, t

r, , t

r,s, t

r, , t

_ p

where A= (a)
r

;
A is the conjugate reciprocal of [a] ;

and

2fo. ix.
;

If [a]
P

, [/3]

9

,
... [y]

r
are inverse prefactors of [a]" , [b]

v

,
... [c]

w
, (which can

only be the case when the latter matrices have ranks u, v, ... w), then

'

a, 0, ...

0, ft ...

j 0, 0, ... y _

is an inverse prefactor of

"a, 0, ... 0~

0, 6, ...

_ 0, 0, ... c _

Ex. x. If [a]
P

, [ft]

9
, ... [y]

r
are inverse postfactors of [a] , [6]^ , ... [c]

w
, (which can

only be the case when the latter matrices have ranks p, q, ... r), then

"a, 0, ...

0, ft ...
is an inverse postfactor of

a, 0, ...

0, 6, ...

L 0, 0, ... c

Ex. xi. If [a]
P

, [b]
q

,
... [c]

r
are undegenerate, and A

, ,...(? are their
1 '

p
' '

q
' '

/

inverses (or conjugate reciprocals), then

is the inverse (or conjugate reciprocal) of

A, 0, ...

0, B, ...

0, 0, ... C
i i

p, q, - r

Ex. xii. The conjugate reciprocals (and inverses) of

T> 8 r- -i r
<
8

j-

j

1,
are

-a, 1

r,s r, s

Ex. xiii. The conjugate reciprocal and inverse of the matrix

1000 0~<
[~

1 0~

i 1 A-i 1

2 &i 1 is *= A 2 BI 1

a, 0, ...

0, 6, ...

_0, 0, ... c _

1, -a

0, 1
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where the elements of < are determined in succession from the equations

= 0,

which are the conditions that #d>= [l] .
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In c.u'h case the conjugate reciprocal or inverse of

For the first matrix we now have

13

is a matrix of the same form.

"10000"
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When m < n, a simple minor determinant of A such as A =
(apq) has

exactly n (m n) distinct horizontal primaries and no vertical primaries.

In this article and the next chapter we shall use symbols a^ and /3M2/ to

denote certain 'determinants derived from any minor determinant A of a

matrix A,.

We define ax\ to be the determinant formed from A when we replace the

Xth horizontal row of H occurring in A by the #th horizontal row of H
(occurring or not occurring in A); and we define /3^ to be the determinant

formed from A when we replace the yu-th vertical row of K occurring in A by
the yih vertical row ofK (occurring or not occurring in A). These definitions

of a;A and 13^ are independent of the notations employed for A and A.

When A \a\ and A = (aw;) =
(

a, } ,
then A must have one of the

r
. W.-.W/

values p-i, p.2 ,
... p,-> and to form ax\ from A we replace the horizontal suffix A,

(occurring in A) by #; also /t must have one of the values ql} q2 ,
... qr ,

and

to form ftny from A we replace the vertical suffix
//, (occurring in A) by y.

Thus a\x = A ;
if the xih horizontal row of H occurs in A and x =f A,, then

ax\ = ;
if the xih horizontal row of H does not occur in A, then ax\ is a

horizontal primary of A.

Also ft^ = A ;
if the yth vertical row of K occurs in A and y 4= p, then

ft^
=

;
if the yth vertical row of K does not occur in A, then /3W is a vertical

primary of A.

When the standard double-suffix notation is used and A = \a] , we notice
m

the following cases :

CASE I. If A = (apq) ,
and if [AM] is the reciprocal of [apq \ ,

we have

......(A)

.......(B)

Those r(m r) elements of [alp] which do not lie in [a^,] are the

horizontal primaries of A; and those r(nr) elements of [/3gl] which do

not lie in [/3g9]

r
are the vertical primaries of A.

CASE II. If A = (a)
r

,
and if [A]

r
is the reciprocal of [a]

r

, then
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The r(m r) elements of the last m r horizontal rows of [a] are the
J m

horizontal primaries of A
;
and the r (n r) elements of the last n r vertical

rows of [$] are the vertical primaries of A.

In Case II we can write

.(C)

where [A]
r

=A[l]
?

. Then the elements of \p\
r

are the horizontal
r J - Li J m-r

primaries of A; and the elements of [q]

n r

are the vertical primaries of A.

Ex. i. Proof of formulae (A) and (B).

Let [a]p] and [$q\\ be defined by those equations, and let H=[aiq]

r
and K=[api]

n
.

Then by the properties of active rows we have

or

This shows that axp . is the determinant formed from A when we replace the jot th

horizontal row of H (occurring in A) by the xih horizontal row of H, and that fiq . y is the

determinant formed from A when we replace the g^-th vertical row of A" (occurring in A)

by the y th vertical row of K.

X2U\ 7

Ex. ii. Let A = I a I be a minor determinant of [a] ,

\325/

so that

Then

t214

~| ri234567~l
a

, ZT- a .

12346J L 325 J

/214\ / 214 \ /
214

\

Vx25/
'

\3a;5/
'

\32a;/
'

(yl*\

/2#4\ /2l2/\
I K I r, 1 P.. j. Ia )j Mltf~\ a

) P4tf
=

l
a )>

325/ \326/ \325/

where a; receives the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and y the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. In particular

T325-1 3 r 214 "!

a -AF13.1 = A [!]
L325J L214J

t325~|

f 214
~l

^1 is the conjugate reciprocal of a
,
we have

214J L325J

t214

"I r326~| r 325 ~| r325-| ri234567~l ri234667~I

hi =
,

\

A
\

a ft
\.12345 J L214J Ll2345j L214J . 325 J .

214 J
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Ex. iii. Let A=
3 #3 "3

&2 #2 ^2 be a minor determinant of [a b cdefg]

so that

Then

./? = a3

64

C3

/2

9s _

=
(6 a rf) 425 , a 13=(&ac) 12fi

,
a16=(6ao0, ...,

In particular 033=0^= 055= A, /322 =/3n= /344
= A,

r 325 ~I -i F 214 ~l

a =A[1] , /3
=

L325J 3 L214J

If

71 D
-"3 -2

_ z 3 A A j

,

5s

ff
1

is the conjugate reciprocal of 62 2 ^2 >
we have

A _ D3 Z>2

r~1234667~]

K=\ ft
\.

.
214

.

Ex. iv. Let A= (aM)

r
be a minor determinant of [a\

n
,
and let Am be the conjugateW i i

reciprocal of [aM] .

Then ifM and [v] are any minors of [1 2 ... m] and [1 2 ... n] we have
t

" *

In each case the suffixes retained in the product matrix are the active suffixes of the

two factor matrices on the left.

These results follow at once from formulae (A) and (B).

^k,
<r

Ex. v. Let A= (

pq ' pti
\ be a minor determinant of [a]

n
,

so that

and let [
A
A
pq >

\_Aiq,

''

be the reciprocal of

Then

h, P

k, a

and (BO

These formulae are equivalent to formulae (A) and (B). We may if we please prove

them directly by the method followed in Ex. i.
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and that the remaining (h + p)(m h-p) elements of [alp ,
au ]

>p are the horizontal

primaries of A.

Also r&99> w~\

fCf <T

and the remaining (k+ <r) (n-k-a} elements of ^
ql are the vertical primaries of A.

More generally we have with the notation of Ex. v

, h, p
k, IT

A
y

-"-

*> -"

a*

h, p

"pqy Ctpi), dpy

@r\v> O^Xu ,

it, i

where [w] and [] are any minors of [1 2 ... m] in formula (A2),

and [v] and [y] are any minors of [1 2 ... >i]
in formula (B2).

Formulae (A2) and (Ba) follow from formulae (A^ and (Bj) by the

properties of active rows.

In these formulae <x
Uipj is the determinant formed from A when in it we

replace the horizontal suffix pj by ui} Pqiyi
is the determinant formed from A

when in it we replace the vertical suffix g& by yj, and so on.

It will be observed that in each of these formulae the suffixes retained in

the product matrix on the right are the active suffixes of the two factor

matrices on the left.

NOTE 1. Primary superdeterminants of any minor determinant of a matrix.

If A=
( pa)

r
is any minor determinant of order r of a matrix ^l = [a] ,

those minor

determinants of A of order r+ l which contain A as a minor may be called the primary

superdeterminants of A in the matrix A.

If we write

apzqi ap2?2 *^Pa

pr Qi
apr qr

then Pu is a primary superdeterminant of A when ut is an element of the sequence

[12 ... m\ other than jo1} /?2 > Pr-> a d v
j

i8 an element of the sequence [12 ... n] other

than ql , q2 ,
... qr ;

and Pu , v =0 when Ui is an element of the minor sequence [p^ p$ ... pr]

or
Vj

is an element of the minor sequence [qiq^ ... gv].

c. II. 2
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Further if we consider that two primary superdeterminants of A in A are distinct from

one another only when one is not merely a derangement of the other, then every primary

super-determinant of A in A can be expressed in the above form, and there are (m r) (n
-

r)

distinct primary superdeterminants of A, viz. the elements of the matrix [/*] ,
where

[it]
is a minor sequence of [1 2 ... m] complementary to [p] ,

and [v] is a minor

sequence of [1 2 ... n] complementary to [q] .

More generally a derived determinant of A of any order which contains A as a minor

may be called a superdeterminant of A in A.

NOTE 2. Primary siibdeterminants of any determinant.

If A= ()
r

is any determinant of order r. the minor determinants of \aY of order r-1
r J

r

may be called the primary siibdeterminants of A
; and if we regard two such primary

subdeterniinants as being distinct from one another only when one is not merely a

derangement of the other, we can identify the primary subdetermiuants of A with the

elements of the matrix [A] reciprocal to [a] .

103. Elimination of a variable from a system of inequalities.

We can determine real quantities (or integers) x, HI, z<2 ,
... um ,

vit v2 ,
... vn so that the

m+ n inequalities

x-jfUi, X-^HZ, ... x-jfUm \ X^V-L, x<$vt, ... x^on (A)

are satisfied when and only when we can determine the real quantities (or integers)

!, 2> uim vi> V2> vn so that the mn inequalities

<*!;) (*'=!> 2
>

^ ;./=!, 2, ... n) (B)
are satisfied.

Thus if x is a real quantity (or an integer) which is variable, and the u' and y's are

real quantities (or integers) which are variable or constant, the inequalities (A) are possible

when and only when the inequalities (B) are possible.

The inequalities (B) will be said to be obtained by the elimination of x from the

inequalities (A).

When the u's and v's are not all independent, in particular when they are all constants,

some of the inequalities (B) will be necessary consequences of the rest. These are then

superfluous, and we can reduce (B) to a simpler system of inequalities by omitting them.

Again when x is variable and all letters denote real quantities (or integers) the

inequalities and equation

xjfUi, x-$>u<i, ... x$>um ; X'Jf.Vi, x$.v%, ... x^.-vn ;
x=w (A')

can be satisfied when and only when the inequalities

w^fiii, wjfii^ ... wjfum ; w^.vlt w<$.Vt, ... w<^vn (B')

can be satisfied, and the inequalities (B') will be said to be obtained from (A') by the

elimination of x.

If then we are given any system of linear inequalities and equations in which all

constants and variables are real quantities (or integers), we can eliminate all or any
number of the variables by successive steps of the above kind. We can thus determine

whether it is or is not possible to assign such values to the variables that the given

inequalities and equations are satisfied
;
and we can determine the limitations which the

given inequalities and equations impose on the values of any one of the variables or on

the values of any number of the variables.
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Ex. i. If n and r are given integers, we can determine an integer p satisfying the

conditions

p<0, p^r, p^n r (1)

when and only when n and r satisfy the conditions

r<0, r$>n (2)

For when we eliminate p from (1) we obtain r < 0, n r <}C 0.

We see that n and r must be positive integers, and that n must not be less than r.

Ex. ii. If
,
r and p are given positive integers, we can determine integers a and a-

satisfying the conditions

when and only when
,
r and p satisfy the conditions

r$>n, p^n-r (4)

Writing the conditions (3) in the form

a^r+ p-s, (r^>s r + p, ff<0, <rJFn
~ s

i

and eliminating a, we obtain

or sr
,

s<r -p>

Since the second of these last conditions is superfluous, we see that the conditions (3)

can be satisfied when and only when we can determine s so as to satisfy the conditions

... . s4>, sjp-n, r+p-^n........................................(5)

Eliminating s from (5) we obtain the conditions (4).

Ex. iii. If TO and r are given integers and u, s and p are arbitrary integers satisfying

the conditions

M<0, s< 0, P^O? u ~^ ri
u + s + p

= m-r, ........................ (6)

the possible values of u are those consistent with the conditions

w<{:0, u^f>r, u^m r..................................... (7)

Eliminating p from (6) we see that the conditions to be satisfied by m, r, u and s are

u<if.O, s<0, s^>m-r u, u^>r.

Again eliminating s, we obtain (7) as the conditions to be satisfied by ,
r and m.

104. Possible ranks of a matrix containing a given minor matrix.

1. Matrices of the form [c, a]
'

where [c] is given.

We will prove three lemmas leading up to Theorem I a.

LEMMA 1. X/[c] i>s a given undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can always construct

a matrix [a] so that [c, a]
'

is undegenerate.

Denoting the affected simple minor determinants of [c]

r
formed by striking out its

first, second, ... last horizontal rows by Cj, (72 ,
... (7P +i respectively, it is sufficient to

choose the elements of fal so thatL J

Since <7i, (72 , ... <7r + 1 do not all vanish, this is always possible.

22
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LEMMA 2. If[c]
T

is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r, and if r<m, we can always

construct [a]
!

so that [c, a]
r>

has rank r+l.

Let [cMi]
r

be any simple minor of [c] of rank r formed with r+ l of its horizontal

rows, so that [u] is a minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m]. Then it is sufficient to choose

the elements of [a]
1

so that [cMj , Mi]
n

is undegenerate, and by Lemma 1 this is always

possible.

LEMMA 3. If [c]

r
is a given matrix whose vertical rows are unconnected, and if r <m,

tn

we can construct a, matrix [a] so that the vertical roivs of [c, a]
'

are unconnected when

and only when
x+ rjpm.

For by Lemma 2 we can form in succession matrices

r -!>, 1 r -i
r 2 r -,r,x-l r -.r,x

[c, a] , [c, a] ,
... [c, a] , [c, ajLJ m LJ n LJ TO

LJ
?n

of ranks r+l, r+ 2, ... r+ x-I, r+x provided that

r+l<m, r+2<m, ... r+x \<m,

i.e. provided that a?<m r+ l, or x^m-r.

Theorem. la. If [c]

r
is a given matrix of rank p (where p<0, p^>r, p^f>m), and if p

is a given positive integer, we can construct a matrix [a]
P

such that [c, a]
r' P

has rank R
when and only when

R*$.p, R$>p+p, R~fym (A)

Let [y]
p =

[clw]
p be a vertical minor of [c]

r
of rank p. Then [c, a]

r> p
has the same

ill ill tfl Wl

rank as [y, a]
p' p

,
and if this rank is R, it is clear that the conditions (A) must be

satisfied.

Now let R be any integer consistent with the conditions (A). Then by Lemma 3 we

can construct a matrix [a]

~ p such that [y, a]
p has rank R ;

and if we form [a] by

inserting in [a]

~ p
additional vertical rows, p +p-R in number, which are either rows

of O's or are connected with the vertical rows of [y, o]
p>

~
p

,
the matrices [y, a]

p> p and

[c, a]
r' p

have rank R.

Ex. i. If [a\
p and [b]

q
are arbitrary subject to the conditions that they are undegenerate

and have ranks p and q respectively, the possible values of the rank R of the matrix

d>= \a. 61
'

are those consistent with the conditionsJ m

R<%.p, R"%~q, R'^'tn, R^p + q (1)

Clearly R must satisfy these conditions.

Again if we put

r 1, 0, 1,

0, 0, 0, 1

' ' '
x, p -x, g x, m p q + x

we have R=p+q-x (3)
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Giving to x all integral values consistent with the conditions (2), and eliminating x from

(2) and (3), we see that R assumes all integral values consistent with the conditions (1).

Thus we can construct so as to have any rank R which is consistent with the

conditions (1).

Ex. ii. If [a]
p

and [b]
q

are arbitrary subject to the conditions that they have ranks

a and /3 respectively, and if R is the rank of the matrix < = [, b]
P' q

,
the possible values of

R are those consistent with the conditions

R^a, R<k(3, R^>m, RJf>a+P (A')

For if [alM]
a
and [biv]^ are vertical minors of [a]

p
and [b]

q
of ranks a and /3, the

matrix $ has the same rank as the matrix $' = [!, &u,]

a
'

,
and the possible ranks of tp'

are given by Ex. i.

2. Matrices of the form where [c] is given.

The following lemmas and theorem correspond to those of sub-article 1, and can be

proved in succession in similar ways.

7*4-1

LEMMA 1. If [c] is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can always construct

.r+l

a matrix [b]
r+l

so that I is undegenerate.

r, 1

LEMMA 2. If [c]

n
is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can always construct

r- c ->
n

[b]

n
so that has rank r+l.

r, 1

LEMMA 3. If [c]

n
is a given matrix whose horizontal rows are unconnected, and if

I~
C ~T

r<n, we can construct [61" so that the horizontal rows of are unconnected when and
L6j ,*

only when

Theorem I b. // [c]

H
is a given matrix of rank p (where p< 0, p $>r, p ;}>), and ifp

n

is a given positive integer, we can construct a matrix [b]

n
such that has rank R when

r,P

and only when
, R^n..................................(B)

Ex. iii. If \a]
n
and [b]

n
are arbitrary subject to the conditions that they have ranks a

ra~\
n

and /3 respectively, and if R is the rank of the matrix tp
=

, ,
the possible values of R

p, <i

are those consistent with the conditions

/H", JHft R-frn, R$a + p............................ (B')

This is proved in the same way as Ex. ii.
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r i q> s

3. Possible ranks of (j)
= ' =

[e]

n
when [c]

q
is given,

' "* *

Theorem II. Tjf [c] is a given matrix of rank p (where p<0, p^f>p, p^?), and if R

is the rank of the matrix (p, the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

R<tp, R$>p+ r, R-^q + s, Rjf>p+ r+ s, ........................(C)

or R<p, R$>m, R^-n, R$>p + (m-p) + (n-q)................... (C')

For if a- is the rank of [c, a]
'

it follows from Theorem I a that the possible values of

a- are given by
o-<p, (TJf>p + s, pj(>p; .................................... (4)

and when a- has any assigned value consistent with these conditions it follows from

Theorem I b that the possible values of R are given by

R<<r, R^xr+ r, R$>q+ s.................................. (5)

Eliminating a- from (4) and (5) we see that the possible values of R are those consistent

with the conditions (C).

COROLLARY 1. A square matrix [a] which contains the zero minor matrix [0] can be

undegenerate when and only when

This is Ex. v of 83.

COROLLARY 2. If [a] is a matrix of assigned rank R whose elements are arbitrary

(where R^O, R^m, R%*n), and if p is the rank of a minor matrix [auv ,
the possible

values of p are those consistent with the conditions

p<0, p^R+p +q-m-n, p^p, pjf>q, p$>R...................(D)

By the theorem these conditions must be satisfied. Further when they are satisfied,

then all the conditions (C') are satisfied, and therefore we can construct a matrix [a]
w

of
J

rank R containing a given minor matrix [auv] of rank R.

COROLLARY 3. If a matrix [a] and a minor matrix [auv]
Q
have ranks R and p

respectively, we must have

This is the only one of the inequalities (C') and (D) the truth of which is not

immediately obvious.

r ~i
*' s

COROLLARY 4. If in the matrix (f>= / , the mutually complementary matrices

.

" '
P,r

[c] and [d] have ranks y and 8 respectively, then the rank R of (j>
must satisfy the

conditions

and

105. Tossible ranks of a matrix containing a given zero minor matrix.

We will suppose the matrix to be

containing the given zero minor matrix [0]
q

;
and we will denote the rank of $ by R.
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1. Theorem I. When the elements of $ not contained in the given zero matrix

[Oj
''

are arbitrary, the possible values ofR are those consistent with the conditions

R^r+s, (A)

This theorem is a particular case of that proved in sub-article 3 of 104.

NOTE 1. Alternative proof of Theorem I.

We can deduce the theorem from Ex. v of 83 or Corollary 1 of 104.3. It is evident

that R must satisfy the first three of the conditions (A). Now let A be any minor

determinant of $ of order r+ s+ x, where #<!. Then A must contain at least s+x of the

last p horizontal rows and at least r+x of the last q vertical rows of <, and consequently

must contain the zero minor matrix [01 Since (r+ x} + (s+x}>r+s+ x, it followsJ
s+ x

that A= 0, i.e. every minor determinant of < of order greater than r+ s vanishes. Thus R
must also satisfy the last of the conditions (A).

It remains to show that every value of R consistent with the conditions (A) is a possible

rank of fa

Case I. Let r+ s be the least of the three numbers r+p, s+ q, r+ s.

In this case we have p <s, q^f.r.

We can put all elements of < equal to zero except those occurring in the minor

Fc, a~\

8' r

01 =
b Q- '

-*r, s

so that has the same rank as fa. By Corollary 1 of 104.3 we can choose the elements

of
(ft l

so that it is undegerierate and has rank r+ s. Then by making rows ef fa to be rows

of O's we can make fa have any smaller rank down to 0. Thus we can so construct that

it has any rank from r+ s down to 0.

Case II. Let r+p be the least of the three numbers r+p, s+ q, r+ s.

In this case we have s +q^r+p, s<^p.

If r+p<if.s, we can in the same way make have the same rank as its minor

i i
s

) f+p *

, P' a
\^=

[b, oJu- ' -1

r, p

and we can make fa have any rank from r+p down to 0.

If r+p-^s, we can make have the same rank as its minor

r,p

and make fa' have any rank from r+p down to 0.

Case III. Let s+ q be the least of the three numbers r+p, s+q, r+s.

In this case we have r+p^s+ q, r<$.q.

If s+ q^r, we can make have the same rank as its minor

r, s + q-r

and we. can, wake < 5 have any rank from s+ q down to 0.
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If s+ qjf>r, we can make $ have the same rank as its minor

, , r T s
> 9

G>o = C, ffl ,^3 L ' J
s+g'

and we can make 3
' have any rank from s+ q down to 0.

Thus in every case we can make < have any rank R consistent with the conditions (A).

NOTE 2. Correction to Ex. m of 83.

The investigation of the possible ranks of $ given in Ex. vi of 83 is incorrect, it

having been there implicitly assumed that ar^-p + s.

2. Theorem II a. When the elements of [c] , [a] , [b] are arbitrary subject to the

r ~~\

s

condition that is undegen&rate and has rank
,
the possible values of R are those

'

'r, p

consistent with the conditions

R<s, R^r+p, R^s+ q, Rj>r+s............................(B)

The conditions (B) are clearly necessary, and they are consistent with one another,
since s cannot be greater than any one of the three numbers r+p, s+ q, r+ s.

To show that every value of R consistent with the conditions (B) is possible, we may
proceed as in Note 1 of sub-article 1.

M
8

has rank s. Then by
r, s

replacing vertical rows of [a] by rows of O's we can make <j have any smaller rank which

is not less than s.

In Case II we must have r+p^s, and we can make < 2 have any rank from r+p down

r ~\
s

to s whilst the matrix , always retains the rank s.

'--
'r, p

In Case III when s+ q^r, we can make $3 have any rank from s+ q down to s

whilst , always retains the rank s
;
and when s+ q^r, we can make < 3

'

have
"

r, s + q-r

any rank from s+ q down to whilst [c] always has rank s.

r ~\
s

COROLLARY. If the only restriction on the elements of [c] , [a] , [b] is that , has
'--

'r,p
rank

a-,
the possible values ofR are those consistent with the conditions

R<t<r, R^fr+p, Rfrff+ q,

ri' FT r~i
For <b has the same rank as L 1"' "

,
where -

1"
is a minor of of

LA, oj r_ p
lAJ

r)p
Lbj

rip
rank a.

In a similar way we can prove the following theorem and corollary :

Theorem lib. When the elements of [c]

s

, [a]
q

, [b]

s

are arbitrary subject to the

condition that [c, a]
'

is undegenerate and has rani: r, the possible values of R are those

consistent with the conditions

(B')
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COROLLARY. If the only restriction on the elements of [e] , [a] , [6] is that

[c, a]
'

has rank p, the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

3. Theorem III. When the elements o/[c]
8

, [a]*
7

, [b]

8
are arbitrary subject to the

r ~i
s

conditions that , and [c, a]
'

are undegenerate and have ranks s and r respectively,
*- -V,p

the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

(C)

The conditions (C) are clearly necessary and consistent
;
and they involve the necessary

conditions

It remains to show that we can always determine the elements of <p so that (p has any
rank R consistent with these conditions.

We may assume without loss of generality that s
<$. r, and consider the same cases as

in Note 1 of sub-article 1.

In Case I we can in succession put all elements of (p equal to zero except those

occurring in the minors

._ -.*. r _ _., r 1 _ _, r-2 ._ _.

Tc, al rc, al p, aH Tel

\_b, Oj \_b, Oj
'

I 6, oj
' "

I b\-J
r, s -J

r, *-l ^r, -2 *-
-'r, s-r

Then choosing the elements of these minors (see Corollary 1 in 104. 3) so that they
are undegenerate, we shall have determined values of

tp having ranks r+ s, r+s-1,
r+s-2, ...s in which the conditions of the problem are satisfied.

In Case II we have r +p <
s, and we proceed in a similar way making the minors

s, r+p-s s,r+p-s-l
e, n re, a~

b, oL '
p -r.p-l -V,8-r

undegenerate, and putting all other elements of
cp equal to zero.

In Case III we have s + q <
r, and we make the minors

Tc, an
4' 2

p, at'"'
1

|~
CYU oj

' U oj
' -

L&J
r, s+ q-r r,s+q-r-l r,s-r

undegenerate, putting all other elements of (p equal to zero.

4. Jf[b] is a given matrix of rank
/3, and if the elements of [c, a]"'

q
are arbitrary, the

possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

R<tP, R$>r + fr R$> S + q...............................(D)

If [a] is a given matrix of rank a, and if the elements of\,\ a^e arbitrary, the

I- -Jr, p

possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

R^a, R^r + p, R^s + a...............................(D')

These results are particular cases of Theorems I a and I b of 104. For in the first

t

1

is a given matrix

**r,P
of rank a.
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5. Theorem IV. If the matrix [a] is undegenerate, then the matrices

|

-
|>"iW

a,

n ' <
m

have rank r+p, where p is the rank of [6] or b
1 ' 71

Let [6MW]
P be an undegenerate square minor of [6] of order p. Then by Theorem VI

of 71 the matrix - has the same rank as the matrix

and therefore its rank cannot exceed r+ p.

Moreover fa and \^ contain the non-vanishing minor determinant

of order f+ p, and therefore they both have rank

In Theorem IV, which will often be used, our notation has been altered. In the

theorems which follow we resume our original notation, and (p and R will have the same

meanings as in the preceding sub-articles.

Theorem IV a. If [a~\

q
and [b]* are given undegenerate matrices of ranks q and p,

and if[c] is arbitrary, the possible values ofR are those consistent with the conditions

, R^s+ q ..............................(E)

R^n.................................. (E')

Let [anl \ be an undegenerate square minor of [a]
q
of order q. Then by Theorem IV

the minor matrix of <p

p CHI > t*i
~j

'

[6,0.
has rank p+ q and is undegenerate. Thus R must satisfy the first of the conditions (E),

and by sub-article 1 it must satisfy the other two conditions. It remains to show that (p

can have any rank R consistent with the conditions (E).

Let [v] be a minor sequence of [1 2 ... r] complementary to [] . Then if we put

[cwi]
=

0, the matrix <p is a derangement of, and has the same rank as, the matrix
A. ft

,
aul

cvl avl

b
,

<7, r-q, p

By Theorem IV the.matrix <p' has rank q+ x, where x is the rank of

By Theorem I b of 104 we can choose the elements of [cwl] so that (p" has rank x

when and only when

This shows that we can choose the elements of [c]

*
so that <p has any rank R consistent

with the conditions (E).
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Theorem IV b. If[<*]
q and [b]* are given matrices of ranks a and ft and if[c] f

is

arbitrary, the possible values of R are given by

For if On,]", [bul ]

s
are vertical and horizontal minors of [a]\ [&]* of ranks a, ft then

(p has the same rank as the matrix

and the possible ranks of <p' are given by Theorem IV a.

NOTE 3. Alternative proof of Theorem IV a.

By Ex. xii of 71 or by 146 there exist uudegenerate square matrices

[h]

r

, [k]

s

, [u]
P

, [v]
q

such that

If we write

we have

r,p r,p

where the prefaotor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate square matrices. This

shows that the matrices

i

r'P r 1 r~i 8'^ f~ i
g>1

'
a

\

' =
\

?> a

5 J LO> v J L/^J J

have the same rank. Moreover each of the matrices [c]

s

, [y] receives all possible values

when the other receives all possible values. Therefore the possible values of <p when

[c] is arbitrary are the same as the possible values of ^ when [y] is arbitrary.

Now by Theorem IV the rank R of ^ is given by

where x is the rank of the matrix formed from ^ by striking out its first q horizontal

rows and its first p vertical rows, i.e. where x is the rank of the matrix [c] whose
L Jr-q

elements are arbitrary. Since the possible values of x are those consistent with the

conditions

#<0, x^pr-q, x^s-p,
it follows that the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions (E).

NOTE 4. We can deduce Theorem IV from Theorem IV b as a particular case.

6. Theorem V. If [c] is a given matrix of rank p (where p <
0, p ^> r, p ^> *), and

if the elements of [a]
q
and [&]* are arbitrary, the possible values of R are those consistent

with the conditions

(F)
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By Theorem II of 104 the integer R must satisfy the conditions (F). It remains to

show that we can construct (p so as to have any rank R consistent with these conditions.

By Ex. xii of 71 or 146 there exist undegenerate square matrices [h]

r

, [k]

s

such

that

If we write

Cl

A~lP' S ~P

:-

we have

O, .o fto

Since the prefactor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate, we see that the

matrices
*, 9

u, p-u, ip-y, u, x, qu-x

have the same rank. Moreover [a] , [6] are arbitrary, i.e. can assume all possible values,

when and only when [a] , [/3] are arbitrary. Consequently the possible ranks of <

when [c] is a given matrix of rank p and [a] and [6] are arbitrary are the same as the

possible ranks of
i//-

when
[u]

q
and [ft]* are arbitrary.

Now consider the special matrix

i, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ~"
u, pu,x,rp-x,u,y,p-ui

in which u, x and y have any particular values consistent with the conditions

tt<0, u-frp; #<0, x$>r-p, x-^q-u; y<$Q, yjf-s-p, y^-p-u (1)

The matrix \// has the form of ^, and by repeated applications of Theorem IV it will

be seen that v// has rank R given by

ll=p +u+x+y (2)

When we eliminate u, x and y from (1) and (2) we obtain for R the inequalities (F).

Thus when w, x and y receive all possible values consistent with the conditions (1), the

various values assumed by R are those consistent with the conditions (F) ;
and it follows

that we can construct \//, and therefore also
fy,

so as to have any rank R consistent with

the conditions (F).

r -i*' 8

COROLLARY. If the matrix <p
=

\ ,
' has the assigned rank R (where R <

0,

r,p

R-^r+p, Rjfs+ q, R$>r + s), and if [c]* has rank p, the possible values of p are those

consistent with the conditions

p^R-p-q, p-frr, p^>s, p^R (F')
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For by Theorem V the conditions (F') must be satisfied, and whenever they are

satisfied we can determine (p so as to have rank R.

106. Possible ranks of a symmetric matrix containing a given diagonal
minor.

1. Preliminary observations.

A diagonal minor of a square matrix [a] is one of the form [auu] ,
where \u] is

a minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m], or it is a square minor in which the elements of the

leading diagonal are elements of the leading diagonal of the fundamental matrix.

Accordingly the diagonal minors of a square matrix are the square minors obtained

by striking out corresponding horizontal and vertical rows and then applying corresponding

derangements to the retained horizontal and vertical rows.

Every symmetric or self-conjugate matrix < of order p + r can be expressed in

the form

c
Pi r

where &(/
=%, Cy= c

7

-

i , b'ij bji for all values of the suffixes i and j which are attached to

a, 6, 6', c in the matrix, so that

7 _, m, 1

. Possible ranks of the symmetric matrix (p
=

\

' when [a]"
1

is a given
I o , c I-'

, m, 1

2.
I o c

'm, 1

symmetric matrix.

Theorem I a. If [] is a given undegenerate symmetric matrix, the only possible

ranks of the symmetric matrix
<J>

are m and m+ l. Whatever the value of [b] may be, we

can make
(f>

have either one of these ranks by suitably choosing the value of cn .

It is to be understood that iy
=

y<> &'=&!
m, 1

Then

Since (a)
m

=j=0, we can choose cu ,
whatever the value of [6] may be, so that A has any^ m ~

til

assigned value. If we choose it so that A= 0, then <p has rank m
;
and if we choose it so

that A 4=0, then $ has rank m + l.

In particular we can make
(f>

have rank m by putting [6] =0, cu =0 ;
and we can

make it have rank m+ l by putting [6] =0, cn = l.

Theorem I b. // [a] is a given symmetric matrix of rank p, where p<m, the possible

values of the rank R of the symmetric matrix < when c\\ and the elements of [6] are

arbitrary are p, p + l and p + 2.

Since the rank of fa, 61 cannot exceed the rank of fa] by more than 1, and the
L ' Jm m "

rank of <b cannot exceed the rank of fa, 6]' by more than 1, it follows that R cannot
L Jm

have any value other than p, p + 1 or p + 2. It remains to show that R can have any one

of these three values.
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By 126 the matrix [a] must have some undegenerate diagonal minor [ MM]
P
of order p.

We can now distinguish two principal cases.

r ~1
TO

CASE I. When [a, b]'
1

and its conjugate l>
have rank P-

L J
K,1

This case occurs when [61 is connected with the vertical rows of [a] and therefore
L J m Jm

\b'~\

m
with the horizontal rows of [a] .L Jj

. -> m

It follows from Theorem VI of 71 that in this case <p has the same rank as the

matrix

'p, 1

By sub-article 1 the only possible values of
<p'

are p and p+ 1, and we can make

(p'
have either one of these ranks by suitably choosing the value of cn . Thus in this case

the possible values of R are p and p + 1.

CASE II. When [a, b]' and its conjugate ,, have rank p+1.

This case occurs when \b\ is not connected with the vertical rows of [a] ,
and

L J m m

therefore [b']

m
is not connected with the horizontal rows of [a] '. In this case the last

horizontal row of <p cannot be connected with the preceding horizontal rows, and there-

fore (p has rank p+2, i.e. the only possible value of R is p + 2.

We see then that it is always possible to construct (p so that its rank R has any one of

the three values p, p + 1, p+2.

In the particular case when p =m Case II cannot occur.

Theorem I C. If [a] is a given symmetric matrix of rank p, the possible values of

the rank R of the symmetric matrix (p when cn and the elements of [b] are arbitrary are

those consistent with the conditions

This statement summarises the results obtained in Theorems I a and I b.

[7-1

P< r

'

=[a] when [a]
P

is a given
'

P, r

symmetric matrix.

Theorem II. If [a] is a given symmetric matrix of rank p (where p<0, p^>/), and

if the elements of [b] and [c] are arbitrary subject to the restriction that <p is symmetric.

then the possible values of the rank R of the symmetric matrix <p are those consistent with the

conditions

(B)

-P) (B')

From Theorem II of 104 we see that R must satisfy the conditions (B). It remains

to show that R can have any value consistent with these conditions.
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Let the symmetric matrices

, -, P, 1 , -, V, 2 r- l-il>' r ~ l r- r-1 p' r

r, 61 Fa, 61 fa, 61
fa,

61

Li', cj
'

U', d '"'U'ld
'

L6 ', <dL '

-"p. 1
"- ' ^p.2 "- '

-"p.r-1 -Vr

be formed in succession, and lot their ranks be denoted by px , p2 ,
... pr -j, & Then by

Theorem Ic the possible values of these numbers are those consistent with the conditions

(1) Pl <tp, p^p + 2,

(2) pa <fpi, Pa > Pi + 2,

(3)

(r)

The result of eliminating p l
from (1) and (2) is

The result of eliminating p2 from these conditions and (3) is
.

P3<p, P3^P + 6, p3 ^>/) + 3.

Generally we can show by induction that the result of eliminating p1} p2 ,
... p^j from

(1), (2),...(t)is

Pi^P, pi^>p+2i, pi4>^ + t.

Thus when we eliminate p1} p2 ...pr _i from (1), (2), ... (r), we obtain the inequalities

(B). This shows that we can determine integers p 1? p2 , ... pr _j such that the conditions

(1), (2), ... (r) are satisfied when and only when the integer ti satisfies the conditions (B).

COROLLARY. "If the elements of the symmetric matrix <p
= [] are arbitrary subject to

the restriction that the matrix is symmetric and has the assigned rank R (u'here /2<4lO, R^m),

and if the diagonal minor [,ra] has rank p, then the possible values of p are those consistent

with the conditions

p<tO, p<t:fl-2(m-p), p-^R, p$>p.........................(C)

For by Theorem II the conditions (C) must be satisfied, and if p is any integer

satisfying the conditions (C), then the conditions (B') are satisfied, and we can determine

asymmetric matrix cp
=

[a] which has rank R and has a diagonal minor [auu] of rank p.

NOTE. Alternative proof of Theorem II.

By 147. 2 we can determine an undegenerate matrix [A] such that

Writing

p,p-p
'

o r'o, 6Y'
r

rA, o-i
p>r

rn, ^i
p>r

we have ............. ,' =J
'

,

0, 1 I 0*, eJ 10, 1J L^yJ
!

'

|
'jv, r -rpi r '

'p, r
p,r

where the prefactor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate square matrices. Thit

shows that the symmetric matrices

Z.-|P'

]

I-

H>,L-
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have the same rank. Moreover each of the matrices [b] , [/3] receives all possible

values when the other receives all possible values. It follows that the possible ranks of

<p when [6]

r
and [c]

r
are arbitrary are the same as the possible ranks of

>//
when [/3]

and

[y] are arbitrary, it being understood that
(f)
and ^ are always symmetric.

Consider now the symmetric matrix

._ _, p, x, y, y, c "' "'

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,

P, x, y, y, (T, u, v, v

in which x, y, a-, w, v are any integers satisfying the conditions

r; (1)

M<0, v<fcO : (2)

This matrix has the form of the matrix ^, and by repeated applications of Theorem IV

of 105 we see that it has rank R given by

R= p+ o-+ 2y+ '2v (3)

When we eliminate x, y, <r, t, v from the equation (3) and the inequalities (1) and (2),

we obtain the inequalities (B). Accordingly when x, y, tr, u, v receive all integral values

consistent with (1) and (2), R receives all integral values consistent with (B).

Thus we can construct \^', and therefore also
\js,

so as to have any value R consistent

with the conditions (B).

107. Possible ranks of a symmetric matrix which contains a given
zero diagonal minor.

We will suppose that the symmetric matrix contains the zero diagonal minor [0] , and

that it is

where a'^ a^ Ca= Cji ;
and we will denote its rank by R.

1. Theorem I. When the elements of [c]

r
and [a]

p
are arbitrary subject to the

condition that is symmetric, the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

R<tQ, R^r+p, R-^Zr (A)

or R<Q, R-frm, R$>2(m-p) (A')

This is a particular case of Theorem II of 106.

COROLLARY. If a symmetric matrix [a]

m
of order m contains a zero diagonal minor

[0]

P
of order p, then if 2p>m, the determinant (d)

m
necessarily vanishes; but if 2pjpm,

the other elements of the matrix can be so chosen that (a)
= 0.
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This follows from Theorem I, but can be proved independently.

The first part follows from Ex. v of 83.

To prove the second part we observe that when m <
2p, the symmetric matrix

0, 1,

1, 0,

-> '
1

-

,

which is a derangement of [1] ,
is undegenerate.

NOTE 1. Alternative proof of Theorem I.

By Theorem V of 105 the number R must satisfy the conditions (A). We have to

show further that can have any rank R consistent with these conditions. We consider

two cases.

Case I. 2?-^> r+p, i.e. r'fcp.

We can put in succession all elements of $ equal to zero except those occurring in the

minors
_., r ._ .r, r-l ._ .r, r-2

a',
'

a',
'

a',
' '" ^r' ^r-i' '" '

r, r r, r-l r, r-2

and then by the above Corollary (which has been proved independently of the theorem)
we can choose the elements of these minors so that they are undegenerate. We can thus

obtain values of
<j> having the ranks 2r, 2r 1, 2r- 2, ... 2, 1, 0.

Case II. r+p^>2r, i.e. p^fr.

We can put in succession all elements of
(f) equal to zero except those occurring in the

minors
,r,p-l

I C . a I r -.r W r-l'

_ .'/> . .1,1' i ._ i,jj~a
r c ,an re, en rc,n

r

,

la', Oj
'

la', Oj
'

[a', OJ
'
'"

-"r.p
U '

-"r.p-l
L '

-V.p-2

and then by the above Corollary we can choose the elements of these minors so that they
are undegenerate. We can thus obtain values of

(f) having the ranks

r+p, r+jo-1, r+p-2, ... 2, 1, 0.

2. Theorem II. When the elements of [c] and \a\ are arbitrary subject to the

condition that [c, a]
'

and its conjugate are undegenerate or have rank r, the possible values

of R are those consistent with the conditions

, R-jpr+p, A>2r.................................. (B)

The conditions (B) are clearly necessary. To show that
(f)

can have any rank R
consistent with them, we consider the special matrix

1, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1,

0, 1, 0,

0, 0, 0,

I

r x, x, x, p - x

r - x, x, x, p - x

for which

C. II.
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When r^>p, or 2r$*r+p, we can give to x the values 0, 1, 2, ... r, and so obtain values

of
<f> having the ranks r, y+ 1, ... 2r.

When p -jf r, or r+p jp 2r, we can give to x the values 0, 1, 2, ... p, and so obtain values

of
(f> having the ranks r, r+1, ... r+p.

3. Theorem III. If [of is a given undegenerate matrix of rank p, and if [c] is

arbitrary subject to the condition that it is symmetric, the possible values of R are those

consistent with the conditions

(C)

From Theorem IVa of 105 we see that R must satisfy the conditions (C). It remains

to show that <p can have any rank R consistent with these conditions.

Let [aui]
P
be an undegenerate square minor of [a]

P
of order p, and let [v] be a minor

sequence of [1 2 ... r] complementary to [u] . Then if we put [c iti] =0, <p
is a symmetric

derangement of, and has the same rank as, the symmetric matrix

-0,0, .t
"'

,
cm ,

a vl

^ 1 M 1 *^11 O -1

p, r -
i>, p

By Theorem IV of 105 the matrix $' has rank 2p + x, where x is the rank of the

symmetric matrix [cut)] ;
and since the possible values of x are those consistent with the

conditions x <
0, x ^> r p, it follows that the possible ranks R of fy are those consistent

with the conditions (C).

Thus we can so choose [c]

r
that < has any rank R consistent with the conditions (C).

COROLLARY. If [a] is a given matrix of rank a and if [c] is arbitrary subject to the

condition that it is symmetric, the possible values of R are those consistent with the conditions

<fc2a, R^r+ a........................................ (C')

For if [ait,]" is an uudegenerate vertical minor of [a]
P

of rank a, the matrix < has the

same rank as the matrix

t,r,
a

C ,!]
'!, J

r>a

'

and the possible ranks of $" are given by the theorem.

NOTE 2. Alternative proof of Theorem III.

By 146 it is possible to determine undegenerate square matrices \K\ and [&]

that T r

of [kf = rn T P

o'f [h]

r

=[i, of'
r~p

.

i i r
L J r L J

p I 01 i i n
L J

l>
L J

r
,,

p,r-p
If we write
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where the prefactor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate square matrices. This

shows that the symmetric matrices

have the same rank. Moreover each of the matrices [c] and [y] assumes all possible

values when the other assumes all possible values. Consequently the possible ranks of (p

when [c] is arbitrary but symmetric are the same as the possible ranks of ^ when [y]

is arbitrary but symmetric.

We now consider the special matrix

"0, 0, 0, 1

0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1,

1, 0, 0, ~~
p, x, r-p-x,p

which has the form of ^, and whose rank R is given by

R=r+p-x.
When we give to x the values rp, rp-l, ... 1, 0, we obtain values of ^ having

ranks 2p, 2p+l, ...r+p-l, r+p.

Thus \ve can construct \^, and therefore also
(p,

so as to have any rank R consistent

with the conditions (C).

4. Theorem IV. If [c]

r
is a given symmetric matrix of rank p (where p

<
0, p jp r),

and if the elements of [a] are arbitrary, the possible values of R are those consistent with

the conditions

R<^.p, R~jf>r+p, R'jpQr, R^p + Qp, (D)

or ^^P) Rjfm, Rjp2r, R^p + 2(m-r} (D')

By Theorem V of 105 the integer R must satisfy the conditions (D). It remains to

show that (p can have any rank R consistent with those conditions.

By 147.2 we can determine an undegenerate square matrix [A] such that

Then if we write

[afr
=T

r

[afr , [a']

r =
[a']

r

[h^ , [y^
= R'

JjT
",

r \ > -I pt r
-
p

h, fc
, a~|''

P
f/i, 0~l''

P
_ry, a~\

T>1

we have n T
' n n i

' n '

U, 1 C&.U U, 1 a.U.' ' t
11* n 1 1* vt * ' *r 11

where the prefactor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate square matrices. It

follows that the matrices

have the same rank. Moreover each of the matrices \a\
v

, [a]
p

assumes all possible

values when the other assumes all possible values. Consequently the possible ranks of

(p when [c]

r
is a given symmetric matrix of rank p and [a]

v
is arbitrary are the same as

the possible ranks of
//
when [a]

v
is arbitrary.

32
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We now consider the special symmetric matrix

_ u,o-u,x, r~o-x,u,x,p-u-x
i, o, o, o, i, o, o

-

0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,

j_0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0_j
u, p u, x, r p x, u,x, p u-x

where u and x have any particular values consistent with the conditions

(1)

This matrix \J/ has the form of
<//,

and by repeated applications of Theorem IV of 105

we see that it has rank R given by
. ........................ (2)

When we eliminate u and x from (1) and (2), we obtain the inequalities (D). Hence

when we give to u and x in \// all integral values consistent with the conditions (1), the

various integral values assumed by R are those consistent with the conditions (D). Thus

we can construct ^, and therefore also <p, so as to have any rank R consistent with the

conditions (D).

COROLLARY. If the symmetric matrix \~c , a~\
r>t

w; <i =
,

'

|_, OJ
7

.

p

has the ^igned rank R (where

, R^>r+p, R^Vr), and if [c] has rank p, then the possible values of p are those

consistent with the conditions

P^R-ZPt p^>R (E)

For by Theorem IV the conditions (E) must be satisfied, and when they are satisfied,

then all the conditions (D) are satisfied and we can determine <p so that it has rank R

whilst [c]

r
has rank p.



CHAPTER XIII

EELATIONS BETWEEN THE ELEMENTS AND MINOR DETERMINANTS
OF A MATRIX

[In 108 and 109 we obtain identities which give connections between the short rows

of an undegenerate matrix and relations between its simple minor determinants
;

in

115 and 117 we obtain corresponding equations satisfied by the elements and the

minor determinants of order r of a matrix whose rank is r
;
and in 116 we obtain the

fundamental identity from which all the preceding results are deducible. Sylvester's

identities involving the primary superdeterminants of a determinant and the corre-

sponding identities involving the primary subdeterrninants of a determinant are given
in 110 and 111. In 113 and 114 we determine conditions for the equivalence of

two similar undegenerate matrices and the equivalence of two systems of linear algebraic

equations ;
also we regard a system of equivalent similar undegenerate matrices as

representing a spacelet, and define mutually orthogonal and mutually normal undegenerate

matrices and spacelets.]

108. Connections between the short rows of an undegenerate
matrix.

1. Connections between the short rows when they are vertical.

Let A = [a] be an undegenerate matrix with m long rows and n short

rows, the short rows being vertical so that n
<j:
m

;
and let [alg]"

1

be the minor

matrix formed by any m unconnected short rows of A. Then every short

row of A has a unique connection with the m short rows which occur in

[tt10l . The connection must be unique, because if there were two different
* TO

connections for the same short row, there would necessarily be a connection

between the short rows of [alg]
. We shall proceed to determine all such

connections.

Let A = (o,) , let \AW] be the reciprocal matrix of FoLl . and let
* m *

TO * W

""J
' m

r -.n rn -n . r _TO r-,-,mA
lq [a]

= \Bm\ ,
so that [POT]

= A [1] .

i J
TO

m m ." m

Then, as in 102, /3qj is the determinant formed from A when in it we

replace the <^th vertical row of [d] by the Jth vertical row of [a] ,
i.e. the
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determinant formed from A = ( a 1 when we replace qi by j ;
and the

V 12 ... TO /

m(n m) elements of [6(ll '}
which do not occur in [jS^ are the primaries*

flt * *JW
of A.

Since the wth vertical row of fa] is connected with the vertical rowsJ m

of [alq] ,
there exists a relation of the form

.(1)

\_m _

i i
i ,m

Solving this equation for x as in 78 by prefixing the matrix A
lq

on
' 'm ' 'm

both sides, we obtain the unique solution

El "l Pq\v

A 2 A ^2V PooV /n\

:

=
r 1

3 :

=
: W

Again since every vertical row of [a] is connected with the vertical rows
n i- W

of [a] , there exists a relation of the form
771

* JTO L ^m * ''

Solving this equation for [#] in the same way we obtain the unique
solution

Substituting in (1) and (3) the values of x and [?]" given by (2) and

(4), we obtain the following theorem :

Theorem la. If A = (alq ) is a non-vanishing simple minor determinant

of [a] ,
the connection of the vth vertical row of[a]

n
with the vertical rows of

[alq] is given by theformula

a!V div ftqiv

K-,fn
. ^2?? r -iw /"'ffow

d-^w =
laii\ 5 (a)

_ PqmV .

and the connections of all the vertical rows of[a]
n
with the vertical rows of

[alq] are given by the formula
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Clearly (A) is a succinct expression for all such formulae as (a), and we

can derive (a) from (A) by equating the vth vertical rows on both sides.

( t

m
Since [Oi9] A

lq
= A [l]

m =
(rt]9)

'

[1] ,

formulae (a) and (A) are simply modes of expressing the respective identities

r -\
m A=

[aj(?] . A
lq

r t n r i nM -[nll

.(a,)

r -i
nM (A,)

Consequently formulae (a) cmo" (A) are identities in the elements of the

matrix A = \a] and are always true, even when A = (a10)
= 0, and even when

L J m "'

^1 is degenerate, having rank less than m.

These identities give connections between every set of m -I- 1 short (or

vertical) rows of A, and in particular they give the connections of every short

row with every set of m unconnected short rows.

When A
=j= they express every element of A in terms of A, the primaries

of A, and those elements of A which occur in A.

NOTE 1. Special case when A=() .

Let [A] be the reciprocal matrix of [a] ,
and let

7
m
[of=[r, so that [/3r=L J ' J J

Then
/3y-

is the determinant formed from A when in it we replace the ^th vertical row of

[a] or [a] by the^'th vertical row of [a] ,
i.e. the determinant formed from A when we

replace the vertical suffix i by j ;
and the m(n m) elements of the last n m vertical

rows of [J3] are the primaries of A.

If A =1=0, then to find the unique connection of the vth vertical row of A or the unique

connections of all the vertical rows of A with the vertical rows of [a] we solve the
L J m

respective equations

xl

[-.
n r -,

a] =[a]J vn L J -

by prefixing A on both sides. Substituting the values of x and [#] thus found,
'

'm
' >m

we obtain the following theorem :
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Theorem II a. If A= (a)

m
4=0, the connection of the vth vertical row of [of with the

vertical rows of [a] is given by the formula

(a) =
[a]

m
A

*- J in .

"to"
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2. Connections between the short rows when they are horizontal.

Let A =
[a] be an undegenerate matrix in which the short rows are

horizontal, so that m
<j:
n

;
and let [api] be the minor matrix formed by any

n unconnected short rows of A. Then every short row of A has a unique

connection with the n short rows which occur in [apl] .

Let A = (apl )'
1

,
let [^4pl]" be the reciprocal matrix of [apl] ,

and let

r i ^ *~A
'

r i *l
i r ~i

'* A r -i ~i
^

[a] Apl
-
[jJ ,

so that [app]
= A [1] .

Jm
i_fj

L ^Jm - ^J J

Then, as in 102, a.ip .
is the determinant formed from A when in it we

replace the pjih. horizontal row of [a] by the ith horizontal row of [a] ,
or

/ 12... n \

the determinant formed from A = ( a
j
when we replace pj by i

;
and

\P, p2 ... pj
the n(m n) elements of [alp]

'

which do not occur in [app\ are the primaries

of A.

To find the connection of the uih horizontal row of A or the connections

of all the horizontal rows of A with the horizontal rows of fam] ,
we solve the

U V*Jm

respective equations

[am OUB . . . aun]
=

[>, x2 . . . xn] [oj* , [a]*
=

[a?]

*

[c^J*

,

-
,!.

by postfixing ^.^ on both sides. We then obtain the following theorem :

Theorem I b. // A = (apl) is a non-vanishing simple minor deter-

minant of \a] , the connections of all the horizontal rows of \a] with the/LJ
wi

J /l- Jm

horizontal rows of [a^] are given by the formula

!

_ n

[a]

?l =
[a]

n

^_, [apj
n = [!]

"

[a]
"
.............(A

7

)L J J
-

u ' J L -^J L *^J

Equating the wth horizontal rows on both sides, we obtain the connection

of the uih horizontal row of fa] with the horizontal rows of foBil*.m L e J n

Formula (A') is simply a mode of expressing the identity

Consequently formula (A') is an identity in the elements of the matrix

A = [a] and is always true, even when A =
(apl)

= 0, and even when A is

degenerate, having rank less than n.

When A
=|= 0, it expresses all the elements of A in terms of A, the

primaries of A, and those elements of A which occur in A.
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NOTE 3. Special case when A= (a) .

Let [A]
n

be the reciprocal matrix of [a] ,
and let

[a]
n A =[a] ,

so that [a] =[a] A =A[1]" .

n n

Then ay
- is the determinant formed when we replace the^'th horizontal row of A by the

iih horizontal row of A, i.e. the determinant formed from A when we replace the horizontal

suffix j by i
;
and the n (m -

n) elements of the last m n horizontal rows of [a] are the

primaries of A.

If A 4=0, then to find the unique connection of the th horizontal row of A or the

unique connections of all the horizontal rows of A with the horizontal rows of [a] ,
we

solve the respective equations

r "ir ~i r ~i
^

i i

' '

i i

' '

r i

' '

n m m n
i 1

by postfixing A on both sides. We then obtain the following theorem :

Theorem lib. If A=(a) 4=0, the connections of all the horizontal rows of [a] with

the horizontal rows of [a] are given by the formula

(<[]>[ 2" [< =
[<CM (F)

n

Formula (B') is simply a mode of expressing the identity

a* n
r -i*l

'

i
'

r -\
n r T**

'

I
'

r I*1 t-n /\

fa] . A [a] =[a] A .[a] (B/)i J m
i ,

L J n L J m i n \ * /

n n

Consequently formula (B') is an identity in the elements of [a] and is always true, even

when (a)
n
=0, and even when [a] is degenerate.

tl Wl

Since [a]

n = A [1], we can in this special case write

t<Z]
=

where the p's are the primaries of A, and in particular Pij=an + it j is the determinant

formed when the_/th horizontal row of A is replaced by the (n+ i)ih horizontal row of A.

We can then write formula (B') more fully in the form
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NOTE 4. General principle underlying formulae (A') and (B').

These formulae are particular cases of that given by the following theorem :

Theorem Illb. Let A= [a]" be any determinant of order n, and let [b] be any

matrix with n vertical rows. Then if is the determinantformed from A when we replace

the jth horizontal row of A by the ith horizontal row of \b~\ ,
we have

(a)" [&]"=[*]"[]", ...(DO' ' L Jm L Jm L J
ra

'

this equation being an identity in the dements of [a] and [b] .

For if A is the conjugate reciprocal of [a] ,
we have

i , H n
n n

i \ 7lm 71 m w T r i n n-\ n T r i n r,i'1 r i n
(a) [6] =[6] . A [a] =[b] A . [a] =[8] [a] .

'n L Jm ' J m
, ,n

L J n L J m, ,

L J n ' Jm L J M

.!#. i. Let [a] be a matrix with m long rows and m+ 1 short rows, and let
L Jm

AI, A 2 ,
... ^4 TO + i be the affected simple minor determinants formed by omitting the 1st,

2nd, ... (m+l)th short rows. Then by 27 we have

\a]

m '

L J m
= 0.

Similarly for the matrix [a] we have the identity

All the connections given by the formulae of the text are included in these two results.

Ex. ii. In the matrix [abcd] 12
let (5)=^0, and let it be required to connect the last

two vertical rows with the first two vertical rows.

We assume that P1

*~|
= [* J

1

] P1

*~| .

[_c2 d2J \_a2 62J \_xz y2_\

Prefixing the conjugate reciprocal of [&] 12
on both sides, we obtain

(ab}
'

Thus 1 (a6)W-r^M
I L"2j La 2 02J

or (ab)c1
= (cb)a1 + (ac)bi, (ab) d1

= (db)a1+ (ad)bl ,

(ab) c2= (c6) a2+ (ac) &2 , (ab)d2
= (db] a2+ (aa*) 62 .

These relations remain true when (ab)
= 0.

Ex. iii. In the matrix [abcde] l23
let (co?e)=t=0, and let it be required to connect the

first short row with the last three short rows.

We assume that

ci di 6j

c2 o?2 e2
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r C1 <?2 C3

and solve for the last factor matrix on the right by prefixing A A A

reciprocal of [cde] . We thus obtain

(cde}

i (ade)

(cae)

(cda)

If we use the identity

C3 3 63

r C1 C2

A A
l r/,..-i r

E ' j e3

we obtain the same result without assuming that (cde) =t= 0.

[CH. XIII

,
the conjugate

A

Ex. iv. By connecting x ,
x

,
x

,
... with the vertical rows of [>].,

l_. 2 ' ^3 '

'4

[a b cd] ,
... respectively, we obtain the identities

-

)J

r,..

C>2 C2

63 c3

64 C4

r
(6cd)

(axed}

(abxd)

(abcx]

and so on. The non-trivial identities given by formulae (a) and (b) are all reducible to

these forms.

The third of the equations given above is equivalent to the identity

\ c\ d\

BI

Ci

LA A A A_
where [^4 B CD] is the reciprocal of [abed]

Ex. v. Using formula (B) we have

64 j4J

-O-2
^* ^ -"4

' f C1 C1

_A A A A.

(abc) &2 C2 *^*2

03 ^3 J?3

a2 62

6c)

(afec) (cw?c) (aye)

(aftc) (abx} (aby)
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Ex. vi. Using formula (A) we have

45

-, r 26i ~i

!- .

3 l_123j

"

<>
(
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where f3q
. v . and /3M . P . are the determinants formed from A when we replace the vertical

suffix qt by Vj and when we replace the vertical suffix m by v,, and where
a,,^.

and

au .\. are the determinants formed from A when we replace the horizontal suffix PJ by ;

and when we replace the horizontal suffix
A,- by u t .

The left-hand sides of the formulae can be written down immediately when we use

Theorems III a and III b.

NOTE 5. Connections between the rows of a degenerate matrix.

For a degenerate matrix the formulae of the text all assume the trivial form = 0.

Let [a]

n
be any degenerate matrix of rank r. Then every row of the matrix has

a unique connection with every set of r parallel unconnected rows.

If (pg)
r

=t=0, then we can by sub-article 1 determine the unique connection of the

vth vertical row of
[ pi] with the vertical rows of [aw] ,

and this is also the unique

connection of the vth vertical row of [a]
n
with the vertical rows of [ajj .

Also we can by sub-article 2 determine the unique connection of the uth horizontal row

of [ij
r
with the horizontal rows of

[ pj
r

,
and this is also the unique connection of the

wth horizontal row of \a\
n
with the horizontal rows of \av{\ .

L Jm ' r

109. Identities which serve to express all simple minor deter-

minants of an undegenerate matrix in terms of any one

non-vanishing simple minor determinant and its primaries.

Throughout the present article A will denote a simple minor determinant

of the matrix A =
[a] ,

and the a's and /3's will denote the determinants
ra

formed from A in the manner described in 102.

By an identity is meant an identity in the elements of the matrix A.

1. The identities when the short rows of the 'matrix are vertical.

Let J. = [a] be any matrix, not necessarily undegenerate, in which the

short rows are vertical, so that n ^ m. Then we will prove the theorems

which follow.

Theorem la. // A = (a13) and D =
(alv)

m
are any two simple minor

determinants of A, each formed with any in of its vertical rows arranged in

any order, then the equation ^D = (&qv)l (A)

is an identity in the elements of A and D, and when A
=}= serves to express D

as a homogeneous rational function of degree 1 of A and its primaries.

Theorem II a. More generally if [A]v
and [Q] v

are correspondingly

formed complete matrices of the simple minor determinants of [a]

n
and

[(3qi]

n

, then the equation

A-1

[A4,...4J='[Q1 ft...QJ (a)
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is an identity in the elements of A, and when A 4=0 serves to express all the

simple minor determinants of A as homogeneous rational functions of degree I

of A and its primaries.

Here /S^ is the determinant formed from A when we replace the /ith

vertical row of A (occurring in A) by the yth vertical row of A, or when in

A we replace the vertical suffix //, by y.

We denote the reciprocal ofTa
](7
l by [A^] ,

and have
' m ' W

_ in
/-i\

.................0)

Those elements of \Ba\\ which do not occur in I8aa ]
are the primariesu v*J m w jm

of A.

Proof of Theorem la. From formula (A) of 108 we deduce the

obviously true identity

/ \ m r -i
m r n m r

~A

'

r i m r n m *~A
'

r 1
m r 1 OT r /-> n OT

(alq) [OM]
=

[Old 4io [] = Kd -^-w LaiJ =
[aij iPye] ,^ 7 m u J m L v-'m,_*3

*
i_ TO

'm 'fli

and by equating the determinants of both sides we obtain

Since this is an identity in the elements of A and D, and A is a rational

integral function of its elements which does not vanish identically, we can

cancel the common factor A on both sides, and so obtain formula (A).

We can also obtain (A) by equating the determinants of both sides in the

identity
_ 717,r7^ r

-\

m _ro -\

m

I $
La VLrw >

and using the equation (.4^)
= A"1

(see Ex. xi of 68) which is an identity

in the elements of A.

Every element of [/3g1)]

m
is either A or or a primary of A.

Therefore when A 4= 0, formula (A) expresses D as a fraction whose

denominator is Am-1
,
and whose numerator is a homogeneous rational integral

function of degree m of A and its primaries.

Proof of Theorem Ila. If we equate correspondingly formed complete

matrices of the simple minor determinants of both sides in the equation (A)

of 108, we obtain

Since A is a rational integral function of the elements of A which does

not vanish identically, we can cancel the common factor A on both sides, and

so obtain formula (a).
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We can also obtain (a) by equating the determinants of both sides in the

identity
r -. n ,n

^m m ^ m '

and using the identity (A lq)

m = Am~ x
.

If in formula (A) of Theorem I a any element of [(3qv]

m
has the value A,

then every other element in the same vertical row has the value 0, and we

can reduce formula (A) by cancelling an additional common factor A on both

sides. This case occurs when and only when A and D have a vertical row in

common. By such reductions we obtain Theorems III a and IV a which

follow.

Theorem III a. If the simple minor determinants A = (alq) and
fftt

D = (alc) have r vertical rows in common forming the minor matrix
m,

[aifj 0/"[a] >
tfien we can reduce formula (A) of Theorem Ia to the identity

A-~D-<- !)<&,; (B)

where [x] , \y] _
are the minors of the sequences [q] , [v] formed by

striking out their common elements /Alt //,2 , ...
/Jir , and where a) is the difference

of the affects of [/i] in [q] and \v\ .

If further the determinants A and D have no other vertical rows in

common, then in formula (B) all the elements of[fixy]
m

~_

r

are primaries of A.

_,. ___ r r \ / .r,mr *r,mrTheorem IV a. If A =
(a,M> alx) and D=(a,M ,

aw) are two

simple minor determinants of A whose first r vertical rows are the same,
then the equation

is an identity in the elements of A and D.

The identity (B) can always be reduced to the standard form (C).

Proof of Theorem III a. Suppose that [al(/]

m
and [alv \

m
have r vertical

1 m J
TO

1 1 r* r- T T n r- ~tti -.TO T f -. TO 7"

rows m common which form a minor [a^] of [a] ,
and let [alx] , [alv]m m m m

be the minors of [alg] , [alt)] formed by striking out these r common vertical

rows. Then
[>]^

is a minor of both the sequences [q] and [v] ,
and since

[$97]
= ^ [1] > we nave [/?w]

r = A [l]

r

Expanding the determinant (/9OT)
m

in terms of the simple minor deter-
in

minants of its minor matrix [&,M]
r

, and observing that all these determinants
7(1

vanish except (/3MM)^ which has the value A7

",
we obtain

m-r

mr
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where o> is the affect of [/3^]
r
in [/37t)]

m
, i.e. the sum (or difference) of the

affects of ILL] in M and M . Substituting: this value of (8m) in formula
\.r~j r L2J m L J m t / m

(A), and then cancelling the factor Ar which is common to both sides, we

obtain formula (B). If [alq]
and [alv] have no more vertical rows in

common besides those specified above, then \x\ and \y\ have noL Jm-r tjjm-r

elements in common, and therefore [q] and [y] have no elements in
m-r

,m-r
common; consequently every element of [/3xy] is one of the primaries

of A.

Proof of Theorem IV a. Formula (C) is a particular case of formula (B).

To obtain (C) directly we write

where [//] is the reciprocal of f/il : so thatJ
ra m

,, ,m /TX^ T-V , T-TN in

(h) =A, (k) =D, (H) =A^-1
.m ' m / m

Then observing that by formula (B2) of 102 or Ex. vii of 108

A,/?
-""

../VU-, L ''

we equate the determinants of both sides in the identity

Tfi m m t i

* m m
\-___\ m wi

or in the identity

cancelling the factor Ar+1 common to both sides in the first case, and the

factor Ar common to both sides in the second case.

To show that formula (B) can be reduced to formula (C), let Wj and &>2 be

the affects of
[/LI] in [q] and [v] in the general case in which formula (B)

is applicable, so that formula (B) is equivalent to

Let A', D', @'Xi y.
be the determinants formed from A, D, (3x .

Vj
when we

bring [alM] , whose vertical rows are common to them all, to the leading

position in each by a)1 , o>2 , &>i moves. Then we have

c. ii. 4
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and therefore formula (2) is equivalent to

^-r^D' = ^'xyf-^ ............................ (3)

Since $'% .y . is now the determinant formed from A' when in it we replace

the #ith vertical row of A by the T^-th vertical row of A, we see that the

identity (B) can always be reduced to the form (C).

NOTE 1. Special case when A= (a) .m

In this case we have A= (a) , D=(aiv)

m
;
and if [A] is the reciprocal of [a] ,

we
1 m m m m

can write
fti

^T r -\
n rr>-\ n r. -,m t n-m /.,A [a] =[/3]

=
[A, q] ................................. (4)

i_im
L Jm L Jm L 2Jm

where
/3^-

is obtained by replacing the ^th vertical row of A by the jth vertical row of A,

and the g^s are the primaries of A. From the identical equation (B) of 108 or the

identical equation (4) we deduce as in the general case the identities

(a)

where in the last case [A] and [Q] are correspondingly formed complete matrices of the

simple minor determinants of [a]
w
and of

[/3]
or [A, q]

When A and D have exactly r vertical rows in common forming the minor [a1M] of

[a] ,
formula (a) can be reduced to

where \K\XI ...#TO _ r] and [m+yl} m+y^, ...w+y,,.] are the minors of the sequences

[1 2 ... m\ and \v\vz ... vm] formed by striking out their common elements m, /n2 > /<
and

where a> is the difference of the affects of
[/*]

in [1 2 ... m] and [viV% ... vm]-

When [v] =[p] =[1 2 ... r], formula (/3) becomes

NOTE 2. Number of distinct non-trivial identities included in (A).

For a given value of r all identities given by (B) are reducible to the same standard

form (C).

If r=m, we have D= A, and (C) has the trivial form 1 = 1.

If r=m -
1, the identity (C) has the trivial form Pxv=@xy .

If r has one of the values m-2, m-3, ... 2, 1, 0, the identity (C) is non-trivial, i.e. the

expressions occurring on the two sides are different in form.

Thus formula (C), and therefore also formulae (B) and (A), can only give rise to m 1

distinct non-trivial identities corresponding respectively to the values m 2, m-3,
... 2, 1, of r.

If n < 2m, all these m - 1 non-trivial identities occur.

If n< 2m, then only n - m 1 distinct non-trivial identities occur corresponding to the

values m -
2, m -

3, ... 2m - n of r.

The forms of these non-trivial standard identities are shown more fully in sub-article 3.
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NOTE 3. General principle underlying these identities.

The identities given by formulae (C) and (B) are clearly the same as those given by the

following theorems :

Theorem Va. Let A=(a)
m
and D= (b)

m
be two determinants of the same order m

^ 'm ^ ' m
whose first r vertical rows are the same, and let r+ s= m. Then if 8^ is the determinant

formed when the (r+i)th vertical row of A is replaced by the (r+j}th vertical row of D,

we have

Theorem Via. Let the two determinants A= (a)
m
and D= (b) have in common at

^ ' m ' m
least r vertical rows (differently arranged and differently placed in each] forming the

matrix \c\

r

,
and let [#]* , [#]* be the matrices formed from [a] , [b] by striking out

these r common vertical roivs. Then if Oij is the determinant formed from A when we replace

the ith vertical row of[x]
8

(occurring in A) by the jth vertical row o/[y]* (occurring in D\

we have

where a> is the difference of the affects of \c\ in [a] and [b] .M J M J L Jm L J m . Jm
m ' '

m

Proof of Theorem Va. We denote the conjugate reciprocal of [a] by A ,
and use

1 'm

the identity _ ffi _ m
r -i

m T mm r -\
m 4 rz.i m /&\

[a] A .[b] =[a] .A \b\ ............................(5)L J L J L Jm L J mm m

-ITT , rT
Wntmg \

and observing that then

we see that we can write (5) in the form

. rr.-\
m r -\

m l^>
A[&]m

= []m |_ ,

Equating the determinants of both sides, and cancelling the factor Ar + 1 common to

both sides, we obtain formula (C^).

We can also obtain (Cj) by equating the determinants of both sides in the identity

and using the identity (J)
m=Am ~ 1

.

m

Proof of Theorem Via. Let A'= (c, x)
r<1 ~r

,
I?= (c, y)

r>1 ~ r

,
and let S'fy be the

determinant formed from A' when in it we replace the ith vertical row of [#] by the

?'th vertical row of [yl . Then by Theorem Va we havem

s

42
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Now let a>i and o>2 be the affects of
[c]^

in [a] and
[6]^.

Then <o lt 2 , o>! moves of vertical rows applied to A, D, 8^- bring [cj^
to the leading

position in each and convert them into A', D\ 8'ij ;
and therefore

A'=(-ifA, zx=(-ir>A tf<,=(-i)-ay.

Substituting these values of A', />', 8'w in (6) we obtain formula (Bj).

When m is given, then (Ci) is a non-trivial identity for the values 2, 3, ... m of *, or

the values m 2, m 3, ... of r.

Ex. i. In the case of the matrix [abcdef] 123 ,
let A= (e?a/) 123

and let [^ ^] 123
be

the reciprocal of [daf] l23
- Then by formula (A) of 108 we have the identity

(daf\ 9,[abedef]..,=

?1 1 /I

_ <^3 a3 /3 _

C*2 ^2 J2

**3 ^3 /3 _

A A A

A
o

,

C3 /J

043 A 045

013 15

0o 05 A

where

12
=

06.5
=

The matrix has 20 distinct simple minor determinants, and 9 of these denoted by the

0's above are primary to A.

If we equate correspondingly formed matrices of the simple minor determinants of

both sides in the above identity, we obtain 20 equations of which 10 are trivial and 10 are

non-trivial. The latter 10 non-trivial equations express the remaining 10 simple minor

determinants in terms of A and its 9 primaries when A = 0.

By the theorems of the text and Note 2 the 10 non-trivial equations so obtained are

reducible to 2 distinct identities corresponding to the values 1 and of r in formula (0).

To obtain the determinant (abe} corresponding to r= l, we have

042 045

A 012 015

_0 062 066 _

(abf) (aef)whence A (abe) =
042 045

i.e. (adf) (abe) =
(adb) (ade)

To obtain the determinant (cbe) corresponding to r0, we have

" Q O &
P43 P42 P46

)[oH1M=[<*a/]m
'

013 012 015

-)-},-)
#63 P62 P65

whence A(cbe) =

J _>

P43 P42 045

013 012 015 ,
i.e. (daf)(cbe) =

(caf) (baf) (eaf)

(dcf) (dbf) (def)

(dac) (dab) (doe)
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E,

of 108 we have the identity
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Ex. ii. In the case of the matrix [abode] _ ,
let A= (a6c) . Then by formula (C)

123 123

dl
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In accordance with Note 2 these three identities are not essentially distinct, being all

derivable from the common form

I (axe] (aye)
(abc) (axy)

=
(axc) (aby)

-
(aye) (abx)

=

Ex. iv. In the case of the matrix [abode] the equation which serves to express

(acd) in terms of (bee) and its primaries when (bee) 4= is

(bee) (acd)
=

(ace) (bed)
-

(dee) (bca).

Using the third of the equations obtained in Ex. iii to reduce this to a relation between

(abc) and its primaries, we obtain in accordance with Note 7 the identity

(bee) (acd)'= (ace) (bed) + {(dbc) (aec)
-

(ebc) (ode)}.

Thus the above equation is deducible from the three equations of Ex. iii.

Ex. v. In the case of the matrix [abed] ,
the equation which serves to express (cd)

in terms of (ab) and its primaries when (ab) =(= is

(be) (ad) + (ac) (bd)+ (ab) (cd)
= 0.

In accordance with Note 7 this is the only relation which can exist between the simple
minor determinants of the matrix when its elements are arbitrary.

Ex. vi. Extensions of formulae, (A), (B) and (C).

(1) If A= (aOT)^
and Z)= (apB)^

are two simple minor determinants of the same

horizontal minor K=[apl]

n
of []" ,

then the equation

is an identity in the elements of A and D.

(2) If the two determinants A and D have in common exactly k vertical rows forming

the minor matrix [aPli] f
of

[a]^ ;
if [y] r _ k , [

r
)] r _ k

are the minors of [q] , [v] formed by

striking out their common elements ^, p2 ,
- f*k ',

and if CD is the difference of the affects

of [/a]
in [] and [v] ;

then the equation

is an identity in the elements of A and D, and all the elements of
[)3j,i,]

r~*
are primaries

of A.

(3) If in (B2) we reduce the determinants A and D to the forms

, . k, r-k _ k, r-kA= (<V>W) r >
D= (aPll,apr> ) r

,

then the identity (B2) is reduced to the form

A'-i-iD-OSV,)-* .....................................(C2)

These results are obtained when we apply Theorems I a, III a and IV a to the matrix

[
aui]"- We can also deduce (B2) and (C2) from Theorems VI a and V a.

To prove (A 2) directly we use Ex. iv of 102, and equate the determinants of both
sides in the identity

^
or in the identity

Apq [apv] =
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To deduce (B2) we expand (Pqv)
r

in terms of the simple minor determinants of its

k k
minor matrix

(J3g/t] , observing that all these vanish except (/3Mft) which has the

value Afc
.

The identities (B2) and (C2 )
are trivial when k=r or r 1, and are non-trivial in

other cases.

Ex. vii. Further extension offormula (C).

If A= (
apa> M '*

and D=(apQ > M '"

,
where k+ <r

are two simple minor determinants of the same horizontal minor K of [a] whose first k

vertical rows are the same, then the equation

is an identity in the elements of A and D.

Writing

t

,k, <r . ,k,
apq> a

f>n lyi"
1 -.

ap> apv

AQ, Vji,,'
m LA, A2/\

where
[ ^7] is the reciprocal of \u\ ,

so that

we have by formula (B2) of 102 or Ex. viii of 108

,tc, <r

We obtain (C3) by equating the determinants of both sides in either one of the

identities

, i i
m

i

m r \ ~\
. . TO r -. m r _ TO i

r n TO r n TO _y r -. TO r T TO A, pnv
()

TO
M

TO
=[]

TO^ -M m
=M

TO
- Mm =M m o >

cancelling the factor Afc + 1 common to both sides in the first case, and the factor Afc

common to both sides in the second case.

We can also write down formula (C3) immediately by applying Theorem V a.

2. The identities when the short rows of the matrix are horizontal.

Let A =
[a] be any matrix, not necessarily undegenerate, in which the

short rows are horizontal, so that m < n. Then we will prove the theorems

which follow.

Theorem I b. If A = (apl) and D = (aul) are any two simple minor

determinants of A, each formed with any n of its horizontal rows arranged in

any order, then the equation

A^D =(^ (A')

is an identity in the elements of A and D, and when A ^ serves to express D
as a homogeneous rational function of degree 1 of A and its primaries.
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Mil
A,
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Theorem III b. If Hie simple minor determinants A = (apl ) and

D = (aul ) have r horizontal rows in common forming the minor matrix [aA i]

q/[</] , then we can reduce formula (A') of Theorem Ib to the identity

A D = (-!)" ( yx)

n

n
~\ (B')

where [x] , [y] are the minors of the sequences [p] , [u] formed by

striking out their common elements \ lt X2 , ^r> and where u> is the difference

of the affects of [A,] in [p] and [u] .

If further the determinants A and D have no other horizontal rows in

common, then in formula (B') all the elements o/fa^] _
are primaries of A.

r ~~i

n
r ~\

n

Theorem IV b. // A =
|

Al
and D=\*\ are two simple

Mr,n-r ^l, n-r

minor determinants of A whose first r horizontal rows are the same, then the

equation

A D = (ayx)

n

n ~_

r

r
(CO

is an identity in the elements of A and D.

The identity (B') can always be reduced to the standard form (C')-

Proof of Theorem III b. Expanding the determinant (aup) in terms of

the simple minor determinants of its minor matrix [a\p] ,
and observing that

all these determinants vanish except (<ZvC)

r

which has the value Ar
,
we obtain

Substituting this value of (<xup) in formula (A'), and then cancelling the

factor Ar which is common to both sides, we obtain formula (B').

If A and D have no more horizontal rows in common besides those

specified in the theorem, then [x] _
and [y] _

have no elements in

common, and therefore [p] and [y] _ have no elements in common; con-

sequently every element of \ayx\ is one of the primaries of A.

Proof of Theorem IV b. Formula (C') is a particular case of formula (B').

To obtain (C') directly we write

where [H] is the reciprocal of [h] ;
so that
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Then observing that by formula (A2) of 102 or Ex. viii of 108

we equate the determinants of both sides in the identity

(h)

n

[k]

n =
[k]

n
. H\k]

n = or B" . [h]

n =
[

A
*

v>LJ J
ra ^.1.4.

i n ^ n
*n

L2M>

or in the identity

cancelling the factor Ar+1 common to both sides in the first case, and the

factor Ar common to both sides in the second case.

To reduce (B') to the form (C'), let cat and a)2 be the affects of
[X]^

in

[p] and [u] in Theorem III b, and let A'. D', a.'y . x .
be the determinants

formed from A, D, ay.x .
when we bring [axi]" to the leading position in each

by wi, ft>2 , &>i moves of horizontal rows.

Then we have

When we substitute these values in (B'), we reduce it to

which is of the form (C').

NOTE 4. Special case when A= (a) .

In this case we have A= (o) , D=(aul ) ; and if [A]
n

is the reciprocal of [a] ,
we

can write

r T n T r i n ^
!A'\

[a] A =
[a]

=
, (4)m ' ' >r-in,mn

where ay is obtained by replacing the ^th horizontal row of A by the Vth horizontal row of

A
,
and the p's are the primaries of A.

From the identical equation (B') of 108 or the identical equation (4') we deduce as in

the general case the identities

(')

A- 1"? =7
, (a/)

-V ^M
where in the last case A and P are correspondingly formed complete matrices of the

1 v l v
fA~T

simple minor determinants of fal" and ofM orL Jm L 'm \_p\
n,m-n

When A and D have exactly r horizontal rows in common forming the minor matrix

[aA1] of [a] , formula (a') can be reduced to

vn-r-l /)_/ i r

nr '
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where [xiX2 ... xn _ r] and [n+yi, n+y%, ...n+yn _ r] are the minors of the sequences

[1 2 ... n] and (X 2 ... n] formed by striking out their common elements X1} X2 , ... Xr ,
and

where > is the difference of the affects of [X] in [1 2 ... n] and [uiU2 ...].

When [w]
=

[X] =[12... r], formula (/3') becomes

A -I/ .....................................

NOTE 5. Number of distinct non-trivial identities included in (A').

For a given value of r all identities given by (A') are reducible to the same standard

form (C'); and the identity (C') is trivial when r=n or w-1, and is non-trivial in other

cases.

Thus formula (C'), and therefore also formulae (B') and (A'), can only give rise

to n -- 1 distinct non-trivial identities corresponding respectively to the values n 2,

-3, ...2, 1, of r.

If m<2/i, all these n l distinct non -trivial identities occur.

If m < 2n, then only m n1 of them occur, corresponding respectively to the values

w -2, -3, ... 2/i-m of r.

NOTE 6. General principle underlying these identities.

The identities given by formulae (C') and (B') are clearly the same as those given by
the following theorems :

Theorem Vb. Let A (a) and D= (b) be two determinants of the same order n

whose first r horizontal rows are the same, and let r+ s=n. Then if 8^ is the determinant

formed when the (r+j)th horizontal row of A is replaced by the (r+ i)th horizontal row of Z),

we have

Theorem VI b. Let the two determinants A=(a) and D=(b)
n
have in common at

n ' ' n

least r horizontal rows (differently arranged and differently placed in each] forming the

matrix [c\ ,
and let \x] , [y\ be the matrices formed from [a] , [b] by striking out those

r common horizontal rows. Then if 8^- is the determinant formed from A when we replace

thejth horizontal row [x\ (occurring in A) by the ith horizontal roiv of[y\
n

(occurring in D),

we have

A-'ZM-l)- ().',
....................................(BO

where a> is the difference of the affects of [c~\
in [a] and [b] .

n ' '
n

Proof of Theorem Vb. We denote the conjugate reciprocal of [a] by A
,
and use

n ' 'n

the identity
| I

M-
r -i W

rTi^1

i ri^ rTi^-- r-i^
[b] .A [a] =[b] A .[a] ............................... (5')J

ra i ,

L J n L J n L J

M:
and observing that then

we see that we can write (5') in the form

I
i ?*i w p

A [6]
= *

[a]
r, n r
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Equating the determinants of both sides, and cancelling the factor A7
"

1
"
1 common to

both sides, we obtain formula (C/).

We can also obtain (C/) by equating the determinants of both sides in the identity

and using the identity (A) =AW ~ 1
.

_ _ n n

Proof of Theorem VI b. Let A'=
C

,
Z>' =

|

,
and let 8' be the

r, n r " r,nr

determinant formed from A' when in it we replace the ^th horizontal row of [#]* by the

ith horizontal row of fwl Then by Theorem V6 we have7J r

Now let OH and o>2 be the affects of \c}

n
in ["]" and \U\

n
.

- J r J n J n

Then o>i, o>2 , <i moves of horizontal rows applied to A, Z), 8,-y bring [c]" to the leading

position in each and convert them into A', Z)', 8'y ;
and therefore

Substituting these values in (6') we obtain formula (B/).

When ?i is given, then (CV) is a non-trivial identity for the values 2, 3, ... n of s, or the

values n-2, n-3, ... of r.

5 /12346\
Ex. vni. In the case of the matrix [a] let A= I a

) ,
so that

\12479/

[124791

ri2479-| 5

a I, a =A[1J .

12... 9j L.12479J 5

I 1

Then to express the simple minor determinant D=( a
)

in terms of A and its

. \24678/
primaries when A 4=0, we use the identities

5 12*79 ri247e~l

] ^
a 12345

5 ri2479~| ri2345~| ri2345~| ri2479~] ri2345~|
A[a] = a a

,
A a = a a

\.L12...9J L12479J L24578J L24578J |_12479J

Equating the determinants of both sides in the last identity, we obtain

/12345N. /12346\ /12345\
A4 a

)
=

(
a

) ,
or A a

)
=

V24578/ \24678/ \24578/

"69

a89

which has the standard form
/12345X /12345X

(
a

} (
a

}
\52479/ \12475/

/12345X /12345
a I a

\82479/ \12478

/12346\ /12345N. /19\
( a

(
a =

( o)=\24719/ \24758/ \58/

Ex. ix. Extensions offormulae (A'), (B') and (C').

(1) If A= (aP9)^
and D= (auq) are two simple minor determinants of the same

vertical minor #"=[algj^
of [a]

n
,
then the equation

V-iD=(a^
r

r (A2')

is an identity in the elements of A and D.
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(2) If the two determinants A and D have in common exactly h horizontal rows

forming the minor matrix [a\q]

r
of [a] ; iff*] _,[]_ are the minors of [p] ,[] formed

by striking out their common elements Xi, X
2 ,

... \h \
and if <> is the difference of the

affects of [X] in [p] and \u\ ;
then the equation

is an identity in the elements of A and Z), and all the elements of [a, ]'

'

are primaries of A.

(3) If in (B2') we reduce the determinants A and D to the forms

. _ /a.A_ Aff ]}= A,

ft, r-h

then the identity (B2') is reduced to the form

These results are obtained when we apply Theorems 1 6, III b and IV b to the

matrix [al7]

r
. We can also deduce (B2') and (C2') from Theorems VI b and V6.

To prove (A2') directly we use Ex. iv of 102, and equate the determinants of both

sides in the identity
, ,r r -,r r -i^ri

'*
r -! r i*" r i r

Cw) r La J r
=

L
aMJ r

AVQ l
aPQ\ r

=
L
awpJ r LaPJ r

>

' 'r

or in the identity

To deduce (B2') we expand [o^p] in terms of the simple minor determinants of its

minor matrix [a ] , observing that all these vanish except (a ) which has the
Ap h AA h

value Aft
.

The identities (B2') and (C2') are trivial when h r or r1, and are non-trivial in

other cases.

Ex. x. Further extension of formula (C').

// A=fttp9 ' M '

and D=(aw M '

,
where k+ <r

are two simple minor determinants of the same vertical minor H of [a] whose first

h horizontal rows are the same, then the equation

Ap - 1
Z)= (a,A)

P

p
(CO

is an identity in the elements of A and D.

Writing
_ __ Ky <T . _&, 1

tu~\Jl

where [(7]

m
is the reciprocal of [u] ,

so that

we have by formula (A2) of 102 or Ex. viii of 108

app' aM~i = r A>
~i

W aa;AJ
, Laa;p>

azAJ .

n, p n, p

,
|

---
1

h, p
~ ~
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We obtain (C3') by equating the determinants of both sides in either one of the

identities
~

m

cancelling the factor A ft + 1 common to both sides in the first case, and the factor A*

common to both sides in the second case.

"We can also write down formula (C3') immediately by applying Theorem V b.

Ex. xi. If A is a matrix whose elements are arbitrary, and if A is any one of its simple

minor determinants, then:

(1) We can ascribe an arbitrary non-zero value to A, and arbitrary values to the

primaries of A. The remaining simple minor determinants of A are then

completely and uniquely determinate.

(2) We can ascribe arbitrary values consistent with the condition A=^0 to the elements

of A, and arbitrary values to the primaries of A. The remaining elements

of A are then completely and uniquely determinate.

There will be no loss of generality in supposing that the long rows of A are horizontal,

r ,-.TO,n-m ,
.TO

and that A=\a, b] ,
A= (a) .

L ' J
TO

' m

We can prove (1) by considering the special matrix A [8, q\
'

in which 8 is a

scalar quantity and [8]

m= 8[l]
'

For this matrix we have A= 8'", and the primaries

of A are the elements of the matrix 8m ~ 1
\a'] The result (1) follows when we observeLIJ

TO

that we can ascribe an arbitrary non-zero value to 8 and arbitrary values to the elements

r -.n-m
of [q]L -ZJ

TO

To prove (2) we assume that A= (a)
m

=f=0, denote the reciprocal of [a] by [A~\

m
,
and

write

so that the g^s are the primaries of A. We then have

A r ,-,m,nm r ,m r ,m,n-m r ,-.n-m r n i r -.n-m
A [a, 6] =[a] [A, q\ ,

A [b] =[a] [a]L J m L Jm L ' 2J
wi

L Jm L J
7re

L2Jm

If we ascribe arbitrary values to the elements of \a]
m

consistent with the condition
m

A= (a) 4=0 and arbitrary values to the elements of [g]*""*, the last equation determinesm LiJ m
the values of the elements of [b]

n m
,
which are the remaining elements of A, completely

and uniquely, and the matrix A = [a, 6]'
m
thus determined has th6 required properties.

Ex. xii. Let A be any one of the simple minor determinants of the matrix A = [a]

whose elements are arbitrary, and let pl5 p2 , p3 ,
... be the primaries of A. Then if

g (A, pi , p% , p3 , ...) is a rational integral function of A and its primaries, and if the equation

9(*> Pi,P2,Ps, )
=

is true for all values of the elements of A, it must be an identity in A, pi, p2 , p3 ,
....

For by Ex. xi the above equation regarded as an equation in the variables A, pl , p2 , p3 ,
. . .

is true for all finite values of these quantities for which A 4= 0. It is therefore true for all

finite values of these quantities, and is an identity in them.
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NOTE 7. Utility of the identities of this article.

Let A be any one simple minor determinant of a matrix A = [a] whose elements are

arbitrary; let p lt p2 ,
... be the primaries of A; let 2\, P%, ... be the remaining simple

minor determinants of A
;
and let the system of equations which serve to express Pl5 P2 , ...

in terms of A and its primaries when A =4=0 be denoted by E.

Then if /(A, pi, p.2 ,
... PI, P2 , ...) is any rational integral function of the simple minor

determinants of A, we can determine by means of the equations E a power A* of A and a

rational integral function g (A, pi, p2 , ...) of A and its primaries such that

Since A is a function of the elements of A which does not vanish identically, it follows

that f0 is an identity in the elements of A when and only when g=Q is an identity in

the elements of A, i.e. by Ex. xii when and only when ^==0 is an identity in A, pi, p2 ,
....

The relation /= between the simple minor determinants of A is then deducible from the

equations E between the simple minor determinants of A and the equation g= which is

an identity in A and its primaries.

Thus the equations E (obtained in this article) and those deducible from them are the

only relations between the simple minor determinants of the matrix A which are identities in

the elements of A, or are true for all values of the elements of A.

The utility of the equations E rests on this fact.

Illustrations are given in Exs. iv and v.

3. General formula for the standard identities.

For a matrix which has m long rows let the simple minor determinant

formed by its Wjth, w2th, ... umth short rows be denoted for the sake of

brevity by (u^2 ... um).
Then the results given by Theorems IV a and IV b

or by Theorems V a and V b can be summarised in the following theorem :

Theorem VII. In a matrix with m long rows and an unrestricted number

of short rows there exist between the simple minor determinants non-trivial

identities of the m I different forms

^p2 ...pr

iP* - -Pr Xi2 - tfs-i2/i> Pipa "-

= (pip2"-pr X1x2 ...xs)
s-1

(plp2 ...pr 2/l2/2 ...2/g ), ............(D)

where r + s = m, and s receives the values 2, 3, ... m.

The last of these identities is

), ..................(E)
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and from this one all the others can be derived by supposing respectively that

1, 2, ... m 1 of the numbers yl} y.2> ... ym belong to the sequence [x^* ... xm].

Formula (E) is equivalent to formula (A) or formula (A') according as the

long rows are horizontal or vertical
;
and formula (D) is equivalent to

formulae (C) and (Cj) or to formulae (C') and (C/) according as the long
rows are horizontal or vertical.

If in (D) we put xl
= y l

= pr+l ,
we can divide both sides by

(p^p2 . . . pr+l xzx3 ...xg)

and so obtain the corresponding formula when r is replaced by r + 1.

Ex. xiii. For m= 2 there is only one distinct non-trivial identity, viz.

For m= 3 there are two distinct non-trivial identities, viz.

(aye) (azc)
(2 a)

(26)

(abc) (xyz)
=

(abcf (xyz)
=

(aby) (abz)

(xbc) (ybc) (zbc)

(axe) (aye) (azc)

(abx) (aby) (abz)

For m= 4 there are three distinct non-trivial identities, viz.

(abzd) (abwd)

(abcz) (abcw)

(aycd) (azcd) (awed)

(3 a) (abed) (abzw) =

(3b) (abcd)t(ayzw) =

(3 c) (abed)
3
(xyzw) =

(abyd) (abzd) (abwd)

(obey) (abcz) (abcw)

(xbcd) (t/bcd) (zbcd) (wbcd)

(axed) (aycd) (azcd) (awed)

(abxd) (abyd) (abzd) (abwd)

(abcx) (obey) (abcz) (abcw)

Ex. xiv. In Ex. xiii we can regard (ab), (azc), (abyd) as standing for (ab) , (azc).__ 12123)
ya?) i234'

and so on ' We can then Prove (3 c) by equating the determinants of both sides

in the identity

A

61 L/2 C/3 64

A Z>2 D3 D,

x\ y\

where [A BCD]

(xbcd) (ybcd) (zbcd) (wbcd)

(axed) (aycd) (azcd) (awed)

(abxd) (abyd) (abzd) (abwd)

(abcx) (obey) (abcz) (abcw)

is the reciprocal of [abed] , making use of the identity
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We can prove (36) by putting [^1 ^2 ^3-;1;:

4]
=[i234] and then equating the deter-

minants of both sides.

We can prove (3 a) by putting fa #2 #3 #J = [i 2 as "4], [^1^2^3^4]
=

[&i Ms 4],
and

then equating the determinants of both sides.

Ex. xv. It will sometimes be convenient to use for the minor matrices and minor

determinoids of [a] the notationsL J

the letter a being omitted, and only the horizontal and vertical suffixes being shown.

If then A= "* W. = , where
PlP2-Ph X!X2 ...Xr/ \<*H> <**/*

n, r

Theorem VII is equivalent to the two formulae

/?l?2-..?fc MlM2."My fftfc , v ,,

\PlP2---Ph ^2- "\'J \PlP2---Ph X\Xl...Xr)
(ax"r>

_ ,,,

XiX2 ... X ^iP2 -. PA XxXa ... x ,

where az .x. and ^M .j,.
are the determinants formed respectively from A when we replace the

horizontal suffix
X,- by ^ and when we replace the vertical suffix ^ by y$.

These are equivalent to the formulae in Exs. x and vii.

NOTE 8. Corresponding identities for minor determinoids.

All the formulae of this article can be generalised by taking D to be a superior simple
minor determinoid of the matrix of which A is a simple minor determinant.

If A

_ _
we have [,] ^ A^ =KP]

*

, A^ [apv] ^
= [pqv] ^

;

r r

and when t <
r, we see by equating the determinoids of both sides that

When A and D have h horizontal rows in common, and when A and D' have k vertical

rows in common, these formulae can be reduced to

A'-*-i/)=(-i)-( 6r);* > A-*-'/^-!)-'^) .............(H)

In the first formula \x\ _ , [] _ are the minors of [p] , [u] formed by striking out

their common elements X1} X2 ,
... X

ft ,
and a> is the difference of the affects of [X] in

In the second formula [y] , [q] are the minors of [q] , [v] formed by striking out

their common elements pi, /i2 , /**, and a> is the difference of the affects of [/*]
in

and [v\
t

.

C. II.
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If A=
Ar, a / \k, <r

r = aw apM

where k+ a

we have Ap ~ 1 Z>= (aa.A)^,
^- 1 D' =

The corresponding generalisation of formula (D) is

Pl ..-Pr y\ x1 xZ Xs\ (pi ... pr y2X2 X3 #))

Vl ... pr Xi yi X3 . . . Xg), (p1
... pr

(I)

*.)

x,)

%2 ... #g_i,yi), (pi ... pr XiX% ... Xg _ 13/2)5 ' (Pl Pr

where <, and where (p l p^ ...pr y\y<i yt) is now the determinoid formed by the

pith, /?2 th, ...prth, ?/rth, y2 th, ...y t
\h short rows of the matrix which as before contains

r+ s long rows.

110. Sylvester's identities satisfied by those primary super-
determinants of one determinant A which lie in another
determinant D containing A.

Using the notation described in Ex. xv of 109 for the minor determinants

of the matrix [a] we have the following theorem :

Theorem. In the case of any matrix A =
[a] there exist identities of

the form

q2 ... qr

i Pa Pr

q ... qr v.2

.p^-2 ... pr U.2

qr v,

Pr MI

q l qz ... qr vs

p^p, ... pr M,

U2

qr vs

Pijk

qr v,

PlP2 PI

qr vs

Pr U<

.(A)
.PiPa Pr>

where [pip2 ... pr %w2 ... us~]
and [qiqz ... qr v^2 ... vs] are any minors of

order r + s of the respective sequences [1 2 ... m] and [1 2 ...n~\.

The identity (A) in the elements of [a]" will be called Sylvester's Identity.

If we put

D = Vs \ fapq , dp-g
^

I 1/7 n '
'
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p = i 2 ~-

pr ui
aprgi . . . a

prflr
a
prVj

q^

we can express (A) more briefly in the forms

i

I

and ^D = (Puv )

S

s
..............................(C)

When A 4=0, these formulae express D, which is any superdeterminant of A,

as a function of A and those primary superdeterminants of A which are

contained in D.

We can deduce (C) from Ex. x or Theorems IV 6 and V 6 of 109.

r, s r,s

If ^ _ fapq> apv\ jj __ (Upq, (tpv \

\a\q , cw {.dug, auv j
r, s r,s

we have A^D = (ottA
)],

.............................. (1)

where cr
WfAj

. is obtained from A by replacing the horizontal suffix \j by Ui.

Now let [aAg , aj,v]^

s

=[0, 1]^'.

r /qiVz-'-qrvj \

Then A =
(apq) , M .

Aj
.
=

(
a

)

= Pu . v .
,

\Plft":ft*t'
and the equation (1) becomes (C).

In a similar way we can deduce (C) from Ex. vii or Theorems IV a and V a

of 109.

Ex. i. Direct proof of the theorem.

i

so that A=(A)
m=

(k)
= m = r + s,

and let [7/1 be the reciprocal of [Al, so that (ff)
m= ^.m ~

l
. Then we can obtainJm L J

TO
' '

??i

formula (C) by equating the determinants of both sides in the identity

rw*-w*.^*c*]*-ffl*i5'".,.[*3*-w"ro*i (
2

)Jm L J m i < m m L J
/

,
i

,

L J m LJ m LJ m

or in the identity

(3)

where 8^- is the determinant of the matrix formed when we replace the jth horizontal row

of [h] by the ^th horizontal row of f/tl
m

.Jm * u J m

52
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By 101 we have

I I

"

r-,_ Aw Am
." ,

A '

I I _

where Am is the conjugate reciprocal of [apq] ,
A= (ap(/)

j<
,

and A
**-iifl

Therefore we can write

,
A

r,s
| )

,

where + A [a,tt)]

* = A[]
* -

[a
r n s

[OpJ .

As shown in 116 it follows by Ex. xi of 62 that

x*w=(
'

a J-'P'w Kt,]
s

=iyVI*.
* J \ ~* *. ~* * . I * * S S

We have therefore

and we obtain

[8]

M =
,Jm l_^tp , PJ

rjS

'

= A''
+ 1

(P,eu)

S

,
A8 - 1 />= (PMV from (2),

from (3).

Ex. ii. Particular cases of the identity (A) are

(1)
UVri

pqy

= \ a \ a

pqxyz

pqx' \pqx

(2) (

M
a

f

) (T) (^a
pqy' \pqy> ^pqy

a) fa] (a
pqz ' \pqz/ -pqz

The corresponding results when the single-suffix notation is used are

(abx) (abx)

()

(2) (aby)
^

(aby) (aby)

(abz) (abz) (abz)PA pqn
^

'pqy

= (*>) (

(abxyz)
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We can obtain the last result by writing

69

"

ap bp

"
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Then

and we have
*

Ex. v.

.(')

Ex. vi.

uvn\ /uv\ fuvA\
a

J
( a

Jpqx/ \pqx/ \pqxj

/Wt'f\ /TJ\ /Wi)f\ /MVW\aUaaa)
\pqyj \pqy' \pqyf \pqyj

a
J (

a
] (

a
)

f a
)\pqs/ \pqe/ \pqz/ \pqz/

(abx) , (a&#) , (a6^) , (abx)
pqh pqp 'pqv' 'pqv

/v /^fi7fw\
= a a .

\pg/ \pqxyz /

(<%)pgA , (%)
2

(062) % , (abz)x ^gx' v
'p ,' ^pqv' (

abz
\

111. Identities satisfied by those primary subdeterminants
determinant A -which contain another determinant D lying

We again use the notation described in Ex. xv of 109.

Theorem. For any matrix A =[a]
n

there exist identities of the form

of one
in A.

XX23

_ f &<?* svw*
Plp2 ...pr *l

PlP2 ...pr

-..jor X2X3 ... X g

-"S'r MlM3---M

...?>,. XiX3 ...X8

g \

8_i/

...?A

--PJ
'

\PIP2--P

where \_p\pi...pr X!X2 ...X8] anrf
[g-j g>2 9V /^i ju2 . . . /*,]

are any minors of the respective

sequences [1 2 ... m~\ and [1 2 ... n] of the same order r+ s.

The sign prefixed to each minor determinant occurring as an element in the first large

determinant on the left is that determined by its affect in the determinant

\pip2-pr x
t
x2 ...x8

and therefore the sign prefixed to the minor determinant forming the element common to

the wth horizontal row and the vih vertical row is the same as the sign of
(
-

1)" *. The

signs occurring in each horizontal and vertical row are alternately positive and negative.
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The second large determinant on the left is obtained from the first by changing the

signs of all elements in alternate horizontal rows and alternate vertical rows.

If we put A= (
qi ?2 " * ? f

-M - (^
a ^ ^

\pipz---Pr XjAg-.-Xg/ \aA<l ,
aA

\P\P2-Pr

and if ^A .M .
is the co-factor of A .M .

in A, or if ^ A .M .
is the primary subdeterminant of A

formed by striking out the horizontal and vertical rows whose suffixes are Xj- and /*,-,
we

can express (A) more briefly in the forms

*-i

\ Plp2 ...pr W-V \PlP2-P

and A'-'/M^)* (C)

It is clearly immaterial which definition we adopt for .4A .M ..

When A =t= 0, Meae formulae express D, which is a minor determinant of A, as a function

of A ano? rfAose primary subdeterminants of A w/iicA contain D.

We can deduce (C) from Ex. x or Theorems IV b and V 6 of 1 09.

r,s

A= I

M ' **t i D= a

we have A- 1 /)= (aa!A)* ,
.......................................(1)

where az A .
is obtained from A by replacing the horizontal suffix

X^- by x^

Now let [axq ,
a

x>J ^'

' =
[0, 1]^'

*

,

and let the second definition of J > be adopted.
iO'

Then D= (aOT) ^ ,
az . x

^.

= J A
^. Mi

,

and the equation (1) becomes (C).

In a similar way we can deduce (C) from Ex. vii or Theorems IV a and Va of 109.

NOTE. The identity (B) is equivalent to the well-known relation existing between any
minor determinant of the reciprocal of a square matrix and the anti-correspondent minor

determinant of the matrix itself which is given in formulae (A') and (E) of 121 and again
in formula (D) of 124.

Ex. \. Direct proof of the theorem.

Let h
m = a

'

TO /?i 1r f*i ...Ms\ TO r
so that A= (A) =1 a I, D= (k) =(apq ) ,

m= ?-+ s,

\p, ...pr AI ... Ag /

r~ A A ~i ^" *

and let [7/1
=

.

p"
.

PM be the reciprocal of [Al ,
so that A^.... is the co-factor ofJ

L^xa, ^Aj r)g

J '"

a
Affty

in A, and (H)
m= &m-

1
.
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Then we can obtain formula (C) by equating the determinants of both sides in the

identity m m
/ ? \ 1* rn "* ni m TT r 7 -\

m rt-im T7 n-\m r 7 i "* r tvi "I

(A) [k] =[h] H .\k]
=

[A] .H \k] =[h] [8] , (2)x/ m LJ m L J TO
,

,

L J
TO

L J m
,

,

L J m L J
TO L J m '

or in the identity

where

After cancellation of the factor Ar + 1 or Ar common to both sides, we obtain

* L'"J

''TO "
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where [ABXYZ] is the reciprocal of [abxyz], ^=(^xyz}^v ,
and

(ABXYZ) = (abxyz)*' J

112. Some other identities satisfied by the simple minor determinants
of any matrix.

If in the general formula (D) of Theorem VII in 109. 3 we write

all the minor determinants of orders s 1, s 2, ... 2 of the large matrix on the left have

respectively A
8" 2

, A*~
3
, ... A as factors, as can be seen by applying the same formula for

smaller values of s. Hence by expanding the large determinant on the left in terms of

products of minor determinants of orders u and s-u belonging to two complementary

simple minor matrices of reduced orders u and s u, where u^>s 1, and cancelling the

factor A*~ 2 which is then common to both sides of (D) we obtain a number of expressions

for the product (p\p^ ...pr #i#2 x
) (p\P% ---Pr #1^2 y)- The corresponding expressions

obtained from two simple minor matrices of reduced orders u and s-u which have rows in

common must vanish identically.

Ex. i. The following are identities which can be found in this way :

(1) (xycd] (abzw) + (xzcd) (aybw) + (xwcd) (ayzb)

+ (yzcd) (xabw) + (ywcd) (xazb) + (zivcd) (xyab)
= (abed) (xyzw).

(2) (%ycd] (bczw) + (xzcd) (byciv] + (xwcd) (byzc}

+ (yzcd) (xbcw) + (ywcd) (xbzc} + (z

(3)

=
(\fjiabcd) (\fixyzw).

(4) (Xpxycd) (\fj.bcziv) + (Xfjixzcd) (Xpbycw) + (Xfixwcd) (Xfibyzc)

+ (Xpyzcd) (Xpxbcw) -f (Xpywcd) (Xpxbzc) + (Xpzwcd) (Xpjcybc)
= 0.

In (4) we can interpret (Xpbycw) to mean the simple minor determinant formed by
the Xth, /xth, 6th, ;yth, cth and wth short rows of a matrix which contains 6 long rows;

or we can interpret it to mean the simple minor determinant (Xtibycw) of ther * '123466

matrix [Xuabcdxyzw ...1J 123466

Ex. ii. A simpler set of similar identities is :

( 1 ) (xbcd ) (ayzw) + (ybcd) (xazvi)+ (zbcd ) (xyaw]+ (wbcd ) (xyza)
= (abcd) (ocyzw).

(2) (xbcd} (byzw) + (ybcd) (xbzw) + (zbcd) (xybw)+ (wbcd) (xyzb)=0.

(3) (\fjuvbcd) (Xpayzw) + (\pybcd) (Xpxazw)

+ (X/jiz

=
(X(j.a

(4) (hfixbcd) (Xnbyzw) + (Xpybcd) (Xfixbzw)

The general theorem giving these identities is as follows :

Theorem I. Let [a] and [x] be two square 'matrices of the same order m, which may
or may not have vertical rows in common; let all possible distinct sets of s corresponding
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vertical rows of [a] and [x\ be formed and arranged in the same manner ; and let

a selection be made of any two fixed sets, the ith and jth, belonging to [a] . Further let

Ajfc be the determinant formed when the ith set of vertical rows of (a) is replaced by the

kth set of vertical rows of (x) ,
and let A'^- be the determinant formed when the kth set

of vertical raws of (x)
m

is replaced by the jth set of vertical rows of (a) . Then when all

the possible (
)
values are given to k, we have the identity

2 &ik A.'kj
= (a)

m
(x)

m
or (A)

according as ji or j^i.

To prove this theorem let [6]^ be a complete matrix of the minor determinants of

[a] of order s, so that p= (
j,
and let [y]

1
*
be the similarly formed complete matrix of

the minor determinants of [x] of order s. Further let Buv be the co-factor of buv in

[a] ,
and let Yuv be the co-factor of yuv in [x] . The determinants which form the

ith vertical row of [6]
M

or [y]** will be considered to belong to the ith set of vertical rows

f r i m r -\
m

of I a] or \x\ .Jm L J m

Writing (a)

m
=a, (#)

m=
,
it follows from Theorem II of 32 or Theorem II of 119

1 |(A
u.

' '"*

i y f- M' J*i y *<*'

and therefore ^ ^

O]'*'?'* [&]'
x= a[l]'

A

(1)

Now j

1

Therefore equation (1) can be written

and when we equate corresponding elements on both sides, we obtain the equations (A).

In the particular case when the first r vertical rows of \a]
m
and \x~\

m
are the same, we

L J m L Jm
can write

r ~\
m r\ i*"j ft r \

m r\ i J*t p
I a\ =

I A, c] , \x\ = [X, z
] ,L Jm L ' J m ' L Jm L ' J m '

where r+p=m, and deduce from Theorem I the following theorem:

Theorem II. Let all possible distinct sets of <r corresponding vertical rows of [c]
p

(m^ Lz]m be formed and arranged in the same manner; and let a selection be made of any

two fixed sets, the ith and jth, belonging to
[c]^.

Further let S
ifc

be the determinant formed

when in (X, c) ^
p
the ith set of vertical rows of [c]

p
is replaced by the kth set of vertical

rows of [z]
P

m ,
and let S^- be the determinant formed when in (A, z)

r' p
the kth set of vertical

rows of [z]
P

m is replaced by the jth set of vertical rows of [c]
p

. Then when all the possible
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fM values are given to k, we have

2 tt yw= (X, c)
P

m (X, z)
p

m or 0, (B)

according as j=i or J3=i.

To prove Theorem II let s=r+ <r, and in applying Theorem I in this case let the a'th

and /th sets of s vertical rows of \a~\ ', i.e. of [X, c\
p

,
both contain all the vertical rows of

L J m' L ' J '

rX]
r

. Then if the /fcth set of vertical rows of \x\
m

, i.e. of FX, z]
r> P

,
does not contain all

L -'m L J w' L ' Jm '

the vertical rows of [X]
r

,
but only contains r u of them, A'jy contains r+ u vertical rows

belonging to [X]
r

,
and therefore vanishes.W

Consequently the equations (A) are reduced to the equations (B).

Ex. iii. The simplest cases of these identities are

(1) (xb)(ay)+ (yb)(xa)
=

(ab)(xy).

(2) (xb)(by) + (yb)(xb)
= 0.

(3) (xbc) (ayz) + (ybc) (xaz) + (zbc) (xya] = (abc) (xyz).

(4) (xbc) (byz) + (ybc) (xbz) + (zbc) (xyb) =0.

We prove (3) and (4) by equating corresponding elements of both sides in the

equation
"

AI A 2 A 3

~
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And if n~$?-m, so that both matrices have rank n, the two matrices are

mutually equivalent when and only when there exists a square matrix

[k]

n

, necessarily undegenerate, such that

[&]"
= []"[*]", or [aT =

[b]

n K
n

,
............... (2)LJ LJLJ J

where K is the inverse of [&]" ;
or when and only when [a, b]

'

also has
'n

rank n.

Two undegenerate square matrices of the same order are always mutually

equivalent.

Ex. i. If either one of the matrices A and B is undegenerate and has rank m, and if

the conditions (1) are satisfied, where [K\ is undegenerate, then the other matrix also has

rank m, and the two matrices are mutually equivalent.

Ex. ii. If either one of the matrices A and B is undegenerate and has rank n, and if

the conditions (2) are satisfied, where [] is undegenerate, then the other matrix also has

rank n, and the two matrices are mutually equivalent.

Ex. iii. Let [a] be an undegenerate matrix of rank r. Then if

[wiW2 ... wn] = [\i\2 ... Xr] [a]

is any non-vanishing one-rowed matrix connected with the horizontal rows of [a] ,
so that

AI, X2 ,
... Ay are any quantities which do not all vanish, and if\k =f= 0, the matrix [b] obtained

when we replace the kth horizontal row of [a] by [w1w2 ...'M>n] is an undegenerate matrix

equivalent to [a] .

We will now prove two theorems regarding the equivalence of two similar

undegenerate matrices whose long rows are horizontal. There are clearly

corresponding theorems when the long rows are vertical.

Theorem I. Two similar undegenerate matrices A =
[a] and B = [6]

whose long rows are horizontal are mutually equivalent when and only when

[Bl B2 ...Bv]^a[A 1 A 2 ...A v], or ^ = ^ = ... =|? =
<r, ......(A)

^-*-l -^*-2 "^ v

where [A] and [J5] are any two similarly formed complete matrices of the

simple minor determinants ofA and B, and a is an unspecified scalar quantity
which is neither zero nor infinite.

Theorem II. Two similar undegenerate matrices A=\a\
n
andB = [b]

n

whose long rows are horizontal are mutually equivalent when and only when

or ^
= =

J=...=^=<r,...(B)a p1 p2 pN
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where a, plt p.2) ... pN are any non-vanishing simple minor determinants of A
and its primaries; ^,qi,q^, ... qN are the similarly formed simple minor

determinants of B ; and a- is an unspecified scalar quantity which is neither

zero nor infinite.

In proving these theorems there will be no loss of generality in supposing
that in the formation of the simple minor determinants the long rows of A
and B are underanged.

First suppose that the matrices A and B are mutually equivalent.

Then we have ("&]

"
=

[7* 1

'"

fa] . where \h]

"
is undegenerate.m in m ' m

If a = (alv)

m
and ft

=
(blv) are any two correspondingly formed simple

minor determinants of A and B, it follows that

Thus /3
= era where a- = (A) and is neither zero nor infinite

;
and a and ft are

either both zero or both not zero.

Since corresponding elements of [/li J. 2 ... A v] and [B1 B3 ... Bv ] and also

corresponding elements of [a.p l p% ... pN] and [ftq^q 2 ... qN] are correspond-

ingly formed simple minor determinants of A and B, we see that the

equations (A) and (B) are necessarily satisfied, where a = (h) .

Next suppose that the equations (B) are true where a = (alv )

"

4= 0, and
m

therefore {3
=

(blv)

m
0.

in

i

-
1

"*
i

-
1

'"

Let A 10 and Blv be the conjugate reciprocals of [alv]

'

and [bu]"
1

,
and let

i^~^~i *ft m

A, v [aT=[T, Blv [6] "=[]".
,__,'

L J
7/i

u J m ._'

* J m
1 J Wl * ' 7H

Then two corresponding; elements a,;,-. yS,-,- of fa] and f/31 are either
-'m -' J

wj

both zero or are corresponding elements of the sequences [apip2 ... pN],

[fiqiq-2 qN\> and are therefore connected by the relation
ftij

= craij.
It

follows that

.e.

Prefixing [blv] on both sides of the last equation, we obtain

Since the square matrix [A]

*

thus defined is undegenerate, it follows that

A and B are mutually equivalent.
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Finally suppose that the equations (A) are true.

Then we may suppose that ^ = a = (ai) m + 0, 5< = /8
=

(&u,) m =|= ;
and

when p,,p2 ,
... pN and qlt q.2 ,

... qN are defined as in Theorem II, it follows

from (A) that the equations (B) are true. Therefore, as just shown, the

matrices A and B are mutually equivalent.

It may be observed that the two sets of equations (A) and (B) are each

necessary consequences of the other. For we can regard [a-p^p* ... pN] and

[/9?i<?a 9>] as corresponding minors of the sequences [A] v
and [B] v

,
and

any two corresponding elements A t and Bt of the latter sequences are by

109 the same homogeneous rational functions of degree 1 of the elements

of [ap,pz ... pN] and [$?$ ... qN] respectively.

NOTE 1. The equivalences of matrices which are not necessarily undegenerate will be

denned in 138.

NOTE 2. The sign of equivalence.

We shall use the sign
== to denote the equivalence of two matrices. Thus if two

similar undegenerate matrices [a] and [6] are mutually equivalent, we write

rn n r ^ n
[b] =[] .L J m L J m

If both matrices have rank m, this notation indicates the existence of an undegenerate

square matrix [k] such that

r -i
n r 7 1 TO r i'1

[6] -[A] [a] ;L J m L Jm L J
TO

if both matrices have rank n, it indicates the existence of an undegenerate square matrix

\Jc]

n
such that

[*]*=-[*]"[*]*LJ m LJ
m.
LJ

tt

NOTE 3. Undegenerate matrices regarded as spacelets.

As will be shown in a later chapter an undegenerate matrix a of rank r, where
1 '

r < n, represents a flat locus of r - 1 dimensions in homogeneous space of n 1 dimensions,

i.e. it represents a certain (r l)-way sub-space or spacelet a>r of the complete (n l)-way

homogeneous space o>n . We shall call r the rank of the spacelet o>r ,
and in particular n is

the rank of the complete space a>n . The elements of the successive r vertical rows of

a are the (projective) co-ordinates of r unconnected points of a>n which lie in <ar and
"-*

completely determine wr . Every other similar undegenerate matrix b which is equivalent
' '

to a (so that b a
\lc\ ,

where [k]

r
is undegenerate) represents the same

1 ' n ' ' n ' ' n

spacelet <ar .

Accordingly when n is given and a is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, we

will write
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and call <>,.,
which is completely determined by a or by any equivalent similar un-

r-,1

degenerate matrix, an (r- l)-way spacelet or a spacelet of rank r. In particular <,),.>
l~~J n

i \^ *

is a 0-way spacelet of rank 1 or a point, <an_i= a is an (-2)-way spacelet of rank
1

'n

ri n

n-l or a plane, and = a is the complete (n l)-way space of rank n, the matrix in
1

'n

each case being undegenerate.

When we speak of a spacelet a>r
= a

,
it will be understood that the matrix a has

' '

n
' ' n

rank r, and that it is to be regarded as replaceable by, and not distinct from, any

equivalent similar undegenerate matrix.

When we speak of a spacelet wr
= a

, using the ordinary sign of equality, we shall
1 '

n

mean that the spacelet is to be represented by the particular matrix a .

' ' n

When we speak of a spacelet a>r = a ,
where pjpr, it will be understood (see Note 2

1 '

of 138) that a has rank r, and that a>r= a
,
where a is an undegenerate vertical

'

'n
' ' ' '

minor of a .

1 '

n

We shall speak of spacelets of rank with the understanding that every such spacelet

is non-existent.

When it is desired to indicate the complete space in which a spacelet lies, we may use

the fuller notations
f nrt

r ' ' r ' '

w = a ,
or o> = a- *

to denote a spacelet of rank r lying in the complete homogeneous space
"
of rank n, it

being understood that a has rank r in the former case, and that a has rank r in the
i i

i i

n n

latter case.

For the present spacelets will always be sub-spaces of homogeneous space. Sub-spaces

or spacelets of affine space and metrical space will be considered in the appropriate chapters.

NOTE 4. Sub-spaces of a spacelet.

The point &>!
= x will be said to lie in the spacelet &>r

= a when the vertical row
' ' n '

'n
v >*

of x is connected with the vertical rows of a ,
so that we can write x a X

1 'n
'

'n ' ' '

'?;
'

'r

If s<r, the spacelet o>8
= b will be said to lie in the spacelet w,.= a

,
or to be a sub-

' '

n ' ' H

i ;*

space of tur ,
when all the points of g lie in a>,., i.e. when every vertical row of b is

1 '

^_^ /*

connected with the vertical rows of a
,
so that we can write

' '

n
a r

i

*

b = a X
,

where the matrix X necessarily has rank s.
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Ex. iv. Spacelets in homogeneous ^-dimensional space.

In homogeneous 3-way space o>4 of rank 4 or dimensions 3 the possible kinds of

spacelets, apart from the complete space itself, are :

i .1

(1) Spacelets of rank 1, or 0-way spacelets, such as a>\= x . These are points.
'4

.,2

(2) Spacelets of rank 2, or 1-way spacelets, such as w2 = x These are straight
4

lines.

r,3

(3) Spacelets of rank 3, or 2-way spacelets, such as o>3 = x . These are planes.
4

Ex. v. Spacelets in homogeneous ^-dimensional space.

In homogeneous 4-way space to5 of rank 5 or dimensions 4 the possible kinds of

spacelets, apart from the complete space itself, are :

^
i

(1) Spacelets of rank 1, or 0-way spacelets, such as o>i
= x . These are points.

5

(2) Spacelets of rank 2, or 1-way spacelets, such as o>2 =# These are straight
1

'5

lines.

i i 3

(3) Spacelets of rank 3, or 2-way spacelets, such as co3 = x .

1

'5

(4) Spacelets of rank 4, or 3-way spacelets, such as o>4= x . These are planes.

114. Criteria for the equivalence of two systems of linear

algebraic equations.

Two systems of linear algebraic equations in the same variables, both of

which admit of solution, will be said to be mutually equivalent when every

solution of either system is also a solution of the other system, i.e. when the

two systems have identical solutions. If one of two equivalent systems has

finite solutions (or only infinite solutions), then the other also has finite

solutions (or only infinite solutions).

The system of equations [a] . =0 has * =0 for a solution when

7t -t - 1

and only when the last vertical row of fa] is a row of O's, i.e. when and
t -t - 1

9

only when the system is homogeneous. Consequently if two systems of

equations in the same variables xl} x>2 ,
... xn are equivalent, they must be

either both homogeneous or both non-homogeneous ;
for x = is a solution

1 ' n

of one system when and only when it is a solution of the other system.

Let [a] x = 0, [6] x = be two homogeneous systems of equations
V ' '

i 1 ' ' n

in which [a] and [6] have ranks r and s respectively. By 89 their general

solutions contain n r and n s arbitrary parameters respectively ;
and by
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90 they have respectively n r and n s unconnected finite non-zero

solutions. Hence a necessary condition for their mutual equivalence is r = s.

Let fal
n4

=0, [b]
n+ = be two solvable non-homogeneouspi i 1

1

're, 1 '

>n, 1

systems of equations in which [a] and [6]" have ranks r and s respectively,

where r
:J>
n and s :}>

n. If they both have finite solutions, [a] and [6.]
also

have ranks r and s. In this case by 88 their general solutions contain

respectively n r and n s arbitrary parameters, and by 92 they have

respectively ii r+"l and n s + 1 unconnected finite solutions. If they

both have only infinite solutions, \a\
n
and [61" have ranks r 1 and s l

p <i

respectively. In this case by 89 their general solutions contain respectively

n r + l and n s + 1 finite arbitrary parameters, and by 90 they have

respectively n r + 1 and n s + 'L unconnected solutions. In both cases a

necessary condition for the equivalence of the two systems is r = s.

We have therefore the following theorem :

Theorem I. If two systems of linear algebraic equations in the same

variables are mutually equivalent, they must either both have or both not have

finite solutions ; they must be either both homogeneous or both non-homogeneous;

and the number of unconnected equations must be the same in the two systems.

We can now proceed to prove the following two theorems :

Theorem II. Two systems of r unconnected linear equations

n+l X
t-L-[

n+ l X
[a] , =0 and [6] n =0,J r 1 r 1

'

'n, 1
' ', 1

which both have finite solutions, are mutually equivalent when and only when

the two matrices [a] and [6] are mutually equivalent. This is true both

when the two systems are non-homogeneous and when they are homogeneous.

Theorem II a. Two homogeneous systems of r unconnected equations

[a]

n
x =0 and [b]

n
x =0 are mutually equivalent when and only when the

r ' 'n r ' 'n

two matrices [a] and [b] are mutually equivalent.

Using these theorems the conditions for mutual equivalence can be

expressed in the ways shown in 113.

If the two systems of Theorem II are homogeneous, the last vertical rows

of fa]
71

and [61" are rows of O's, and these two matrices are mutuallyL J r L J r

equivalent when and only when the matrices [a] and [6] are mutually

equivalent. Consequently the proof of Theorem II will include that of

c. n. 6
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Theorem II a, where the two systems have in common the finite solution

x =
;
and it will be sufficient to prove Theorem II.

< <n

First suppose that the two systems of Theorem II are equivalent.

Then every common solution of the r scalar equations of the first system

must satisfy every one of the r scalar equations of the second system. There-

fore by Theorem I of 96 every one of the r scalar equations of the second

system is connected with the r scalar equations of the first system, and

therefore there exists a relation of the form

/i \
(1)

Since |7>"T has rank r. it follows from Theorem IV of 71 that [hY has
\. ^ r o L J r

rank r and is undegenerate. Hence the matrices [a] and [6] are

mutually equivalent.

Next suppose that in Theorem II the matrices [a]

n
and [&]' are mutually

equivalent.

Then there exists a relation of the form (1) in which [A] is undegenerate,
and we have

"

>n, 1 <>n, 1

for all values of x1} x2 ,
... xn . The product matrix on the left vanishes or

has rank when and only when the product matrix on the right has rank
i i

i.e. when and only when [a]" has rank or vanishes. Consequently
> >, i

the two systems of equations have identical solutions and are mutually

equivalent.

Thus Theorem II is completely proved.

Ex. i. If the two systems of equations in Theorem II have infinite solutions but no

finite solutions, which is the case when and only when [a]

n
and [b]

n
have rank r-1, these

infinite solutions are found by solving the equations

where 0']^ and
[6']"_j

are any horizontal minors of [a]
n
and [b]

n
of rank r-1, and the

two systems are mutually equivalent when and only when the two matrices [a']" and
n r-1

[^']
!
are mutually equivalent.

Ex. ii. If [b]m
m
[A]w [o]* , where [A]"' is undegenerate, the two systems of

equations

, ''m.l
are mutually equivalent.
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Ex. iii. If [a]
n+ =0 and [b]

n '

j
=0 are any two systems of equations,

1

'n, 1 '

'11, 1

the first of which has finite solutions, then a necessary and sufficient condition that all

solutions of the first system shall also be solutions of the second system is the existence of

a relation of the form
r ,,re+l r ,,p r ,/M-l

[6] =[h] [a]
1

LJ
g

u
p

If the equations of the second system are unconnected, the matrix \K\'
1
must have rank

q ;
and if the equations of the first system are unconnected, the matrix [h]

q
must have the

same rank as ffel

n

J
<i

Ex. iv. If all solutions of one of the systems of Theorem II are also solutions of the

other system, then the two systems are mutually equivalent.

NOTE 1. Alternative proof of Theorem II.

Let a= (alB)
r
be any non-vanishing simple minor determinant of [a] ,

let =(&i)
r
be

the corresponding simple minor determinant of [b]

n
,
and let plt p2 , ...pv and q 1 , q%, ... qv

be the simple minor determinants of [a]
n+1

and [6]
+1

primary to a and /3 respectively.

Also let \u\ be a minor sequence of [1 2 ... (n+ 1)] complementary to
[?;] . Then if

J
)i r+l

' r

we introduce the convention that ^, + 1
= l, the two systems of equations can be written

r -1*'
'

r ->n-r+l ' '

,>.
[olw] x, =-[!] #,, ,

.............................. (3)
'

'r n-r+l

[blv]

r

v̂ = -[bluT~
r+l

............................... (4)
'

'

r 'n-r+l

Let the reciprocals of [alv]

r

, [blv]

r
be [4it,]

r

, [-Bi]

First suppose that the two systems of equations are equivalent. Then all solutions
t i i \

r

of (3) satisfy (4). Solving (3) for xv by prefixing A iv , substituting the value thus
1

'r '-'r

obtained in (4), and observing that the resulting equation must be satisfied identically, we

see that

r , -.r
rT~*

r
.. -.n-r+l r , ^n-r+l ,_,

[biv] r
A lv [alu] r =a[blu] r

............................ (5)

Equation (5) shows that every vertical row of [6i]
W~

is connected with the vertical

rows of [&i u]

r
. Therefore [b]

n
has the same rank as [&iw]

r

,
i.e. [biv]

r
is undegenerate

and /34=0.

I

-f
Prefixing Blo on both sides of (5) we obtain

i ^T*
r

ri.=aB lv [6

Pi Pz P
where a- is neither zero nor infinite.

Hence by 113 the matrices [a]*
'

and [6]

n 1

are mutually equivalent.

62
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Next suppose that these two matrices are mutually equivalent. Then we can show as

in the text that the two systems of equations are mutually equivalent.

NOTE 2. The solutions of the irreducible matrix equation [a] x =0 form a spaceletr
' '

of rank n r in homogeneous space of rank n.

|

. r

Let b be a matrix of rank n r whose vertical rows are a complete set of n r un-
1 'n

connected solutions of the above equation.

Then the non-zero matrix x is a solution of the equation when and only when it is
1 '

i \

n~r
* i

connected with the vertical rows of b
,
i.e. when and only when the point &>!== a; lies

1

'n
'

'n

in the spacelet

<an-r=

!

_,n-r ,

_,nr
If c is any other matrix having the same properties as b

,
we have

1 ' L J

r i"~ r i i" r

n-r= b = C

NOTE 3. Mutually orthogonal undegenerate matrices and mutually orthogonal spacelets.

Two undegenerate matrices [a] and [6] of ranks r and s with the same number n of

.
,

r
i i*

vertical-rows (or two undegenerate matrices a and 6 of ranks r and s with the same
i t i_i

n ^~^n

number n of horizontal rows), will be said to be mutually orthogonal when every long row

of either matrix is orthogonal with every long row of the other matrix, i.e. when

[a]

n T =0, and therefore [b]

n V =0......................... (6)r "
're

'

* ''i

This is the case when and only when every one-rowed matrix connected with the long
i ^ Y

rows of [a] (or a ) is orthogonal with every one-rowed matrix connected with the long
1

're

!

_
!

rows of [6] (or b
).

When the conditions (6) are satisfied and [a]* =[]", |j8]* [&]*
i \ n r r r r

we also have'
g .

[a]" /3 =0, and therefore [/3]

n
a =0.

r
'n ' 'n

The two points x and y of homogeneous space <on are mutually orthogonal when
' ' ' '

The two spacelets o>r
= a and a>s

-= b of homogeneous space u>n will be said to be

mutually orthogonal when every point of r is orthogonal with every point of &>g ,
i.e. when

the conditions (6) are satisfied. This is the case when and only when every sub-space
of a>r is orthogonal with every sub-space of o>g .

More generally the two spacelets <*r =~a , g
= T . ,

of ranks r and s, will be said to
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be mutually orthogonal when every point of a>r is orthogonal with every point of &>,

i.e. when the conditions

are satisfied.

NOTE 4. Mutually normal undegenerate matrices and mutually normal spacelets.
V ^_^ s

Two undegenerate matrices [a]

'

and [b] or a and b of ranks r and s will be said
n n

to be mutually normal when
!

_,8

[a] b =0. and r+ s= n, ........................ ...(7)
r '

i.e. when they are mutually orthogonal and the condition r + *= n is satisfied.

_ 8

This is the case when and only when the vertical rows of b are a complete set of
t

~~'n

n r unconnected solutions of the equation [a] x =
0, and the vertical rows of a are

'

'n
'

'n

a complete set of n s unconnected solutions of the equation [&]" x 0.

71

We then call [b] a matrix normal to [a] ,
and [a] a matrix normal to [&} . All

undegenerate matrices normal to a given undegenerate matrix are similar to one another

and mutually equivalent ;
and all mutually equivalent similar undegenerate matrices have

the same normal matrices.

,

_,r ,
_,s

The two spacelets u>r
= a

,
o>g
= b will be said to be mutually normal when the

n n

conditions (7) are satisfied. Each of them is completely and uniquely determinate when

any representation of the other is known. We call a>8 the spacelet normal to <or ,
and we

call o)r the spacelet normal to co8 .

r \f> i 1

More generally the two spacelets a>r
= a

, u>,= b
,
of ranks r and s, are mutually

n n

normal when the conditions
_ q

fa] b 0, and r+s=nL J
i_, n

are satisfied.

,
_,r (y,*

Ex. v. If two spacelets a>r= a and (o,= b are mutually orthogonal, then a>a is a sub-
1

're
t~~'n

space of the spacelet normal to <ur ,
and o>r is a sub-space of the spacelet normal to a>s .

For all points orthogonal with o>r (or )
lie in the spacelet normal to <or (or <).

115. Relations between the elements of a matrix of rank r.

Theorem. If A =
[a] is a matrix of rank r, and if A = (apq )

r

is any one

of its non-vanishing minor determinants of order r, then all elements of A can

be expressed as homogeneous rational functions of degree 1 of the elements of

the simple minor matrices H= [alg] ,
K =

[apl] which contain A by means of

the equation

where [Apq] is the reciprocal of [apg] .
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Since all horizontal rows and all vertical rows of A are connected

respectively with those horizontal and vertical rows of A which occur in

[aw]

r

,
there exist relations of the forms

r r -.n r -\
n r -\

r n -\
H

[a] =[h] [oj , [a]
=

[alq] [k] , .................. (1)u m m r m * m r

where by Theorem IV of 71 both the matrices [h] and [k] necessarily

have rank r. From the equations (1) we deduce by the properties of active

rows that

Solving these latter equations by respectively postfixing and prefixing

Apq on both sides, we obtain the unique solutions

(2)

Substituting the values of [h] and [k] given by (2) in (1), we obtain

the formula (A); and since the elements of [-4 p(?]

r

are homogeneous rational

integral functions of the elements of [apq]
r

of degree r1, this equation

expresses every element of A as a fraction whose denominator is A, and whose

numerator is a homogeneous rational integral function of degree r + 1 of the

elements ofH and K.

If we use the notations of 102, we have

where a
ipi

is the determinant formed from A when we replace the

horizontal row of H (occurring in A) by the ith horizontal row of H, and

ftq .j
is the determinant formed from A when we replace the <frth vertical

row of K (occurring in A) by the jth vertical row of K.

We can then replace (A) by either of the equivalent equations

A[< =W>4', AM^K]^,]". . ...........(B)_ r _ r

Again since [apqfr
AM = A

P<, [c^
T

"~~
r

we deduce from (A) that

and when A
=j= 0, the equation (C) is equivalent to the equation (A).
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NOTE 1. Special case when A= (a)
= 0.

If we denote the reciprocal of [a]

r

by [A]
r

,
and write

#"=[a]^,
/f=[]", formula (A)

becomes

and this equation expresses all elements of A as homogeneous rational functions of

degree 1 of the elements of the simple minor matrices H and K which contain A.

In this case there exist relations of the forms

[a]" = [A]

r

[a]", [a]

n =
[a]

r

[*]" , ........................... (!')LJ LJ n LJ r 7 LJ m '
nt

L J r

which lead to [a\
r

=[K\
r

[a]
r

, [a]
n
.= [of \k]

n
.LJ m LJm LJ r LJ r L j r L j

r

Solving the last equations by postfixing and prefixing A ,
we obtain the unique solutions

' '

and substituting these values in (!') we obtain the equation (A').

Denning the a's and /3's and the p's and q's as in 102, we have

\a\
r
A =[] =

,
A [a]=[A,d

rt

,L J m, i

L J m n i i

L J r L ij r

r,m-r

and we can replace (A') by either of the equivalent equations

r A-i
r

r -.n A r T" r -i n r if r -,r.nr /T->\M] TO=LpJ [] r
, A[a]w

=
[a] m [A, q] y (B')

r, m-r

Also we deduce from (A') that

^t = [a]^
r

(a]:^\ai: = [*\ [< [A, q}^ ; (C')

and when A^=0 the equation (C') is equivalent to the equation (A').

NOTE 2. Range of validity of the equation (A).

It will be shown in 116 that this equation is true whenever the rank of the matrix A
does not exceed /*,

no matter whether A is or is not a non-vanishing determinant.

In the special case when r=m, it is the identity (A) of 108.

In the special case when r=n, it is the identity (B) of 108.

In other cases it is not an identity in the elements of A.

NOTE 3. Utility of the formula (A).

If [apJ
P

is any arbitrarily given square minor of rank r of the matrix .4 = [a] ,
we

can always assign arbitrary values to the remaining elements of the minor matrices

.ff=[al9] , K=\ap{\ and still determine the remaining elements of A so that A shall

have rank r. We do this by choosing the remaining elements so that the equation (A) is

satisfied.

Consequently every relation between the elements of A which is always true whenever

A has rank r and (a^ =(=0 can be deduced from formula (A). If this were not so, we

could not assign arbitrary values to the remaining elements of H and A'.
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Ex. i. If -4 = [a]

n
is a matrix of rank r, 'it can be expressed as a product of two

undegemrate matrices of rank r in the form

[a]"=[A]
r

Of ........................................ (D)L Jm L J m L J r

We can prove this in several ways.

(1) If (apg)
r = A=J=0, formula (A) assumes this form when we write

1 r -.r **. '
r

rn r r i n r;i w

sW.is^Jv [pi] P -w r
-

(2) If [api]
w

is any horizontal minor of A of rank r, every horizontal row of A is

connected with the horizontal rows of [ pi] ,
and therefore there exists a relation of the

form

By Theorem III of S 71 the matrix \h~\ must have rank r.
* L Jm

(3) If [A]

r
is any matrix of rank r whose vertical rows are connected with the

vertical rows of A, then by 82 the equation (D) admits of a unique finite solution for

\k] ,
and by Theorem III of 71 this solution must have rank r.

Similarly if [&] is any matrix of rank r whose horizontal rows are connected with the

horizontal rows of A, then the equation (D) admits of a unique finite solution for [h] and

this solution must have rank r.

Ex. ii. Let the reciprocal of the matrix <b= \a b c\ be \A B C~\L J 123 L J 123

If the matrix
<j>

has rank 2 and if A 3
= biC2 b-fi^O, we have by formula (A)

C3 _

&!

C2
r c2 , -cj

L-b2 , bi

and this equation expresses 3 in terms of the remaining elements of 0, for it gives

(51ca -6ac1)s=det[6s ,
c3
]| J^

'

~
Cl

^ Uo,

Corresponding to formula (B) the above equation can be written in the forms

^3 ,

,
A 3

\_-ca , o, A
3 ]'

Formula (C) is in this case

1 r 6
t ci

2 C2

C2 , -<?!"!
|~i

-&2, &i J L&2

"
A 3 , 01

, ^,
3 ,

-CS, 0,

and this also expresses a3 in terms of the remaining elements of $.
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Ex. iii. If the matrix

- a h g u

h b f v

g f c w

w v w c?_

ra h g u

h b f v

g f c w

_tt V W C?_

has rank 2, we have

-/

and when ftc-/
2
^=0, this equation expresses a, d and -w in terms of the remaining

elements.

Ex. iv. The reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of a matrix [a] which has only one

element a are both equal to the matrix [1].

For the conjugate reciprocal of [a] is a matrix [x] such that

[a][.r]
=

a[l], or ax= a.

Since this equation is an identity in a, it follows that x\ in all cases including the

limiting case when a= 0.

Ex. v. Formula (A) when \a\ has rank 1.L Jm

In the special case when [a]

n
has rank 1 and atj 4= 0, formula (A) becomes

[-.waL= [anai2 ...ain] (E)

If in this special case we have aij
=

0, then since corresponding elements of any two

vertical rows of [a] are proportional, it follows that if the vertical row containing a^ is

not a row of O's, the horizontal row containing a^ must be a row of O's.

Thus in accordance with Ex. iv and Note 2 the equation (E) remains true when =().

Ex. vi. A matrix of rank 1 can be expressed as a product of two undegenerate one-rowed

matrices.

This is a special case of Ex. i, and follows from Ex. v.

Ex. vii. Generalisation of the equation (A).

If [] is any minor of [a]

n

,
it follows from the equation (A) that

.(F)

Putting (apg)

r

=A, and using the notations of 102, we have

Apg [apv] =[^gj ,

i \ r i i r

and (F) can be expressed in the forms

(ftxL Out;]! =[p]I fe*L =K][ lAf]!-

These equations are true whenever fa,! and fa,,,,! are minors of a matrix Fal
L /^J

7
. L "J S

J
TO

whose rank does not exceed r.
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116. Identical relations between the elements of any matrix.

Let A =
[a]

n
be any matrix whatever; let & = (apq) be any one of the

derived determinants of A of order r, r being any integer which does not

exceed either m or n; and let [Apq\ be the conjugate reciprocal of [apq] ,
so

that

Also let

Apq
= Apq

dpiV

aPr1l

,...(1)P'
j

-L UV

^PrQl ^PrQ% **" *PrQr

duqi duqz duqr

where u and v are any elements of the sequences [1 2 ... m] and [1 2 ...n\

respectively.

Then Puv is either or a primary superdeterminant of A in A
;
P'uv is

the determinant obtained from Puv by putting auv = ;
and we can also write

A = ^
q

a'^ ,
Puv =

(

9l q

*a

9rV

)
.

Using these notations we will prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. If [P] and [P'l are the matrices whose elements arem L J m

defined by (1), then the equations

[apl]
n

=[P']
n

, (B)

AH>[p/X>cpt ()

are identities in the elements of [a]", and are true whatever the rank of fa]"m J L J m
ma?/ 6e. ..........

r

First let -
[a19]

r

Apq [apl]
n = [xf .

bM^M^J
J*

Then by equating corresponding elements on both sides and making use

of Ex. xi of 62, we obtain

m = det

aPili Op 1 v

Opr qr Oprv

CLua^

- P'
-i I
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Thus [x\

n =
[P']

n

;
and this proves formula (B).

Next let (apq)

r

[a]

n

+[P']
n

=[y]
n

.
\ W r L Jm J m -> J m

Then by equating corresponding elements on both sides, we obtain

2/'
=

(apq) auv + * uv

91

auv

0>piqr

aPr1l

Cluqr CLuvhiqi Qwqr

Thus [y]

n = [P]
M

I
and this proves formulae (A) and (C).

In the formulae of 108 and 115 the expression on the left in formula (A)

above has the value 0. We have here generalised those formulae and have

obtained the value of that expression in all cases.

It will be observed that formula (C) above is merely a succinct expression

for the identities Puv Aaw + P'Uv given by Ex. x of 62.

As regards the matrix [P] ,
we observe that if u is an element of the

sequence [pip2 ---Pr] or if v is an element of the sequence [<?j q2 ... qr], then

Puv = ;
i.e. we have

If r = m or r = n, these are all the elements of [P] ; but if r < m and

r < n, the remaining elements of [P] are those minor determinants of A of

order r + 1 which contain A as a minor, i.e. they are the primary super-

determinants of A in A.

Let
[/u,]

be the corranged complement of [p~] in [1 2 ... m], and let

[i/] _
be the corranged complement of [q] in [1 2 ... n]. Then the elements

of [PpV] are the primary superdeterminants of A in A, and [P] is

formed from its minor [PFV] by inserting r additional horizontal rows of

O's and r additional vertical rows of O's in such a manner that these added

rows are the p^h, p2i,h, . . . prt\i horizontal rows and the ^th, q2ih, . . . qrth

vertical rows of [Pi" .u J m

NOTE 1. Special case when A= (a) .

In this case we have

fun

n a,2 ...olr alv
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/12...A /12...rt>\

so that A=( a I, Puv =( a I;
\12...r/ \l2...ru/

i i

r r
and if A is the reciprocal of [a] ,

Theorem I assumes the following form :

''r

Theorem II. If [P] and [P'] are the matrices whose elements are defined by (2),

then the equations

(a)
r

[f -
[a]

r

I'M'
1 =

[/>]" , (A')V / L JM L J
_ .

L -I L J * \/

-
[a]

r 7
r

[af = [/>']* , ............. .............. (F)1 J L J J

A [a]L J

are identities in the elements of [a] ,
and are true whatever the rank of [a] may be.

Writing

/*m-r]
=

[* + !, r+ 2, ...m], [i/!^... !/_,.]
= [r+l, r + 2, ...n],

rm ro, o
[p] m

=
n PL '*-

and the elements of [jPMV]
are the primary superdeterminants of A in [a] .

(12...rA
a

) ,
we can replace (A') by

12...H/

~~
we have

r, re-r

r, w-

NOTE 2. Generalisation of Theorem L

If A= (pa) is any derived determinant and [a,^]

^

any derived matrix of A = [] ,
and

if [P] and [P'] are the matrices whose elements are defined by (1), then the equations

are identities in the elements of 4.

We deduce these formulae from (A), (B), (C) by the properties of active rows.

NOTE 3. Deduction of the formulae o/ 108 and 115 from formulae (A) and (A').

(1) When m-jf>n and r= m, the elements of [P]" all vanish identically, and

formulae (A) and (A') become

m J m

/ \ m r T m r -i Wl
'

.
'

r -1^ / ;\

(a) [a] =[a] A [a] . (A^)'m u Jm L J mi_jm
L Jm

These are formulae (A) and (B) of 108. They are identities in the elements of [a]
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(2) When n$>m and r=n, the elements of [P]
n

all vanish identically, and formulae

(A) and (A') become

/ \ w r i w r -i
w ^^ r -i n / A /\

(a) [a] =[a] A [a] ..................................(A2 )v/ n LJ w L Jm
i_I

LJ W
71

These are formulae (A') and (B') of 108. They are identities in the elements of [a]

n
.

(3) When the rank of fa] does not exceed r. [P]* has rank 0, and we deduce
L Jm ' L Jm

from (A) and (A') the equations

y \ ** r -i ^ r i **
- r i^1 / 4 f\

(a) [a] =[a] ^4 [a] ..................................(A3 )v/ r LJ TO
J m ,_i- *

These are formulae (A) and (A') of 115. They are not identities in the elements

of [a]

n
; but the first formula is true both when (am)

r
=4= and when (apq)

r

=0, and the

second formula is true both when (a)

r
4= and when (a)

r = 0, provided only that the rank

of \a\ does not exceed r.
L J

TO

NOTE 4. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a matrix A = [a] shall have rank r.

Let A have a non-vanishing minor determinant A = ( pg) of order r.

First suppose that [P] =0 in formula (A) so that

Since the rank of the product matrix on the right cannot exceed r, the rank of A
cannot exceed r

;
and since A has a non-vanishing minor determinant of order r, it follows

that A has rank r.

Next suppose that A has rank r. Then clearly all the elements of [P] vanish, these

being minor determinants of A of order r + l
;

i.e. we have [P] = 0.

Thus [P] =0 is a necessary and sufficient condition that the rank of A shall be

equal to r.

We have thus proved the following result :

Theorem. If a matrix A has a non-vanishing minor determinant A of order r, then

the rank of A is equal to r when and only when all the primary superdeterminants of A in

A vanish.

These are the necessary and sufficient conditions obtained in 71.

NOTE 5. Factorisation of fa] .
J m

ar-d r& i A
\ /-i i r/3

i r\ r/3 ~| ri^ IMqjJ PQ L plj 5 \.^VQ\ 5 L' vv] '
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the equation (A) is equivalent to the identity

[CH. XIII

where fa'1
n

is the compartite matrix in which
L J

and all other elements are O's.

In particular the equation (A) is equivalent to the identity

r; + A
;

where

. r, n r

' r

C/-v

I
' ' '

r r\ i
' " '

i *

A, on r, o n TA,

, ij I o, A$J [_
r, m - r r, m r

E3

.(A*')

rT1

|
-.n= A

. Kl>

n r

m r

r, m r

is defined as in Note 1.

These identities are employed in 141 and the following articles of Chapter xvi.

Ex. \. If A = []" is a matrix of rank r and if i ^> r, then every non-vanishing minor

determinant of A of order i-l has a non-vanishing primary superdeterminant in A of
order i, and every non-vanishing derived determinant of A of order i has a non-vanishing

minor determinant of order i l.

This follows from Note 4.

Consequently we can convert [a]" by derangements of its horizontal and vertical rows

into a matrix [6] whose first r leading derived determinants

are all different from zero. Further bn can be chosen to be any assigned element of A ;. or

as an alternative (6) can be chosen to be any assigned non-vanishing derived determinant

of A of order r.

We give in Exs. ii vi some illustrations of formula (A).

Ex. ii. If A =
'12345

j 6j C\

a^t Oy Co

3 &3 C3

#4 64 04

and A=
,
we have

1 j 64 I #4 &4 4 ^4

0000
(dbc)

J
X ' i 1 O

(<#>a) (dbc)'413 V '4130000
(dbc)415 V

'415 J
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Ex. iii. If A=[abcde\ and A= (<#>) ,
we haveL J 1 9-J J x ' 1 Q 7

95

(db) [abcde] -\db]V
'13 L J 1234 L J 1234

by , -bi

-d3 , di
[abode]

Ex. iv.
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Ex. vii. Let (PUV )

S
be any minor determinant of [P^ or [P^]^ in formula (A),

r /<li<lt-<lr\

in which A=( OT)
= a,

),
and let

\lPz-Pr'PlPz-Pr'
r' 8

Then by Sylvester's identity of 110 we have

(puw);=A'-'Ar + 8 ........................................CD)

If (Puv)
s
is not a minor determinant of [P^] _

r

,
it vanishes identically.

From (D) we see that if A=f=0, then (Puv)

s
vanishes when and. only when Ar + g vanishes.

Ex. viii. Rank of[P]
n

avid [PUV]
H ~ T

when A 4=0.J in *" mr

Theorem. If p is the rank of the matrix [a] in formula (A) and if A= (apg) =t=0,

then the matrices [P]
n
and [P^]^ have rank p-r.

If p= r, then by Note 3 the matrix [P] has rank and the theorem is true. If p>r,

then by Note 3 the rank of [P] is greater than 0.
ra

In general we see from formula (D) in Ex. vii that if every minor determinant (Puv)

*
of

[P]
n

of order s vanishes, then all such determinants as Ar + 8 vanish, and therefore by

Theorem II 6 of 71 the rank of [a] cannot exceed r+ s- 1, and we have

p^r+s-l, or s^p-r+ l.

Hence if s is the common rank of [P] and [/V]^ >
we nave

or s<-r;

and we further see from formula (D) that there must exist some determinant Ar + g which

does not vanish, i.e. we must have

or s>p-r.

Thus the common rank s must have the value p r.

Ex. ix. If [a] has rank r+ l, and if A= (apg)
r

is one of its non-vanishing minor

determinants of order r, then in formula (A) the matrices [P] and [P^v] must have

rank 1.

This is a particular case of Ex. viii. It can however be proved independently in

another way.

Let cr be the rank of [/%] . By 73 every complete matrix of the minor deter-

minants of [a]

n
of order r+l has rank 1. Since \PliV \

n~ r
is a minor of such a matrix, itJ

ro L r J m-r
follows that <r ^> 1 .

Now if <r were 0, it would follow from formula (A) that the rank of [a]

n
is not greater

than r. Hence <r cannot be and must be 1.
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Ex. x. Rank of [PI and [/*]"
r
when A= 0.

' L Jm L ^ J m-r

Theorem. If p is the rank of [a]

n
in formula (A), and if A= (apq )

r =
0, then the

rank of \P] cannot exceed 1.J L J TO

For the identity (D) shows that all minor determinants of [P]" of order greater than

1 vanish.

Ex. xi. //' faui'] is the reciprocal of the matrix f^ui/l formed from [a] by strikingJ L /* J^-r L ^ i m-r j L J
ra

^

o the horizontal and vertical rows which occur in fa,,,,] , and if \Tiu.v\ is the matrix
*J

r- mr
whose elements are the co-factors in [a] of the corresponding elements of [/Vv] _ ,

then

where <a is the affect of (apq )
in [a] .

For if (axy)

n ~r
is the corranged minor determinoid of [a]" formed by striking out the

pith, p2th, ... pr ih. and /^th horizontal rows and the g^th, q2 tti, ...
</rth and

i/,-th
vertical

rows, we have

where n= affect of the determinant P*.
Vi

in [a]13

= aff'. [pip2 ...prHi] in [12...

= aff. ho] in [1 2 ... m] + aff. uj in
l-rj

r

+ aff. [5] in [12...] + aff. Vj in
[

Ex. xii. //" FattJ ts the reciprocal of Taut'l ^ and if \<*u.v\ is the matrix formedJ L Jm r
Jmr Jm-r

from la.iv ]

r
when each element of the latter matrix is replaced by that minor determinant

L * Jmr

of [a] of which it is the co-factor, then

where a> has the same value as in Ex. xi.

We deduce (F) from (E) by replacing each element of each matrix by that minor

determinant of \a\ of which it is the co-factor.
L J m

Ex. xiii. As an illustration of formulae (E) and (F) we will consider the case in which

[a]
n = fa 6 cd e\ and (a) =(db] . In this case we have (see Ex. iii)L J J v m' ^ ;

, 3 ,,, 132 i,, a 2

(dba) (dbc) (dbe)' S y V ;134

f-|c4 e4 |, |a4 e4 |, -|a4 c4 n f
,s T Jc4 e4 |, -|a4 e4 |, |

4 c4
|"|=

i L
a^'J 2 ,

L
I

c2 e2 ,

-
1

a2 e2 1 , I z ^2
1 J L -

|

c2 e2
1 , |

a2 e2 1 ,

-
( 2 c2 |J

C. II.
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The following additional examples depend on the properties of [P'] m
in

Theorem I.

Ex. xiv. From formula (B) we see that the rank of [/?]* cannot exceed r whatever

values the elements of []" may have. Hence if A=( P7)^
is any minor determinant of

fal" all minor determinants of order greater than r of the matrix
L Jm

[P'f =[/>]"- A [ofL J m in L J TO

vanish identically.

Ex. xv. . Putting [a ul)]

6= in formula (D) of Ex. vii, and writing A= (aw)^,
we obtain

for any minor determinant (/")* of [P']
n

the equation

which is an identity in the elements of [a] .

Ex. xvi. If [aplj] and []" are any square minors of [a] and if

the equation

/
det-TfP l^-Afa I*! AS-II

tt"' "

.t|L/ HBJ s ALaaBJJ-A I

'
r, s

is an identity in the elements of [a] .

This follows from formula (B) and Ex. xv.

Ex. xvii. Kroneckefs Identity. If s > ?-,
it follows from Ex. xvi or Ex. xiv that the

equation

det{A[aBj;-[/ w];}=0 .................................... (G)

is an identity in the elements of fa] .

J m

Ex. xviii. When s r the identity of Ex. xvi becomes

det
{A [auv]

r

r
- [Puv\

r

r}
= A-' (auqfr (a^.

117. Equations which serve to express all the minor deter-

minants of order r of a matrix of rank r in terms of any
one non-vanishing minor determinant of order r and its

primaries.

Throughout the present article A = (apg )
r

will denote a minor determinant

of order r of a matrix A =[]" whose rank is r. and the a's and #'s will
m

have the same meanings as in 102.
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Accordingly, [Apq] being the reciprocal of [apq\ ,
we shall have

^___ y _____ I*

Ml =Ml A* . [&i]! = ^g Ovl!>

99

= A

(I)

(2)

We will prove theorems corresponding to those of 109.

Theorem I. If A =
(fJpq)

r
and D =

(auv )

r

are any two minor deter-

minants of order r of the matrix A =
[a]

"

, then the equations

A-^ =
(a^)^(^)^ ........................(B)

are always true when the rank of A does not exceed r ; and when A
=j= 0, the

second equation expresses D as a homogeneous rational function of degree 1 of
A and its primaries.

Theorem II. If [A]
"

is any complete matrix of the minor determinants

of order r of the matrix A = fal* ,
so that a=\ } and v=( } ; if H andJ m' \rj \rj

'
i_I M

[K] are the correspondingly formed complete matrices of the simple minor

determinants of [a,9] and [apl] ; and if P and [Q] are the correspondingly
/*

formed complete matrices of the simple minor determinants of [fl ]p]
and

[@<ji] > then the equations

irs l

A [A]>

, H.K,,... H,K
lt H2K2 ,...H2KV

AG,, ...

, .-(a)

...(b)

are always true when the rank of A does not exceed r ; and when A =f 0,

the second equation expresses all the minor determinants of A of order r as

homogeneous rational functions of degree 1 of A and its primaries.

T 2
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Proof of Theorem I. The expression ( PQ)^ (,,) ^ -(,/) ^ ()' in which [p] f
and

[] are minors of [12. ..?], and [q] f
and \v] f

are minors of [12...], vanishes

identically .when [u] is merely a derangement of
[p]^,

and when
[y]^

is merely a de-

rangement of [q] . In other cases it is a minor determinant of order 2 of a complete

matrix of the minor determinants of .4 of order r, and therefore by 73 vanishes

whenever the rank'of A does not exceed '/; for every complete matrix of the minor

determinants of A of order r has then rank not exceeding 1. Thus the equation (A) is

true whenever the rank of A does not exceed r.

From the identities (1) we deduce as in Exs. vi and ix of 109 the equations

*- l

(<^)
r

r =(*>?,, A-iK^OV);;, ..................... (3)

which are identities in the elements of A. Multiplying both sides of (A) by A'Jr
~ 2

,
and

substituting from the equations (3), we obtain the equation (B).

The last part of Theorem I follows from the fact that the elements of [aup]

r
and

[3]
r
which are n t A or are primaries of A.

When A 4=0 we can deduce (A) from formula (A) of 115, from which we obtain in

succession

Also when A 4= we can deduce (B) from formula (C) of 115, from which we obtain

in succession

A2
[auv]

r

r =[a^]
r

r [apg)
r

r [fr^ ,
A2r

(aue)^
= A (a^)' (ft^

.

Proof of Theorem II. The equation (a) is a succinct expression for p.v equations

of the form (A), and the equation (b) is a succinct expression for p.v equations of the

form (B). Consequently the equations (a) and (b) are true whenever the rank of the

matrix A does not exceed r. The last part of Theorem II follows from the corresponding

property in Theorem I.

We can deduce (b) from (a) by means of the identities

obtained from (1) by equating correspondingly formed complete matrices of the simple
minor determinants of both sides in each equation.

When A 4= we can deduce (a) from formula (A) of 115 by equating correspondingly
formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of order r on both sides.

Also when A =4=0, we can in a similar way deduce (b) from formula (C) of 115.

When any horizontal row of D is taken from the same horizontal row of

the matrix A as one of the horizontal rows of A, or when any vertical row of

D is taken from the same vertical row of the matrix A as one of the vertical

rows of A, i.e. when the minor sequences [p] and [u] have an element

in common, or when the minor sequences [q] and [v] have an element in

common, the equation (B) can be reduced in degree by the removal of
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a factor A common to both sides. The reduced forms of the equation are

given in the theorems which follow.

Theorem III. If h horizontal rows of A taken from the minor matrix
n k

[a^i] and k vertical rows of A taken from the minor matrix? [a a/L1] occur in

both the minor determinants A =
(apq)

r
and D = (auv)

r

, then the equation (B)

can always be reduced to

where p=r h, o~ = r k; [#] and [f] are the minors of the sequences

[p] and [it] formed by striking out their common elements \1} ~\ 2 ,...\h ;

[y] and [n] are the minors of the sequences [q] and [v] formed by striking

out their common elements filt /u.2) ...//,&; &> is the difference of the affects of

[X] in [p] and [u] ; and &>' is the difference of the affects of [p] in [q]

and [v] .

r

If further there are no other rows of A winch occur in both A and D, then

in the equation (C) all the elements of [&;] and [/3yn ] are primaries of A.

Theorem IV. // A =
(

a*' a*J
]

'

and D =
'

determinants of A of order r whose first h horizontal rows and first k vertical

rows are taken respectivelyfrom the same horizontal rows and the same vertical

rows of A, then the equation

is always true when the rank of A does not exceed r.

The equation (C) can always be reduced to the standard form (D).

Proof of Theorem III. In the case considered in the theorem we have by Exs. vi and

ix of 109 the identities

which are derived from the identities (1) ; and when we multiply both sides of the

equation (A) by Ap
-j
we convert it by means of these identities into the equation (C).

If [] has no element in common with [p] ,,
then all the elements of

[a^x]
p are

horizontal primaries of A
;
and if

[77]
has no element in common with [q] ,

then all the

elements of [/Syj,]*
are vertical primaries of A.

When A =1=0 we can deduce (C) from the equation (B) by expanding (aap)
and (/3,) in

k
terms of the minor determinants of their minor matrices [nAp] and

[/39M] , on doing which

we obtain the identities

f*V
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Proof of Theorem IV. We derive the equation (D) from the equation (C) by putting

<u = 0, o>'= 0. That (C) can always be reduced to the form (D) can be seen as in the proofs

of Theorems IV a and IV b of 109.

Theorem V. When the matrix A has rank r, all the equations (A), (B),

and (C) in which A and D are any minor determinants whatever of A of order

r can be deduced by means of the identities of 109 from those of the equations

(A) in which A is any one particular non-vanishing minor determinant ofA

of order r, i.e. from those of the equations (A) which are necessary and sufficient

conditions that A shall have rank r.

Proof of Theorem V. Since the equations (B) and (G) have been deduced from the

equation (A) by means of the identities of 109, it will be sufficient to show that all

equations of the form (A) can be deduced from those in which A= (aP9)

r
is any one

particular non-vanishing minor determinant of order r.

Using the notations ()' = A uv , (auv) r
= Auv , (fiuv) r

= BMU ,
so that &-=Am ,

we will

obtain the equation

AhkA^A^Ah,,. or A^A^-A^A^^O.
As shown in the derivation of (B) from (A), we can by means of the identities of 109

deduce from the equations

Apq Ahk~A]iqApic, Apg A^ft
= A^q A^, A pq A Aj,

= A^q Apf,, Apq A
h>i
= Ajtq

A
l>tJi

respectively the equations

Aa-M=AAp Bflt , A^J^A^IV, A2)-M Afc
=A

Aj)
B8t ,

A2'-'
J,(u= A

ftp
B
9M ,

and from the last four equations we have

A^-2 {AnA^ - AM A kJ = 0, A hk A^ - A^ A
h>JL

= 0.

Thus we have deduced the equation (ahlc]

r

(ax/i)

r = (a^)
r

( AM)

r
from those of the

equations (A) in which A has the particular non-vanishing value (apg)

r
,
and this establishes

Theorem V.

Those of the equations (A) in which A is any one particular non-vanishing minor

determinant of A of order r are necessary and sufficient conditions that \a]
n

shall haveL J m
rank r, or that

[A]^
shall have rank 1. Hence when they are satisfied, all minor deter-

minants of
[A]^

of order 1 must vanish, i.e. all such equations as (A) must be satisfied.

NOTE 1. The standardforms of the equations of this article.

If A = (amfr W>

so that (.,)' =(^ M*'*
<q)r VVVi/

we have obtained in Theorem IV the equation

A^'-'/Ma^GS^, .................................... (D)

which is derived from (apq)

r

(auaf = (auq)

r

(apv)

r

by the identities
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For a given pair of values of h and all the equations given by formula (C) or (B) can

be reduced to the same standard form (D).

If we use the notation of Ex. xv of 109, and write

we have as an equivalent of (D) the standard equation
'

.

vP+-i^
\Aj A2 Ajj OCi3?2 tvp / \"1 **2 Jfc fels

where k+ p k+ a-= r;

and the equation (D') is derived from the equation

(*..
\ / \/ . \ / \

Hi . . .
LLjf. (fa . . . y<y \ / LI] ... Lll. Ill . . . 77,- \ /Ml Mfc Vl ' 7& \ / Ml * ' Mfc ^7l

" * "
'*}'* \

by means of the identities

P-I .

v.r-1 , x
^1 '"M*: y-i #<M /Ml Mfc '/I

" rl<T \ to
}<*

which are included in the general formula (D) of 109.3.

NOTE 2. Classification of the standard equations.

The standard equation (D) or (D') has as many distinct forms as there are possible

values of p and <r.

The possible values of p are 0, 1, 2, ...r, or 0, 1, 2,...r m according as ?n<2r

or m < 2r.

The possible values of tr are 0, 1, 2, ...r, or 0, 1, 2,...r-n according as w<2r
or <2r.

When p= 0, or A= r, then (D) or (D') is one of the standard identities considered

in 109. i, and is trivial when o-= or 1, and non-trivial in other cases.

When <r=0. or &= r, then (D) or (D') is one of the standard identities considered

in 109. 2,
and is trivial when p=0 or 1, and non-trivial in other cases.

When p=|=0 and cr=(=0, then (D) and (D') are not identities in the elements of A.

NOTE 3. General method of expressing all minor determinants of A of order r in terms

of A and its primaries when A =$=0.

Let A [a] be a matrix of rank r, let A = (aM)

r
=|=0, and let [A]" be a complete

matrix of the minor determinants of A of order r in which A = A,,,,, so that equation (a)

has the form
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We write down

(1) The non-trivial equations expressing the fact that the rank of [A]
"

is less than 2.

These are the (/*
-

1) (v
-

1) equations of the form

Ay .,, **D = AuqA or - - =
u,

I
./X,,,, .tX

where M=t= and v^ ; i.e. the equations

where [u] is not merely a derangement of [p] ,
and [v] is not merely a derangement

f [<?]

(2) The non-trivial identities of 109 which serve to express the simple minor

determinants of [ig]
and [api] in terms of A and its primaries.

By means of these two sets of equations we can express all other minor determinants

of A of order r in terms of A and its primaries in the simplest possible ways.

Ex. i. Let the matrix A = \a\, have rank 3, and let A =
( } (, )L ^ \fmJ V/

Then the standard equation (D) or (D') has the following 9 distinct forms when it is

non-trivial :

AM
\lmn/

'in ii

I o
7/2 \lmnj \lrnn

(fmn) \lrnz) ***"&<' \lrnn) \lyz)~\yj \lmnj \lrnz
ft

\lmnj

These correspond respectively to the values

2, ; 0, 2
; 0, 3

; 1, 1
; 2, 1

; 1, 2 ; 2, 2
; 1, 3

; 2, 3 of p, o-.

rir

a I
=

/VA
\lynj
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Ex. ii. Let the matrix A=[abcd] 123i
have rank 2; let A= (a&) 12 4=0;

and let

A
l

p
1

\

=
\ A

' 2 be the reciprocal of ? !

Then by formula (A) of 115 we have

r AI A

L^B! jB

64 J

Equating corresponding matrices of the minor determinants of order 2 on both sides,

we obtain

(&),, (ac) 12 , . (*), 8

-

(a6) J3 , (ac), 3 ,
... (od) 13

[(a6) 12 , (ac-) 12 ,
...

.(afr) S4 . <ac) 3 4'
- ^34-1 L(a6) 34

_

This is the equation corresponding to formula (a), and it is equivalent to 36 equations

of the form

(6)

Of these equations there are 11 which are trivial, viz. those in which
(%y)^

is an

element of the leading horizontal row or the leading vertical row in the large matrix.

The remaining 25 equations are non-trivial.

The non-trivial identical relations between the simple minor determinants of the minor

matrices [a 6] , [abed] determined as in 109 are

*(*) 3 4
=
(&), (5)u |

A (*),= (7)

By means of the 25 non-trivial equations (6) and the two identities (7) we can express

every other minor determinant of A of order 2 in terms of A and its primaries.

The non-trivial equations expressing these relations when reduced to their standard

forms by means of the two identities (7) are of 6 different types. In particular the

equations for (ac) and (#c), 4
are

A(ac) 13
= a32 /323

=
(a&) 13

i

(6) 32 (o

()

Ex. iii. Let * =
A H G~[

HEP be the reciprocal of < =

r a h g

h b f

.9 f c
.

so that 4> is a

_G F C_

complete matrix of the minor determinants of of order 2.

Suppose that
(f)

has rank 2 and that C=ab- A2
4=0.

Then /^and (? are the primaries of (7, and to express A, B, H in terms of (7, /*, (7 we

may use :

(1) The equations expressing the fact that the rank of * does not exceed 1.
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(2) Those non-trivial identical relations between the simple minor determinants

of .r \
which serve to express them all in terms of C and its primaries.

L b / J
Since the identities (2) are non-existent, we use thd equations (1) only, which are

CA-G*=0, CB-F*=0, CH-FG=0. (8)

In this case the equations (A) and (a) of the text are

-, r _ -,
r A HO

b, -h
~a h g

h b f

^9 f c _

a A~i

h b

-9 f.

b, -li

-h, a\
c H B F F [GFC].

The last equation is equivalent to

and gives the equations (8).



CHAPTEE XIV

[This Chapter begins with an account of the properties of two co-joint complete

matrices of the minor determinants of a fundamental square matrix
;
their determinants

are evaluated ;
and the relation between any two of their anti-correspondent minor

determinants is found. In 123 these properties are used in obtaining the expansions of

certain bordered determinants; and in 124 a separate account is given of the properties

of the reciprocal of a square matrix. The next three articles deal with properties of

symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices
;
criteria for the determination of their ranks are

given ;
and they are reduced to standard forms by symmetric derangements of their rows.

The last article contains an additional property and further illustrations of the fundamental

identity of Chapter xni.]

118. Recapitulation of properties of a product of square
matrices.

The following results have been proved in earlier chapters :

(1) A product of a square matrix and its conjugate reciprocal is always

commutative, both when the square matrix is undegenerate and when it is

degenerate.

(2) Whenever a product of two square matrices of the same order is

a non-zero scalar matrix, the product is commutative, and each of the factor

matrices is a scalar multiple of the conjugate reciprocal of the other factor

matrix.

(3) The reciprocal of a standard product of any number of square
matrices taken in any given order is equal to the product of the reciprocals

of the factor matrices taken in the same order.

(4) The conjugate reciprocal of a standard product of any number

of square matrices taken in any given order is equal to the product of the

conjugate reciprocals of the factor matrices taken in the reverse order.

The first property has been proved in 46.5 and exemplified in 67
;
the

second property has been proved and illustrated in Exs. i and ii of 67 and

Ex. xi of 79
;
and the last two properties have been proved in 67.

If A =
[a]

'

is any square matrix, a minor of A of the form [app] is called

a diagonal minor, and a minor determinant of A of the form (app) is called
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a diagonal minor determinant. Thus a diagonal minor of A is a square minor

the elements of whose leading diagonal are all elements of the leading

diagonal of A
;

and similarly the elements of the leading diagonal of

a diagonal minor determinant are all elements of the leading diagonal of A.

119. Co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of a square
matrix.

1. Definition of two co-joint matrices.

Let [6]
^

,
where p,

= I 1
,
be a complete matrix of the minor determinants

of order r of a fundamental square matrix A =
[a~]"\ and let By be the

co-factor of by in A, so that By is equal to the corranged minor determinant

of A complementary to by provided with the sign determined by the affect

of the minor determinant by in A.

Then [B]
1
*

is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of A of order

m r, and it will be called the co-joint matrix of [6] with respect to the

fundamental matrix A.

We proceed to prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. If [B] is the co-joint matrix of [fr]
with respect to the

square matrix A [a] , then [b]
1*

is the co-joint matrix of [B]** with respect

to A.

Let b'y and B'y be the corranged minor determinants of A formed with

the same horizontal and vertical rows as by and By respectively, so that

bij
and By are respectively derangements of the corranged minor determinants

b'y and B'y.

Let <w = affect of
b'y in A, w = affect of B'y in A,

77
= affect of by in A, r{ = affect of By in A,

a- = affect of by in b'y, a' = affect of By in B'y.

Then by Theorem II a of 26 and Ex. xv of 25 we have

r)
= w + <T, ?/

= &)' + </, (1)

60
= (-!)* 6V B^^lfB'y (2)

Since by definition By = (- I)
11

Kg, it follows from (2) and from 26 that

a-' =
r) (mod. 2), &>'=&> (mod. 2) (3)

From (1) and (3) we have rf = a- (mod. 2) and therefore

by = (-lfVy = (-lfb'y (4)
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Equation (4) shows that by is equal to the corranged minor determinant

of A complementary to By provided with the sign determined by the affect

of Bij in A, and this establishes Theorem I.

Accordingly we call [6]^ and [B] two co-joint matrices of the minor

determinants of A, and we see that:

In two co-joint matrices [6] and [B]* of the minor determinants of orders

r and m - r of the fundamental square matrix A =
[a] every element of

either matrix is the co-factor in A of the corresponding element of the other

matrix, i.e. by is the co-factor of By, and By is the co-factor of by.

2. Fundamental property of two co-joint matrices.

The most important property of two co-joint matrices is that given by the

following theorem :

Theorem II. // [6]^ and [B]* are two co-joint matrices of the minor

determinants of orders r and m r of the fundamental square matrix

A = [a]
m

,
then

m

[6f 5"
1

=T M

[]" = []" T" = IT [6]"
= A [I]*

1

, (A)-V u-y L^ L V -V ^^ ^.^ -V -V'

where A = (a)"
1 = det []'".

TO m

These results can easily be deduced from Ex. ix of 32. We will

however deduce them directly from Theorem II of 32. It will be sufficient

to prove that

[6]' IT = A [I]*, 7* [5]" = A [If; (5)-V i y V i y "V V
for the other two results follow when we equate the conjugates of both sides.

Let b'y, B'y be the corranged minor determinants of A of which the

determinants by, By are respectively derangements, and let B"y be the

co-factor of b'y in A, these notations being valid for all the values 1, 2, ...
/j,

of i and j.

Then by Theorem II of 32 we have

6'a E"fr + 6'& B"J2 + ...+ b'iu B"jn + ...+ 6V #"> = or A, (6)

6
/

rf

//

v-+6
/

2i jB% + ... +b'ui B"uj + ... + 6
/

Mi5'V;
= or A, (6')

according as j =|= i or j
= i.

We will prove the two results (5) by deducing from (6) and (6') that

6t-! Bfr + bi2 BJ2 + ... + biu Bju + . . . + 6^% = or A, (7)

bli Blj
+ b2i B2j

+ ...+bui Buj + ..,+b^B^^O or A, (7')

according as j =j=
i or j

= i.
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Let w l
= affect of

b'ju in A, ij 1
= affect of bju in A,

o-j
= affect of

bju in
b'ju , /^

= affect of biu in b'iu ,

so that ?/!
=

&>! + o-j.

Since B"ju = (-irB'ju ,
Bju = (- l^B'ju ,

we have ^ = (-l)*
l5//

/ ;
and

since biu = (- l)
pl

b'iu ,
it follows that

biuBju = (-l)
p^b'iuB"ju ......................... (8)

If (T.2
= affect of buj in b'uj , p2

= affect of bui in b'ui ,

we can show in the same way that

buiBuj
= (-iy*

+ "2

b'uiB"uj
......................... (8')

Now let

biu = (aiu\r , bju
=

(bjU)
r

, 1'^ = (all7) r
,

b'ju
= (ajl7)

^
,

so that [i] , [j] , [u] are derangements of [/] , [/] , [U] ,
which are them-

selves corranged minors of [1 2 ... m].

Then

P!
= affect of [ij i2 , . . ir] in [7j /.,... /,.] + affect of [u^u*... ur] in [ ?7j 72 . . . Ur],

<rl
= affect of [jij-i . . . j,] in [,/j J2 . . . Jr] + affect of [t^ u.2 . . . u^\ in [Ui U2 ... Ur],

and therefore

p 1 + a l
= affect of [i] in [/] + affect of [j] in [J] (mod. 2).

If j =j= t, the sequences [i] and [j] are different, and

pi + o-j
=

6>y (mod. 2),

where &>y depends only on i and ^ and is independent of u.

If /= i, the sequences [t] and [j] are the same, and

p! + <T!
=

(mod. 2).

Giving to M the values 1, 2, ... /A, it follows that

if j * i, 2&iM jM
= (- ly^b^B^ m

;

We have thus proved (7) by means of (8) ;
and in a similar way we can

prove (7') by means of (8').

Thus (7) and (7') are true, and therefore Theorem II is true.
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Ex. i. If \A\ is the reciprocal of the square matrix A = [a] ,
then [a] and [A] are

two co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of orders 1 and m\ of A.

Ex. ii. If <b= \abcd]J 1234

~(a&)
i2

, (ac)
i2

, (d)
j2

, (6c)
ja

, (bd)^, (cd)^

(a6) , (ac) , (ad) , (be) , (bd) , (cd)
24 24 24 24 24 24

(ab) , (ac) , (ad) , (be) , (6d) , (cd)v X
34 v

34
V '34 34 34 34

(cd) , -(bd) , +(bc) , +(ad) , -(ac) , +(ab)V X
34' ^34'

'

'34
X
34'

V
'34'

7
34

(*)
24

, +(6d)
24

, -(6c) 24
, -(arf)

84
, +(c)

84
,

-
(ab)^

, +(6c)
>3

,

+ (cd) ,\ ''

, +(ad)
i4

,

-

, +(ad) ,

-
' , +(ab)V X

then
A//-

and \// are two co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of orders 2 and 2 of

such that the horizontal and vertical rows of ^ follow the common scheme

(12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34).

Ex. iii. If one of two co-joint matrices is composed of unaffected corranged minor

determinants (or affected minor determinants) of the fundamental matrix, then the other

is composed of affected minor determinants (or unaffected corranged minor determinants)

of the fundamental matrix.

Ex. iv. Both the products which can be formed with any complete matrix of the minor

determinants of any order r of a square matrix and the conjugate of its co-joint matrix are

commutative both when the fundamental square matrix is undegenerate and when it is

degenerate.

Ex. v. If [6]^ is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of any order r of an

undegenerate (or arbitrary) square matrix [a] ,
and if b

[

then [.r]^ is the co-joint matrix of [6]^ with respect to
[a-]

m
.

=A
,
where A= (a)

m
,

NOTE. Co-joint matrix of any complete matrix of the minor determinants of order r of
a rectangular matrix.

Let A = [a\ be any matrix, not necessarily square, and let A=det A = (a)
n

. Also let

[b]" be any complete matrix of the minor determinants of order r of A, and let [B\
v
be

a matrix each of whose elements B^ is the co-factor in A of the corresponding deter-

minantal element 6^- of [b]
v

. Then we may call [B]
v

the co-joint matrix of [b]" with

respect to A.
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From Ex. ix of 32 we see that :

(1) If m^n, then [6]*
=
[#1*2 =A[1^'

(2) If n^m, then

Thus that product of [b]

v
and the conjugate co-joint matrix of [b]" in which long rows

are active is a scalar matrix whose argument is A.

This is a generalisation of the theorem (A) in 46.

120. Determinant of the minor determinants of order r of

a given fundamental square matrix.

The following theorem gives the value of the determinant of any

complete matrix of the minor determinants of order r of a given square

matrix.

Theorem. // [6]*

1

is any complete matrix of the minor determinants

r -.in . i'm\ 7 .
/. / ^m

of order r'of the square matrix A =
[dj ,

so that p.
=

I

J
,
and if (a)^

= A,

then

(6)
= A", where p

=
~

(A)

Here the upper sign is always to be taken when in the formation of [b]
*
the

successive horizontal and vertical minors of A follow a common scheme.

Let [B]
1*

be the co-joint matrix of [6]^ with respect to A, so that

, M
(1)

Equating the determinants of both sides in (1) we have

(b)*(B)^=tf (2)

In this equation, which is an identity in the elements of A, the quantities

A, (6)^, (B)* are homogeneous rational integral functions of the elements of

A, and also homogeneous rational integral functions of the elements of each

selected row of A. Regarding A as a linear function of the elements of any

one of its rows, the identity (2) shows that (6)
M
and (B)

1*

are rational integral

factors of the yttth power of that linear function. But an integral power
of a linear function has no rational integral factors except integral powers of

that same linear function. Hence we conclude from (2) that

(&)* = **", (Bf = *?, (3)* V K

where p and p are positive integers, and k is independent of the elements of

each selected row of A, and is therefore a numerical constant.
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We can obtain (3) more simply by observing that A is an irresoluble

function of its elements.

Equating the degrees of both sides of each of the equations (3) in the

elements of A, we have

im \\ , /m- r\

?-(r-l)' p=
( r )'

P + P^f*............. (4)

Since the equations (3) are identities in the elements of A, we can

determine the value of & by considering the special case in which [tt]

m =
[l]

W
-

In this case A = 1
; also in each row of (6)^ one of the elements is + 1, and

the other elements are O's, and therefore (b)* has one of the values 1. It

follows that in all cases

k = I, ....................................(5)

the sign depending on the schemes of formation of [6]
M

. We see then that

(6);>eA
P

, (B^
= e^', ........................(B)

where e is either +1 or 1.

When the same scheme is followed for the vertical rows as for the

horizontal rows in the formation of [6]
**

, ba has the form (an) ; accordingly

for the special matrix fa] = [11 the diagonal element bu is the determinant
Jm J m

of a unit matrix and has the value -f 1, and therefore (6)^ is also the

determinant of a unit matrix and has the value + 1. Thus in these particular

cases we have k = + 1, and therefore e = + 1.

Ex. i. If the same scheme is followed for the vertical rows as for the horizontal rows

in the formation of [61
^ from \a]

m
,
then the results e = l, (ft)'*

= Ap remain true when we
L J

fi
L J TO' &

prefix to every determinantal element b
tj

of [6]*
1"

the sign determined by its affect in A.

Ex. ii. Every complete matrix of the minor determinants of any given order of a square

matrix A is undegenerate or degenerate according as A is undegenerate or degenerate.

For in the equation (A) the determinant (6) does or does not vanish according as

A does or does not vanish.

Ex. iii. Reciprocals of two co-joint matrices.

Let [e]'

4

, [C]* be the reciprocals of the ma

fundamental property of a reciprocal matrix we have

Let [e]'

4

, [C]* be the reciprocals of the matrices [ft]'

4

, \_B\* in the text. Then by the

Postfixing [B]* on both sides, we see that

*[c^
=
(b)[B]^=

f
S[B]^

............................... (C)

c. n. 8
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Since the last equation is an identity in the elements of A and A is a function of those

elements which does not vanish identically, it follows that the equations

are identities in the elements of A, and are true both when A =1=0 and when A= 0.

We can deduce or prove in a similar manner that

Thus each of two co-joint matrices differs from the reciprocal of the other only by a, scalar

factor of the form + A*, where A is the determinant of the fundamental square matrix. The

upper sign is always to be taken when horizontal and vertical rows follow a common scheme.

Ex.iv. Let
<j>
= [abcd] ,

det $ = (abed) =A.

Then if ^ and
\|/-'

are denned as in Ex. ii of 119, formula (A) gives

To prove this in the way the theorem of the text was proved, we may denote the

conjugate of -^ by \^.' We then have the equation

W-Atl]J,
from which it follows that

det \Jf.det >//'
= A6

,
or det ^. det

(//'
= A6

.

The last equation shows that

det ^= kAp
,

det ^'= \ A
p

',K

where k and y are numerical factors, and p and p are positive integers.

Considering first the degrees of both sides of the last two equations, and then the

special case in which \abcd] =[11 , we find thatJ 1234 L J
4

'

p=p'= 3, k=\.

Ex. v. Determinant of the reciprocal of a square matrix.

Let [A] be the reciprocal of a square matrix [a] ,
and let ()

W= A.

Then [4] is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of order m 1 of [a]

m
in

the formation of which a common scheme is used for horizontal and vertical rows.

Hence as a particular case of formula (A) we have

(4)
m= Am- 1

.
' m

121. Relations between anti-correspondent minor determi-
nants of two co-joint matrices.

1. Definitions of correspondence and anti-correspondence.

Let [6] and [B~\ , where /J,
= I

j
, be two co-joint matrices of the minor

determinants of orders r and m - r of the fundamental square matrix

A=[a]
m

,
and let (a)

m = A, so that
TO '
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If b is any minor determinant of [6] ,
b' the co-factor of b in [6] ,

and
M1 M

if B and B' are the minor determinants of [B]
*
which are formed from

-V

[B]* in the same way as b and b' are formed from [b]
1
*

, then we will call

b and B corresponding minor determinants,

b' and B' corresponding minor determinants,

b and B' anti-correspondent minor determinants,

b' and B anti-correspondent minor determinants

of the two co-joint matrices [6]**
and [-B]

M
.

Thus the anti-correspondent of any minor determinant b of [b]
1*

is that

minor determinant of [B]
*
which corresponds to the co-factor of b in [6]

^
.

If one of two anti-correspondent minor determinants is an unaffected

corranged (or affected) minor determinant of [&]**, then the other is an

affected (or unaffected corranged) minor determinant of [B]
1*

.

Again let [b]" and
[b']^ ,

where v= (

],
be any two co-joint complete

matrices of the minor determinants of [6] of orders s and
//. s, and let

[B]" and [B']" be the similarly formed co-joint complete matrices of the

minor determinants of [.61
^

of orders s and a s. Then we will call
M

[b]" and [B]" corresponding matrices of the minor determinants,

[b']

v
and [B']" corresponding matrices of the minor determinants,

[b]" and [B']
v

anti-correspondent matrices of the minor determinants,

[b']" and [B]" anti-correspondent matrices of the minor determinants

of the two co-joint matrices [&]** and [5]
M

.

If i and j are any elements of the sequence [1 2 ... v], then clearly

by and By are corresponding minor determinants,

by- and B'y
- are anti-correspondent minor determinants

of the two co-joint matrices [6]^ and [B] .

We can define in the same way correspondences and anti-correspondences

for any two similar matrices [p]* , [-P]^

82
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2. Relation between any two anti-correspondent matrices of the minor

determinants of two co-joint matrices.

Let
[ft]**

and [B]* be two co-joint complete matrices of the minor deter-

minants of orders r and m r of the fundamental square matrix A =
[a] as

in sub-article 1, and let [b]", [b']", [B]", [B']
v

also be defined as in sub-

article 1.

Then by formula (B) of 120 we have

(6)
= eA

P

, (B) = e&P

', ........................ (2)

m
r

and where e is either +1 or 1.

Again by formula (A) of 119 we have

Further by equating correspondingly formed matrices of the minor

determinants of order s, and correspondingly formed matrices of the minor

determinants of order
//,

s on both sides of the equation (1) we obtain

[b][ IT" -V" [B]' =A
S

[1]', (5)

[bTV -V [BT-A'-p]' (5')
I'.

Here (5') is deducible from (4), (4
X

) and (5) and is superfluous.

The products occurring on the left in equations (4), (4'), (5) and (5') are

commutative. Hence if in the equation

we prefix b' , the conjugate co-joint matrix of [b]" with respect to [6]^, on
1-' v

both sides, and again in the same equation postfix [B']", the conjugate co-

joint matrix of B with respect to [B]
M

,
on both sides, we obtain

^-*v .

*

B]^ =eA"
[B];,

.................. (A)

]: =eAp

'[bj:..........(B)
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Here A = ()"*; e is +1 or 1; and if a common scheme is used for

horizontal and vertical rows in the formation of \b~\^ from the fundamental
-V

square matrix A =
[a] ,

then e = + 1.

We can deduce or prove in the same way the formulae

A'- [B] = () O -.A'pr ................(D)

Since (A), (B), (C) and (D) are identities in the elements of A and A is

a function of those elements which does not vanish identically, we can in

each equation cancel the highest power of A occurring as a common factor of

both sides, and the reduced equations thus obtained are also identities in the

elements of A. We have therefore established the following theorem :

Theorem I. Any two anti-correspondent matrices of the minor deter-

minants of two co-joint complete matrices of the minor determinants of a

fundamental square matrix [a] differ only by a scalar factor of the form

&k
,
where A =

(a) ',
and k is a positive integer.

In particular when a common scheme is used for horizontal and vertical

rows in the formation of the two co-joint matrices, the scalar factor has the

form + A*.

The value of the index k in any equation given by Theorem I and

the side of the equation on which the scalar factor occurs can always be

determined from the degrees of both sides in the elements of the fundamental

square matrix, and the scalar factor is A* according as the value assumed

by the determinant of either one of the two co-joint matrices is + 1 in the

special case when [a] is a unit matrix.

Clearly (C) is equivalent to (B), and (D) is equivalent to (A). Also each

of the equations (A) and (B) is deducible from the other.

Ex. i. If we prefix b7
and postfix [B']

"
on both sides of the first of equations (5),

1-' v

we obtain

Using (4), (4') and (3), this is seen to be equivalent to the second of the equations (5').

Similarly the first of the equations (5') can be deduced from the second of the equations

(5) and from (4), (4') and (3).

Ex. ii. Relation between any two anti-correspondent matrices of the minor determinants

of a square matrix and its reciprocal.

Let [A] be the reciprocal of a square matrix A = [a] '.
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Then fal and \A~\
m

are two co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of orders
L Jm m

1 and m - 1 of A in the formation of which a common scheme is used for horizontal and

vertical rows.

Let fal^, fa'1" where v = \ ) , be two co-ioint complete matrices of the minor deter-
LJj"L J l>' \*/

minants of orders s and m-s of [a]**, and let
[A]^, [A'][|

be the similarly formed

co-joint complete matrices of the minor determinants of orders s and m s of [A] . Then

as particular cases of formulae (A) and (B) we have

[A]
F

=A-i[a'] ....................................... (A')

A- '[<, .................................... (B')

where A= (a) .m

Ex. iii. The reciprocal of the reciprocal of [a] is ATO~ 2
[a] ,

where A = (a) .

For if [A]
m

is the reciprocal of [al
m

, and \d]
m

is the reciprocal of [A] ,
then [a]L J

ra L J
TO

L J OT
L J m m

and [a] are anti-correspondent matrices of the minor determinants of orders 1 and m - 1

of [a] and [A] . Accordingly putting s= l in formula (B') we have

[a]

m
=A-2[a]

m
.

L J
ra L Jm

3. Relation between any two anti-correspondent minor determinants of

two co-joint matrices.

Let i and j be any two elements, not necessarily different, of the sequence

[1 2 ...
i/].

Then from equations (A), (B), (C) and (D) we deduce that

A'b'0 =(&)^B^
= eABy, ....................... (a)

A'B'g =(S^b{j
= eA''b

ij ,
....................... (b)

A*-b0 =
(&)*B'fl =eA"BV ...................... (c)

A^B^^b'^eAo'b'^. ....................... (d)

Here b# and B'^- are anti-correspondent minor determinants of orders

s and JM s of [6]^ and [5]^ ; b'^- and By are anti-correspondent minor deter-

minants of orders p s and s of [6]'

x

and []'* ;
and e is + 1 or 1 as in

-V -v

formula (B) of 120. Formulae (c) and (d) are clearly equivalent to (b)

and (a) respectively ;
and each of the formulae (a) and (b) is deducible from

the other. These formulae lead to the following theorem, which is of course

included in Theorem I.

Theorem II. If [6]^ and [B]* are any two co-joint complete matrices of

the minor determinants of the fundamental square matrix A = [a], then any

two anti-correspondent minor determinants of [6]
M
and [5]^ differ only by a

scalar factor of the form A*, where A = (a), and k is a positive integer.
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When in particular a common scheme is used for horizontal and vertical

rows in the formation o/[6]'
i

and [B~\* ,
the scalar factor has theform + A*.

The value of the index k in any equation given by Theorem II and the

side of that equation on which the scalar factor occurs can always be deter-

mined from a consideration of the degrees of both sides of the equation in

the elements of A
;
and the scalar factor is + Afc

according as either one

of the determinants (b)
1*

and (5)^ assumes the value + 1 in the special case

when A is a unit matrix.

Ex. iv. Let <b= \abcd~\J = det d>= (abcd) ; and let \fr and i// be denned as inr V X '

Ex. ii of 119. Then by Theorem II we have

-M 24
, +( c

)
24 -(<*)

+ (crf),,, ~(c), ,
-

+
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formula (b) as a particular case. It is equivalent (see Ex. iv of 124) to the identity (A)
of 111.

Ex. vi. Let (b= \a b c d] ,
<$= [A B C Z>] , ^= [a /3 y 81 be three matrices such

J 1234
5 J 1234' 1

,

' J 1234

that the second is the reciprocal of the first, and the third is the reciprocal of the second.

Then $ and 3> are co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of orders 1 and 3 of $ ;

(fr
and

\fr
are anti-correspondent matrices of the minor determinants of orders 1 and 3 of

the two co-joint matrices
<j)

and *
;
and corresponding elements of < and ^ are anti-

correspondent minor determinants of orders 1 and 3 of and <. Accordingly if

A= det <b= (abcd) ,
we have (as in Ex. iii)* '',

1234'

i.e. (BCD) =A2
aj, (ACD) =-A2

&!, (ABD) =A2 c1> etc.X 234 '234 '234

122. Relations between corresponding complete matrices of
the minor determinants of two co-joint matrices.

We will now generalise the result given in Ex. iii of 120.

Theorem. If [6]
M
and [B]

1*

are any two co-joint complete matrices of

the minor determinants of a fundamental square matrix A =
[a] ,

then each

of two similarly formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of [6]"

and [5]
H

differs from the reciprocal of the other only by a scalar factor of

the form A*, where A =
(a) ,

and k is a positive integer.

When in particular every complete matrix of minor determinants is formed
with a common scheme for horizontal and vertical rows, the scalar factor has

theform + A*.

Let [ft]* and [J3]

M
be two co-joint complete matrices of the minor deter-

minants of orders r and m r of A
;
let [b]", [b']" be two co-joint complete

matrices of the minor determinants of orders s and p s of [6]^; let

[B]", [B']" be the two similarly formed co-joint complete matrices of the

minor determinants of orders s and //.- s of [B]
1*

;
and let [c]" , [c']

v

, [C]
v

,

[C']^
be the reciprocals of [b]", [b']", [B]", [B']" respectively.

From Ex. iii of 120 we see that [c]" differs from [b']" by a scalar factor

which is a power of [6]^ and therefore a power of A, and from Theorem I of

121 we see that [b']" differs from [B]" by a scalar factor which is a power

of A. Thus [c]
"

differs from [B]
"

only by a scalar factor which is a power

of A, and from this the theorem follows, We will however give the proof in

greater detail.
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By formula (B) of 120 we have

(b)*
= \(Vf\'

= 0e* Af, (b')*
=

(B)* = {(BfY = 0? A", (B')*
=

fm\ fu\ , >

where /*
= ,j/=^l; p + p =

p, a + a = v
,

and where e is either -t- 1 or 1, and is either + 1 or 1.

From Ex. iii of 120 and formulae (A), (B), (C), (D) of 121 we have

(6)
M
[oT -(bO'lVr , *~M F

-(&);[BT. (3 >
*

.14 i~ *y i/ I> F M

and from these results it follows that

[BJT, , (A)

[b]" (B)

(D)

Equations (A), (B), (C), (D), all of which are deducible from any one of

them, show that the theorem given above is true in the general case, for

Be" is either + 1 or 1. It is also true in the particular case, for then

e = + 1 and 6 = + 1.

The index k of the scalar factor + Afc in any equation given by the

theorem can always be determined by equating the degrees of both sides in

the elements of the fundamental matrix.

Ex. i. Relation between any two corresponding complete matrices of the minor deter-

minants of a square matrix and its reciprocal.

Let [A]
m

be the reciprocal of the square matrix .4 = [a] ,
and let (a) =A, so that

(^4)

m= Am ~ 1
. Then as a particular case of the theorem of the text we see that each of

any two similarly formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of [a] and [A]

differs from the reciprocal of the other only by a scalar factor of the form Afc

,
and that

the upper sign must be taken when in the formation of these matrices a common scheme

is used for horizontal and vertical rows.
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Let [a]", [a']" be any two co-joint complete matrices of the minor determinants of

orders s and m-s of [a] ;
let [A]", [A']" be the similarly formed co-joint complete

matrices of the minor determinants of orders s and m-s of [A] ;
and let [cl", Ic'Y ,LJ m > L J

,,
7 L Jy 1

[C]
"

, [C']
"
be the reciprocals of [a]

v

, [a']
"

, [A]
*"

, [A']
"

respectively. Then putting

we have
(a)^-^A^, (a')*=dA', (A)* = 0A(W-V, (A')* = 0A<*- 1

)',

where cr= (
m
_ J

, o-' = (
m

J
,
and 6 is either + 1 or - 1

;
and equations (1), (2), (3), (4)

and (A), (B), (C), (D) become

[a];,
.................. (2')

..................... (3')

^;
............... (4')

(A')

(B')

(AOMtfAe-K[al^ ...................... (D')

Ex. ii. Alternative proof of Theorem II of 73.

Let
[a]^

be a matrix of rank r; let A=(a^ be one of its non-vanishing derived

determinants of order r; and let [A^ be the reciprocal of [apq]
r

. Then by 115 or

116 we have

Now let [a]' be any complete matrix of the minor determinants of order s of \a\
n

,L J m'

where s^>r. Then
[a]^

has a minor matrix [am,]

p which is a complete matrix of the

minor determinants of order s of [apg]
r

.

also p ;}> p, p ^> j/, because r$>m,r$>n.

If [Auu] is the reciprocal of [am,]

p
,
we will deduce from (E) the equation

,.
'

(F
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Equating correspondingly formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of

order s on both sides of (E), we obtain

p

* ~
* ^ '"p"

where [buw]
p

is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of order s of [AM] formed

from in the same way as [attt)]

p
is formed from [a

Now by the theorem of the text [bw]
p and [AMJ

p
differ only by a scalar factor of the

form Afc

,
and by formula (A') or formula (A) we have

(6)

Substituting from (6) in (5) we obtain (F).

By 120 we have (a B)
p = A* * 0, where <r= (

r ~

J
.

Hence all three factors on the right in (F) have rank p, and it follows by Ex. xi of 71

.

.

The method by which (F) has been derived from (E) remains valid when (apq)
= A= 0.

We can also deduce (F) from the equation (C) of 115.

123. Expansions of certain bordered determinants in terms
of the simple minor determinants of the bordering rows.

Let

(III ^12 ^11
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CASE III. If r^m, then

[CH. xiv

(1)

(2)

(3)

LTM

= (-1) det[Z] a'

M_ 1_
A n = (-l) det(>] A [y] -(-1) detfZ] A F .

r

an a12 . . . j 5

j 2

**W* * K

" "

1^

= (-l)
r

det[Z] c F

Here [X] and Y are any complete matrices of the simple minor deter-
1 v

minants of [x]

m
and [y\

r

; [a]^ and [A]^ are complete matrices of the minor

determinants of order r of [a] and [A] in the formation of which the

successive selections of vertical and horizontal rows follow the same schemes as

in the formation of [X] and 7 from [ac] and [y]

r

', [a']'"'
is the co-joint

matrix of [a]'* ivith respect to [a]; and [c]^ is the reciprocal of [a]^.

Further u= ( ],p = (' ,); and e is either + 1 or 1, being so chosen that
\rj \r-lj'

The results given in Cases I and II are obtained immediately when we

expand O in terms of the simple minor determinants of its last r horizontal

rows or its last r vertical rows. Accordingly we can confine ourselves to

Case III.

In the formation of f^l from \x\
m

let the successive selections of vertical
J
M

L J r

rows of [ac]

m
follow the scheme (Tl} T2 ,

... Tq ,
... T^\ the horizontal rows

being underanged; and in the formation of F from [y] let the successive
1 v

selections of horizontal rows of [yY follow the scheme (Slt S2y ... 8P > ... $M),Lt/J m
the vertical rows being underanged.

Then (Slf S2 ,
... 8P ,

... SM) and (T1} T2 ,
... T

q ,
... TM) are any two sets of

fi distinct minors of order r of the sequence [1 2 ... m].

Let Sp = ... pr], TfJ

=
[q, q2 . . . qr] ;

let be the corranged
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complements of [p] and [q] in [1 2 ... m] ;
and let a>1} &>2 be the affects of

[] ( [ff]
in [1 2 ... m], so that

to = eoj + o)2
= affect of ( M) in [a] .

Then

v / \
r v / \

r
i \

r
' ( i\

w
( \ m ~ r

}Lq
= (SClq) , *p = {ypl } , tLpq

=
((lpq) ,

a, pq
= (l) (fluv)m _ r

'

Expanding fl in terms of the minor determinants of order r belonging to

its last r vertical rows, we obtain

Q = 2( I)
h Y

, (1)

where h = affect of Yp or (ypl ) in Q, = wl 4- rm,

gp = corranged complement of Yp in 1 = (

m
1 ,

\ x I
mr, r

and 2 means summation for all the values $1} $2 ,
... $M of [jp] r

.

Again expanding gp in terms of the minor determinants of order r

belonging to its last r horizontal rows, we obtain

i

where k = affect of Xq
or (xlq)

r
in %p

= a>2 + r (m r), and 2 means summation
r

i

for all the values T1} T2 ,
... TM of

[?]/

Since ^ + A; = G) 1 + ft)2 r2 =o> + r (mod. 2), we see that

m-r

This proves the first result in Case III.

We can deduce the second result from the first by using the relations

given by Ex. ii or Ex. v of 121, or we can deduce it from the equation

/- ^n = S
p

by means of the equation

^ ^ / i\ <a+r / \
r

/ \
m ~ r

/ \= S 2 (- 1) Oi?) r
(auV)m _ r

(yPi)

We deduce the third result from the first by using the equation
' '

A[cr =(aT> or eAp
' l

[a']

" = [c]
*

L J
^x.

v M I*
" M
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given by Ex. iii of 120, and the equation

&21 a22 &*2H -*
I

[CH. xiv

Y
,

v ' v

:a za ...zM o

which is the particular case of the first result proved in Ex. xi of 62.

The first result gives the expansion of H in terms of the determinants

Xi, X2 ,
... Xp, Y1} Yz> ... YH in all cases, both when A=f= and when A = 0.

The second and third results give the expansion only when A
=j=

in general,

but they give the expansion in all cases when r = 1.

Ex. i. In the special case when r=l and therefore p,=m, we have

[<=[<, [<=[<> [<=[<>
and the three formulae obtained all have the common form

y\

aml amm Urn

. xm

A 12

Aim

This is the special case considered in Ex. xi of 62.

Ex. ii. Let the notation of 129 be used, and let

ah g u

h b f v

g f c w

U V W du=

a h g u \i X2

h b f v
p.! M

g f c w Vl v2

U V W d TTj 7T 2

11 mi HI pi

12 m2 n2 2

V=
vi i>2 vs

IT i IT% 7T3

mi HI

p2

Pa

Then if [] , M are the complete matrices of the unaffected simple minor determinants
6 6

of [Imnp] and [X/xv TT] formed according to the scheme (23, 31, 12, 14, 24, 34) ; and

if [JT] , [Y] are the complete matrices of the affected simple minor determinants of

[Imnp] ,[\fj.vir~\ formed according to the scheme (234, 134, 124, 123); we have

OWetfe],

H2 B2 F2 W
l F

ft
U2

G2 F2 C2 V2 U^ W
U W

l V2 A, H! G1

W2 F Vl H, B, F,

F, U2 W G, F, d

A, H, G, U W, V2 m
H, B, F, W2 F U, r, 2

Gl F, C, \\ U2 W, r,3

C7 W2 Fj A 2 ff2 G2 K

V

B2 F2

F2 C2
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A2 P=

A H G U F!

H B F V F2

G F C W Y3

U V W D Yt

Ex. iii. Let [6]
M and [B]

1* be any two co-joint matrices of the minor determinants of

orders r and m - r of the square matrix A = [a]
m

,
let A= (a)

m
,
and let

Then if s %> p, we have the following results which are deducible from and include those

of the text :

(i) o-<-]

(2) A'0 = (-:

Here [X~\
"

, [ Y]
l
are complete matrices of the simple minor determinants of order s

of [x]
1* and [y]

s
; [b]" and [B]" are complete matrices of the minor determinants of

order s of [61
M and [Bl

1*

having the same schemes of formation for vertical and horizontal
L J

(x
L -V

rows as [X]" and [F]
1

; [b']" is the co-joint matrix of
[b]^

with respect to [6]
M

;
and

[c]
"

is the reciprocal of [b]
"

.

;
and if P=

where e is + 1 or -
1, and 6 is + 1 or - 1.

In the special case when s= 1, we have

,
we have

' = -.4' delMj "T [y]
1

,40= -()' detMj

where [c]'

1

is the reciprocal of [b]
1*

.

124. Properties of the reciprocal of a square matrix.

The present article contains a recapitulation and independent proofs of the properties

of the reciprocal of a square matrix. We shall take the square matrix to be J. = [a] ;
we

shall denote the reciprocal of \a]
m
by [-4] ;

and we shall write (a) =A. Since [a] andLJ m t7LJ m ^ ' m LJ OT

[A]
m

are co-joint complete matrices of the minor determinants of orders 1 and m - 1 of A,
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the properties of the reciprocal matrix [A]
m

are included amongst the properties of

co-joint matrices given in the immediately preceding articles.

1. Fundamental property of the reciprocal matrix.

The reciprocal matrix is denned in 28. Its fundamental property is that given by

the equations _.m ._,m . .in .
t
m

r -im HT r 1 1m jT r t m r A~\
m A rnw / A \

\a\ A = a [A] =A [a]
= [A] a = A[1] .............(A)L * m ^m - m m ^m m m ^m

These equations are equivalent to those given in Ex. i of 28.

2. Value of the determinant of the reciprocal matrix.

Equating the determinants of both sides in any one of the equations (A), we obtain

Since this equation is an identity in the elements of A, and A is a function of those

elements which does not vanish identically, it follows that

(B)

This last equation is an identity in the elements of A, and therefore remains true

when A= 0.

3. Reciprocal of the reciprocal matrix.

Let [a]

m
be the reciprocal matrix of [a] . Equating the reciprocals (or correspondingly

formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of order m- 1) on both sides of the

_ in

fundamental equation a [A] =A[1] ,
we obtainL J J '

Prefixing [a]

m
on both sides, and making use of (A), we deduce that

A[a]"
l=A- 1

[a]

TO
.L ->m L J m

Cancelling the common factor A on both sides as in sub-article 2, we obtain the final

result

[]"-A[a]" ........................................ (C)m L J
TO

This equation is an identity in the elements of A, and therefore remains true

when A= 0.

4. Relations between the minor determinants of the reciprocal matrix and the anti-

correspondent minor determinants of the fundamental matrix.

Let [A]*
1

", where p = (
J,

be any complete matrix of the minor determinants of

order r of [.4] ;
let [a] be the similarly formed complete matrix of the minor deter-

minants of order r of [a]
m

;
and let [a']'

A

be the matrix each of whose elements is theJ ra "V

co-factor in [a] of the corresponding element of [a]
M

. Then [a']
M

is the co-joint matrix

of [a]^ with respect to [a] ,
and is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of

order m-r of [a] .
*- j *
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The matrices [A]*
1

, [a]** are corresponding complete matrices of the minor deter-

minants of order r of \A~\

m
, \a\

m
.

L Jm L Jm

The matrices [A]
M

, [a']
M

are anti-correspondent complete matrices of the minor

determinants of orders r, m r of Ml"', \a\
m'

.
L J m l J m

If A,)y ,
a minor determinant of order r of [A]

n

\ is any element of [A]
M

,
then a^q is

the corresponding minor determinant of order r of [a] ,
and a'OT is the anti-correspondent

minor determinant of order m r of \a]
m

.L Jm

Equating correspondingly formed complete matrices of the minor determinants of

7Jfc

order r on both sides of the fundamental equation a L4]
TO= A f"l]

m
,
we obtain

, ,

L J
7

L J m'

a
1*
[A]* -All]*.

i y
L v L -v

Prefixing [a']** on both sides, and observing that [a']
M a = A[1]

M
, as shown in

M M i

i^
" ^

119.2, we deduce that

A[A];=A"[a'];.

Cancelling the factor A common to both sides as in sub-article 2, we have

A-ia'p, : (D)

These equations are identities in the elements of A and remain true when A = 0.

They show that :

Every complete matrix of the minor determinants of order r of [A]"
1

is equal to the anti-

correspondent complete matrix of the minor determinants of order m-r of [a]
m

multiplied

by the scalar factor A''" 1
.

Every minor determinant of order r of the reciprocal matrix [A]
m

is equal to the anti-

correspondent minor determinant of order m-r of the fundamental matrix [a] multiplied

by the scalar factor Ar-1 .

The relations (D) are, as shown in Ex. iv, equivalent to the identities which were
obtained in 111.

5. Relations between two corresponding complete matrices of the minor determinants of
a square matrix and its reciprocal.

Let [a]**, [A]** be two corresponding complete matrices of the minor determinants of

order r of [a]

m
, [A]

m
;
and let [c]^, [C]

M
be the reciprocals of [a]'

1

, [A]
M

.

Equating corresponding matrices of the minor determinants of order r on both sides

of the equation a [A]
m= A [l]

m
,
and using the fundamental properties of the reciprocal

matrices [cl^, TCI'*, we haveL -V L -V

c. ii.
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and it follows that

[CH. XIV

If A 4=0, then \a\
m

and \A\
m

are undegenerate, and therefore by 73 the matrices
L Jm m

[a]^ and [A]
M
are undegenerate; consequently by 84 we have

(a)'
t

[A]'
1

=A'-[c]'
t

, (A)* [a]*
4 = A' [Of ...................... (E)'

UL
L J

|U
J

|U. [I.

L J
/X M

Since the equations (E) are true whenever A 4=0, they are identities in the elements

offal, and remain true when A= 0.
L Jm

(TO

IN

J
,
and where e is

either +1 or 1, and is + 1 when a common scheme is used for horizontal and vertical

rows in the formation of [aT and [AT from [a]"* and \A\
m

. We can therefore replaceL -V L -V Jm L J m
the equations (E) by

Cancelling the highest power of A which is a common factor of both sides in each of

the equations (E') we see that :

Each of the two corresponding matrices [a]^, [A]
M

of the minor determinants of order r

of[a\ , [A] differs from the reciprocal of the other only by a scalar factor of the form A*,

the upper sign being taken whenever in the formation of them a common scheme is used for

horizontal and vertical rows.

This result was obtained in another way in Ex. i of 122.

6. Rank of the reciprocal matrix.

The rank of the reciprocal matrix [A]
'

depends on the rank of [a] in the way shown

in the scheme which follows.

Rank of \a\
m

m
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CASE III. Let the rank of \a~\

m
be less than m- 1.J L J n

In this case every minor determinant of order m 1 of [a] vanishes, and therefore

every element of [A] vanishes, i.e. [A~\ must have rank 0.

The above results form a particular case of the general theorems of 73.

7. Reciprocals of the derangements of a square matrix.

If [A]
m

is the reciprocal of [a] and if \apq\
'

is a derangement of [a] having affect

to in [al
'

,
we will show that :L Jm

The, reciprocal of the derangement [apq\
is ( 1) [4 pg] (F)

If a matrix is formed from [a] by interchanging two consecutive parallel rows, it is

clear that the reciprocal of that matrix is - 1 times the matrix formed from [A] by

interchanging the two corresponding consecutive parallel rows ;
and by repeated applications

of this result we obtain (F).

To prove (F) directly, let the reciprocal of
[</,,g]

be [4'P7] ,
and let the minors of the

sequence [1 2 ... m] formed by striking out its elements piy qj be respectively [Xj X2 ... Xm _i],

---/*m-l]> SO that

i f / -I \
v IJ I 1 4 / -i \ *'')

A'p . q .

= (-l} I a
,
Ap . q .

= (-l)
l

\P\--- Pi-\ Pi+l PmJ \*l *2 \-l

Then if

we have J.'p . 3
.
=

(
-

I)
10

J.p . g .,

where &>'= (pf
-

1) + (^ -y) + ;! + ,
/2 .

Let a)!
= aff. [jo] in [12...wi], <o2

= aff.
[e/]

in [1 2 ... HI].

Then
i
=

(jf
-

*') + ?i (mod. 2), a>2= (qj-j) + r)2 (mod. 2) ;

for, when the modulus is 2, we have by Theorems V b and III of 19,

pipi ... Pi-i Pi + i p,n] in [12. ..TO]

in F12... wil

It follows that

and therefore

be three matrices such that the second is the reciprocal of the first, and the third is the

reciprocal of the second
;
and let A= det

(f)
=

(

Then by formula (B) we have

92
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Also by formula (C) or formula (D) we have

[CH. XIV

and so on.

Ex. ii. Let the reciprocal of
<^)
=

A= det (p
= (abed)

Also let

,
and let

(4*>...

, (AC) , (AD) ,

23'
V

'23'
V '23'

24
, (4C0 24

, (4 JD) 24
,

L (^) 34
, (AC

+ (cd) ,

-
(Id)

(cd) ,N '24'

*K*
+(*) 14 ,

-<

,,
(*D)

18>
(CD

}i

t
, (5D) 14

, (CD)
x

s

, (5D) >s
, (CZ>)

2

,' ^>,4> (CD\

(BD) , (CD)
i '34 '34 -i

(ac) , + (o
34

v 34

, -(ad) t

+ (be) , 4- (ad) , (ac) , + (a&)
23 23 23 23

13 13 13 13

i i i i 12 12 -

so that is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of order 2 of 3>, and i|/ is the

matrix of the anti-correspondent minor determinants of order 2 of 0. Then by formula

(D) we have

To prove this let \^ be the matrix formed from < in the same way as is formed

from *, so that ^ has the same value as in Ex. ii of 119, and let the conjugates of

(f)
and ^ be denoted by <f)

and \^. Then

From the first of these equations it follows that

Then postfixing \^' and using the second equation, we obtain

A^=A2
^', or =

A\//-'.

Ex. in. If the reciprocal of [a b c] is [ABC] ,
then by formula (F) the reciprocals

of [a6c] 118 , [o6a] 2i3
are -[A BC]^,\[CB A}

Ex. iv. To deduce the relation between any two anti-correspondent minor determinants

of [a] and [A] given by formula (D) from the general identity o/ 111.

Let (A pgY be any minor determinant of [41 of order r let [XI ,
M be the

TO
~ mr Jm-r

corranged complements of
[p]^ [q\ in [12. ..TO]; let w^affect of [p] in [12. ..TO],
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2 =affect of
[(?]

in [12...w], = w
1+ w.

!

= affect of (Jw)
in [.4]; and let

Then by formula (D) we have

Wo have to deduce (1) from the identity of 111.

^PJ^'
A
'^\ be the reciprocal of

[""*"'

a*9
~]

,
and let

LA PH > A m_\m _ r ^
r

LaPM '
apiJ

,
_

ri r

Then by 111 we have

Now let

o>i'
= aW. [X, p] in [12... TO],1 J m-r,r

w2
'= aff. [u, q\ in [12...m],m r, r

so that
'=

o>i'-f <B 2'=affect of $ in [a\ .

Then a>i'= r (TO-?-) + WI, u>2=r(m r} + a>.2 (mod. 2) ;

for <oi moves change [1 2...i] into [p, X] ,
and r(m r) moves change [p, X]

into [X, ]m r,r

Therefore caj'+ tt/sa^ + wg, r <>'= < (mod. 2).
i

From Ex. ii it now follows that

Consequently [^ =( - if [4^, (A'^ -(-1)*" (^);.

Also A'= (-1)
W

A, A"- 1 = (-l)
(r
~

1)a>
A'- 1

.

These last two results show that (2) is equivalent to (1).

125. Properties of a symmetric matrix of rank 1.

The square matrix [a] is symmetric or self-conjugate when it is equal to its conjugate,

j l
m

i.e. when a =
[a] ,

or when 0,^
=

0,^
for the values 1, 2, ... m of i andy.

771

The following theorems relate to a symmetric matrix of rank 1.

Theorem I. If a symmetric matrix has rank 1, the elements of its leading diagonal
cannot all vanish.

Theorem II. All the elements of a symmetric matrix of rank 1 can be expressed in

terms of the elements of its leading diagonal.

Theorem III. If a symmetric matrix whose elements are all real has rank 1, the

elements of its leading diagonal all have the same sign.

To prove Theorem I, let .4 = [a] be a symmetric matrix in which the elements of the

leading diagonal all vanish. If the rank of A is not 0, we may suppose that 0^-4= 0, where

j^r-i. Then the matrix has a non-vanishing minor determinant a^a^ a2
^-= a2

fy
of
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order 2, and its rank cannot be less than 2. Thus the rank of a symmetric matrix in

which the elements of the leading diagonal all vanish must be either or greater than 1
;

it cannot be equal to 1. This establishes Theorem I.

To prove Theorem II, let A = \a\

m
be a symmetric matrix of rank 1 in which ati ^0.

Since the rank is 1, there exist finite quantities k^ k%, ... kj, ... km ,
of which &<= !,

such that

r - ~" rn n r n
\i I*

a* W> "*

J L
a

'niJ

Equating the ith horizontal rows on both sides of (1), we have

Making use of (2), and remembering that aija^ equation (1) becomes

[-.m
iz r ,,

a
]
TO

=
. [aii2"-ijnj, (3)

_aim _

a result which can be obtained at once from Ex. v of 115 or Ex. vi of 116.

If we equate the elements of the leading diagonals on both sides of (3), or equate

to zero those diagonal minor determinants of order 2 of A which contain a fi ,
we obtain

such equations as

Hence the radicals \/n, v22> ^dmm can be so chosen that

Substituting this value of the matrix on the left in (3), we obtain

r

[a]
m= Wan ^an...*/amn ...(A)k ! L AA ff in fftj \ /

Equation (A) establishes Theorem II, for it shows that if a,w is any element of A, then

To prove Theorem III, we assume that all elements of the symmetric matrix A=[a]
m

are real and that 0^4=0. Then when A has rank 1, the equation aw a0=a2
y obtained'

above shows that when # is not zero, it must have the same sign as a^, i.e. every non-

vanishing diagonal element of A has the same sign as a^ .

When au , <%, ... amm are all positive, so that -Jan, v/22> ^amm are ftH rea^ it is clear

from (4) that formula (A) is true when the signs inherent in the radicals are so chosen that

any one row (horizontal or vertical) of A, the elements of which are not all zero, is
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identical with the corresponding row of the product matrix on the right in (A). This may
be expressed by saying that the signs of V n , v^22> ^amm are either all the same as or

all opposite to the signs of the rows of [a] to which an ,
a22> amm respectively belong.

When an, 22> a m are aH negative, the signs of v On, v a22 v amTO must be

chosen in the same way.

From formula (A) it is clear that an element an of the leadiny diagonal can only vanish

when every element of the horizontal and vertical rows to which it belongs is zero.

NOTE. Formula (A) is obviously true when [a]'" has rank 0. Thus it is true

whenever the rank of the symmetric matrix [a] is less than 2.

Ex. i. The following are symmetric matrices of rank 1, the first two being real :

[2, -3,1,2],

4,
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of which the successive selections of r vertical rows follow the same scheme

as the successive selections of r horizontal rows. Then [-41 is also a
-V

symmetric matrix, and the elements of its leading diagonal are the diagonal

minor determinants of order r of A. If A has rank r, then by 73 the

matrix [A]
1*

has rank 1, and therefore by Theorem I of 125, it must have a

non-vanishing diagonal element, i.e. A must have a non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant of order r.

Theorem II. If a symmetric matrix A =
[a] has a diagonal minor

determinant A^ of order i which does not vanish, and if all those diagonal

minor determinants of A of orders i+1 and i + 2 which contain A; vanish,

then A has rank i.

We assume that i
<j: 1, and i + 2

:\>
m.

Let [pip* ... piuv] be any minor of order i + 2 of the sequence [1 2 ... m],

and let

.

A<= a } = (app)
1

., A/+,= .

/

=
(\

Am = I a
]

,
A uv = ( a

)
,
Am =

(
a

ipi.,,pje' ^p ] ...pi
u I \ p,...p f

If A< is given, At
-

+2 can be any diagonal minor determinant of A of

order i+ 2 which contains A t-, or A uv can be any non-diagonal minor deter-

minant of A of order i + 1 which contains A;.

If Aj+2 is given, Af can be any diagonal minor determinant of A of order i

which is contained in Ai+2 ,
or A uv can be any non-diagonal minor deter-

minant of A of order i + 1 which is contained in A,:+2 .

If Af and Ai+2 are given, then A has four and only four minor deter-

minants of order i + 1 which are contained in A,;+2 and contain A. . Two
of these are the diagonal minor determinants A UH ,

A vv ;
and the other

two are the two mutually conjugate non-diagonal minor determinants
A A
n-uvt a-9-

Since A is symmetric, we have Avu = A uv ,
and it follows from 110 that

A A^UU -K-UV = AuuAm A uv
=

To prove Theorem II suppose that A^ is a given non-vanishing diagonal
minor determinant of A of order i, and that all such minor determinants as

AUU, Ai+a vanish. Then from equation (1) we see that all such determinants

Thus all minor determinants of A of order i+1 which
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contain A t
- vanish, and it follows by Note 4 of 116 that the matrix A has

rank i.

Ex. i. If all diagonal minor determinants of orders 1 and 2 vanish, the matrix has

rank 0.

For in this case we have

for all values of u and v. i.e. \d\ =0.
L J m

This is the special form assumed by Theorem II when i=0, and m < 2.

-"#. ii. //" zAere is a non-vanishing minor determinant of order m l, and if (a) =0,

then the matrix has rank m l, and there is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of

order ml.

This is the special form assumed by Theorem II when i=m 1.

Theorem III. IfA =
[a]

'

is a symmetric matrix, and if all its diagonal

minor determinants of orders i+1 and i + 2 vanish, then the rank of A cannot

exceed i.

Here i is any integer satisfying the conditions i %. 0, i + 2
:}>
m.

If is a possible value of i, i.e. if m $. 2, we know by Ex. i that the

theorem is true when i = 0. Using this fact we can prove Theorem III by
induction.

Let k and k + 1 be both possible values of i, so that k < and k + 3 ^ m,

and assume that the theorem is true when i = k.

This being assumed, suppose that all diagonal minor determinants of A
of orders k + 2 and k + 3 vanish. Then if all diagonal minor determinants

of A of order k + 1 also vanish, it follows from the assumption that the rank

of A cannot exceed k
;
and if A has a non-vanishing diagonal minor deter-

minant of order k + l, it follows from Theorem II that A has rank k+1.

Consequently the rank of A cannot in any case exceed k + 1.

Thus if k and k + 1 are bbth possible values of *, and if the theorem is

true when i = k, it is also true when i = k + l.

Since the theorem is true for i = 0, when is a possible value of i, it

follows that the theorem is true for t = l, 2, 3, ... when these are possible

values of i, i.e. it is true for all possible values of i.

In the next two theorems A =
[a] is a symmetric matrix of rank r, and

we assume that i
<j: 1, and i + 2^r. The theorems are however also true

(see Ex. iii) when i = and r
<j;

2.
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Theorem IV a. If the symmetric matrix A has a non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant Aj+2 of order i + 2, and if A,;+2 contains no non-vanishing

diagonal minor determinant of order i+ 1, then A t
-

+2 contains a non-vanishing

diagonal minor determinant Af of order i.

Theorem IV b. If the symmetric matrix A has a non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant A; of order i, and if it has no non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant of order i + I which contains A^, then it has a non-vanishing

diagonal minor determinant A^+o of order i + 2 which contains A^.

In the case of Theorem IV a the determinant Af+2 must contain some

non-diagonal minor determinant Z^+1 of order i + 1 which does not vanish,

and without loss of generality we may suppose that

A;+2 = I a I
, A+i = a

\PlP2 PiUV/ \PlP2 ...piU/

Then using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem II, so that

A uv = Di+l ,
Auu = 0, A vv

= 0, we see from the equation ( 1 ) that

Therefore A f
= (a)* is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of A

i

of order i which is contained in Ai+2 . It is that one diagonal minor deter-

minant of A of order i which is contained in Di+l .

In the case of Theorem IV 6 the matrix A must contain some non-diagonal
minor determinant Di+1 of order i + 1 which contains Aj and does not vanish,

and we may suppose that

/PlP2Pi\
A; =

(
a

,
Di+1

= a
\PlP2- Pi/ \PlP2~-PiU,

Then using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem II, so that

v
= Di+l ,

A uu = 0, A VV
= Q, we again have

A,Ai+2
= -Dt+l $0............................ (3)

Therefore Ai+2 = 1 a
j

is a non-vanishing diagonal minor deter-

\PlP2 ...PiUV/

minant of A of order i + 2 which contains A t
-
. It is that one diagonal

minor determinant of A of order i + 2 which contains A+i-

NOTE 1. If in either one of Theorems IV a and IV b we take Ai + 1 to be Auu or A vv ,

then Ai, Ai + 1 , At + 2 are three diagonal minor determinants of A of orders i,i+l, i+2
having the following properties :

(1) Ai + 1 contains A; and is contained in Ai + 2 .

(2) Ai*0, A
i + 1

=
0, Ai + 2+ 0.

(3) If Z>j + i> ^'t + i
are those two (mutually conjugate) non-diagonal minor deter-

minants of A of order i+ 1 which are contained in Ai + 2 and contain A;, then
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Ex. iii. If r>l, and if the symmetric matrix A contains no non-vanishing diagonal

element, then it must contain a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order 2.

Here as in the text A =[]'" is a symmetric matrix of rank r. In this case A must

contain some non-diagonal element auv which does not vanish, and then

is a diagonal minor determinant of A of order 2 which does not vanish.

This is the form assumed by Theorem IV b when i=0.

Ex. iv. If A,._i is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order r \ of the

symmetric matrix A, then we can determine a diagonal minor determinant A,. of A of

order r which contains A r _i and does not vanish.

As before A =[] is a symmetric matrix of rank r.

If r= m, this theorem is obviously true. Accordingly we may assume that r< m.

Putting i=r- 1 in the identity (1) we have in this case

AU-U,A VV
~ A UJ)

=
U, or A UUA VV

= A uv .

If there is a non-diagonal minor determinant A uv of order r which contains A r _i and

does not vanish, then Auu and Am are diagonal minor determinants of order r which

contain Ar _i and do not vanish.

And if every non-diagonal minor determinant of order r containing Ar _j vanishes,

then there must be a diagonal minor determinant of order r containing Ar _i which does

not vanish, otherwise A would only have rank r-\.

Thus the above theorem is true in all cases. It is the theorem which replaces

Theorem IV b when i=r-\.

Theorem V. If A =
[a] is a symmetric matrix of rank r, and if A = 1,

it is possible to determine a series of diagonal minor determinants

A
, A,, A 2 ,

A 3,...Ar ........................... (4)

of orders 0, 1, 2, 3, ... r of A such that :

(1) Each determinant after the first contains the preceding.

(2) The last determinant Ar does not vanish.

(3) No two consecutive determinants are both zero.

(4) If A j+1
= 0, then all those diagonal minor determinants of A of order

i + ~L which contain Af vanish; but if Di+1> D'i+1 are those two

(mutually conjugate) non-diagonal minor determinants of A of

order i+l which are contained in Ai+2 and contain Af ,
then

In forming such a series we can always commence by taking Ar to be any
non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of A of order r; when A has

at least one non-vanishing diagonal element, we can commence by taking

Aj to be any non-vanishing diagonal element of A
;
and when A has no
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non-vanishing diagonal element, we can commence by taking A x to be

any non-vanishing non-diagonal element of A.

First let A,, be any selected non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of

A of order r. Then Theorem IVa shows that we can determine Ar_j ,
A r_2 ,

. . . At

in succession so that the series (4) has the properties mentioned. To see

this suppose that Ar ,
Ar_!, ... Ai+2 have been determined and that A^^O.

Then if i + 2 > 2, we can extend the series by one or two terms
;
for if Ai+2

has any non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order i + 1, we can

choose that for Af+1 ;
and if Af+2 has no non-vanishing diagonal minor

determinant of order i + 1, we can choose Af+1 and A; as in Theorem IV a

and Note 1, so that Ai+1
= and A; =(-

0. And if i + 2 = 2, we can clearly com-

plete the series, Aj being when A2 has no non-vanishing diagonal element.

Next let the series be commenced at the other end. If A has at least

one non-vanishing diagonal element, we take Aj to be any selected non-

vanishing diagonal element, so that A: =f=
0. If A has no non-vanishing

diagonal element, then A x
= 0, and we choose Aa as in Ex. iii, so that we have

Aj = 0, A2 ^ 0. Having started the series we can complete it by the use of

Theorem IV b and Ex. iv. To see this suppose that A 1} A2 ,
... A f have been

determined, and that A^ 4= 0. Then if i < r 1, we can extend the series by
one or two terms

;
for if A has any non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant

of order i + l which contains Af ,
we can choose that for Ai+1 ;

and if A has

no non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order i + l containing A f ,

we have i + 1 < r, and we can choose A^+1 and A;+2 as in Theorem IV 6 and

Note 1, so that A;+1 = 0, At
-

+2 ^=0. And if i = r 1, then we can complete
the series by Ex. iv.

The determinants of the series (4) have the forms23 T

A =l, A1
= a

PlPi , A2
= (a^)

2
,
A3 =(a^) 3

,
... Ar = (a^, (5)

where
[ p] is a minor of order r of the sequence [1 2 ... m].

NOTE 2. Reduction of a symmetric matrix to a standard form by symmetric derange-
ments of its rows.

By like re-arrangeuients of its horizontal and vertical rows any symmetric matrix

of order m and rank r can be converted into a symmetric matrix [a] which is such that

the series of leading diagonal minor determinants

A =l, A^an, Aa= (a)J,
A3
=

(a)J, ... Ar
=
(a)^ (6)la ~

has the properties mentioned in Theorem V
;
so that :

(1) The last determinant Ar does not vanish.

(2) No two consecutive determinants are both zero.

(3) If Aj + 1
=

0, then all those diagonal minor determinants of order i+l which

contain A^ vanish, but
/I, 2, ... i, i + 2\ /I, 2, ...i, i + l\

a
}
=

(
a WO.

\1, 2, ..i, i + l/ \1, 2, ...t, i + 2/
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A symmetric matrix having this character may be said to be in standard form as

regards symmetric derangements.

To reduce any given symmetric matrix [a]

'"
of rank r to this standard form, we first

determine a minor sequence [p] of [1 2 ... m] as in (5), and then bring the /^th, p2 th, ... / rth

horizontal and vertical rows to the leading positions arranged in this order.

127. Some general properties of skew-symmetric matrices.

A square matrix [a] is said to be skew-symmetric when it is equal to

I |
TO

minus its conjugate, i.e. when a =
[a] ,

or when a^-
=

a^ for the values
u ' TO

1, 2, ... m of i and j.
If we say that two matrices are mutually skew-conjugate

when each is equal to minus the conjugate of the other, then a skew-

symmetric matrix is one which is skew-conjugate with itself.

It follows from the above definition that in the case of a skew-symmetric

matrix [ol we have a = for the values 1, 2, ... m of i.
m

Thus the diagonal elements of a skew-symmetric matrix are all O's.

! ,m
Ex. i. If \a\

m
is any square matrix whatever, then fa] + a is a symmetric matrix,J m J m i_, m

m ' '

m
and [a] a is a skew-symmetric matrix. Consequently there exists a symmetric

m
matrix \u\

m
and a skew-symmetric matrix M such that

L J L J
TO

L"-J m
-

9 L^J ' ' L"J oTO ^
(

m ^_jmj

_m
_ n 771 r T 771 r n 771 r 1 //I-.-- i/t /

_.

[a] [] +[v] ,
a =[ttj -[v] (2)LJ m L m LJ m i i

m ' J m

Conversely if [u]

m
is a symmetric matrix and [v]

m
a skew-symmetric matrix, then

rtt]

m
-|-M

TO
and \u\

m
\v~\

m
are two mutually conjugate matrices, and there exists a matrix

L J
TO 7 7)1

L J m

[a]"* such that the equations (2) and (1) are true.

Ex. ii. ^o skew-symmetric matrix can have rank 1 .

Let ^ = fal
m

be a skew-symmetric matrix whose rank is less than 2. Then all its
L J m

diagonal elements vanish, and if a
if

is any non-diagonal element, we have

, ^ij

-w>

Thus every element of A vanishes, i.e. the matrix A has rank 0.

Ex. iii. // d> = \a\
m

is a skew-symmetric matrix and if 4> = [J]'
A

is any completem f*

matrix of its minor determinants of order s in which a common scheme of formation is used

for horizontal and vertical rows, then * is a symmetric matrix ivhen s is even and a skew-

symmetric matrix when s is odd.
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For if A uv=det [avq] =(am) ,
then A vu

= det [aqp]
s

=( gp ) ;
and the iih vertical row

of A mi is the iih horizontal row of A vv with its sign changed. Consequently A vu= ( !)* A uv .

If s is even, we have A mi=A uv ,
and 3> is symmetric.

If s is odd, we have Am= - AUV) and * is skew-symmetric.

Making use of Exs. ii and iii, we obtain the following theorems :

Theorem I a. The rank of a skew-symmetric matrix is always an even

integer.

Theorem I b. If the rank of a, skew-symmetric matrix is r, where r is an

even integer greater than 0, then the matrix has at least one diagonal minor

determinant of order r which does not vanish.

Theorem I c. If a matrix is skew-symmetric, every diagonal minor

determinant of odd order vanishes.

Let
<f)
=

[a] be a skew-symmetric matrix of rank r, where r >
;
and let

< = [A]* ,
where /*

=
( )

,
be any symmetrically formed complete matrix of

the minor determinants of
</>

of order r. Then by 73 the matrix <3> has

rank 1. If r were odd, then by Ex. iii <J> would be a skew-symmetric matrix

of rank 1, which by Ex. ii is impossible. Consequently r must be even.

It follows from Ex. iii that <t> is a symmetric matrix of rank 1. Therefore

by Theorem I of 125 the matrix <i> has a diagonal element which does not

vanish, i.e.
<f>

has a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order r.

Thus Theorems I a and I b are proved.

To prove Theorem I c let s be an odd integer not greater than m, and let

A s be a diagonal minor determinant of
<f>

of order s. Then A s is a diagonal
element of a symmetrically formed complete matrix of the minor determinants

of
(f>

of order s. Therefore by Ex. iii it is a diagonal element of a skew-

symmetric matrix and must vanish.

The theorems which follow correspond to the similarly numbered theorems

in 126.

Theorem II. If a skew-symmetric matrix A =
[a] has a diagonal minor

determinant A; of even order i which does not vanish, and if all those diagonal
minor determinants of A of order i + 2 which contain A t

-

vanish, then A has

rank i.

We assume that i
<\: 2, and i + 2 ^ m.

Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem II of 126, and

observing that now Am = ( l)
i+1 A uv ,

we have

" UU *- UV

5
............ (3)

* mi, -^J- ?i
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and when i is even, we have A uu = 0, A vv
= 0, and therefore

To prove Theorem II suppose that A; is a given non-vanishing diagonal
minor determinant of A of even order i, and that all such determinants as

A i+2 vanish. Then equation (4) shows that all such determinants as A uv

vanish, besides all such determinants as A uu . Thus all those minor deter-

minants of A of order i + 1 which contain A f vanish, and it follows from

Note 4 of 116 that the matrix A has rank i.

Ex. iv. If all diagonal minor determinants of A of order 2 vanish, then A has rank 0.

For all diagonal elements of A vanish, and if auv is any non-diagonal element, we have

, a,,

,

This is the special form assumed by Theorem II when i=0, and m< 2.

Theorem III. If A =
[a] is a skew-symmetric matrix, and if all its

diagonal minor determinants of even order i+2 vanish, then the rank of A
cannot exceed i.

Here i is any even integer satisfying the conditions i <J: 0, i + 2 $ m.

If is a possible value of i, i.e. if m
<j: 2, we know by Ex. iii that the

theorem is true when i = 0. Using this fact we can prove Theorem III by
induction.

Let 2k and 2k + 2 be both possible values of i, so that k
j:

and 2k + 4
:f> m,

and assume that the theorem is true when i = 2k.

This being assumed, suppose that all diagonal minor determinants of A
of order 2k + 4 vanish. Then if all diagonal minor determinants of A of

order 2k + 2 vanish, it follows from the assumption that the rank of A cannot

exceed 2k; and if A has a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of

order 2k + 2, it follows from Theorem II that A has rank 2k + 2. Con-

sequently the rank of A cannot in any case exceed 2k + 2.

Thus if 2k and 2k + 2 are both possible values of i, and if the theorem is

true when i = 2k, it is also true when i 2k + 2.

Since the theorem is true for i = 0, when is a possible value of i, it

follows that the theorem is true for i = 2, 4, 6, ... when these are possible

values of i, i.e. it is true for all possible values of i.

In the next two theorems A = [] is a skew-symmetric matrix of (even)

rank r, and we assume that i^2, i + 2
rf>

r. The theorems are however

(see Ex. v) also true when i = and r
<j;

2.

Theorem IV a. If Ai+ n is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant

of the skew-symmetric matrix A of order i + 2, where i + 2 is necessarily even,

then Ai+2 contains a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant A< of order i.
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Theorem IV b. If A; is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of

the skew-symmetric matrix A of order i, where i is necessarily even, then A
has a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant A;+2 of order i -f 2 which

contains Af.

In the case of Theorem IVa the determinant Ai+2 must contain some

non-diagonal minor determinant Di+l of order i + I which does not vanish,

and we may suppose that

a

PlP2 ...piUV/ \PlP-2---PiU

Then, using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem II of 126, so

/PiP* Pi\
that Di+l

= A uv =}= 0, we see from (4) that A
t
- = a

]
is a non-vanishing

\PlP2--. Pi/

diagonal minor determinant of A i+2 of order i. It is that one diagonal minor

determinant of A of order i which is contained in Di+l .

In the case of Theorem IV6 the matrix A must contain some non-diagonal

minor determinant Di+1 of order i + 1 which contains At
- and does not vanish,

and we may suppose that

/PlP2Pi\
A; = a

,
Di+1

= a
\PlP2 Pi/ \P\P2---PiU

Then, using the same notation as before, we see from (4) that

Ai+2
= a

\PlP2---PiUVJ

is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of A of order i + 2 which

contains Af . It is that one diagonal minor determinant of A of order i + 2

which contains -Df+1 .

NOTE 1. If in either of the last two theorems A + i and D'i + 1 are those two (mutually

skew-conjugate) non-diagonal minor determinants of A of order i+l which are contained

in Ai + 2 and contain Ai, then

Ex. v. If the rank of the skew-symmetric matrix A is not less than 2, then A contains a

non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order 2.

For A must contain some non-vanishing non-diagonal element
,
and then

,
auv

-uw>

is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of order 2.

This is the special form assumed by Theorem IV6 when i= and r<^. 2.

Ex. vi. Every undegenerate skew-symmetric matrix of order m, (where m is necessarily

even) contains at least one undegenerate diagonal minor of order m 2.

This statement is equivalent to Theorem
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Theorem V. If A =
[a] is a skew-symmetric matrix of (even) rank r,

and t/ AO = 1, t< is possible to determine a series of diagonal minor determinants

Ac, A,, A,2 , A,, ... A, (5)

of orders 0, 1. 2, 3, ... r of A such that

(1) Each determinant after the first contains the preceding.

(2) No one of the determinants A ,
A2 ,

A 4 ,
... A,, vanishes.

(3) All the determinants An A3 ,
... Ar_i vanish.

(4) T/i + 1 is odd, (so that A;+1 = 0), and i/ A+:> D'i+l are those two

(mutually skew-conjugate) non-diagonal minor determinants ofA

of order i+l which are contained in A,;+2 and contain A^, then

If A,, is any given non- vanishing diagonal minor determinant of A of

order r, we can choose the determinants A,._1} Ar_2 ,
... Aj in succession by

the use of Theorem IV a; and if A2 is any given non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant ofA of order 2, we' can choose the determinants A 3 ,
A 4 ,

. . . A,.

in succession by the use of Theorem IV b.

The determinants (5) have the forms

A =l, A
1
= a

plpl ,
Aa
= (aJ,p)^,

A s
= (a1?p)', ... A,. = (app)\ ...(6)

where [p] is a minor of order r of the sequence [12 ... m].

NOTE 2. Reduction of a skew-symmetric matrix to a standard form by symmetric

derangements of its rows.

By like derangements of its horizontal and vertical rows we can convert any skew-

symmetric matrix of order m and (even) rank r into a skew-symmetric matrix [a] which

is such that the series of leading diagonal minor determinants

A 1 - A _ / \
2

/ \
3 f\ T

have the properties mentioned in Theorem V.

A skew-symmetric matrix having this character may be said to be in standard form as

regards symmetric derangements.

128. The symmetric matrix of order 3.

For this matrix and its determinant we shall generally use the notations

a h g

h b f (1)

g f *

The reciprocal of <, which is also its conjugate reciprocal, will be denoted by

A 11 G^ r bc-f\ fg-ch, hf-bg-
HBF = fg-ch, ca-g2

, gh-af (2)

_ /if- bg, gh af, ab - h? _

C. II. 10
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The following examples deal with properties of the matrices $ and 4>.

Ex. i.

a h g

k b f

Iff*.

A H G

H B F
G F C

D O"1

.(A)D

_ D _

This is the fundamental property of the reciprocal matrix and is a particular case of

formula (A) of 124.

Ex. ii. Equating the determinants of both sides in (A), we obtain the equation

.Z). det $= Z)3
,
which is an identity in the elements of

(f>.
Since D is a rational integral

function of the elements of
(f)
which does not vanish identically, we can cancel it on both

sides, and so obtain

A H G

H B F
G F C

This is a particular case of formula (B) of 124.

Ex. in. Let the reciprocal of 3> be

'
a' K g'

~

K b' f
.9' f o'

.(B)

EC - F*
,
FG - CH, HF- BG ~

FG -
C1J, . CA - G*

,
GH- AF

^HF-BG, GH-AF, AB-II* _

(3)

Equating the reciprocals of both sides in (A), we have

A H G

H B F
G F C

a>

h' g
1

h' b' f
]_(/' f c

0*

D2

Z>2

Prefixing < on both sides and then using (A), we obtain

"
a' h' g'

~

D
a' h' g'

= D
a h g

h bf .(C)

a h g~
h' b' f = D* hbf ,

h' b' f
-ff'f' c'j Lfffc_i i_.9'/' c'J \-9 f c

.

where D can be cancelled on both sides because it does not vanish identically.

Thus we have

a'=BC-F2= Da, K=FG - CH= l)h
, g'

=HF- EG= Dg, etc.
;

(b'c' -/'
2
)
= D'2 (be /2

), (f'g' c'h') = D'2 (fg ch], (h'f b'g'} Z>2 (hf bg), etc.

These results are examples of the general theorems of 124.4 or 121.

Ex. iv. The rank of $ is determined by the rank of < as shown in the following table.

Rank of
(f)
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129. The symmetric matrix of order 4.

For this matrix and its determinant we shall generally use the notations

A=det <)=

a h g u

h b f v
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Corresponding elements of and '

are co-factors of one another in <. Thus the

co-factors in
(f)

of

A o n v r* It . J n f W ft fT TT V W IJ V- W, IT* F, W
AI, />i, t/i, f\i Cri, -til > -"2> ^*2> l-/2> -^2? "2> "2 ) ^0' ' 0> ''0 > ^1) ' 1) "I ^2) '2) "

are respectively

The following examples deal with properties of the matrices 0, <, ,
'.

ra A
,9 u~\ rA H G t/n TA On

.fi

1

^. i.

t7

h b f v
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Accordingly we have

149

GI ^ Ol Vi \

Vz Ui W, G2 ,

This result is a special case of formula (A) of 120.

A l Ol UQ Wl V,

FI W2 F Ui

^o

G*

F,

C2

= A3
. .(D)

Ex. v. Minor determinants of <J> of order 3. Let the reciprocal matrix of
<t>,

which is

a matrix of its affected minor determinants of order 3, be

.(5)

ra' h' g' u'~\

h' b' f v'

9' f tf w'

_u' v' w' d' _

Equating correspondingly formed matrices of the minor determinants of order 3 on

both sides of (A) we obtain

Prefixing <f>
on both sides and making use of (A), we obtain

ra' h' g' u'~\

h' b' f v'

g' f c' w'

.11' v' w' d'..

We have therefore
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Equating correspondingly formed matrices of the minor determinants of order 2 on

both sides of (A), we obtain the two equivalent equations

Prefixing
'

in the first case and in the second case, making use of (B), and cancelling

A on both sides, we obtain the two equivalent equations

or
fi

UQ W\ V2
'

Vi U2 WQ

2 ^2 ff2

= A

L V2 Ui WQ ff2 f2 C2J

This shows that

A 2 H2 G2 U

U.2 W G, F, Gl

.(F)

and so on.

These results can be obtained at once from the theorems of 121 or from those

of 124.4.

Ex. vii. Minor determinants of of order 5. Let [,4] be the reciprocal of
,
which is

a complete matrix of the affected minor determinants of order 5 of ty. Since this matrix

is symmetric, it is also the conjugate reciprocal of
,
and we have therefore

.(G)

,
Fl

Postfixing
' on both sides, and making use of (B), we obtain

'A H G U W V ~

IT ft JT W V TT_/2 2 "2 2 1 2

G2 F2 C2 F2 U\ W{

U W
l
V2 A, H, G,

W2 Fo Ui H}

L Fx t/2 W G,

This equation can be deduced at once from 121.2.

Ex. viii. Minor determinants of * of order 4. Let [A]
1"
be a complete matrix of the

minor determinants of order 4 of * in the formation of which a common scheme is used

for horizontal and vertical rows, and let [B'j be the anti-correspondent complete matrix

of the minor determinants of order 2 of '. Then by 121. 2 we have

.(H)
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From equation (H) we see that when $ is degenerate, i.e. when A = 0, the rank of*
cannot exceed 3.

Ex. ix. The reciprocals of the minor matrices of
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Ex. xi. The minor determinants of <p occurring in satisfy the identities

AiUo + ffl
W

1 + G1
V3 =0, A 2U +ff2W2+G2 Vl =0,

//! W2+Bl
F +F1 U1

=
0, H2 Wl + B2 V +F2U2

=
0,

G! \\ + F1 U2 + d Wo= 0, G2 V2 +F2U1 + Cz W = 0.

These are the identical relations which by 109 exist between the simple minor

determinants of each simple minor matrix of ^ of reduced order 2. They are included in

equation (B).

Ex. xii. By multiplying the matrix of each minor determinant of order 3 of
(f> by its

reciprocal matrix, and by multiplying the matrix of each minor determinant of order 3 of

<J> by its reciprocal matrix, we obtain the equations :

(1)
"
b
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(2)

~v
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F W U ~i r

F
H G A

W U V

GAS
F H B

Every one of these equations remains true when we replace both the two factor

matrices on the left by their conjugates. This principle adds six other equations of

the same character to each of the above two sets.

Ex. xiii. The first set of 144 scalar equations given by the matrix equations of Ex. xii

can be expressed in the following more succinct forms :

-l\-
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a h g

h b f
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A H G

H B F
G F C

U V W
G F2 C2 V2 W

= A

o_j

d, 0, 0, 0, -w, v

0, d, 0, w, 0, -u

0, 0, rf, -v, u,

11 , ,}/, o n n
t&j e/j /j vjj V/, v

!*. xv. For the matrix [abed] ,
we have the identity

'
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130. Identical relations between the elements of a square
matrix.

Let (apq)
r
be any minor determinant of order r of a square matrix [a] ;

and let \a] , \v\ be the corransred minors. of the sequence [12 ...mlLr Jm r u Jm r

complementary to [p] and [q] . Then by 116 we have the identity

where M 0(7"f is the reciprocal matrix of [a</T, and where
L MJ r

V-> r

qr v\

a
PlP2---Pru

m

m-r
The matrix [P] differs by rows of O's only from its minor matrix [

'"'

We will now prove the following theorem :

Theorem. //' Tal
"

is the reciprocal of \a\ . and if \8,. v ]

m '

is the re-
in m J m-r

ciprocal of [a^,,] ,
then in formula (A)

A-[^] :;;=(- if[,vc ...................(B)

where A =
(a) ,

and w is the affect of [apq] in [a] .

Let fcM>,l
r

be the reciprocal of [aMJ
" '

and let (?.. be the co-factor ofJm-r -'m-r * 1

Cp.v. in [a] . Then by equation (F) in Ex. xii of 116 we have

p^-'c-irc^ ............................a)

Now
ft,*.,,,

is a minor determinant of order m r l of [} ,

CM . V . is the corresponding minor determinant of [a] ,

and Cu. v . is the anti-correspondent minor determinant of fa]'
1

,

*i v
l

L J
;re

Therefore by formula (D) of 124.* we have

/D _ \m r 2/7 /o\
^"j

~
^"j ............................V^

From (1) and (2) it follows that

A m-r-2 p _ /_ 1 \
w

/o

*<*/ * *' "**i"j;'

and this proves the truth of formula (B).

The theorem states that the minor matrix [PMV 1 derived from \P~\J m-r L J
TO

by striking out the rows of O's differs only by a scalar factor of the form

A* /row the reciprocal of the correspondingly formed minor matrix [,,]

of[a]
m

,
the reciprocal of [a] .

m-r

m-r
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It has been shown in Exs. viii and x of 116 that if [a]

m
has rank p, then

the rank of \P, v ~\

m ' r

or [P]'" is p
- r when (apq)

r

^ 0, either or 1 when
L ^-'m-r m * r

= 0, and when p ^ r.

Ex. i. Let [a]

m
=[a b c d e] , (aP9)' =(db) ,

so that the identity (A) is'

(<*&) [abcde] -\db]
'24 L J 12345 ! J

b
^\[abcde]^J

L J

, 0, (dbc) , 0, (dbe)

,0, ,0,

(dba) , 0, (dbc) , 0, (dbe)243' '243' X
243

,0, ,0,

(dba) , 0, (dbc) , 0, (dbe)- ^ 245 ' 245 245J

In this case we have i= 5, r= 2, &> = 7, Am
~ r ~ 2= A = (&co?e)

~(dba). (dbc).

and , (dbc) . (dbe)243' '
^243'

V

^243

(<#>a) 245
, (dbc) , (dbe)

Denoting the reciprocal of [a b c d
e~] , .

. by [A B CD E} ,
we have in this case

12345 12346

-"

Evaluating the elements of the last matrix by means of formula (D) of 124, we see

that in accordance with the theorem

Ex. ii. When [a] is a symmetric matrix of rank
/>,

and (app) is one of its diagonal

minor determinants of order r, the identity (A) is

.(A')

where Pm

The matrix [P]
m

is symmetric, and if
[/*]

is the corrauged minor of the sequence

[1 2 ... m] complementary to [p] ,
this matrix differs only by rows of O's from its minor

Further if A= (a) ", and if [a]

l

is the reci])rocal of [o] , then'm' L Jm L J m '

Aw-r-a [P ]

w~ r = the reciprocal of Kw]"'~
r

.L ^'m-r L *H'J m-r .(B')
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The rank of [-P^j"*"' is p-r when (aw}

r

4=0, either or 1 when (pp)
r
=0, and

when r <
p.

Ex. \\\. If auu is any diagonal element of the symmetric matrix [a] whose rank is p,

we have

r im
[] =

_aum-

.(C)

where r>

The matrix [P] is symmetric, and its tth horizontal and vertical rows are rows of CPs.

If [X] is the minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m] formed by striking out the element u,

if [A] is the reciprocal of \a\ ', and if (a) = A, thenLJ
i

LJ m' ^ ' m

A I ijki I
^~ tne reciprocal or I A \\ I . .................... ( \j j

The rank of [P] is p
- 1 when aMM 4=0, either or 1 when =

(),
and when p^>l.

Ex. iv. If
"" =auuavv -di

uv is any diagonal minor determinant of order 2 of

the symmetric matrix [a]
m

whose rank is p, we have

~ a~uv) L
6
*]

~ ,
r m

J

where

The matrix [P] is symmetric and its tth and vth horizontal rows are rows of O's.

If [X] <

is the minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m] formed by striking out its elements

u and v. if TJl is the reciprocal of fl ,
and if A= () , then

L J
;

L J
t

^ ' m

= the reciprocal of
. TO 2

' m - 2
' .(F)

The rank of [P] is p
- 2 when auua ou

- 2
,,w =t=0, either or 1 when a nilavv

- a2
MU=0, and

when p ^> 2.

Ex. v. lu Ex. iv let a,M=0, avv=0. Then we have

a,w au}-

am avj

iu a
i

= - auv (auvaij
aui avj

~ auj avi),

and writing
r m m r n m=auv aif

- auiavi
- auja^ , [P] = - auv [p] ,
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we obtain from (E) the equations

[CH. XIV

nm. @vm J

[*]" La l 2---
.(E")

which are identities in the remaining elements of [a]"\

Here [P]
m
and \ p\ are symmetric matrices in which the uth and vih horizontal and

L Jm LJrjm
vertical rows are rows of O's, and when a^^O, they both have rank p- 2.

Ex. vi. If (a)

r
is the leading diagonal minor determinant of order r of the symmetric

matrix [a]

m
whose rank is p, and if [A] is the reciprocal of [a] ,

we have by formula (A')

the identity
,
r

, ,
r rn m '' '"* ~ r

. . r r -, m > > '

r .. I U. U 1 .

(a) [a]
= a A [a] +\ t , (A")rl J ^r r LO, ^J ,.,_,.

/l,2,...r.r+A
where "t>= a

)
= 6>i-

\1, 2, ... r, r+ i/

The rank of the symmetric matrix [6] is p-r when (a)
r

=}=0, either or 1 when

(a)
r =

0, and when p i r.
T

/I, 2, ... r, r+v, , r+v2 , ... r+vs \

Writing #= (), A' + ,= ( ),
\1, 2, ... r, r+w,, r+ a , ...r+us /

we have by 110 the identities

These show that when [a]

m
is in standard form according to Note 2 of 126 and

Z>4=0, then [&] is also in standard form; moreover (6)* =0 when and only when

Ex. vii. Using the notation of 128 we have for the symmetric matrix

a h g~

(p
= , h b f

the identities

Furtht

-9 f c_

"0, ,

0, ab k2
, af-gh

ba - h?
, 0, bg

- hf

0,0,

0, 0, 0~

0, C, -i

J), -F, B

C, 0, -G

0, 0,
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L C J

ca-g
2

, c/i-fg, 0"

ch-fff, cb-f~,

, , 0_,

f
-/ */

, -^"1 PS' /
^ CJL A

ft,
-/nr

a h

h b

In accordance with the theorem of the text the matrices

are the reciprocals of

(7, -F-\
r c, -en r B,

-F, B I-G, 4J' L-ff,

5, -//,

-H, A,

0, 0, 0_

"A o, o~

0, 0,

_0, 0, 0_

"0, 0,

0, Z),

0, 0, 0_

"0, 0, 0~

0, 0,

_ 0, 0, D_

-H

B
f-\ [A G~\ [

F C]' \_G CJ
J

\_

A H
H

Ex. viii. For the same matrix < we have the following results which are illustrations

of formula (E").

If b= c=0, then

ft-

If c=a=0, then

~h g
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the identities

SOME PROPERTIES OF SQUARE MATRICES [CH. XIV

[ahgu]

'o, o
,

o ,
o

0, ab-/i? , af-gh, av-hii

0, af-gh, ac-g
2

, aw-gu

0, av-hu, aw-gu, ad-u2

^0, Fj,
-

0, , ,

0, -F,, V
}

0, -F,, Blt
- W.

r / ~i
k

b

f

r/c w] =

cty- [uv wd]=

ba-h2
, 0, bg-hf, bu-hv

~"

0,0, ,

bg-hf, 0, fee-/
2

, bw-fv

bu-hv, 0, bw-fv, bd-v2

ca-g
2

, ck-fg , 0, cu-gw

ck-fg, cb-f
2

, 0, c ->
, 0,0,

5 #W, CV -fw ,0, CO? W2

I

[

da-u2
, dh-uv, dg-wu,

dh-uv, db v2
, df viv,

dg wu, df-vw, dc w2
,

0,0

1, 0, -Gi, - Uz

0,0, ,

H^, B.

^i, 0, -F,

, 0,0,

^2> #2, 0!

//,, A, ^

, ,

C2
_

o"

It will be seen from Ex. xii of 129 that in accordance with the theorem of the text,

the matrices

Fit

-Flt i, -W*
>* -" i _i

Hr
\->

Dl

2 _

are respectively the reciprocals of

-
B F V~

F C W
V W D_
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h v

9 w

u d

td,
- u~\ Fa h

-
u, a\ \_u v
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C<f>-

a, h u



CHAPTER XV

RANKS OF MATRIX PRODUCTS AND MATRIX FACTORS

[In 131 it is shown that the rank of a matrix is unaltered when we prefix or postfix

another matrix whose rank is equal to its passivity ;
in 132 we determine the possible

ranks of the solutions of a matrix equation of each of the forms AX=C, XB= C,

AXJ3= C, at the same time giving formulae for the general solutions
;
and in 133 137

we determine the possible ranks of the product matrix and the factor matrices in any
matrix product when some of those matrices are given or have assigned ranks. In the

remaining three articles we define horizontally and vertically equivalent matrices, the

joins and intersections of spacelets and matrices, and connections between matrices and

spacelets.]

131. Rank of a matrix product in which one of the extreme
factor matrices has rank equal to its passivity.

We will here prove two theorems which are generalisations of Exs. v vii

of 71 and Ex. iv of 73.

Theorem I. If either of the factor matrices in the standard product

has rank s equal to its passivity, then the product matrix [c] has the same

rank as the other factor matrix.

First let [a\ have rank s; and let T61
,
Tel

'

have ranks 8, <y. By Ex. v
i .5 m

i i
'"

of 82 the matrix [a] has an inverse prefactor A , necessarily of rank s,m
'

's

I l"t 8 g

such that A fa] = fl] .

i_|

J m s

Prefixing this matrix on both sides of (A), we obtain

Applying Theorem III of 71, it follows from (A) that 7 ;j>/3, and from

(A') that /3^>7- Accordingly we have 7 = /3, i.e. [c]" has the same rank

I-T-,"
as [6] .
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Next let \b]
n
have rank s; and let [a]'' , [cl have ranks a, 7. By Ex. v

L J
s m J m

of 81 the matrix [&]" has an inverse postfactor B , necessarily of rank s,
t~~l n

such that [&]" 1$
=[!]].

Postfixing this matrix on both sides of (A), we obtain

Applying Theorem III of 71, it follows from (A) that 7 ^ a, and from

(A") that a ^ 7. Accordingly we have 7 = a, i.e. [c] has the same rank

as \a\ .Jm

Theorem I is equivalent to the following statement :

The rank of a matrix or a matrix product is unaltered when we prefix or

postfix a matrix whose rank is equal to its passivity.

r ~\
n

Ex. i. If [a] has rank s in equation (A), then all the three matrices [c] , [6] , 7
*- -*,

have the same rank.

For since the horizontal rows of [cl are connected with the horizontal rows of [61
"

it
u Jm s

F ~~|

n

follows from Theorem VI of 71 that . has the same rank as [6]" .

Ex. ii. If [b] has rank s in equation (A), then all the three matrices \c\

n
, [a]

s

, \c. a}*'
*

s L J m L Jm L Jm
have the same rank.

We immediately deduce the following more general theorem in which

Theorem I is included:

Theorem II. If the two extreme factor matrices [h]

1

and [&]" in the

product

[b? =[h]
r

[a]

s

[kf ...........................(B)Jm L J m L J r L J
s

have ranks r and s respectively, equal to their passivities, then the product

matrix [b] has the same rank as the middle factor matrix [a]

s

.

For by Theorem I the matrix [61

"
has the same rank as the productm

[a] r [&] >
and this product has the same rank as [a]

s

.

To prove Theorem II directly, let [h]

r

have rank r and [k]

"
have rank s.

Then by Ex. v of 82 and Ex. v of 81 we can determine an inverse pre-
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i 1' r .
i 1

factor H of \li\ , necessarily of rank r, and an inverse postfactor K of [k] ,

necessarily of rank s, such that

I 1
"* ~ ~ n I 1

s
,,H [A] =[1] , \k\ K =[!]'.

L_ r
L J

''
J

l__J M
0-

I I

'"
I I

s

Prefixing H and postfixing ^T on both sides of (B), we obtain
1 ' r i J n

i i
m

, ,
s

[a] =H [b] K (B')J r i_, r
J m

l_, n

Now let the ranks of [a] and [b] be a and /3 respectively.

Applying Theorem IV of 71, it follows from (B) that /3 rf* a, and from

(B') that a
:f> /3. Accordingly we have /3

=
a, i.e. [6] has the same rank

r vs>

as [a] .

NOTE 1. Applicability of Theorems I and II to functional matrices.

It is tacitly assumed in the text that all matrices have constant elements. The
theorems however remain true when the elements of the matrices are rational integral

functions of certain variables x, y, z, ....

For in the case of Theorem II, which includes Theorem I, if r, a, s are the ranks

of [A] , [] , [k] ,
and if (A')

r
, (')" (^)

S

are minor determinants of [A]' , [a]*, [f] of

orders r, a, s which do not vanish identically, we can assign such constant values to the

variables x, y, z, ... that the product (/i')' (a')

a
(k')

s
does not vanish. Then [A]' ,[]*,

[k] are matrices of ranks r, a, s with constant elements, and by the theorem as proved

[b] is a matrix with constant elements having rank
,
and therefore having a non-

vanishing minor determinant of order a. Thus when x,y,z,... are variables, [b] has

a minor determinant of order a which does not vanish identically ;
and by Theorem IV of

71 every one of its minor determinants of any order greater than a vanishes identically ;

i.e. the functional matrix [b~\ has rank a.
L Jm

NOTE 2. Alternative proof of Theorem II.

Let the matrices [h] ,[]_, [k] have ranks r, a, s respectively.

By Ex. i of 115 we can determine matrices [p]
a

, [//]" of rank a such that

[C'rtrijWl.
and we then have

j>]* -[]"[]".L J m ' J m L J a

where [u]
a
=[h]

r

[p}\ Of =[?]' [*]"LJ
TO

lJ m L ^ J r LJ a L -' J a LJ s

Now applying Ex. iv of 73 or Exs. v vii of 71, we see in succession that \u\
a
has

rank a, that [v]

'

has rank a, and that [b]

"
has rank a.
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132. Possible ranks of the solutions of a given matrix equation
of the first degree.

1. The equation AX = C, where A and C are given matrices.

We will first prove the following lemma :

Lemma A. The general solution of the irreducible equation

[<[<=[< .......................................... (a)

in which (a)" 4=0 can be expressed in the form

_
where the elements of \v\

n'

_ are arbitrary, and where A is the inverse of any particular
T

undegenerate square matrix [a\

r

formed by adding r - a final horizontal rows to [a] .

The equation (a) is irreducible when the matrix [a]

r
is undegenerate and has rank a.

It then always admits of finite solutions.

Denning [a] as in the enunciation of the lemma, we can replace (a) by

n f\-i a> r-a. r -,r r -, r ,

[1,0]; [Jr [*]r -]..

Writing []'[*}" -M*f
r 1 1*

so that [#] A [y]
1

,
'

'r

this equivalent equation is satisfied when and only when

M/vi aiP~ a rT M ri n /i\
[!, ] a [y] r =[]., .................................... (i)

i.e. when [y]
=

[c] ,
the remaining elements of

[y] being arbitrary. Thus the general

solution of (1) is

: [:]
a, r-a

where the elements of the last r-a horizontal rows of the matrix on the right are

arbitrary. It follows that (a^ is the general solution of the equation (a).

Using Lemma A we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. If the given matrices [a]
?

, [c]" have ranks a, 7, and if the

equation

[a]

r

|>]"=[c]" (A)J
t
u -l

r LJ
OT

admits of finite solutions, then it has solutions of rank p when and only when

p is an integer satisfying the conditions

p^j, p^n, p + a^>y + r (A')
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The equation (A) admits of finite solutions when [a, c]

'

has the same

rank a as [aY , i.e. when the vertical rows of fcl are connected with the
L J m m

vertical rows of \a\
r

The conditions (A') then include p^-r because we
m

must have 7 ^ a.

As in 81.2 we can reduce the equation (A) to one of the form

r i-\
r r -\

n r n nM [*],.- M..

where [d]
r
and [c']

n
have ranks a and 7, and by corresponding re-arrangements

of corresponding passive rows in the product on the left we can further reduce

this equation to one of the form [a"]' [of]* =[c']
n
where [a"]

r

and [x] are

derangements of [a']

r
and [x] ,

and (a")
*

=f 0. Consequently the theorem

will be true in general if it is true for the equation (a) in which [a] and [c]

have ranks a and 7.

Now in (aj) the matrix [#] has the same rank as the postfactor on the

n M

right in which [c] is a given matrix of rank 7 and the elements of [v] _ a
are

arbitrary ;
and by Theorem I b of 104 the possible ranks of that postfactor

are the values of p which satisfy the conditions (A'). Therefore these are also

the possible ranks of the solutions [x] of the equation (a) and the possible

ranks of the solutions [x] of the equation (A).

Ex. i. If [a]
r

is a given matrix of rank a, the possible ranks of the solutions [.v] of

the equation [a] (V) =0 are the integral values of p which satisfy the conditions

P*fcO, P^n, p + a^-r.

This is a particular case of Theorem I, and has been proved before in 81. c.

Ex. ii. When the equation (A) has infinite solutions but no finite solutions, i.e. when

a<r and [a, c]

r'
n
has rank greater than a, the solutions are given by [x]

n
=k[X]

n
,
where

h is infinite and [X] is a finite non-zero solution of the equation \a]
r

\_X~\

n
=0.

The possible ranks of [X] are the integral values of p which satisfy the conditions

Ex. iii. A secondform of the general solution of the irreducible equation (a).

If we write [a]'a =[a, p]^
~a

,
and take the undegenerate square matrix \a\

r
to be
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then by Ex. ii of 101 the general solution (aj) of (a) takes the form

a, r-a

r
-. A, P

' '
a a' <

r ~ a
' '

a r-a n
where A is the inverse of [a] ,

P = - A [p] ,
and [v] is arbitrary.

CL aa.
Ex. iv. A third form of the general solution of the irreducible equation (a).

If the given matrix [c] in (a) has rank y, and if we write

M>Wlffly,
where both factor matrices on the right have rank y, we can replace (a2 ) by_ v, r-a

H, P
ls)

where [v]

n
is arbitrary, and

[ [ y , ,
a _ r a ._ a

H =
[A]

y
a ,

P -A (p]
r

a
-\

^"~~^ a a ft
^"~"^ a

i iy
Since H has rank y. it follows from Theorem IV of 8 105 that the prefactor on the

<>a

right in (a3) has rank y+ r-a equal to its passivity. Therefore [x]

"
has the same rank as

the postfactor on the right ;
and it follows as in the text that the possible ranks p of the

solutions [#] are given by (A').

In formula (a3) we can regard H and [&]" as any two particular matrices (both of
1 ' a

rank y) such that

Ex. v. The general solution of the equation [1, p]^'

r a

[x]
n
=0 can be expressed in

the form
r-a

r i n ~P r -\
nM r

=
ij

M r - a

a, r ft

where the postfactor on the right is arbitrary.

2. The equation XB = C, where B and C are given matrices.

We now have the following lemma :

Lemma B. The general solution of the irradu ible equation

[*![% Wj (b)

Q
in which (b) =(=0 can be expressed in the form
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y

where the elements of \ii\ are arbitrary, a,nd where B is the inverse of any particular
I~~I

7'

undegenerate square matrix [6]' formed by adding r - $ final vertical rows to [b] .

We replace (b) by

and write \x]
r

\b]

r

=[y]
r

,

so that \x~\

r =
\ti\

T B .

tn m

Then the equation (b) is satisfied when and only when

=w!. <*>

i.e. when [?/] =[c] ,
the remaining elements of [y]

r

being arbitrary.

Using Lemma B we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem II. If the given matrices [b] , [c] have ranks j3, 7, and if the

equation

admits of finite solutions, then it has solutions of rank p when and only when

p is an integer satisfying the conditions

y+r...................... (B')

[n has the
c J' V til

same

rank /3 as [6] ,
i.e. when the horizontal rows of Tel are connected with the

r J m

horizontal rows of [b] . The conditions (B') then include p ^ r because we

must have 7 ^> /3.

Since we can reduce the equation (B) to one of the form (b) in which
o

[c] has rank 7, the theorem will be true in general if it is true when (B) has

the special form (b).

In this case the possible ranks of the solutions f^'l are the same as the
m

o

possible ranks of the prefactor on the right in (bj) when [c] is a given

matrix of rank 7, and by Theorem I a of 104 these are the values of p given

by (B').

Ex. vi. If [b] is a given matrix of rank /3, the possible ranks of the solutions [x\ oj

the equation [a?]' [6] =0 are the integral values of p which satisfy tlie conditions
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Ex. vii. When the equation (B) has infinite solutions but no finite solutions, i.e. when

/3<r and has rank greater than /3, the solutions are given by [.r]

r = k[X]
r

,
where

r, m
k is infinite and \X~\

r
is a finite non-zero solution of the equation \X~\

r
\b\

n
=0.

L J m Jm L J r

The possible ranks of [X] are the integral values of p which satisfy the conditions

Ex. viii. A second form of the general solution of the irreducible equation (b).

Q17 1 P

If we write [6]
= and take the undegenerate square matrix [b]

r
to be

L3J_

then by Ex. iii of 101 the general solution (bj) of (b) takes the form

where B is the inverse of [7/r, Q =
-[</] ._ B

,
and []' is arbitrary.

Ex. ix. A thirdform of the general solution of the irreducible equation (b).

If the given matrix [c]^ in (b) has rank y, and if we write [c] =[A]
V

[k] ,
where both

factor matrices on the right have rank y, we can replace (b2) by

where []*" is arbitrary, and

, ,0 pr,,3 r-,/3
p

,_,/3

I I

Since 7iT has rank y, it follows from Theorem IV of 105 that the postfactor on the

right in (b3) has rank y+ r-/3 equal to its passivity. Therefore
[a?]*"

has the same rank

as the prefactor on the right, and it follows as in the text that the possible ranks p of the

solutions [#] are given by (B').

In formula (b3) we can regard [A]
Y and K as any two particular matrices (both

of rank y) such that

1 '
m

'

'y

Ex. x. The general solution of the equation [x]
r =0 can bo expressed in

the form

where the prefactor on the right is arbitrary.
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3. The equation AXE = G, where A, B and G are given matrices.

We will first prove the following lemma :

Lemma C. The general solution of the irreducible equation

in which ()
a =0 and (by =}=0 can be expressed in theform

_ B.s-S
r i s TT c

>
u

\ n i N
\x\

= A
\

B
,

.............................. (cx )
' 'rL^ WJ " Jr I 5

flj /""-a "

where the elements of \u] . \v\ . \w\ are arbitrary, and where A and B are theI L J a . J r _ a > L Jj--a ,_, (_,

inverses of any two particular undegenerate square matrices [a]
f
and [6]

*

formed by addingT '

8

r a final horizontal rows to [a] and s ftfinal vertical rows to [6] .

T R
The equation (c) is irreducible when the matrices [a] and [b] are undegenerate and

have ranks a and /3. It then always admits of finite solutions.

Defining [a] and [6] as in the enunciation of the lemma we can replace (c) by

ri /->n ai*'~ a r i r r T S rn s 1*1 r -i/3

[1, 0] [a] [x] [b] WL a trttOl LJ a
L-
w _Jo _8,s-/

Writing [a]; [*]' [6]^ =[y]; , [*];
= ?' [y}

.
r

this equivalent equation is satisfied when and only when

i.e. when [y]
=

[c] ,
the remaining elements of [v/]

6

being arbitrary. Thus the general

solution of (3) is

J
a, r a.

where all elements of the matrix on the right are arbitrary except those occurring in the
a

minor matrix [c] .u J a

It follows that (GI) is the general solution of the equation (c).

Using Lemma C we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem III. If the given matrices [a] , [6] , [c] have ranks a, /3, 7

respectively, and if the equation

[a]

r

m [x]

S

r [b]

H

s
=[cTm (C)

admits of finite solutions, then it has solutions of rank p when and only when

p is an integer satisfying the conditions

p^y, p^r, p^s, p + a + fS^y + r + s (C')
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The equation (C) admits of finite solutions when and only when [a, c]

r''

r&i
n

has the same rank a as [a]
r
and has the same rank 8 as [61

H

, i.e. whenL J m
\
c

\

L J
s

'

"- J
s, m

and only when the vertical rows of [c] are connected with the vertical rows

of [a]
r

,
and the horizontal rows of [c] are connected with the horizontalu Jm m

rows of [6] .

SPECIAL CASE. When the equation (C) is irreducible and (a) ^ 0, (b)

n

=}=
0.

In this case we have m =
a, n = /3, and (C) is the equation (c) of the lemma.

The general solution is given by (cj), and the possible ranks of the solutions

\x\
s

are the same as the possible ranks of the middle factor matrix on the
r

right in (GI). Since this is a matrix of the form [c]

s

which contains a given

minor matrix [c] of rank 7 and whose remaining elements are arbitrary it

follows by Theorem II of 104 that the possible ranks of this matrix, and

therefore the possible ranks of the solutions [x]

*

,
are the values of p satisfying

the conditions (C').

GENERAL CASE. When the equation (C) is finitely solvable but not

necessarily irreducible.

In this general case the equation (C) can be reduced as in 83.J to an

irreducible equation of the form (c), and therefore as in the special case the

possible values of p are given by (C').

Ex. xi. If [a] and [b] are given matrices of ranks a and /3 the, possible ranks of the

solutions of the equation [a] [x]
s

[b]

n = are the integral values of p which satisfy the

conditions

Ex. xii. When the equation (C) has infinite solutions but no finite solutions, the

solutions are given by [.?]*= [A']* ,
where [A']

s
is a finite non-zero solution of the

equation \a~\

r
\X~\

S

\b]

n = 0.Jm L J r L J
s

The possible ranks of [A']
s

are the integral values of p which satisfy the conditions

Ex. xiii. Another form of the general solution of the irreducible equation (c).

If we write [a]
r

=[, p]
a

> r~a
, [bf = P]

LsJfc,-*

and take the undegenerate square matrices [a]
r

, [b]

s
to be
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then by Ex. ii of 101 the equation (cj) giving the general solution of the equation (c)

Lakes the form
a, r-a 8, S-fl

s - ft

B, o

a, r -a. ft, s-ft

r ,a , ,B

where J and J? are the inverses of [al and \bl^ , and
i

i i i ,, a fta p

i ,j--a , ,a r -a i i
fl n i i

fl

<>a 'a
a '*-8 *-._

10'

-. xiv. General solution of the equation (C) wAew it admits of solution.

If [a] and [6] have ranks a and ft, we can by Ex. i of 115 express these matrices

in the forms

r~| =[A]
a

fa'l , [61 =[&'! r&l , (4)m m a - J J
s

L
ft

where the factors on the right are undegenerate matrices having rank a in the first

equation and rank ft in the second equation.

/jj.
a

Let H and K be respectively any inverse prefactor of \h\
a
and any inverse post-

i i a i \ n

factor of \Jc\l-

Since the vertical rows of [c] are connected with the vertical rows of [a] , they are

connected with the vortical rows of [A]
a

,
and we can write

r -.n r ; n a r /n "

[c] =\/i] \d\ .
L J m '

/ a

where [d] = If [c] .
L J a

| | a
L J m

Again, since the horizontal rows of [o] are connected with the horizontal rows ofL J m

[b] ,
the horizontal rows of [d] are connected with the horizontal rows of

\li\

n
and

therefore with the horizontal rows of [] ,
and we can write

where [
c
']a

=
[^] a

K
n

Accordingly we have
[l*-[*3lMl[*!l'Ji

....................................... (*>)

o i i"1 . I 1/3

where ^J *
2.W*

'

Substituting from (4) and (5) we see by 84 that the equation (C) is satisfied when and

only when

Thus the general solution of (C) is the same as the general solution of the irreducible

equation (c') which is given by a formula corresponding to (cj).

The equation (5) shows that [c'] has the same rank y as [c] .
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4. Symmetric solutions of the symmetric matrix A'XA = C.

This equation will be called symmetric when the given matrix C is sym-

metric, and the given matrices A and A' are mutually conjugate. We will

first prove the following lemma :

Lemma D. The general symmetric solution of the irreducible symmetric equation

in which (a)
"

=t= 0, and [c]

a
is symmetric, can be expressed in the form

._ a.,r-a
r ,r T I fli *

I r A-\ r /J\
[x\

= A ', [A] , ...........................(di)L J r u_, r I U, W_\
J r

a, r-a.

where [}*"'" and [u']

a
are two arbitrary mutually conjugate matrices, [w] _

a
is an

arbitrary self-conjugate matrix, and [A]
r

is the inverse of any particular undegenerate

square matrix [a]

r

formed by adding r-a final vertical roios to [a]
a

.

By Lemma C the general solution of the equation (d) is

r r- ~l a > f 0.

r 1 r T1 c
>
W r A-\ r

[x]
= A [A] ,

r ,_, \V. W
\

J r
-*a, r-a.

where the elements of |VJ
r~ a

, M a
and \w]

>
~

'

are arbitrary.J a 7LJ r-o L J r-a

^__^ rf

This solution is symmetric or self-conjugate, i.e. we have
[ar]

= x
,
when and only

r

when the middle factor matrix on the right is self-conjugate, i.e. when and only when

i >' a

r-arT
*

v]
= u

,J r-a 1_Jr _ a
'

_

Using Lemma D we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem IV. If [a] is a given matrix of rank a, and [c] is a given

symmetric matrix of rank 7, and if the equation

admits of finite solutions, then it has symmetric solutions of rank p when and

only when p is an integer satisfying the conditions

r i
m

The equation (D) admits of finite solutions when and only when
[C Iu -1 r,m

has the same rank a as [a] , i.e. when and only when the horizontal rows of

[c]

'

are connected with the horizontal rows of [a]'"'
111 L J
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SPECIAL CASE. When the equation (D) is irreducible and (a) 4= 0.

In this case we have m = a, and (D) is the equation (d) of the lemma.

The general symmetric solution is given by (d^, and the possible ranks of

the symmetric solutions [x]

r
are the same as the possible ranks of the middle

factor matrix on the right in (d^. Since this is a symmetric matrix of the

form [c]

r
which contains a given symmetric diagonal minor matrix

[c]^
of

rank 7 and whose remaining elements are arbitrary, it follows by Theorem II

of 106 that the possible ranks of this matrix, and therefore the possible

ranks of the symmetric solutions \x\ ,
are the values of p satisfying the

conditions (D').

GENERAL CASE. When the equation (D) is finitely solvable but not

necessarily irreducible.

In this general case the equation (D) can be reduced to an irreducible

equation of the form (d), the matrix [x]

r
in (d) being a symmetric derange-

ment of the matrix [x] in (D), and therefore as in the special case the

possible values of the ranks of the symmetric solutions are the values of p

given by (D').

133. Restrictions on the rank of any matrix product.

If [a] , [6] , [c] ,
. . . [&] , [I] are matrices of given orders having

respectively ranks a, @, 7, ... tc, X, and if the product matrix

[xT=[a]
P

[b]

q

[c]

r

...[k]

w
[l]

n

(1)m -'m u J
p

u J
q

J u LJ w

has rank p, we will show that the integer p must satisfy the conditions

^y, ...p^ K
, p$\; (A)

+ w<kti + p + Y + ...+K + \ (B)

These results are equivalent to the following theorem :

Theorem. In every matrix product the ranks of the factor matrices and
the product matrix must satisfy the following conditions:

(1) The rank of the product matrix cannot exceed the rank of any factor
matrix.

(2) The sum of the rank and the passivities of the product cannot be less

than the sum of the ranks of the factor matrices.

That the conditions (A) must be satisfied has been proved in Theorem IV
of 71. It remains to prove the condition (B), i.e. to show that the second

part of the above theorem is true.

c. u. 12
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From Theorems I and II of 132 we see that the second part of the

theorem is true for all products of two matrices.

sothat [<=[<[^ ..............................(3)

and let [y]

n
have rank a: If the second part of the theorem is true for the

product (2), then since it is certainly true for the product (3) we have

p + p <j:
a + cr.

By addition it follows that the inequality (B) is true.

Thus if the second part of the theorem is true for the product (2), it is

true for the product (1); and if it is true for all products of t matrices, where

t is any positive integer not less than 2, then it is true for all products of

t + 1 matrices. Since it is certainly true for all products of 2 matrices, it

follows in succession that it is true for all products of 2, 3, ... t matrices,

i.e. it is true for all matrix products.

Ex. i. Direct proof of the theorem of the text.

We can prove the theorem of the text without using the results of 132.

It has been shown above that if the theorem is true for all products of two matrices,

then it must be true generally. Accordingly it will be established if we prove the

following result.

Theorem. If [a] and [b] are two matrices having ranks a and /3, and if the

product matrix [#] =[a] [6] has rank p, t/ien the integers a, p, p must satisfy the

condition

We will now give a direct proof of this latter theorem.

First special case: When one of the factor matrices [a\
r

, [b] has rank r.

By 131 the product matrix has the same rank as the other factor matrix. Therefore

in this case p+r=a+/3, and the theorem is true.

Second special case : When the factor matrices [a]

r

, [6] have ranks m, n.

If p is the rank of \x\ ,
then by 90 there exists a matrix [A]

w ~ p of rank n p such

that [x\ \h~\

n ~ p
0, and we havem n

'[a]
P

[*]
B ~ p

=0,L Jm L ^ r

where U r̂

~
f^fr \K\l'

f

Since the matrix [a]
r
has rank m, therefore by 90 or Ex. vi of 82 there cannot be

more than r-m unconnected connections between its vertical rows.
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Consequently the rank of
\lc]

n p cannot exceed r m.

But by 131 or the first special case the matrix
\k~\

n ~
p
has rank n-p. Therefore we

must have

n-p^r-m, or p+r^m+ n.

Thus the theorem is true in this case.

General case: When the factor matrices [a] , [6] have any ranks a, /3.

In this case we have a ^> r, a. ;f> m, ft ^> r, /3 ^> n. By Ex. i of 115 there exist matrices

[A]
a

, [p]
r

of rank a, and matrices [q] , []" of rank such that

[T HAT [p]
r

[&]" =[?]"[*]!!,L Jm L Jm L/ J a L J r LIJ
j-

L J
/3

and therefore [a?]

* =
[a]

r

[6]

* =
[A]

a
. [p]

r M "
.m *

-UJm LJ m LJ r LJ m LfJ a L2J r L J

By 131 or the first special case the matrix [x] has the same rank as the product
T Q

[p] a [q] ,
and if this rank is p, it follows from the second special case that p + r < a + /3.

Thus the theorem is true in all cases.

Ex. ii. Alternative proof of the general case in Ex. i.

Let (apu)
a

, (bvq)^
be non-vanishing derived determinants of [a]

r

, [&]" of ranks a, /3.

Then by Theorem VI of !j 71 the matrix [x\ has the same rank as its derived matrixL Jm

[^]^=Ki]
r

a M^,
and if this rank is p, we see by the second special case that p + r < a+/3.

Ex. iii. The results given in Exs. v vii of 71, Ex. iv of 73, and Theorem I

of 131 are all particular cases of the theorem of Ex. i.

Ex. iv. Jf[a]
T

, [b] , [c] are matrices having ranks a, /3, y, and if the product matrix

[x] =[a]
r

[b] [c] has rank p, then the integers a, /3, y, p must satisfy the condition

This result follows from Theorem III of 132 as well as from the theorem of the text.

It can also be deduced from the theorem of Ex. i.

134. Possible ranks of the product matrix and the factor

matrices in any product of two or three matrices.

1. Products of two matrices.

If [a]

P
and [b]

n
are matrices of given orders having ranks a. and /3, and if

the product matrix

M"=[]
r

[&]" ..............................(A)L Jm u J m L J
r

has rank p, we see from 133 that the integers a, /3, p must satisfy the

conditions

pJiO, p^ct, p}/3, p + r+a + ft; ...............(B)

122
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and cc^m, /3$n; (C)

which include the conditions

a{0, a:K a^m; /?{<>, /3:}>r, (3$n; (D)

and p^Q, p^m, p^n, p^r (E)

These conditions reduce to (E) when we eliminate a and /3, and they

reduce to (D) when we eliminate p.

We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem la. If the factor matrices [a]

r

, [6]* in the product (A) have any assigned

ranks a, /3 consistent ivith the necessary conditions (D), and if their elements are otherwise

arbitrary, then the possible values of the rank p of the product matrix \x] are those consistent

with the conditions (B), i.e. p can have any value consistent with the necessary conditions (B)

and (0).

We know that p must satisfy the conditions (B). It remains to show that p can have

any value which is consistent with them. To see this let p be any integer satisfying the

conditions (B). Then we obtain matrices [a]
r

, [ft] of ranks a, /3 such that the product

[a]

r

[b]

n
has rank p by putting

r- -i P,P-p,n-
n n n ft n -i 4- i n fi

1, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0,

_ 0, 0, 0, _

P, -p, P-P, r+p-a- p

p, a-p, m-a

so that
r i r rr-i

K,, PL =

r
i, o, o-

o, o, o

_0, 0, 0_

1, 0,0

0, 0,

0, 1,

0, 0,

p, a -p, m-a

The theorem also follows immediately from Theorem II a.

The following examples will be used in proving the next theorems.

Ex. \. If\se\ is a given matrix of rank p, we can construct a matrix [a] of rank a

which is such that the equation [a]

r

[b]

n

\x]
n
admits of solution for [b]

n
when and only

when a is an integer consistent with the conditions (B) and (C), i.e. when and only when

a<|:p, ajpr, a$>m.....................................(a)

The matrix
[a]^

must be such that the vertical rows of [x~]

n
are connected with the

vertical rows of [a]m ,
and the conditions (a) are clearly necessary. Suppose them to be

satisfied so that p, a, r are in ascending order of magnitude ; let []
p be any undegenerate

vertical minor of [#]* of rank p ;
and let [, T?]

P '
a ~ p be undegenerate and have rank a.

Then the matrix
[a]^

= [, 77, 0]
p '

a ~ p> r ~ "
has the required properties. A general formula

for all such matrices is

where [k]

r
has rank a.
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Ex. ii. If [x]

n
is a given matrix of rank p, we can construct a matrix [b] of rank /3

which is such that the equation [a]

r

[b]

n =
[x]

n
admits of solution for [a] when and only

when )3 is an integer consistent with the conditions (B) and (C), i.e. when and only when

nr\
n

If []" is any undegenerate horizontal minor of [x\
n

,
and if has rank /3,

a general formula for all such matrices is

where [h] has rank /3.

Ex. iii. If [a] is a given matrix of rank a, we can construct a matrix [x] of rank p

which is such that the equation [a] [6]
=

[&] admits of solution for [b] when and only

when p is an integer consistent with the conditions (B) and (C), i.e. when and only when

p<tO, p$>a, pjf>n..................................... (c)

The matrix \x~\

n
must be such that its vertical rows are connected with the vertical

u Jm
rows of [a] ,

and the conditions (c) are clearly necessary. Suppose them to be satisfied,

and let [c]

a
be any undegenerate vertical minor of [a]

r
of rank a. Then a general formula

for all matrices having the required properties is

W* -[]"[*}*!L J m LJ m LJ a'

where
\Jc]

n
has rank p.

Ex. iv. If [6] is a given matrix of rank 0, we can construct a matrix \x\ of rank p

which is such that the equation [a] [b]
=

[x] admits of solution for [a] when and only

when p is an integer consistent with the conditions (B) and (C), i.e. when and only when

p-frm..................................... (d)

If [c]

n
is any undegenerate horizontal minor of [b] of rank /3,

a general formula for all

such matrices is

Ml-WiPi;;
fl

where \li\ has rank p.L Jm

Theorem II a. If the factor matrices [a] , [6] in the product (A) have any assigned

ranks a, /3 consistent with the necessary conditions (D), and if either one of them is a given

matrix, we can determine the elements of the other so that the product matrix [#] has rank p

when and only when p is an integer satisfying the conditions (B).

Suppose that [a] is a given matrix having any rank a consistent with the necessary

conditions a <
0, a ^> r, a ^> m. Then the equation (A) admits of finite solutions for [b]

when and only when the vertical rows of [x] are connected with the vertical rows of
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\a\
r

. The possible values of the rank p of [#]" when this is so are those consistent with

the conditions

p}>a, pjfn..................................... (c)

Again when [x]

n
is any given matrix whose vertical rows are connected with the

vertical rows of \a\
T
and which has any rank p consistent with the necessary conditions

(c), it follows from Theorem I of 132 that we can determine a matrix [b]

n
of rank ft

satisfying the equation (A) when and only when

/3<fcp, ft^n, ft+ a-frp + r..................................(1)

Thus when [a]
r

is given and has rank a, we can determine matrices [6] , \x\ of

ranks ft, p satisfying the equation (A) when and only when ft and p are integers satisfying

the conditions (c) and (1). Omitting the superfluous condition p^n, and eliminating

p from (c) and (1), we see that these conditions include ft
<

0, ft ^> r, and are equivalent to

ft............. (2)

Accordingly ft can have any value consistent with the first three inequalities in (2), and

when the. value of /3 ia assigned, the possible values of p are those consistent with the

conditions (B).

This proves the theorem for the case in which [a]
r

is given ; and the case in which

[b] is given can be treated in a similar way.

Theorem III a. If \x\ is a given matrix having any assigned rank p consistent with

the necessary conditions (B) and (C), i.e. consistent with the necessary conditions (E), we can

determine matrices [a] , [6] of ranks a, ft satisfying the equation (A) when and only when

a and ft are integers consistent with the necessary conditions (B) and (C).

The equation (A) admits of finite solutions for [b]

n
when and only when [a]

r
is such

that the vertical rows of \x\ are connected with the vertical rows of fal
r

. The possibleL Jm L J m
ranks a of [a] when this is so are those consistent with the conditionsJ m

a<p, a-frr, a$>m..................................... (a)

Again if [a] is any given matrix so chosen that the vertical rows of \x\ are connected

with its vertical rows and having any rank a satisfying the conditions (a), it follows from

Theorem I of 132 that we can determine a matrix [6] of rank ft satisfying the

equation (A) when and only when

/3<fcp, ft~$>n, ft + a-frp + r............................... (1)

Thus we can determine matrices [a]
r

, [b]

n
of ranks a, ft satisfying the equation (A)

when and only when a and ft are integers consistent with the conditions (a) and (1), which,

since p
<

0, are equivalent to the conditions (B) and (C).

Since the elimination of a and ft from (B) and (C) leads to (E), we see that :

If [x] is a given matrix of rank p, there exist matrices [a] , [b] satisfying the

equation (A) when and only when p satisfies the conditions (D).
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Theorem IV a. If both \x] and [a]
r

are given matrices having any assigned ranks

p and a consistent with the necessary conditions (B) and (C), and (as is possible) so chosen

that the equation (A) admits of finite solutions for \b] ,
then we can determine a solution

\b\ of rank ft when and only when' ft is an integer consistent with the necessary conditions

(B) and (C).

This theorem remains true when we interchange [a] , [b] and a, ft.

Let
[a;] and [a] have any assigned ranks p and a consistent with (B) and (C).

Eliminating ft from (B) and (C) we see that the possible values of p and a are those

consistent with the conditions

cKfcO, a^>r, ajfm; p <fc 0, p }> a, p n................... (3)

Now if Fa] is any given matrix of rank a we can determine a matrix \x\ of rank pL Jm L Jm
whose vertical rows are connected with the vertical rows of [aY when and only whenm

p <
0, p 'jp a, p ^> n. Consequently we can always determine matrices \x] , [a\

r
which

have any assigned ranks consistent with the conditions (3), i.e. with the conditions (B) and

(C), and are such that the equation (A) admits of finite solutions for [6] .

When \x\ and [a] are any given matrices determined in this way, we see from

Theorem I of 132 that the possible ranks of the solutions [b] of the equation (A) are

given by
(1)

and these are the values of ft consistent with the conditions (B) and (C) when p and a have

assigned values.

Thus the theorem is true when [x] and [a]
r

are given ; and in a similar way we can

show that it is true when [x]
- and [61 are given.L J m L J r

We will now give a summary of all the foregoing theorems.

Summary A. In every product of two matrices of the form (A) the

product matrix and the factor matrices can have any ranks consistent with

their orders and with the necessary conditions of 133. This is the case even

under the following circumstances:

(1) When one of the factor matrices is given.

(2) When the product matrix is given.

(3) When both the product matrix and one of the factor matrices are given

and are so chosen that the equation (A) admits of solution for the

other factor matrix.

Ex. v. If the matrix [b] has rank n, the rank of the product matrix [c] =[]
r

[&]*

is equal to n q, where q is the number of unconnected solutions of the equation [a]
r
x =0

m\ i

connected with the active (or vertical) rows of [b] .
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If the matrix [a]
r
has rank m, the rank of the product matrix [c] =[] [b] is equal

r-1*
1

r-,

to mp, where p is the number of unconnected solutions of the equation b x =0
<~*n <~~>

r

connected with the active (or horizontal) rows of [a] .

It will be sufficient to prove the first result. We will denote the rank of [c]

n
by n-t,

and show that t=q.

Since the equation \c\ x =0 has t unconnected solutions, there exists a matrix

k of rank t such that

\cf T' =\aY [6]* A =0,L J L J L J

where =[6]"

, ,' , ,

By 131 the matrix /3 has the same rank t as k . Therefore the vertical rows of
1

'r
' 'n

, . r r-,

/3 are i unconnected solutions of the equation [a] x = connected with the active
^r m>

'r

rows of [6] .

It follows that q < t.

ii 9 ,1

Again by supposition there exists a matrix /3 of rank q and a matrix k (which by
<~~>

r
'

'n

131 must also have rank q) such that

[<K =o
> S'=M;T[.

The last two equations show that

r i r mn rT1

'1
r ^ n T1 ^ ^

[a] [ol ^ =|cl k =0.L J m L J r !_i

L J m i_i

i n

Thus the equation [c] x =0 has
<?

unconnected solutions and therefore (or bym '

'n

Theorem I) the rank of [c] cannot exceed n q, i.e. we must have n - 1 ^> n - q, or

?>*
It follows that t= q.

Ex. vi. Theorem. // the matrices [a] and [b] have respectively ranks a and /3,

and if the product matrix [c]

H
=ra]

r

("61

n
has rank p, then- J m L J m LJ r

p=a-p=p-q,
_ T

where p is the greatest number of unconnected solutions of the equation b x = connected
1

'n
'

'r

with the active (or horizontal) roios of [a] ,
and q is the greatest number of unconnected

solutions of the equation [a]
r

x =0 connected with the active (or vertical) rows of [b]

n
.
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Let [>!]
^
be a vertical minor of [&]" of rank /3. Then there exists a matrix []" of

rank such that

By 8 131 the matrix \c\

n
has the same rank as \aY [blv \

ft

,
and by Ex. iii the lastLJm LJ

wi
UJ r

product matrix has rank /3
-

q, where q is the number of unconnected solutions of the

equation [a]
r
1? = connected with the vertical rows of [biv] ,

i.e. with the vertical rows

of [&]*.J r

Thus we have p=ftq; and similarly we can show that p =ap.

2. Products of three matrices.

If [a] , [6] , [c] are matrices of given orders having ranks a, (3, 7, and

if the product matrix

has rank p, we see from 133 that the integers a, /3, 7, p must satisfy the

conditions

p^O, p^-a, p^p, p^y, p + r + s^a + P + y; ...... (B')

a^O, a^m, a^r; 0{0, /3$r, *; 7 ^0, y$s, 7^; ...(C')

where the conditions a^f. 0, /3^ 0, 7^: in (C') are superfluous when we take

(B') and (C') together.

The conditions (B') and (C') include

p^O, p$m, p^r, p^s, p^n................(D')

They reduce to (D') when we eliminate a, ft and 7 ;
and they reduce to

(C') when we eliminate
p.

When we eliminate a, /3, 7 respectively we obtain

/3^Q, p-jfr, p$s; 7 { 0, 7 8> 7 $n; p^ 0, p $ &, p ^7, p $ m ;

...... (a')

(), a $m, a^r; 7 ^ 0, 7 :(> s, 7 ^>?i; p^: 0, p a, p ^7; ...(b')

a^O, a$m, a$r; (3 jiO, /3 $r, /3 $s; p^i 0, p ^>a, p ^ ft p $n.
...... (c')

When we eliminate a and 7 we obtain

where the condition /3 <j:
is superfluous.

Here m, r, s, n are any given positive integers which are not less than 1.

We may however consider that the value is permissible for each of these

quantities when we regard a matrix one of whose orders is as non-existent

and replaceable as a factor by the scalar number 0.
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We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem I b. If \x] is a given matrix having any assigned rank p consistent with

the necessary conditions (B') and (C') 5
i-e- with the conditions (D'), we can determine matrices

[a]
r

,[b]
s

, \c\

n
of assigned ranks a, /3, y satisfying the equation (A') when and only when

a, /3, y are integers consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the

conditions

By Exs. i and ii we can determine matrices \a~\

r
of rank a and \c] of rank y such thatL J m L J

s

the vertical rows of \x\ are connected with the vertical rows of [aY and the horizontal
L J m J m

rows of [#] are connected with the horizontal rows of [c] when and only whenL J m L J
s

J

a<Kp> >>*, a^f>m; y<p, y^>s, y$>n......................(5)

Again when [a] and [c] are any given matrices thus determined having any ranks

a and /3 consistent with (5), the equation (A') admits of solution for [6]

s

,
and by 132.3 it

has solutions of rank /3 when and only when

/3<p, P3>r, /3;j>s, a +/3+y^p+r+ s.........................(6)

Since the conditions (D'), (5) and (6) are together equivalent to the conditions (B') and

(C'), it follows that the equation (A') can be satisfied by matrices [a]

r

, [b]

8

, [c]

n
having

any ranks a, /3, y consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C').

COROLLARY 1. We can determine matrices [a] , [6] , [c] , [x] satisfying the

equation (A') and having any assigned ranks a, /3, y, p consistent with the necessary conditions

(B') and (C').

COROLLARY 2. When a, ft, y have any assigned values consistent with the necessary

conditions (C'), the possible ranks of the product matrix \x] are those consistent with the

conditions (B').

Theorem II to. If [of] , [a] , [c] are given matrices having any assigned ranks

p, a, y consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions (b'), and

(as is possible) so chosen that the equation (A') admits of solution for [6]* ,
t/ien the possible

ranks of the solutions [b] are the values of /3 consistent with the necessary conditions

(B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions

/3<p, 0;K /3;|>s, a+ p+ y$> P + r+s.........................(6)

Since the conditions (D') and (5) in Theorem 16 are together equivalent to the

conditions (b'), we see that the condition that (A') shall admit of solution for [b]

s

imposes

no restriction on the possible ranks of [a]

r

, [c]

n
, [#]" which is not already imposed by

the necessary conditions (B
7

) and (C'). For (b') are the conditions that it shall be possible

to determine matrices
|>]^, M^> \^T of ranks p, a, y and some matrix [6]* satisfying

the equation (A'). Accordingly, as shown in the proof of Theorem 1 6, the above theorem
is true.
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Theorem. Ill b. If [x]
n
and [6]

s

are given matrices having any assigned ranks

p and ft consistent with t/ie necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions (d'), we

can determine matrices [a] , [c] of ranks a, y satisfying the equation (A') when and only

when a and y are integers consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with tfie

conditions

a</), ajfr, a}>m; Y^P, 7^ s
> y$>n; a+ /3+y ;j>p + r+ s.......(7)

Using Ex. i of 115 we can write

where [p] and [q]

s

are given matrices of ranks j3.

fi 71

By Theorem III a we can determine matrices [u] , [V| of ranks A, & satisfying the

equation [u] [v]
=

(X)
W
when and only when

h$>m, k^n................ (8)

Again when \u\^ , [v]"j
are any two given matrices determined in this manner having

any ranks h and k consistent with (8), the equations

KM; -Ml- w;w;-w;
admit of solutions for \a]

r
and [c] respectively, and it follows from Theorems I and II

of 132 that we can determine solutions [a] , [cl of ranks a, y when and only whenL Jm L J
s

yjf>n, p+ y$>k+ s.............(9)

The inequalities obtained by eliminating h and k from (8) and (9) are equivalent to

(B') and (C'), i.e. to (d') and (7); and this establishes the theorem.

All the foregoing results can be summarised in the following way.

Summary B. In every product of three matrices of the form (A') the

product matrix and the factor matrices can have any ranks consistent with

their orders and with the necessary conditions of 133 for that product. This

is the case even under the following circumstances :

(1) When the product matrix is given.

(2) When any one of the factor matrices is given.

(3) When both the product matrix and the middle factor matrix are given.

(4) When the product matrix and one or both of the extreme factor
matrices are given, provided that when either extreme factor matrix

is given it is so chosen that the equation (A) admits of solution for
the product of the remaining two factor matrices.

The following examples deal with the case in which [x] , [b] , [c] are

given. We have similar results when [x] , [a] , [&]" are given.
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Ex. vii. Let [a]
r

, [&]" , [ej , [x]
n

be matrices of ranks a, /3, y, p satisfying the

equation (A'), and let [b]

s

[c]

n
have rank cr. Then if we write

we see by applying 133 to these last two products that the integers a, , y, p, a- must

satisfy the conditions

a^>m, .....................(11)

y$>n......................(12)

When we eliminate cr from (11) and (12) we obtain (B') and (C').

If [x] is a given matrix having any rank p consistent with these conditions, i.e. with

the conditions (D'), we can by Theorem III a determine matrices [a] , [y] of ranks a, <r

satisfying the second of the equations (10) when and only when the conditions (11) are

satisfied; and if [a] , [y] are any two given matrices determined in this way, we can

determine matrices [b]

s

, [c]

n
of ranks /3, y satisfying the first of the equations (10) when

and only when the conditions (12) are satisfied.

Thus the equation (A') can be satisfied when a, #, y, p, <r have any assigned values

satisfying the necessary conditions (11) and (12), and this is true even when \x\ is a given

matrix.

Leaving cr arbitrary and eliminating a we deduce that :

When the equation (A') admits of solution for [a] ,
the integers /3, y, p, a- can have any

assigned values consistent ivith the necessary conditions (11) and (12), and this is true even

when [#] is a given matrix.

Ex. viii. When the equation (A') is satisfied or admits of solution for [a] > the

possible values of p and o- are those consistent with the conditions

p<0, p-jf-m; 0-^f.p, o-j>r, <r^s, <r$>n................... (13)

When p and o- have any given values consistent with these conditions the possible

values of /3 and y are those consistent with the conditions (11) and (12).

Ex. ix. When the equation (A') is satisfied or admits of solution for [a]

r
,
the possible

values of p, |3, y are those consistent with the conditions (11) and (12), i.e. those consistent

with the conditions (B') and (C'); and when p, /3, y are given the possible values of cr are

those consistent with the conditions

Thus the condition that (A') shall admit of solution for [a]

r

imposes no restrictions on

the values of p, )3, y in addition to those given by (B') and (C').

Ex. x. If [x] , [b] , [c] are three given matrices of ranks p, ft, y so determined that

the equation (A') admits of solution for \a\
r

,
and if [b]

s

[c]

n
has rank

tr,
the possible ranks

a of the solutions [a] are those consistent with the conditions

a<p, a^>m,

i.e. those consistent with the conditions (B') and (C').
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This follows from Theorem IV a. Thus the possible values of a are the same when

[x]
n
,[&]*, [c]

n
are given as when only p and o- are given.

135. Possible ranks of the product matrix and the factor

matrices in any matrix product.

If [a\
v

, \b]
q

. \c\

r

..\k]
w

, \l}

n
are matrices of given orders havingm p <i v w

ranks a, /3, 7, ... K, X, and if the product matrix

r ..TI r -.p rl -.q r -.r 70 n ...

[x\ =[a] [1] [c] ...[] [I] .....................(A)LJ
OT

J m LJ p
l

--'q
J v L J w

has rank p, we see from 133 that the integers a, {3, 7, ... K, X, p must satisfy

the conditions

/c, p^X; ............(B)

+... + fc + \; ......(C)

..\^0, \$w, \^>n.

......(D)
The conditions (B), (C), (D) include

p^Q, p^m, p^p, p$q,...p3>w, p^n.............(E)

They reduce to (E) when we eliminate a, /3, 7, . . . K, \ ;
and they reduce

to (D) when we eliminate p.

We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem I. If [a?]
is a given matrix having any assigned rank p

consistent with the necessary conditions (B), (C), (D), i.e. with the conditions (E),

we can determine matrices [a] , [6] , [c] ,
. . . [&] , [7] of assigned ranks

a, /3, 7, . . . if, \ satisfying the equation (A) when and only when a, j3, 7, ... K,\
are integers consistent with the necessary conditions (B), (C), (D).

It has been shown in 134 that the theorem is true for products of two

and three matrices. We will now suppose that there are more than three

factor matrices.

[&]]...[ =[, ........................(1)

so that [<[y];M>D<, ........................(2)

and let [y] have rank a: We will suppose that the theorem is true for the

product (1), and show that it must then be true for the product (A).

By Exs. i and ii of 134 we can determine matrices [al* , [l]

n
of ranks

ni w

a, X which are such that (2) admits of solution for [?/] when and only when

a^p, a^p, ctjf-m; X-p, X
:}> w, \^>n..........(3)
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Let [a]
P

, [l]

n
be any given matrices determined in this way and having

any ranks a, \ consistent with (3). Then by 132.3 the equation (2) has

solutions [y\

w
of rank <r when and only when

and therefore it has solutions of rank <r when <r is any integer satisfying the

conditions

v^p, a-^p, or $>q, ... trlf-v, a + a + \^> p+p + w, ......(4)

which are consistent with one another by virtue of (E) and (3).

Let [y\ be any given solution of (2) having any rank <r consistent with (4).

Then by the hypothesis we can determine matrices [b] ,[c] ,
... [k~] satisfying

the equation (1) and having any ranks ft, 7, ... K consistent with the

conditions

o-4-O, a- $ft, a- :}>7, ... <r^K] ................. ....(B')

a- + q + r + ...+v<kft + y+ . .. + ;
............... (C')

ft^p, ft^q; y$q, y$r; ... K$V, tc^w..........(D')

Thus the equation (A) can be satisfied when a, ft, 7, . . . K, X, a have any

integral values consistent with (B'), (C'), (D'), (3) and (4). When we

eliminate <r from these five sets of conditions, observing that p and

in (4) all inequalities except the first and last are superfluous, we obtain the

conditions (B), (C), (D). This shows that we can determine matrices [a] ,

[b] ,[c] ,
... [k] , [l]

n
of ranks a, ft, y, ... K,\ satisfying the equation (A)

when a, /3, 7, ... K, \ are any integers satisfying the necessary conditions

(B), (C), (D).

We have now proved that if the theorem is true for the product (1), it is

true for the product (A). If then it is true for all products of t matrices,

where t is any positive integer not less than 2, it is true for all products
of t + 2 matrices. Since it is true for all products of two and three matrices,

it must be true for every matrix product.

COROLLARY 1. We can determine matrices \x\
n

. Fal^ , \b~\

q
. .. ITl" whichJ m ' -'m '

p 10

satisfy the equation (A) and have the assigned ranks p, a, ft, ...\ when and

only when p, a, ft, ...\ are integers satisfying the necessary conditions (B),

(C), (D).

COROLLARY 2. If [a] , [b~\

q

, ...[l]

n
are matrices having the assigned

ranks a, ft, ... A, whose elements are arbitrary, the possible values of the rank p

of their product (A) are those consistent with the necessary conditions

(B), (C), (D).
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COROLLARY 3. If [x] is a given matrix having any assigned rank p

consistent with the necessary conditions (B), (C), (D), i.e. with the conditions (E),

we can determine matrices [b] ,[c] , ... [k~\ which have the assigned ranks

/9, 7, ... K, and are such that the equation (A) admits of solutions for [a] , [Z]

when and only when /3, j, ... K are integers consistent with the necessary

conditions (B), (C), (D), i.e. when and only when they satisfy the conditions

(B'), (C'), (D')v

For it is possible to determine integers a and A, satisfying the conditions

(B), (C), (D) when and only when the integers ft, 7, ... K are chosen in

this way.

Theorem II. If in (A) the product matrix [x] and every alternate

factor matrix beginning from the first or second are given having any assigned

ranks consistent with the necessary conditions (B), (C), (D), then we can

determine the remaining alternate factor matrices so that they satisfy the

equation (A) and have any assigned ranks which are consistent with the

necessary conditions (B), (C), (D), provided only that:

(1) When the first factor matrix is given, the vertical rows of [x]

n
are

connected with the vertical rows of [a] .J m

(2) When the last factor matrix is given, the horizontal rows of [x\ are

connected with the horizontal rows of [Z] .

It has been shown in 134 that this theorem is true for products of two

and three matrices. Knowing this we can prove the theorem by induction.

We consider separately the following three cases which include all possible

cases.

CASE I. When the first factor matrix is not given.

In this case
[b~\

q
is a given matrix of rank /3 and can be expressed in the form

where the two matrices on the right are given undegenerate matrices of rank |3, and we

can write

where

We will make the hypothesis that the theorem is true for the product (7), and we will

show that it must then be true for the product (A).
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By Theorem I we can determine matrices [S] , [T]
n

of ranks <r, T satisfying the

equation (5) when and only when

(T^f-m, r$>n................(8)

Again if [S] , [T^
1

are any two given matrices determined in this way and having

any ranks o-, T consistent with the necessary conditions (8), it follows from Theorem IV a

of 134 that we can determine a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the equation (6) when

and only when

(r<|:0, <r}>n, o>/3, o-+p<a+ /3, a^m; .....................(9)

and it follows from the hypothesis that we can determine the unknown factor matrices

occurring on the right in (7), which are the alternate factor matrices beginning with

[c] ,
so that they satisfy the equation (7) and have ranks y, e, ... when and only when

r<0, r}>/3, r^y, ... T^K, r^X;
^

+A; I ............... (10)

It is here assumed that when [71 is known, the horizontal rows of \x\ are connected
L J

iv
L Jm

with the horizontal rows of [I] . When this is so, the horizontal rows of [T]
n

are

connected with the horizontal rows of [l]

n

,
for by prefixing an inverse prefactor of [S]

ft

on both sides of (5) we see that the horizontal rows of [T]
n

are connected with the

horizontal rows of \x\
n

.L J m

Thus we can determine the unknown factor matrices [a\
p

, [c]

r

,
... in (A) so that they

satisfy the equation (A) and have the assigned ranks a, y, ... when and only when we can

determine integers or and T so that the conditions (8), (9) and (10) are satisfied. Now
when we eliminate a- and r from (8), (9) and (10) we obtain the conditions (B), (C) and (D).

Therefore this is possible when and only when a, y, ... satisfy the conditions (B), (C),

(D), where p, /3, 8, ... are given integers consistent with those conditions.

It follows that if the theorem is true for the product (7), then it is true for the

product (A).

CASE II. When the last factor matrix is not given.

In this case
[&]^

is a given matrix of rank *, and we can proceed in a similar way.

We express \}c]

w
in the form

E;-M;OT>
Then writing [>]

n =
[T1

K
[SI

n
,J m L J m L J K '

where Ml =[* [1%,

and mi-Mirox [*]:. ..............................(")

we show that if the theorem is true for the product (11), then it is true for the

product (A).
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CASE III. When both the first and the last factor matrices are given.

In this case \a~\
v
and 171 are given matrices of ranks a and X. Also the vertical rows

L Jm L Jw

of \x\
n

are connected with the vertical rows of [VI
p

,
and the horizontal rows of \x\

n
are

L J
HI

J m J m

connected with the horizontal rows of [I] .L Jw

We define [y]
w

as in (1), make the hypothesis that the theorem is true for the

product (1), and show that it must then be true for the product (A).

By Theorem II 6 of 134 we can determine matrices [a]
p

, [y]
w

, \l\

n
of ranks a, <r, X

satisfying the equation (2) when and only when

w<a <r X

Again when [a\
v

, [y\
W

, [fj are any three given matrices determined in this way, it

follows from the hypothesis that we can determine the unknown factor matrices in (1),

i.e. the alternate factor matrices beginning with [6]
9
and ending with [#J ,

so that they

satisfy the equation (1) and have ranks /3, S, ... K. when and only when

(13)

Thus we can determine the unknown factor matrices [6]
9

,
... []'" in (A) so that they

satisfy the equation (A) and have the assigned ranks /3, 8, . . . < when and only when we can

determine an integer a so that the conditions (12) and (13) are satisfied. Now when

we eliminate a- from these conditions, we obtain the conditions (B), (C), (D). Therefore

this is possible when and only when /3, 8, ... < satisfy the conditions (B), (C), (D), where

p, a, y, ... X are given integers consistent with those conditions.

It follows that if the theorem is true for the product (1), then it is true for the

product (A).

From the results proved in Cases I, II and III we conclude that if

Theorem II is true for all products of t and t + 1 matrices, where t is any

integer which is not less than 2, then it is true for all products of + 2 matrices.

Since it is true for all products of two and three matrices, it follows in

succession that it is true for all products of 2, 3, ... t matrices, i.e. it is true

for all matrix products.

We now give a summary of the results obtained.

Summary. In every matrix product of the form (A) the product matrix

and the factor matrices can have any ranks consistent with their orders and the

necessary conditions of 133 for that product This is the case even when the

product matrix or any one of the factor matrices is given ; and even when

the product matrix and any number of the factor matrices, no two of which

are consecutive, are given ; provided that when an extreme factor matrix is

given, the equation (A) admits of solution for the complementary factor.

c. 11. 13
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Ex. The equation (A) admits of solution whenever at least one factor matrix is

unknown, provided that when the product matrix and an extreme factor matrix are both

given the equation admits of solution for the complementary factor on the right. To

obtain the possible ranks of the solutions we replace every set of consecutive given factor

matrices by its product matrix. We then obtain an equation of the same form in which

no two consecutive factor matrices are given, and the possible ranks of the unknown

matrices are then given by Theorem II applied to this new equation.

136. Possible ranks of the product matrix and the factor

matrices in any product of two or three matrices which is

self-conjugate in form.

In this article we shall make use of some of the results proved in

Chapter xvn.

1. Symmetric products of two matrices.

If [a]'" is a matrix of given orders having rank a, and if the self-

conjugate product matrix
i \

>'

r ~i r ~i

1 3T\ -~
(1 I ft I

has rank p, we see from 133 that the integers a and p must satisfy the

conditions

p*0, p$a, p+r^2a; (B)

and a^m; (C)

which include the conditions

a{0, a$r, a$m; (D)

and p
< 0, p $ m, p^r (E)

These conditions reduce to (D) when we eliminate a ; and they reduce to

(C) when we eliminate p.

We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem la. If the matrix [a] has any assigned rank a consistent with the necessary

conditions (D), and if its elements are otherwise arbitrary, then the possible values of the

rank p of the product (A) are those consistent with the conditions (B), i.e. p can have any
value consistent with the necessary conditions (B) and (C).

We know that p must satisfy the conditions (B). It remains to show that p can have

any value which is consistent with them. To see this let p be any integer satisfying the

conditions (B). Then if v 1, we obtain a matrix [a]
m
which has rank a and is such

that the product a [a]
m
has rank p when

1 'm

"l, 0,

0, 1,

P
l, 0, O

nP '

r^ _,p..- P .

_0, 0, 0_

r ^m
[a] = 0, 0,

L0, 0, 0_
p, a p, m

p, a.p, a-p, r+p-1*.
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NOTE. In Ex. xiv of 160 it is shown that a general formula for all matrices [a] of

rank a which are such that the product a \a\
m
has rank p is

1 'm

_. p, a-p, m a.

1, 0,

r
, m r 0, 1,

\a\ =
\l\1 J -

0, i,

0, 0,
p, a-p, ap, r+pZa

where
\]c\

m
is any undegenerate square matrix of order TO, and [l]

r
is any matrix such

that

Ex. i. If [a]
m

is undegenerate and has rank r, then :

(1) The product [a] a can have rank p when and only when

(2) The product
"

\a\
m
must have rank r.

TO
r

Theorem II a. If \x\ is a given self-conjugate matrix having any assigned rank p,

we can determine a matrix [a\
m
of rank a satisfying the equation (A) when and only when

a is an integer consistent with the conditions

a<p, a-Jf-m, 2a%>r+ p, ................................. (F)

which include the conditions p^>r, p ^> m, a ^> r.

We know from (B) and (C) that the conditions (F) must be satisfied. Conversely
if a is any integer satisfying these conditions, it is shown in 160.4 that we can determine

a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the equation (A) ; and this establishes the theorem.

In fact the formula of the Note gives solutions when

T P

[*]" = [*]",
m

and it is shown in Ex. xvi of 147 that this last equation admits of solutions for [k]

m
.

Since p must be such that p<0, the conditions (F) are equivalent to the necessary
conditions (B) and (C). Eliminating a from (F) or from (B) and (C) we see that:

There exists a matrix [a\ satisfying the equation (A) when and only when the rank p of

[x\ satisfies the necessary conditions

p<0, p}> ?
, p^r. . ...................................(E)

Ex. ii. We can deduce Theorem I a from Theorem II a. For the conditions (F) are

equivalent to (B) and (G) or to (D) and (B), and Theorem II a shows that the equation (A)

can be satisfied when a has any value consistent with the orders of [a]
m

,
and p has any

value consistent with the conditions (B).

132
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We can summarise the foregoing two theorems in the following way.

Summary A. In every product of two mutually conjugate matrices the

product matrix and the factor matrices can have any ranks consistent with their

orders and with the necessary conditions of 133. This is the case even when

the product matrix is given.

i ^ T

Ex. iii. If the matrix [a] has rank a, then the product matrix a [a] has rank a s,

fn

where s is the greatest number of unconnected solutions of the equation a x = connected
1 'm '

'r

with the vertical roivs of [a] .

This follows from Ex. v of 134.

Ex. iv. If a is undeaenerate and has rank r, then the product matrix [a] a has

rank r-s, where s is the rank of the greatest spacelet which is contained in and is orthogonal
i i

*"

with the spacelet a>r
= a .

'

'n

2. Symmetric products of three matrices.

If [a] is a matrix of given orders having rank a, if [b] is a symmetric

matrix of rank ft, and if the self-conjugate product matrix

[Vf =V [b]

r

[a]

m
(A')L Jm -

,

L J r L J
r~~'m

has rank p, we see from 133 that the integers a, ft, p must satisfy the

conditions

p^O, p-^a, p^ft, p + 2r<j;2a + /3; (B')

and H:0, a$m, a^r; ft^O, /3:f>r; (C')

where the conditions a
<j: 0, /3 <j: 0, a ^ r in (C') are superfluous when we take

(B
7

) and (C') together.

The conditions (B') and (C') include

P 4'0, p$m, p^r (D')

They reduce to (D') when we eliminate a and /3 ;
and they reduce to (C')

when we eliminate p.

When we eliminate a, ft respectively, they reduce to

0^0, ft^ r .

p ^o, p }/3, p^m- (a)

a^:0, a^m, a^r; p<{:0, p^a. (b)

We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem I b. If \x\ is a given self-conjugate matrix having any assigned rank p

consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. ivith the conditions (D'), we can
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determine a matrix [a] and a self-conjugate matrix [6] which satisfy the equation (A') and

have the assigned ranks a and ft when and only when a and ft are integers consistent with the

necessary conditions (B') and (C').

By Ex. ii of 134 wo can determine a matrix [a] of rank a such that the horizontal

rows of [x] are connected with the horizontal rows of [a] when and only when

a<fcp, a^f-r, a^-m (1)

Again when [a]
m

is any given matrix determined in this way and having any rank a

consistent with the conditions (1), the equation (A') admits of solution for [6] and by

Theorem IV of 132 it has symmetric solutions [6]

r
of rank ft when and only when

/HP, 0;K ft+ 2a$>p + 2r (2)

Since the conditions (1) and (2) are together equivalent to the conditions (B') and (C'),

it follows that we can determine a matrix [a] of rank a and a symmetric matrix \b]

r
of

rank ft which satisfy the equation (A') when a and ft are any assigned integers consistent

with the necessary conditions (B') and (C').

COROLLARY 1. We can determine a matrix \a\ of rank a and symmetric matrices

[6] , [x] of ranks ft, p which satisfy the equation (A') when a, ft, p are any assigned integers

consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C').

COROLLARY 2. When the matrix [a\ and the symmetric matrix [b] have any assigned

ranks a and ft consistent with tlve necessary conditions (C'), we can determine their elements so

that the symmetric product matrix \x] has any assigned rank p consistent with the necessary

conditions (B').

COROLLARY 3. We can determine a symmetric matrix [x\

m
of rank p and a matrix

[a] of rank a which are such that the equation (A') admits of solution for [b] when p and

a are any assigned integers consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with tlie

necessary conditions (b).

For the conditions (D') and (1) in Theorem I b are equivalent to the conditions (b).

Thus the conditions that [#] shall be symmetric and that (A') shall admit of solution for

[6] impose no restriction on the possible values of p and a which is not already imposed

by the necessary conditions (B') and (C').

Theorem II b. If [x] and [a] are a given symmetric matrix and a given matrix

having any ranks p and a consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the

conditions (b), and (as is possible) so chosen that the equation (A') admits of solution for

\b~\

r

,
then the possible ranks of the symmetric solutions [b]

r
are the values of ft consistent

with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions (2).

By Corollary 3 to Theorem I b the given integers p and a can have any values con-

sistent with (b) when [x\
m

is symmetric and (A') admits of solution for [6]

r
. Accordingly

it is shown in the proof of Theorem I b that the above theorem is true.
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Theorem III b. If [x]

m
and [b]

r
are given symmetric matrices having any assigned

ranks p and /3 consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions (a),

we can determine a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the equation (A') when and only when

a is an integer consistent with the necessary conditions (B') and (C'), i.e. with the conditions

a<p, a$>m, 2a+/3>>p+ 2r............................... (3)

The equation in this case is equivalent to that considered in 162.

As shown in 160 and 145 we can express the given symmetric matrix [b]

r
in the

t
_jj3

form
\b~\

r = c [c\

r

,
where [c]

r
is a given undegenerate matrix of rank /3; and the

equation (A') is then satisfied when and only when

/A\
(
4

)

r -\
m r -\ r r -\

m /,/\
where [y]

ft

=
[c\ p [a\f

........................................ (4')

By Theorem II a or 161 we can determine a matrix [?/] of rank a- satisfying the

equation (4) when and only when

(5)

Again when [y] is any matrix of rank /3 determined in this way and having any rank

a- consistent with (5), it follows from Theorem I of 132 or from 134 that we can

determine a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the equation (4') when and only when

a<o-, a^>m, a+ P$>tr+ r.................................. (6)

When we eliminate <r from (5) and (6), we obtain the conditions (3). This shows that

we can determine a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the equation (A') when and only when

a is an integer satisfying the conditions (3). Since the conditions (a) and (3) are together

equivalent to (B') and (C'), the possible values of a are those consistent with the conditions

(B') and (C').

The foregoing results can be summarised as follows.

Summary B. In every symmetric product of three matrices of the

form (A') the product matrix and the factor matrices can have any ranks

consistent with their orders and with the necessary conditions of 133 for that

product. This is the case even under the following circumstances :

(1) When the product matrix is given.

(2) When any one of the factor matrices is given.

(3) When both the product matrix and the middle factor matrix are given.

(4) When the product matrix and the two extreme factor matrices are

given, provided that the extreme factor matrices are so chosen that

the equation (A') admits of solution for the middle factor matrix.
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Ex. v. If \b] is a given undegenerate symmetric matrix, and if [a] is a given matrix

having the assigned rank a whose elements are otherwise arbitrary, then tfie possible
_ y

ranks of the product [x\
= a [b] [a] are the same as the possible ranks of the

9*

product a fal .

^m r

i^
We can see this directly by expressing [b]

r
iti the form [6]

r = c [c]

r

,
where [c]

r
is

1

'r

a given undegenerate square matrix. We then have

where [<*)*=[]*-

When [a] has rank a and its elements receive all possible values subject to this

condition, then [d] has rank a and its elements receive all possible values subject to this

condition.

137. Possible ranks of the product matrix and the factor

matrices in any matrix product which is self-conjugate in

form.

A self-conjugate or symmetric matrix product containing an odd number

of factors has the form

r i 1) i t
. V

- -.m ' ' '

,
' ' ' '

.
' ._ .- v _ . _ u ~q -, -p r ~m / * \

[x\ m
= a b c ... k [l] v [k]

v .-.[c] r
[b] [a] , (A)

where [l]

v
and \x\ are symmetric matrices. If a, /3, 7, ... K, \, p are the

ranks of [a] , [6] , [c] , . . . [k] , \T\ , \oc\ ,
then these integers must satisfy

the conditions

;
...... (A')

These are the restrictions imposed on the ranks by the orders of the

matrices and by the necessary conditions of 133 for the product (A). They
are the same as the corresponding conditions for the product obtained by

prefixing and postfixing [1] in the product on the right in (A).

A self-conjugate or symmetric matrix product containing an even number

of factors has the form

___ p -. q ^_^ 7* __ i) __ i#

[*]"-a b c ... k I [n*rA]"...[o]
f
'm*[o]" l ...(B)
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where [x\ is a symmetric matrix. If a, /3, 7, . . . K, X, p are the ranks of

\a\
m

, \b~\

P
, \c]

q
.. [&]" , \l\

v

, \%\
m

, then these integers must satisfy the
J L J J

P

conditions

...(B')

ar)>ra, a

These are the conditions imposed on the ranks by the orders of the

matrices and by the necessary conditions of 133 for the product (B). They
are the same as the corresponding conditions for the product obtained by

inserting the middle factor [1] in the product on the right in (B).

In both the products (A) and (B) the following condition must also be

satisfied :

The two extreme factor matrices must be such that the horizontal rows

of \x\ are connected with the horizontal rows of \a] ..........(C)J L J m J
p

We will now prove the theorems which follow.

Theorem I a. // in (A) the matrix [x] is a given symmetric matrix

having any rank p consistent with the necessary conditions (A'), i.e. with the

necessary conditions

p^Q, p^m, p^p, p^>q, ... p$u, p$v, ............ (1)

then we can determine the factor matrices on the right so that they satisfy the

equation (A) and have any assigned ranks which are consistent with the

necessary conditions (A').

It is to be understood that the middle factor matrix FZl" is to be soJ v

determined as to be symmetric.

It has been shown in 136 that the theorem is true for symmetric

products of three matrices. Let there be at least five factor matrices in (A),

and let

that

We will make the hypothesis that the theorem is true for the product (2),

and show that it must then be true for the product (A).
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By 136 we can determine a symmetric matrix [y] of rank cr and

a matrix [a]"* of rank a satisfying (3) when and only when

p-^0, p^-a, p^-cr; p

a
:J> m, a ^> p; <r ^ p.

Again if [y]
1 '

and [a] are any two given matrices determined in this

way, it follows from the hypothesis that we can determine a symmetric

matrix [l] of rank X and matrices [6]
7

', [c]

q

,
... [k]

u
of ranks @, y, ... K

satisfying (2) when and only when

0, cr
^>- /?, cr ^> 7, ... cr ^> K, cr

^p-
X

;

-.(5)

When we eliminate cr from (4) and (5), we obtain the conditions (A').

We conclude that it is possible to determine the factor matrices in (A) so that

they have assigned ranks and satisfy the equation (A) when and only when
their ranks are consistent with (4) and (5), i.e. with (A').

Thus if the theorem is true for the symmetric product (2), it is true for

the symmetric product (A) ;
and if it is true for all symmetric products of

2 + 1 matrices, then it must be true for all symmetric products of 2 + 3

matrices. Since it is true for all symmetric products of three matrices, it

follows that it is true for all symmetric products of the form (A).

COROLLARY 1 a. We can determine symmetric matrices \x\ , \l\ of ranks

p, \ and matrices [a] , [6] ,
. . . [Ic] of ranks a, /3, ... K which satisfy the

equation (A) when and only when p, a, {3, ... K, X are integers which satisfy the

necessary conditions (A').

COROLLARY 2 a. If [a] , [b] ,
... [k] , [1] are matrices having the

assigned ranks a, ft, . . . K, X whose elements are arbitrary subject to the condition

that [I] is symmetric, the possible values of the rank p of the symmetric

product (A) are those consistent with the necessary conditions (A').

COROLLARY 3 a. If \x\ is a given symmetric matrix having any assigned

rank p consistent with the necessary conditions (1), we can determine a symmetric

matrix [1]

"

of rank X and matrices [b]

'

, [c]

1

,
... [k] of ranks @, y, ... K

which are such that the equation (A) admits of solution for [a] when and only

when /3, 7, . . . K, X are integers consistent with the necessary conditions (A').
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Theorem I b. If in (B) the matrix \x\ is a given symmetric matrix

having any rank p consistent with the necessary conditions (B'), i.e. with the

necessary conditions

p^Q, p^p, p$q, ... p^u, p$v, p^w, (!')

then we can determine the factor matrices on the right so that they satisfy the

equation (B) and have any assigned ranks consistent with the necessary

conditions (B').

It has been shown in 136 that the theorem is true for symmetric

products of two matrices. Let there be at least four factors in (B), and let

I 1<7 I >
r

I 1" , ,>

[y]
P =b c ... k I H [*]... W'lHV (2/)JJ
P ^--p^q ^ u ^ V

L -*>
L J v J r L -V

r- I)

so that M a \y~\

P
\a~\

m
...(3'}L J m

, , m
Lyj

p
L J

p

Then proceeding as in the proof of Theorem I a we can show that if the

theorem is true for the product (2'), it is also true for the product (B) ;
i.e. if

it is true for all symmetric products of 2t matrices, then it must be true for

all symmetric products of 2t + 2 matrices. Since it is true for all symmetric

products of two matrices, it follows that it is true for all matrix products of

the form (B).

COROLLARY 1 b. We can determine a symmetric matrix [#] of rank p

and matrices [a] ,[b] , ... [1] of ranks a, ft, ... X luhich satisfy the equation

(B) when and only when p, a, @, . . . X are integers which satisfy the necessary

conditions (B').

COROLLARY 26. If \a~\

m
, [61

P
, .. ffl are matrices having the assigned

p q w

ranks a, /3, ... X whose elements are arbitrary, the possible values of the rank p

of the symmetric product (B) are those consistent with the necessary con-

ditions (B').

COROLLARY 36. If [x] is a given symmetric matrix having any assigned

rank p consistent with the necessary conditions (I'), we can determine matrices

[b] , [c] ,
... [1] of ranks @, 7, ... X which are such that the equation (B)

admits of solution for [a] when and only when ft, 7, ... X are integers consistent

with the necessary conditions (B').

Theorem II a. // in the product (A) the product matrix [#]'" and every

alternate factor matrix starting with the first or second at either end are given
and have any assigned ranks consistent with the necessary conditions (A'), and

if the necessary condition (C) is satisfied when the two extreme factor matrices
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are given, then we can determine the remaining alternate factor matrices so that

they satisfy the equation (A) and have any assigned ranks which are consistent

with the necessary conditions (A').

It has been shown in 136 that the theorem is true for symmetric

products of three matrices. Using this fact we can prove the theorem by
induction. We will suppose that there are at least five factor matrices in (A),

and consider separately two cases which include all possible cases.

CASE I. When the two extreme factor matrices are given,

Let
[y]

p =T*7
r

...T*'[ff'[*]" ...[c]
q
[6f, (6)L" J n ,

.
,

.
i

,

*- J
io w lJ r LJ o

p q V

so that
[ai]

m =
r
a

V

[yfOl. (7)L Jm i i 9 P

We will make the hypothesis that the theorem is true for the product (6), and show
that it must then be true for the product (A).

By Theorem 116 of 136 we can determine a symmetric matrix [y]
v

of rank a-

satisfying the equation (7) when and only when

>a, p;|><r; p +2p<2a +
o-;j

$>p; a-^p. J

"

If [y] is any given symmetric matrix determined in this way, it follows from the

hypothesis that we can determine the alternate unknown factor matrices in (6), which

include [if ,
so that the equation (6) is satisfied when and only when their ranks satisfy

the conditions

When we eliminate o- from (8) and (9) we obtain the conditions (A'). This shows that

we can determine the unknown factor matrices in (A) so that they satisfy the equation (A)

and have assigned ranks when and only when their ranks are consistent with (8) and (9),

i.e. when and only when they are consistent with the necessary conditions (A'). This is

possible since the ranks of the known factor matrices are consistent with (A').

Thus if the theorem is true for the product (6), it must be true for the product (A).

CASE II. When the two extreme factor matrices are not given.

In this case we can express the known factor matrix [6]
p

in the form

where the matrices on the right are given undegenerate matrices of rank )3. Then if

we have [
- M [*l .................................. (12)
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We will make the hypothesis that the theorem is true for the product (10), and show

that it must then be true for the product (A).

By Theorem 16 of 136 we can determine a symmetric matrix [y] B̂
of rank <r and

a matrix [T] of rank T satisfying the equation (12) when and only when

< > > < -

If
[y]gi [^jT are any two given matrices determined in this way, it follows from

Theorem IV a of 134 that we can determine a matrix [a] of rank a satisfying the

equation (11) when and only when

and it follows from the hypothesis that we can determine the unknown factor matrices in
a

(10), which do not include [&'] ,
when and only when their ranks satisfy the conditions

.

K '-^w . x^>w '}
^
15 ^

When we eliminate a- and r from (13), (14) and (15), we obtain the conditions (A').

Consequently we can determine the unknown factor matrices in (A) so that they satisfy

the equation (A) and have assigned ranks, when and only when these ranks are consistent

with (13), (14) and (15), i.e. when and only when they are consistent with the necessary

conditions (A').

This is possible since the ranks of the known factor matrices are consistent with (A').

Thus if the theorem is true for the product (10), it must be true for the product (A)

We conclude that if the theorem is true for all symmetric products of

2 + 1 matrices, then it is true for all products of 2 + 3 matrices. Since it

is true for all symmetric products of three matrices, it is true for all matrix

products of the form (A).

Theorem II b. If in the product (B) the product matrix [x] and every

alternate factor matrix before and after the two middle factor matrices (but

not including these two) are given and have any assigned ranks consistent with

the necessary conditions (B'), and if the necessary condition (C) is satisfied

when the two extreme factor matrices are given, then we can determine the

remaining factor matrices so that ttiey satisfy the equation (B) and have any
assigned ranks which are consistent with the necessary conditions (B').

We can deduce this theorem from Theorem II a by inserting on the right

in (B) the additional middle factor matrix flV" .L -v

The corresponding result when the two middle factor matrices in (B) are

given is obtained by replacing them by their product matrix and then applying
Theorem II a.
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The foregoing results can be all summarised as follows.

Summary. In every symmetric matrix product the product matrix and

the factor 'matrices can have any assigned ranks which are consistent with their

orders and with the necessary conditions of 133/b?' that product. This is the

case even when the product matrix or any factor matrix is given, and even when

the product matrix and any number offactor matrices, no two of which are

consecutive, are given; provided that the necessary condition (C) is satisfied

when the two extreme factor matrices are given,

138. Equivalences of two matrices and equivalent systems of linear

algebraic equations.

1. Equivalences of two matrices.

Any two matrices A and B will be said to have horizontal equivalence or to be horizon-

tally equivalent to one another when they have the same number of vertical rows, and

when also every horizontal row of A is connected with the horizontal rows of B and every
horizontal row of B is connected with the horizontal rows of A. Thus the matrices

^
[
a
] > ^= [^J are horizontally equivalent when and only when there exist relations

of both the forms

Applying Theorem III of 71 we see that these two matrices cannot be horizontally

equivalent unless their ranks are the same
;
and applying Theorem VI of 71 we see that

r- -i w
n n I a \

they are horizontally equivalent when and only when [a] , [6] , all have the
" -",*

same rank.

Again any two matrices A and B will be said to have vertical equivalence or to be

vertically equivalent to one another when they have the same number of horizontal rows,
and when also every vertical row of A is connected with the vertical rows of B and

every vertical row of B is connected with the vertical rows of A." Thus the matrices

A = \a~\

r

,
/?= f&l are vertically equivalent when and only when there exist relationsm ,

' m
of both the forms

[a]
r

=[b]
s

[p]
r

, [&]'=[a]
r

[q]\LJ n LJ m L -rj s
LJ m LJm L2J r

These two matrices cannot be vertically equivalent unless their ranks are the same
;

and they are vertically equivalent when and only when fa]
r

. \bV , \a. b~\

r' s

all have them J m L J m
same rank.

We now enunciate two theorems :

Theorem I. Ifs^r, the two matrices [a]

n
, [b]

n
are horizontally equivalent when and

only when there exists a relation of the form

in which [h\ is an undegenerate matrix of rank r.

Theorem II. If <{:/, the two matrices [a]
r

, [6]

*
are vertically equivalent when and

only when there exists a relation of the form

in which
\Jc\

is an undegenerate matrix of rank r.
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We prove Theorem I only, the proof of Theorem II being similar.

First suppose that there exists a relation (A) in which [h]

r
has rank r. Then by

Ex. v of 82 the matrix [h]

r
has an inverse prefactor H ,

and prefixing this on both
T

sides of (A) we obtain

[a\
n =H

S

[b]

n
; (A')r i \ r

s

and equations (A) and (A') show that [a] and [6] are horizontally equivalent.

Next suppose that [a]" and [b]

n
are horizontally equivalent. Then they necessarily

i*
"

s

r ~\
n

have the same rank, which we will denote by t, and the matrix , has the same rank t

"-
-'r, s

as [a]". Consequently the equation (A) admits of finite solutions for [h]
r

,
and by

Theorem II of 132 it has solutions of ranks t, t+ l, t+ 2, ... r. Accordingly we can

determine a matrix [h]

T
of rank r satisfying the equation (A), i.e. there exists a relation (A)

in which \K\

r
has rank r.

Thus Theorem I is proved ;
and in a similar way we can prove Theorem II.

The definitions of horizontal and vertical equivalence given above can be used con-

currently with the definition of (unqualified) equivalence of similar undegenerate matrices

given in 113.

Ex. i. Two square matrices of the same order may have neither horizontal nor vertical

equivalence, or horizontal equivalence only, or vertical equivalence only, or both horizontal

and vertical equivalences.

The matrices

123
314
437

1

1

1 1
L J

i23i
a 1 4J'

-2, 1, -1

9, 8, 17

15, 10, 25

F1.S31
la i 4j

have the same rank 2, and are horizontally but not vertically equivalent.

The matrices

1 2 3~
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Ex. ii. Two undegenerate square matrices of the same order have both horizontal and

vertical equivalences.
v m

Ex. iii. The matrices a
,

b represent the same spacelet <o
t
of rank t when and

n n

only when they are vertically equivalent and have the common rank t.

Ex. iv. If A and X are vertically equivalent matrices, and also B and Y are vertically

equivalent matrices, then A and B are vertically equivalent when and only when X and Y
are vertically equivalent.

This result remains true when we replace
'

vertically
'

by
'

horizontally.'

Ex. v. Let A = [a]
p

,
B= [b]

q
be two matrices having the same number n of horizontal

rows.

Then ifA and B have the same rank r, they are vertically equivalent when and only when

the vertical rows of A are connected loith the vertical rows of B.

This is true both when p is greater and when it is not greater than q.

We can write [of - [a]

r

[hf , [b]
q =

[/3]

r

\Jc]

q
,L J n L J n L J r ' L J n L J n L J r '

where all the factor matrices on the right have rank r.

First suppose that A and B are vertically equivalent. Then the vertical rows of A are

necessarily connected with the vertical rows of B.

Next suppose that the vertical rows of A are connected with the vertical rows of B.

Then there exists a relation of the form

[a]
P
=[b]

q
[Xf ,

->n J n L J
q

or [af [*]
P
=[0]

r

[*]* [X]
P

-
L Jg L Jr L'J n LJ r LJg

Postfixing on both sides an inverse postfactor of [h]
P

,
we obtain an equation of the

form

[T =[/3]
r

Of ,L J n L J n L J r

and since [a]

r
has rank r, [u] must be an undegenerate square matrix. Thus [a]

r
and

[/3]

r
are vertically equivalent, and therefore by Ex. iv the matrices A and B are vertically

equivalent.

A similar theorem is true for the matrices A =\d\ , B= \b\ when we interchange the
fc Jp <i

terms ' horizontal
' and '

vertical.'

2. Equivalent systems of linear algebraic equations.

The two homogeneous systems of equations

[af T =0, R>rT =0.. ...(1)r -->n s -'

are mutually equivalent, i.e. they have identical solutions, when and only when the

matrices [a] , [b]

n
have horizontal equivalence.

The two systems of finitely solvable equations

'

n, 1 ' '

n, 1
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are mutually equivalent when and only when the matrices [a] , [6] have

horizontal equivalence.

If each of the two systems of equations (2) has infinite solutions but no finite

solutions, then the two systems are mutually equivalent when and only when the

matrices \a\
n

, [b]
n
have horizontal equivalence.J r s

These results follow from Theorem I of 96.

NOTE 1. Sign of equivalence.

The horizontal equivalence of two matrices [a] and [b] will often be denoted by

[a]"=[&]", this notation indicating that if sr there exist two mutually inverse

r i
s

matrices
[fi]

r

,
H of rank r such that

T

[b]

n =
[h]

r

[a]

n
, [a]

n =
FH

S

[b]

n
,

ll' [A]
r

=[l]
r

.

L J J L J r L J r
, , r

L J
s

'

, , r
L J

s
J r

Also the vertical equivalence of two matrices \a]
r

, ["&!' will often be denoted byL J m L Jm

[a]
r

=[6]*, this notation indicating that if s<r there exist two mutually inverse

matrices [&]
s

,
K of rank r such that

' r
< >s

[b]

s

=[a]
r

[k]

s

, [a]
r

=[6]
8 T r

, [t]' T
r

=
[l]

r
.

L J m L J m l J r L Jm '
Jm

, i s
J r

, , g

- J r

This use of the sign
=

,
which is an extension of that given in Note 2 of 113, is

ambiguous when both matrices are square and not necessarily undegenerate.

NOTE 2. Spacelets represented by matrices which are not necessarily undegenerate.

In Note 3 of 113 a system of mutually equivalent similar undegenerate matrices is

regarded as representing a spacelet which is completely defined by any one of them.

More generally any system of matrices, undegenerate or degenerate, all of which have

vertical (or horizontal) equivalence with one another represent a spacelet which is com-

i >

r
i .<*

pletely defined by any one of them. For if a is a matrix of rank a and if b is an
1 ' '

'n

undegenerate matrix of the same rank a which is vertically equivalent to it, then any

point coi= x lies in the spacelet <aa
= b when and only when x is connected with

1

'n '

'n
'

'n

<

T y

the vertical rows of a . Consequently the matrix a represents the same spacelet
1 <n ' 'n

T1 "

<oa as b
1 ' n

We will use the notation

! t

r
, ,s , t

t

a>a = a = b = c

n n n

,r , ,s , t
t

to indicate that a
,

b
, c

, ... are vertically equivalent matrices of rank a, and that
n n ' l n

<aa is the spacelet of rank a defined by any one of them or by any other matrix vertically

equivalent to them.
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i i

r
i i* .

i

r
i i*

The notation a = b here indicates that a and b are vertically equivalent
i i i i i t

*
^^n n ^^n ^~^n

matrices. It therefore indicates that if s<r there exist two mutually inverse un-

degenerate matrices k
, [K]

r
of rank r such that

b^
=

0^ k^
, =b^ [K]

r

g) k^ [K}
g =[l]

T

r
.

Whenever we use the notation toa == a
,
it will be understood that the matrix a has

1

're
'

'n
rank a.

139. Joins and intersections of spacelets in homogeneous
space of n - 1 dimensions or rank n.

1. The join and the complete intersection of two spacelets.

The join of any two spacelets wr and 8 of ranks r and s in homogeneous

space (on will be defined to be the (uniquely determinate) spacelet of smallest

dimensions or smallest rank which contains all the points of car and all the

i \

r
i i*

points of cog. If (or
= a and (os

= b ,
so that the matrices on the right are

1 'n ' 'n

I \

r' s

undegenerate and have ranks r and s, and if the matrix
<f>
=

a, b has
' '

re

rank T, then the join of a>r and o>8 is the spacelet a>T of rank T given by

i i

r< *
i i

T
(x) fp a^ c/ ^^ 3c

y

where x is any undegenerate matrix vertically equivalent to <, i.e. (see

Ex. v of 138) any matrix of rank T whose vertical rows are connected with

the vertical rows of
</>.

For in the first place the spacelet W T clearly contains all points of a>r and
i \

u

d)s . And in the second place if &)M
= y is any spacelet of rank u which

contains all the points of wr and wg , there must exist relations of the forms

a = y h
,

6 = y k
, a, b = y h, k

,

^~~^ n J n u i J u i i ^ ' u I i I n I .. I

II tt

i.e. &)M must contain caT . Thus every spacelet which contains all points of wr

and o)g must be either a> T or some spacelet of greater dimensions than a> T

which contains COT . It follows that the join of tar and <w is uniquely
determinate and is the spacelet WT .

Ex. i. If (or and a>g are represented in the forms o>r = a and o>g
= b

,
where the

n n

c. ii. 14
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p t q

matrices on the right have ranks r and s, and if the matrix a, b has rank T, then the
' ' n

join of a>r and a>g is the spacelet

I l

p' q

n

Ex. ii. If two spacelets o>M and a>v both lie in a given spacelet o>r ,
then every point of the

join of <au and a>v lies in a>r .

This has been proved in the text.

Ex. iii. If a is a matrix of rank r, and if x
,
where t < r, is a matrix of rank t

n n

whose vertical rows are connected with the vertical rows of a
,
then we can determine

n

a matrix y such that x, y is an undegenerate matrix of rank r vertically equivalent

r-,''

to a .

, , , ,r , , , ,t

Let x = a h
,
where h has rank t. Then as in 104 we can determine a matrix

1

'n
'

'n
'

'r
'

'r

,-,1-t | 1

"*

k such that h, k is an undegenerate square matrix. This having been done, the

r

required conditions are satisfied when

r->
r-t

, ,r ,,7-t | ('-' ,_,r | ^,r-t

y = a k
, x, y = a h, k

i 1_ i > i >_ i i i 1_ i i

The complete intersection or simply the intersection of any two spacelets

a)r and G)g of ranks r and s of homogeneous space wn will be defined to be the

locus of all points common to &>r and o>g . It is the (uniquely determinate)

spacelet of greatest dimensions or greatest rank which is contained both in

o>r and in <og .

To see this let t be the greatest possible rank of a spacelet which is

contained both in wr and in a)s , and let a> t be a spacelet of rank t contained

both in (or and o)s . Then all points of a)t are common to wr and eog . Further

there cannot be any point which is common to both wr and (os and does not

lie in CD/;. For if w 1 were any such point, then by Ex. ii the join of Wj and

()
t would be a spacelet of rank t + 1 contained in both &>r and &>g ;

and this by
the hypothesis is impossible. Thus w t is the locus of all points common to

o)r and (os .

Two spacelets &>r and o>g of ranks r and s will be said to intersect when

they have at least one point in common, and to be non-intersecting when they
have no point in common, i.e. when their complete intersection has rank or

I ! I 1*

is non-existent. If a>r
= a and cog

= b , neither r nor s being zero, the
^~~^ n i i ^

two spacelets do or do not intersect according as the rank of the matrix
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I I

<f>
= a, b is less than or equal to r + s. For has rank less than r + s

n

when and only when there exists a non-zero matrix [A,, a] such thatJ /
^J

r, *

i T-'T'
a, b = 0,

r, s

i.e. when and only when there exists a relation of the form

a \ = b p
L ^ n ' ' r ' n '

s

i i i i

in which both \ and
fj,

are non-zero matrices, i.e. when and only when

there exists a point
i i r 1 n ** r~~i c~~n* i i

5? = & X = 6
//

i i r i L^J i i i i

Tfr 71 / v 8

common to wr and a>8 .

Two spacelets, one of which has rank 0, are necessarily non-intersecting.

Ex. iv. The two spacelets a>r
= a and a>s = b are non-intersecting when and only

1

'n
'

'n
p t q

when the matrix a, b has rank * + . In this case their join is the spacelet
n

o)r+g = a, b

n

If either r or s is zero, the two spacelets are necessarily non-intersecting.

Ex. v. If a>u lies in a>r ,
and a>v does not intersect o>r ,

then a>u is the complete intersection

of a>r with the join of a>u and <BW ,
i.e. the only points of thejoin of a>u and a>v which lie in <or

are those which lie in <au .

Because <av does not intersect o>r ,
and a>u lies in o>r ,

therefore a>v does not intersect o>M .

It follows that the join of &> and &> has rank u+v, and may be denoted by <au + v,

By Ex. iii we can write

=
c, c, a ,

142
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the matrices on the right being undegenerate and having ranks u, r, v, u+ v. Then since

u, v, r-u

a>v does not intersect <or ,
the matrix $= c, a, b is undegenerate and has rank r+v.

n

If o>M is not the complete intersection of a>u + and o>r ,
then some point of a>u+v not

lying in a>u must be a point of <ar not lying in a>u ,
i.e. there must exist an equation of the

form
. . u, v 1-7-1

. . u, r-u >~r>
' I h T1 k
c, a =

c, b
' ]H -,

'

'"
,r-

in which X =|=0 and u =|=0. Writing this last equation in the form
^v ^r-u

^f..rr I l- r-"7
a \ = c. b ,-.- L-J.

u>r _ u

where v = k h
,

L-~J u """"M
l~~l

we see that there m'ist be some connection between the vertical rows of
<f>,

which is not

the case.

Consequently a u is the complete intersection of a>u+v and eor .

i 1 i i
r r i*

Ex. vi. If a>
t
= c is the complete intersection of the two spacelets <or= a and a>s= ft ,

1 ' L ' ' '

we caw represent a>r a?zo? a>8 m iAe forms

t, r-t t, s-t

<ar =c,a and o>g
=

c, b (1)

t, rt, s-t

The matrix < =
c, a, b is then undegenerate and has rank r+ s-t, and therefore

t, r-t, gt

a>r + s-t c, a, b is the join of a>r and a>g .

^~~~^ n

By Ex. iii we can represent <ar and eog in the forms (1) where the matrices on the right

are undegenerate and have ranks r and s. Then a>r is the join of the two non-intersecting

spacelets <a
t
= c and ,.._<= a . Since a> t is the complete intersection of <ar and

,
1 ' ' 'n

all points common to o>r and o>g lie in a>
t ,
and no point of o>r_ 4

lies in a>s . Consequently
,rt, s

a>r_t and cos do not intersect, and the matrix a, /3 is undegenerate and has rank r+ s - 1.

n

It follows that the equivalent matrix is undegenerate and has rank r+ s t.

Finally since $ has rank r+ s-t,it follows from the definition of a join that &)r + g _ t is

the join of a>r and .

That the matrix < has rank r+ s-t can also be seen as follows.

Suppose that there exists a relation of the form

I

,t,r-t,g-t v

c,a,b X =0. (2)
1 '

fj.
'

't, r-t, s-t
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i i r i , ,r-t, , I !<*-' T
If X =(= 0, the point x = a X = c, b is common to o>r and

'rt '

'n
'

'n
'

'r-t ' '
t J

t g-t

a),, and must lie in a>
t

.

Therefore there must exist a relation of the form

a X = - c h
,
or c, a

'

'n ' 'r-t '

'n' '

t ' '

,

and this is impossible because the matrix c, a has rank r.

n

x t I
1 '.r-t 1 '

I i i 1 i 1* *
I l V

If
fj. =0, the point x = b p = c, a is common to o>r and o>8 ,

1

's-t ' 'n ' 'n
'

'* t
' 'n . , _

and must lie in o>
t .

Therefore there must exist a relation of the form

. . t S t
*~~>

r i i i i i i i , K
b

p.
= - c k

,
or c, b - =0,

and this is impossible because the matrix c, b has rank s.

n

Thus in (2) we must have 7 =0 and
"

=0- The relation then reduces to
i i ._ i r _J r-t

t

c v =0, and because c has rank t, we must have / =0.

Thus in every relation of the form (2) we must have v =0, X =0, p =0.
1

't
' 'r-t ' '*-

Consequently there is no connection between the vertical rows of <, and the matrix
<f>

must be undegenerate and have rank r+ s-t.

Ex. vii. If two spacelets o>r and a>s are represented in the forms (1) where the matrix
.-. t, r-t, s-t

0= c, a, b is undegenerate and has rank r+ s t, then

I |t,r-t,
*-t

(= c and a>r + 8_t= c, a, &

are respectively the complete intersection and thejoin of <or and a>g .

By the definition of a join, the join of a>r and &>g is the spacelet

t, r-t, t, s-t . .t, r-t, s-t

o>r + g_t= c, a, c, b =
c, a, b

If o>t= c is not the complete intersection of a>r and o>g ,
there must be some point of

l~~l H

o>r not lying in a>
t
which is also a point of a>g not lying in &>

t
. Therefore there must exist

an equation of the form

I

.t, r t ""T"1

|

. t, s-t "T1

c, a = c, 6_
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in which T =t= and
/*

= 0. Writing this equation in the form
' r-t L 's-t

, ,rt, ,

I

\t,
st ' '

, , , , , ,

a X =
c, b ,

where v = k - h
,

l~~l n <~~l r t I I n ft
<~~l

t
' '

t
<~~l

t
'

't,s-t

we see that there must exist some connection between the vertical rows of the matrix <,

which by hypothesis is not the case. Thus <at must be the complete intersection of wr

and o>g .

Ex. viii. If <ar = c, a a%c w,
=

c, 6 are ftro spacelets of ranks r and s whose
1 'n ' '

complete intersection is the spacelet u> t
= c

,
then:

1, r-t ^
(1) Any point x =

c, a of a>r lies in u>, when and only when X =0.

!

t, s-t "T1

(2) Any point x =
c, b of a>s lies in a>r when and only when p =0.

n ' '

t, s-t

This theorem is equivalent to and can be deduced from Ex. v.

i i

To prove (1) directly we observe that if the point x of a>r lies in <>,, then it lies in u>t)
1

'n

i.e. there must exist an equation of the form

Writing this equation in the form

=
0,

where v = h k

it follows, since c, a has rank r, that v =0 and X =
; i.e. we must have

I-l n
' "

'r-t
.

X =0 and A = & .
l~~V t """"t """"t

We can prove (2) in a similar way.

The foregoing examples enable us to enunciate the two important
theorems which follow.

Theorem I. Any two spacelets wr and wg of ranks r and s in homogeneous

space wn can be represented in the forms_ t, r-t _ t, s-t

o)r = c, a and cos
=

c, b , ..................(A)
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.-. t, r-t, s-t

where the matrix
<f>
= c,a,b is undegenerate and has rank

Whenever they are represented in these forma, the complete intersection and

the join of car and wg are respectively the spacelets a>t and ca T of ranks t and

r + s t given by
. t, r-t, s-t

o)t = c ,
G)T = c, a, b .(B)

In the figure, which is of course merely schematic, a closed area marked

with a number # represents
a spacelet wx of rank x. The

spacelet car is the join of the

two non-intersecting spacelets
11* !,-

a)t
= c and wr-t = a

;
the

>n ^'n

spacelet a>8 is the join of the

twonon-intersecting spacelets
I I* i 1-

(Ot
= c and Qjgt = b

;
and

" 'n 'n

the spacelet a)T is the join of

the three unconnected space-

lets (D t ,
a)r_t ,

ft)g_t, which is also the join of a)r and cos .

The first part of the theorem has been proved in Ex. vi, and the second

part of the theorem has been proved in Ex. vii.

Theorem II. If a>r and a)s are any two spacelets of ranks r and s in

homogeneous space &>n , and if t and T are respectively the ranks of the complete

intersection and the join of a)r and cos ,
then

t+T=r + s (C)

If the complete intersection of cor and o>g has rank t, then by Theorem I

the join of wr and a>8 has rank r + s t. Writing T=r + s t, we have

t+T=r + s.

Ex. ix. Possible ranks of the intersection andjoin of two spacelets of given ranks.

If a>r and co, are two arbitrary spacelets of homogeneous space <an of given ranks r and s,

the possible values of the rank t of their complete intersection are those consistent with the

conditions

t<$0, fjf-r, t^s, t^r+s-n, (3)

which include rt$-Q> r
~fc
n

i
s *t 0> * ^> n.

It is clear that t must satisfy all the conditions (3), the last of which is equivalent to

T$>n. Conversely when t is any integer satisfying these conditions, we see from Theorem I

that there exist spacelets <ar and o>a of ranks r and s whose complete intersection has rank t.
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The possible values of the rank T of the join of a>r and a>g are those consistent with the

conditions

T-frr+s, T^r, T<$s, T$>n............................ (3')

Ex. x. If the spacelets a>r and o>g do not intersect, we must have r+ s 'jpn.

For in this case T=r+s.

Ex. xi. If r+s>n, the two spacelets a>r and <ag necessarily intersect, and they have at

least r+ s n unconnected points in common.

For in this case we have t < r+s - n.

i i
**

Ex. xii. If <au and <ov are any two spacelets both of which lie in the spacelet <ar
= a

,
* 'n

they can be represented in the forms

a>u
= a y,a ,

a>v == a y, ft

^___^ t, ut, vt

where the matrix y, a, ft
is undegenerate and has rank T=u+ v-t. Their com-

T

plete intersection and join are then respectively the spacelets

r-,-r-,< r-,* I ^,u-t,v-t
a>f= ay, 6)r= a y, a, ft (Bj)

Ex. xiii. If <au and <av are any two spacelets both of which contain the spacelet wr
= a ,

'

'n

they can be represented in the forms

r, tr, ut r, t r, vt

a>u=a,y,a ,
<av= a, y, ft , (A2)

. r, t r, ut, vt
where the matrix a, y, a, ft is undegenerate and has rank T=u+ v-t. Their

n

complete intersection and join are then respectively the spacelets

,r,tr

o>t=a,y ,
<aT
=

a, y, a, ft ...................(B2)

i i

r
,

"
,

r
,

*

Ex. xiv. Let <or= a and <ag= b = a k be two spacelets of ranks r and s of
1 ' < 'n < J n' 'r i

homogeneous space a>n such that a>r contains g . Then if a>u and <av are any two spacelets

of ranks u and v which both lie in mr and both contain &>, they can be represented in the

forms

r |

-.8,t-8,U-t f
.-.8,t-8,V-t

a>u=a &,y,a > a>v =a k, y, ft ,
...............(A3)

- .-', t g, /'-.', V t

where the matrix k, y, a, ft is undegenerate and has rank T=u+v-t. The
r

complete intersection and the join of a>u and a>v are then respectively the spacelets u>
t
and

o>r of ranks t and T given by
r

|

-. , t-S r i '-"i "
*i
" *

a>t
= a k,y , a) 7.='a

n

k, y, a, ft ................(B3)
'
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We deduce this result from Exs. xii and xiii when we observe that if

- , ,-,,_, ,_,!> r-,r ,-,* ,_,> ,_,,_,>= x = a
,

a>v
= y = a

r) ,
<aw= z = a ( ,

...
1 ' ' '

'i
'~~l r ""^

re
' ' n <~~J r * ' n L~J n ' '

r

are any number of spacelets lying in eor ,
then the matrices

have equal ranks, and the vertical rows of b are connected with the vertical rows of
' 'n

, ,w
|
_ s

x when and only when the vertical rows of k are connected with the vertical rows
" 'n < > r

of?".
r

jEfo xv. Possible ranks of the intersection and join of two spacelets of given ranks which
both lie in a given spacelet tor .

If <ou and CDW are two arbitrary spacelets of given ranks u and v which both lie in a given

spacelet a>r of rank r, the possible values of the rank t of their complete intersection are

those consistent with the conditions

, tjf>u, t$>v, t^u+ v-r, ........................... (4)

which include u <
0, ujp-r, v <

0, v^>r, tjpr.

This follows from Ex. xii. Since t+ Tu+v, we see also that :

The possible values of the rank T of the join of a>u and a>v are those consistent with

the conditions

T-fru+ v, T<$u, T^v, T-frr............................ (4')

If <au and a>v do not intersect, we must have u+v$>r.

If u+ v>r, then a>u and a>v necessarily intersect and have at least u + v r unconnected

points in common.

Ex. xvi. Possible ranks of the intersection andjoin of two spacelets of given ranks which

both contain a given spacelet a>r .

If <OM and <ov are two arbitrary spacelets of given ranks u and v which both contain

a given spacelet u>r of rank r, the possible values of the rank t of their complete intersection

are those consistent with the conditions

*</, t$>u, tjfv, t<u+ v-n, .............................. (5)

which include M<r, u^-n, #</, v^>n.

This follows from Ex. xiii. Since t+ T=u+ v, we see also that :

The possible values of the rank T of the join of <o
tt
and <av are those consistent with

the conditions

T^u+ v-r, T^u, T-^v, T^n............................ (5')

If a>r is the complete intersection of a>u and a>v ,
we must have u+ v ?pr+ n.

If u+ v>r+n, then a>u and <ov have at least u+v n unconnected points in common,
and <ar is not their complete intersection.

Ex. xvii. Possible ranks of the intersection andjoin of two spacelets of given ranks which

both lie in a given spacelet a>r and both contain a given spacelet a>t .

If the given spacelet wr contains the given spacelet a>,, and if o>u and are two

arbitrary spacelets of given ranks u and v which both lie in a>r and both contain then
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the possible values of the rank t of their complete intersection are those consistent with

the conditions

r, ..............................(6)

which include "> u^r, v< s
>

v^r
i t$*r-

This follows from Ex. xiv. Since t+ T= u + v, we see also that :

The possible values of the rank T of the join of wu and <av are those consistent with

the conditions

s, T<$u, T^vt Tjf>r............................ (6')

If a>s is the complete intersection of < and <uw ,
we must have u+ v jf>r+s.

If u+v>r+ s, then and <av have at least u+v r unconnected points in common,
and o)g is not the complete intersection of &> and a>v .

If <ar is the join of and <av ,
we must have u + v$.r+ s.

If u+ v<r+s, then the rank of the join of a>u and cannot exceed u+ v s, and is

a spacelet of smaller rank than <ar contained in <or .

Ex. xviii. If a>u is a, given spacelet of rank u which lies in a given spacelet a>p of rank p,

and if <ax is any spacelet of rank x which lies in o>p and does not intersect o>u ,
then the

possible values of x are those consistent with the conditions

For if o)p
= a

,
o>

tt
= a h

,
we have a>x= a k

,
where k is any matrix so

'

'n
' ' '

'p
' '

'p
'

'p

| \

u' x

chosen that h, k has rank x+ u. It is to be here understood that the spacelet z is

p
non-existent when x=0.

In particular the possible ranks x of a spacelet which does not intersect a given spacelet a>r

of rank r are given by

Ex. xix. If a>r lies in a>p and a>u lies in <ur ,
then a>x will lie in o>p and have <au for its

complete intersection with a>r when and only when it is the join of cou with a spacelet o>x - u

which lies in o>p and does not intersect a>r .

First let a>x lie in o>p and have * for its complete intersection with a>r . Then by
Ex. iii we can express a>x as the

join of a>u with a spacelet a>x _ u

which does not intersect a>u . Be-

cause <ox lies in o>p ,
therefore <ox _ u

lies in o>p ;
and because a>u is the

complete intersection of a>x and
,.,

therefore no point of a>x _ u lies in

Again let a>x _ u be any spacelet

which lies in <op and does not inter-

sect cor . Then by Ex. ii the join

of o>M and <ox _ is a spacelet u>x

which lies in &>p ;
and it follows

from Ex. v that <BM is the complete intersection of cax with a>r .
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Hence if <ox lies in <ap and has a>u for its complete intersection with a>r ,
the possible values

of x are those consistent with the conditions

For by Ex. xviii the possible values of x-u are given by x-u-%.0, (x u)+rjpp.

2. Complementary spacelets.

Two spacelets wr and tos of homogeneous space wn will be said to be

mutually complementary when their join is the complete space wn . This

cannot be the case unless r + s
<f:

n. If t and T are the ranks of the complete
intersection and the join of two complementary spacelets cor and cas ,

we have

T = n, t r + s n.

More generally if a)r is any given spacelet of n ,
two spacelets wu and

will be said to be mutually complementary in wr when they both lie in wr and

have wr for their join. This cannot be the case unless u + v
-Jf.

r. If t and T
are the ranks of the complete intersection and join of two spacelets wu and

which are complementary to one another in cor ,
we have

3. Mutually incident spacelets.

Two spacelets &>r and &>s of homogeneous space o>n are sometimes said to

be mutually incident or to incide when either one of them contains the other.

This is the case when and only when the larger spacelet is the join of the

two, and when and only when the smaller spacelet is the complete intersection

of the two.

Ex. xx. Let t and T be the ranks of the complete intersection and the join of a>r and

cog, so that t+ T=r+ s. Then a>r and a>s are

(1) incident when T=r or T=s, i.e. when t=s or t=r;

(2) non-incident when T^r and T=s, i.e. when t=s and t+ r;

(3) co-incident when T=r=s= t.

4. The join and the complete intersection of any number of spacelets.

i \P i 1 i \r

If o>a
= a , (0p= b

,
... a)y

= c are any number of spacelets of ranks
1 'n ' 'n ' 'n

a, /3, ...7 of homogeneous space wn ,
their join is the spacelet of smallest

dimensions or smallest rank which contains all of them. If the matrix
._. P, 1, ... r
I I

( = a, b, ... c has rank T, then their join is the uniquely determinate
i i

n

spacelet W T of rank T given by

=
a, b, ... c as

i 1

where x is any undegenerate matrix vertically equivalent to 0, i.e. (see
1 'n

Ex. v of 138) any matrix of rank T whose vertical rows are connected with

the vertical rows of
</>.
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The spacelets a>a , cop, ... oy are unconnected (see 140) when and only
when their join has rank a + /3+ ... +7, i.e. when and only when no one of

the spacelets has a point in common with the join of the others.

The complete common intersection or simply the intersection of wa , a>0 ,
. . . wy

is the locus of all points which are common to all these spacelets. It is the

(uniquely determinate) spacelet of greatest dimensions or greatest rank

which is contained in all the spacelets &>a , wp, ... < Y ;
and it will often be

a spacelet of zero rank, i.e. be non-existent.

l \ r 1

Ex. xxi. If WM = a a
,

a>v
= a ft ,

... are any number of spacelets of ranks
1 ' <~~>

p
<

~~'n
<

~~'p

u, v, ... lying in a given spacelet o>p of homogeneous space o>n ,
and if we write

I

-
1 <

-1"

Qu = a
,

Qv
=

ft , ...,

'p ''p

we can regard QM ,
Qv , ... as spacelets of ranks w, v, ... lying in a homogeneous space Qp of

rank p. There is a one-one correspondence between the spacelets &>, &>, ... and the

spacelets Qu , Q,,, ..., any two corresponding spacelets having the same rank. Also the

joins and intersections of wu , &>, ... and QM ,
Qv ,

... have the same ranks.

Hence from any general theorem relating to spacelets lying in homogeneous space a>n

which refers only to ranks, intersections, joins and incidences, we can deduce a corresponding
theorem for spacelets lying in a given spacelet <ap by simply substituting p for n.

5. Spacelets which do not intersect either of two given spacelets.

Theorem III. If wu and wv are two given spacelets of ranks u and v

which both lie in a given spacelet <ar of rank r of homogeneous space wn ,
then

there exist spacelets wx of rank x which lie in (or and intersect neither wu nor

cov when and only when the integer x satisfies the conditions

0-4:0, u + x^r, v + x^r...................... (7)

It is to be understood that the spacelet wx is non-existent when x = 0.

Thus (see Ex. xviii) if car contains a spacelet of rank x which does not

intersect wu and a spacelet of rank x which does not intersect a>v , then it contains

a spacelet of rank x which intersects neither cou nor a)v .

Let o)t ,
caT be the complete intersection and the join of eow and &>, so that

T= u + v - 1. Then by Ex. iii

we can write

ri
cot

= c
,

'n

!

_
jW-J,

t

wu = a, c
,- n

I

-!-**
<

=
b, c

,

n

I
-

1
u-t, v-t, t

G>T = a, b, c
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,. r
,

t
v-t,v-t,t,r-T

and wr
= e

,
where e = a, b, c, d

,

the vertical rows of all matrices on the right being unconnected.

A general formula for any spacelet o>x of rank x lying in wr is

T*

-^7'" ...(8)
v

7T
i >u-t, v-t, t,r-T

where the postfactor on the right is undegenerate and has rank x.

The spacelet wx given by (8) will be one which intersects neither o>M nor

a>v when and only when the join of wx ,
Q>U has rank x + u, and the join of

a>X) &> has rank

Now the join of ajx ,
o>u and the join of wx ,

wv have respectively the same

ranks as the matrices

X, U-t, t _______ X, V t, t

X, 1, \, 0,

/*, 0, p, I,

IT, 0, 7T, 0,-
'u-t, v-t, t,rT '

'ut,v-t,t,r-T

for they are the spacelets represented by e
<f>
and e

-^r.
'

'TO
' '

Again by Theorem IV of 105 the matrices < and ty have ranks x + u

and x + v when and only when the matrices

i ,aj i ,x

[of = ** and [ft*
= X

r-u 77- r v 7j-

1 *v-t,r-T ' '-, r- T

both have rank a?
;
and clearly we can determine the postfactor on the right

in (8) so that these last conditions are satisfied when and only when x satisfies

the conditions (7). This establishes the theorem.

Ex. xxii. In determining a spacelet a>x having the properties mentioned in the theorem,
we can choose the postfactor on the right in (8) so as to be real

;
and at the same time we

. i* i \r

so choose it that v =0. Again if o>M ,
ww ,

a>r are all real, we can choose e to be real.
'

't
' ' n

Hence if <au , ,
a>r are all real, there exist real spacelets of rank x which lie in o>r and

intersect neither a>u nor a>v when and only when x satisfies the conditions (7).

Ex. xxiii. We can determine points i which lie in a>r but lie neither in o>u nor in &>

when and only when
u<r and v<r........................................ (9)
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Ex. xxiv. We can deduce Theorem III from Ex. xxiii.

First suppose that a>r contains a spacelet a>x which intersects neither &> nor &>. Then

by Ex. xviii the conditions (7) must be satisfied.

Next suppose that x is an integer greater than which satisfies the conditions (7).

If u+ 1 jf>r and v+1 ^>r, then by Ex. xxiii we can determine a point PI which lies in

a>r and intersects neither a>u nor a v . The joins of Pl5 a>u and of P], &v are then spacelets

o>u +i and 6>v + i which lie in o>r .

If M+2^r and y+2^>r, then by Ex. xxiii we can determine a point P2 which lies in

o)r and intersects neither a>u+ i nor <BW+I . The joins of P2 , u + i and of P2 , >v + i, i-e - the

joins of PI, P2 ,
a>u and of -f*i> -^2? <> are then spacelets 6>a + 2 and <i> + 2 which lie in a>r ;

and

the join of PI, P2 is a spacelet o>2 which lies in a>r and intersects neither a>u nor .

If u+ 3%>r and v+ 3^>r, then by Ex. xxiii we can determine a point P3 which lies in

a>r and intersects neither o> + 2 nor +2- The joins of Px ,
P2 ,

P3 ,
a>M and of P1? P2 ,

P3 ,
(

are then spacelets o>u+3 and &>u + 3 which lie in a>r ;
and the join of P1? P2 ,

P3 is a spacelet

<o3 which lies in <ar and intersects neither nor .

Proceeding in this way we see that when x satisfies the conditions (7) we can determine

a spacelet a>x which lies in a>r and intersects neither u>u nor .

In the particular case when a>r is the complete space wn Theorem III

assumes the following form :

Theorem III a. If o>p and wq are two given spacelets of ranks p and q of

homogeneous space a>n ,
there exist spacelets fox of rank x which intersect neither

cop nor (o
q
when and only when the integer x satisfies the conditions

x^Q, p+x^n, q + x^n (7')

Thus if there exists a spacelet of rank x which does not intersect wp and

a spacelet of rank x which does not intersect a)
q ,

then there exists a spacelet of
rank x which intersects neither a)p nor o)q .

Ex. xxv. There exist points which lie neither in a>p nor in u>q when and only when

p<n and q<n (9')

Ex. xxvi. We can deduce Theorem Ilia from Ex. xxv.

6. Joins and intersections of matrices.

i \P i 19 i !

First let A = a
,
B= b

,
... G= c be a number of matrices all

L >n <>n < >n

having the same number n of horizontal rows.

i .

Then any matrix X = x will be called a vertical join of the matrices
1 'n

A, B, ... C when the spacelet represented by X is the join of the spacelets

represented by A, B, ... C. This is the case when and only when X is

a matrix of the smallest possible rank having the property that all the

vertical rows of A, B, ... G are connected with the vertical rows of X.

All the vertical joins of A, B, ... C have the same rank and are vertically
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equivalent to one another
;
and they are all known when any one of them is

known. One of the vertical joins of A, B, ... C is the matrix

<f>
= a, b, ... c

;

n

and the other vertical joins are the other matrices vertically equivalent to <>.

t
V

Also any matrix F = y will be called a vertical intersection of the
1 'n

matrices A, B, ... C when the spacelet represented by Y is the intersection of

the spacelets represented by A, B, ... C. This is the case when and only
when F is a matrix of the greatest possible rank having the property that all

the vertical rows of Y are connected with the vertical rows of each one of the

matrices A, B, ... C. All the vertical intersections of A, B, ... C have the

same rank and are vertically equivalent to one another; and they are all

known when any one of them is known.

Next let A' = [a]

n

,
B' = [b]

n
, ... C' = [c]

n
be a number of matrices all

having the same number n of horizontal rows.

Then any matrix X' = [x] will be called a horizontal join of the matrices

A, B', ... C' when X' is a matrix of the smallest possible rank having the

property that all the horizontal rows of A, B', ... C' are connected with the

horizontal rows of X'. This is the case when and only when the matrix

X = x is a vertical join of the matrices A= a
,
B == b

, ... C= c .

t J n L ' n IJ n < t n

All the horizontal joins of A, B, ... C have the same rank and are horizontally

equivalent to one another
;
and they are all known when any one of them is

known.

Also any matrix Y' = [y] will be called a horizontal intersection of the

matrices A, B', ... C' when F' is a matrix of the greatest possible rank

having the property that all the horizontal rows of Y' are connected with the

horizontal rows of each one of the matrices A, B', ... C'. This is the case

when and only when the matrix F= y is a vertical intersection of the

\<i

matrices A= a
,
B= b ,

... C = c . All the horizontal intersections of
' n ii

jj TJ,

A, R, ... C' have the same rank and are horizontally equivalent to one

another; and they are all known when any one of them is known.

140. Connections between matrices and between spacelets.

1. Horizontal and vertical connections between matrices.

We will now give definitions of connections between matrices which can be regarded as

parallel simple minors of some one matrix. These correspond to the definitions of

connections between the horizontal and vertical rows of a matrix given in 69.
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We will define a vertical connection between the matrices

,
-,P I

-
! I

-
I

-
1

A=a
,
B=b

,
... C= c

,
D=d

, ..................... (1)
""""n

L~~' '

'n
'

'n

to be a relation of the form

I ,P
|

-
1

I

-19 I 1 I
-

! I 1 I
-

1 I

-
1

a a + b /3+...+ C y + d 8 +...=0 ............... (2)
1

'n t

'p
'

'n
'

'q
'

'n
<~J r

'

'n
'

's

in which at least one of the terms on the left does not vanish, and therefore at least two

of the terms on the left do not vanish. Thus a vertical connection between these matrices

is a connection between the vertical rows of all of them which is not deducible from the

connections between the vertical rows of the individual matrices. The matrices (1) will

be said to be vertically connected or vertically unconnected according as there is or is not

a connection between them. They are therefore vertically unconnected when and only

when in every relation of the form (2) every term on the left vanishes separately.

Ex. i. Every vertical connection between the matrices (1) is also a connection between

the vertical rows of those matrices; but a connection between the vertical rows of the

matrices is not necessarily a vertical connection between the matrices except when the

matrices are all undegenerate.

Ex. ii. A connection between the vertical rows of a matrix is not necessarily

a connection between the matrices of the vertical rows except when no vertical row is

a row of O's
; but every connection between the matrices of the individual vertical rows is

also a connection between the vertical rows.

Ex. iii. If every one of the matrices (1) has zero rank, then the matrices are un-

connected; but the vertical rows of the matrices are connected.

Ex. iv. If some but not all of the matrices (1) have zero rank, then the vertical

connections between all the matrices are the same as the vertical connections between

those of the matrices whose ranks are not zero. In this case the matrices are unconnected

when and only when those matrices whose ranks are not zero are unconnected.

The matrix A will be said to have a vertical connection with the remaining matrices

B, ... C, D, ... when there exists a relation of the form (2) in which the first term does not

vanish. If A has zero rank, then it has no connection with the remaining matrices,

although all the vertical rows of A are connected with the vertical rows of the remaining
matrices.

More generally the matrices A, B, ... will be said to have a vertical connection with the

matrices C, D, ..., or there will be said to be a vertical connection between the matrices

A, B, ... and the matrices C, D, ... when there exists a relation of the form

t
_ p

t
_

! t
_ q ^_^ _ r _ _

t
s

a a + b +... c ^ +7 8 + ................. (2')
1 'n '

'p
' 'n '

'q
' 'n '

'r
' 'n ' '

in which the left-hand side does not vanish or (which is the samp thing) neither side

vanishes.

The matrix A will be said to be vertically connected with (or to have complete vertical

connection with) the remaining matrices B, ... C, D, ... when there exists a relation of the

form
r , ,, l-l 1-B

y + d 8 +..., ..................(3)

n

and when moreover a =4= 0. This is the case when the rank of A is not zero, and when
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moreover every vertical row of A is connected with the vertical rows of the remaining
matrices B, ... C, D, .... If A has rank 0, then it is not vertically connected with the

remaining matrices, although every vertical row of A is connected with the vertical rows

of the remaining matrices.

We can in a similar way define horizontal connections between a number of matrices

of the forms

Ex. v. If

=
a, b, .'.. c, of, ... ,

<' = 6, ... c, of, ...--- ----
so that $ is a join of J, J5, ... (7, D, ... and $' is a join of B, ... (7, D, ..., the equations (2)

and (3) are

a 7?
?

i iP

$
"

=0, and a = <' 7

Ex. vi. The matrices A, B, ... C, D, ... are vertically unconnected or vertically con-

nected according as the rank of their join (j>
is or is not equal to (i.e. according as it is

equal to or less than) the sum of the ranks of A, B, ... C1

, Z), ....

In the particular case when A, B, ... C, D, ... are all undegenerate, they are vertically

unconnected or vertically connected according as their join $ is undegenerate or

degenerate.

Ex. vii. The matrix A has a vertical connection with the remaining matrices

B, ... C, Z>, ... when and only when it has a connection with the join $' of B, ... C, D, ...
;

also it is vertically connected with the remaining matrices B, ... (7, D, ... when and only
when it is vertically connected with the join (/)'

of B, ... (7, D,

Ex. viii. There is a vertical connection between the matrices A, B, ... and the matrices

C, D, ... when and only when there is a vertical connection between the joins of A, B, ...

and the joins of (7, D, ....

2. Connections between spacelets.

, ,p r,<i r > i i*

If A=a
,

=b
,

... C= c
,
D=d

,
...

1 ' n ' ' n I~~~J n ' n

are a number of matrices of ranks a, /3, ... y, 8, ..., the connections between the spacelets

Wo, = a
, o)g

= b
,

... y
= c

, cog
= d

, (4)
' ' '

'?i
'

'n
'

'ra

will be denned to be the same as the vertical connections between the matrices

A, B, ... (7, D, If some of the spacelets have zero ranks, then the connections between

them are the same as the connections between those whose ranks are not zero. If all

the spacelets have zero ranks, then they are unconnected. In all cases the spacelets

o>o, <> ... wy, w
g ,

... are unconnected when and only when their join has rank

We can give geometrical interpretations to the definitions of connection.

C. II. 15
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There is a connection between the spacelets (4) when and only when one of the spacelets

has a point in common with (or intersects) the join of the remaining spacelets ;
and these

spacelets are unconnected when and only when no one of them has a point in common

with the join of the others.

The spacelet wa has a connection with the remaining spacelets when and only when it

has a point in common with the join of the remaining spacelets, and this is only possible

when w is not a spacelet of zero rank
;
and the spacelet &>a is connected with (or has

complete connection with) the remaining spacelets when and only when its rank is not

and all its points lie in the join of the remaining spacelets. If o>a has rank 0, i.e. if a=0,
then wa is not connected with the join of the remaining spaceleta, although it necessarily

lies iu that join.

There is a connection between the spacelets a>a , w^, ... and the spacelets o>y ,
o>
5 ,

...

when and only when the join of wa , <>-, ... and the join of o>v ,
o>

g ,
... have a point or

points in common, i.e. when and only when these two joins intersect.

Ex. ix. Two spacelets a and too are unconnected when and only when they have

no point in common, i.e. when and only when they do not intersect. If one of them has

zero rank, then they are necessarily unconnected.

Ex. x. The three spacelets <op ,
o>7 ,

&>r are unconnected when and only when <aq
and o>r

are two non-intersecting spacelets whose join does not intersect a>p .

Ex. xi. Let <ar and <OB be two spacelets which lie in o>p ,
and let a>H be a spacelet which

lies in a>r and does not intersect a>s . Then a>x will be a spacelet lying in a>p which does not

intersect <os and has o>M for its complete intersection with a>r when and only when it is the

join of o)u with a spacelet <ax _ u lying in a>v which does not intersect o>,. and also does not

intersect the join &> + 8 of <au and w,, .

First let <ax be a spacelet lying in cop which does not intersect o>s and has a>u for its

complete intersection with <ar . Then we can represent a>x as the join of o>
){
with a spacelet

<*x-u which does not intersect <ou . Because (ox lies in w,,, therefore eDz _ M lies in p ;
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because is the complete intersection of <ax and o>r ,
therefore a>x - u does not intersect a> r ;

and because cox does not intersect wg ,
therefore o>u ,

a>x _ u ,
o>8 are uncoimected, i.e. a>x - u

does not intersect the join of a>u and a>s .

Next let o)z _,, be any spacelet lying in <op which does not intersect a>r and does not

intersect the join of <a,, and &>. Then the join of the two non-intersecting spacelets

u>H and <ax _ u is a spacelet <ax lying in a>p . From Ex. v of 139 we see that <au is the

complete intersection of <ax with <ar ;
and because d)x - u does not intersect the join of the

two non -intersecting spacelets a>u and a>g ,
therefore <%_, o>M ,

<ag are unconnected, i.e. <ax

does not intersect cog .

^.r. xii. // <ur and <aa are two spacelets lying in <ap whose complete intersection is o),

and if a>x is a spacelet lying in a>p ivhich does not intersect <og and has a complete intersection

cou of rank u with o>,., then the possible values of u are those consistent with the conditions

and ivhen u or w,( is given, the possible values of x are those consistent with the conditions

x < M, x-\-r ujpp, x
-\-s~jp- p.

For in Ex. xi we see from Theorem III of 139 that when o>M is given, the possible

values of x - u or x are those consistent with the conditions

152



CHAPTER XVI

EQUIGRADENT TRANSFORMATIONS OF A MATRIX WHOSE
ELEMENTS ARE CONSTANTS

[The transformations of this chapter correspond to the ordinary linear transformations

of bilinear and quadratic forms. In 141 equigradent transformations of any matrix are

defined, and some of the general properties of such transformations are described. In

142 5 certain special unitary and non-unitary equigradent transformations of matrices

with constant elements are considered, the most general of these transformations being

those given in 143 and 144. The remaining articles deal with the reduction of matrices

with constant elements to standard forms by equigradent transformations, symmetric
matrices being specially considered in 147, real symmetric matrices in 148 and 149,

and skew-symmetric matrices in 150. The siguants and signature of a real symmetric
matrix are defined in 148, and in 149 such a matrix is called indefinite or definite

according as it has or has not both positive and negative signants.]

141. Equigradent transformations of a matrix.

1. Equigradent transformations.

Any equation of the form

[b]

n =
[h]

r

[a]" [>]" (A)J m Jm uj r
j

s

in which [h] and [k] are undegenerate matrices with constant elements

having ranks r and s equal to their respective passivities will be called an

equigradent transformation converting the matrix [a] into the matrix [6] .

This definition holds good both when fal" and \b]

n
are matrices whose

J
r in

elements are constants and when they are matrices whose elements are

rational integral functions of certain variables. It will be shown in a later

chapter that an equigradent transformation of a matrix whose elements are

rational integral functions of certain variables leaves the minimum degrees

of connection of the matrix unaltered
;
and it is on account of this fact that

the term '

equigradent
'

is applied to the transformations (A).

An equigradent transformation of the form (A) can only exist when

m { r and n -^ s.

When (A) is an equigradent transformation, we can determine an inverse
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i i
"*

i i

a
n

prefactor H of [h]

r
and an inverse postfactor K of [&] ,

these being
i

i,.
'

i >
*

undegenerate matrices of ranks r and s with constant elements such that

i 1 r r u i i*

H r/il = [11 , [AT] K = Til' ;
and we deduce from (A) the inverse

i_i

L J
HI

J
r

J
s

i_i

/t

J
n

transformation

which (unless r = m and s = ri) is not equigradent.

When the elements of [h]' and [&] all lie in a domain of rationality fl,

we shall call (A) a transformation in H. We can in this case choose the

i i

'"
i i

s

inverse matrices H and K so that their elements also all lie in H, and
1 ' r ' 'n

then (A') is also a transformation in H. In particular (A) is a real trans-

formation when all the elements of [h] and [&] are real, and in this case

we can choose the inverse matrices so that (A') is also a real transformation.

2. Equigradent matrices.

Two matrices will be said to be equigradent with one another when both

of them can be converted into the same matrix by equigradent trans-

formations
;

in particular they are equigradent with one another when one

of them can be converted into the other by an equigradent transformation.

Thus the two matrices [a] and [6] are equigradent with one another when

and only when there exists an equation of the form

where [p] , [q] , [/>]'> [&] are undegenerate matrices with constant

elements having ranks rn, n, r, s equal to their respective passivities. This

definition also holds good both when the elements of [a]

s

and [b]

n
are

constants and when they are rational integral functions of certain variables.

Two equigradent matrices necessarily have the same rank.

If the elements of [al* and [6] are constants, these two matrices areJ
r L J

TO

equigradent (see Ex. ii of 144) when and only when there exists an equation
of the form (B) in which u is the larger of the two numbers m and r, and v is

the larger of the two numbers n and s
;
also when and only when they have

the same rank.

3. Symmetric equigradent transformations.

An equation of the form

[&]>T"[aV>r ...........................(C)
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in which Ui\

m
and h are two mutually conjugate undegenerate matrices

f ' '

TO

of rank r with constant elements will be called a symmetric equigradent

transformation converting the square matrix [a]

r
into the square matrix [6] .

i \r

Such an equation can only exist when m
-Jf.

r. IfH is an inverse postfactor
1 '

of ["/iV", so that \Ji\

m H =\Y\
r

,
we deduce from (C) the inverse trans-

r r
' >m r

formation

which is equigradent when and only when r = in.

When (C) is a symmetric equigradent transformation in O, we can choose

i \r

the inverse matrix H so that (C') also is a transformation in fi.
1 'm

If m
<j: r, two square matrices A =

[a]

r

,
B =

[b] will be said to be

symmetrically equigradent when there exists a symmetric equigradent trans-

formation of the form (C) converting A into B. This definition does not

assert that A and B are symmetrically equigradent whenever they can both

be converted into the same matrix by symmetric equigradent transformations.

NOTE 1. Equigradent transformations of a matrix into a similar matrix.

An equigradent transformation converting fl into a similar matrix \b~\

n
has theL Jm L Jm

form

[6]

* =
[A]

w
[a] *[*]", ...............................(D)LJ

OT
LJ

TO
LJ n LJ jt' v '

where [h] and [&] are undegenerate square matrices with constant elements; and if

, ,m ,
_

1

n

H and K are the inverses of [A]"' and [&], we deduce from (D) the equivalent inverse
1 'm ' 'n

transformation
_ m _ n

[a]
n =H [bf K , .................................... (D')Jm ^m

LJm^ n
'

which is an equigradent transformation converting [&]" into [a]" .

When (U) is a transformation in Q, Q being any domain of rationality, then (D') also

is a transformation in Q.

If the elements of the two similar matrices [a] and [6] are constants, these twoL Jm J m
matrices are equigradent when and only when there exists an equigradent transformation

of the form (D).

Two similar matrices whose elements are constants are equigradent when and only
when they are equipotent according to the definitions of Chapter xxn. We might there-

fore, as in Ex. xii of 71, call them equipotent matrices. But we shall in future reserve

the term 'equipotent' for functional matrices, and not apply it to matrices whose
elements are constants.
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A symmetric equigradent transformation converting the square matrix [a]
*

into the

similar square matrix
[?>]

has the form

vn
mill "T"1 r -I'ttrj-i"1 /TI\

[b]
= h [a] [/i] , ....................................(E)J m

i_,m
v J m L Jm

whero [//]'" is an undegenerate square matrix with constant elements. If H is the
1 ' m

inverse of [A]"*, we deduce from (E) the equivalent inverse transformation

tn

[-.111
r TT-l m n 1 m r? /TI/\

] =[#] [*] H , .................................... (E')J L Jm m ,

which is a symmetric equigradent transformation converting [6]'" into [a]'". When (E) is

a transformation in the domain of rationality Q, then (E') is also a transformation in Q.

If the elements of [a] and [6] are constants, these two matrices are symmetrically

equigradent when and only when there exists a symmetric equigradent transformation of

the form (E).

NOTE 2. Composition of equigradent transformations.

Any number of equigradent transformations applied in succession to a matrix are

together equivalent to a single resultant equigradent transformation applied to that

matrix. For if

tf-\
# r J /-I

It r- - V r-
j

.-i S r-
ff-t

( r-
j ff

-i T r-
f
-t S r-

j ff
-, (J .- ...-. H r- ,

f
..-. > ,- ..-.

(J r- j ,,,-\ "it

a
]
=Ul

] [] [*J [
a ] =\.h ] [] [^ 1 t

a
] =[ J t

a
] [^ ]J

(
, L J

j.
L J H L J

j,
J
p Jp t. Jf 1. J

^
1 J m J m L J

^
L J

y

are equigradent transformations converting

fal
"

into fa'l'

s

, fa']" into [a"] , la"Y' into ['"]"J J
)

J r p p J m

respectively, we have

[nn
M r-i M rn"ri-i >l /i\a

1 =[/i] [a] [*] ,
.................................... (1)' m LJ m LJ u l-->

v

where [A]

" =
[h'"]

p
[h"}

r

[h']

w
, [k]

H =
[V]

'

[k"}
q

['"]
*

.J m L J m L J
}>

L J r L J v L J v L J
s L J

q

By Theorem 1 of 131 the matrix \K\ has the same rank as FA-*!' [AT , and thisJ m L J
p

L J

again has the same rank as [h'] . Therefore [A] has rank u. Similarly [k]

n
has rank v.

Consequently (1) is an equigradent transformation converting [a] into [a"']H in

Clearly any number of symmetric equigradent transformations applied in succession

to a matrix are together equivalent to a single resultant symmetric equigradent trans-

formation applied to that matrix.

If all the component equigradent transformations are transformations in Q, fi being

any domain of rationality, then the resultant equigradent transformation is also a trans-

formation in Q. In particular if the component equigradent transformations are all real,

then the resultant equigradent transformation is real.

NOTE 3. Elementary equigradent transformations.

The following will be called elementary equigradent transformations of a matrix :

(a) The insertion of an additional horizontal or vertical row of O's in any position.

(b) The interchange of any two parallel rows.
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(c) The addition to any row of any parallel row multiplied by a scalar constant.

(d) The multiplication of all the elements of any horizontal or vertical row by

a non-zero scalar constant.

That transformations of the type (a) are equigradent will be clear when we observe that

_ r i o o o ~> r! &! cp ri o~i r
o &i di ri & i cil F ai & i Ci

I= 0010, 000=00
62 c2J L 2 62 c,] La2 62 cdJ

i_
1 J La2 62 c2j L 1j

All transformations of the types (b), (c), (d) are of the form (D) in Note 1, and convert

any matrix into a similar matrix.

A transformation of the type (b) which consists in the interchange of the iih and

jih horizontal rows has the form f&l" =[A1
W

\a]
n

,
where [A]"

1

is formed from [1] by theLJ m l- J
OT

l- J 7' LJ m m

interchange of its iih and^'th horizontal (or vertical) rows, and the inverse transformation

. r -*n r , -im r i -.n
is [a] =[A] [b] .Jm ' Jm t- Jm
A transformation of the type (b) which consists in the interchange of the Vth and

jth vertical rows has the form [&]" =[al
n

\k~\

n
. where 17:1 is formed from [11 by theLJm LJ m LJ 7t' LJ n LJ

JI,

interchange of its ith and^'th vertical (or horizontal) rows, and the inverse transformation

W*-M* [*]*J m ' Jm L J n

A transformation of the type (c) has one of the forms

m m m r i n m w r ^ n ni n
[b] =[A] [a] , [b] =[a] [k] ,LJ LJ m LJ n' LJ m LJ

TO
LJ I'

where [k] is formed from [1] by replacing one of its zero elements by a scalar constant

a-, and [] is formed from [lj" by replacing one of its zero elements by a scalar constant T.

The inverse transformations have the same forms, and to obtain them we replace o- by
-

or

and r by - T respectively, and interchange [a] and [6] .

A transformation of the type (d) has one of the forms

rn" r/i"l r i" m 71 r i n r/i"
[o] =[/i] [] , [6] =[] m ,LJ n LJm LJ m LJ n LJm LJ i

where [K] and
[^r] are formed from [1] and [1] respectively by replacing one of the

diagonal elements 1 by a non-zero scalar constant K. The inverse transformations have,

the same forms, and to obtain them we replace K by -, and interchange [a] and [b] .

NOTE 4. Derangements, unitary transformations and quasi-scalar transformations.

The resultant of any number of transformations of the type (a) in Note 3 is an

equigradent transformation of the form [61
n
=\h~\

r

\a]
s

\k\
n

,
where \K\ is derived fromLJm LJm LJ r LJ s

J m

[1] by the insertion of m-r horizontal rows of O's, and [4] is derived from [l]

s

by the

insertion of n - s vertical rows of O's.

The resultant of any number of successive transformations of the type (b) in Note 3

will be called a derangement. Since all such transformations convert Fal
"

into one of itsL J m

derangements, and all derangements of [a]
n

can be obtained by a succession of such

transformations, we see that a derangement is any equigradent transformation of the

form [6] =[A] [a] []' in which \K\
m

and [#j are derangements of [11 and [1]"LJLJLJLJ LJ LJ LJ LJ
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respectively. In this case the inverses of [K] and [k] are identical with their conjugates.

Consequently the inverse transformation is [a]
= h [b] k

,
and is also a derange-

1 'm m '

'n

ment. If [auv] is any derangement of [a] ,
so that [uiU2 ...um]

and [viV2 ...vn] are

derangements of [1 2 ...m] and [1 2 ... n] respectively, we have the two mutually inverse

transformations

r -i " n-\m r -i
n n-i n r -\

n '

1
'

r -i
n '

7
'

[auv] =[/*] [a] [k] , [a]
= h [] k

,L J m L Jm L m L J n ' L J m i ,

L WJ m i i

where the 1st, 2nd, ... with horizontal rows of [h] are the %th, u2ih, ... umth horizontal

rows of [1] ,
and the 1st, 2nd, ... ?ith vertical rows of [k] are the ^ih, v2 ih, ... vnth

vertical rows of [1] . The resultant of any number of successive derangements is also

a derangement.

By a unitary equigradent transformation will be meant one which is a resultant of

a number of successive transformations of the type (c) in Note 3. The inverse of such

a transformation and the resultant of any number of such transformations are again

unitary equigradent transformations.

If r&l'
1

=\h~\
m

la\
n

\k\
n

is a unitary equigradent transformation, we must have
L J m L Jm L Jm L J

/ 1.\* j / 1 \ * i
(A) =1 and (k) =1.

m n

Conversely if both (A)

m
and (k)

n
have one of the values 1 and 1, then (see Ex. xi of

146) at least one of the transformations [b]
= + [A] [] [&] is compounded of de-

rangements and unitary equigradent transformations.

A transformation of fa]" is the resultant of a number of successive transformations of
L J m

the type (d) in Note 3 when and only when it has the form

[b]

n = 1

[h] [a]

n 1

[k] ,

where [A] and [k] are quasi-scalar matrices whose diagonal elements Aj, A2 ,
... hm and

ki, k%, ... kn are all non-zero constants. Such transformations will be called undegenerate

quasi-scalar transformations. The inverse transformation is obtained by replacing Al5

A2 ,
... ATO and ki, &2 kn by their reciprocals and interchanging [a] and [b] ;

and it is

also an undegenerate quasi-scalar transformation. The resultant of any number of such

transformations is also of the same form.

In the particular case when A1
= A2 =...=Am and k

1
= k2=...=kn ,

the above trans-

formation becomes

[b]

H
=p[a]

H
,L Jm ' J M

where p is a non-zero constant. This may be called a scalar transformation.

When AX, /tg, ... Am and l5 k%, ... kn are not all non-zero quantities, we have a degenerate

quasi-scalar transformation.

NOTE 5. Equigradent transformations of a compartite matrix.

_, P, Q, ... R
~a, 0, ... 0"
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be two compartite matrices having the same number of parts. Then if

are equigradent transformations converting the successive parts of < into the corresponding

parts of
T)S,

'A, 0,

0, A',
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For if [6]

M = T" [a]
1'

[A]"'J m L_,
in

L J
/<

L J
//

is ,-i symmetric.- I'quigradent transformation converting the symmetric matrix [a]* into the

symmetric: matrix
[ft] ,

then

1 '

r . , m ' i

.tf =
[ft] ?/

' '

p '' ' '

in

is a linear transformation of variables converting the quadratic form

$=det [x] [a\
p x = "S,aiix?+2.'2aijXiXj

i' P '

'p

into T= det O] [ft]

"* 7 = 2 6H T/i
2+ 22 ft^y, ,

'

where
_;' 4= t.

This correspondence is reversible when the two symmetric matrices have the same

order.

NOTE 7. Completion of any two mutually inverse matrices.

Let \li\

m
and \k~\

r
be two mutually inverse undegenerate matrices of rank r whose

r L J m
elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality Q, so that

VT [*]"
= [!]".LJ r LJ m LJ r

77/e'/i t/" r < ?n, ?<-e can
ft?/

the addition of final active roios to
[ft]

and [] form two

mutually inverse undegenerate square matrices [h]

m
and [k] whose elements are constants

lying in O.

Since \K\ has rank r. we can determine a matrix f?;l of rank m r whose elementsJ r L
'in

are constants in 12, and which satisfies the equation
- 1 n

=0,'

as is evident when we solve this equation for [v]

Then the square matrix [&]

m=
[&, v]

r '

is undegenerate ; for if there exists a relation

of the form

1-7 -,r, in r "
/-,

1

'r, mr
we see by prefixing [A] that

[ft]"

l

[]''T =0, i.e. [l]

r T =0, or T =0,

and this shows that the relation has the form [v] ^ =0, which can only be satisfied
1 'mr

when
p.

=0.
'm-r

Having formed [] in this manner, we can determine a matrix [,] whose elements
J

in
L J m-r

are constants lying in Q, and which satisfies the equation

r -,t ri-\ m rr\ , -if, M-rM L*J =[' J ]L J - L J L J -
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Then writing [A]
=

ri, o

lo, i
we have

NOTE 8. Conversion of any equigradent transformation and its inverse into two mutually
inverse equigradent transformations of similar matrices.

Let [K]

r
\e\

s

[K\* =[]*, #'"[]" #
'

= M* (
4 )LJ jn

LJ r LJ
s

LJ m
,_,

LJ
ti_i

- J
r

!

_^M
be respectively an equigradent transformation and its inverse, so that [A] ,

H and
'" i i y

[&] ,
A" are two pairs of mutually inverse undegenerate matrices whose elements lie in

s
< 1 n

the domain of rationality Q, and which are such that

ri
If [A] and [k] are given, ZT may be any inverse prefactor of [A]

1

which lies in Q,
<~~l r

i i*

and -ff may be any inverse postfactor of [] which lies in Ji.
1

'n

Then from (4) we can derive two mutually inverse equigradent transformations in Q of
the forms

p.-.mfe, OH*'"
S

n , ~n 77
m

r n
rp" f e

5 ~1
[A]

'

[k] =[] ,
/? [a] A = '

.........(5)
'

[_0, OJ
L J L J

t , i

L J m i_i
n |_0, OJ

r, r r, mr
m . n.

[A] , [] a^zrf ^T
,
K are formed respectively by adding final passive rows to

1

'm L J M

(

_
!

/(
^

g

[A] , [^] and final active rows to H , K .

'

'r
' 'n

r*m m
By Note 7 we can form two mutually inverse undegenerate square matrices H , [A]

' J m
(

_jTO

lying in Q by adding final active rows to H , [A]

r

,
and two mutually inverse undegenerate

i i r
m

n
!

_
!

s

square matrices [A] , ^ lying in Q by adding final active rows to [k]

n
,
K . Then the

n J s
" 'i

!

_
!

Ml

first of the equations (5) is obviously true, and we deduce the second by prefixing H and
'

'nt

postfixing K .

'

, , ]y
W

r,)! (

-,*,-
If we write H =

T , A" =
A', F

,
it follows from the second of the

1

'r, mr
(
_

!

m
|

g

equations (5) that the rows which have been added to H and K are such that

>

n ~ s1 ' n n ' >~U [a] 0, [a] V =0. These results follow also from the equations
1 'm-r m <> n

-L CA]- =0) W"Z" -o derived from
2;[A];;;=[i];;;, w;; ^" =[!];
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When the first of the equations (4) is a given equigradent transformation in ii, and the

, ,m , ,* m
values of // and K are not prescribed, we can use a simpler method. For if [A] and

'r
' m

[k]

n
are any two undegenerate square matrices in ii formed by adding final vertical and

horizontal rows to \h\
r
and [lc\

n
. and if H and K are their inverses, then both them *' ^m ^n

equations (4) arc true.

In the following examples fi is any domain of rationality. When it is

the domain of all real numbers, quantities lying in fi and transformations in

fi are real.

Ex. i. If [a] can be converted into the similar matrix [b] by an equigradent trans-

formation in ii, then \b\ can be converted into [a] by an equigradent transformation in St.

This follows from Note 1.

Ex. ii. If the matrix A can be converted into the matrix B and the matrix B into the

matrix C by equigradent transformations in ii, then A can be converted into C by an

equigradent transformation in ii.

This follows from Note 2.

M. P

Ex. iii. If [a] can be converted into [b] by an equigradent transformation in ii, then

it can be converted into by an equigradent transformation in ii.

L5 J
Mj p

For we have p < m, v <
/t, and if

rn m
r n" r/i 1' p/i"

\h\ \a\ \K\ \O\
H L J

III
J

It, ^

is an equigradent transformation in ii, then

t

n~i "' **

'-L
is an equigradent transformation in ii.

Ex. iv. If [a] can be converted into [6] by an equigradent transformation in ii,

r, o-r*
so that m>u ana ft>p, wa i/ ?>i+r^>ju, +>v, wew can oe converted into

I U, UJ-*, r

[6]" % an equigradent transformation in ii.

rjn m r -_.-. p ml'
For if [/*] [a] [/;] =[6]/X)/lJl '

(*

is an equigradent transformation in ii, we can as in 104 by inserting additional final

vertical rows in \h\
'"

and additional final horizontal rows in \k~\

v
form matrices \h\

n r
and

J
(x n f-

\k\
"

of ranks m + r and it + ,s whose elements all lie in ii, and then
L J n+s

,n+r fa,
[/tJ ^ U

is an equigradent transformation in Q.
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Ex. v. If \a]
r

and [6] are undegenerate square matrices, and if we can convert

_ _. r, n ._, , -, r, v

into
'

by an equigradent transformation in Si, then we can convert
I U, U I l^s ^1

-*r, m r, /*.

o/ the matrices [a] awe/ [6] into the other by an equigradent transformation in Si.

We have
p.

<
wi, v *^ ,

and

r
, -.r+wfa, T'

l

m '-+" _ P'
"
l>

'
>1'

r, m

where the prefactor and postfactor on the left are undegenerate matrices of ranks r+ m
and r+n whose elements are constants lying in Si. It follows by the properties of active

and passive rows that

Since [6] is undegenerate, the matrices [h]
r
and []' are undegenerate, and the last

equation is an equigradent transformation in Si converting [a]
r

into [b]

r
.

Ex. vi. If the square matrix [a] can be converted into the similar square matrix [6]

'

by a symmetric equigradent transformation in Si, then [6] can be converted into [a]

'

by

a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q,.

This follows from Note 1.

Ex. vii. If the square matrix A can be converted into the square matrix
,
and the

square matrix B into the square matrix C by symmetric equigradent transformations in Q,

then A can be converted into C by a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q.

This follows from Note 2.

Ex. viii. If the square matrix [a] can be converted into the square matrix [6]
^

by

a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q, then it can be concerted into the square matrix

Tb
'

by a symmetric equigradent transformation in 12.

- '

-**P

For we have
p. *%. m, and if

is a symmetric equigradent transformation in ii, then

Wl

^
r n'"r; /vi^. P RV 0~|

o HJA
'];I =[_o, oj

1

V, p 'i> p

is a symmetric equigradent transformation in O.

This result also follows directly from Ex. vii.

Ex. ix. If the square matrix [a] can be converted into the square matrix [&]
M

by

a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q, so that m^>/i, and if m+r$>p, then the
'

r rn m> '

square matrix '

can be converted into [6]^ by a symmetric equigradent trans-
-'
m, r

formation in Q.
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For if h \a\ [/<] =[61
i i

L J
in

L J m J
ft

is a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q, we can, as in 104, by inserting

additional final horizontal rows in [h]
1* form a matrix [A]

M
of rank m+r whose elements

all lie in fl, and then

r-,ni+r r
a> 0~l'"'''

V L 5 J
Mi r

is a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q.

_ - 7)1 rT-li^ 7

Ao,'. x. // ?w oa?i convert m= \a\ into w= \b\ by a symmetric eauiqradent trans-L Jm J p

Va (T\
m ' r

formation in Q. so that m j>u, and if m + r^t>u + p, then we can convert <!> = I into
10, OJ-), r

^= 6y a symmetric equigradent transformation in 12.

m p

For by Exs. viii and ix we can convert
(J)

into
,
and then * into

, by symmetric

equigradent transformations in O.
1 |Wt

7)1

If the transformation converting 6 into \^ is h [a] [h]
^ =

|7>1

M
,
then the trans-

i i

L J
TO

L J
;/i

L J
/*

(*

formation converting * into obtained in this way has the form

m, r

h, u r, on
' '

rh, on **'

_ r?>, on M> p

|

>

,

I- '

-',r*-
'

,r M, p

/x, p

where is a matrix of rank m + r which can be determined by Theorem V of 55 105.
u. v

\

m, r

Ex. xi. If []' and [b] are undegenerate square matrices, and if ice can convert the

r~ n~i r< '"
r~h n~i r> ^

square matrix into the square matrix '

by a symmetric equigradent

transformation in fl, </te ?w c-aw convert each of the matrices [a] ana? [6] tVifo Me other by

a symmetric equigradent transformation in Si.

We have p < m, and

,
0--

where [A]
r + 'i

is an undegenerate matrix of rank r+w whose elements are constants lying

in O. It follows by the properties of active and passive rows that

Since [fe]

r
is undegenerate, the matrix [h] is undegenerate, and the last equation

is a symmetric equigradent transformation in O converting [a] into [6] .

Ex. xii. 7/ [6]

r
and [c] are undegenerate square matrices, and if the square matrix

\a\
v

can be converted

rb, oY'
m -r

rc. *]**'
both rnto I I and vato I

Q QJu '

^r, m-r L '

-*r,y.-r
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by symmetric equigradent transformations in &, then each of the square matrices [b] and

[c]

r
can be converted into the other by a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q.

We have r <
p, p^f. TO, r < m, and we may suppose that ^ < m.

Let

By Exs. x and vi we can convert each of the matrices A and < into the other and also

each of the matrices A and ^ into the other by symmetric equigradent transformations

in O. Therefore by Ex. vii we can convert each of the matrices < and ^ into the other

by a symmetric equigradent transformation in Q, and the theorem now follows from Ex. xi.

Ex. xiii. The transformation \b~\ =fAl
'

\a~\ [1 in which TA] and \k~\ are matrices
L J m L J

in
L J m L J n J m J n

with constant elements having the forms

r
.,m

[h]
=

L J m

occurs frequently in the following articles. Referring to Exs. xiii and xv of 101, it will

be seen that this transformation can be expressed as the resultant of a number of

transformations of the type (c) in Note 3, and is therefore a unitary equigradent trans-

formation. The inverse of such a transformation, and the resultant of any number of

such transformations, are again transformations of the same form.

Ex. xiv. The results stated in Ex. xiii remain true when [A] and \k] have the
L J m L J n

forms
a, /3, y, ... K, K

"1000
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i <
m

its inverse is the matrix [b]

m
and therefore the matrix A in which

' 'm

,-. r? i r r ^ r ri -,in-r r
-.m r

=0, [&] = -M > [bvu\ ,L "I'J m _ r L J m _ r L "MJm _ r J m _ r

i m-r

_.},

[;]"- -"

We have
"-

-r, m-r "rim r

where [A]'"' is the matrix whose 1st, 2nd, ... rth, (V+ l)th, ... mth horizontal rows are the

jOith, /)2 th, ... pr th, /ijth, ... /xm _,.th horizontal rows of
[1]^>

and [k]

m
is the matrix whose 1st, 2nd, ... rth, (r+l)th, ... with vertical rows are the

g^th, q.2 ih, ... qrih, j/xth, ... i/m _ Pth vertical rows of [1] .

r-
i

-,r, m-r p,
_-.9%Hi-r

Since '
is the inverse of

'

,
it follows that when [b]

"'

is the
I -o-, 1 J I fr, 1J

-"r.M-r r, m-r

inverse of [><] we haveL J m

r i rn r' m ~ r
1 , ,w r/, 7> n 7

"
1

" 7
"

i'O =T [6]

TO T -FV.W ;

L - -' !J
r, m _ ,

-- '" "- LV Wr, m _ r

I

-
,)H

for the 1st,... rth, (r+l)th, ... mth horizontal rows of k
1

'm

are the g^th, ... gvth, j/jth, ... i/m _,.th horizontal rows of [1] ,

I
-

:

'"

and the 1st,... rth, (/+!) th, ... mth vertical rows of h
' '

in

are the pjth, ...jo,.th, /^ith, ...
/x,n _,.th vertical vows of [1]" .

Similarly if [] is a square matrix in which

[i r r-i-i r r -<m-r r -.in r

wl P =[!],. [M r =H r

i i

"'

iV* inverse is the matrix [b] and therefore the matrix A in which
'm

rz n'' PTI'' r? T-r r -.m-r rl -.r n r ,

[M, -m,. [VI,. =-H, . [U m _ r
=

. E

142. Some special unitary equigradent transformations of
a matrix with constant elements.

Throughout this article fl denotes any domain of rationality. When it is

the domain of all real numbers, scalar quantities lying in fi are real, and

transformations in 11 are real transformations.

c. n. 16
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Theorem I. //</>
=

[a] is a matrix of rank p whose elements are

constants lying in a domain of rationality H, and if an 4= 0, we can convert

$ by unitary equigradent transformations in fl into the compartite matrix

where [6] is the matrix of rank p 1 in which

/I,1,1 + tA

a
),

1, ! + /

au (buv)
=

1,

j, ... l + f

, 1 + M2, ... ! +
(1)

The first equation in (1) completely defines the matrix [6] ,
and the

second equation follows from the first by the identity of 110.

FIRST PROOF OF THEOREM I.

Putting

a\ 1 1 i a\ i _i_ / . . _ ._
f

* T T * _
.

' > 1 ' J In 1 O AM |
. rt IV t1 I I

ttjj ^11

we will perform on < in succession and in any order the following two sets of operations :

(1) We will add to the (l+i)th horizontal row the first horizontal row multiplied by

(TH, doing this for the values 1, 2, ... m-1 of i.

(2) We will add to the (l+j)th vertical row the first vertical row multiplied by -TIJ,

doing this for the values 1, 2, ... n- 1 of j.

These are unitary equigradent transformations in O which are together equivalent to

the single resultant transformation

1
,
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the matrix on the right in (A) has the same rank p as [a]

n
. It also follows from the

Hl
second equation in (1); for this equation shows that all minor determinants of

[oj^j
f

/I, 1 + tfi, ... l + v
p_A

order p vanish, and that if I a
j
is one of those non-vanishing minor deter-

\1, 1 + Mi , ... 1+M ,/
p 1

minants of of order p which contain an ,
then (&,,)

p ~
is a non-vanishing minor

determinant of [6]

"
of order p-1.

_.!, m-l p.
-.1, n-l

By prefixing
'

and postfixing Q
'

j
on both sides of (A) we obtain the

l,m-l l,n-\

inverse equation
1-1 nn 1'- 1 r n-i l>n ~ l n -ii.-i

vi fi, on n*ii, on ri, ri

-L, il Lo,&J LO, ijL ' -M.n-1 1-
-"l.JB-l

1- '

-"l.Jt-l

Equation (A) is a unitary equigradent transformation in Q which converts $ into ^ ;

and equation (A') is a unitary equigradent transformation in J2 which converts ^ into
(p.

SECOND PROOF OP THEOREM I.

If QHV=( 'a ), buv= ,,, so that [6]*" is the matrix defined in the enun-

\i,l +J "n

ciation, we have by 116 the equations

.+ o >

'
^-"l,TO-l

rn 8 i r -.i r ,)t ro. o~i

[a]
=-

[a] [a] + '

; ..................... (a')J m au
L J l J

i
j_0, &J

lim _j

and by Ex. viii of 116 the matrices [Q] and [b] have rank p-1.

,, T ... 1 r n l ri~l 1 r -i
n n ili-l

Writing -
fa] =

,
- fal = [1, T| ,

n * Lo'J n x aL -J

l, m-l

so that o-j! and TIJ have the same values as before, we can replace (a') by the equation

tl

-I
l

(-/-v-l"
4 " 1

n -il, H-l . I O| m"- 1 r/-. -n1 . ~1

J t
1
'^! +

[lj ^-l^^H-l '

-1
!, irt-1

'--
'l, m-l

and by the property of passive rows given in 43.9 this is the same as

.1,TO-1_ __1,M-1 _ 1, il-l_ -_.,-_ __,- _ ,
-

w>[; 7; ] ;;]
...................^

L '

-"l.m-l
1-

-'l.m-l
1- ' J

I,I-1

r i en
1'" 1

ri - n 1'"" 1

Prefixing and postfixing
'

. on both sides of (A') we obtain
I (7" 1 I I w 1

-"l, m-l -J
l, -l

the inverse transformation

-.1, m-l .- _l, i-l _.!,-!

-
1

,:?] KRv] -ft
1

: ]
...................

<
A >

J l,-l -'l.lt-l
L J

1,7)4-1

converting ^> into
i//-,

which is the resultant of the elementary unitary transformations in

ii described in the first proof.

162
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Ex. i. As particular cases of the second equation in (1) we have the equations

2 ,.2 . ,3 /ANP" 1
/ \P fl'\

which we can also obtain by equating correspondingly formed minor determinants of both

sides of (A).

Ex. ii. If auv is any non-vanishing element of <, we can convert $ by unitary equi-

gradent transformations in Q, into the matrix [b] in which buv=auv ,
all other elements of

the uth horizontal row and the vth vertical row vanish, and

.
uv VJ wjien i j. u ancl j -f_ y>
aiv a

ij

As in Ex. ix we write o-<M= , r^=-a
'
1
and add to the ith horizontal row the

auy <*,!/>

uth horizontal row multiplied by -O-JM ,
and to the jth vertical row the vth vertical row

multiplied by -TVJ, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... m of i except u and

for all the values 1, 2, ... n of j except v.

The notation here used is different from that of the text, for when auv=au we now

r ^il 1]oave o*jj
^

, ^ij
=~~

a\\ a\i

Theorem II. If <f>
=

[a]

"
is a matrix of rank p whose elements are

constants lying in a domain of rationality ft, and if A = (a) =f *5 a non-

vanishing diagonal minor determinant of </>,
we can convert

<f> by unitary

equigradent transformations in ft into the compartite matrix

-[
a, (T

r' n-

0, ^
r, m-r

where [6] is the matrix of rank p r in which

1, 2, ... r, r+ v\ /I, 2, ... r, r + vi, ... r+ v
s

a
, A(6W)

8 = a . ...(2)
1, 2, ...r, r + u/ \1, 2, ...

The first of the equations (2) completely defines the matrix [6] ,
and

the second equation follows from the first by the identity of 110. The

second equation shows that [6]

r

has rank p r; for it shows that all minor

determinants of [6] of order greater than p r vanish, and that to every

one of the non-vanishing minor determinants of
<f>

of order p which contains

A there corresponds a non-vanishing minor determinant of [b]

n '

of order

p-r.

FIRST PROOF OF THEOREM II.

r r /I, 2....J-, r+i'x

Let [4] be the reciprocal of [a] ;
let Quv = I a

) ;
and let

r r
\l, 2, ... r, r+u/
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buv = ~A-Quv, [b]

n~ r = ^-[Q]
n~

, so that [61

"

is the matrix defined in the
A m r A mr m-r

enunciation. Then by 116 we have

r , n 1 r -. r "7
r

r n Ji
I 0, |

,,
,-.

[a]
=

^-[a] A [a] + A
'

;
............(V)J m A L J m

l_, r
L J r

|_Q, 6

and by Ex. viii of 8 1 1 6 the matrices [0] and [6] have rank p
- r.

J m-r m-r

We can replace (b') by
i _r -.r rn r\-\

r'*~ r

r i n A .- _ r rT1

.- -, r ^^ r -i
n I

" V I /r\W =
7rJa] ^ -N -4 M + A /

.......... (3 >J m a* *H_i , r i_i^ r 0, 6
"- -1

r, m-r

Using a notation analogous to that given in 102 and 115 let

r n r T V r~r
)

"r -\
n ri -.r,n-r /.,

[a]*
=A L r-" M^^t1'^ >

......... <4 >

L J
r, m-r

so that [cr] and [T]
r

are the matrices in which :

- L J

o"tM
= ~r times the primary of A formed when we replace the wth hori-

zontal row of A by the (r + t)th horizontal row of [a] ,
or

when in A we replace the horizontal suffix u by r + i
;

rvj
= -r times the primary of A formed when we replace the vth vertical

row of A by the (r + j)ih vertical row of [a] ,
or when in A

we replace the vertical suffix v by r +j.

Then the equation (3) is equivalent to

M~T rm m~r

r ,n 1 r
r ,r, n-r U m n-r rrv n r' n~rM =U M ,
[1 ' T]

r
+ hi Wm-rW> ^ n-r '

L -1

r, m-r r, mr
and by the property of passive rows given in 43.9 this is the same as

6
r, mr r, mr

[i
o~i

n "'" r n ~]

r' n~r

- and postfixing
'

on both sides of

r, m-r r, -r

(B'), we obtain the equivalent inverse equation

[1

A -i r,m-r r -,r,n-r f r, n-r
1, 01 1,

- T
I ,

I

-;,:ij [<[o i

= k b\
r, m-r r, n-r u -1

r, m-r
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Equation (B') is a unitary equigradent transformation in ft converting

the matrix ty of the theorem into <, and equation (B) is a unitary equi-

gradent transformation in ft converting <f>
into ty.

To effect the transformation (B) we perform on
</>

in succession and in

any order the following two sets of transformations :

(1) We add to the (r + i)th horizontal row the 1st, 2nd, ...rth horizontal

rows multiplied by a-^, <?&, ... <r^. respectively, doing this for all the

values 1, Z,...m rofi.

(2) We add to the (r+j)th vertical row the 1st, Ind, ... rth vertical rows

multiplied by TV-, r2j,
... rrj respectively, doing this for all the values 1,

2, . . . n r ofj.

Thus (B) is the resultant of 2r elementary unitary equigradent trans-

formations in ft
;
and this is also true of (B').

The fact that [61

' r

has rank p r also follows from the theorem of S 100J m-r

when we observe that in (B) the compartite matrix on the right has the

same rank p as [a]" . Further the equations (2) of the enunciation can be

deduced from (B) by equating correspondingly formed minor determinants

of orders r + 1 and r + s on both sides, the determinants of the right-hand

side being those which contain [a]

r
.

SECOND PROOF OF THEOREM II.

Since all horizontal rows of [al
r

are connected with the horizontal rowsJ
TO

of \aY ,
and all vertical rows of [a] are connected with the vertical rowsJ

r r

of [a] , there exist equations of the forms

r ~i
H ~ r

r t-i r' m ~ r r T r
f\ r i re

~~ T r\ /*'\
[-<r, 1] [a] =0, [a] =0 (4)m-r in

J
r I 1

" -^
r, n-r

Solving for [<r]

r

and [r]

r

,
we obtain

&ri ! Mr

AMI -
. . am

A
j

l
, r+i

_^y, r+i &rn

from which the equations (4) follow, this showing that trui and rv -

t
are the

same quantities as before.

From (4') we obtain at once the transformation

,
-T
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[-,

n-r
T

-,

1

~(li t r+ i ... (lln

247

= [-*, 1]

It follows that

r, mr
mr

i, r+i

~ar

i, r+v z, r+v T T 0"M,. &r,

+ A ar+Ut r+v
= (

^

a
J

.^ Vuv Qet [Mr+u, 1 Mr+u. rj "
l 1 r

_ ^r , r+v _

Thus [61 is the same matrix as before : and since the matrix t|r on theJ m-r

right in (B) must have the same rank p as [a] , it follows by the theorem

of 100 that [b]

n r

has rank p r.

Prefixing and postfixing
'

on both sides of (B),
\O~> J-J I v/, II-1

r, m-r -1

r, nr
obtain (B').

Ex. iii. Particular cases of the second equation in (2) are

(2')

we

r+l , ... A (&)-= (a)" .

2
^ 'r+2 ^ P~r ^

p

We can obtain these equations by equating correspondingly formed minor determinants

of both sides of (B').

Ex. iv. When A=a11 4:

0, we have as in Theorem I

Ex. v. When A= (a) =1=0, we have

an

;
Aru

and

/J2\ /iA
_ 2
=
la), Ar2,y_ 2

=
( 1 5

\12/ \12/

/12.A

-2,j-2= ( I-
\12i/

. vi. When -au = 033= 0, and A=(o) = -o12o2i=t=0, we have

and

Ex. vii. If <p
= []'" is a symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix in Theorem II, then the

transformations (B) and (B') are symmetric, and the reduced matrix ^ is symmetric or

skew-symmetric according as
<f)

is symmetric or skew-symmetric.
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In these cases we have n=m.
HI

If [a]
m

is symmetric, then [A]
r

is symmetric, and a = []"* When therefore we
m v ""^

.y

equate the conjugates of both sides in the equation

we obtain - ft m ~ r

r it*"= 1X1

and the equations (B) and (B') assume the symmetric forms

. . r, m-r

J
ri-

ft U'

r, 1II ~r,m-r ~r,m-r
1-'

r, m r

If [a]'" is skew-syrnrnetric, then r and p are necessarily even integers ;
moreover [A]

r
is

skew-symmetric, and a = -[]. Proceeding as before, we again obtain the same
1

'r

results, and the equations (B) and (B') again assume the symmetric forms (Bj) and (B/).

Equating the conjugates of both sides in (Bj), we see that the matrix ^ on the right is

symmetric when [a] is symmetric, and skew-symmetric when [a] is skew-symmetric.

To effect the transformation (B t )
we perform on

(f)
in succession and in any order the

following operations for all the values 1, 2, ... m-r of i :

We add to the (r+ i)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st, 2nd, ... rth parallel rows

multiplied by TU, TM, ... rr i respectively.

NOTE 1. Identities corresponding to the equations (B) and (B').

We can replace (b) by the identity

A ,, r -,m r
-.r <-?

r
r -.r <-?

r
r n ?t

, A TO,A Lal
= [] A [] A [a] + A .LJ m LJ m,_i

LJ r i_,

LJ r 0, Qr r u ' ^

so that OtU is the primary of A formed when in A we replace the horizontal suffix u by r+ i
t

and fivj
is the primary of A formed when in A we replace the vertical suffix v by r+j.

Then we have

AHaf-PH [aT [A,L Jm la r L

~'r,m-r

~A, OT""~' fa. T'"~' FA,,. \ _: i . , i i
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The inverse transformation is

" -""' "~r

............. (B2)
A<?

,
- n-r ->, m-r

The equations (B2) and (B2') are identities in the elements of [d]
n

.

Theorem III. Let
(f>
=

[a]

n
be a matrix of rank p whose elements are

constants lying in a domain of rationality fl, and let A = (apq)
r

=j= be any

non-vanishing minor determinant of <. Then if [/*] and [v] n_r are the

corranged complements of [p] r
in [1 2 ... m] and of[q] r

in [1 2 . . . n\ respectively,

/qiq2...qr"A
and if P = I a \

,
we can convert

<f> by unitary equigradent trans-

\PlP2--PrW

formations in O into the compartite matrix
-fy [6] in which

( 1 ) [bpq]

r

f
= [apq]

'

; [bp,,]^ _ ^

=
-^
[PM,]"^ ,

and has rank p-r.

(2) All other elements are Q's.

It follows from Ex. viii of S 116 that the matrices [?}
*"

and [6MJL frj m-r J w-r

defined in the enunciation have rank p r.

The theorem can be deduced from Theorem II by derangements of

horizontal and vertical rows. We give below a direct and independent

proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM III.

If [.dpg] is the reciprocal of [apg]
r

,
we have by 116

Using a notation analogous to that of 102 and 115 we will write

sothat

O-U=T times the horizontal primary of A formed when we replace the wth horizontal
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row of [aig]

r

(occurring in A) by the t'th horizontal row of [aiq]
r

(not occurring in A),

or when in A we replace the horizontal suffix u by i ;

T
vj
= times the vertical primary of A formed when we replace the vkh vertical row

of [api]
n
(occurring in A) by the,/th vertical row of [api] (not occurring in A), or when in

A we replace the vertical suffix v by/

We can then replace (5) by

By adding m-r suitably placed vertical rows to [hlp]
r

and n r suitably placed

horizontal rows to [kq{] we will form the square matrices [/*]"* and [K] in which

-\ix--r n
=o,

Then if we write [Vl~
'

LVC-r Ifri]

*

_ r
=
f>C> wc have

r 1 n r. r i
"

^> r ->n- r r rt i n
~ r r -\

n r m n
[Xpi]

=
0, [^iJ = 0, [#,,]

=
[P^,,] ,

1.6. [x]
=

[P] .
' r VJ m L ^-"m-r * J m-j- L J m Jm

Accordingly equation (6) is

[T
n ri i r r i r n I H . ^n T m ~ r rr> t n ~ r n -\

n

]
= [VI [W] C^9i] + T [^IM] [-^M^] t^Vl] ,J

TO
' Jm L

^''-'r
1- ' J r A MJ m L MJm-r J

>
'

which by the properties of passive rows is the same as

[a]

n

=[h]
m

[b]

n

[f, .................................... (G")m LJm J nt
LJ

n,

where [6] is the matrix denned in the enunciation ;
and this is a unitary equigradent

transformation in Q converting ^ into $.

By Ex. xv of 141 the inverse transformation is

[h']

m
[a]

n

[']" = [&]" , .................................... (C)L Jm LJ m.
L J n L J

in

where [A'l and f^'l are the matrices in whichJ m L J n

TJ' ~\
r m r r/' -\i

n r _ r ,, T>- r -, r r7 ,
,wj-r ri ,m-r

[AW] r [i] r, [A^] p =o, [A'MP] TO _ r =-K/>] OT _ r
, C*W.I r-M.I r

J

r// 1
r Til*" r/7 T-*1

r -\n-r r; ,
,r _ r; ,

,- m ?*~ r

[^ OT]
r
=

[1]
p

, [^V] r
= -

[rv] r
, [k'vq] n _ r

=
0, ['] ^ _ r

=
[1] M _ r

.

Equation (C) is a unitary equigradent transformation in O converting < into
\/r.

We
effect this transformation by performing on in succession and in any order the following
two sets of operations :

(1) We add to the fj,th horizontal row the p\th, p^th^ ... p,.th horizontal rows multiplied

ty ^npi'
~

"/ixp2'
" ~

VPr resPectivefy, doing this for all the values
p.lt //2 ,

... pm -r f P~

(2) We add to the vth vertical row the q\th, q^th, ...qr th vertical rows multiplied by
~ r

q\v>
~ T

qzi
~ T

q v respectively, doing this for all the values vit v%, ... vn _ r of v.
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At each step we add to a horizontal or vertical row which does not occur in A the

parallel rows which do occur in A multiplied by certain constants each of which is

- times one of the primaries of A.

Ex. viii. From the definition of F61 in the enunciation, we haveL J m

/gi32 qr v\ /lilt 1rV\ v >i
v
s\

A&uw = a
,

A (&)' = a
,

............... (7)
... u

the first equation being true whenever u is not an element of the sequence [p\pz ... pr]

and v is not an element of the sequence [qiq2 ... qr], and the second equation being true

whenever the sequences [] and [p] have no element in common and the sequences [v]

and [q] have no element in common.

Ex. ix. Special case when A= aMt,=f=0.

In this case we have r=l, pi= u, q\ v, and

WMJ W
MJ j

G"iu ? Tyj
==

i a.,,i1t On

This is the case considered in Ex. ii.

/'i v \
Ex. x. Special case when A = I a

)
=t= 0.

\pu/

In this case r=2, pi=p, P2=u, ?i
=

?) ?2= v
>

,-GO-\u ij

/qv
AtriM=(

and A6,;,-= ( a
\pui

it being understood that i=

We add to the ^th horizontal row the p\h and uih horizontal rows multiplied by a-ip

and a-iu ,
and we add to the /th vertical row the qih and vth vertical rows multiplied

by rqj and -T^-, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... m of i except p and w,

and for all the values 1, 2, ... ft ofy' except <?
and v.

(uv\
a J= ,( =j=0.

/

We have <><
= --, <ris

=

and &y
=

y

when neither i norj is equal to u or v.

We add to the ith horizontal row the wth and vth horizontal rows multiplied by - viu

and -o-j,,, and to the ^'th vertical row the wth and vth vertical rows multiplied by rui

and TV,:

Ex. xii. If <fr
=

[a] is a symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix in Theorem III, and if

A==(pp) =4=0 is a non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of^ then the transformations

(C) and (C') are symmetric, and the reduced matrix
\|/-
=

[b]"''
is symmetric or skew-symmetric

according as
(j>

is symmetric or skew-symmetric.
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In these cases we have n=m, [q] =[ p] ,
and \y] [p]

= corranged complement of [p]

in [1 2 ... m].

.m-r

If [a] is symmetric, then [A pp] is symmetric, and MP --[apii] .'

T

therefore we equate the conjugates of both sides in the equation

l^ipj
== "T L^Vf'J m _ r PP '

we obtain

r
'

r r

Therefore [VuJ
r = "ZT [A]

w = T m "F }L MPJ TO-r
i

PM
t

J n ii ' J
i ^_j

TO- r

and the equations (C) and (C') assume the symmetric forms

"77
m

r i m r f n m m m /n \
^ [] [k] =

[b] ,
; (CO

i lm
LJ

77i
LJ m J m'

r , m r i
m

r , n m r , T m /n '\

[a]
=

[6] [k] , (Cj)J m i_jw l J m J
7ft'

where
[/;] and f^'l

m
are defined as before.J m L J m

If [a] is skew-symmetric, then r and p are necessarily even integers ;
moreover

i 1

m ~ r

[^PP] is skew-symmetric, and MP
:= ~[a p/n]

n ~ r
. Proceeding as before we again

obtain the same results, and the equations (C) and (C') again assume the symmetric forms

(CO and (CY).

Equating the conjugates of both sides in (CO we see that the matrix ^ on the right is

symmetric when
(f>

is symmetric, and skew-symmetric when
(f>

is skew-symmetric.

To effect the transformation (CO we perform on
<j>

in succession and in any order the

following operations for all the values /il5 /u2 , ... /*TO _ r of
p..

We add to the /xth horizontal and vertical rows the pith, j 2 th, ...jt>,.th parallel rows

multiplied by -T^, -r^, ...
-irrespectively.

143. A more general unitary equigradent transformation.

Theorem. Let
<f>
=

[a]^ be a matrix of rank p whose elements are con-

stants lying in a domain of rationality H, and let a, j3, 7, . . . K, \, /JL,
. . . TT, p be

a series of constantly increasing positive integers, the first of which is greater

than 0, and the last of which is equal to the rank of <p.
Then if none of the

leading diagonal minor determinants
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of (f> vanish, we can convert
(j> by a unitary equigradent transformation in

into a certain compartite matrix

_ a ft >._
a, 0, 0, ... 0, ... 0,

0, b, 0, ...0, ...0,

0, 0, c, ...0, ...0,

0, 0, 0,... I, ...0,

0, 0, 0, ...0, ...r,

0, 0, 0,...0, ...0, 0_

in which A=a
a, /3 a, 7 -

/3, . . . X K, ... p- TT, m- p

),...R = (rY , the'
|3-a

' ' \-K '
p-i

part [a]

a

being the leading diagonal minor of order a of <f>,
and the parts

[b]

~ a

, [c]

y ~^
, [1] _

K

, [w]^_ ,
- M*

*

being leading diagonal minors of

the matrices

r/ _M-a r -,
n ft rJ-,nK r -,w-A r -.n ir

[61 , [c] ,
. . . U] , [m] % ,

. . . [r]L J m-a LJ w-/3'
L J TO-K ' L J w-X' L J m-Tr

of ranks p a, p ft, ... p K, p \, ... p TT whose elements are defined in

succession by the equations

/I, 2, ...a, a + v\ /I, 2, .../3-a, /3-

^46M =( a 1, 5cw = 6

\1, 2, ...a, a+w/ \1, 2, .../3-a, /3-a + uy

L, 2, ... y-/3, 7-1

awe? so on, the determinants on the right being primary superdeterminants

ofA,B,C,...L,...P.

If we assume provisionally that A
, B, C, ... do not vanish, we deduce in

succession from the equations defining the elements buv , cuv ,
duv ,

... by
means of the identity of 110 the equations

^1,2, ... a, a + Vi, ...

A(buv)
=

1, 2, ...a,

1, 2, ... p-a, p-a + vi, ... p-a + v

1, 2, ... 0-a, /3-a + Mj, ... /3- a+ us

a + s

a + s

- a + s

I, 2, ... 7 -/3, 7 _

(*.)
, 2, ...7-ft 7-

(i);
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and from these we deduce in succession the equations

I, 2, ... a, a + vj, ...a + t>g\ ,

a > ^ 6 = ft)

1, 2, ...a,

ABC(duv)

s

=(' '"a"
), ABG(dY=(a)

\1, 2, ...y, 7+ Mi, ... 7 + Mg/
"*

-... (2)

Since A = Aa =fO, the first pairs of equations in (1) and (2) are true, and

they show that AB = A^ =J=
0. Therefore B does not vanish, and the second

pairs of equations in (1) and (2) are true.

These show that ABC = Ay =f=
0. Therefore G does not vanish and the

third pairs of equations in (1) and (2) are true.

These show that ABCD = As =)=
0. Therefore D does not vanish and the

fourth pairs of equations in (1) and (2) are true.

Proceeding in this way we see that

Thus none of the determinants A, B, C, ... vanish; all the equations (1)

and (2) are true
;
and we can determine matrices

a. rz/l
w~a

j. r -\
n~P i rj-i n ~* r T n ~ n

to = W -.' to = M*-* - to = [*]_, ... to = [r] m_ v

whose elements are defined as in the theorem.

The equations (2) show in succession that
<j)p, <f>y , ... < A ,

...
</>p have non-

vanishing minor determinants (6)
P
~ a

, (c)
p
~

/3

,
... (l)

P ~'
. (r)

p
~ n

of orders
P-O '

p j3
'
p K '

p TT

p a, p ft, ... p K, ... p TT, and that all their minor determinants of

higher orders vanish. Consequently these matrices have ranks p a,

p /3, ... p K, ... p TT respectively.

From the equations (2) we see that

s
, /I, 2, ... a, a +

Aa (6MW)'
s

= a
\l, 2, ... a, a. +

/I, 2, ... a, a + v l , ... a + v
g
\ /I, 2, ... a, a + v

,
Aa 6w -( a

l, 2, ... a, a. + ul ,...a. + u
g/ \1, 2, ... a, a + u

/I, 2, ...j8,

(cuv)
= a

1, 2, ... K, K + U/

(4)
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We shall regard X as any integer of the series a, {$, j, . . . K, X, p, . . . TT, p ;

K as that integer of the series which immediately precedes X
;
and /* as that

integer of the series which immediately follows X. When X is the first

integer of the series, we must consider that K. = 0, A* = A =
1, K = 1. When

\ is the last integer of the series, we must consider that AM
= 0, fy^

= 0.

Proof of the theorem.

Let the reciprocals of

be respectively

i^j. , r -i
n

, rj -,na. , i- -\n-fi , r7-,n K
let <a=M , </>/3=[fr] , </>v=M .1 <t>\=[i] >J m L J m-a' L J w-/3' L J

TO
'

t

n A-IK, w-/c rnn 1 K
U. U U r71 n-<c r -.K,n=

, U] [0, 1]
I \

1
L J W-(C L ' J 2-/C

Y> "'-Iw, m K I-
-l/t, w K

. .

(5)

T =-

A-(C ..A-K \- K I IA K K n -K

so that $A is the matrix similar to [a] formed by adding initial horizontal and vertical

rows of O's to c A .

The corresponding expressions for <I>a , *^,
4>
y ,

... <J>
P
and Ta , Tp,

T
y ,

... T
ft

are

obtained by replacing (X, /c, Z, Z) by (a, 0, a, J), (ft a, &, 5), (y, /3, c, (7), ... (p, TT, r, R) ;

and in particular we have

The identity (A') of 116 gives the equation

,A K, n A

A K, n Av |- n n _, ,

mW-(C
1 rn \-K l

~7
lA *

rnn-K .
U

)
U

,"T\= yW ^ PJ + n ' ...............
m-K Z LJ

TO_ K ^ A_ K
LJ A-

|_0, mJ A_K)W_ A

or *A=7
T

A+ *M ............................................................... (8)

From the equations

obtained in this way we deduce such equations as
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the last of which is

n =TT + T + ... + T +T+ T+... + T + T (A)

1
II rv~l^ K \ ifFO r .A K

Now let ^A=T 7
L
-"A-/e ,,

_
A J

.(10)

K, A K, Wi A

7
1 rT1 ^~'e m 71*' M~* rn T \-\ K >

X (t, n-A ,,,N
and *AT L> ^J A_ K

= t' *> *JL '
" V

where X'iM y times the determinant formed from (?)

~"
when we replace its th

horizontal row by the (X-K + z)th horizontal row of [I]

" K

jandX^y times the deter-

minant formed from (1)

~*
when we replace its Hh vertical row by the (X e+^)th

A~* A

vertical row of [I]\K

We obtain the corresponding expressions for Aa , hp, hy , ... hp and ka , kp, ky ,
... kp by

replacing (X, K, Z, L) by (a, 0, a, A\ (ft a, 6, B\ (y, ft c, (7), ... (p, TT, r, 72) ;
and in

particular we have

Furtherlet h^-f! . ^_p =[0, l]
p> w~p

......................... (12)

L^p.^-p

Then the equation (A) can be written in the form

By the property of passive rows given in 43.9 the equation (Aj) is equivalent to

where -^ is the matrix defined in the enunciation
;

[Al is the matrix whose successive vertical rows are the successive vertical rows
L Jm

of the matrices Aa , hp, A
y ,

... Ap ,
um_p taken in this order

;

["1 is the matrix whose successive horizontal rows are the successive horizontal
L J

rows of the matrices ka , kp, ky , ... kp ,
vn_ p taken in this order.

We may define [A] by saying that its last m p vertical rows are um _ p ,
and its

(K + l)th, (K+ 2)th, ... Xth vertical rows are the 1st, 2nd, ... (X-x)th vertical rows of /*A ;

and we may define [K] by saying that its last n p horizontal rows are v_ p ,
and its

(x + l)th, (<c + 2)th, ... Xth horizontal rows are the 1st, 2nd, ... (X-*)th horizontal rows

of A .
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The matrices [A]
m
and

\}c]

n
have the general forms

257

1, 0, 0, ...0,

o-, 1, 0, ...0,

(r, <r, 1, ... 0,

(T, <T, (T, ... 1,

o~, o", o") . . . tr,
1

o, p a, y /3, ... p IT, m p

[*]%L J M

a, |3 o,
-

. PTT, m p

. pir, np

0, 1, r,

0, 0, 1,

. T, T

. T, T

0, 0, 0, ... 1, T

0, 0, 0,...0, 1

a, j3-a, y /3, ... prr, np

the constituent matrices where a o- or r occurs being determined in the manner shown

above.

It follows that the equation (B) is a unitary equigradent transformation in Q con-

verting ^ into <6; and if Jl and ^f are the inverse matrices of [h] and
\Jc\

n
, having

'm < 'n

the same general forms as [h]

m
and []" respectively, the inverse equation

H i iK = (B')

is a unitary equigradent transformation in Q converting $ into \^.

We have thus proved the theorem.

NOTE 1. Resolution of (B} and (B') into simpler unitary transformations.

Let A be the matrix formed from fll"
1

when we replace the X K vertical rows
L Jm

immediately following the *th vertical row by AA ;
let q^ be the matrix formed from

[1] when we replace the X-K horizontal rows immediately following the /cth horizontal

row by &A ;
let /\ be the matrix formed from p^ when we replace [X'j

*

by -
[X']

~*
; let

'

Q^ be the matrix formed from q^ when we replace [X] by -
[X] ;

so that Px is the

inverse ofp^ and Q^ is the inverse of q^ ;
and let pa ,pp, ... pp , qa ,qp, ... <?p,

Pa , Pp, ... Pp,

Q*> /3, ... Qp be similarly defined.

In particular we form pa by replacing the first a vertical rows of [1] by Aa ,
and we

form qa by replacing the first a horizontal rows of [1] by ka .

Then by Ex. xiii of 101 we have

c. n. 17
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and therefore

Thus we can replace the equations (B) and (B') by

<t>=PaPP---Pp ^<?p-

and so express each of them as the resultant of a number of simpler unitary trans-

formations in Q. Each of these simpler transformations can be expressed as the resultant

of a number of elementary unitary equigradent transformations in O.

NOTE 2. First alternative proof of the theorem.

', 0, 0-

0, b,Let =
r? nL_ > _l ,

_ 0, 0, c _

a, 0, 0,

0, 6, 0,

0, 0, c,

_0, 0, 0, 0?J a, /3-a, y-/3, m-y

a, /3 a, w /3

=* (13)

By the properties of passive rows we see as in the first proof of Theorem II of 142

that the successive equations (7) are equivalent to

i o, b O, i
-'a, m-a "-

-"a, m a 1- '

-a, n-a

,
o

~-D
,-._n, or-

- A
n,

-
X

'> 1Jx-^H

\-K, w-A

mJ L> l_i,-"A K
, m-\ "- ' -'A K, w-A

By Note 5 of 141 we deduce from (14) the successive equations

From the equations (15) we deduce the resultant transformation (Bj) which is equi-
valent to (B), and from (B) we deduce (B'). Thus we can prove the theorem by means
of the successive transformations (14) which can be obtained as in the first proof of
Theorem II in 142

; i.e. we can prove the theorem by successive applications of formula

(B') of 142.
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NOTE 3. Second alternative proof of the theorem.

The successive equations (14) are equivalent to the successive equations

l~ 1 (\~\
a ' m ~ a

l i -,a, -a ,- ~-,a. -a1,0 r
.. |1 a

\ Fa, 01

L-a', ij H [a 1 10 &J-i a,m-a -J^n-a L '

-"a.m-a

[i
cr\P~ a

>
m~P n n-\P- a>n-P rI

,
|7>1 r ' ~P b

>

-* i- w_
J
"'-LO, i

259

,A-K,jn-A

[i
n-,-K,jn-A ri ..-.A-K.tt-A r7 n -,A-if,TO-\

1
, m M~*

r '

~
1 P> I

-X', IJ,
LtJm-J 0, 1 TO, ml

-"A-K.m-A -"A-K.M-A L '

-JA-ic, ;-A.

7r,m p pn,np

By Note 5 of 141 we deduce from (14') the successive equations

fl
=

+fl, ... PrftQ^to ... Pp^Q^+p ........ (15')

From the equations (15') we deduce the resultant transformation (Bj') which is

equivalent to (B'), and from (B') we deduce (B).

Thus we can prove the theorem by means of the successive transformations (14')

which can be obtained as in the second proof of Theorem II of 142; i.e. we can

prove the theorem by successive applications of formula (B) of 142.

NOTE 4. Transformation represented by the equation (9).

By Ex. xiii of 101 we see that papp ... p^ is the square matrix of order m whose

successive vertical rows are the successive vertical rows of the matrices Aa , A/3, ... h^,

roi
m~ x

taken in this order; and that ^K.-.q^q^ is the square matrix of order n
"- -'A,m A

whose successive horizontal rows are the successive horizontal rows of the matrices

77 7 r/-. i -\
A.. 1ft A

Hence when we write (9) in the form

'

A, m A

we see that it is equivalent to the transformations

QaQ/3 Q*. ........... (9")

Ex. i. Special case when
<f>

is symmetric.

In this case we have n= m, the matrices $0, $v ,
... < p are all symmetric, the

matrices [7J

~*
and [Z]

~*
are symmetric, and AA and ^A are mutually conjugate.

Consequently the compartite matrix ^ is symmetric, and the transformations (B) and

(B') are symmetric.
172
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Ex. ii. Special case when is skew-symmetric.

In this case we have n= m, the matrices
<p/s, cpy ,

... <pp are all skew-symmetric,

the matrices [1]

~ K
and [Z] _* are skew-symmetric, and AA and &^ are mutually

conjugate. Consequently the compartite matrix ^ is skew-symmetric and the trans-

formations (B) and (B') are symmetric.

144. A corresponding non-unitary equigradent transforma-

tion.

Theorem. Let a, /3, 7, . . . K, A,, /u,,
. . . TT, p be a series of constantly in-

creasing non-zero positive integers, and let
</>
=

[a] be a matrix of rank p

in which none of the leading diagonal minor determinants

A =l, A.= (a)', A^ = (a)^...AK
=

(a)
K

K
,
AA = (a)*, AM =

(a)^,
... Ap=(a)^

vanish. Then we can express (j>
in theform

[a]

n

m
= Ta + T

f} + Ty + ... + TK + Ti + T,+ ... + Tn + Tp , ...(A)

where
~

/I,Z,...K,K+V\/I,Z,...K,K+V\
T i

" n~ K
/ f \

>
LJ A _ K 5 ^ =

I
a

;

\i,2,...<c, K+M/

and "Li'iu, I*Vj are the determinants formed from A* w/ten we respectively re-

place the horizontal suffix K + U by K + i, the vertical suffix K + V by K +j.

According to these definitions we have

/I, 2, ... K, K+ l, K + 2, ... A\ /I, 2, ... K, +
;', K+2, ... A\

L'w =
( ), Ly = (

a I.

\1, 2, ... K, K+i, K + 2, ... A/ \1, 2, ... K, ic + 1, K +2, ... A/

We obtain Ta ,
Tp> T

y ,...Tp from TA by replacing (X, , Z, I.
7

, L) by
(a, 0, a, A', A), (/3, a, b, B', B), (7, /3, c, C', C), ... (p, TT, r, R',R) respectively;
and we obtain (auv ,

Auv ,
A'uv), (buv ,

BttB ,
B'w), (cw ,

Ow ,
C'wt,), . . . (rw> RMC ,

R'Ml))

from (/MC ,
IMUV ,

L'MC ) by replacing by 0, a, /3, ... p respectively.

In particular auv is an element of
</>,

Ta = -jj~--[A]

a

m [a]

a

[A']", and
^0 ^a

Aiw ,
AVJ are the determinants formed from Aa when we respectively replace

the horizontal suffix u by i, the vertical suffix v by j.

Direct proof of the theorem. Let

be the matrices of ranks p-a, p-ft ...p-K, p-X, ... p-n- whose elements are denned
as in the enunciation by the equations

I, 2, ... K, K+V

a
, 2, ... K, K

and let -<: HSJT::-
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the corresponding expressions for (A, *a), (B, *0), (C, *y), ... (R, 4>p) being obtained

respectively from (L, 3>A) by replacing (X, K
, I) by (a, 0, a), (ft a, 6), (y, /3, c), ... (p, TT, r).

In particular we have .4 = (a)
a = Aa ,

3>a= <pa
:

=<p-

From the identity of 110 we see that

J^-V J5=A^
a- 1

A^...Z=A^
K - 1

AA) ... R= &?-*-** ...... (1)

and all these are non-vanishing determinants.

From the same identity we obtain such equations as

, /l, 2, ...K, K+ Vi, ... K+Vi\ /], 2, ... A-K, A-

uv ....... (2)
1, 2, ...K, K+UI, ...K + US/ l, 2, ...A-*, A-K

The equations (1) and (2) show that the matrices <pp, (pv ,
... (pA , fa, ... <pp have

ranks p a, p /3, ... p
-

K, p X, ... p IT.

Denoting the reciprocal of
[^J^I* by [^]^I*

and applying the identity (A') of 116,

we obtain the equation
~

.(3)^

~

0, m' -J \ K, m A.

, ,A K \ I |A K \ K < '
A~ K

When we write L = -? L 171 L
\. K

so that X'iu ,
Xw are the determinants formed from L when we replace the horizontal

suffix u by i, the vertical suffix v by y, we can replace (3) by

[n
n-K _ J_ ry-iA-K rn^- m**"" -4- P' ~1 mw TO_ K -X2LHW_ K L J A_ K L

A
J A_ K

+ A o ml ..............w
A "- ' -"A x, TO A

Now if A'i,, B'JM ,
... Ii'iu, ... R'iu and A^-, B^-, ...!,... R> are defined as. in the

enunciation of the theorem, it follows from (2) that

and the equation (4) is equivalent to

^ A

From the equations

AO ^a ^a ^j3

obtained in this way we deduce such equations as

the last of which is the equation (A).
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Alternative proof of the theorem. We can deduce the theorem from the

equation (A) of 143. Denning auv ,
buv ,

cuv ,
... luv ,... ruv and A, B, C, ... L, ... R

as in 143, we have

[a]
n

m
=Ta+Tfi+Ty+ ... + TK+T),+ TIJi

+ ... + Tn+Tp ,
................. (7)

*"* A* x
,

Writing [-: =[

~

T^ [
,~

* '

K, m

where X',-M ,
Xw

- are the determinants formed from the determinant L(l)
*
when we

replace the horizontal suffix u by i, the vertical suffix v by j.

If A'iU , B'iu ,
... I*'t, ... R'tw and Aw-, Bw-,

... L,,/, ... ]& are denned as in the

enunciation of the theorem, it follows from the equations (4) and (3) of 143 that

Substituting these values for \'iu ,
\Vj,

L in (8) we obtain

, A K

, m-(c

I, 2, ...K, +t)\/I, 2, ...K, +t)\

Now let ! =
( J^A^^.
\1, 2, ...K,K+U/

Substituting this value of luv in (9) we see that

K, ?l (C

Equation (7) when we express 2\ in the form (10) is equivalent to the equation (A)
in the theorem of this article.

If 4>A is defined as in 143, and if

x, n K

Co

on '

J i
,

so that
' -J * 4M if

,
W K

we see from the equations (8) and (9) of 143 that

l*A=rA+ -

... + 77

A+ -*M ............................ (12)

Equations (11) and (12) are equivalent to the equations (5) and (6) in the first proof.

Reverting to the notation of the theorem and the first proof, we see

from the properties of passive rows that the equation (A) is equivalent to

the equation
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where ty is a compartite matrix of standard form whose successive parts are

1
r

, 1
|-,-.0-a

1 m*~* r -\P~
W rm n~ p

A7A^ LaJ *' A^72L6J ^'"'A7Ar2WA-''-'A^V Lr -l P-^ JJ
P

;

[AT is the matrix whose successive vertical rows are the successive verticalJm
rows of the matrices

" A" "" ~
p

, m a -1

K, W (C
-1

TT, TO TT
-1

p, m p

f&l is the matrix whose successive horizontal rows are the successiveJ n

horizontal rows of the matrices

[A]!', [0, B];.V.
... [0, L]^-, ... [0, R];i7", [0, !;'.

Since

none of the first p leading diagonal elements of [h]* and [k]

n
vanish. The

compartite matrix
i|r

has the same general form as the matrix
i/r

in 143.

in ,

|

n

IfH and K are the inverses of [hi and \kV ,
we deduce from (B) the

i_i m i_i n m J
H

inverse equation
i \

m
i i

n

H
</>
K =-f...............................(B')

1 ' m '-'

n,

Equations (B) and (B') are equigradent transformations in H which

respectively convert ty into < and < into
-^r,

and which correspond to the

transformations (B) and (B') of 143. They are not unitary, but they have

the property that the elements of [h] and [k] which are not O's are all

minor determinants of
<J>.

Ex. i. Special case when [a ft y ... p]
=

[l 2 3 ... p\.

In this case K = X-1, La = a> Ii1y
= ?

lj-, ln=^, and the equation (A) becomes

r ,,1, n-l 1 TO"] rn n 2,n-2

[0, r]-
1'^ 1

(C)
1>m_p+1

^a?. ii. Special case when $ is symmetric.

In this case we have w= m, the matrices </j, <^)Y , ...
c/>p are all symmetric, and the

\

matrix [-]>_ is symmetric. It follows in succession that the two matrices of the pairs

M^IILi W^T 5 Mi-V [LC-7 ; t^ Wm are mutuall7 conjugate. Consequently

the compartite matrix ^ is symmetric, and the transformations (B) and (B') are

symmetric.
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Ex. iii. Special case when
<J>

is skew-symmetric.

In this case we have n=m
;
the matrices $/s, < y , ... <pp are all skew-symmetric ; and

the matrix \L\ is skew-symmetric. It follows as in Ex. ii that \K\ and \k\ are
L J\ K u J m Jm

mutually conjugate. Consequently the compartite matrix \^ is skew-symmetric, and the

transformations (B) and (B') are symmetric.

145. The corresponding equigradent transformations of sym-
metric and skew-symmetric matrices whose elements are

constants.

The proofs of the following theorems are included as particular cases in

the proofs of the corresponding more general theorems of 142 4.

Theorem I. If <j>
=

[a~]

m
is a symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix of

rank p whose elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality fl, and

if A = (a)
r

=j=
is a non-vanishing leading diagonal minor determinant of <f>,

then there exists a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation in ft of the

form

where [6] is the matrix of rank p r in which

, A(6W)

8 =

The matrix [ft]

'

and the reduced matrix on the right in (A) are sym-m-r

metric when $ is symmetric, and skew-symmetric when
</>

is skew-symmetric.

m ' |W*

If [h] is the inverse matrix of H
,
the transformation inverse to (A) is

" ' m

_ _m ri m \ d n -\
m / H i\

[a]
= h \'j\ [h] ......................(A)L J

i_j m 0, b
\

L

r, m-r

By Ex. vii of 142 we have transformations of these forms when

where rui
= -r- times the determinant formed when we replace the wth

vertical row of A by the (r + i)th vertical row of [a]'". To effect the

transformation (A), we perform on
<f>

in succession and in any order the

following operations for all the values 1, 2, ... m r of i:

We add to the(r + i)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st, 2nd,...rth

parallel rows multiplied by r^, T^, ... r^ respectively.
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We can prove the theorem by obtaining the equation (A') from which

(A) can be deduced. If \_A\

r
is the reciprocal of [a]

r

,
the identity of 116

gives the equation

r n ro 1 r n r <> r
r n [~0.

[a]
= -r [a] A [a] + '

J m /\
u Jm

|_|
r

\
0.

l-

When
(f>

is symmetric or skew-symmetric this is equivalent to

n f\-\
U, U
A J
0, 61

-'

i i
r

i i
TO-r

1 r -i
r ri n r, 7-r r7 _m-r ..- , - r, m-r

[a] [1, T] + [6] [0, 1]T f 1
J m-r J m-r

i.e. to (A').

Ex. i. Special case when $ is symmetric and A= au =t=0.

In this case TJ <_! = =,an an

an

We add to the (l+^)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st parallel row multiplied

by TU, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... m\ of i.

2

Ex.\\. Special case when is skew-symmetric and A= (a) =(=0.

In this case on= a22=0, and we can write a^= 21
= a^=0. Then

1 1

and

0,a, u
~

, , Oyj

_1 = _1

~ aij
~ -

(
a\i a2j

~

We add to the (2 + i)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st and 2nd parallel rows

multiplied by -TU and r2f respectively, doing this in succession for all the values

1, 2, ... m-2 of i.

2

Ex. iii. Special case when
<f)

is symmetric, alt
=

22
= 0, and A = (a) 0.

Writing a21
=

i2=a4:
0, so that A= -a2

,
we have

-I -1 _1 -i
'*<!'<* n 'a

a a,

and 2y ^ a2i).

We add to the (2+ i)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st and 2nd parallel rows

multiplied by -TH and -r2i respectively, doing this in succession for all the values

1, 2, ... m-2 of t.
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Ex. iv. In the special case when < is symmetric,
o

au= 0, 21
= a12 =a=t=0, and A= (a)

= -a2
=j=0,2

there exists a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation in Q of the form

rO on 1 ' 1'"1- 2

T[a]
m

[A]

ro =

_0 b.

(1)

l,l,m-2

where [b] is the symmetric matrix of rank p
- 2 in which

,

/I2.n

,-_2 ,-_2=( a )
= a 22i j, j-^ \ i

\12i

Writing
au a

r2,t-2
= '

alf

a a2f

1
or TI,i_ 2

=
U 11

we have by Theorem I the unitary equigradent transformation

,
m 2

2, m-2 rO, o . 0-

-r, 1 .
2, Hi -2

a, OH,

l.l.wi-2

(2)

,

uO, ,
6j

1)liOT_2

If [p]
2

is a matrix so chosen that
| |Hj]J| I M one of the transformations which

convert Zaxy-\-a^y
z into 2a|?;, or

.2, m-2i- or
and if we postfix and prefix its conjugate on both sides of (2), we obtain an

equation of the form (1).

Consequently we obtain a, unitary equigradent transformation of the form (1) when we

write
-.2, m-2

ar J 2,m-2

Then to effect the transformation (1) we perform the following operations in succession

on [a] :

(1) We add to the (2+ i)th horizontal and vertical rows the 1st and 2nd parallel

rows multiplied by - TU and - T2i respectively, doing this in succession for all the values

1, 2, ... m-2 of i.

(2) We then add to the 2nd horizontal row the 1st horizontal row multiplied by ft,

and to the 2nd vertical row the 1st vertical row multiplied by ft.

Ex. v. In the special case of Ex. iv there also exists an equigradent transformation in Q

of theform

rO, 1, 0-
'

1, 0, , (4)

where [b] has the same value as before.

0, 0, &_,-1

1, 1, m-2
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We obtain a resultant transformation of this form when we first convert [a] into the
* Jm

matrix on the right in (1), and then divide the first horizontal and vertical rows by a, or

the second horizontal and vertical rows by a.

Consequently we obtain (4) when we write

a
'

i
_

Here [qf is a matrix so chosen that
I

=
[<?]!!

is one of the transformations

which converts 2a#jr+a22y
2 into 2grj.

Theorem II. Let
<f>
=

[a] be a symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix

of rank p whose elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality ft,

and let A = (a^)
r

=J=
be any non-vanishing diagonal minor determinant of <f>.

Then if [ji\m_r
is the corranged complement of [p] r

in [1 2 ... m], and if

<lr vj\

a }
,
there exists a symmetric unitary equigradent transforma-

PlP2---PrW
tion n of the form

(B)

where [b] is the compartite matrix in which :

C 1 ) \-
bPP\ I

=
[aPp] I

5 OMM]
~_1

= - [-?]
~'

and has rank P
~ r-

(2) All other elements are Q's.

The reduced matrix [b] is symmetric when
(f)

is symmetric and skew-

symmetric when < is skew-symmetric.

m ' '

m
If [h] is the inverse matrix of H

,
the transformation inverse to (B) is

" ' m

Ifi

[a]

m =h [b]

M
[h]

m
............................ (B')J m i_i m

L J m u J
TO

By Ex. xii of 142 we have transformations of these forms when

where TMi
= -r- times the determinant formed from A when we replace the wth

vertical row of [OjtJ (occurring in A) by the ith vertical row of [apl] ,
or

when in A we replace the vertical suffix u by i.
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To effect the transformation (B), we perform on < in succession and in

any order the following operations for all the values /i1} yu,2 ,
... /im_r of /* :

We add to the /j,th horizontal and vertical rows the p^h, p2 th, ...prth

parallel rows multiplied by TplM) rp2/J,,
... rpr/J/ respectively.

Ex. vi. Special case when
(j)

is symmetric and A= aMM =0.

In this case rui=^ =^ .

auit auu

We add to the ^th horizontal and vertical rows the uth parallel row multiplied by
-TU{, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... m of i except u.

(1IV\
a l^O.
uvj

In this case a M=aw=0, auv= -
TO= a=t=0, A=a2

^=0,

1 /'\ 1 1 1 /*'\ 1 1
and Tui= -( a)=--avi

= -aiv ,
Tvi
= - ( a

)

=- aui
= aiu .

A \,tv/ a a A \W a

We add to the ith horizontal and vertical rows the th and vth parallel rows multi-

plied by rui and -r^ respectively, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... m
of i except u and v.

(uv\
a 1 4=0.
uv/

Writing am=auv -a, so that A= a2
,
we have

We add to the iih horizontal and vertical rows the wth and vth parallel rows multi-

plied by -rui and T^ respectively, doing this in succession for all the values 1, 2, ... in

of i except u and v.

Ex. ix. In the special case when
(J>

is symmetric, auu=0, am= auv=a=^0, and

/uv\
A=( )=-a2

*0,
\uv/

there exists a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation in Q of the form (B), where

[b] is the symmetric matrix in which
\

,'
m

,

uv
\

=
\ , all other elements of the uth and

LOw bw-\ L J
1 / vj\

vth horizontal and vertical rows are O's, and 6y= (
a

)
when neither i nor j is equalA \uvij

to u or v.

In this case we have rui=-2 (aa* - a^a^), rvi
= - aui .

We obtain a resultant transformation of the character stated when we perform on < in

succession the following two sets of operations :

(1) We add to the ith horizontal and vertical rows in succession the uth and vth

parallel rows multiplied by -rui and -T^ respectively, doing this in succession for all the

values 1, 2, ... m of i except u and v.

(2) We then add to the vth horizontal row the wth horizontal row multiplied

by -g^ and to the vth vertical row the uth vertical row multiplied by the same

quantity.
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The transformations (1) convert \d\
m

into a symmetric matrix \b~\

m
in which

L J m m

tun
uv I

,
all other elements of the wth and vth horizontal and vertical rows

vu vvj L" VJ
are O's, and the remaining elements have the values stated in the enunciation ;

and the

transformations (2) convert [b] into the matrix derived from it by putting bva=Q.

Ex. x. In the special case of Ex. ix there also exists a symmetric equigradent

transformation in Q of the form (B), where [b] is the symmetric matrix in which

[uu
uv

\ = \ I all other elements of the uth and vth horizontal and vertical rows
vu DW_] \_* "_|

are O's, and the remaining elements have the same values as in Ex. ix.

We first reduce d> to the matrix [61 of Ex. ix, and then divide the wth horizontal andL J TO

vertical rows by a, or the vth horizontal and vertical rows by o.

Theorem III. Let
<f>
=

[a] be a symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix of

rank p whose elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality O, and

let a, /3, <y,
... K, \, ft, ... ir, p be a series of constantly increasing non-zero

positive integers, the last of which is equal to the rank of <j).
Then if none of

the leading diagonal minor determinants

A =l, Aa = (a)
a

, A, = (a/ ... AA = (a)* ... Ap = (a)
p

p A p

of < vanish, we can convert
<j) by a symmetric unitary equigradent trans-

formation in H into a certain compartite matrix

-*.... A-
-a, 0, 0, ... 0, ... 0, O-i

a

0, b, 0, ... 0, ... 0,

0, 0, c, ... 0, ... 0,

0, 0, 0, ... I, ... 0,

.,-,-,

0, 0, 0, ... 0, ... r,

LO, 0, 0, ... 0, ... 0, 0_

in ivhich
a, 8 a, y ft, ... A K, ... pir, m p

,7 r n a n~ift~ a r ~\y~& m^~ K
r -iM~A

the parts \a\ , L"J e _ > LCJ _ rJ _ > L
m

J >
I

of -^ being leading diagonal minors of the matrices

[of, [b]

m
~\ [c]

m
~^, ... [l]

m~ K

, [m]
m
"\L J

i,
L J m /I

J
). ft

u J in. v ' L J ._Am-/3

of ranks p, p a, p @, ... p K, p X, ... p ir whose elements are defined
in succession by such equations as

/I, 2, ... A-K, \-K
Lm = I

l, 2, ... A-K, \-(t

or
I, 2, ... A, A+

a
1,2, ... A, A +

the part [a] in particular being the leading diagonal minor of (f> of order a.
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All the parts of ty and the matrix
i/r itself are symmetric when

<f>
is

symmetric, and skew-symmetric when
</>

is skew-symmetric.

We deduce this theorem from the general theorem of 143.

Let

1 ' '*"" K m-K K A-/c m-A

' ' A K

so that \ui = y times the determinant formed from the determinant

X K

L =. (l\ when we replace the vertical suffix u by X K + i.
\"~ K

Then the transformations converting -^ into
<f>
and < into

i/r
are

where H is the inverse matrix of [h] ,
and [/?] is the matrix whose suc-

<'m mm
cessive horizontal rows are the successive horizontal rows of the matrices

ha , hp, hy ,
... AA , ... hp , um-P taken in this order.

Ex. xi. Direct proof of the theorem.

Let ha', hp, hy, ... AA',
... hp

' be the conjugates of ha , hp, hy , ... AA , ... hp ,
and let

-R?f"" <
5>

1 * ' tf *tt v

*A
I \J. I ,

'K, mn

1 'o' i iA-(t A _./TT r/^ / 1
* Z. ' P71 / /^>\

y \ = _i/ i \j. t/ 1 =i
/^j, \

v I '^A ....... ............tO)
./y ^ i * A K ^ A ic

1 'K,m <c

Then if we assume that [J
W "

is symmetric or skew-symmetric the identity (A')

of 116 gives the equation
V K, m\

w A-K LJ m-K LJ m-K
l J . ^

LJ A-K v ^A-K 0, 7)1
\A-* L '

-"A-K, w-A

1\ _ \ _ ...
i ^ i

A K, wt AT r7i A-*rn*-* rT r7i-t . |or \l\
=

-Y-,
I [L] m L [I] , + '

- J m-K 2L J A- LJ A- L J A- K

This equation shows that [m]
w

is symmetric or skew-symmetric according as

[I]

m "
is symmetric or skew-symmetric, and is equivalent to

From the successive equations <=7T + I>0, *
)3
=77

j3+ <E>v ,
... *p=2

rT

p obtained in this

way we deduce the equation

... + Tir+Tp ,
...............(D)

which is equivalent to the first of the equations (C). We see also that the matrices

[6]
m~ a

, [c]

w
~g, ... [r]

m" 7r

are all symmetric or all skew-symmetric according as
<f)

is

symmetric or skew-symmetric.
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Theorem IV. The matrix
<j> of Theorem III can be expressed in the form

Jm
where

1 TT A-. /I, 2, K, K+IM
T = [l\ TO Ll I =( a

AKA A
2 L \i, 2, ... K, K-

1

', m K

and Tiiui is the determinant formed from AX when we replace the vertical suffix

K + u by /c + i.

The matrix [I] is symmetric or skew-symmetric according as
<$>

is

symmetric or skew-symmetric.

Here we obtain Ta , Tp, ... Tp from 7\ by replacing (K, \, I, L) by

(0, a, a, A), (a, fi, b, B), . .. (IT, p, r, R) ;
and we obtain (auv ,

Aui), (buv ,
Btti), ...

(ruv, "Rut) from (luv ,
LM<) by replacing (K, \) by (0, a), (a, 13), ... (TT, p).

We can deduce Theorem IV from the general theorem of 144.

From the equation (E) we obtain symmetric equigradent transformations

of the forms (C) in which
i/r

is a compartite matrix whose successive

parts are

and r/V| is the matrix whose successive horizontal rows are the successivem
horizontal rows of the matrices

[A] [0, B_~. ... [0, I.];--",
... [0, R]-;-, [0, !]-;'

taken in this order.

The compartite matrix ty is symmetric or skew-symmetric according as

</>
is symmetric or skew-symmetric.

We obtain (E) directly as in 144 by writing

0, 0]"'

0, I

where [l]

m *
is symmetric or skew-symmetric according as

<f>
is symmetric or

skew-symmetric, and proving the equation

by means of the identity of 116. We can also deduce (E) from (D) as in

the alternative proof of the theorem in 144.
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146. Reduction of any matrix with constant elements to

standard forms by equigradent transformations.

1. Reduction by unrestricted equigradent transformations.

Theorem I. Any matrix
<f>
=

[a] of rank r whose elements are constants

lying in a domain of rationality fl can be reduced by equigradent transforma-

tions in O to the standard form

As in Ex. i of 5 115 we can determine matrices \h\ and \k] of rank r
m r

with constant elements lying in H such that

Let [h]

r

, [k]

"

be converted into undegenerate square matrices [h] and

[kl

n
whose elements are constants in f! by the insertion of additional final

n
i i

m
i 1

. m
vertical and horizontal rows, and let H and K be the inverses of

\}i] and
1 '

in
l ' n

[k] . Then it follows from (1) that

-i n-l
l, 0]

oj' J

-i f\~l r'

1,0]
o, o

and the last equation shows that the theorem is true.

Ex. i. We can determine two pairs of mutually inverse undegenerate matrices

(
_

i

m
!
_ r

\h~\

r
. H and \k]

n
, 5" of rank r whose elements are constants in Q such that

J ' J '

The first of the equations (A') is an equigradent transformation in ii converting

r . n ' <

m
i '

r

[1] into [a] and the second can be derived from it by prefixing H and postfixing K .

As in Note 8 of 141 we can derive either of the two pairs of equations (A) and (A')

from the other.

Ex. ii. Necessary and sufficient condition that two matrices with constant elements may
be equigradent.

Theorem. Any two matrices [a]
n
and [bY with constant elements have the sameL J ra L -V

rank when and only when there exists a relation of the form

where the prefactors and postfactors are undegenerate matrices with constant elements whose

ranks are equal to their passivities.
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This theorem remains true when we restrict u to be the larger of the two integers m and
/*,

and v to be the larger of the two integers n and v.

If there exists a relation of the form (2), then by Theorem II of 131 the two

matrices [a]
n
and [&]" have the same rank. Conversely if these two matrices have the

same rank r, there exist undegenerate square matrices [A]
w

, []**, [p]
M

j [<?]" such that

>, n-r ri fn r,v-r

C,

-., -
ri fn ,v-

ij U r i** m" r i" I
* w

I'

, [riJ^MHo J
;

-Jr,mr u ' -J r,iir

and if u is any integer not less than either m or p, and v any integer not less than either

n or v, it follows that

\~h~\ r -,r/ n->n,v-n \~P~l m" r r\-\
v

>
v~"L M.CVO], =m MM feo] v

-m, w ;

where the first equality has the form (2).

The theorem in its more general form simply states that :

Two matrices with constant elements are equigradent when and only when they have the

same rank.

2. Reduction by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations.

Theorem II a. // =
[a]

"
is a matrix of rank r whose elements are

constants lying in a domain of rationality O, and if none of the leading

diagonal minor determinants

vanish, then we can convert
<f> by unitary equigradent transformations in

into the quasi-scalar matrix

el ...0

[

. r, n r

' A
,
where

-1

r, mr
...er

and 6^,62, ... er are the non-zero scalar quantities lying in O which are defined

by the equations

__ A A A A

This theorem is a particular case of the more general theorem of 143,

and the proofs of that more general theorem include corresponding proofs of

the present theorem. When we follow the proofs given in 143, we in this

c. n. 18

r, nr
ea ...O
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particular case use matrices [6]^ , [c]^ ,
. . . M"^ of ranks r - 1, r - 2, ... 1

whose elements are defined by the successive equations

/l, l + f\ /i,

au&t=( a
. &iiCtt

=
(

b ,
c11 rfMt,

=
(

c I,..., ...(3)

,
1 + tt/ \

so that an = Aj, a11 611
= A2 ,

an 6n cn = A 3 ,
... ttu 6u ...Z 11

= Ar ,

and

/l, 1 + t'i, ... l + .\ , /I,

g
/I, ! + ,,. ..l+.\ , /I, 2, 2 + *!, ...2 +

n (c t)
= 6 ,

A 2 (cw)
= a

\1, l + tij, ... ! + ,/ \1, 2, 2 + u,, ... i+w

I, l+i, ...1 + wA
g /I, 2, 3,

c
,

A 3 (rfMB)
= a

1, l + wlf ... l + M,/ \1, 2, 3,

Then au ,
6U ,

... Zu are the quantities e1} e2 ,
... er of the theorem.

The resultant unitary transformations in H which convert ty into
<j)
and

into
i|r

have the forms

\

r> n~r r /\n r< n~r

If

r f\~\
r> n~r r /\n <

~
I 4 r/n" T/rn"'!? e>

"
/D\

A A []> ^ M m
^ "In ' '"W

L^oj
riBl

_ r
-- - L'%,^r

ro-j

m " r

w-r
=

LiJL J
r, m-r

i t i roi
1

i o

1, j-l '-- r-l, m-r+1

lp^\ n 1-"- 1 1 r/\= r-[o, 6] ,...Av = r [0,
O fr

then
[A,] is the matrix whose 1st, 2nd, ... rth, last m r vertical rows are

M

h1} hz ,...hr ,
um-r \ [k]

n
is the matrix whose 1st, 2nd, ...rth, last n r

i |
m

horizontal rows are &1} &2 . ... kr ,
vn_r \

H is the inverse of [h] and has the
1 ' m

same general form as [h]

m
;

^T is the inverse of \k~\* and has the same
m

l__, n
n

general form as [kV' .

n

Proceeding as in Note 2 or Note 3 of 143, we can deduce the present
theorem from Theorem I of 142. In Note 1 below we give in brief the

direct proof of 143 for this particular case.
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NOTE 1. Direct proof of Theorem II a.

From the identity (A') of 116 we obtain such equations as

r ,n- 1
r ,1 r ,-a ["<>> OH

1'"' 3

l^cj ,
=

[cj [cj + T ,

I J
j TO _3

i.e. we obtain the successive equations

1
'

[o =-[] OJ* a LJ LJ
i

ro, on
2 ' 71' 2

.iron
1

fll*-'UF
d'

L<vJ "eiiLcJ
L

* TAU ' -J - ' '--'- L '

V- 1, m-r+1 " --
'r-1, m-r+1

From equations (4) we deduce the equation

r -.n 1 r ,1 r -,n
.

1 F0~l rrv nl, -l
.

1 TO"! rn n2, re-2

[a]
=

[a] [a], + r-
\ ,\ [0, 6] H-- [0, c]L J m an

L J L J
i on I b I

L ' J
i cn I c I

L ' J
i

11 '--
'l, m-l '--

'2, m-2

r-l, m-r+1

The last equation can be replaced by

[a]

71 =alihikl + bn /i 2k2+cn /i3k3+ ...+liihrkr+Qum_ r vn _ r , ............(D)

where hi, A2 ,
... klt k%, ... are the matrices defined in the text, and this equation is

by the properties of passive rows equivalent to

r, n-r

C__
e

i
U

o o
'

r, mr

We have thus obtained the first of the equations (B) from which the second equation
can be deduced.

NOTE 2. The equation (C) can be written in the form

~

fn n 2.-2
[>c]l

, m.-2

r-l, nt-H-1

from which we derive in the same way non-unitary equigradent transformations in Q
of the forms (B) in which
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/I, l+\ /I, 2,2+t>\ /I, 2, ... r-1, r-l+w\

If a..-^,

and if we substitute in (C') for auv ,
buv ,

cuv ,
... luv the values given by

AoaMw= a t
A1

fewt,
=bMt) ,

A2cMU
= Ca ,

... Ar-l^w = *ttei

we obtain the equation (E) of Note 3.

NOTE 3. The matrix $ of Theorem IIa can be expressed in the form

/I, l+\ /I, 2, 2+t)\ /I, 2, ... r-1, r-l+

&=( a I, cuv={ a ),...=( a
\1, l+u/ \1,2, 2+u/ \1, 2, ...r- 1, r-l+w

This result is a particular case of the general theorem of 144, and has been proved

indirectly in Note 2.

To prove it directly we observe that now by the identity of 110

/i, i+D \ /i, i+\ /i, i+\
(

6
)

= A 1
cM!) , (

c
)

= A2 e?U!M I d
)

= A3 eMU ,
....

\1, l+tt/ \1, l+U/ \1, 1+M/

r-1, n-r+1
i 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1. 1 1 i i \ i. \ i i

Let
L", 'J^ L", cJ

2 , m_2
L", '_!,_

Then from the identity (A') of 116 we have such equations as

ri-i .,1 ri -i ro.o-i
1-"- 3

en [<L_ 2
-Wm_2 |ej i

+ ^2
|~ djL '

-"l, m-3
i.e. we have the successive equations

l "

i ro
1

1

*'=A. i i,
which lead to the equation (E).

The equation (E) is equivalent to equigradent transformations in 12 of the forms (B)

in which :

1 1 e= J_ e
1

A Aj'
'

AjA2
' ' A2A3

'
'

A r _iAr

'

(2) [h]
m

is the matrix in which the 1st, 2nd, ... rth, last m r vertical rows are

on
1

ro-
1

1, m-l r-1, m-r+1 r, m-r

(3) [fc]
is the matrix in which the 1st, 2nd, ... rth, last n r horizontal rows are

r*-[
n m AT

1'"" 1
PA nr-l,n-r+l f

,r, n-r
\a\ , [0, oj ,

... [0, tj , [0, 1J
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These transformations are not unitary, but all the elements of [A]
m

and []" which

are not O's are minor determinants of fal
L J m

Ex. in. From the equations (B) we deduce the equations

the last equation following from the forms of # and K . In these equations we have

Theorem II b. If (f>
=

[a] is any matrix of rank r whose elements are

constants lying in a domain of rationality H, we can convert < by derange-
ments and unitary equigradent transformations in fl into a quasi-scalar
matrix of the form

= P'
LO, o I

, where [e]
=

e
l

...0

e2 ...0

. . . er

and elt ez ,
... er are non-zero constants lying in H.

By Ex. i of 1 1 6 we can convert
<f> by derangements of its horizontal and

vertical rows into a similar matrix [61

"
in whichL J m

1) i o, (6) 4=0, (6) 4=0,... (b) 4=0.
\ /

2
i 3

i /
p

i

We can then as in Theorem II a convert [b]" by unitary equigradent

transformations in H into a matrix
-v/r

of the form stated in the theorem.

Consequently we can convert
<f>

into a matrix
-v/r

of that form by derange-

ments and unitary equigradent transformations in 11. In the particular

case when
</>

is real, all these transformations are real.

We see then that there exist two mutually inverse equigradent trans-

formations

each of which is the resultant of derangements and unitary equigradent
transformations in 1.
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Ex. iv. From (F) we deduce the two transformations .

The first of the equations (F') is an equigradent transformation in Q converting

\e\

r
into [a\ ,

and since
L J L J

i 1 i i

we can deduce the second equation from the first by prefixing H and postfixing K
* ' r '

As in Note 8 of 141 we can deduce each of the pairs of transformations (F) and (F')

from the other.

Ex. v. In (F) the matrices [h]

m
and []" have the forms

rl
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For example if a
i
is any diagonal element of

</>
which is not the last, and if we

add the (i'-f l)th horizontal row to the ith,

add -- - times the (i-f l)th vertical row to the tth,

add -* *
times the ith horizontal row to the (i+ l)th,

bt

add ~^ times the ith vertical row to the (i + l)th,
BJ

performing these operations on
(f>

in succession, we convert <p into the matrix derived from

it by replacing < by bt and af + 1 by
a*"ii

. If we perform these operations in succession

Of

for the values 1, 2, ... m l of i, we convert
</>

into the matrix derived from it by replacing

a,, 02, ... TO _! by 6,, 62 , ... bm^ and m by
CT

^---
a

Qr^ j e we convert ^ into ^.
pjOa...oTO_j

.#. ix. Under the same circumstances we can convert
<f)

into \^ by symmetric unitary

equigradent transformations which are not necessarily transformations in Q.

If we first add in succession to the ilh horizontal and vertical rows of $ the (i + l)th

parallel row multiplied by *, choosing < so that

ai+ K 2a
i + 1

= bi ,

and then add in succession to the (i+ l)th horizontal and vertical rows the ith parallel

row multiplied by X, choosing X so that

we convert $ into the matrix derived from it by replacing a by 6j and ai + 1 by r .

Oj

Performing these operations in succession for the values 1, 2, ... m l of i we convert

$ into ^.

JE. x. If <f>
=

[a]

m
and ^^[b] are two similar undegenerate square matrices whose

elements are constants lying in Q, and whose determinants are equal in value, then we can

convert $ either into \^ or.into ^ by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations

in Q.

Let (a)
m=

(6)

m= A, and let <b and ^ be converted into quasi-scalar matrices [a] and
v

'in
^ 'm L Jw

[)3] by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations in fi.

Then (a) =A, (/3) =e'A, where e is either 1 or 1 and e' is either 1 or 1.
in

' m

If e= e', then by Ex. viii we can convert [a] into [/3]'" by unitary equigradent

transformations in Q. Thus we can convert
</>

into [a]*" by derangements and unitary

equigradent transformations in Q, [a]

m
into [fi]

m
by unitary equigradent transformations

in li, and [|3] into
-<\r by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations in Q.

It follows that we can convert $ into ^ by derangements and unitary equigradent

transformations in ii.

If (=-e', we can convert [a]'" into -Q9] by unitary equigradent transformations

in Q, and it follows in the same way that we can convert < into ^ by derangements and

unitary equigradent transformations in Q.
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When the matrices < and \^ are symmetric, then (using Theorem lib) we can convert $
either into ^ or into ^ by symmetric derangements and symmetric unitary equigradent

transformations which are not necessarily transformations in Q.

Ex. xi. If [h]

m
is a matrix whose elements are constants lying in the domain of

rationality Q, and if (h) =1 or 1, then we can convert [h] into one or both of the

matrices [1] , -[1] by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations in Q.

This is a particular case of Ex. x.

It follows that we have [K\
m + \p]

m
\u\

m
\q]

m
where [p]

m
and [q]

m
are derangementsL Jm ~ L -rjm L Jm L1Jm rjm -IJm

of fll and [] is the matrix of a unitary transformation.
m m

147. Reduction of a symmetric matrix with constant elements

to standard forms by symmetric equigradent transforma-

tions.

1. Reduction by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations.

Theorem la. If </>
=

[a] is a symmetric matrix of rank p whose

elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality li, and whose rows

are so arranged that none of the leading diagonal minor determinants

vanish, then we can convert
<f> by a symmetric unitary equigradent transforma-

tion in H into a quasi-scalar matrix of the standardform

e, ...0

e2 ...0

[OrQ

' J , where [e]
^
=

' -J o. m a1

p, mp
...ef

L J

and e1} e2 , ... ep are the non-zero scalar quantities lying in 11 which are given

by the equations

ti
= A1} el e2 = A2 , 6j ez e3 = A,, ... el e2 e3 ...ep

= Ap .

This theorem is a particular case of Theorem III of 145 and

Theorem II a of 146.

We define symmetric matrices

of ranks p
-

1, p
-

2, ... p
- X + 1, ... 1 by the equations

/i, i+w\ /i, i+\ /i, i+t>\

Oil 6r =
(

1 1 ^11 CMJ) = (
6

J , Cn flfMC = f
C I , . . .

\1,1+*/ \l,l + u/ U.l + M/
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au = A,, au &n =A 2) a11 611 c 11
= A 3 ,

... au 6U cu . . . ru = Ap ;

/I, l+ti\ /I, 2, 2 +
N /I, 2, ... A-l, A-

281

/I, l+l>\ ,1, 2, 2 + v /I, 2, ... A-l, A-l+v
A1 6MO = f a

j,
A 2 cuv =f a

J,...A
x_iC = (

a
],

Then an ,
fen ,

... ln ,
... ru are the quantities elt e2 ,

... eA ,
... ep of the

theorem
;
and if we write

AA =
j-[0, /J^

1 hl

=[0, 1, \]*~

and proceed as in the proof of Theorem II a of 146, we obtain resultant

symmetric unitary equigradent transformations in II of the forms

,m-p

where ^ is the inverse of [h]

m
,
and [h]

m
is the undegenerate square matrix

^"""^
Wl

whose 1st, 2nd, ... Xth, ... pih, last m p horizontal rows are

respectively.

Here we obtain hl} h2 ,
hs ,...hp from AA by replacing (X, I, /) by

(1, a, au), (2, b, 6U ), (3, c, cu ), ... (p, r, ru ).

When the matrix
<f>

is real, the transformations (A) are real.

Ex. i. When m=6 and p = 3, we have

a!4

001 yn yiz yi3000100
000010
000001

1 An A12 A13 A14 A15

1 Bn B12 B13 B14

oo i ru r,a rls000 100000010000001
where

and H is the inverse of [A] . The elements of # are completely and uniquely
L-'6 J

determinate ; and in particular we have

n = -yn ,
r12=--y12 ,

r13
= yi3 .

Here
/I, 1+W\ /I, 1+lA

uv=( a
),

bn cuv=( b
)

M, l+/ \1, 1+u/

/I, l+u\

-( , A,<
\1, !+/
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Ex. ii. Direct proof of Theorem la.

Let AA
' be the conjugate of AA for the values 1, 2, ... p of X, and let

iA 1, m A+l
-,

*"

_ 1 O
rri 71 A-1, m-A+1

so that TA=JHV^A=V [^11]V
From the identity (A') of 116 we obtain such equations as

1 rrv f\~\
3 ' OT~3

r ,?-2 ' '

r -,lH-2 U, U
c w

ni- 2=^ MI +c Ud '
or *3=

- '

-"3, w-3

From the equations

$=7\ + *2 ,
... *A =3TA +*X + 1 ,

... *p=rp (1)

obtained in this way we deduce the equation

+ T,+ ...+ Tlt (A,)

By the properties of passive rows (A2) is equivalent to the first of the equations (A),

and the second of the equations (A), which follows from the first, shows that the theorem

is true.

By expressing 7\ in other forms we can obtain in the same way other symmetric

equigradent transformations of <p which are not unitary.

In (A2) and ^ we have

Ai T Ao A;j ,
AA Ap

a\\= -, On= cn = > ^n = ^*n
=

AQ Aj A2 AA _i Ap_i

/I, 2, ...A-l, A-l+tiN
Ex.'Hi. LetlMU=( a

)
= AA_ 1 ^tl,, so that ln = AA . Then in (A t ) we have

\1, 2, ... A-l, A-l + M/

r-,1
1 A-l, wj-A+l

/TT ro 11
A

~
1 L 5 J 1

"

A i _ i AA

'A-l, w-A+1

This proves the results of Ex. iv.

Ex. iv. A corresponding non-unitary symmetric equigradent transformation.

Let [61
m '

\c\
m

.. \l\
m

.. \r\
m P be the symmetric matrices of ranks

L J 7n-l' L J m 2' L J TO A+l' Jmp+l
p-1, p-2, ... p-X + 1, ... 1 whose elements are defined by such equations as

/l, 2, ...A-l, A-l+\
^MW
=

(
^

)>
\1, 2, ...A-l, A-l+M/

where, when X = l, 2, 3, ... p, we have l=a, b, c, ... r.

Then the symmetric matrix <p of Theorem la can be expressed in the form

i A "^ * * " PJ \v jy

'A-l, TO-
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Here Tit T%, T3 ,
... Tp are obtained from TK by replacing (X, I) by (1, a), (2, 6),

(3, c), ... (p, r).

This result is a particular case of Theorem IV of 145 and Note 3 of 146 ;
and it

has already been proved in Ex. iii. To prove it directly let

tO,

0~|
' m

,
so that <J>i

= d>.
n / iU

' '-|A-I,W-A+I

Then the identity (A') of 116 furnishes such equations as

ro, o-i"
"'

L-4.V
or

A2

From the equations

I A_i A

obtained in this way we deduce such equations as

and finally the equation (Aj).

The equation (Aj) with this new notation is equivalent to symmetric non-unitary

transformations in Q of the forms (A) in which

ei=7-T-> (*
=

1| 2
> P)

Aj-iAi

and [A] is the matrix whose 1st, 2nd, ... Xth, ... pth, last m-p horizontal rows are

[<, [0, 6];**-
1

, ... [0, l]^>-^\ ... [0, r]f
l'-^1

, [0, I]*;".

Those elements of \h~\

m
which are not O's are minor determinants of [a] ,

and
I J m J m

therefore these transformations lie in Q.

Theorem Ib. Ze =
[a]

m
be a symmetric matrix of rank p whose

elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality O, and whose rows

are so arranged that the series of leading diagonal minor determinants

A = l, A^an, A2
=

(a)*, A3
=

(a)^,...
Ap
=

(a)
p

p
...... (3)

has the following properties :

(1) The first and last determinants A and Ap do not vanish.

(2) No two consecutive determinants both vanish.

(3) If AX_! = (where X 1 < r, and X 1 > 0), then all those diagonal
minor determinants of <f> of order \ 1 which contain AA-^

vanish, but

, 1, 2, ...A.-2, A. \ /I, 2, ... A-2, \-l\
SA_1= a

)

=
(

a Uo................(4)
\1, 2, ...X-2, A.-1/ \ 1, 2, ...A-2, \ /
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Then we can convert $ by a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation

in fl into a similar symmetric matrix

\e,
or>

m~
p

= k oj-" m

where [e]
P

is a certain symmetric compartite matrix of standard form whose

parts correspond one by one to the successive non-vanishing determinants of the

series A 1} Ag, ... Ap . If AA is any one of these determinants which does not

vanish, the part of[e]
P

corresponding to AA is formed as follows:

(1) When AA_i =f= 0, it consists of the single element ln given by the equation

Ax.^Ax + ............................... (5)

(2) When A A_! = 0, it is the symmetric matrix [1]
= ,

ft 1, where
\_i\Z "J

AX_J12
= SA_1 + ............................... (6)

By Note 2 of 126 every symmetric matrix of order m and rank p whose

elements are constants can be reduced by a symmetric derangement to a

symmetric matrix of the character described above.

The transformation which we shall determine remains valid in the more general

case when the third property of the series (3) is that of the four minor determinants

of of order X-l which contain AA ._ 2 and are contained in AA _j those two which

are diagonal minor determinants vanish, but those two which are non-diagonal minor

determinants (and are mutually conjugate and equal in value) do not vanish.

We can deduce this theorem from Theorem III of 145.

Let Aa , Ap, Ay ,
... A, A A ,

A M ,
... A*, Ap

be the successive non-vanishing determinants of the series A 1} A2 , ... Ap ;
let

r -\
m n-im~ a r -i

m~P rtim~ K r -i-A r -i
m~ lr

[a] , [6] , [c] ,
... m

, [m] . ... [r]L Jm L J m-a' L J
m-/3

L J m-K L J m-\. L J m-7r

be the symmetric matrices of ranks p, p a, p /3, ... p K, p X, ... p IT

whose elements are defined as in the theorem of 143, the first of these

being identical with $ ;
and let $ be reduced to the compartite matrix ty of

Theorem III of 145, the same notation being used as in 143. In this

particular case each one of the differences a 0, /3 a, 7 /3, ... X K,

/u, X, ... p ir is either 1 or 0.

The part of
i/r corresponding to A* is [/] _", where

/I, 2, ... K, (C+W\

AKC= a
)

\1, 2, ... K, (t-f-M/

When AA_j ^= 0, so that K = X 1, we have
[^]^~*

=
[1] l

- [^n], where
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*

When A A_, = 0, so that AA_2 =J= and K = X - 2, we have [/]*'"
=

[I]

2

, where

AA_2 Jn = Ax-Bin = 0, and A A_2 12
= AA_2 /21

= &\-i + 0.

[C\~\

p ' m~ p

'

, where [e]
P

is the matrix defined in the
-"

p, TO - p

enunciation.

We have thus established the theorem and proved the existence of

equations of the forms

m r rt"l * r rk~ip' 7re~p

[<=i oo [*c ^*tC -
o o (B)

-"p, m p -'p, m-p
i"" i W^

where [A] and .ff are two mutually inverse undegenerate square matrices

whose elements are constants lying in H.

If as in Theorem III of 145 we write

\-K I '*-"
K, m-K K, X-/c, TO-X

the corresponding expressions for A, B, C, ..., ha , hp, h
y ,

... being obtained

by replacing (X, K, 1) by (a, 0, a), (/8, a, 6), (7, /3, c), ..., the successive

horizontal rows of [h] are the successive horizontal rows of the matrices
m

ha . ha. /L, ... h
, [0, l]

p ' w p
taken in this order.J

TO-p

When K = X 1, i.e. when AA_, =|= 0, we have L = ln , L =
[1], and

1 'A-K

1
7 rrv n K > m K ri\ t -\ n*' ^> "*~
^x =

^-
[0, i] 1 =[0, 1, X] x

where \i
,
t-_i
= ^ ;

and in this case the Xth horizontal row of fAI is AA .

m

When :
= X 2, i.e. when AA_j = 0, we have

and /*A = ^ TJ' Jj
[0, i] 2

"' W" K =
[0, 1, X

-v ^2t ^ hi .

and in this case the (X l)th and (X 2)th horizontal rows of [h] are
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The equations (B) are deduced from the equivalent equation

[i
m T i T i

rP i j_ T7 _L T _L_ T7 _i_ _i_ 71
_i_ T7 (~R\

a] = l a + 1ft 4- -/v+ ... + J K -I- JA+ -*K + + J T + 'PJ V*>i;J m

1 /"\ \ ^

J-S v ' ' A it

When /c = X 1, i.e. when A A_i =f 0, we have

[0, l]l'

m~ K

, (7)
/ /
"ii *

', ro-<c

and when /c = \ 2, i.e. when AA_i = 0, we have

~0T
1

J- A == 1~

J, n it

_2

o
ro
LU>

10 ri, 1 1 ri, 01 ri, i i
ro

LI,
-

ij
'

LO,
-

ij
'

[i,
-

ij
[0 '

&?. v. If m=7, p= 5
;
and if A2 ,

A4 ,
A5 are the non-vanishing determinants of the

series A1? A2 ,
A3 ,

A4 , A5 ,
we have

"1
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2 /I, 2, 2+u\ 2 /I, 2, 2+M\
Here ()A=( )> (*),-( &

);
\1, 2, 2+tt/ \1. 2, 2+tt/

(1,

2, 2+tt\ /I, 2, 3, 4, 4+u\
a

),
A4 cMU=( a

).
1, 2, 2+tt/ \1, 2, 3, 4, 4+/

Zr. vi. Direct proof of Theorem I b.

Let Aa , A0, Ay ,
... AK ,

AA ,
AM ,

... A ff ,
Ap be the successive non-vanishing determinants

of the series A1} A2 , ... Ap ,
and let

/l,l+t)\ 2l /I, 2,2+v\
an0u=( )

or (<*)
oat,= (

a I according as an=0 or au = 0,
\1, l+tt/ \1, 2, 2+tt/

i.e. according as a= 1 or a= 2
;

/I, l+\ 2 /I, 2.2+4) \

^ii^uB^l &
)

or (&) cuv
=

{
b I according as 0\\^Q or on= 0,

\1, l+tt/ \1, 2, 2+tt/

i.e. according as #= (

/I, l+\ 2 /I, 2, 2+t)\

^nmM=( I
}

or (0 ^t =
(

I
} according as ^n=t=0 or n = 0,

\1, l+M/ \1, 2, 2+M/

i.e. according asX= K + l orX= ic + 2.

Then the determinants A =()"> -^= ^)ala' '" ^=^^A-' '" ^ not Vanisn
5
an(^ we

have

I, 2, ...K,

and
/I, 2, ...K,

wB (

\1, 2, ... (C,

If AA _i4=0, i.e. if <c = X -
1, we have AA _ 1 ?n= AA 4:0; and if AA _i= 0, i.e. if K = X 2, we

have ^n = ?22=0) AA_ 2 ^i2
= AA _ 2 ?2i

= 8A-i ::
l
=
0) where SA-I is defined as in (4).

Let ^A= 7~[0> ]-.' i

according as K =X - 1 or K =X - 2
;
let AA

' be the conjugate of AA ; and let

-.(C, t K

\ 7 >
-* A= ^A L^J \ _ .. "'A j

\J, i I
A K

~ -J
IC, W K

so that 2\ has the value (7) or (8) according asK =X-l orc = X-2.

If K =X 1, i.e. if AA_x 4=0, the identity of 116 gives the equation

i
_)1 rn n -,i, W-Am~ K

....

rn r\~\
i > m ~'

m~ K
.i-i

u
'
u

i
+ni

LU>
mJ! m_;-A

or *A=77

A+ *U . . ...(9)A /V fir
" ' *\V /

If <c = X 2, i.e. if AA _!=0, the same identity gives the equation

,2, m-\
,2 r^m K , ',- i \/ i i r ,~,m K ,a i v, u

or Z

L[o,m.
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We obtain the same equation (9) in both cases.

From the equations

obtained in this way we deduce the equation (B^ in which

7\= A' or T

according as AA _!=t=0 or AA_x= 0; and this last equation is equivalent to the first of the

transformations (B) from which the second transformation follows.

Ex. vii. From (7) and (8) we see that we can convert by a non-unitary equigradent

transformation in Q into a matrix of the same form as ^r in the theorem where the part of

[e]

p
corresponding to AA is (7n] when AA_!=0 and when AA_ 1

= 0.
p |_0,

~ 1J

Ex. viii. When *=X-2, we have

i.e.

>
= A-1 and AA_S

AA _2^ = AA .

= AA ,

Therefore the quantity 8A -i or &K + I defined by (4) satisfies the equation

A A ft " ft. 2
.(10)

This also follows by 110 from the equation

/I, 2, ... K, K+l\ /I, 2, ... K, (C+2\[*)(,*)
\1, S, ...*,+!/ \1, 2, ... K, K+l/

/I, 2, ... K, K+l\ /l, 2, ... (f, (c+2\

I a a
\1, 2, ... K, K+2/ \1, 2, ... , K+2/

> = A A

Ex. ix. If the symmetric matrix of Theorem 16 is real, and if AA _! = 0, then AA _ 2

and AA have opposite signs.

C",

2, ...K, + \

a }=&K luv . Then when = X-], we have 1U= AA ;
and

, 2, ...K, K+U/

when K = X-2, we have In = l22 = 0, li2=l2i = SA-i= 8/c + i- Hence when we make the

substitution luv=~luv in (7) and (8) we see that in (Bx ) we have

1

[0,

or

,
i

-
n, o -i ri, i

according as < = X 1 or = X-2.

In this way we deduce from (Bj) the equation (B2) of Ex. xi.
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Ex. xi. -4 corresponding non-unitary symmetric equigradent transformation.

Let Aa , A0, Ay ,
... A*, AA, AM ,

... A,r, Ap

be the successive non-vanishing determinants of the series A], A2 ,
... Ap ,

and let

[-im
rj -,m a r ->m S rj-\m K r -,m \ r -\m-ir

a] . \b\ , [c] o, ... K] i W ,, ... mJ ' L J W-a' L J }-/3' L J 7W-)c' L J m-\> L J n-jr

be the symmetric matrices of ranks p, p a, p
-

)3, ... p
-

K, p -X, ... p
- TT whose elements

are denned by such equations as

C,

2, ..., +w\
a

),
_. 2, ...K,K+ U/

the matrix [a"]'" being identical with d>. Also let
L J

j

/I, 2, ... <t, <c + 2\ /I, 2, ... K, + l\

dK + i=( a
)
=

(
a

}
when X K = 2.

\1, 2, ... K, K+l/ \1, 2, ...K, (C+2/

7%i /<e matrix < o/ Theorem Ib can be expressed in the form

[a]=Ta+Tfi+Ty +... + TK +Ti + Tli
+... + Tn+Tp , (B2)

r-,1

where T,= ~l~- [0, i]J"- (11)A A

o

r-,2
1

K, mK
according as K = X 1 or K = X - 2, i.e. according as AA - 1 4= or AA _ j

= 0.

We have deduced this result from (B,) in Ex. x. To prove it directly let

**-LO; ,
*~ ' -J

K, mK
so that in particular *a= 0.

/i, i+\
If K=X 1, we have n = AA 4=0, I )=AK ?n ttB ,

and the identity of 116 gives the
\1, l+M/

equation
1 I~A Al^' M~k

7 rnWl-K . r7n 8 ic "T11 rr\m~ *
, ^J ^

I

till* =Ai tl = t 1*1, +AK ^LJ*- L -

L, J,, W _ A

Dividing both sides by A* AA we obtain the equation

(13)

/I, 2, 2+A
If K=X-2, we have lu = l.2z

= 0, Z
1:i
= /.,

1
=8)C + ,=f=0, I I

)
= A m,(W ,

and the identitv
\i, 2, 2+/ *

of 116 gives the equation

9 |- n 7~l (-A rv-|2, A
/A8m-_ ;

2 m*"" =T }
' *lrn- , A 2 |>

t V J ' "^ & A I V I I'^'OLJ*** IzLJjM .,

7i-i--i
C. II. 19
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a

It has been shown in Ex. viii that AK AK + 2
= AKAA

=
8^

.

a

Hence when we divide both sides of the last equation by -AK
K

,
we obtain

),
en

2''"'*

or again *A=77

A+ *M ....................................... (13)
UK &\

In both cases we obtain the same equation (13), and from the equations

obtained in this way we deduce such equations as

the last of which is the equation (B2).

The equation (B2) is equivalent to non-unitary symmetric equigradent transformations

in Q of the forms (B) in which [e]
p

is a symmetric compartite matrix of standard form

having one part corresponding to each one of the non-vanishing determinants Aa , A/s, ...

AK , AA, ... Ap ,
the part corresponding to 7\ being

_L_ni - l P

according as K =X - 1 or K=X - 2.

If h =fO f|
""*"'

according as K=X-1 or K=\ 2, i.e. according as AA _!=t=0 or AA _] = 0, then [K] is now

the matrix whose successive horizontal rows are the successive horizontal rows of the

m-p
p

not vanish are minor determinants of fal'".
*- J tn

matrices Aa , hp, ... hp , [0, i]
p" w p taken in this order. Those of its elements which do

Ex. xii. We can deduce the equation (B2) from the equation (E) in Theorem IV of

145. Let luv be defined as in Ex. xi and LMi as in Theorem IV of 145.

Then when K=\ 1, we have I*u=lu; and when =X-2, we have by 110 the

equations

hi

and when we make use of (10), it follows that

^. xiii. When we prefix [x\ and postfix 1c on both sides of (B2), we obtain
1 'in

a reduction of the quadratic form >!?=det (VI \a\
m
x to an algebraic sum of p squaresJ m L J m , , m

of linear expressions.
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Theorem I c. The symmetric matrix < = [a]'" of Theorem Ib whose rank

is p can be converted by a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation in H

into a symmetric matrix [c] of the same order and rank in which none of

the leading diagonal minor determinants c,,, (c)^, (c) '.,... (c)
p
vanish.

Suppose that A* = (where s < p, and s > 0), and let

(1,2,

...,s-l, .s\ /I, 2, ...s-l,s+l\

a
),

AK =( a
1,2, ...8-1, / \1, 2, ...8-1, S+1/

(1,

2, ...-l, <H-1\ / 1, 2, ... g-1, * \

a
), A,l =( a

1.2, ...8-1,8 / \1, 2, ...8-1, *+!/

so that A n = Q, ^22 = 0, A 12
= A^^O.

Then if we convert \a\
m
into a similar symmetric matrix [ft] by addingm m '

in succession and in either order the (s-fl)th horizontal row to the sth

horizontal row and the (s+ l)th vertical row to the sth vertical row, we have

where

r;-T'" 1 r n rz,i
w

p].- 1*, i|
M.W,

-l, 1, 1, m-s-l

I, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0,

0, 1, 1,

.(C)

0, 0, 0, 1
d 1, 1, 1, M-* I

It follows from this equation that, when i ^ s and j =f s,

0-i-f

=
a{j, DUX

= ass + ^a
g> s+i + MS+I, s+i?

Vig == Ujg + flj^ g+J , t>)jy
=

Qlgj + ftg+l ( j
.

Let A ' =
l, A/ = 6n ,

A8

' =
(6)', A/ = (b) [,

. . . Aw
' =

(6) ^
.

Then it also follows from the above equation that

A/ = A^ when i 4= s,

A g

' = 4n + ZAu+Au = 2^ 12 4=0.

These two elementary unitary equigradent transformations have con-

verted [a] into another symmetric matrix of the same form in which AS 4= 0,
M

and the rest of the determinants Aj, A2 ,
... Aw retain the same values as

before. By a succession of such double operations, i.e. by a series of

symmetric unitary equigradent transformations in H, we can convert [a]

into a symmetric matrix [c] having the properties specified in the theorem.

192
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Since any symmetric matrix [a] can be converted into one having the

form considered in Theorem 16 by a symmetric derangement, we see that

any symmetric matrix [a] can be converted into a symmetric matrix [c]

m

having the form considered in Theorem la by a symmetric unitary equi-

gradent transformation h [a]

"*

[h~]

m =
[c]

**

in which (h)

m =
I, and every

i |

L J m L J m m

element of [h] is either or 1. This transformation lies in every domain

of rationality however restricted.

Theorem II. Every symmetric matrix
<f>
=

[a] of rank r whose elements

are constants lying in a domain of rationality H can be converted by a sym-
metric derangementfollowed by a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation

in fl into a quasi-scalar matrix of the standard form

=
\
e- T

Lo, oj iv

r
el ...

|- V 60 ...
where [e]

=

... e,

L _1

and e1} e2 ,
... er are non-zero constants lying in H.

By Note 2 of 126 we can convert
<f>

into a similar symmetric matrix
</>'

whose rows are arranged as in Theorem I b by a symmetric derangement ;

then by Theorem I c we can convert <' into a similar matrix <" whose rows

are arranged as in Theorem I a by a symmetric unitary equigradent trans-

formation in n
;
and finally by Theorem I a we can convert

</>"
into a matrix

having the form assigned to -^ in the enunciation by a further symmetric

unitary equigradent transformation in O.

The theorem also follows from Ex. vii.

The resultant transformations converting -fy
into

<f>
and

</>
into

\|r
have

the forms

e
> T

fl"

'm'" rm m
r i

m r

r?
w

\e >

""

where \h~\ m
and H are two mutually inverse undegenerate matrices whose

elements are constants lying in fl.

Ex. xiv. From (D) we deduce that

[1
1H '

,
*"

r -i*r-iW r -if r ITT "I r -i m T7 '

a] = h
[e] \fi\ , [e] =\ff] [a] H

,
.................... (D')Jm L_, m

L J - L J r ' L J r t J r L J m ,_,,'

where A
m ''

= r
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The first of the equations (D') is a symmetric equigraderit transformation in G

converting [e] into $.

When equations of the form (D') are given, we can (see Note 8 of 141) re-construct

equations of the form (D).

2. Reduction by unrestricted symmetric equigradent transformations.

Theorem III. If <$
=

[tt]
is a symmetric matrix of rank r with constant

elements, we can convert it by a symmetric equigradent transformation into

the standardform

By Theorem II we can determine a symmetric equigradent transforma-

tion

r ~i

el ...

$,...

... er

and el ,
e2,...er are non-zero constants; and we can complete the reduction

by dividing the successive horizontal and vertical rows of the matrix on the

right by Ve,, V a ,
... *Je~r , 1, 1, ... 1.

Let

i |

m
| ,

m

^".-10,
1 r

,
where [<T*]

= e2

~
2

--.

...*"*

Then if [h]

'"

is the inverse matrix of H
,
we have

.

rn'" rwi"1

r^,i
w T?'" l^ ^1

LAJ ' l#J LaJ "
I A A* "*-* L J-J

r^i"1

LaJ
=

J

and the second of these equations is a symmetric equigradent transformation

converting </>
into ty which is compounded of a symmetric derangement, a

symmetric unitary equigradent transformation, and an undegenerate quasi-

scalar transformation.

If the elements of
<f>

all lie in a restricted domain of rationality fl,

the transformations (E) are not necessarily transformations in fl, for the

component quasi-scalar transformation does not in general lie in H. In

particular when < is real, it may not be possible to find real transformations

of the forms (E).
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Ex. xv. From (E) we deduce that

[CH. XVI

.(E')

where [K\

m
If =

[l][.r < >in

By Note 8 of 141 we can also deduce (E) from (E').

Ex. xvi. The matrix [A]'"
in Ex. xv is a solution of rank r of the equation

' ''
r im r 1X \X\ =|| .

,_i,,,
r m

Ex. xvii. If Cj, e2 ,
... e,. are all non-zero scalar quantities, and

i ...
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Then making use of Theorem III we see that we can convert A into
</>,

into <I>, and 4> into B by symmetric equigradent transformations. There-

fore there exists a symmetric equigradent transformation

converting A into B.

Next suppose that there exists an equigradent transformation (F). Then

by Theorem II of 131 the matrices A and B have the same rank.

Thus two symmetric matrices with constant elements are symmetrically

equigradent when and only when they have the same rank.

Ex. xix. If we can convert the symmetric matrices A and B into the same symmetric
matrix by symmetric equigradent transformations, then there exists a symmetric equi-

gradent transformation of the form (F).

148. The signants and signature of a real symmetric matrix.

Before proving the theorem which leads to the definitions of these

quantities we will establish the lemma given below.

Lemma. Ifp+ n= tr + v= r, there cannot exist an equation of the form

1
p, n

in which [h]

'

and [&]

'

are real undegenerate matrices except when p = n and n= v.

tl

0~]
p ' n

fl Q~\
n'"

' into '

by a real

' -^
p, n I ' "*!'

symmetric equigradent transformation only when p tt and n v.

Suppose that p<7r, and therefore n>v.

or

Writing T a, b
,

k =
a, j3 , equation (A) is equivalent to

.-.p V
| -,}'

o? \i\
I-1^ LP -Jpt

Since p+ </, there exist rea? quantities Xj, X2 ,
... X r ,

not all zero, such that

i \P'
V

[XiXa ...X r] o,/3 =0, (2)

as can be seen by solving the equation for X l} X 2 ,
... X,..
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From (1) and (2) we deduce that

[X] V^
1
*'

I'
.

= 0; ............................... (3)
l_ I,. L aJ Mj7r

' 'r

and from (3) it follows by 72 that

[A,X,...Xr]

I

V
1

'

=0..................................... (4)

From (2) and (4) we see that _ p, n

[X!X 2 ...Xr] a, b =[Xi\2 ...Xr] h =0.

But this is impossible, since h is undegenerate.
i \ r

We see then that p cannot be less than ?r ; and we can show in a similar way that n

cannot be less than p.

Thus when there exists an equation of the form (A), we must have

p= ir, and therefore also n v.

We can deduce (4) from (3) by observing that (3) and (4) are respectively

JB1
2 + 2

2+ ... +Al

2+ A1
2+ A2

2 + ...+A 7r
2 = 0, ...................... (3')

and [51 ^2 ...^AiA 2 ...A 7r]
= ................................. (4')

where J6
i

Since every term in (3') is essentially positive, it follows from (3') that Z?i=0, j52 =0, ...

A!=O, A2
=

0, ... ;
and these equations are equivalent to (4').

Theorem I. Let
<f>
=

[cr] be a real symmetric matrix of rank r whose

elements are constants, and let
<f>

be converted by a real symmetric equigradent

transformation into the quasi-scalar matrix

-
[o o]""'

and 61, e.2 ,...er are real non-zero quantities.

e,...

. . . e,
L J

Then if TT and v are the numbers of the quantities e1} e,...er which are

positive and negative respectively, so that TT + v = r, the integers TT and v are

always the same for all such transformations.

We know by Theorem II of 147 that such transformations do exist
;

and there will clearly be no loss of generality in assuming that the first TT of

the quantities e1} e2 ,...er are positive, and that the remaining v of them are

negative.
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Suppose then that

297

where

r n

e, ...

e, ...

...

r i

l
...

....
L

'

J

e1} e2,... er are real non-zero quantities of which the first TT are positive and

the remaining v are negative; and e^ e2) ...er are real non-zero quantities of

which the first p are positive and the remaining n are negative ;
so that

= r; the matrices [A] and [h']

m
being real and undegenerate.

The theorem will be established by showing that p = 7r, n=v.

By Ex. xii of 141 there exists a real undegenerate matrix [} such that

r

[]', ........................... (5)
=

and by such transformations as that given in Ex. xviii of 147 we deduce

from (5) an equation of the form

'-'
,

o

>, -i*

where [v] is a real undegenerate matrix. Applying the lemma proved

above, we see from (5') that p = rr and n = v.

The numbers TT and v defined in Theorem I will be called respectively the

positive and negative signants of the real symmetric matrix [a] ;
arid the

number s defined by the equation S = TT V will be called the signature of

that matrix. Thus if r is the rank, s the signature, TT the positive signant,

and v the negative signant of any real self-conjugate matrix with constant

elements, we have

When r is given, TT can have any integral value from r to 0, v can have

any integral value from to r, and s can have any one of the values

r, r 2, r 4, . . . 4 r, 2 r, r,

Two real self-conjugate matrices with constant elements will be said to

be equisignant when they have the same positive and negative signants.

This is the case when and only when they have the same rank and the same

signature.
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Theorem II. If <f>
=

[a] is a real symmetric matrix whose elements are

constants and whose positive and negative signants are IT and v, then there

exists a real symmetric equigradent transformation of theform

i r -i
m m "*

h [a] [h]
=

L J -1M.
L J

111

1, 0,

0, -1,

0, 0,

-. JT, v, mttv

.(B)

77, V, mTT

By Theorem II of 147 we can convert
(f> by derangements and real

unitary equigradent transformations, the same for horizontal and vertical

rows, into the form
-v/r

of Theorem I, where r = TT + v. Then TT of the real

non-zero quantities e1} e2 ,...er are positive, and v of them are negative; and

by further derangements, the same for horizontal and vertical rows, we can

convert
i/r

into a matrix
-v/r'

of the same form in which the first TT of the

quantities e1} e2 ,...er are positive, and the remaining v are negative. Finally

dividing the ith horizontal and vertical rows of ty by vet or V-et
-

according

as i is positive or negative, doing this for all the values 1, 2,...r of i, we

convert ty' by real quasi-scalar transformations into the matrix on the right

in (B). In this way we obtain a transformation of the form (B) compounded
of equigradent transformations, all of which are real and symmetric.

Ex. i. If [a] is a real symmetric matrix with constant elements whose positive and

negative signants are TT and
i>,
and if r= ir + v, there exist equations of the form

I
/r>'\
(B

where
\Ji\ r

and H are two mutually inverse real undegenerate matrices with constant
L 'm

elements.

Ex. ii. For the real symmetric matrix \ . \we have TT = 1, v = \.

For we have the real symmetric equigradent transformation

iri, nro, nn, n_ri, on

U -iJU ojJLi, -iJ~Lo, -ij

Theorem III. If A =
[a] and B = [6]

"*

are two real symmetric matrices

with constant elements, and if m-^u, we can convert A into B by a real

symmetric equigradent transformation when and only when A and B are

equisignant.

First suppose that A and B have the same positive signant TT and the

same negative signant v, so that they have the same rank r = TT + v.

Let

1, 0,

0,
-

1,

0, 0,

1, 0,

0,
-

1,

0, 0,

n, v, mr
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Then, making use of Theorem II, we can convert A into
<f>, <j>

into 4>, and

<f> into B by real symmetric equigradent transformations. Therefore there

exists a real symmetric equigradent transformation

converting A into B.

Next suppose that there exists a real symmetric equigradent transforma-

tion of the form (C), so that A and B have the same rank, which will be

denoted by r.

Let the positive and negative signants of A be TT and v, and the positive

and negative signants of B be p and n, so that p + n = 7r + v = r; and let

</>
=

1, 0,

0,
-

1,

-, TT, v, ur
1, 0,

_. p, n, m r

p, n, mr

0,
-

1,

0, 0, 0, 0,
n, v, u r

Then we can convert < into A, A into B, and B into < by real sym-
metric equigradent transformations. Therefore we can convert

<f>
into 3> by

a real symmetric equigradent transformation. It follows from Ex. xi of 141

that there exists a real symmetric equigradent transformation of the form

n, on *"_
L '- 1

-!,,.

Applying the lemma given at the commencement of this article, we sec

from the last equation that p = tr and n = v, i.e. A and B are equisignant.

Theorem III is equivalent to the following statement :

Two real symmetric matrices with constant elements are symmetrically

equigradent when and only when they are equisignant.

Ex. iii. The positive and negative signants of a real symmetric compartite matrix * of

the standardform

(-a, 0, ... O-i

0, b, ...

LO, 0, ... C J
p>q> r

whose elements are constants, and whose successive parts are symmetric matrices, are respec-

tively the sums of the positive and negative signants of its successive parts.

Let the positive and negative signants of the successive parts <$'=
(

be (n', v'), (IT", v"), Then we can convert $', $", ... into the forms

*',*',*
rl) 0) _,

*",*",*"

<}>"= 0, -1,

"=
[b]

q

,
...

pi, 0, On

0, -1,

0, 0_ U o, oJ
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by real symmetric equigradent transformations. Hence if is the compartite matrix

of standard form whose successive parts are $', <", . . .
,
we can convert < into by a real

symmetric equigradent transformation. The matrix 4> has therefore the same signants

as
;
and is a quasi-scalar matrix whose positive and negative signants IT and v are

We can also obtain this result by converting the compartite matrix ^ of standard

form whose successive parts are

n, (FT'-"'
,_[!,

on*"'""

"- '
~

-"
TT', v'

L ?

~
_l n

"
t

"

into * by a real symmetric equigradent transformation.

149. Definite and indefinite matrices.

A real symmetric matrix A = [a] will be said to be definite when one of

its two signants vanishes, and to be indefinite when neither of them vanishes.

If we reduce A to the standard form given in Theorem II of 147, then it

is definite or indefinite according as the real quantities elt e2 ,...er have or

have not all the same sign. In the particular case when A has rank 0, it is

definite.

When the real symmetric matrix [a] is definite, the two equations

MJa^T =0, [a]* J =0 (1)

have the same real solutions.

For if [a] has rank r, we can write

. ...

. ,r .

[]>*
... e,

L j

where [h] is a real undegenerate matrix of rank r, and e1} ez ,...er are real

non-zero quantities all having the same sign ;
and the first of the equations

(1) is equivalent to
V 9 I "V 9 I V O f\ /Ct\

e! A j

2 + e2 .A 2
2 + . . . + erX ,.-

= 0, (Z)

where Xt
= hti x, + hiz x2 + . . . + him xm .

If #!, xz,...xm are real, Xlt X2,...Xr are real, and all terms on the left of

(2) which do not vanish have the same sign. Consequently the equation (2)

is satisfied when and only when every term on the left vanishes, i.e. when and

only when Xl
= X2

= . . . = Xr = 0, or [^X2 . . . X r]
=

[h]

m T =0, i.e. when
''

' 'm

and only when [a] x =0.
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As a particular case of the above theorem we have the following result :

When the real symmetric matrix [a] is undegenerate and definite, the only

m r
~~

1

real solution of the equation \x\ [a] x = is x1
= x =

. . .
= xm = 0.

Ex, i. If A = [a]

m
is a real symmetric matrix of rank r with constant elements, and if

=det [#] [<*}* = 2aii xi
2+ 22aijXi Xj, where j^i, then:

m m
i ,m

(1) If A is definite and has positive signature or only positive signants, the quadratic

expression S cannot be negative for real values of the variables a?x ,
x2 ,

... xm .

(2) If A is definite and has negative signature or only negative signants, the quadratic

expression S cannot be positive for real values of the variables.

(3) If A is indefinite, and has therefore both positive and negative signants, the

quadratic expression S can be both positive and negative for real values of the variables.

The first two properties follow at once from equation (2). It only remains to prove
the third property.

Let A be indefinite, and let its positive and negative signants be TT and v respectively,

so that ir + v=r, and let m- r=K.

Then by Theorem II of 148 there exists a real undegenerate matrix

^^_^^_^ IT, V, K

T'" - a, ft y

IT, V. K

m rl, 0, 0-j

such that [];;;=T

W
I o, -i, o [*,
"U *oJw

and if we write

Xi
= atlxl + a i2 X2 +... + aimXm , (i=l, 2, ...TT),

Y
t
= ft!#!+ fta a?2+ . . . + pimxm , (i

= 1
, 2, . . . v ),

^
we have

S=

C-i
m ' ' '

! rr>~l m ' ' '

T7-' r Tm ' ' '

rr

a] x = X , [0] x = Y
, [y] x = Z .

First let a; be a real non-zero solution of the equation x =0 Then we
->m LyJ^^^m

cannot have [o] x =0, for we cannot have [h]
m
x =0. Thus for the real values

of #!, #2 * thus determined we have FI= F2
= ... = Yv

=
0, Zi= Z^=... =ZK

=
0, but

JTi, J^j XK do not all vanish and are all real. It follows that S has a positive

non-zero value.

,_, fa"]'" 1

Next let ^ be a real non-zero solution of the equation x =0. Then we

cannot have \S\
m

'~x

>

=0, for we cannot have \h~\

m
1c =0. Thus for the real values

L^J " _, J*i

of a?!, *2 >
xm thus determined we have ^ = JT2 =... = JTW= 0, ^ =^=...=^=0, but
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F
1?
F2 ,

... Yv do not all vanish and are all real. It follows that S has a negative non-

zero value.

Ex. ii. If a real symmetric compartite matrix of standard form with constant

elements whose successive parts are all square has as one of its parts, it must be

indefinite.

This follows from Exs. ii and iii of 148.

Ex. iii. If the real symmetric matrix $= [] is definite, and if the diagonal element

ij vanishes, then every element of the ith horizontal and vertical rows must vanish.

For if =
0, and ay-=o#=f=0, then by Ex. x of 145 we can convert $ by a real

symmetric equigradent transformation into a symmetric compartite matrix having two

parts, both of which are square, and one of which is . By Ex. ii this is only

possible when $ is indefinite.

Ex. iv. Let [A]"* be some real undegenerate matrix of rank r, and let e be either

1 or - 1.

Then every real symmetric matrix $= []"' of rank r can be expressed in the form

r im T"'
r mm rT>r

r i rmm /o\
[a] eh [A] =h M L^J (3)J

,_j m
L J r u.^ 1 - J r J r

where e is 1 or 1 according as the signature of <f>
is positive or negative, i.e. according

as the signature is r or r. Conversely every matrix given by (3) is a real and definite

symmetric matrix of rank r whose signature is positive or negative according as e is 1 or 1.

For the real symmetric matrix
<p

has rank r and is definite when and only when

[a]
m

is equisignant with [e]' ,
where f is 1 or -1 according as the signature of $ is

positive or negative.

We obtain Ex. iii by observing that a(AM+AM+...+AH)>
which shows that a.K=0

when and only when hu, A2t-, ... h^ all vanish. We see further that :

When <p
is definite, those of its diagonal elements which do not vanish all have the

same sign, viz. the sign of the signature of <f>.

Ex. v. If [d] is any real matrix of rank r, and if e is either 1 or 1, then the matrix

n , ,JK

rf>= e [a] a
',_*

is a real and definite symmetric matrix of rank r whose signature is positive or negative

according as f is I or I.

By 72.1 the matrix < is a real symmetric matrix of rank r. Therefore by Theorem II

of 147 we can determine a real undegenerate matrix [A] such that

, _, r, m r
> i >

m m c i
m

c i
m \6 01

\K\
m
th = f [A]'"[af 7 T =

n' nJJ"r i_JTO
J J

,_, ,_,, |_0j J
,.,,_,.

where [e]

r =
[e] is an undegenerate quasi-scalar matrix whose diagonal elements e

l ,
e2 ,

...er

are all non-zero scalar quantities. Writing [7t] [a]
=

[b] ,
so that [6] is real, we have

e
i
= f (k n + 1>'i-t+~-+1>''iu ), where 1= 1, 2, ...r.
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Since e
t does not vanish, it must have the same sign as t. Thus all the diagonal

elements elt e.2 ,
... er of the quasi-scalar matrix [e]

r
have the same sign, and are positive

or negative according as e is 1 or 1. This shows that is definite, and that its signature

is positive or negative according as is 1 or - 1 .

Ex. vi. If the real symmetric matrix
(f>
=

[a] is undegenerate and definite, then none of

its diagonal elements vanish, and they all have the same sign, viz. the sign of the signature

0/0.

By Ex. iii none of the diagonal elements can vanish. The rest of the theorem then

follows from the last result in Ex. iv.

Ex. vii. If the real symmetric matrix =
(V] is definite, then every symmetrically

formed complete matrix * = [-4]'

A

of its minor determinants of order s is definite.

Let
<f>

have rank r. Then if s > r, we have < = 0. If s
~jf> r, we see by equating

correspondingly formed complete matrices of both sides in the equation of Ex. iv that

lAT^ff" (*];
= <* H P

[lY
p [H}*>

I 1

ju,
r I 1

ji/,

H

where [H]
11

is a real undegenerate matrix of rank p. This shows that < is equisignant

with e'flf.L Jp

Applying Exs. iii, iv and vi to the matrix [-4]^, we obtain the following further

properties of the real symmetric matrix = [] .

(1) If is definite and the diagonal minor determinant (amt ) vanishes, then all the

simple minor determinants of [au{\ and [alu~]
vanish.

(2) When is definite, those of its diagonal minor determinants of order s which do

not vanish all have the same sign, viz. the sign of e8.

(3) When is undegenerate and definite, then none of its diagonal minor deter-

minants of order s vanish, and they all have the same sign, viz. the sign of e8.

NOTE. Semi-definite matrices.

The term 'definite' is sometimes reserved for a real symmetric matrix which is

undegenerate and definite according to the definitions of the text. Then a real symmetric
matrix which is degenerate and definite according to the definitions of the text is said to

be semi-definite.

150. Reduction of a skew-symmetric matrix with constant

elements to standard forms by symmetric equigradent
transformations .

1. Reduction by derangements and unitary equigradent transformations.

Theorem I. If <j>
=

[a]

'"

is a skew-symmetric matrix of (even) rank p

whose elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality H, and if none

of the successive leading diagonal minor determinants

A.= l, A, = ,' A = a...AA = a*,...A = tt
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of even order vanish, then we can convert $ by a symmetric unitary equigradent

transformation in li into a skew-symmetric compartite matrix of the standard

form 99 9 9
r ~i **"*."*
a, 0,...0,...0

e, o-"
, where [e]

p =
0, b, ...0, ...0

0, 0,...f,...Q

0, 0, ...0, ...r
L J

2,2, ...2, ...2

the successive parts of [e\
p

being

o
,

-a12(

o , &12

,

A2 612 =faj, A 4 c12
= f a

j,
... AX_2 Z]2

=
I a

j,
....

where

This theorem is a particular case of Theorem III of 145.

o o o o

Writing J. = (a) ,
B =

(b) , ... J> = (Z) ... .R = (')o x/ 2 v/ 2 v/ 2 v/ 2

we define skew-symmetric matrices

P j
- Ml 2 r -i ?W* 4 r n W^~ A~f" 2 - - 7W p~l~2

/i I I /' I/I I >
'

I

I
' t I I i I IL J

9. L J i <t L J in A4-9 L J
i />4-9

of ranks p 2, p 4, ... p A, + 2, ... 2 by the equations

/i, 2. 2+\ /i, 2, 2+\ /i, a, 2+\
^&w =

, Bc,- 6
),

Cduv =( c
),

...

\1, 2,2+M/ \1, 2,2 + w/ \1, 2,2 + /

so that ^1 = 4,, ^5=A4 ,
ABC= A

fi ,

/I, 2, 2+w\ /I, 2, ...4,

= A8> ..., and

I, 2, ...A-2, A-/I, 2, 2+\ /I, 2, ...4, 4+l)\ /I, 2, ... A-a, A-2+t>\
= a

,
A4 6VB = a ,

... AA_2 ZMt,= a
),....

\1, 2, 2+/ \1, 2, ...4, 4+M/ \1, 2, ...A-2, A-2+M/

Then a12 ,
612 , C12 ,.. J12 ,...r12 are the quantities defined in the enunciation,

and if we write

1 f ,
/12

~] p-.
,-. A-2, wi-A+2 _

12) t

=[o, I,X]:-"-
A

,

h,=
(-A+2

and proceed as in 143 we obtain resultant symmetric unitary equigradent

transformations in fl of the forms

Hl r
/^-i

P, *-p
| |JB p ^.-i

p, w-p

tftC o i

[/C> Wl-W-S "oo- ' (A)
' LU>

U
Jp, w_ p

^^ LU '
UJ

P , W- P
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i i
" .mm

where H is the inverse matrix of \h~\ . and \h~\ is the matrix whose 1st
i , m

J m L J m

and 2nd, 3rd and 4th, ...(X l)th and Xth, ...(p l)th and pih, last m p

horizontal rows are h^, ht ,
. . . h^ ,

. . . hp , [0, 1]
P> p

respectively.

Ex. i. When m= l and p = 4 we have
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Ex. iv. Since AA _ 2 i2=8A-i> and AA _ 2 ()
2
=AA ,

2

we have AA _ 2 t i2=oA _!, AA_ 2 ^
12
=AA .

Therefore the quantity 8A _i defined in Ex. iii satisfies the equation

(2)

This result also follows by 110 from the equation

/I, 2, ... A-2, A-l\ / 1,2, ...A-2, A

C',

2, ... A-2.A-K / 1,2, ...A-2, A \

a
) (

a
,2,... A-2, A-l/ \1,2, ... A-2, A-l/

/I, 2, ... A-2, A-l\ /I, 2, ... A-2, A^
I a

) (
a \

\ 1,2, ...A-2, A / \1,2, ... A-2, A/

,
8A _j

~A-1.
= AA_ 2 AA .

r. v. Denoting the conjugate of AA by AA', and using for 3\ in (B) the form

o, ,

'
where **-

o,
-

we can deduce symmetric equigradent transformations in Q of the forms (A) in which all

the successive parts of [e] have the common value .

Ex. vi. A corresponding non-unitary symmetric equigradent transformation.

T , mWi 2 r -iW 4 r ,-,t A+2 r -,m p+2 1,11 , . /

Let o _ , \c\ ,
. . . \t\ i ... l"J be the skew-symmetric matrices or

L Jm 2 m 4 L J wi A+2 TO p-f2

ranks p 2, p -4, ... p X-f 2, ... 2, whose elements are defined by such equations as

/I, 2,... A-2, A-2+t)\

^u=( a
1 5

where X is even
;

\1, 2, ... A-2, A-2+M/

/ 1,2, ...A-2, A \ /I, 2, ... A-2, A-l\

\1, 2,... A-2, A-l/ \ 1,2, ...A-2, A /
and let

Then the matrix
(f> of Theorem I can be expressed in the form

7

where |~ 0, 1~| 71 A-2, m-A+2
T n K' ^9

\_ 1, OJ
7~~ x 1AA _ 2 A _! I

'

'A-?, wz-

We have already proved this result indirectly in Ex. iii. To prove it directly let

_ro,
~

Lo,

When X= 2, 4, 6, ... p we have l = a, b, c, ... r
; and with this new notation we have

or

a2,2+u\ 2 /l,2,2+w\ 2
6 )=A Catf ,

C =A 0?MO
^1, 2, 2+M/ \1, 2, 2+M/

The identity of 116 gives the equation

(c
\
2

rc -|'

w - 4= [V)
2

f
- C

12~1M '

/gt J m _ 4 L

Jm-4|_Cl2) J
L J 2

0, ,

2, m-6

2, >n-6

2, m-6
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n

Dividing both sides by A 8 and using Ex. iv we deduce that

307

In this way we obtain the successive equations

10=ra+l*4 ,
I*4 y4+l#,,..._l_*y

AO A2 A2 A4 Ap_ 2

which lead to the equation (B).

The equation (B) is with this new notation equivalent to transformations of the

form (A) in which [e]
p

is a compartite matrix in standard form whose successive parts are

j_ r o, in j_ r o, n i_ r o, in _i r o, n
Ao*i|_-l, 0_|' A2 83 |_-l, U' A4 86 L-1, OJ'"'Ap_ 2 Sp_iL-l, 0_T

and [h]
m

is a matrix in which the (\
-

1) th, and Xth horizontal rows are [0, Z]

A~ 2' W~ A+2
,

and the last ra p horizontal rows are [0, 1]
P)M ~~ P

. All the non-vanishing elements-

of [A] are minor determinants of [a] . These are non-unitary symmetric equigradent
Vfl 7/1

transformations in Q.

Theorem II. Every skew-symmetric matrix
<f>
=

[a]

m
of rank r whose

elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality U can be converted by
a symmetric derangement followed by a symmetric unitary equigradent trans-

formation in n into a skew-symmetric matrix of the standard form

= h 1
|_o, oj

*-

the successive parts of [e\ being

}
,
a

r -,2, 2, ...2

a', 0, ...0

0, 6', ...0

0, 0, ...I'

2, 2, ... 2

and a, /3, ...X being non-zero constants lying in 1.

By Note 2 of 127 we can convert
<f> by a symmetric derangement

into a skew-symmetric matrix [b] of the same order and rank whose

rows are so arranged that none of the leading diagonal minor determinants24 T

(b) , (b) , ... (b) of even order vanish, and by Theorem I we can then

convert [b] into the above form by a symmetric unitary equigradent

transformation in H.

202
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2. Reduction by unrestricted symmetric equigradent transformations.

Theorem III. Every skew-symmetric matrix $ = [a] of rank r whose

elements are constants lying in a domain of rationality H can be converted by

a symmetric equigradent transformation in O into a similar skew-symmetric

compartite matrix
\Jr of the standard form

(\

e,

o o
, r -,'

'
e =

r -\

&), 0, ...0

0, ft), ...0

0, 0, ...&)

2, 2, ... 2

the successive parts of [e]

r

having the common value

0, 1"
> "

We first convert
(f>

into a matrix
</>' having the standard form of

Theorem II. Then if we divide the 1st horizontal and vertical rows of
</>'

by a, the 3rd horizontal and vertical rows by yS, ...the (r l)th horizontal

and vertical rows by \, we convert
<f>'

into the matrix
-fy

of the above

theorem. In effecting this conversion we have applied in succession a

symmetric derangement, a symmetric unitary equigradent transformation in

fl, and an undegenerate quasi-scalar transformation in H.

We can also deduce Theorem III from Ex. v.

Theorem IV. If A = [a]" and B =
[b] are two skew-symmetric matrices

whose elements are constants in O, and if m^. u, we can convert A into B by
a symmetric equigradent transformation in O of theform

when and only when A and B have the same rank.

We deduce this theorem from Theorem III, the proof being similar to

that of Theorem IV in 147.

Thus two skew-symmetric matrices with constant elements are symmetri-

cally equigradent when and only when they have the same rank.

Ex. vii. If we can convert the skew-symmetric matrices A and B into the same

skew-symmetric matrix by symmetric equigradent transformations, then there exists

a symmetric equigradent transformation of the form (C).



CHAPTER XVII

SOME MATRIX EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND DEGREE

[The equations XY=AB, XY=C are first considered in 1524. The rest of the

chapter deals with equations which are symmetric in form. In 155 we show how all

solutions of symmetric equations of the form X1X I^ where / is a unit matrix, can be

found, and we call these solutions semi-unit matrices. In 156 160 we determine the

general solutions of all symmetric equations of the forms X'X=A'A, X'XC; and in

161 we show how all solutions of the symmetric equation X'AX=C can be found. The

remaining articles deal with certain special equations of the foregoing types.]

151. Matrix equations of the second degree.

In Chapter xv we have considered equations, and in particular sym-
metric equations, of the form

X1
X2 ... Xn = C, (1)

where C is a known matrix, and X1X2 ...Xn is a standard product of matrices

of given orders some but not all of which are known, whilst in the rest all

the elements are unknown
;
and we have shown how all possible values of

the unknown matrices which satisfy the equation can be found. Such an

equation may be called a matrix equation of the rth degree when exactly r

of the factor matrices on the left are unknown.

The most general matrix equation of the second degree having this

form is

AXMYB = C, (2)

where A, M, B, G are known matrices and X and T are two unknown
matrices all of whose elements are to be so determined that the equation is

satisfied.

The most general symmetric matrix equation of the second degree having
this form is

A'X'MXA=C, (3)

where M and C are giyen symmetric matrices, A and A' are two given

mutually conjugate matrices, and X and X' are two unknown mutually

conjugate matrices all of whose elements are to be so determined that the

equation is satisfied.
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In the present chapter we shall consider in greater detail certain equa-

tions of the forms (2) and (3); and we shall consider more particularly

equations of the form
y v r (&\A j. = o, v*/

and symmetric equations of the form

X'X = C (5)

to which (2) and (3) are always reducible.

152. Solutions of some special equations of the form XY=AB.

1. The equation x [y]
= a [b] n

, (A)

[6162 &]

*~m
l_ _

We shall distinguish two cases.

CASE I. When both the given matrices on the right have rank 1.

We may suppose that at =j= 0, and
bj =(=

0. Then by equating correspond-

ing elements of the product matrices on the two sides of the given equation,

we see that when it is satisfied we must have #*%= aibj=^Q. It follows that

Xi ^ 0, 2/j 4= ;
and when we equate the ith horizontal rows and also the jth

vertical rows of the two product matrices, we obtain

xi [2/1 2/2 2/n] ai [i b2 ... bn], yj \x^ xz ... ocm]
=

bj [a^
,

2 . . . am].
. . .(1)

If we write = X, =
//,,

we have X/A
= 1

;
and we conclude that :

The general solution of the equation (A) in Case I is

K *>. xm}
= X [a, a, . . . a]

For (1) shows that every solution must have this form, and conversely

every pair of values of [#] and [y\ n given by (Aj) clearly constitutes a

solution of the equation.

CASE II. When one at least of the given matrices on the right has rank 0.

i i

In this case the given equation assumes the form x [y]
= 0.

M

It is clearly satisfied when one at least of the matrices [ai]m and [y] n
has

rank or vanishes, and unless this is so, it cannot be satisfied
;
for if [x]m
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and [y] both have rank 1, we may suppose that Xi^Q, yj^rO', and then the

product matrix on the left contains the non-vanishing element x^, and

cannot be a zero matrix.

Thus in Case II the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

either [a;,
x2 ... xm]

=
0, or [y } y.2 ... yn]

= ................(As)

Ex. i. The equation p x [y]
= q a [b] in which p^pQ a

{~~> m <~~l
in

This equation can be reduced to the equation (A) by putting

p x =
, q a = a

'

'nt
'

'TO
'

'rt
l~~> m

When both the given matrices on the right have rank 1, the general solution is

,
where p\p.

=
q.

When one of the given matrices on the right has rank 0, the equation is satisfied when and

only when

either [^ x2 . . . xm]
=

Q, or [yi yz . . . yn]= 0.

Ex.il The equation
*B ;</2 \ yiy*'"'

By the properties of passive rows this is the same as x [y] + y [x\
= 0.

i ,m m
i , m m

Supposing that neither of the matrices [x] and [y] vanishes, it follows from Ex. i

that the equation can only be satisfied when

0] m
= x

[>], !>],=/*[>],>
where V=-!-

This requires that [x]
=

[x] ,
which is impossible.

Thus the equation is satisfied when and only when

either "[#j xz ... xm]
=

0, or [yl y^-.. ym]
= 0.

The equation is therefore the condition that one at least of the long rows of the matrix

shall be a row of O's.

2. The equation [x}

r M " = [aT [b]

'
. . . .(B)m r

J m r

in which both the given matrices on the right have rank r.

When both the given matrices [a]

r
and [b]

n
have rank r, the product

matrix on the right of the equation (B) has rank r, and therefore in every

solution both the factor matrices [x]

r
and [y]

"
on the left must have rank r.
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Whenever the equation is satisfied, we see by postfixing an inverse post-

factor of [y]

n
on both sides, and by prefixing an inverse prefactor of [x] m

on

both sides, that there must exist relations of the form

where [h]

r

and [k]

r
are necessarily undegenerate.

NOTE. We can deduce this result from the first sub-article.

When we equate correspondingly formed complete matrices of the minor determinants

of order r on both sides of (A), we obtain

7 M v
= D3!,,* W

where u=( ), v=( ) ; &, %, ... M and
iji, jy 2 ,

...
rjv are the distinct simple minor

\r/ w
determinants of [x]

r
and [y] respectively; and a1? a 2 ,

... M and ft, /32 > fiv are the

similarly formed distinct simple minor determinants of [a] and [b] respectively. Since

both the factor matrices on the right of (3) have rank 1, therefore by sub-article 1 the

general solution of the equation (3) is

r T -\

, where pq= l.

It follows from 113 that when the equation (A) is satisfied, there must exist relations

of the form (2) in which [A] and [] are undegenerate square matrices.

Substituting the values given by (2) in (B), we see that the equation (B)

is satisfied if and only if

Since the extreme factor matrices have rank r, we can cancel them by
84, and the above condition becomes

[*]*[*]' -W'.r r
J
r

Thus the general solution of the equation (B) is given by

M>[<M
r

r
> M n

r

= W r

r [b]

n

r
,
where

[A]; [*];
=

[l]
r

r

. (B,)

Here
[h]^

and [k] are any two mutually inverse undegenerate square

matrices of order r, one of which can be chosen arbitrarily.

Ex. iii. If X=t=0 and /*4=0 the general solution of the equation
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in which both the factor matrices on the right have rank /, is given by

X [<=/*[<[<, [y];-[*]

r

r [6] r
",

where [<[< =
[!];.

153. Solutions of all equations of the form XV'

-A3.

1. The equation [*&}" *[[*]* ........................... (A )

in which both the given matrices on the right have rank r.

Since the product matrix on the right is a given matrix of rank r, it

follows from Theorem III a of 134 that the equation admits of solution

when and only when

r<j;0, r^m, r^n; r $ s......................... (1)

If r is any integer satisfying the necessary conditions (1), there are

solutions in which [VI* and fi/1 have respectively ranks a and 8 when and
m '*

only when a and 8 satisfy the conditions

<|:r, O^-TO; <j: r, /3^?i; a + /3 $ r + s............. (2)

When the equation (A) is satisfied, we see by postfixing an inverse post-

factor of 17)1

"

on both sides that the vertical rows of [a]
r

must be connectedJ
r

J m

with the vertical rows of [x\ ;
and when this is so, the vertical rows of

Wl

[a]

r

[6]

"

are connected with the vertical rows of \x\

*

,
and the equation

therefore admits of solution for [y] . Thus there are solutions for [y]

"

when

and only when [x]

*

satisfies a relation of the form
m

[V)

s

[l]

r

=[a]
r

,
or [>]" [l]=[a, a']

r' s~ r

,J m LJ
s

J m J m'--1
s

L J
TO

where [I]* is undegenerate. It follows that there are solutions in which [#]*

has rank a when and only when [x] has the formJ

where both matrices on the right have rank a.

Similarly there are solutions in which [y]

n
has rank 8 when and only

when has the form

where both matrices on the right have rank 8.
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The values of \x\

*

and M *

given by (3) and (4) satisfy the equation (A)
/// s

when and only when

]n
r--.

Q-i
r,p-r ri~\ n

r, p-r - ' -"
r, a-r "- -"

r, |8-r

L 0~r"~
r

ri~T r p-r
or lei 1 171'. -I A

'

A |

= LI (5)

Thus all solutions of the equation (A) in which [x\

*

and [y] have ranks a

and ft are given by (3) and (4) where [j* and [77]
are undegenerate matrices

of ranks a ana
7

/9 satisfying the equation (5).

Here []* can be chosen arbitrarily subject to the condition that it has
Q

rank a, and the matrices [77] of rank ft which satisfy (5) can then be found
a

as in 132. i; or we can choose [77] arbitrarily subject to the condition that

it has rank ft, and then solve (5) for []* as in 132.2.

Ex. i. Undegenerate solutions of ranks a and /3 of the equation

"1,

a,

^r,-r
o P' V ................... (

'

-", a-r u -"r, a r

We have reduced the solution of the equation (A) to the solution of (B).

The equation (B) admits of solution when and only when

r<0, r^a, rj>p; r$>s.

s 8
These conditions being satisfied, it has undegenerate solutions [x] , [y] of ranks

when and only when
a + p$>r + s.

Any given matrix (V)
*
in which (x)

a
=(= can be expressed in the form

where [A]
a

is undegenerate ;
and when [x]

8
has this value, it follows from Ex. iv of 132

that the general formula for a matrix fy] of rank /3 satisfying (B) is

u. v.
_, s-a L '

-'r, s-'

where
[]'~^ has rank ft r, M^_ a

is entirely arbitrary, and [&]" is the inverse of [A]* .

Thus all solutions of the equation (B) in which [x]* and
[y]^

have ranks a and /3 are

given by
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where [at]" is a derangement of [1]*, [h]
a

is undegenerate, []* is the inverse of [A]", and

[v] _
r
has rank B r.

We can replace (7) by

| /. "! a >
* ~ a '

0,

. ii. If

"

1, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0,

_ 0, 0, 0, _

r, a-r, p-r, r+s-a-p

r, /*, in a

r, ar, sa

-

1, o, o

0, 0,

0, 1,

_0, 0, j

'*, Pr, nf

r, a-r, p-r, r+s-a-p

then solutions of the equation (A) of ranks a and /3 are given by

1-7 -1

r i s r n r' m ~ r r>n s riT s r -|
n r/T s r i n

\x\ =
[a. a] [] [A] , [y] =

[k] fa] ,, ,Jm Jm L* Jm L J s' L-7J
s

L J
s
L J

s 6
"- -J r,n-r

rt>~\
n

where [h]

s

[k]
s =

[l]
s

,
and the matrices [a, a']

r> 1 r
and ,, are undegenerate.

" 'r. nr

. iii. If

0~>

1, 0, 0, Q-,r, a-r, p-r, r+s-a-p
n, 0,0, on'

LO, 1, 0, OJL- > -J
r> a_ r

n, o

r ,P 0,
' W

-

=

I 0, 1

U o_
r, a-r, p-r, r+s-a-p

then solutions of the equation (B) of ranks a and /3 are given by

M * = fl' ?T
a~ r

[fi
s

[h]
s

, [yf = [k]
s

L J a 0, w L J L J * Lt/J * L J *u ' -J r,a-r ,

where the prefactors and postfactors are undegenerate square matrices, and

2. The equation \x\ [y]
=

[a] [6] in which the given matrices on the

right have any ranks.

We treat this equation as in 154, writing it in the form

M* [y]" = M" where [c]"
= [a]

r

[6]" .L JLyj L J ' LJ LJLJ
r nr

The rank p of the given product matrix [c]

"
must satisfy the conditions

p <j; 0, p ^ m, p $ n, p ^ r
;
and the equation admits of solution only when we

also have p $ s.
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154. Solutions of equations of the form XY= C-

1. The special equation

in which [c]" is a given matrix whose rank does not exceed 1.

Written in full the equation is

r ~i

x.2 r i n=
i>]

Clearly the equation does not admit of solution when the rank of [c]

exceeds 1
,
for the rank of the product matrix on the left cannot exceed 1

;

and we have therefore only two cases to consider.

CASE I. When [c]" has rank 1.
m

Since [c]

"
has at least one non-vanishing element, we may suppose that

Cfj^O. Then by Ex. v of 115 or Ex. vi of 116 the equation (A) is

equivalent to

2/2

where each factor matrix on the right contains the non-vanishing element

Cij
and has rank 1. Hence by Ex. i of 152 we see that :

// Cy =f 0, the general solution of the equation (A) in Case I is

[x,x, ... Xm\
= \ [cy-c2j ... cmj])

[S/i S/2 yn] = p cfe e<

x

Again if a- = a
, [y]

=
[6] is any particular solution, the equation

1 <m ' 'm n

can be replaced by a; [y]
= a [6] ,

where the factor matrices on the
1 'm n

' >m n

right have rank 1. Solving this equation by 152. i we see that :

If x = a
, [y]

=
[6] is ant/ particular solution of (A), the general

1 >m ' 'm n

solution is

I I i

-----
1

x =\ a
, [y]

=
f*~[b] , where \fji=l .............(A2)
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CASE II. When \c\

n
has rank 0.

m

The equation is now that considered in Case II of 152.1.

Thus in Case II the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

either fa xz ... xm]
= 0, or [y 1 y2 . . . yn] = (A3)

Ex. i. If p=*pQ and g^O, the general solution of the equation

11
r n r I

71

p x \y\ q \c\^m n

when [c]'

1

has rank 1 and Cy=f=0 is given by

,
where pX/xCy

=
q.

p. ii. The general solution of the equation

r
l, 2, -1, 3

0, 0, 0,

.2, 4, -2, 6_

is given by [xy z\=\ [1 2]
=A|102| )

. L where X/x
= l.

= M [l, 2, -1, 3]J'

2. TAe special equation

in which [c] t's a ^rwen matrix of rank r.

Clearly in every solution the matrices \x\

r

and
[y~\'

1

must be undegenerate

and have rank r; and it has been shown in Ex. i of 5 115 and in S 146 how
tJ t)

particular solutions can be obtained. If (XT=[Vr, ^]* MB
[6]" is any

particular solution, the equation can be written in the form

w>];-[<w;. ...........................a)

and the general solution can then be obtained as in 152.2.

Thus if [a]
=

[a] , [y]
=

[6] is any particular solution of the equation (B)

the general solution of the equation is

To obtain a more precise formula for the general solution let A = (cpq) be

any non-vanishing derived determinant of [c] of order r, and let [0OT] be

the reciprocal of [c^]', Then by 115 or 116 the equation (B) is

equivalent to
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By postfixing on both sides of (2) an inverse postfactor of [y]

n

,
and by

prefixing on both sides an inverse prefactor of [a;] ,
we see that when the

equation (2) is satisfied, there must exist relations of the form

[< = KTj/^, [yT
r

=
[k]

r

r
[cpl ]

n

r>
.................. (3)

where [h]

r
and [k]

r
are undegenerate square matrices.

NOTE. When we equate correspondingly formed complete matrices of the minor

determinants of order r on both sides of (2) we obtain the equation

(4)
1

'M ' V

where the elements of a
, f/3] are the distinct simple minor determinants of the unde-

|_
,/JL

' L J K

generate matrices [cig]

r

, [cpl] ;
and the elements of

[17]
are the correspondingly

T i i u^ V

formed simple minor determinants of the similar undegenerate matrices [x] , [y] .

Applying Ex. i of 152 to (4) we see that

lft&...|J=
X[^

...a,]!

tlilz M = M [P1P2 PVJJ

From the equations (5) we deduce by 113 that there must exist relations of the

form (3).

Substituting the values (3) of \x]

r

and M" in (2), we see that the
m T

equation (2) or (B) is satisfied when and only when (cpq) [h] [k]
= Gpq ,

i.e. when and only when [h~]

r

[k]

r

is equal to the inverse matrix of [cpq ]
.

Thus when [c] has rank r and (cpq) =}= 0, the general solution of the

equation (B) is given by

where (cpq) . [h] [k]
= Cpq .

I*

We can regard either one of the matrices [h]

r

, [k]

r

as an arbitrary

undegenerate square matrix of order r, and the other matrix is then

completely determinate.

Ex. iii. We will consider the equation

[-5312-
=

L
C
J
3

'
7523 rn4

LO 4 3 lJ

in which [c] has rank 2.
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Here is an undegenerate derived matrix whose inverse is -
_ -' K

Accordingly the general solution is

r5 3-1

[*]!- 7 5

LO 4J

3 1 2

where
2 2 i r 5 3~i

[A] 2 [*] 2 =4[_ 7) 5J-

Putting [k]

2
=^ -

1

' 1
,
we have [k]

2 = - '".! Tnerefore a particular solution is

2 2 1_0, 1J 2 ^ L~ 7, oj

,2 1
5 3n

=
2 I

75
LO 4j

, 4, 3,

and the general solution is

r5 3-i

7 5

_0 4_

[A]
2

,J '

L r / -\*> i . \_/, j. , j. i i r/T i r7n ti r-iT^
~[K] ,

where I k\ \k\ =fl] .

2
J

2LO, 4, 3, lj
J
2

L J
2

L J
2

To obtain a particular solution by the method described in 146 we obtain in

succession the equations

7523
LO 4 3 1J

r5n

LOJ

OOOOn
[5312] +

|

4 31

LO 20 15 5j

p5 3 1 2n r5 On

7523 = 74
LO 4 3 lj LO 20 J

1 P5 3 1
2"|

oVJ L 4 3 1J
'

and thence the solution in which the successive vertical rows of [x] and the successive

horizontal rows of [y] are

o

_
'

v/20

r On

u20j

and
^[5312], -,= [0431].
v5 v20

3. The general equation

.(C)

in which [c] is a (yrivew matrix of rank r.

By Theorem Ilia of 134 the equation (C) admits of solution when and

only when the rank r of [c]" satisfies the conditions

r
<j: 0, r $ m, .(6)
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and when this is so the equation has solutions in which \x\ , [y] have ranks

a, ft when and only when a and ft satisfy the conditions

a^r, a^m; ft { r, ft^n; a + ft^r + s; ............ (7)

which include a
:}>

s and ft :(>
s.

If we take [%]* to be any given matrix so chosen that the vertical rows of

\c\

n
are connected with the vertical rows of

[ad] ,
the equation (C) admits of

solution for \y]

n

;
and in this way all possible solutions of the equation can

be found.

If we express [c]

"
in the form [c]

=
[a]

r

[6] , the equation becomes the

equation of 153.2.

Ex. iv. Let (cp(j)

r
be a non-vanishing minor determinant of [c]

n
of order r, and let

I

-
\

r
r

Cpg be the inverse of [cpa] f
.

Then the solutions of (C) in which [x] \ [y]
'

have ranks a, j8 are given by

r, /3-r

where the factor matrices on the right are undegenerate, and where

This appears when we substitute the matrices (8) in the equation

which is equivalent to (C). Thus the solution of (C) is reduced to the determination of

the undegenerate solutions of (9). These can be found as in 132.

155. Solutions of the equation []* =[!]' Semi-unit
{ ~J m

matrices.

1. Semi-unit matrices.

The equation [#]'" x =[l]
r

(1)
r >m r

does not admit of solution when r > m, for then the rank of the product
matrix on the left cannot exceed m and therefore cannot be equal to r.

When r ^> m the equation always has solutions some of which are real, and

every solution has rank r. Assuming that r $ m, any matrix [#] or x
LJ ^

satisfying the equation (1) will be called a semi-unit matrix or a unitary
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TO ' '*"

orthogonal matrix of rank r. In particular any matrix [x\ or x satisfying
Wl i i M

Wl

the equations [w\ x = x \x\
m = \Y\

m
will be called a square semi-unit

m ^-> m ^ m m

matrix.

According to these definitions a matrix M is a semi-unit matrix when we
can form with it and its conjugate matrix M' a product which is a unit

matrix. IfM is not square, the product which is a unit matrix must be that

one of the two products MM' and M'M in which long rows are active rows,

for the other product is necessarily degenerate and cannot be a unit matrix.

If M is a square matrix, it is a semi-unit matrix when either one of the

products MM' or M'M is a unit matrix
;
for if one of these products is a unit

matrix, it has been shown in Ex. i of 67 that the other also is a unit matrix.

Ex. i. Every semi-unit matrix is undegenerate,

Ex. ii. Every derangement of a unit matrix is a square semi-unit matrix.

Ex. iii. // in every long row of a matrix one of the elements is 1 or - 1 and all other

elements are O's, the matrix is a semi-unit matrix.

Ex. iv. Every derangement of a semi-unit matrix of rank r is also a semi-unit matrix

of rank r.

For if \x\
m

is a semi-unit matrix of rank r and if [fl** []' [*] M*, where
L J r

-^-l r .

Jj.
L

Jj.
L J m J

[u]

r
and [v]

m
are derangements of [l]

r
and [1] ,

we have

r*-im l~T
r

r -i*
1

r ^m r -.m ' >
m

" >
r

< >
r

[L I =!>],. M, M m
v x u

r
i im m

i in i 'TO' >r

r ^r _ -m r ,m i <
r

i >
r

r -.r r -.m' i

r
' <

r

-M r W [i] u -M r W

Ex. v. If we change the sign of every element in any long or short row of a semi-unit

matrix, we again obtain a semi-unit matrix.

Ex. vi. A semi-unit matrix and its conjugate (which is also a semi-unit matrix} are

mutually inverse.

Ex. vii. Every long-cut simple minor of a semi-unit matrix is a semi-unit matrix.

For if [pi p^...p,] is any minor of [1 2 ...r] we deduce from

^m
' *

r
_r-,-\r t

i a. r
-\

m ' |S
_ri~l

<t

Ex. viii. If a product of two mutually conjugate matrices is an undegenerate quasi-

scalar matrix, we can deduce from them two mutually conjugate semi-unit matrices.

"/fcj
...

~

Let \X}
m

J? = 1

[k] r
=

r
< >m

_ ... kr _

c. n. 21
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where r
;j>
m and k

v 4= 0, 2 4=0, ... ,
and let

for the values 1, 2, ... r of i.

Then Ml" *^ =[!.

Thus [#]

OT

and x are two mutually conjugate semi-unit matrices. In particular
1 >m

when [JT]

m
.is a real matrix, then &

x ,
&2 , ^V are necessarily positive, and [a] and its

conjugate are real semi-unit matrices.

Ex. ix. If a square semi-unit matrix has either of the forms

~11
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where kr is a real positive non-zero quantity. Dividing this solution by kr
we obtain a real unit solution \xn xn . . . xrm] ,

i.e. a real solution in which

+ aCm ==1 - We then have

i.e. [x\ is a real semi-unit matrix of rank r.

It follows that if r % m, we can in succession determine real semi-unit

matrices [#] , [#] , \x\ ,
... \x] of ranks 1, 2, 3, ... r, each matrix after the

first being formed by the addition of a final horizontal row to the preceding
matrix. All real semi-unit matrices of rank r can be formed in this way.

In practice it is usually more convenient to start with any real non-zero

matrix [Xn X12 . . . Xlm] and to then determine in succession any real non-

zero solutions [JTai X& ... X^], [X3l X& ... X3m], ... [Xn X^ . . . X^] of the

equations

[*]' = 0, = 0. ...(3)

We then have m:

~k?
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Ex. x. If [x]
m

is a real semi-unit matrix of rank r, then by 94 we can determine

sets of m - r unconnected mutually orthogonal real unit solutions of the equation

M W 7 =0.
r ' 'm

If [yi#2 ...#m]
=

[>r +i,i*V + i, 2-. xr + !, TO], ... [xml xm% ... xmm\ is any one such set of

m-r solutions, then [x] is a real square semi-unit matrix
;
and if s>r and ^> m, then

[.] is a real semi-unit matrix of rank s formed by adding s r final horizontal rows

r -,7/1
to \x\ .

L J r

Putting r=l, we can in this way determine all real semi-unit matrices \x]

m
of rank s.

Ex. xi. We will determine a particular real solution of the equation

"li mi HI~^
r

li 2 ^s

'3 ^3 ^3 ^1 ^2 ^3

p o o~i

= 010
001

We first choose any real non-zero value of [^ m l n^. Let this be

We then determine any real non-zero solution of the equation

[212] = 0.

The general solution is given by 2 2
= -?2~ 2n 2 . Putting w2

=
4, 2=1, we obtain

the particular real non-zero solution

= [-3, 4, 1].

Lastly we determine any real non-zero solution of the equation

[_-3, 4',
1

= 0.

The general solution is given by 11
3 = -

\n3 . Putting %= 11, we obtain the
.. . Lm3j L 8 J

particular real non-zero solution

= [~7, -8, 11].

We now see that

2, 1, 2

-3, 4, 1

r
2, -3, -7~"

1, 4, -!

~9
~

26

_-7, -8, llj L 2, 1, 11_, L 234_

Accordingly the matrix [Im n] whose elements are given by

=_[-3,4, 1], -7, -8, 11]

is a particular real solution of the given equation.
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By this process we can find the direction-cosines of all possible sets of three mutually

perpendicular real directions in common 3-way space with reference to any set of three

rectangular co-ordinate axes.

Other real solutions of the above equation are given by

i 1-7 -i r i i _ o ~i

TO2

i, 2
,

-2, 2,
-

1

A particular solution which is not real is given in Ex. xvi.

Ex. xii. A particular real solution of the equation

|~ l\ nil ni PI
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Since the matrix [ee]

m
is non-extravagant and has rank less than m, we

can by 172 determine a non-extravagant solution [xrl xn . . . Xrm] of the

equation (2); and we then have

where kr =f=
0. Dividing this solution by VX we obtain a unit solution

[xrl xn ... ocrm\, i-e - a solution in which

We then have \x\
m

x = [l]
r

, i.e. \xT is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.
r m

It follows that if r ^ m, we can in succession determine semi-unit matrices

(not necessarily real) []*, [a;], [] ,
... [>] r

of ranks 1, 2, 3, ... r, each

matrix after the first being formed by the addition of a final horizontal row

to the preceding matrix. All semi-unit matrices of rank r can be formed in

this way.

In practice it is usually more convenient to start with any non-extravagant
matrix [Xu X12 . . . Xlm\ and to then determine in succession any non-extrava-

gant solutions [
X2l Xw . . . X?in\ , [X31 X& . . . Xsm] ,

... [Xrl Xn . . . Xrm} of the

equations (3).

We then have

(5)

~k,

kz
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If [yiyzym]
ss

[Xr + l,lXr + l,* Xr + l,m]> [^ml Xm2 ... Xmm] IS any OD6 SUCh Set of

m r solutions, then \x\
m

is a square semi-unit matrix; and if s>r and i>m, then
L Jm

[x\
m

is a semi-unit matrix of rank s formed by adding s-r final horizontal rows to \x\ r
.

Putting r=l, we can in this way determine all semi-unit matrices [x\ of rank s.

Ex. xv. Every semi-unit matrix which is not square is a simple minor of a square

semi-unit matrix.

Ex. xvi. From the equation

1, 1
,

i

-
1, 2

,
i 1, 2, -2i

"1, 0, 0-

0, 4,

_0, 0, 4_

in which i--J 1, we derive the semi-unit matrix

2, 2, 2i

1
'
'*<

i
m3 n3 _

Ex. xvii. Particular solutions of the equation of Ex. xii can be derived from the

equations

["3, 0, 0,2t~"
r3,4, 6, 6"1 r

5, 0, 0,

4, 3, ,
6i

6, 10, i, 9i

_6, 10, 55i, 9_

1, 5, 3i, 4i

2, 1, i,
i

5, 17, 18i, 9i

17, 76, 43i, 67i

,
3

,
10

,
10

0,0, t,
55t

') o2j y
2-j

y'

fl, 2, 5, 17 i

5
, 1, 17

,
76

0, -11, 0,

0, 0, 54,

_0, 0, 0, -2889_

1, 0, 0,

0, 3, 0,

0, 0, -91,

_0, 0, 0, -273_

in which i=-J 1.

^r. xviii.

. _. v, rv
a square semi-unit matrix

[1]
has the form .

'

, ,wherei=v l

\ */-*} ^
I-

-'a, r-u

and [a]
"

, [6] , [a] > [^] a?<e a^ rca^, then v = u.

r i if r

From the equation [7]
^ =[1] ,

it follows that

_ . , v, rv a
[a, ia]L ' J

la
-c 1]". [^ 6iX"

w;r =
[i, a]

1

, [&r*7 =[i,* j ^ _ '>/ .

L '

In the first of the equations (6) the real matrix [1, a]
'

has rank u
; therefore, by

72.1 the product matrix on the right has rank u, and the real matrix [a] has rank u.

Thus u > v.
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Similarly the second of the equations (6) shows that [b]

r v
has rank r-u. Therefore

r - u ^> r v, i.e. u < v. Consequently we have v= u.

This theorem is illustrated in Ex. xvi.

Ex. xix. Reciprocal of a square semi-unit matrix.

Let [L] be the reciprocal of the square semi-unit matrix [I], and let ()
W= A.

Then [71'"T =[11, Rl"
1^ =Aril'"'.J UIN m <"m

Equating the determinants of both sides in the first equation, we obtain

A2=
l, A=l.

m i i

m TO i \
m

If A= +1, then \l\ m L =[l] m I ,
and therefore by 84

m m

m i ' m i i

If A= -
1, then [I] L = -[/] I ,

and therefore by 84m <>m
' m

' <m

[L]
m
=-[Z]

m
.Jm m

Thus the reciprocal of [I]

'

is [l] according as (I)
= 1. In the former case the

semi-unit matrix [I] is self-reciprocal.

It may be observed that when (I)
=

1, we can by changing the signs of all elements

in any one of the rows of [I] obtain a semi-unit matrix whose determinant has theL Jm
value +1.

Ex. xx. General solution of the equation

PI Vipi ^ in on

\_lz TO2J l_mj wi2J L U '

This equation is equivalent to the three scalar equations

From the first of these equations we see that ^ and mi are not both zero. Writing

^rsX, mi=p, we find that

It follows that the general solution of the above equation can be expressed in either of

the equivalent forms

I mi~r x
> M~ Hi ri, +M~ /.s

where

It can also be expressed in either of the equivalent forms

I mi~_r cos0, sin$~ ! mj^rcos, + sn

) _ _> ......... ^ '

where $ is not necessarily real.

The upper signs give the solutions in which (Im) l2
+l ;

and the lower signs the

solutions in which (Im) = 1.
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Ex. xxi. General solution of the equation

1

1

The general solution in which (Imri) = +1 is given by

~

li m l
n

i
m3 ns _

cos cos
*//,
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The general solution in which (Imn) l23
= - 1 is then again obtained by replacing the

element 1 by 1 in any one of the factor matrices on the right, or by changing the sign

of every element in any one of the horizontal or vertical rows in the product matrix

on the right.

First choosing [13
m3 n3]

to be an arbitrary unit matrix, we can write

[13 m3 n3]
=

[sin 6 cos
\^, sin 6 sin ^, cos 6],

We then determine [12
m2 n2], any unit matrix orthogonal with [13

m3 3], ascribing to

n2 the arbitrary value sin 6 sin $. The matrix [^ m l n^ is then completely determinate.

Ex. xxii. The corresponding rotations of a rigid body in common 3-way space.

If [I m ]
is any square semi-unit matrix of order 3 whose determinant has the value

+ 1, then, as will be shown more fully in a later chapter, the equation

ml

Vx

y

z

.(E)

represents the most general rotation of a rigid body about the origin in common 3-way

space. Here (x, y, z) are the co-ordinates of any point P of the body referred to a set of

three mutually perpendicular co-ordinate axes (OX, OY, OZ) fixed in space, and (x
1

, y', z'}

are the co-ordinates with reference to the same axes of the point P' to which P is brought

by the rotation. If the rotation would bring (OX, Y, OZ), when we regard these lines

as fixed in the body, into the positions (OXl , OYi, OZ^, then (llt mt , i), (12 ,
m

2 , 2 )

(13 ,
m3 , %) are the direction-cosines of OXi, OYi, OZi with reference to the axes

(OX, OY, OZ). Hence if the co-ordinates of P and P' with reference to the axes

(OXi, OYi, OZi) are (xi, y\, zj) and (x^, y^, z{\ we have

'l

nl

2 m3

r x'

y (F)

We can deduce (E) from the formulae of transformation (F) ;
for by the nature of a rotation

the co-ordinates of P' with reference to the axes (OXi, OYi, OZ^ are the same as the co-

ordinates of P with reference to the axes (OX, OY, OZ), i.e. we have x{= x, y\=y, z\=z.

First let

e=

r
l, ,

0, cos B,
- sin 6

_0, sin 6, cos 6

cos 0, 0, sin i

, 1,

- sin
<f>, 0, cos <

cos
//,

-sin
\jf,

sin
\^,

cos ^,

, 0,1

and let p= y

rV

y

Then if we express \l m w] 123
in the form (C), the equation (E) is

P'=e*^p.

Thus the rotation (E) is the resultant of the three successive rotations

(7)
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which are rotations through angles \^, <, 6 about OZ, OF, OX when these are regarded as

axes fixed in space. By Ex. xxiii it follows that the rotation (E) is also the resultant of

three successive rotations through angles 6, $, \jr
about OX, OY, OZ when these are

regarded as axes fixed in the body.

Accordingly formula (C) shows that :

Every rotation of a rigid body about a point in common 3-way space is the resultant

of three successive rotations about any three mutually perpendicular axes which pass through

and are eitherfixed in space or fixed in the body.

Next let the matrix [Im w] 123
be expressed in the form (D), and let

e=
cos 6, 0, sin 6

, 1,

- sin 0, 0, cos 6

cos
<f),

sin
(f),

sin
<f),

cos
(j),

, 0,1

cos
>//,

sin
>//,

sin \r cos \r

Then the equation (E) is

.(8)

Accordingly the rotation (E) is the resultant of three successive rotations through

angles $, 6, \js
about the axes OZ, OY, OZ regarded as fixed in space, and also the

resultant of three successive rotations through angles ty, 0, $ about the axes OZ, OY, OZ

regarded as fixed in the body.

In this second case 6, (f>, -^ are the three Eulerian angles defining the rotation.

Ex. xxiii. Theorem. If OA, OB, OC are any three straight lines passing through 0,

successive rotations of a rigid body in common 3-way space through angles 6, (f>, ^ about the"

axes OA, OB, OC regarded asfixed in space are equivalent to successive rotations of the body

through angles !//, <, 6 about the axes OC, OB, OA regarded as fixed in the body.

Let (OX, OY, OZ) be a set of three mutually perpendicular co-ordinate axes which

pass through and are fixed in space ;
let

P = P'= y*

and so on
;

let the equations of the rotations 6 about OA
,

< about OB, ^ about OC
referred to (OX, OY, OZ) as co-ordinate axes when OA, OB, OC are regarded as fixed

in space be
P'= 6P, P'= *P, P'= *P, (9)

where 6, $, * are square semi-unit matrices of order 3 whose determinants all have the

value + 1 ; and let 0', <',
'

be the inverses (or conjugates) of e, *, .

Then the successive rotations 6, <, -^ about the axes OA, OB, OC regarded as fixed in

space are equivalent to the resultant rotation

P'=v<t>ep. (10)

Let the rotation ty about OC bring (OX, OY, OZ, OB, OA) when we regard these lines

as fixed in the body into the positions (OX, OY, OZi, OB, OAi); and let the rotation
<f>

about OBi bring (OX^, OYi, OZ^, OAi) when we regard these lines as fixed in the body
into the positions (OX2 ,

OY2 ,
OZ2 , OA 2). Then the equations of the rotations ^ about
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OC, (J)
about OB!, 6 about OA 2 referred respectively to (OX, OY, OZ), (OX^ OY, OZJ,

(OX2 ,
OY2 ,

OZ2) as axes of co-ordinates are

P'= *P, PJ=*Plt P2
'= 6P2 ............................... (11)

If (x, y, z), (Xi, yi, Zi), (x2 , #2> zz) are the co-ordinates of any assigned point of space

with reference to the axes (OX, OY, OZ}, (OXi, OYi, OZJ, (OX2 ,
OY2 ,

OZ2) respectively,

we have as in the first of the equations (F)

and therefore the equations of the rotations ^ about OC, $ about OS
l ,

6 about OA 2

referred to (OX, OY, OZ) as axes of co-ordinates are

(11')

Now let the rotation \^ about OC change the point (x, y, z) into the point (of, y', z'},

let the rotation < about OBl change the point (.', y', /) into the point (x", y", z"), and let

the rotation 6 about OA 2 change the point (x", y", z"} into the point (x'", y'", z'"), the

co-ordinates in each case being those with reference to the fixed axes of co-ordinates

(OX, OY, OZ). Then from (11') we see that

Thus the successive rotations
\l^, <, 6 about the axes OC, OBi, OA 2 regarded as fixed in

space, i.e. the successive rotations ty, <, 6 about the axes OC, OB, OA regarded as fixed

in the body, are equivalent to the resultant rotation

This being the same resultant rotation as (10), we see that the theorem is true.

In the same way we can show that :

If OA 1 ,
OA 2 ,

... OA r _i, OA T are any r straight lines passing through 0, successive

rotations of a rigid body in common 3-way space through angles 61, 0%, ... r -i, Br about the

axes OA l ,
OA 2 , ... OA r _ l} OA r regarded as fixed in space are equivalent to successive

rotations through angles 6r ,
6r _ l ,

... 62 , #j about the axes OA r ,
OA r . l ,

... OA 2 , OAi

regarded as fixed in the body.

The special case when there are only two axes of rotation is equivalent to Rodrigues'

Theorem concerning finite rotations
;
and the general case follows by induction from this

special case.

Ex. xxiv. If the rotation <p about OB brings OA into the position OAi, then successive

rotations of a rigid body through angles <, 6, $ about the axes OB, OA, OB regarded as

fixed in space are equivalent to a rotation through an angle 6 about OA\.

An analytical proof of this theorem is contained in Ex. xxiii, as we see by comparing
the equation (10) with the second of the equations (11'). The theorem can also be proved
as follows.

Let a sphere with centre cut OA, OB, OA l in A, B, AI. Then the rotations -<

about OB, 6 about OA, (j>
about OB carry AI to A, leave A unaltered in position, carry A

to AI. Therefore the resultant of these rotations leaves AI unaltered in position, and OA j

is the axis of the resultant rotation.

Again let the rotations 6 about OA, <f>
about OB carry B to B2 ,

B2 to B3 ,
so that the

resultant of the above three rotations carries B to B3 . Then the spherical triangles

A 1BB3 ,
ABB2 are equal in all respects, since A 1B=AB, BB3

=BB2 , LA 1
BB3=LABB2 .

It follows that t-BA 1B3
=LBAB2=d, i.e. B is carried to B3 by a rotation 6 about OAi.
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156. Some special symmetric equations of the form X'X=A'A,
where A, A' and X, X' are pairs of mutually conjugate
matrices.

1. The equation * 0] =. a .
I>L, .(A)

i.e.
[ttj Oa . . . am].

L J

We shall distinguish two cases.

CASE I. When the given matrices on the right have rank 1.

Let ai be a non-vanishing element of [a] . Then by equating corre-

sponding diagonal elements of the product matrices in (A) we see that

x = a?, Xi = + ai 4= 0. Further by equating the ith horizontal rows of the

two product matrices we obtain

and the last equation gives the only possible solutions of (A).

CASE II. When the given matrices on the right have rank 0.

In this case the right-hand side of (A) vanishes, and by equating the

diagonal elements of both sides we see that the only solution is

Thus in all cases the general solution of the equation (A) is

\xl
x2 ...xm\=[a l

a.2 ...am \...................... (A')

Ex. i. The equation p* x \x\ =q* a [a] ,
where p^Q.

' 'm ' 'm

If we write p\x\ =[] , </ [a] =[] ,
the equation is equivalent tor L Jm '' J m J ' Jm '

Jm

T ti\n
=^ w ,

'm 'm m

and is satisfied when and only when [] =
[a] .

Thus the general solution is given by

a2 . . . om].

. ii. The general solution of the equation x \x\ = - a [a] is

^m m ^m m

= V- 1 ... .
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Ex. iii. The equation x \x\ a [6] .
2

i i

L Jm i i
mm m,

CASE I. When both the given matrices on the right have rank 1.

By 152.1 the equation can only be satisfied when

\x\ =X[a] =w[6] ,
where Au = l.

L Jm L Jm r L J m'

Thus a necessary condition for the possibility of solution is the existence of a relation

of the form

[6j b2 . . . bm~\

= k [! a2 . . . am~\ ,
where k 4= 0.

When this condition is satisfied, the general solution is

[>! x2 ...xm]=+ \r

[>i 2 am].

CASE II. When one of the given matrices on the right has rank 0.

In this case the only solution is [^ x2 ... #TO]
= 0.

Ex. iv. The equation

By the properties of passive rows this equation is equivalent to

x \x\ + x [x] = k a [a] + k a [a] ,
or x \x] = k a

._> m
L J

L_.m.

L J m ^, m L JmT u_,m L J m' ^^ L Jm ^ \a\L J

and the general solution is

Ex. v. The equation

... am].

This equation is equivalent to *
1 '

when and only when

, and by Ex. ii it is satisfied

...xm = \/-l

where Z
2+m2=

0, and [^] is arbitrary.

The only real solution is f^1 A
'

2 ' ' ' Xm
~]= 0.

L,yi .y2...^mj

2. The equation x \x\

m = a [a]'", ...........................(B)
1 ' m ' ' m

7'Trn^"'*
in which [a] is a given matrix of rank r.

Since the product matrix on the right has rank r, every solution [#]"'

of the equation (B) must have rank r. For when the equation is satisfied,

the product matrix on the left must have rank r, and this is only possible

when
[a?]

has rank r.
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Again when the equation is satisfied, we see by prefixing an inverse

prefactor of x on both sides that there must exist a relation of the form

where the square matrix [I]

r
is necessarily undegenerate. This can also be

seen by equating correspondingly formed complete matrices of the minor

determinants of order ? of both sides, solving the resulting equation by sub-

article 1, and making use of 113 as in the note to 152.2.

Substituting the value of [a?] given by (1) in (B), we see by 84 that

the equation is satisfied if and only if I [I]
=

[1] ,
i.e. if and only if

[7] is a square semi-unit matrix of rank r. All the possible values of
T

\l\ can be found as in 155.
r

Thus the general solution of the equation (B) is

where [l]

r

is any square semi-unit matrix ofrank r.

This general solution can also be deduced from 152.2.

When [a]

"

has rank less than r, the equation (B) can be treated as in

160.4.

Ex. vi. The solutions of the equation (B) are all non-singular or singular according as

\a\ is non-singular or singular.

This is seen by equating the determinoids of both sides in (B').

____ 7 ^ i T

Ex. vii. The equation p x \x\ = q a [a] in which #4=0, 0-4=0, and \a\
m

has
^m r ^m r J r

rank r.

The general solution is given by

\p\x\ = \q

where [l]

r
is a square semi-unit matrix.

Ex. viii. The general solution of the equatinon

xt xz
~i r

t 2

y2 [-*!
6

l_ Wi w% _j L d\

,
ig

'!

6,

in which [a 6 c
o?] (

is a given matrix of rank 2, is

^i~i u r^ mi~\ r^i ^2 ~i r^ *-n
, , where =

I .
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By Ex. xx of 155 it can be expressed in either of the forms

?Miri
ji

',

51 where
X a C

yl
z
l

y2
2
2

157. Solutions of the equation x. [ec]

m
* a [a]'" in which [a]'"

{~~l m L ' m

is a given matrix of rank r.

1. Distinct solutions.

If [#] is any matrix satisfying the equation

x [x]

m = a [a]

m
,

...........................(A)
1 ' " ' m

and if [']'" is any matrix derived from [ar]* by deranging its horizontal rows

only, i.e. if

M>[];[<, ..............................a)

where [&>] is a derangement of the unit matrix [1]*, then \x~\ is also a

matrix satisfying the equation (A). Two solutions [#] , [x'] will be re-

garded as distinct from one another when and only when each of these

matrices is not merely a horizontal derangement of the other, i.e. when and

only when there does not exist a relation of the form (1).

2. Limits to the ranks of the solutions.

If [a] has rank r, the product matrix on the right in (A) is a given

matrix of rank r. Hence if the equation has a solution [x] of rank p, we

know by 133 that p must be an integer consistent with the necessary

conditions

r<^0, r$p, r + sjiZp; p^m ..................... (2)

which include r
:)> m, r^-s and p :\>

s.

Hence s
<j:

r is a necessary condition for the existence of solutions
;
as is

otherwise clear from the fact that when s < r, the rank of the product matrix

on the left cannot exceed s and therefore cannot be equal to r, whereas the

product matrix on the right has rank r.

Again if there is a solution of rank p, the integer p must satisfy the

conditions

p^r, p$m, 2p:\>r + s, ........................(3)

which include s
-Jf. r, p ^> s.
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NOTE. Direct determination of the necessary condition Zp'jfr+ s.

If the equation (A) has a solution \x\ of rank p, where necessarily p^>s, it must have

r ~\
m

a solution [j?] of rank p in which f.rl'" has rank p. Let this be \x]
m =

*.' >J K L J P L J
H

\ if_ u s -Vs-p
where i=v - 1. Then by the properties of passive rows we see from (A) that

Since the product matrix on the left has rank p, the passivity of the product on the

right cannot be less than p, i.e. we must have

3. Limits to the ranks of real solutions.

If [#] is a matrix of rank p satisfying the equation (A), and if p > r, then

from (A) we deduce by 66 that

where [JT] is a complete matrix of the minor determinants of [x\

m
of order

p. From this equation it follows that

zL+j*+ v.+j-o
for the values 1, 2, ... /i of t. Consequently every undegenerate simple minor

matrix of [#]'" formed with p of its vertical rows is extravagant, and in

particular [x]

'"

cannot be real.

Thus (A) cannot have a real solution whose rank is greater than r.

4. Some properties of the solutions.

If [a]

m
has rank r and if the equation (A) is satisfied, we obtain by

prefixing an inverse prefactor of a on both sides an equation of the form
1 'm

[i
m rt -i* r t m

*] r -[*],[*].
'

Thus if [a]

"

has rank r, and if [x]

"

is any solution of the equation. (A),

the horizontal rows of [a] are connected with the horizontal rows of [sc\ ,
and

[_
have equal ranks.

*J-1

r, s

It follows that the solutions in which
[as] has rank p are identical with

r n
'"

the solutions in which has rank p.

L^'J

C. II.
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Hence if
\tx~\

m
is a solution of rank p, we can (see Theorem VI of 71)

select p r horizontal rows [v}

m
_ of [x]

m
in such a manner that the matrix

i- -, m
has rank p whilst the remaining r + s p horizontal rows of

I v
J

r, p-r

\x]
m

, which we will denote by \ii\

m
. are connected with the horizontal

L J s
J L J r+s-p

rows of this matrix, i.e. we can write

[-1

mtU \
, . -.

, (4)
v

i-i--C n n V
p, pr

[-.

m

has rank p, and the horizontal
J r rr, pr

[-,

m
. If

V
->

r, pr
i = V 1, the equation (A) is then satisfied if and only if

.-,r+s-p, p-r

m
r+s-p, p-r

,

---^r,p-r nn r-,r+-p m
or a, iv

\
.

\

= u [u] .......... (5)
I--\ m M,)p_,.

^m J^-P

I

-
1

r, pr
Here the matrix a, iv has rank p, and when we prefix one of its- m

inverse prefactors on both sides of (5), we see that the horizontal rows of

fal
m
and M m

are connected with the horizontal rows of hi]L J r L J p-r
L J r+s-p

Thus if [a] has rank r, and if any solution [x] of rank p of the equation

r ~\
m

(A) is expressed in the form (4), where has rank p, then all three

L J
r< p r

of the matrices

a
r

.
a

u
v

>; r+sp, pr
V

have the same rank p.

5. Solutions of lowest rank r.

Theorem I. When [a]

m
has rank r and the necessary condition s^r is

satisfied, the solutions of the equation (A) of rank r are the matrices [x\ given,

by the formula

where [I] is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.
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[-.

m

has

<

rank r. When \x] is such a solution, there must exist a relation of the
J

*

form (B) in which [1] is some matrix of rank r
;
and by 84 this value of

[x]

m
satisfies the equation (A) when and only when

Such solutions can be real when [a] is real.

6. Solutions of all possible ranks.

Theorem II. When [a]

m
has rank r, the equation (A) has solutions [x]

m

of rank p when and only when p is an integer consistent with the necessary
conditions

p<j:r, p^m, 2p}>r + s, ........................(3)

which include the conditions s-$.r and p^s.

When the conditions (3) are satisfied the solutions of the equation (A) of

rank p are the matrices [x] given by

r+s-p

r 1 s
\

u
\=

[ft)JL J
s|jyJ

,

, M" =v
s-p L J p-rL* j

r> p_ r

r+s-p, p-r

h (C)

where [&>]* is any derangement of the unit matrix [l]
s

, [/]
P

is a semi-

unit matrix of rank p, and the elements of [] are arbitrary subject to the

[-,

m

2
is undegenerate and has rank p.

-l
r, p-r

To prove this theorem let [x]

m
be any solution of rank p, and let it be

[-1

m

has rank p. Then bv sub-
v J

i

j. j p J-

article 4 we see that the horizontal rows of the matrix \u\
m

whoseL J r+s-p >

[-1

m

V
-I r,p-r

[-,

m

has rank p, it follows
*-l

r, p-j-

that [] must be one of the matrices given by (C) when [7]

p
is some

matrix, necessarily of rank p, whose orders only are specified.

222
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Moreover every matrix [&]

'"

given by (C) as in the theorem satisfies the

equation (A) or the equivalent equation (5) when and only when

r, pr

or by 84 when and only when

T ?
' '

P

[l]

p = [!]", (6)
, ,

L -*r+s-p
J
p

and it is then a solution of rank p.

Now by 155 the equation (6) always admits of solution when

r + s p -Jf. p, or 2/j $ r + s. Hence when the necessary conditions (3) are

satisfied, we can determine solutions of the equation (A) of rank p, and

these solutions are the matrices \x\ specified in Theorem II.

Ex. i. When [a] has rank r, the equation (A) has solutions of ranks

r, r+1, r+2, ... r+ p, ... k,

where k is the greatest integer which does not exceed either \ (?+) or m.

It has solutions of rank r+p when and only when

Ex. ii. Every matrix
[a?]

1*
given by (C) when []* is a derangement of [1]* , [I]

p

+

is a semi-unit matrix of rank p, and [] '"_ %
is arbitrary, is a solution of the equation (A).

r ~\
m

The matrix [u] + and the solution [x]
m

have the same rank as MM
"--l

r, p-r

Ex. iii. If [r] .

=
[? + -

p + 1, r+s p+ 2, ... s], all distinct solutions of rank p can

r ~\
m

be found by determining those solutions in which has rank p. When \x]
m

is

L^T-I^. p _ r
such a solution we can write

j

IV| _mP r1 /C')I M I I . . ..... I*. !... .....V \J IJ r+sp L J r+ p \_iXt \

and writing equation (A) in the form

x \x~\

m
,

=
? ^T-m *r+s-p Lj ^ L^rJ

7
.)p_ }

.

where i=s/-l, we see that it is satisfied when and only when [71
p

. is a semi-unitL J r+s-p
matrix of rank p.

77ms all distinct solutions [x]
m

of rank p are given bi/ formula (C'), where [l]
P

,
is anyS '

1*i~S p

semi-unit matrix of rank p and the elements of[ah\ are arbitrary subject to the condition

r ~\
m

that has rank p.
I XTL- ' * / -M

p-r

'r, p-r
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We will now express the solutions given by Theorem II in other forms.

Theorem III. When \a\

m
has rank r and p is any integer consistent

with the necessary conditions (3), the solutions [x\

m
of the equation (A) which

have rank p are given by any one of the following formulae, in which i = V 1,

[&>] is any derangement of [1] ,
and the elements of [] and [] are

r-i

m
has rank p, and

Vt p-~7*

,.
has rank m :

i; in -i-

/i \

(i)

x~l
r>p ~''

*
-1 r+sp, pr - -1

r, p r

where
[I, X]'

' '

is a semi-unit matrix of rank p.

[-,

m

j
W

*-
r, pr

, lS n oi
r> p

~ r

where [1]
p
is any solution of rank p of I [1}

P = ~'
' '

p -I
v, p-r

-, r, p r

!

0,1 H (D5)

r+s-p, p-r A -* r, p-r
J

r, pr, p-r

where [1]
p

is a semi-unit matrix of rank p.J r+s-p

-, r, p-r

i.o
2p
- r

0,1
[;]

, (D4)

0, i
r ' p

~ r

-
r, p-r, pr

where [I]

P r
is a semi-unit matrix of rank 2p r.

r
i, o^

"""

0, 1 |a

0, i

0,
-I r, p r, p r, r+s 2p

where [I] is a square semi-unit matrix of rank s.
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\

r, pr, mp
1, 0,

0, 1,

0, i,

o, o, o
r, p r, p r, r+s 2p

where [l]

s
is a square semi-unit matrix ofrank s.

Here (Dj) is clearly equivalent to the formulae of Theorem II.

Formula (D2) includes all matrices given by (D^, and every matrix [x\

given by (D2) is a solution of (A) of rank p.

We obtain (D3) from (D^ by observing that

nxl
k ']

/, \ or- p-np"1

L 0, 0, 1
r+s-p, p-r u ->r+s-p, p-r

1,

o, i

o, i

r, pr

r, pr, pr

Formula (D4 ) includes all matrices given by (D3),
and every matrix \x\

given by (D4) is a solution of (A) of rank p.

Lastly formulae (D5) and (D6) clearly give the same matrices as formula

_ $

Ex. iv. The equation x [x]
m = a [a]'", in which [a] has rank r, has undegenerate

' 'm l~~lm
solutions of rank m when and only when the condition

s^.2m r,

which includes <?*, s^m, is satisfied.

These solutions are given by the formulae of Theorem IV when we replace p by m.

Ex. v. The same equation has undegenerate solutions of rank s when and only when

sr.
y - f

The equation then has the form x \x]
= a [a]

m
,
and has only solutions of rank r,

l~~'m l~~'m

these being given by

[,m
r?-!*" r im

*]
=

[*] []

Ex. vi. When [a] has rank ?, we can always determine an undegenerate square

matrix
[a]^

such that |>]
=

[1, 0]
r' m ~r

[a]

m
. Then the equation (A) is satisfied when

and only when

[-.ill
r -, '" r i

'"

*] =[y]. [L, ....................................... (7)

where
.(8)
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Thus there is a one-one correspondence between the solutions of the equations (A)

and (8), corresponding solutions having equal ranks, and the general solution of the

equation (A) can be expressed in the form (7), when [?/] is the general solution of

the equation (8).

Ex. vii. The equation

i, or .(E)

If <(), r-fym, this equation has solutions of rank p when and only when p is an

integer consistent with the conditions

which include the conditions s<r, p$>s. The solutions of rank p are then given by
the formulae of Theorem III when we replace

J>

respectively, where
[r)]

m
_*

'

, 07]_y have ranks p-r, m-r and where []
r

, [g\ m_ r
are

entirely arbitrary.

Ex. viii. The equation

fa! 6j Cj
0?!~|

[_a2 ^2 C2 ^J'

3/1 *1 M>1

^6 #7

3/1 3/2 3/3 3/4 3/5 3/6 2/7

l
22 23 24 % 26 2;

WQ W-
t _

*1 2/7
27 ^7

in which [a b c d] has rank 2, has solutions of ranks 2, 3 and 4.

The distinct solutions of these several ranks are given respectively by the formulae

P,,
z

i "i "i <?i

L y. J i os4rifi7 L J-

r.r ?/ 2 ;i =rnL * J 123450 L J

(".* y z w\ =
[^]L * J 12345 L J 5

Cj

ZW

2 3

where [Z], [7], [i
are semi-unit matrices of ranks 2, 3, 4;

on the right are undegenerate.

'W-1
;
and the matrices
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The first formula gives all distinct solutions of the lowest rank 2.

The second formula- gives all distinct solutions of rank 3 when the postfactor on the

right is undegenerate ;
and it gives solutions of rank 2 when the postfactor on the right

has rank 2.

The third formula gives all distinct solutions of rank 4 when the postfactor on the

right has rank 4
;
and it gives solutions of ranks 3 or 2 when the postfactor on the right

has rank 3 or 2.

*
2

Ex. ix. The equation x \x\
= a [a] ,

in which [a]
4
has rank 2, has solutions of

'4 '4

ranks 2, 3 and 4. All solutions of these several ranks are given respectively by the

formulae

^ere T [if = [if
I-. 7

.
->

p -.4 4

Here []
J

is a derangement of [1]
J

,
and the matrices

*
,

"
are undegenerate.

Lr* i L_S J ., n- i 9

All solutions of ranks 2, 3, and 4 are also given respectively by the formulae

where
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If there is a solution [#] of rank p, it follows from 133 that the integer

'P must satisfy the conditions

H:0, P*m, 2P :M; (1)

and from 72. i it follows that :

The only real solution of the equation (A) is
[at]

= 0.

Any matrix \x] of rank p can be expressed in the form

[--i

m

, (2)v
-> s-p, p

where []" is a derangement of [1} ,
and [} has rank p.

If this matrix is a solution of (A) we must have

7" [v}

m = -^
8~ P

[u]

m
...(3)

. .
L J a L J sp1 'm * ' ' m

and when we prefix an inverse prefactor of v on both sides we see that
1 ' tn

the horizontal rows of \v\
m
must be connected with the horizontal rows ofJ

p

[-,
in

U
\-P'

Thus if (2) is a solution of rank p in which [v] has rank p, then the

[->

m

, \v] , \u\
l

all have the same rank p.
v

\
P *-p

sp, p

Corresponding to Theorem II of 157, we have the following theorem :

Theorem I. The equation (A) has solutions of rank p when and only
when

pjiO, p*m, 2p$8....r. (1)

When p is an integer satisfying these conditions, the solutions of rank p

are the matrices [x] given by

where [&>]* is any derangement of [1]*, [l]

p
is a semi-unit matrix of rank p,S S 8 p

**

and [j;]

m
has rank p.

For if any solution
[at]

of rank p is expressed in the form (2), and if we

write [v]

m = V 1 [%]
m

,
so that []"* has rank p, there must exist a relation
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of the form \u\
m

=R1
P [1, where [71

p
is some matrix of rank p.L J S-p

J S-p
L* J

p
J
S-p

The equation (A) or the equivalent equation (3) is then satisfied if and

only if

T*~"|T]
P =

[!]";
i ,

J -p J
p

and there exists a semi-unit matrix satisfying this equation whenever

s-p^p, or 2p$s.

Ex. i. Every matrix [x\
m

given by (B) when
[o>]

s
is a derangement of [1]*, [l]

p
_

is a

semi-unit matrix of rank p, and []'" is arbitrary is a solution of the equation (A) having

the same rank as fll"
1

-
- J

p

Ex. ii. If [r] =[s p+ 1, s p + 2, ... s], all distinct solutions of rank p can be found

by determining those solutions in which [#T] has rank p. When [x] is such a solution,

we can write

[x]
m

=J~i[i]
p Kf, (C)LJ S-p LJ S-p L J p'

I |S-p ?/| i iP m
and the equation (A) or the equivalent equation x [x\ _ XT [xr] is then

' 'm
S p ' 'm p

satisfied when and only when [71
p

is a semi-unit matrix of rank p.L s-p

Thus all distinct solutions [x]

m
of rank p are given by formula (C), where [l]

P
_ is a

semi-unit matrix of rank p, and where the elements of \x\
'

occurring in [xr] are arbitrary

subject to the condition that [XT] has rank p.

From Theorem I we deduce the following equivalent theorem which

corresponds to Theorem III of 157.

Theorem II. If p is any integer satisfying the necessary conditions (1),

the solutions of the equation (A) of rank p are the matrices [x\ given by any

one of the following formulae, in which i = V 1, [to] is a derangement of

[1] , and [f] and [] are undegenerate having ranks p and m :

ri~i p

r -.m r -.s
\

i
\ i-i-i^

\X\
=

[&>] . [] ,L J * s
\ l\

LlsJ
PL J

*-P, P

where [I]

P

_ is a semi-unit matrix of rank p.

r ]

f
where [1] is any solution of rank p of I [I] =0.

1

'P

r-wJ^T' RV m;-
- sp, p

* -I
p, p

where 171
P

is a semi-unit matrix of rank p.L J *-p J
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p

347

.(D4)

p, p

(6)

where [1] is a semi-unit matrix of rank 2p.

1

i

where [I]' is a square semi-unit matrix of rank s.

-i P, m-p
1,

i,

0,

.(D.)

(D.)

p, p, s-2p

[I] is a square semi-unit matrix of rank s.

It will be shown in 159 that when p satisfies the necessary conditions

(1), the solutions of rank p of the equation x [x]
p = are given by the

formula

where [k]
p

is an undegenerate square matrix, and [/]

p
is a real semi-unit

matrix of rank 2p. Hence from (D2) we see that :

In formulae (D4), (D5) and (D6) tliere is no loss of generality when we

introduce the restrictions that the semi-unit matrices [71
P

, 171 are real.L J s L J
s

g

Ex. iii. The equation x \x\
= has undegenerate solutions of rank m when and only

when s < 2m.

These solutions are given by the formulae of Theorem III of 157 when we replace p

by m.

The equation has no undegenerate solutions of rank s.

Ex. iv. The equation

y\

yi y* 23

W3 Wn W-a W6
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has solutions of ranks 0, 1, 2 arid 3. The distinct solutions of these several ranks are

given respectively by the formulae

\x 11 ziv\ ;L a J 123456

where *+ 4 + + *
61
= 1

5

= */ --i Pi! t^^L where
"

\xvzw\ = v 1|T| \xiizw\ , where I \l\ = Til .J 123 L J 3 L ^ J 45G'
, i

L J 3 L J 3

The second formula gives all distinct solutions of rank 1 when [xyzto] has rank 1,

and gives solutions of rank when this matrix has rank 0.

The third formula gives all distinct solutions of rank 2 when \xy z vi] has rank 2, and

in other cases gives solutions having the same rank as \xyzvi\.

The fourth formula gives all distinct solutions of rank 3 when \xyzvi\ has rank 3,

and in other cases gives solutions having the same rank as \^yzw\.
11 4

Ex. v. The equation x \x\ =0 has solutions of ranks 0, 1, 2 and 3. All solutions
I~~J

4

of these several ranks are given respectively by the formulae

[<=0;

fl,i

K& whei-e

4,2

3, 3

Here
[&>] e

is any derangement of the unit matrix [1], the matrices [] , [) 9 , [^] are

undegenerate, and i= \f \.

All solutions of ranks 0, 1, 2 and 3 are also given respectively by the formulae

where [Z] e
, p]

fl
,
[ZJ^

are ?-ea^ semi-unit matrices of ranks 2, 4, 6, and [g]J, [f]J, [g]* are

undegenerate.

JEr. vi. Another illustration is furnished by Ex. v of 156.
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159. Solutions of rank r of the equation [x]
n
!v = 0.

By the theorem of 133 this equation cannot have undegenerate solutions of rank r

unless 2r^>n. We will obtain independently of 158 a general formula for all unde-

generate solutions of rank r when this necessary condition is satisfied, and thereby show

that such solutions exist. We shall then be able to deduce the general solutions of the

equations [x] x =0, x \x\ =0 in all cases without using the results of 158.
1 ' n ' '

in

The fundamental theorem to be proved is as follows :

Theorem. If [a] is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, and if [a] a =0, which is
1 ' n

only possible when 2r
;)> n, then we can determine equivalent similar undegenerate matrices

[w]
l

of the form
_ _. H

r -.n r -.n T i" n -\
r< '

' u
\

M, = M, +
*IXI,

=
[i, *], L >

"- -V, r

where
[?t] and [y] are real undegenerate matrices such that

-i, (r
rir

[->n
r -\

n rii r r l" r n'1 ^
U\ U =M V =[1] , [ttl V =\V\ U =0.J *. . . TLJ LJ' LJy. L J

n u n

Here 'equivalence' has the same meaning as in 113, i.e. the similar undegenerate

matrices [a] and [w] are equivalent when there exists an undegenerate square matrix

[]
r
such that

[< = [<[<
SPECIAL CASE. When r= 1 and n-%.2.

Let [a 1 a2 ...an] be a matrix of rank 1 in which 1
2+ a2

2
-(-...+an

2 =
0, i.e. let it be

a non-vanishing one-rowed matrix which is extravagant. Then otj, a2 >
an cannot be all

real or all purely imaginary, and we can write

[! a2 . . . an] = [ai + ifa ,
a2 + ip2 ,

. . . %+ i /3n]

=
[aj a2 ... an]+i [/Si /32 ... /3W],

where [a] n
and [/3] n

are real non-vanishing matrices.

Since (a1 + */31)
2
-|-(a2+ ^2)

2 +... + (aK+ ^/3n)
2=

0, we have

a 1
2 + a.2

2 +...+an2=^ 1

2+ /32
2
+...+/3re

2= K 2
,

a lj8,+a2 j82 +...+oB /3B= 0,

where K 2 is a real non-vanishing quantity, and is positive.

Putting [ai a2 . . . aM]
= K

[?*i Mg . . .
] , [jS, /32 . . . /3n]

= K[VI VZ... vn] ,

we have
[a-i

a2 ... ]= K [wi w2 ... wn], where

[wl w2 ...wn]= [u l Us...uH]+ i[v1 v2 ...vn]
=

[l, i]\ ^ *?"'**" |,Lv l
V2 lnj

the w's and i>'s being real quantities such that

vn
2

MI

Thus the theorem is true in this special case.
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GENERAL CASE. When r and n are any positive integers such that 2r ^> n.

We now consider the matrix <=[]" of the theorem.

Every horizontal row of
<J>

and every one-rowed matrix of the form [Xj X2 ...X r] [a]

where [X] 4=0 is a non-vanishing one-rowed matrix which is extravagant, and is therefore

a matrix to which the special case is applicable.

By the special case we can express the last horizontal row of < in the form

K [wn w>i2 Wm], where

an
p- .n .-.1,1 ._ _.

\u\ pi, cn

lo ij'
1,1

"-
-"i, i

'-]

n "- ' -1

and where the it's and y's are all real, and K 4=0.

Then replacing the last horizontal row of < by [wn w12 ... wln], we obtain the unde-

r ~l"

generate matrix
<f) l
=

\

which is equivalent to $. Using this fact, we can prove
*- -*-!, i

the theorem by induction.

If s is any integer which is less than r and not less than 1, we will assume that an

ti-i

n

has been found which is equivalent to
<p, and in which

-'-

/i\

_^>
...........................a)

the matrices [u]
n
and [v] being real and such that

t

I

n

WJr_s _l, s

which is equivalent to $, and in which

r i
w r -\

n
, T i n n .-.H-l, *+l [~tt~l , .

\W\ = \U\ + l\V\ = |1, ll
, (2)J

s+l J s+l L J s+l
L ' J

s+l V
"- -J

*+l, 8+1

the matrices [u] and [v] being real and such that

[
u

~\

' '

f^' ^~1 = m 2s+2
(y\

VJ l^'

V
\

'

l_0, ij
J 2+2'

'

Since there exists a relation of the form 8
= =[^]^ M") where [h]

r
is an

rs s

undegenerate square matrix, we have

and therefore
i* i r'

1 *

ri~i
s

)S w =0, or <
,

I.I =0.
^-

I-1 LJ...
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Thus there are s unconnected connections between the vertical rows of the matrix

I 1***

fa u, v
,
and the rank of this matrix cannot exceed s. Since s < r, this matrix must be

' 'n

degenerate, arid it is possible to determine a non-vanishing matrix [X, p] _ such that

rb~\
n

i i

8' 8

[X, MJ u,v =0 (3)J r-s,s I w I II
i_ _J r _ g| g i 1

,j

If [X]
= 0, so that [p,] g

=t= 0, we should have

I 18 l -i i |.8
r 1 r I n r -i r-. .,8.8 Ml ' ' r , ... S, 8H M. ,

= M. [i, ij. w, = M. 11, t],
-

o,
1

'
"- -J,g ' 'n

which is impossible, since the last postfactor on the right is undegenerate. Hence in (3)

we must have [X] _ =0, and we may assume that Xfc ^0.

t/

~i
w

is a non-vanishing one-rowed matrix connected withw
-J r a,s

of < 8 or fa and is the

form

[i

-in

w \

=
-" r - s, 8

the horizontal rows of < 8 or ^>, and is therefore extravagant. By the special case it can

be expressed in the form

where K 4= 0, and

[Wl,l W +l,2-"
'MWl,n] = [W +l,l M + 1,2 ** + !, n]+ * K+1,1 y + 1,2

the M'S and v's being real and such that

[
(A\

0,
* '

Then if in < we replace the &th horizontal row of [6]

n
by [w, + i,iws + 1>2 ...ws + ltn] and

then re-arrange the horizontal rows, we obtain (see Ex. iii of 113) an equivalent matrix

r ~\
n

$8 + 1
= in which [c]

?

)
.

l

_ s_ 1
is composed of the remaining r-s-1 horizontal

L
-'r-8-l, s+l

, + 1 , 1 , + lt!j...i;il + 1 n]

[u~\

n

. Hence from (4) we see that the
-"8,8

equations (2) and (2') are satisfied, i.e. we have determined a matrix
(f>a + l

which is

equivalent to
<f)g

and therefore to 0, and has the required properties.

Since, as has been shown above, we can determine fa, it follows that we can in

succession determine fa, fa, ... fa, and the last of these matrices has the form
[iv~\

n
of

the theorem.

rT
Writing =

[l]^
we deduce from the theorem the following two corollaries :

L -I r, r

^__^ j.

COROLLARY 1. When the necessary condition Zr^n is satisfied, the equation [x]

n
x =0

has undegenerate solutions of rank r, and these are all given by the formula

r -i
n n-\ r

r-i -n
r' r m H

E*3r -[*]r P *3r [Z] 2r
,

where [k] is an undegenerate square matrix, and [1]

'

is a real semi-unit matrix of rank 2r.
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t
s

COROLLARY 2. When the necessary condition 2m ~lt>s is satisfied, the equation x [&] =0
' m s

has undegenerate solutions of rank m, and these are all given by the formula

where [] is an undegenerate square matrix, and [1] is a real semi-unit matrix of rank 2m.

If \x]

n
is any solution of rank p of the equation [] x =

0, we can write

where both matrices on the right have rank p. By 84 the equation is then satisfied if

n ' '^

and only if [y] y = 0. Again, by the theorem of 133, this last equation cannot have
P '

'n

solutions of rank p unless 2p~j^n; and when this condition is satisfied it has solutions of

rank p, these being given by Corollary 1. Hence we have the following further corollaries :

COROLLARY 3. The equation [x] x = has solutions of rank p when and only when
L
~~'n

the conditions p ^f. 0, p'jfr, 2p jf>
n are satisfied, and they are then given by the formula

where \k\
p

is an undegenerate matrix of rank p, and [I] is a real semi-unit matrix of

rank 2p.

COROLLARY 4. The equation x \x\
'"= has solutions of rank p when and only when

1

'TO

the conditions p <
0, p ^> m, 2p ^> s are satisfied, and they are then given by the formula

where []
'

is an undegenerate matrix of rank p, and [7]
p

is a real semi-unit matrix of
P X

rank 2p.

NOTE. Another proof of the theorem of the text is given in 171.

160. Solutions of symmetric equations of the form X'X = C.

1. The equation x \x\ =[c]'", (A)
in

in which [c] is a given symmetric matrix whose rank does not exceed 1.

The equation clearly does not admit of solution when the rank of [c]

exceeds 1. We shall distinguish two cases.
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CASE I. When the symmetric matrix [c] has rank 1.

In this case every solution must have rank 1. If [x]
=

[a] is any

particular solution, the equation can be written in the form

x [x] a [] ,

and the general solution is then given by 156. i.

Thus if [x]
=

[a] is any particular solution, the general solution is

[x] =[a] (A,)L J m L J m

By 125 the elements of the leading diagonal of [c]

*

do not all vanish,

and if the diagonal element GU does not vanish, the equation can be written

in the form

r ~i r /-
-

[Vc,i (1)

where the radicals are so chosen that

Vc [Vcu Vcaa . . . \/Cmm]
= . . . Ci,]............... (2)

cmm.],
..................(A2)

Thus when GH 4= 0, the general solution is

where the radicals are chosen in accordance with (2).

The equation can also be solved in the following manner. When GU =f 0,

the equation can by Ex. v of 115 or Ex. vi of 116 be written in the form

r nr i
x,

1-W.J

... dm] (3)

Solving equation (3) by Ex. i of 156, we see that

When GU =J= 0, the general solution is given by

V Cji \_Xi
X2 ... Xm]

= + [C/j Cfc C{m\

The formulae (Aa) and (A3) are equivalent in virtue of (2).

CASE II. When [cl

"'

has rank or vanishes.J
Hi

As in Case II of 156. i the only solution is

0, .-/;.,... xm] =
C. 11.

(A 4)

23
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The general solution is still given by (Aj) and (A2) in this second case.

It has been shown in 125 that when the symmetric matrix [c] is real

and has rank not exceeding 1, the elements of its leading diagonal which do

not vanish are either all positive or all negative. Accordingly from (A2) or

by equating the elements of the leading diagonals on both sides of (A) we

draw the following conclusion :

When the symmetric matrix [c] is real and has rank not exceeding 1, the

elements xlt x2> ...xm occurring in either of the solutions of the equation (A)
are either all real or all purely imaginary.

Ex. i. The equation p x [x]
= q [c] ,

in which p =|= 0, and [c] is a symmetric matrix
' ' m

whose rank does not exceed 1.

If [c] has rank 0, the only solution is \x{ x.2 ... xm]=0.

If [c] has rank 1 and c^^O, the general solution is given by either of the formulae

.Jcmm], (4)

y L*l J/2 ... .tjnj
T v ^ [C/J1 Cj2 imj 5

3 chosen that the equation (2) is satisfied.
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Ex. iii. The solutions of the equations

4, -6, 2, -4

355

[xyzw} =
-6, 9, -3, 6

2, -3, 1, -2

_-4, 6, -2, 4

-4, 6, -2, 4

6, -9, 3, -6

-2, 3, -1, 2

4, -6, 2, -4_

are respectively \xyz w] = [2,
-

3, 1, 2], \xy z w]= V- 1 [2, -3, 1, 2].

2. Solutions of the equation

(B)

t'n which [a] z's a Driven symmetric matrix of rank r.

That the equation (B) admits of solution when [a] is a symmetric matrix

of rank r has been shown in Ex. xv of 147. In fact if the elements of

[a]'" are constants lying in anydomain of rationality fl, it has been shown

in Theorem II of 147 that we can determine an undegenerate square

matrix [h] and an undegenerate quasi-scalar matrix

r

, ...

... f
L J

which both lie in fi and are such that

'-r, o^'
w-r

and a particular solution of rank r of the equation (B) is given by

V^ o ... o

[#]"'
= [Ve]

r

[h]

m
,
where [Ve] = 2 '"

. ...(Bj)

,
-

"

Again if [#]

m =
[a] is any one particular solution, where [a] necessarily

has rank r, the equation (B) is equivalent to

T
P

[]" = 7
r

[a]", (8)
1 <m ' '

and the general solution of this equation can be obtained as in 156.2. We
thus obtain the following theorem :

232
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Theorem I. When [a]

m
is a given symmetric matrix of rank r, the

m,

equation (B) always admits of solution, and every solution [x\ r
has rank r.

If[x]
m =

[a]"' is any particular solution, the general solution is

where [I]

r
is any square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

The general solution is known when any one particular solution is known
;

and various ways of determining particular solutions have been described in

147.

Ex. iv, With the notation used in (B t )
the general solution of the equation (B) is

where [I]' is any square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

Ex. v. If A= (app)

r
is any one of the non-vanishing diagonal minor determinants

of [a]

m
of order r, if [App]

r
is the reciprocal of [app]', and if

[u]^
and

|>]^
are any

particular solutions of the equations

then the general solution of the equation (B) is given by either of the formulae

(l]

r

[u]
r

[opj, A [*]
=

[l]

r M [A 1>p]

r

KJ* ........ (B4 )

where [I]

1

is any square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

For by 116 we have the identities

r -. m ' '
r

r . -.r r -.m r -.m ' '

' *

A [a]m
=

pi [^J r [Op,] r
j

A2
[a] ^

= a^

and particular solutions of the equation (B) are given by

/Tri"1 ri r r n m AfT'"1 rnVA [^ r
=

[u] r [opl] r ,
A |>] r

= []

.&. vi. Determination of a particular solution of the equation (B).

A particular solution is best obtained by the transformation of Ex. xi in 147.

If the symmetric matrix []
TO

has rank 1, it has a non-vanishing diagonal element,

which after a symmetric derangement may be supposed to be au . If the matrix has rank

greater than 1, and if all its diagonal elements vanish, then it has a non-vanishing diagonal

minor determinant of order 2, and after a symmetric derangement of [a]

'"
we may suppose

that a12 4=0. Consequently after a symmetric derangement of \a\
m
we can always apply

to it one of the two following transformations.

First transformation. If an ^0, we have by 116

r
, 1

r , ro, on
1'" 1

"UW.-0, W, +|_ ;

J ,

li fH 1
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and therefore

where

, ,1 i rn m 1 -
7"" 1

r T 111
'

,
'

r . -, in i U. U I

[a]
= h [h] + - '

,m ^m l llL> 6
Ji, TO_i

[A]
= -j= [an 12 ... !,].

1 k/ /*

357

.(10)

Second transformation. If all diagonal elements of [a] vanish, and if

(a)
2 = _ 2

9 4= 0, we have by 116

,
so that

2, m-2
2 ~| r n

m TO, 0~]
'

Jw'Ho;J,.-,
2'"~ !

where
/I, 2, 2+\

"=( a
)
=

\l, 2, 2+M/

ro n i n ; "i ri. i i . /
-

writing = - '

. .' . ,
where ^ = v 1, we have

2 ' OT~ 2

and an =a22=0, a12
=

In the particular case when [a]'" is real and definite only the first transformation can

be used.

Whichever transformation is applicable, we can then treat [61 or \b~\ in the same
L J m-l L J w-2

manner
;
and proceeding in this way we finally express [a] in the form

[,
TO ' '

m r~Tl

r ,,-.m r -itn

a\ = a> n \li\ ja)J ,

L"-J
7

<~~i
tt<.

where [co]
is a derangement of the unit matrix [1], and [K\

m
is a matrix in which none

of the elements of the leading diagonal vanish. A particular solution of the equation (B)

is then given by

r i
m _ r/l'"r l"

1

fR "\

If the symbol T merely indicates the presence of a constituent matrix, the matrix

[Al
'

has the formJ
r

_
-^

a, |3, y, ... K, A, m r
r

)
T

i ^) ^5 ''"j
^

0, r, r, ... r, r, r

0, 0, r, ... r, T, r

0, 0, 0, ... r, r, r

L 0, 0, 0, ...0, r, ^^^ K)A

where each of the integers a, /3, y, ... K, \ is either 1 or 2, and
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Ex. vii. Particular solution of (B) when the rows of [a] are arranged as in Theorem Ib

of 147.

We can always reduce the equation (B) to this form by applying a symmetric derange-

ment to both sides.

Let Ax ,
AA be any two consecxitive non-vanishing determinants of the series

so that X - K is either 1 or 2, and let

(1,

2, ... K, (t+D\ /I, 2, ... K, K+2\
a

)> SK + I=( a }=ln-
1, 2, ... K, K+U/ \1, 2, ... K, (C+l/

Then a particular solution of (B) is [#] [A] ,
where :

(1) when K= X 1 (so that ln = AK + 1
= Ax 4= 0), the Xth horizontal row of

[h~\

m
is

=L^[o, qj-
1

*-";

(2) when *=X-2 (so that ,,
=^= 0, and ^i2

=
^2i
=

S/c-n=t=0), the (\-l)th and

Xth horizontal rows of [A] are

i n
* *

this being true for all the values of X.

These results are equivalent to the equation (B2) in Ex. xi of 147.

Ex. viii. Particular solution of the, equation x \x\
=

[a] ,
when [a] is a symmetric

matrix of rank r whose rows are arranged as in Theorem Ib of 147.

First suppose that r=4. Then by Ex. vii there is a particular solution whose
successive horizontal rows in the five possible cases are as follows :

CASE I. Aj=t=0, A2 =t=0, A3 4=0, A4 =t=0.

[0 bn bn 613], -^^[OOCnC^],

/I, l+A /I, 2, 2+JA /I, 2, 3, 3+\
where & =( a

), c,tv=( a
), ^(t>=( a

).
Mi !+ / \1, 2, 2+/ \1, 2, 3, 3+/

CASE II. Ai = 0, A2 4=0, A3 4=0, A4 =|=0.

/I, 2, 2+0 \ /I, 2, 3, 3+0 \
where buv=( a

),
cuv=( a }, Sj = al2

= a2l 4= 0.
\1, 2, 2+M/ \l, 2, 3, 3+w/

CASE III. Aj=t=0, A2 =0, A3 4=0, A4 +0.

IP' HP' ^^31
I

[OOQ jV^l^L^ -JL * &23j VA3 A4

/I, l+o\ /i, 2, 3, 3+o\
where & =( ),

cuv=( a
), S2=612

= 621 4=0.
\1, !+/ \l, 2, 3, Z+u/
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CASE IV. A! 4=0, A2 =t=0, A3
=

0, A4 4=0.

1
r

1 1
[~1, 1 I TO C12

/I, l+v\ /I, 2, 2+lA
where &=( a

),
cw=( ), 83= c12

=
\1, l+u/ \l, 2, 2+M/

CASE V. A!=O, A2 =|=0, A3 =0, A4 ^0.

i, 1 1 r o 12 al3 a14n i ri, 1 1 ro o o & 12 -i

24J' 2A283 \_i,
~
*J L &2i J'a23 a24

/I, 2, 2+u\
where &=

(
a

), 8
1
= a]2=a2i =t=0, S3= 612=621 4=0.

\1, 2, 2+/

When ? =3, there are three possible cases derived from Cases I, II, III above by

putting A4
= and omitting the last horizontal row of [A]

4
.

When ?-= 2, there are two possible cases derived from Cases I, II above by putting

A3
=

0, A4
= 0, and omitting the last two horizontal rows of

[7i]

4
.

When r= l, there is only one possible case derived from Case I above by putting

A2
=

0, A3
= 0, A4=0, and omitting the last three horizontal rows of [A]

4
.

[
r _ y*

Ex. ix. The equation x \x]
m = a [b]

r

[a]
m

, where [a]
m

and [&]' are given
'

'TO
*" ' 'M r r

matrices of rank r.

By equating the conjugates of both sides we see that the equation does not admit of

solution unless [&]' is self-conjugate.

When [b] r
is self-conjugate, the general solution is

r im m r rn-\ r r i m
l>] r ={.l

] r tf] r M,..

where
[/3]

is a particular solution of ft [fi]

r

=[6] ,
and [l]

r
is any square semi-unit

'

'}

matrix of rank r.

_ /. _ r
rt mi n -i

r r tm r -\
m t rT m i rn *"

x. x. The equation x \b\ \x\
= a \a\ ,

where \a\ and \b\ are given matrices
' 'm r r

' 'm r

of rank r.

The equation does not admit of solution unless [b]
r
is self-conjugate.

When [b]
r

is self-conjugate, the general solution is given by
T

V~T
r n r/l m** r i"iAM r

= B t']r [],. ,
1

'r

where A= (6)', [B]'[
is the reciprocal of any particular solution

[/3]'|
of the equation

!

_
(

r

ft [ft]

r =
[b]

r

,
and [l]

r
is any square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

'

'r

_ r ^_^ f

Ex. xi. The equation x [b]

r

. [] =
[c]

r

. [<*]"*) where [a]

m
, [b]^ , [c]' are given

l~~lm 'm

matrices of rank r, and where [b]
'

and [c] are self-conjugate.

The general solution is given by

IT r -\
m TT

1

r7i r r i r r i"1

VA[.r] r
= B [l] f [y] r [a] r ,
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where A= (6)
r

, [B]
r

is the reciprocal of any particular solution [J3]' of the equation

r
!

_
;

r

'~fi [j3]'
=

[b]

r

, [y]

r
is any particular solution of the equation y [y]

r

[c]\, and [7]' is
1~J r

any square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

In 162 4 we consider some special equations of this form.

3. Semi-real solutions of the symmetric equation x \x\
=

[a] when

[a] is a given real symmetric matrix of rank r.

When [a]

'

is a real symmetric matrix of rank r, the matrices [h]

'"

and

[e] in the particular solution (Bj) of the equation

are real. Consequently in the t'th horizontal row of the particular solution

[#]

m = [Ve]

'

[h]

'"

, i.e. in the matrix Ve^ [h {l h{2 . . . A,-m], every element is real

or every element is purely imaginary according as the real quantity ei is

positive or negative. Thus in this case the equation (B) has solutions such

that the elements of each pair of corresponding passive rows in the product
on the left are either all real or all purely imaginary. Such solutions will be

called semi-real solutions. The particular solutions obtained in Exs. vi, vii

and viii are semi-real when fal or fa] is real.
1 - J L J

4

If \x\
=

[a] is any semi-real solution in which TT of the horizontal or

passive rows are real, and the remaining v horizontal or passive rows are

purely imaginary, so that TT + v = r, we can write

where t=V 1, [&>]' is a derangement of [1]', and [&]"' is a real unde-

generate matrix of rank r. We then have

M>r w;:=r n-T TJ-^T M;
-J

7T, V *- ' -*
IT, V

y"
1

fl, 01
7r'"

rjl
r-

= * '

[A;]
= /

> >m LU '
1J,

'' "-

1, 0,

o,
-

i, o

0, 0,

w".

where [k]

"

is a real undegenerate square matrix.
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By 148 we conclude that TT and v are the positive and negative signants

of [a]

m
,
and are therefore always the same.

We have thus proved the following theorem :

Theorem II. When [a]'" is a real symmetric matrix of rank r, the

equation (B) has solutions [oc\ such that the elements of each horizontal or

passive row are either all real or all purely imaginary.

In every such solution the numbers of real and purely imaginary horizontal

or passive rows are always the same, being equal respectively to the positive

and negative signants of [a] .

Ex. xii. If [a\

m
and

[/3]

m
are two matrices of rank r in both of which the elements

of each horizontal row are either all real or all purely imaginary, and if

then any element IM of [I]' is real when the hth horizontal row of [J3]
and the ktli

horizontal row of [a] are both real or both purely imaginary, and is purely imaginary

when one of those horizontal rows is real and the other is purely imaginary.

If the hth horizontal row of
[/3]

m
is real, then by equating the purely imaginary

portions on both sides of the equation (5) we obtain

[^Al^A2---^ftr][a] r
=0,

where X^ is the real portion or the purely imaginary portion of l^ according as the kth

horizontal row of [a] is purely imaginary or real. Since there is no connection between

the horizontal rows of fal "', it follows thatL J r

[XA1 X/,2 ...XA).]
=

0, Att= .................................. (13)

The equation Xwfc
= shows that in this case lhk is real or purely imaginary according as

the &th horizontal row of [a]" is real or purely imaginary.

Again if the hth horizontal row of [/3]'" is purely imaginary, then by equating the real

portions on both sides of the equation (12) we obtain in the same way the equation (13),

where now X^ is the purely imaginary portion or the real portion of lhk according as the

th horizontal row of [a] is purely imaginary or real. The equation XAl=0 shows in

this case that l
llic

is real or purely imaginary according as the kth horizontal row o/ [a]"'

is purely imaginary or real.

Ex. xiii. Alternative proof of the last part of Theorem II.

Let \x\ =[a] and \x\ =[J3]" be any two semi-real solutions of the equation (B),

and let the respective matrices [a]'" and [/3]

"
contain exactly u and exactly v real

horizontal rows.
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The theorem states that v= u.

We may suppose without loss of generality that the first u horizontal rows of [a]

'

and the first v horizontal rows of [/3]

"
are real, and we know that there exists a relation

of the form
rT"' m' 1

r V"
\P\

r =U] r M, .

where [l]

r
is a square semi-unit matrix.

By Ex. xii the matrix [7]' has the form
_

r
_pp,LJ

where i=<J ~ 1, and \P~\

W
, [Q]

r ~ "

, [ p]
r~u

, [q]

w
are all real.

L
J.y

' L *-J r_ c
' LI -> v LJ r f

It follows by Ex. xviii of 155 that v=u.

4. Solutions of the equation

T' []--[]" .............................. (C)
1 'm

in which [c] is a given symmetric matrix of rank r.

If we express [c]"' in the form a [a]'" by any of the methods described
1 '

in sub-article 3 or in 147, the equation (C) is equivalent to

1 '*
r -\

m ' '

r
r -\

m /r"\x [x\
= a \a\ ,

...........................(\j)
*>m * >>> r

where [a] has rank r, and can be treated as in S 157. As there shown the
r

equation admits of solution only when s
<|: r, and it has solutions of rank p

when and only when p is an integer consistent with the conditions

p^ir, p^ m, 2p$>r + s,

which include the necessary condition s
<j:

r.

Ex. xiv. General formulae for a matrix \x\ which has rank p and is such that the

product x [x\ has rank r.
i \m, s

The matrix \x\
'

has these properties when and only when it is a solution of rank p of

some equation of the form (C') in which [a\

m
is a matrix of rank r

;
and by 157 this is

possible when and only when p and r are integers satisfying the conditions

which include r <
0, r ^> m, r ^> s and p < 0, p ^> , p ^> m.

When these conditions are satisfied, we obtain general formulae for all such matrices

r ~\
m r ~\

m
from the formulae given in Theorem III of 157 by replacing and .

"-
-"r,p r 'r,m r
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by arbitrary undegenerate matrices []
'

and [] having ranks p and m. In particular

all such matrices are given by either of the following formulae in which i=v I :

r, pr

(D,)
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we know by 133 that the integers a, 7 and p must satisfy the conditions

which are equivalent to (1) together with the conditions

7 ^> a ; p <j; 7, pfy-m, 2p + a. ^* y + 2r (B)

Thus the equation (A) does not admit of solution unless the condition

7 :}
a. is satisfied.

To solve the equation (A) we determine as in 160.2 particular matrices

[p] > fal of ranks 7 and a such that
y

* J a

r- -, m ' ' T
j-

-.m r-
-|
r ' '

a
r- -,r

m
, ,m y r

i i r
a

Then the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

By 157 the second of the equations (3) admits of solution for [T/]'" when

and only when 7 ^ a, and it has solutions of rank t when and only when t

satisfies the conditions

H:% t$m, 2^a + 7 (4)

which include t % a, 7 ^ a. All solutions of rank t are then given by the

formulae of Theorem III in 157.

Again when [y]
1*

is any particular matrix of rank t thus determined, the

first of the equations (3) admits of finite solutions for
[a?] ,

and by Theorem I

of 132 it has solutions
[as]

of rank p when and only when p satisfies the

conditions

p^t, p^m, p + oc^t + r (5)

Since the elimination of t from (4) and (5) leads to the conditions (B) we
have the following theorem :

Theorem. The equation (A) in which [c] and [a] are given symmetric

matrices of ranks 7 and a has solutions of rank p when and only when the

conditions (B) are satisfied, i.e. when and only when the necessary conditions (2)

are satisfied. It admits of solution when and only when a and 7 satisfy the

conditions

a^O, a}m, { 0, /3}r; 7 ^ a.

In particular the equation (A) has undegenerate solutions of rank m
when and only when

7 :[> a, 2m + a ^> 7 + 2r
;

and it has undegenerate solutions of rank r when and only when

7 = a, r ^> w.
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NOTE 1. The theorem given above is equivalent to Theorem III b of 136.

NOTE 2. Alternative method of solving (A) and obtaining the conditions (B).

By 147 we can determine particular undegenerate square matrices \K\ , \]c\
such

that

.. T"T1 Y''
W~Y

rri
B'

r V T'T 1
' T '""m 1

"

M ".U OJ
C ] "' [a]

" "irU Oj
W "

'

y, "i V ., ) a

Then the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

r I ~\
''

r i "' r T "* r / n '"

[*] r M,. -Cy] r [A]
/(,>

"' ''"" -a " ~
Y> '"~ yr-,r pi On'

"
/ r-,a , ("I ()~|

Y>

-'<<L> -- [y] " "-M. "U 0-

Thus there is a one-one correspondence between the solutions [.] of the equation (A)

and the solutions [y] of the equation (A'), corresponding solutions have equal ranks
;

and the solution of (A) is reduced to the solution of (A').

By Ex. vi of l.">7 we can determine a matrix
[i/] of rank t satisfying the equation

(A') when and only when

.................................. (4)

and, as shown in Theorem I b of 104, we can by adding final horizontal rows to [y]
M
form a

matrix
[,?/]

'"

of rank p satisfying the equation (A') when and only when

p<t, v^m, p + a^t+r.................................(5)

Eliminating t from (4) and (5) we see that we can determine solutions
[y\

m
of (A') of

rank p, and therefore also solutions [x]

'

of (A) of rank p, when and only when the

conditions (B) are satisfied.

162. Some special equations of the form
[.v]^ [y].^=[c]^, where [c]|

is a

given symmetric matrix.

(a) Particular solutions. Writing A= 6 h*, particular solutions in the special

cases a=t=0 ; 64=0 ;
= 6=0, A^O arc

i .yil i r, /o 2_
ydVaLP, ViJ

1

vs
, oj'

where i=\' 1. In these the horizontal rows can be interchanged.

(6) General solution token /is rank 2.

If [^^^t ^] is anv particular solution, the general solution is
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where [I m] is an arbitrary square semi-unit matrix of rank 2. Inserting the particular

solutions given in (a), and making use of Ex. xx of 155 we can express the general

solution in the following forms :

f^'i l/\~\ i~^a > XAus~|
CASE I. a+ 0. a\ ,

L-^2 yz_\ LM> M/J +^J

where s= \ab A2
=>/A, and X 2+ /n

2= .

iT#i ?/i~l rXA + us, \b~\
CASE II. 6+ 0. b\ ,

La'2 #2j LM + Xs, /*6J'

where s= \/a& - A2=VA, and

CASE III. a= 6=0, A*0. P1

^VT^. ^
L^J .72J L'*>

where 2X/i-=/.

(c) General solution when Aas m.& 1.

In this case we can write

and replace the equation (A) by

where X, ^, ^P, y are to be determined.

Using Ex. i of 160 the general solution will be seen to be

where l*+ m*= l and a*b= k.....(A2)

The formula (A2) is included in formula (A]).

(d) General solution when <^ has rank 0.

Thisis tey,]-^=l[*iy,l or

where I- + ??i
2 = 0, and and

?;
are arbitrary.

(e) Self-conjugate solutions. If we write

the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

Except when (a &)
2+4A2 there are just two pairs of self-conjugate solutions

given by
X

(A)'

-
s bs h

*

V(7r

where s=\/6-A2
,
and the same sign is to be given to the radical s in all places.

Equations (A4 ) lead to the identities

r >
^ n r *>

[ /t
;
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where = /& -A2
,
and either all the upper signs or all the lower signs are to be taken

throughout.

One of these identities has the trivial form 0=0 when

and both have this trivial form when a+ b= and ab-h?=0. In other cases, i.e. when

(a-6)
2+ 4/42 =t=0, they are both non-trivial.

Ex. \. The general solution of the equation
1

can be ex-
UJi lhA\JVi y*\ LO IJ

pressed in either of the two equivalent forms

P< y
'l
=
r.u

X
'

_CT P' ^l =
r
X

' = ?1, where A+M'=1.
L#a y2J LM, +x_r L*2 y2J U*> +x_T

The self-conjugate solutions are given by

r. Fl
'

a

where in the first case either sign may be taken in each place, and in the second case p is

arbitrary.

Ex.il. The general solution of the equation
1 2 1 = is

Ufl 3/2J L^2 2/2J L^ Oj

r^^i r x,
_/,! here h

Lxz yiJ L*x, +i/ij

The self-conjugate solutions are given by

, l'
.fi'A'. iii. The following results are often of service :

rionri, rip, -qp, -nr-, n
fi, -np, H f h Hf-t; q2

LoiJ U-dU d U UL ^iJ"Li, dU-J L-oJL t/ij
f

ioJ"U-dl vu .U uu 'J"U dL-*!u"L-^ i

We can change the sign of * in all of them, and they admit of many other trans-

formations.

mL * f^'l X1~\ ^2 Vi] Va h~\ ,
2. Theequation

J =
, , =0...............................(B)

L.?/i ^JL-^i yd U ^J

(a) Reduction to the equation of sub-article 1. The solutions of the equations

pi ^2~|f^2 yi\ f
A"l

J~i lalf^i >?i"l_ra A"]U yJU yJ U U' U JL6 %J U U''
are connected in pairs by the relations

PI yn /Jp, nr&
*-] Ri vii Ar i, np, y

,-|U iJ viU -dU wJ' Lfe %J"VlU<, dU i4J'
"

which lead to

Hence the solutions of the equation (B) can be deduced from the solutions of the

second of the equations (1).
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(b) Particular solutions. Writing A= 6-^2
, particular solutions of (B) in the

special cases a=t=0; 6=1=0; a= 6 = 0, A=t=0 arc

pi yfL_L p'
/ix/:r

^~| _L r/iN/Z^' ^ Jl\
l

1
Us 2/2J

~
*J2a La, /< +N^J '

Jtb \_h + v^A, W '

L 1J
'

In these the horizontal rows can be interchanged.

(c) General solution wlien
</>

Aas rcm& 2.

If [#y], 2 =[a/3] 12
is any particular solution, the general solution is

pi yn HI ^iipx ft] where pi
^ ip2 'q = ro n

L^ ^2j L^2 2_|La2 /32J' L'"l ''2JL^ '"'ij L 1 J

Hence all solutions are given by the two formulae

[^iyi]=x[a,/Si,]i

8j] J

'

[*gys]
=

/i [at ft] J

'

where A/t=l.

Using the particular solutions given in (6), we can express these general solutions as

follows :

CASE I. a=|=0. [^1 y1]
= X[a, AV- A], [x2 y2]=p[a, h + J A],

where

CASE II. 64=0. Oiy1]=A[A =
~A, 6],

where

CASE III. =6=0, A=t=0.

foyd-Xp), 1]1

[^2 7/2J=^[l, 0]J'

where X/i
= A.

(d) General solution when
</>

has rank 1. In this case we can write

and replace the equation (B) by

where X, jn, #, y are to be determined. Using Ex. i of 160 the general solution will be

seen to be

where 2^m=l, and */a<Jb=h.

(e) General solution when has rank 0.

In this case the equation (B) is satisfied when and only when one at least of the

matrices [%i yj], [A 2 y2] vanishes.

(/) Self-conjugate solutions. If we write

i yil = fx p~\
h yd "Lp, MJ'
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the equation (B) is satisfied when and only when

When neither a nor b is zero, so that ab =4= 0, we must have

;iiul therefore

2p
2=/vA2

-a&, 2p= +(A + '

Thus except when ab= there are just two pairs of self-conjugate solutions of (B)

given by
* = ^ = P = 1 = 1\
a b h.\lh'l-rt.h //, ./Zj,\4 , n, ./n\4 2p I

.(B,)

p

From (B3) we obtain the identities

T / /. . \ fa ^"1 f a
)
^ sl T^ *> ^

~1

2(As)U &J
=
LA* 6 JL a ;*.J

where s= \/k2 ab= \' - A, and either all the upper signs or all the lower signs are to be

taken throughout.

If aft =0, one of these identities has the trivial form 0=0.

If ab = and /i=0, both identities have this trivial form.

In other cases, i.e. when ab=Q, both the identities are non-trivial.

Ex. iv. The general solution of the equation \

l ^2 can be expressed
L#i 2/J L*'i y\J LO iJ

in either of the two equivalent forms

P> -yil = r
X

'
al P' ^l = r'> X

], where 2XM = 1.

L^2 y2J LM 5 +i/*J L^ayd L+^ /*J

The self-conjugate solutions are given by

pi yil i pi, i+"| nd p ^il _i p', i+q
L^ y2J 2 LI + ^ i U '

L^
1

2 y2J 2 LI + i, i d
'

.&. v. All the solutions of the equation
l 2 2 "

2 = are given by the
Lyi ^2j Ui yd LI oJ

two formulae

p^q _roxn r.
L^2 y2J LM oJ L-^2 y

The self-conjugate solutions are given by

+
0,

^l, and = where X = l.

i, oj'

? 163. Some spi

1. The equation

C. II.
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CASE I. When the product matrix on the right has rank 2.

The factor matrices on both sides have rank 2, and the general solution is given by

yi

It can also be expressed in the form

i '2 in on

>n
1
m 2j |_o iJ

CASE II. When the product matrix on the right has rank 1.

This case occurs when the factor matrices on the right have rank 1 and

Every solution has then rank 1, and we can put

where all matrices on the right have rank 1, and a2 -

We can then replace the equation (A) by

r*,

LCTO J

where a2+ /3
2
4= 0, |

2+^* 0.

Using Ex. i of 160 we see that the general solution is given by

'^ whoro (A3>

CASE III. When the product matrix on the rigJit has rank 0.

This case occurs when [6j 62 &m]= ^- 1 [i a a?] ; and in this case the

equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

or
^2

where l
z+ n2=

0, and [g]m is arbitrary.

KI #! -i

2. ^Ae equation 1

CASE I. TTAe the product matrix on the right has rank 2.

The factor matrices on both sides have rank 2, and the general solution is given by

. . . xm ra a.... am
~\

, h 2 2 z I

'
"
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Using Ex. iv of 162 we can express the general solution in the form

f.ff, #2 . . . Xm~\ = p, &~| pi 2-
/n~|

Lyi y yJ L^> + *>J L^i &2 &m J
'

'

where i=>/!, and 2Xfi=l.

CASE II. When the product matrix on the right has rank 1.

This case occurs when the factor matrices on the right have rank 1 and

[bi b2 ... bm] 4= */- 1 [i 2 /]

Every solution then has rank 1, and we can put

2...

where all matrices on the right have rank 1, and cP

The equation (B) can then be replaced by

r GI

where a2
+|3

2
*0,

Using Ex. i of 160 we see that the general solution is given by

[c c . <>c ]
where 2X/*=1 ..............(B2)

CASE III. When the product matrix on the right has rank 0.

This case occurs when [6X
62 ... bm]= \/- 1

\a,i 2 ... ,], and the equation (B) is

satisfied when and only when

either [A\ x2 ... xm]
=

0, or [>i#2 ym] = ................... (B3)

6 n

3. na
l

CASE I. TFAe/i the product matrix on the right has rank 2.

The factor matrices on both sides have rank 2, and the general solution is given by

p, a?8 ...
.-,-] p! ^-| pi oj ... OT

-|
r/tl A2

"| p! AH _ TO in

U jh.nJ L*i *8jU &8...6J
1 U *JU ^J LI oj-

Using Ex. ii of 162 we can express the general solution in the form

2 ... m -i

where .....

CASE II. ITAew Me product matrix on the right has rank 1.

This case occurs when each factor matrix on the right has rank 1 and does not contain

a long row of O's. Every solution then has rank 1, and we can put

T^! .v2 ...x,H~\ rn r , -,
fi a.,...a

l,r\ faU ^.ij-Lr,^'-'^ U ^..XJ"
where all matrices on the right have rank 1 and a/

242
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The equation (C) can then be replaced by

rz,

22

c, -1

C2

LcmJ

where 2a/3*0,

Using Ex. i of 160 we see that the general solution is given by

CASE III. TFAew tfAe product matrix on the right has rank 0.

This case occurs when a factor matrix on the right contains a long row of O's, and the

equation (C) is satisfied when and only when

where I
2+m2= 0, and [|] is arbitrary.

4. The equation .(D)

CASE I. When the product matrix on the right has rank 2.

The factor matrices on both sides have rank 2, and the general solution is given by

m = / / 7

'

i.

2
'",'" ,

where / ,

2
. |.

V2---ymj L2 *2j L^i &2---t>J L*i ^2J L^i *iJ L 1 J

Using Ex. v of 162 we see that the general solution is given by the two formulae

... am]\ [xl xz ...xm\= \[bl
bz ...bm }\

xl xz ...xm = \ lz ... m }\

[^l^2 ..ym]= /*[aia2--.m]J
' "

where X/*
= l.

CASE II. PFAew the product matrix on the right has rank 1.

This case occurs when each factor matrix on the right has rank 1 and does not contain

a long row of O's. Every solution then has rank 1, and we can put

t#l
#2."#m~| r~|r, ^i ft*! 0.2

yi y*..-ymrir,\^---
z^ U ^"

where all matrices on the right have rank 1, and a/3 4= 0.

The equation (D) can then be replaced by

rzl ~\ re, n

where
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Using Ex. i of 160 we obtain the general solution in the form

373

CASE III. When tlte product matrix on the right has rank 0.

This case occurs when a factor matrix on the right contains a long row of CPs, and the

equation (D) is satisfied when and only when

either foffg.. .#,]=(), or [^yz yJ= ......................(D3)

164. Two special equations of the form [^] OT [y]=[], "where [a] is a

symmetric matrix -whose rank does not exceed 2.

1. The equation
y\

CASE I. When a has rank 2.

If
AI Xti '" Xm

\ \

* "2 '" "'"
is a particular solution, the general solution is

U/i y-i yJ L/3i /32 Aj
i

a?a ... xm-\ = p!
mH Fa, aa ...

a,,,~| where
V ^ I*

~|
Ri il

[1
01

i 2/2 ... ?wj L^2 aJ LA /3 ^J' Li ^J L^J m2j L u'

Sub-case 1. MW 4=0.

by writing

auu a^q

Q>pu a^q
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The general solution is given by

[

i
j -j.

i r- i

\~ _i_ "V

'

'
I '

2/1 2/2 2/J L ? A> + lpJLavl v2 avmj

where i= \f ], and 2\p, \ (A'>)

CASE II. When [a]
m
has rank 1.

We can write [^
in

a]
= V22

[\/an

(A s)

and the general solution is then given byCl lv an V^22 ... V^mml) where
1 2/2 2/mJ LMJ

In this case [s]

rn

=0, and the formula (A 3) is included in the formulae (Aj).

CASE III. When [a]
m
has rank 0.

In this case the equation (A) is satisfied when and only when

[X X2 ... .Vm]= \/
- 1

[2/1 2/2 2/m], r
''

l
' * '" '" =

I

J
[ll ^2 ^m])

where X2
+/i

2=
0, and [^ |2 ... TO]

-is arbitrary (A4 )

&?. 1. TVie equation

'a h g

2/1 J/2

Sj 2 _j

^i 2/1 *i~i _
^2 2/2 J

h b f

.9 f c

when the symmetric matrix
(j>

has rank 2.

Using the notation of 128 the radicals \/A, V^> V^ (which do not all vanish) can be

so chosen that

VA H G'

\ H B F
\ G F C

r A /Tn

LV^ J

[\/A

Then particular solutions for the matrix [xyz] l2
in the cases a=}=0, 6=t=0,

respectively are

g , b,

_ a,
'

, c
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Moreover particular solutions in the cases 6= 0, c=0, /=l=0; c= 0, a= 0,

a=0, 6=0, A=t=0 respectively are

Jri, i -on 4n, i -ir>/o- J_n, i -iro/

From these particular solutions the general solution can be obtained as in the text.

?-"! r a h g u

h b f v

Z.) |_'*2.tf2 "2 c"2_| g f C IV

u v w d

Ex. ii. The equation

has rank 2 and the rows of </>
have a standard arrangement.

Using the notation of 129 the radicals V-^it V^i> ... V^si can be so chosen that

Jx HI G, t\ W, V2

fT T> V W T7" TTH l B! * l
Ho K ^

G 1

, /f\ d Vl U2 W
U W. V A HI G<>

Tfj F 2̂ ^2 #2 ^2

V, U, W, G2 C2

Then particular solutions in the two possible cases are :

Case I. a 4= 0, G\= 6 A2
=|= 0.

2/2
32 W2J \/0

^-i 2/1 *i wi~i = _i_ n, i ~i ro A r M

-r
2 ,y2 a W'2J V2A L*

~
*J U Q f V

From these particular solutions the general solution can be obtained as in the text.

2. The equation

L xm 3/m J

2.CASE I. When falJ

If
J 2 '" ' m

\=
QI ' "m

is a particular solution, the general solution (s
U/i 3/2 yJ LPi Pa PmJ

163. 4) is given by the two formulae

(>! #2 ... #m]
= X [Ol a2 ... am]

where

3/2 ... y =
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Sub-case 1. =(= 0.

Defining f*]

m
as in sub-article 1, we have, when the signs inherent in the radicals are

suitably chosen,

and the general solution is then given by

V2,m [#! 3/2 3Vl= /* [a l + V -
*11 , 2 + V ~ *22, um+V -

mm]>

where X/*
= l

Sub-case 2. aMM=aw=0, a=}=0.

The general solution is given by the two formulae

i #2 . . . xm]
= X [aul a,t2 . . . UOT], Va [y\ 3/2 - ^m] =/*

^m = A 1 w2 t>m, VW ^1 3/2 # =
/* ! w2 m 5

where in each case X/*=l ........................................... (B2)

CASE II. When []
w
7is rawi 1.

The radicals being chosen as in Case II of sub-article 1 the general solution is given by

>V"":'"] '
where V=1 .......... (Bs)

CASE III. When [a]
m
has rank 0.

L J
ro

In this case the equation (B) is satisfied when and only when

either [>j xz ...xm]=0, or [yj?/2 ... ym]
= ......................(B4 )

NOTE. Deduction of the solutions of (B) from the solutions of (A).

If i= \/ 1, the two matrices

i
x2 ... xm

~\ = l\ fl, i "1 f^i &
i 3/2 .- yJ V 2 Li, -*'J L?i ?2 ...

i & ... ^mi A r i
, n p!

a-8 ... d?B

"h ^2 ... vmj V 2 ]_-{, i] L/i 3/2 y

are so related that the first is a solution of the equation (B) when and only when the

second is a solution of the equation (A).

Consequently we can derive the solutions of (B) from the solutions of (A) by prefixing

the matrix
^/|[};_\].

Similarly we can derive the solutions of (A) from the solutions of (B) by prefixing the

matrix / -V 2|_-*, J
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Ex. iii. The equation

matrix < has rank 2.

~a h g~
h b f

.9 f c .

=
(f),

when the symmetric

The radicals being chosen as in Ex. i particular solutions for the matrix \xyz] in

the cases a=|=0, 6=1=0, c^O respectively are

1_ [
2^ L

a, h+V^fi g - V

-V-^, f+J-
,
ci

A, c]'

Further in the cases 6= 0, c= 0,/4=0 ; e=0, =0, ^=t=0; a =0, 6=0, A 4=0 respectively

particular solutions are

p o

b / o'
,9 /o 7i

/-
From these particular solutions the general solution can be obtained as in the text.

a h g u

h b f v
Ex. iv. The equation

xl xz
~> I" a h g u

y\

2/1 g f c w

u v w d

when
(f)

has rank 2 and the rows of have a standard arrangement.

The radicals being chosen as in Ex. ii particular solutions in the two possible
cases are :

Case I. 4=0, (71
= 6- A2

4=0.

z
\
w

i~\ 1 f> h+^-Ci^, g-^
a w2J ^/2a [a, h-J~^Cl , g+ ^#8

2/1
2

1 *

From these particular solutions the general solution can be obtained as in the text.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE EXTRAVAGANCES OF MATRICES AND OF SPACELETS

IN HOMOGENEOUS SPACE

[In 165 we define the extravagances of a matrix and obtain general formulae for a

matrix whose orders, rank and extravagances are given. In 166 7 we consider the

properties of two mutually normal undegenerate matrices : we show that the corranged

simple minor determinants of either one are proportional to the anti-correspondent
affected simple minor determinants of the other ; we obtain general formulae for two

such matrices
;
and we show that they have the same extravagance. In 168 9 we

effect the reduction of any undegenerate matrix to an equivalent similar undegenerate
matrix whose long rows are mutually orthogonal, and we define the cores of an unde-

generate matrix. In 170 1 we define the extravagance, core and plenum of a spacelet,

and give general formulae for a spacelet whose rank and extravagance are known. The

determination of all possible sets of unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of any

system of homogeneous linear algebraic equations, which was left unfinished in Chapter xi,

is completed in 172. The remaining three articles deal with the possible ranks and

extravagances of spacelets satisfying certain conditions.]

165. The degeneracy and the extravagances of a matrix.

1. The degeneracy of any matrix.

We will define the degeneracy of a matrix to be the amount by which its

rank falls short of its efficiency, i.e. of the number of its long rows. Thus if

[a] is a matrix of rank r, its degeneracy is m r when m $ n, and n r

when n ^> m. A matrix is undegenerate when it has degeneracy 0. The

degeneracy of a matrix may also be defined to be the greatest number of

unconnected connections between its long rows.

2. The extravagance of an undegenerate matrix.

In 72.2 an undegenerate matrix [a]

n
or a of rank r has been called

r
i

extravagant when the sum of the squares of its simple minor determinants
i~~i ** r"~i J

*

vanishes, i.e. when det[a]" a = 0, or when the product [a]" a is
* ' n ' ' n

degenerate.
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We will now define the extravagance of an undegenerate matrix [a] or

a of rank r to be the degeneracy of the product ty
=

[a]

'

a . Thus each

of these undegenerate matrices has extravagance s when the product ty has

degeneracy s or rank r s. An undegenerate matrix is non-extravagant when

it has extravagance 0.

Ex. i. An undegenerate matrix and its conjugate have the same extravagance as well

as the same rank.

Ex. ii. An undegenerate square matrix is necessarily non-extravagant.

Ex. iii. If [a]

H
is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, its extravagance is the number of

unconnected solutions of the equation [a] ^
x =0 which are connected with the longr '

'n

rows of [a] .

This follows from Ex. iii of 136.

Ex. iv. Possible values of the extravagance of an undegenerate matrix.

If r and n are given, and if [a] or a is an undegenerate matrix of rank r whose
1 ' n

elements are arbitrary, the possible values of its extravagance s are those consistent with

the conditions

This follows from Theorem I a of 136.

Ex. v. Every real undegenerate matrix is necessarily non-extravagant.

Ex. vi. General formulae for an undegenerate matrix of given orders, given rank, and

given extravagance.

By Ex. xiv of 160 and Theorem III of 157 the undegenerate matrices [a] of rank r

which have extravagance s are given by any one of the following formulae in which i= ,J 1,

[<] is a derangement of the unit matrix [1] ,
and [h] is an arbitrary undegenerate

square matrix of order r : ,

(1) [a,-]

n

=[hL
J,.

L .

rn n~*

where is a semi-unit matrix of rank r, so that

where |7]" is a solution of rank r of the equation []
n

I =
\

n L_ 5

(3) w" = [A]' P; ?' ?1
'

[!: ?1 "*[]", (A,)

where [71 is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.



r~ s> s>

s,

1*" 8' s" s> n~r~ s
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w K=w;[J;?;f

where [l]

n
is a semi-unit matrix of rank r+ s.

w
M;=w;[J;?;;oL

where [I] is a square semi-unit matrix.

By equating the conjugates of both sides we obtain general formulae for all unde-

generate matrices a of rank r and extravagance s.

We will now prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. Two similar undegenerate matrices [a] , [b] ,
both of rank r,

have the same extravagance when and only when there exists a relation of the

form

where [h]

r
is undegenerate, and [u]

n
is a square semi-unit matrix.

Two similar undegenerate matrices [a]

r

, [b]

r

, both of rank r, have the

same extravagance when and only when there exists a relation of the form

M: -w: [<[*];. ........................ <B/>

where [&] is undegenerate, and [v] is a square semi-unit matrix.

Let [a] and [6] both have rank r, and suppose in the first place that

there exists a relation of the form (B).

Then [61* T" = \hY [a]" T" T"
L "J r

|_,

* * r fc r
\_i i_i

)i n r

Therefore by Theorem II of 131 the two products [a]" a and
n

^__i f

[6]

"
b have the same rank and the same degeneracy, i.e. [a]

"
and [6] have

the same extravagance.

Next suppose that [a] and [b]

n
have the same extravagance s.

Then from formula (A5) we deduce that

n n n rn
r~ 8' 8

' *' n~ r~ s

1, U, U, U r r ,n
r

-,
,- 71 r

f , -, n .. -. n
/{J

.

A , . A =
[h\ [a] [u] =\k] [6J [v] ......(2)

LO, 1, t, OJ
L

r
L J r

L J
n

L J r L J
r

L J n
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where [h]

r
and [k]

r

are undegenerate, and [u]

"
and [v]

'

are square semi-

unit matrices. From the last equality in (2) we obtain a relation of the

form (B).

Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. The second part can be

proved in a similar way, or deduced from the first part by equating the

conjugates of both sides in (B).

Ex. vii. The simplest undegenerate matrices [a] , [6] of rank r which have

extravagances s and t respectively are

_ r-U
1,0

0, 1

,_> J
r-t,t,t,m-r-t

From these all other such matrices can be derived by the formulae (B) and (B') as is

shown in formula (A6).

Ex. viii. Any two equivalent similar undegenerate matrices have the same extrava-

gance as well as the same rank.

NOTE 1. Completely extravagant matrices.

Let [a] and a be undegenerate matrices of rank r (so that r j> n) whose elements
r 'n

are arbitrary. These matrices can have extravagance r when and only when 2r ^> %, and in

this case (see Ex. iv) r is the greatest possible value which the extravagance can have.

Such matrices will be called completely extravagant matrices. They are identical with the

undegenerate solutions of rank r of the equation [a]

n
a =0.
*""*

Thus an undegenerate matrix is completely extravagant when and only when its

extravagance is equal to its rank
;
and it is possible for [a]

n
and a to be completely

extravagant matrices of rank r when and only when r <
0, 2r $> n.

The following are general formulae for all completely extravagant matrices [a]
n

of

rank r when the necessary condition 2r $> n is satisfied :

where [I] is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.

tj
n-i

' "
I

x
1 J r

where [l] r
is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.

(3) w>w r

r [i, X'
r

p

where [7] is a real semi-unit matrix of rank 2r.
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..n rn r ri f\-t
r> r> n ~-r n-\ n /n \

(4) 0],
=
IAUi, *,o] r p]h,

............................. (C4)

where []" is a real square semi-unit matrix.

where

In these formulae i=^^l, [o>]" is any derangement of the unit matrix [ljw,
and

[A]

r
is any undegenerate square matrix of order r.

We deduce the first four formulae from Theorem II of 158. They are particular

cases of the formulae of Ex. vi. It has been shown in 159 that there is no loss of

generality in restricting the semi-unit matrices p]* and []" to be real in (C3) and (C4).

The fifth formula follows from the first. We can also obtain it by observing that every

undegenerate matrix [a] of rank r can be expressed (see 167.2), in the form

where [w]" is a derangement of [1] and [/] is undegenerate. When this is done, the
v

equation [a]

"
a = is satisfied when and only when

1 '

and this is possible when and only when n - ? <
r, or 2r ^> it.

, ,r

Ex. ix. If a is a completely extravagant matrix of rank r, there exist an undegenerate
'n

J* f

square matrix [&]

'

and two mutually orthogonal real semi-unit matrices u
,

v such
1

'n
' 'n

that

I !' I !*
,.

. .' I ,? r-1'
-

I 1''-'" ri~T
a = w [k] ,

w = ?( + / v =
u, v I . I

'

'n
' 'n ' ' '

'w
' 't ' 'n L J^ ^

We then have
f]" g"'"

=
[J| ff = <'L- -

ri r
l_ > _J

r>r

This result is equivalent to formula (C3) and to the theorem of 159.

. Ex. x. If any completely extravagant matrix a of rank r is expressed in the form
1 '

, 1C 1 ! .1 1*" I !>' I 1*"

a = w -f z v
,
where M and v are real, we must have

1 ' '

're
' ' ' 'n ' '.

i^ 'J* ^"
F

*' r ^ ^"

[n
n r n" ' '

r i n r n"
|

U = \V\ V . \U\ V =
[<'

?t .'- r -,t r---. r ^*

NOTE 2. Plenarily extravagant matrices.

y

Let [a]" and a be undegenerate matrices of rank ? (so that r^-ii) whose elements
1

'n

are arbitrary. These matrices can have extravagance n r when and only when 2r < n,
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and in this case (see Ex. iv) n r is the greatest possible value which the extravagance can

have. Such matrices will be called plenarily extravagant matrices. They are the matrices

n r '

r

of rank r which are such that [a] a has rank 2r n.
Jj< ^n

Thus an undegenerate matrix is plenarily extravagant when and only when its

i
7*

extravagance is equal to the difference of its orders; and it is possible for \a\
n
and a

'

'n

to be plenarily extravagant matrices of rank r when and only when 2r <
n, r ^> n.

The following are general formulae for all plenarily extravagant matrices [a]

n
of rank r

when the necessary condition 2r < n is satisfied :

where . is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.

2r n n r

, ,r pi Q-i
2''~" H ~

''

where [l]

n
is a solution of rank r of the equation [l]

n
I = '

,

(3) []>[<rj' i'f

2r-n,n-i-,-r , -r,n-r

where [l]\ is a square semi-unit matrix of rank r.

(4) t
=

t

-n,n-r

where [I] is a real square semi-unit matrix.

(5) [< =
[A]^[1, C W

"'M"' .................................(D6)

r
i T1

rtn'1 "'' rn n~ r
where b [b]

= -
[1]

,_,

L J r L Jn-r^-r

In these formulae i-,J 1, [CD] M
is any derangement of the unit matrix [1]", and [A]' is

any undegeuerate square matrix of order r.

We deduce the first four formulae from Ex. vi of the present article and Ex. xiv of

167. The fifth formula is that given in Ex. iv of 94, and follows from Ex. xii of 167.

Proofs of it are given in Exs. xiv and xvii of 167.

Ex. xi. The matrix [1, 6]
'

is

(1) completely extravagant ivhen and only when \b]

H ~ r
b \\]

r

(2) plenarily extravagant when and only when b [6]"
' = -

[1]"

n r

'nr

n r

LJ
nr

The first of these results is obvious
;
and the second is proved in Ex. xvii of 167, and

can be deduced from Ex. iv of 94 by means of Ex. xii of 167.
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Ex. xii. We can construct an undegenerate matrix [a] of rank m in which the minor

matrix [ig] OT
formed by striking out u short rows has rank p, when and only when p is

an integer consistent with the conditions

which include m <
0, m ^> n, u <

0, u ;j>
n

;
and this is true even when the minor matrix

Ml"" is Siven -

This result follows from Theorem la of 104. We can use it to prove Ex. xiii.

Ex. xiii. Theorem. // [a\
r

is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r and extrava-

gance p, and if [6]

P
is any undegenerate matrix of rank p and extravagance TT whose, vertical

rows are connected with the vertical rows of [a] ,
then the possible values ofp and ir are those

consistent with the conditions

P+TT^r + p, p-1T$>r-p, 7T<t:0, 7T$>p, ........................ (3)

which include p <
0, p ^> r.

From Ex. iv we see that the given numbers r and p can have any values consistent

with the conditions

p^r, p$>n-r, ........................... (4)

which, in accordance with (3), are equivalent to r+p ^> n, p < 0, p }> r.

Using formula (A2) we can write [a]

r =
[l~\

r

\k~\

r

,
where \k]

r
is a given undegenerate

square matrix, and [l]

r
is a given solution of rank r of the equation

| t

n ri
()~\

l
'~

p ' p

'r L 5
-I) p, p

Any matrix [b]
1'

is connected with the vertical rows of []
'

when and only when it isL J n L J n

connected with the vertical rows of [I]' . Consequently the matrices [b]
p
of rank p whose

vertical rows are connected with the vertical rows of [a] are those given by the formula

where [t] r
is an undegenerate matrix of rank p whose elements are arbitrary. We then

have

'p
> '

P

and
[b~\ n

has rank p and extravagance TT when and only when [t]

P
has rank p and

t
[t] r_ has rank^> TT.

Now by 136 or 157 we can determine a matrix [t]

P
_ of rank x such that the

product ^ M r_fl
nas rank^- n- when and only when

A-^-p; (5)
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and when [(]'[_ has been thus determined it follows from Theorem I b of 104 that we

can form a matrix
[i] r

of rank p by adding final horizontal rows to [t]

P
when and only

when

p$.x, p^f-x + p (6)

When we eliminate x from (5) and (6), and omit conditions which are superfluous in

virtue of (4), we obtain the inequalities (3). This shows that we can construct a matrix

( (
) p

[t]

J>

which has rank p and is such that the product t
[t]

J

'_ has rank p TT when and
'

'i>

only when the conditions (3) are satisfied.

When we eliminate TT from the inequalities (3) we obtain p-Jf. 0, p ^> r.

Thus p can have any value consistent with these conditions, and when p is given,

JT can have any value consistent with the conditions (3).

3. The horizontal and vertical extravagances of any matrix.

We first notice the following property of any matrix :

If [a] is any matrix of rank r, all undegenerate minor matrices formed

with r unconnected horizontal rows of [a] have the same extravagance, and

all undegenerate minor matrices formed with r unconnected vertical rows of

[a] have the same extravagance.H

For if [apl ] , [aM] are any two undegenerate horizontal minors of order r,

there exists between them a relation of the form [am]" =
[A] [a^i]", where

[h] is undegenerate.

Therefore by Theorem I or Ex. viii the matrices [apl ]
"

, [aM1]

"

have the

same extravagance.

A similar proof can be given for the undegenerate vertical minors of

reduced order r.

If s is the common extravagance of all undegenerate horizontal minors

of reduced order r of a matrix fa]" whose rank is r, we will call s the
in

horizontal extravagance of [a] . Similarly if t is the common extravagance

of all undegenerate vertical minors of [a]" of reduced order r, we will call t

the vertical extravagance of [a] .

The (unqualified) extravagance of an undegenerate matrix, as defined in

sub-article 2, is its horizontal or vertical extravagance according as the long
rows are horizontal or vertical.

c. n. 25
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From the above definitions we deduce the following theorem :

Theorem II. If any matrix [a]

"

of rank r is expressed in the form

[a]"m
=

[h-]

r

m [k]"
r

, (7)

where [h]

r
and [k]

n
are necessarily undegenerate matrices of rank r, then the

horizontal extravagance of [a]

"

is equal to the (horizontal) extravagance of the

undegenerate matrix \k]

"

,
and the vertical extravagance of [a]

"
is equal to the

(vertical) extravagance of the undegenerate matrix \}i\

r

.

m

Let [dpi]" be any undegenerate horizontal minor of [a]" of reduced

order r. Then from the equation (7) we see that

M" = [M ,[>]"'

where by Theorem III of 71 the square matrix [hpl ~\

r

has rank r.

Therefore by Theorem I or Ex. viii, the undegenerate matrix [oyj has

the same extravagance as the undegenerate matrix [&]" .

Similarly every undegenerate vertical minor [a,9]'
of [a] of reduced

order r has the same extravagance as the undegenerate matrix [k] .

Ex. xiv. Any two mutually conjugate matrices have the same rank, and the horizontal

and vertical extravagances of one are respectively the vertical and horizontal extravagances
of the other.

Ex. xv. If [a] is a matrix of rank r, the (horizontal) extravagance of every un-

degenerate matrix [k] of rank r whose horizontal rows are connected with the horizontal

rows of [a]m
is equal to the horizontal extravagance of [a]"'. Also the (vertical) extrava-

gance of every undegenerate matrix [h]
r

whose vertical rows are connected with the
7)1

vertical rows of [a] m
is equal to the vertical extravagance of \a]

n
.

Ex. xvi. Any two horizontally equivalent matrices have the same horizontal extrava-

gance as well as the same rank. Also any two vertically equivalent matrices have the same
vertical extravagance as well as the same rank.

Here we use the definitions of horizontal and vertical equivalence given in 138.

Ex. xvii. Possible values of the horizontal and vertical extravagances of any matrix

[~i
i

a] .
J m

When m and n are given and [a]" has the assigned rank r, r being any integer con-

sistent with the conditions

r<KO, rjf>m, rjf>n, (8)
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the horizontal and vertical extravagances s and t of [a] can independently of one another

have any values consistent with the conditions

6-<0, -, s^n-r; ..................................... (9)

t$>r, t^m-r..................................... (10)

This appears from Ex. iv when we express [a] in the form (7). For when r is given

we can choose
[/t]

'

to be an undegenerate matrix of rank r whose (vertical) extravagance

is t, and \Jc\
to be an undegenerate matrix of rank r whose (horizontal) extravagance is s

when and only when s and t are integers satisfying the conditions (9) and (10).

Since the elimination of s and t from (9) and (10) leads to (8), we see that :

When the value of r is not assigned, the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent

with the conditions (9) and (10).

Again by eliminating r from (9) and (10) we see that :

When the value of r is not assigned, the possible values of s and t are those consistent with

the conditions

n; t-Jf.0, 2t^>m; s + t^m, s+ ffrn................... (11)

n c I i , n
Ex. xviii. Possible ranks of the product matrices <f>= fa] a , ^= a \d\ .

J m , ,__,,
L J

ro

When [a]

n
has any assigned rank r consistent with the conditions

r<0, r$>m, r^n, ....................................... (8)

and is expressed in the form (7), the ranks p and a- of (p and \js
are respectively equal to

the ranks of
\Jc\

n
k and h

\h~\

r
. Therefore by 136.1 p and o- can independently of

r ' >>i
'

'r
m

one another have any values consistent with the conditions

.................................. (9')

(10')

Each of the two sets of conditions (9), (10) and (9'), (10') can be deduced from the

other
;
for with the notation of Ex. xvii we have s= r p, t= r - <r.

When the value of r is not assigned, the possible values of p and o- are those consistent

with the conditions

n; a- < 0, o- jf m ; 2p
-

a- $> m, 2tr - p ^ n, ............... (11')

which include the conditions p ^> TO, a- i> n.

i i

'"
i i

m
Ex. xix. Possible deqeneracies of the product matrices d> = fa] a . \l/ a \a\L J U_I A

' _!, L Jm

If we denote these by p and v respectively, then when [a] has the assigned rank r,

the possible values of
/*
and v are (independently of one another) those consistent with

the conditions

2r
; ............................(9")

r............................(10")

252
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When the value of r is not assigned, the possible values of
p,
and v are those consistent

with the conditions

fi-^m-n, /i^>m; vl.n m, v^>n; 2pv$.m n; 2v p^n- m, ...(11")

which include the conditions
/u,

<
0, v < 0.

Ex. xx. If [a]

n
has rank r and [apl] is any undegenerate horizontal minor of reduced

order ?, then [a] a has the same rank as
[ p] ] apl

. Also if [a17] is any un-
m ' ' n r

i i

n,

i i"1 n

degenerate vertical minor of reduced order r, then a [a]m has the same rank as

.!r. xxi. If [a] has rank r, then it has horizontal extravagance a when and only

n i i
m

when [a] a has rank r-s, and it has vertical extravagance t when and only when
1 'n

i 1" n
a [a] has rank r - 1.

^n Sm

Ex. xxii. If [a\ and [61 have the same rank, then they have the same horizontal
m P

n ' |W q ' |P

extravagance when and only when \a\ a and [61 b have the same rank or are
L J ii_, - J

P ._,,,

equigradent ; and they have the same vertical extravagance when and only when
i >

m n i i P
a [] and b [6] have the same rank or are equigradent.

i i re
m i

ig p

This follows from the previous example.

Ex. xxiii. General formulae for all matrices which have given orders, given rank, and

given horizontal or vertical extravagance.

A matrix [a] has rank r and horizontal extravagance s when and only when

[a] =[A]^[a], where [h]

r
has rank r and [a]

n
has any one of the forms given in

Ex. vi.

Thus general formulae for all matrices [a~]

n
having rank r and horizontal extravagance

s are :

(1) [of =[*]
r

H' 1

'

M".J m |_A. t I n
I , .s

rn'
l~ s

.

where is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.

( i
j. pi /->-

where [I] is a solution of rank r of the equation \l\
n

I - '

LJ r ,_, [_0, 1_
_^_

<3) K-w:[i i; ?]" "To,'i]"""w:
(^

-, S "i

where
[I]

*

is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.
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where [7] is a semi-unit matrix of rank
L J

(>

rl, 0, 0, On

0, 1, i,

rs, , s, nra

Pi!.

1-0,0,0,0.1,.^.,

where [I] is a square semi-unit matrix.

In these formulae i=-J -\
; [a>]

n
is any derangement of the unit matrix [1]* ;

and

[A] , [h] are arbitrary undegenerate matrices of ranks r, m.

By equating the conjugates of both sides we obtain general formulae for all matrices

,, TO

a which have rank r and vertical extravagance s.

Ex. xxiv. General formulae for all matrices [a] which have rank r, horizontal

extravagance s, and vertical extravagance t.

Using Theorem II and Ex. vi, we see that general formulae for all such matrices are :

, ,
r-t, t

r-VH
1
'

r ri Of-''*
1 '

a]"~--
,\-

*
Jr L' !

u-.,.
b] "+s

'

1

'r-t, t, t

where u
, [v} )

,

g
are semi-unit matrices of ranks r-K, r+s.

i 1
r-t,t

1,

0,
1 '-, , t,m-r-t

where u and [v] are square semi-unit matrices.

In these formulae i=\ -
1, and \k]

r
is any undegenerate square matrix of order r.

The matrix [a] has rank r and neither horizontal nor vertical extravagance when and

only when it can be expressed in the form

r- ? /-v-i r< n r
H _r-,p,

01

' m I ) _J .

where u and [v] are square semi-unit matrices, and [] t's aw undegenerate square
1 '
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We will now prove the two theorems which follow :

Theorem III a. Any two similar matrices \a~\

"

, [61 have the same rankL J m L J m

and the same horizontal extravagance when and only when there exists a

relation of the form

[6]"=[A]"[o]"[]", (G)J m J m u J m L J n

where [h] is undegenerate and [u] is a square semi-unit matrix.

They have the same rank and the same vertical extravagance when and only

when there exists a relation of the form

where [k] is undegenerate and [v] is a square semi-unit matrix.

First suppose that there exists a relation of the form (G). Then by 131

the matrices [al
*
and [61 have the same rank.J m m

Further we have

[6] 6 =
[/?/] .[a] a . h (12)

Therefore [a] a and [6] 6 have the same rank
;
and it follows from

Ex. xxii that [a] and [6] have the same horizontal extravagance.

The last result can also be deduced from (12) by writing

[~\
n r ~\

r r i " TTT" rm r n ~\
n

a] =[] [aOT J , [6]
= [] [6^] ,m m r m m * r

where r is the common rank of [al and [61 ,
and [aOT l , [6W1 1 are un-

m in r r

degenerate horizontal minors of [a] , [6] .

Next suppose that [a] and [6] have the same rank r and the same

horizontal extravagance s. Then by formula (Es) we have

r-i, *, s, n-r-i

1, 0, 0,

0, 1, i,

0, 0, 0,

m m n . m

where [h] and [&] are undegenerate, and [u] and [v] are square semi-

unit matrices. From the last equality in (13) we deduce a relation of the

form (G).
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Thus the first part of the theorem is proved ;
and the second part of the

theorem can be proved in a similar way, or deduced from the first part

by equating the conjugates of both sides in (G).

Theorem III b. Any two matrices [a]*, [b]

q
have the same rank and

the same horizontal extravagance when and only when there exists a relation

of theform
r 7 T '"" r ~i "^ r "i

" r 7 ~\P n ~\Q r *i ^ /TT\
I n \ \ i i \ 1 // \ fa \ I /i I I 11 I l H 1II I I

"'
I

~~~
I
"'

I It II )
I i J /

iu,
m n

fji. p q

where [h]

m
and [k]

p
have ranks m and p, and where [u]" and [v]" are semi-unit

matrices of ranks n and q.

They have the same rank and the same vertical extravagance when and only

when there exists a relation of theform

r?vi
m
ri

w m* - ivP iv/i* m" (W\
\

' '

\

'
'

' ' ~~ '
' * i 11 )

fjt,
in ft

fj. p q

where \h]" and [&]" have ranks n and q, and where Pwl and [vY are semi-unitM<ji /, jll

matrices of ranks m and p.

These results remain true ivhen we restrict
yu,

to be the larger of the two

numbers m and p, and v to be the larger of the two numbers n and q.

This theorem should be compared with that given in Ex. ii of 146.

First suppose that there exists a relation of the form (H). Then [a]
n
and

[b]
q
have the same rank. Further we have

[h] . [a]"
t

T
?"

. T" =
[k]

v
. [b]

q T" . T" .

Therefore [a]

M
a and [b]

q
b have the same rank; and it follows fromm

' 'n & '

>q

Ex. xxii that [a] and [b]
q
have the same horizontal extravagance.

Next suppose that [a]
n

"and \b]
q

have the same rank r and the same

horizontal extravagance s, and let ft and v be any integers such that

Then by formula (E5) we have

i, o, o, o->
r -

0, 1, i,

_ 0, 0, 0, _

[7

1 m
II

U
-J m, n

n An ?i,

fa] [u. 0]L J L J

OJ [fc]>,or;" (n)
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where [h]

m
and [k]

p
are undegenerate, and [u] and [v] are square semi-unit

matrices
;
and the last equality in (14) is a relation of the form (H).

Thus the first part of the theorem is proved ;
and the second part of the

theorem can be proved in a similar way.

Ex. xxv. When [u]
n

, [v]
P

are semi-unit matrices of ranks q, p, the equigradent trans-

formations
n.-i n ml' r il r i" r;i" r n^' r -\1 r/l"
[ft]

=
[A] [a] [] , [61 =[v] [a] [t]L J m L Jm L Jp

L J
j '" ' J 9

convert [a]'' respectively into a matrix [6] having the same rank and the same horizontal

extravagance as [a\
q

,
and into a matrix [&]" having the same rank and the same vertical

r -1*1

extravagance as [a] .

Ex. xxvi. The simplest matrices [a]*, [6]* which have respectively rank r and

horizontal extravagance s, rank r and vertical extravagance t are

I 1

rt, t, n r

1) 0,

0, 1,

0, i,

r i*
[a] =
L J m

1, 0, 0, 0~

0, 1, , [*]*

r ,v. .v, w ;

0, 0,

r-t, t, t, ni-r-f

Ex. xxvii. The simplest matrix [a]

'

which has rank r, horizontal extravagance s, and
nt'

vertical extravagance t is

t-i
m

a] =
J vn

r ,*-*,
i, o

o, i

0, i

0,

1, 0, 0,

0, 1, i, Ol-1 r s,

When s <
2, this matrix is

i

--
1

-, *-<,

1, 0,

0, 1,

0, 0, i

1, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0, i, 0,

L 0, 0, 1, 0, i, 0_j

0, 0,
l__ __i

rs, st, t, st, t, nrs

rs, st, t

rs, st, t, t, mrt
rs, st, t, st, t, nrtr

l, 0, 0, 0, 0,0
0, 1, 0, i, 0,0
0, 0, 1, 0, i

,

0, 0, i, 0,
-

1,

L 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0_j
rs, st, t, t, m rt
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When t <
s, it is

393

rt, ts, .

1, 0, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0, 0,

_0, 0, 1, i, 0_

rt, /-s, s, x, n-rt

rt, t-s,

rt, ts, s, ts, s, mr-t

ri, o, o, o
,

o-i
r~ f > *-*..'--

0, 1, 0, ,

0, 0, 1, 1,0
0, i, 0, ,

0, 0, i
t -1,0

.0, 0, 0, 0, 0-*r,-t.t-t,,,t-,,,,m-r-t

4. The extravagance of a symmetric matrix.

In the case of a symmetric matrix the horizontal and vertical extrava-

gances are the same, and may be called simply the extravagance of the

matrix. Thus the extravagance of a symmetric matrix of rank r is equal to

the extravagance of any one of its undegenerate simple minors of reduced

order r
;
and a symmetric matrix of rank r is non-extravagant when any one

of its undegenerate simple minors of reduced order r is non-extravagant, in

which case all such simple minors are non-extravagant.

Ex. xxviii. Possible values of the extravagance of a symmetric matrix.

If [a]

'

is a symmetric matrix of assigned rank r, then the possible values of the

extravagance s of [a] are those consistent with the conditions

s <
0, s jf r, sjf>m- r.

This follows from Theorem II and Ex. iv when we express [a] in the form

Ex. xxix. General formulae for all symmetric matrices [a] of rank r and extravagance s.

If i=*J 1, [w]
m

is any derangement of the unit matrix [1] ,
and [k] is any unde-

generate symmetric matrix of order
/*,

it follows from Ex. vi that general formulae for all

such matrices are :

(1)
r
,m

[a]
=

} Jn-8, 8

m; ft, 3 M:- c

where
[[]

is a semi-unit matrix of rank r.
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(2) Ml-Z'KlrRC'1 'm

t
v r- -i f\

where []'" is a solution of rank r of the equation [1] I = '

[CH. XVIII

(3)

,
r+s

1,

0, 1

0, i

, 0,

r+t'
(Is)

where [7] is a semi-unit matrix of rank r+ s.

r
,m

(4) [a] =
J

1,

" 0, 1

/-
0, i

0,--'

),*,,m- r t

[inn
n*V

in 9

where [J]* is a square semi-unit matrix.

.&. xxx. The simplest symmetric matrix [a] of rank r and extravagance s is

[-,

in

a] =
J i

l 1

r~ s- *

1,

0, 1

0, t

0,
I I

ri, o, o, or
LO, i, , oj r_ s>

rs, s, s,mrs

rs, s, s, m rs
rs, s, s, m rs

rl,0, 0,0^
0, 1, i

,

0, i,
-

1,

LO, 0, ,

Ex. xxxi. // a symmetric matrix < = []"* ^s rarc r, then it has extravagance s when

and only when its square has rank r s.

This follows from Ex. xxi when we observe that <
2 =

[a]'" [a]
=

[a] a

Ex. xxxii. If a symmetric matrix
(f>

has rank r and is non-extravagant (in particular if

it is real), then <
2 and all the higher powers of $ have rank r.

.
Wfc 'in

Let < = [a] =[a] a
, -<^= a [a]' ,

where [a]' has rank r.

By Ex. xxi the matrix [a]

'

a =[a]^ ^ a has rank r.

Therefore by Theorem II of 131 or Theorem III of 71 the matrix ^ has rank r.

Thus
!//

is an undegenerate square matrix of order r, and all the powers of
>//

have rank r.

Now using Theorem II of 131 the equations.

show that <
2
, $3

,
... <*, ... all have rank r.
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Conversely if <$P has the same rank r as $, then < is non-extravagant, and all the powers

of (f)
have rank r.

For in Ex. xxxi we have s=0, i.e.
<j>

is non-extravagant.

166. Minor determinants of tjje matrix 0=[1, ]'"'"'

1. Simple minor determinants.

We will write d> = [l, ]

'

=[a, a]
'

,
where [a] = I'll .T L 5 Jm L ' Jm ) L Jm L Jm

Let u be any positive integer such that u ^> m, u~%>n.

Let [p] and [X] be any two complementary corranged minors of the sequence

[12 ... m~\ of orders u and m u;

and let [q] be any corranged minor of order u of the sequence [1 2 ... n],

Also let n= aff. [a..]'" "in [au]

m
"=aff. [X] in [1 2 ... m],L AAJ m _.

( , L 'AJ^j L Jm _ M L

, r -.m-u,u . r ..m^i
o-= att. [OIAJ aiJ m la aJ j

a>=aff. [jo] in [1 2 ...?,], <a' = afF.
[5-]

in [1 2 ...].

yAejj <Ae general formula for a corranged simple minor determinant of (f>
is

,m u,u i\
T
'/ \" /

,< + u + mu u
/ A \

and the general formula for an affected simple minor determinant of is

A ' / 1 \
CT

/
.lit 11,11 . . f/+(T , , . -.<!)' + . . M

/ A '\

We obtain the third term in (A) or (A') from the second by expanding the determinant

(aiA) aw)
'

in terms of the simple minor determinants of the minor matrix [a,.] ,\ 1A5 l/i i^ L JAJ ln

observing that all these vanish except (aAA)^ _ u
which has the value 1

;
and we obtain the

fourth terms by observing (see Theorem VIII a and Theorem III of 19) that

w + 77
= u (m - u) ;

ff r -.m U .
r

-.m . ft, r T . r TJ
cr=aff. [au]m in

[a],n+ aff. [alg] m in [ lp , a]m

and therefore
r)
=um uz -<a= um+ u+ a> (mod. 2);

r)+ a-= a>'+ u (mod. 2).

Formulae (A) and (A') give all the simple minor determinants of $ ;
and we see that :

If (a^ is any corranged minor determinant of [a] of order
,
where u does not exceed

either m or n, there is one and only one simple minor determinant of <p which has, irrespective

of sign, the identical value (am ) ,
viz. that given by either of the formulae (A) and (A').

In the special case when u=0, we have the simple minor determinant (a) 1.

Ex. i. If
<f>
=

[a, a]
'

,
where [a] =a[l] ,

a being a scalar quantity, we must replace

the third and fourth terms in (A) and (A') by

the second terms remaining as before.
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,n,m
Ex. ii. Simple minor determinants of the matrix ^= [a,

Writing ^= [, l]
n<w

=[a, a]**"*,
where [a]

= [l], the general formulae for a corranged

and an affected simple jninor determinant are respectively

. u,m u _ , r> + u (in
-

) . . u , . cu , . u
A= (w, a1A) TO

'

-(-!)' (w)-(-l) (w) tt
,

..............(C)

,,T. .,- ,
, <o' +n(m u) . .u

_.,.
A'= (-l) (ala ,

a1A) OT =(-1) K) w ,
........................ (C)

where M, [p] ?
, [q] q

, [X] _ , 77, a>, o>' are defined as in the text, and where

r ,u,m u . _ T,' , , ,

T= afl.
[ 1Q ,

a1A] in [a, a] =a> u> + n (m-U).

If
[
a
] =a[l] ", where a is a scalar quantity, we must supply the additional factor

am-u jn ^ne third and fourth terms of formulae (C) and (C').

2. Minor determinants of order s.

iiir -j. j FT -,m,n r -.m,n , r ,? ri TWe again write d>= |l, a\ =[0, a
,
where a =|1]L ' J L ^ J OT' LJ m LJ

7Ji

Let [^] be a corranged minor of order s of the sequence [1 2 ... m], so that

r T ?n>n

9 = L*i> a*iJ s

is a corranged minor formed with s of the horizontal rows of
(f>.

Since all vertical rows of [azl]

m
except the tfjth, ^h, ... #,th are rows of O's, the

non-vanishing corrauged minor determinants of order s of 0, are the same as the cor-

ranged simple minor determinants of the corranged minor matrix

<t>*'
=

[axx , a*i]*'

n

=[l, ojf

Let u be any positive integer such that u ^> s, ujf>n.

Let [p] and [X] be any two complementary corranged minors of the sequence

[#] of orders u and s-u, and let [q] be any corranged minor of order u of the sequence

[1 2...w].

Also let
77
= aff. [aAA]*~" in [azA]*~

w= afF. [X] g _ M
in

[>],,

, r -8-,M . r ,m,n
r-affi [azA , B^J^

in [a, a] TO ,

co= aff. [p] u
in [j?] g

,

'= aff. [g] M
in [1 2 ... n],

e= a,&.[x] s
in [1 2...m].

ever^/ non-vanishing corranged minor determinant of order s of $ is given by the

. .8 , .
1}

.? . .CO-fM + t U _
^=(a^A , K ) S =(-1) ( P9) W

= (-1) (W). ................ (!>)'

every non-vanishing affecte

formula
.r , T.V ,

.8 M,w , Tsf+l/ \" / i\ w+M / \" /-r/\
A=(-l) (azA ,

axq) s =(-1) (%,);-(-!) (M)W ...........P)
These formulae, when [A-] is given, give the minor determinants of of order s which

occur in 4'.

We can write down (D) at once from (A), or obtain it by observing that

)
= u (s-u).

formula

every non-vanishing affected minor determinant of order s of <p is given by the
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We deduce (D') by observing that

o-= aff. [x] g
in [1 2 ... m]+aff. [au ,

a
lq]~

w' u
in [a, a]'"

rv r -* '* r Til
.

, r -, . r , , l

=e+aff. [au] m in [a] TO
+ aff. [alq\m in [alp , a] m

= e+ (( + r)) + u?+ a,ff. [alq]

u

m in [a]^
=

;4-w
2+ c)'=>; + Z4+ &)' (mod. 2).

The remaining minor determinants of order s of $ are given by the formula

where [/z] _ is a minor of [1 2 ... m] of order s u which is not also a minor of [x] .

When [p~\ and
[q~\

are given, there are (

) sequences [x] g
which contain [p] as

a minor, and there are the same number of minor matrices $g each having one simple

minor determinant whose identical value, irrespective of sign, is (apa)
.

Thus if u is any integer not exceeding either s or n (where s ^> TO), the matrix (p has
/rtW _ ?/\

exactly { ) distinct minor determinants of order s which have one of the identical1

\s-uj
values (apq) ,

and these are given by (D) and (D') when [p] and [q] are regarded

as given.

In particular the matrix
(f>

has f
j
distinct minor determinants of order s which

have the identical value 1, and these are given by the formula

A-(o)*-l,

Ex. iii. When d> = fa, a]
m ' n

,
where ra]

TO = ari]'"', and a is a scalar quantity, we mustL Jm L Jm L J
?

supply the additional factor as~ u in the third and fourth terms of (D) and (D').

Ex. iv. Minor determinants of order s of the matrix ^= [a, 1]
'

.

.. r .,->> in r -,n,m , r -,m rnnmWe now write y==[a, 11 =[, a] ,
where lal =111

;L ' J m J
ni

J m ' Jm
r -,n,m , , r -i

n
>
s

and y=La*i> a*iJ , s =*i, a** .

Let M, [p] , [<?] , [X] , <w, a)', /
be denned as in sub-article 2 of the text, and let a- be

affect of (axq , a^)
' '

in (a, a)
'

. Then general form

affected non-vanishing minor determinants of order s of ^ are

the affect of (axq , a^)
' '

in (a, a)
'

. Then general formulae for the corranged and

A' / -\\t vM,-M . ,0>' + Jt(8-M) . ,,.
A =(-1) (axg, ax)l)

t
=(-1) (aw) M

.....................()

are
( )

distinct minor determinants of (j> of order s which have one of the

\ s u /

identical values ( ) ."" M

When ral
m= aril

m
, we must supply the additional factor a*~" in the last terms

Jm J m
of (E) and (E').
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167. Properties of two mutually normal undegenerate
matrices.

1. Definition of mutually normal undegenerate matrices.

As in Note 4 of 114 two undegenerate matrices [a] , [b] of ranks r, s

both containing the same number of short rows, or two undegenerate

matrices a ,
b of ranks r, s both containing the same number of short

i i

}l
i i n

rows, are said to be mutually normal when

[] b = 0, and r + s = n, (1)
i in

i.e. when they are mutually orthogonal and r + s = n.

The conditions (1) are satisfied when and only when the vertical rows of

b form a complete set of n r unconnected solutions of the equation
> 'n

n ' '
' ' ''

[al x =0. and also when and only when the vertical rows of a form
L J r i , n i i n

a complete set of n s unconnected solutions of the equation [b] x = 0.

From this definition we see that two undegenerate matrices are mutually

normal when and only when they have the forms

[-.
m+n n -i m+tl

a] , [b] ;
or a

,
b

;

1 'm+n ' ' m+n

where [a]

m
b = 0, or [b] a = 0.

1 'm+n ' ' m+n

NOTE 1. Mutually normal and mutually orthogonal matrices in general.
v a

Two matrices [a]" and [6]" or a and b of ranks p and a will often be called

mutually normal when

[a] b = 0, and p + a- n,
r '

'n

and mutually orthogonal when

[af T* =0.L J r
i i

To avoid the ambiguity which may arise when both matrices are square, we may say more

precisely that [a]" and [&]" are horizontally normal (or orthogonal), and that a and b
1 ' n ' ' n

are vertically normal (or orthogonal), when the above conditions are satisfied.

Ex. i. All undegenerate matrices normal to a given undegenerate matrix are mutually

equivalent according to the definition of 113.

Ex. ii. The matrices [1, x]
"' m

, [y, l]
m> u

are mutually normal when and only when

[.'/]
= #

; and they then have the forms

|

m, n

n x\
m ' n -x i

*- ' J <m ' '
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Ex. m. If [] = [1]> M,"=^[l]^) where k is a non-vanishing scalar quantity, the

two matrices [, x]
'"'

", [#, k]
'"' n

are mutually normal when and only when [y]
m= - x

;'

i

and they then have the forms

.- , - JM., n
'

'w,

Ex. iv. If p < 0, p %> r, p ^> ?t - r, then

'-"' "<>'*-'->
. ri, o, o, on"'
r-[o 1 OjJ r-ft

o, o, o,

, 1, i,

are two mutually normal undegenerato matrices of ranks r and n r. They both have

extravagance p.

2. General formulae for two mutually normal undegenerate matrices.

Any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices can be reduced by

equigradent transformations of a special character to the forms given in

Ex. ii. In fact we have the following theorem :

Theorem la. All pairs of mutually normal undegenerate matrices

r -.m+n r] -.m+n .
7 , ,.

7

[aj , [6J are given by trie formulae

[-.m+n
rj-ini r -, -,m,n r -.m+n r ,-,m+n r;-!' 1

'

r -i'+ /A\
a] =

[ti\ [llai\ [] , [6] =[] -an,! [to] . , ...(A)Jm LJ m L Jm L -*m+n L J n L J n , >

J m+n
1 ' n

j r7nm 7r , n 7i 7 . 7 . r -|
wi+n .

where \ri\ and \k\ are arbitrary undegenerate square matrices, \a)\ isL J m L J n J L J m+n

any derangement of the unit matrix [1] ,
and the elements of [x\ are

arbitrary.

It is clear that every pair of matrices given by the formulae (A) are

undegenerate and mutually normal. We have to show further that every

pair of undegenerate matrices [a]

m n
, [b]

m
which are mutually normal

can be expressed in the forms (A).

Let [h]
m =

[alp]
m

be any one of the undegenerate corranged vertical

minors of [a]
n

of order m, and let [c]

n = [alq]

n
be the complementary

corranged vertical minor of [a] of order n, so that [p] and [q] are

complementary corranged minors of the sequence [1, 2, 3, ... (m + n)].

Then by re-arranging the vertical rows of [a] we can convert it into

the matrix [//, c]
'

,
i.e. there exist relations of the forms

L -J in

rl -,m,n r -.m+n ' ' wl+n -,m+n r , -,/n, ?i r -,

[h, c]
= [a] 60

, [a]
=

[h, c] [o]J
*/i

J
DI

,_ J m J ),
J

r^^

where [o]'"
'*

is a derangement of the unit matrix [l] m+n .
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Let H be the inverse of \h~\

m
,
so that

, ,

J
TO

r . -,m, n r7 -,m
'

TT
'

r j -,m,n rz.nm ri -,m,n

fr<L T&].[*]. -W.P.-l.i .

r i
w

H^
m

r,i
n

where [a;J
TO

= ja LCJ
OT

-

Then [a]
m"n =

[h]
m

[I, x\
m

'
n
[>]

m*n
(2 )L J m L J w L J

i
L Jm+n

___ 7i

The equation [a]
m *

b = is now equivalent to
m

i i m+n
t 1 71

rn -i7W,n r -,m+n '

,
'

[1, x\ [W] M ^
6 =0,

and by Exs. i and ii this equation is satisfied by an undegenerate matrix

b when and only when
1 'm+n

r -.m+n "T"

[&>] 6L J
l+ 7l

,

,^^
iii/~T~ttt |

I
i,n

r7 Tft+7i TJT -,

or
r7 -,m+7i r/i n i r nm+n /o'\
[ft]B -Mn -. i H w+n > (2)

1 '

II

where [k]
n

is an undegenerate square matrix.

Thus when [a] and [b]

m n
are undegenerate and mutually normal,

they can always be expressed in the forms (A).

Ex. v. The matrices [a]
'

, \b\ of the theorem are formed from the matricesL Jm ' L J n

[a]

+ n =
[A] [1, A']"

1

'", [/3]

+ M = []" -^, 1

by corresponding derangements of vertical rows. Here [a] is a matrix whose first m
vertical rows are unconnected, and [/3] is a matrix whose last n vertical rows are

unconnected.

Ex. vi. Let [a]m , [b] n

'

be any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices, and let

\_P\m i [<?]
be complementary corranged minors of the sequence [1, 2, 3, ... (m+ n)]. Then

. -Wl.j.M ., T7
(aip) , (big) are either both zero or both not zero.

ftl 71

Suppose that (alp)' 4=0, and let the same notation be used as in the proof of

Theorem la and in Ex. v, so that (a, n )

m
=(h)

m
.

1 m m

Then [alq] =[c] =[h] \x\ ,
i.e. [alq] is the corranged vertical minor of [a]

formed by its last n vertical rows.

Consequently [blq] n
is the corranged vertical minor of [/3]

n
formed by its last

n vertical rows. Therefore we have [b10]

n = \K]
H

t (b 1(l)

n = (k}

n
4= 0.

ivj n L J n ' x '' n ' ' n

Similarly we can show that if (61(2)"4= 0, then (])"' 4=0.
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Ex. vii. // [a, a]
'

is an undegenerate matrix of rank m in which (a) 4= 0, and if

,
_,rt

A is the inverse of [a] ,
we have

~ tn
r -.TO, i r , ^T1

r ,m, . r n n* ri n TO, re

[a, a| = [a] A fa, a] = \a\ [1. #| ,L Jm L J m,_,
TO

L ' J m L J m L ' Jm

n '~'m n
where \x] = A [al .J m ^ m m

Ex. viii. T/
7

[J3, 6]'
n

is an undegenerate matrix of rank n in which (b) 4 0, and if

r i*1

jB z Me inverse of F&l , we Aave- y L J '

^?i
r^> 7-i, i r7i'1 ^^ ro z.nm> M rrn*1 r iTm >

n

IA6].' =M n
ra

[A^]
ra

= M. [y, i], ,

j
_ 7J

wAere \ii\ = B \S\
m

.Lyj n
l_>n

Ll
^J n

Ex. ix. If [a, a]
'

, [/3, 6]

'

are two mutually normal undegenerate matrices in which

one and therefore (see Ex. vi) both of the inequalities (a) 4= 0, (6) 4= are satisfied, we have

_ m, n

r ~m,n r n m ri -.m, n r j-\m,n r ,T
'

[a, a]
=

[a] [1, d?J , [|3, b] =[b] -x,l ,L ' J m L J m L Jm u^ J
re

L J w
, !

For with the notation of Exs. vii and viii the two given undegenerate matrices are

mutually normal when and only when [1, #]'
n
and [y, 1]'" are mutually normal,

!

_
(

n

i.e. when and only when y =
\x\ .

'm

The next theorem shows that any two mutually normal undegenerate
matrices can be reduced by equigradent transformations of a special character

to the forms considered in Ex. iv.

Theorem I b. All pairs of mutually normal undegenerate matrices

[a] , [b]

n
of ranks r, n r are given by the formulae

r i n ni r r in rii n m n n -\
n~r r r*-\

n rr\ n /r>\
[a] =[h] [a] [1] , [b] =[k] [@] [I] ,

.........(B)L J r L J r L J r L J n > L J n_ r L
->n r L' J n r L J M

where

i, o, o, or-"" "'"-"->
. ro, o, o,

-

) 1 i
L^ J n-r ft 1 ?f. X . (/ . V/ I I V. A| V V

-
r-p, p -"w r-p, p

[h] and [k] _ are undegenerate square matrices; [l]

n
is a square semi-unit

matrix ; and p is an integer satisfying the conditions p -Jf. 0, p :}> r, p $ n r.

It is clear that every pair of matrices given by the formulae (B) are

undegenerate and mutually normal. We have to show further that every

pair of undegenerate matrices [a\
n

', [6] which are mutually normal can be

expressed in the forms (B).

c. n. 26
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Let [a]
n
be any given undegenerate matrix of rank r, and let it have

extravagance p. Then by Ex. vi or Theorem I of 165 we can express it in

the form

where [h]

r
is undegenerate, and [I] is a square semi-unit matrix.

Let [b]

n
be any undegenerate matrix (of rank n r} normal to [a]

n
, so

i \n-r

that b is any solution of rank n r of the equation
i 'n

[a]

n T^ = 0, or [a]

n
17]

"
T*"" = 0.J J L J

By Exs. i and iv this equation is satisfied by an undegenerate matrix

r

(3')

i \nr i ,M r
i \nr , \nr

b of rank n r when and only when [I] b = ft k ,
or

where [&] is an undegenerate square matrix.

Thus when [a] , [6] are mutually normal undegenerate matrices of

ranks r, n r, they can always be expressed in the forms (B).

3. Relations between the simple minor determinants of two mutually

normal undegenerate matrices.

Let the two mutually normal undegenerate matrices be [a] and

r&]
m '

so thatL J n

[a]
m+n T =0............................. (4)J ^ m+n

If [pi p2 ... pm] and [g^ <?2
. . . gn] are any two complementary corranged

minors of the sequence [1, 2, 3, ... (m+n)], then the determinants

A^K), A a
= (619)"

will be called anti-correspondent corranged simple minor determinants of the

,
. r -,m+n , rj -.m+ntwo matrices

| a\ and folL J
i

L Jw

Here Ax is derived from the matrix [a]
m n

by retaining its ^ith, p2ih, . . .

pmih vertical rows and striking out its ^th, ^2th, . . . qnth vertical rows
;

and A2 is derived from the matrix [6]

m~ n
by striking out its^jth, p2ih, ...

pmih. vertical rows and retaining its ^th, q2ih, . . . qnth vertical rows.

If A/ is the determinant formed by providing Aa with the sign determined

by the affect of \ in [a]
m+n

,
and A./ is the determinant formed by providing
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-.m+nA2 with the sign determined by the affect of A 2 in [b] , then we will call A2

'

the affected simple minor determinant of [b] anti-correspondent to A 1} and

we will call A/ the affected simple minor determinant of [a] anti-

correspondent to A2 .

We will now consider two theorems, the first of which is included in

the second.

Theorem II a. If [a] and [6] are two mutually normal unde-

generate matrices, then any two anti-correspondent simple minor determinants

of \a\ and \b] are either both zero or both not zero.J L Jm L J

Let [p] and [q] be two complementary minors of the sequence

[1, 2, 3, ... (m + n)], so that (4) can be replaced by

If (blq) =f 0' then by prefixing the inverse matrix of b
lq

on both sides of

(4'), we see that the vertical rows of \alq\
are connected with the vertical

rows of [ajp] ;
and consequently the vertical rows of [0^,]"*

are unconnected,

as otherwise the rank of [a]
m ~ n

would be less than m. Thus if (ilff)

n
=J=0,L Jm \ 1 / w '

then also (alp) ={=
0. In a similar way we can show that if (alp )

m
=f 0, then

also (6^*0.
Another proof of Theorem II a has been given in Ex. vi.

Theorem II b. If [a]
n
and [b]

m n
are two mutually normal unde-

generate matrices, then the corranged simple minor determinants of either one

of these matrices are proportional to the anti-correspondent affected simple

minor determinants of the other matrix.

Let [p] and [q] be any two complementary corranged minors of the

sequence [1, 2, 3, ... (m + n)], and let

/ \Wl / 7 \ ** / / ->\<"/ \ W / / i\<'/J\ M
^ = (alp)m ,

A2
=

(617) w ; A/ = (- 1) (alp) m , A/=(-l) (6^;
where

w = aff. [a]p]
r

^
in

[a]^
+" = aff. [p]m

in [1, 2, 3, ... (m + n)],

and w7 ^ aff. [619]" in
[6]^

+M = aff.
[g]^

in [1, 2, 3, ... (m 4- w)].

Then the theorem asserts that

A! = &A2', A.2 = A,-'A/,
262
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where k and k' are scalar constants which are finite and not zero, and are

independent of the choice of [p] and [q\ n
-

It will appear that kk' = ( 1) . _ m, n

im r -i
+ n . -.m, n r ,-.m-t-i

'

FIRST SPECIAL CASE, when [a] =11, *] , [o]
= -#, 1

L J
TO

L ' Jm L J n
|__ ]_|

m

In this case we can write

_ ..TO + Ti r , -.m,n r , ,m,n r ,,7)i + n _ ,-,wi, r n m,M
[a] m

= [l,*]w -& *] , [&] w -[*!]. =
[?, 7] B -

m ' '"*

where [y]
= - #

,
............................. ............. (5)

The general formulae for AI, A2 , A/, A2

'

are

. m u,u . .u,nu
AI = (U, #ia) m ,

A8=(yiP , i7lM) n ,

. , / i\<^/* .-, . . , 1XT/ .,-
AI -(-1) (u, a?i,)w ,

A2 =(-l) (ylp , j7iM ) B

where u is any positive integer which does not exceed either m or n, [p] and [X] TO_M are

complementary corranged minors of [1 2 ... m], [y] and
[//] _ are complementary

corranged minors of [1 2 ... w],

i r r> -.m-u,u . r . -,m,n
0-= affect of [|IM ^J m m [, .r] m ,

. , ,. r ,,n-?t . r ,m,)i
r=aftect of [yip , ViJ M

m [>, ^J
?

.

Let to= afFect of [p] u
in [1 2 ...

i], w'= afFect of
[g>] M

in [1 2 ... %].

Then by formulae (A), (C), (A'), (C') of 166 we see that

A / -,\<a+U+mu , .U . T\<O' / \M ,ct\A1= (-l) (^Pa) M ,
A2=(-l) (ypq) u ,

........................... (6)

A ' / -,\ia'+U , -.U ,
, -.\<a-\-m(n-u) , S M ,,,,,

^1=(~1) K) M , A2
'= (-l) (^P) M

................ (
6

)

Further from (5) we see that

/ \
u

/ \
u

/ i\ u / \
u

(jw,-(y).-(-i) (*w)B
-

From (5), (6) and (6') it follows that

Ai= (-l)"
m
/V, A 2

= A!' .................................... (7)

Thus Theorem II a is true in this first special case.

SECOND SPECIAL CASE. When the first m vertical rows of [a]

m n
and therefore also the

last n vertical rows of [b]

n
are unconnected.

Using Ex. ix we can in this case write

r ,m+n r ,m r ..m, n ,.,m+n rn -\
n /n\

[a] =[a] [1. at] , [b]
=

[/3J -x. 1
,

................... (8)Jm L J
OT

L ' J m ' L J
it

ir^-> n
,

'

,

n

where [a]

m
and [/3]" are undegenerate square matrices.
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Let AI, A2 be ailv two mutually anti-correspondent corranged simple minor determinants

of [a] m , [b] n ;
let A/, A2

'

be the affected simple minor determinants of [a] ", [b]

m

corresponding to A1} A2 ;
let Z>i, D2 be the two mutually anti-correspondent corranged

simple minor determinants of [1, x\
'

, x, 1 formed from these matrices in the sameL J m
!

'

|

n

way as At ,
A2 are formed from [a]m , [b] n "; and let DI, Z>

2

'

be the affected simple_ m, n

minor determinants of [1, a?]"*

1 w
, -#, 1 corresponding to Z>1} Z>2 .

n

Then by the first special case we have

A=(-i)
ww

A', A=A' .................................. (9)

Now if A =(a )

""

4= 0, 5=(/3)
n

4= 0, it follows from (8) thatm 'ri

A^A, V=^A', A2
= flJ92 ,

A2

'= fl/V; ................... (10)

and from (9) and (10) it follows that

A
1
= A2', A^'A/, ....................................... (9')

where k= (-i)
mn

^, #= ?> ^'= (-1)"
-O ^

Thus Theorem II b is true in this second special case.

In particular when A
1
=

(a)
m
=A, we have A2=5, A/= 4, A2

'= (-l)""
i

^, and the

equations (9') are satisfied.

GENERAL CASE. When [a] and [6] are any two mutually, normal undegenerate

matrices.

In this case we can determine two mutually normal undegenerate matrices [a]

and [#] M
which are such that the first m vertical rows of [a]m are unconnected, the

last n vertical rows of [/3]
are unconnected, and

.m+n rin m+n r ,m+n

where [X] is a fixed derangement of the sequence [1, 2, 3, ... (m+ n)].

_ ..m+n , r ,n + n . . . . , . r .m + n , .,-m + ra.
For if a

|
and 1/31 are two given matrices derived from la] and 16 byL J wt L^Jm L Jm L J n

corresponding derangements of their vertical rows, they are mutually normal undegenerate

matrices, and if we choose [a] so that its first m vertical rows are unconnected, then

by Theorem II a the last n vertical rows of [ft] are unconnected.

Let [p] , [q] be any two complementary corranged minors of the sequence

[1, 2, 3, ... (m+ n)]. Then [ip]

m
, [ia]

are complementary corranged vertical minors

of [a] ,
and are also complementary vertical minors (not corranged) of [a]m ;

and

[>ip] , [&!] are complementary corranged vertical minors of [6] ,
and are also

complementary vertical minors (not corranged) of [/3]
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Let [alM]

m
, [aiv]

n
be the complementary corranged vertical minors of [a] formed

with the same vertical rows as |>ip], tai]^ so that [/3i,J, [&]" are the complementary

corranged vertical minors of
[/3]

m "
formed with the same vertical rows as [&ip], [&ig]^

Then \u~\ and M are complementary corranged minors of the sequence [1 , 2, 3, . . . (m + ri)].L J 7H L J H

Let o>, w' be the affects of [p]m , [q] n
in [1, 2, 3, ... (m+ n)];

e, e be the affects of [u]m , |>] n
in [1, 2, 3, ... (m+ n)];

r,, rf be the affects of [p\m , [g] n
in [u]m , [v] n ;

and a- be the affect of [X] in [1, 2, 3, ... (m+n)],

which is the affect of []
+ n

in [a]

+
", and of [&]

+ "
in

D3]'^

+
". Then by Theorem VIII a

of 19 we have

t + f'=mn ........................................ (11)

Further let

Then by the second special case we have

A^A/, A='A', ................................. (14)

where K and <' are invariable constants such that /c' =
( 1)

TOM
;
and to prove the theorem

in the general case, we have to show that

A^&Ag', A2= 'A,', .................................... (14')

where k and V are invariable constants such that kk
' =

( l)
mn

.

Now A
1
= (-l)"7)1 ,

A2
= (-!)"'/) .............................. (15)

and from (13) and (15) it follows that

Further from (15), (14) and (16) it follows that

A
1
= (-l)

W '+e'"fY)W -A2', A2
== (-l)

<U+^+
"'. K'A

1

'

................ (17)

But co horizontal moves change [a] into [ip , ig]

'

;

/ i i r n w,n . _ nt,n
7; + ?;

horizontal moves change [alp ,
alg] into [aj,,, alw] ;

, . , . r -.m + n , r n m,?i
f horizontal moves change [a] into [aiu ,

aiv] ;

. 1 T r -m, . _ -TO + H
horizontal moves change [ai,t ,

a
lt)]

into [a]

Therefore w + e + ^ + j/ horizontal moves change [a]

"
into [a] ,

and it follows from

Theorem II a of 19 or Theorem I ft of 25 that

<> + ( + rj+ T}'
= a- (mod. 2), w' + e'+ T)

+ T)'
= o- (mod. 2).

Hence the equations (17) have the form (14') where

= (-!)%,
'=

( -!)*', M'= KK
'= (-l)"

m

Since /t and ^' are invariable constants, this establishes the theorem.
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4. Extravagances of two mutually normal undegenerate matrices.

When two mutually normal undegenerate matrices [a] , [b] of ranks r

and n r are expressed in the forms shown in Theorem I b, they have the

same extravagances as [a]

w
, [ft]

n

_ , i.e. they both have the same extra-

vagance p. Hence we have the following theorem :

Theorem III. Any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices have

equal extravagances.

This theorem can also be stated as follows :

If [a]
n

, [b]"
1 n

are any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices,

then the first of the two product matrices

, r ^m+n
' '
m

. n m+n r~Tin /io\
=lAL , ^-E&]_ b (18)

1 >m+n ' 'm+n

has rank m s when and only when the second has rank n s.

If p and a- are the ranks of
<f>

and
i/r,

it follows from 136. i and the

above result that the possible values of p and a- are those consistent with the

conditions

/o<0, p^-m, p-^m n; cr-^0, a^m, <r^.n m; m p = n a: ...(19)

NOTE 2. Generalisation of Theorem III.

If [a] and [6] are two (mutually normal] matrices of ranks p and cr such that

n '
'
s

[a] b =
0, p + <r= n,

r '

'n

then [a] and [b] have equal horizontal extravagances. In other words if <p
=

[a] a and
r r i \ H

\^ = [6] b
,
then d> has rank p-t when and only when

>//
has rank <r-t.

*
'n

We deduce this result from Theorem III by writing

[<=[><[<> M;=M;[/C,

where [A]
p and [a]

n
have rank p, and [k]* and []" have rank o-. Then [a] and

[/3]^
are

mutually normal undegenerate matrices of ranks p and a- ;
and the horizontal extrava-

gances of [a]", [b]

n
are respectively the (horizontal) extravagances of [a]

m
, [/3]

n
,
which

are equal.

Ex. x. Any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices are either both extravagant or

both non-extravagant.

In other words if [a] and [b] are two mutually normal undegenerate matrices, then

the two product matrices (18) are either both degenerate or both undegenerate.

This particular case of Theorem III can be proved independently in the following way.

By Theorem 116 each corranged simple minor determinant of [b] n
is k times the anti-

correspondent affected simple minor determinant of [a] ", where k is an invariable scalar
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constant which is finite and not zero. Hence since det
(j)

and det
\js

are the sums of the

squares of the distinct simple minor determinants of [a] m and [b] n respectively,

we have

det^= 2
det$.

Thus det ^ vanishes when and only when det
(f>

vanishes.

We can deduce the general theorem from this particular case.

Ex. xi. The common extravagance s of two mutually normal undegenerate matrices

[a]

m+n
, [b]

m n
of given orders can have any value consistent with the conditions

s < 0, s ^> m, sjf>n.

For when s is any integer satisfying these conditions we can construct an undegenerate

matrix [a]

"
of rank m having extravagance s. We can then determine an undegenerate

matrix [b] n
of rank n satisfying the equation [a] m b =

0, and by Theorem III
'

'm + n
this matrix also has extravagance s.

Ex. xii. One of two mutually normal undegenerate matrices is completely extravagant
when and only when the other is plenarily extravagant.

Let \a\ r
and [b] n

be two mutually normal undegenerate matrices of ranks r and n-r.

If [a] is completely extravagant (which is possible only when 2r^>%), it has extrava-

gance r; therefore by Theorem III the matrix [6] _ has extravagance r, i.e. [6] is

plenarily extravagant.

Again if [a] ,
is plenarily extravagant (which is possible only when 2r n), it has

extravagance n-r; therefore by Theorem III the matrix [6] _. has extravagance n-r,

i.e. [6] _ is completely extravagant.

Ex. xiii. If [a] and [b] _ are two mutually normal undegenerate matrices of ranks r

and n-r of which [a\ r
is completely extravagant and [b] _ is plenarily extravagant (which

is possible only when 2r
;j> n), then we can write

.- - , _r,r,n-2r
r T 71 m r n f\-\

r ' r> n ~ 2rm H m r j-inr \ U, U, 1 r,-,n
[a]

=
[h] [1, ?,, 0] m

, [6] = &] m
,LJ r L J

r L ' > J r L J w ' L J n-r L J n _ r It. I
l J

ri'

-'n-ar.r

where i=\ 1, [h] and [] are undegenerate square matrices, and [7] is a real square

semi-unit matrix.

That \a] r
can be expressed in the form shown above follows from formula (C4) of 165

which is proved in 159. That [b] _ can then also be expressed in the form shown above

follows from Theorem I b of the present article.

Ex. xiv. General formula for all plenarily extravagant matrices [a]" of rank r.

From Ex. xiii we see that if [a] r
is a plenarily extravagant matrix of rank r (which is

possible only when 2r <
n), then it can be expressed in the form

i-',n-r,2r-

l2r-n,nr

where \K\ f
is an undegenerate square matrix, and [] is a real square semi-unit matrix.
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Since every derangement of a square serai-unit matrix is also a square semi-unit

matrix, an equivalent formula is

[1

n f.i2r-n,n r,nr

o, i, ?] PC' : <21)
' -JO*. _ ,) _ ,

where [A] is an undegenerate square matrix, and [7] is a ra& square semi-unit matrix.

Conversely every matrix \a]'\ given by either of the formulae (20) and (21) is a plenarily

extravagant matrix of rank r whenever
\Ji\ r

is undegenerate and [l] n
is a square semi-unit

matrix, real or not real.

Ex. xv. Possible extravagances of two mutually orthogonal undegenerate matrices.

Theorem. If [a] and [b] are two mutually orthogonal undegenerate matrices of

ranks r and s, so that

[a]

n
"b* = 0, ..........................................(22)
1 ' n

and if p and a- are the extravagances of [a] and [6] ,
then when n is given, the possible

values of r and s are those consistent with the conditions

r<0, .0, r + sjf>n, ................................. (23)

and the possible values of r, s, p, a- are those consistent with the conditions

p$>r; <r<0, <r$>s; p-o-^n-r-s, <r-p$>n-r-s.......... (24)

For the sake of generality we consider that every matrix of rank 0, even when

undegenerate, is replaceable as a factor by the scalar number 0.

The conditions (23) are clearly equivalent to

/<0, r$>n, r-^n-s; s<0, sjf-n, s^n-r,

the second and fifth of the last conditions being superfluous.

That the possible values of r and s are those consistent with the conditions (23) follows

from 134. i.

When r and s have any given values consistent with the conditions (23) we can (see

Ex. iv of 165) determine an undegenerate matrix [a] of rank r and extravagance p when

and only when

P3>r, p-jfn-r.................................. (25)

Let [a] be any given matrix determined in this way, and let [jS] _ be any given

n n ' i

n ~ r

matrix (of rank n - r) normal to [a] ,
so that [a] /3 =0. Then the possible values of

r ,*

b are those of the form

where [k] is arbitrary subject to the condition that it is undegenerate and has rank s.
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!

_,S
n <r

For the vertical rows of b must be connected with the vertical rows of /3 ,
which

n n

are a complete set of n - r unconnected solutions of the equation \a\ x = 0.
* ^n

(
_

l

n r

Since by Theorem III the given matrix /3 has rank n r and extravagance p, it
L~~Jn

n

follows from Ex. xiii of 165 that the undegenerate matrix b whose rank is s can have
''n

extravagance a- when and only when

s-a-^(n-r)- p, o-^O, <r^>s................ (26)

Thus when r and s are given integers consistent with (23), the possible values of p
and a- are those consistent with (25) and (26). Since the condition p ^> n

- r is superfluous,

being obtainable from the others by the elimination of
<r,

the conditions (25) and (26) are

equivalent to (24), and the possible values of p and o- are those consistent with the

conditions (24).

The elimination of p and <r from (24) leads to the conditions (23). Consequently we
can determine integers p and a- consistent with (24) when and only when r and s are

integers consistent with (23) ;
and the conditions (24) give the possible values of all four

of the integers r, s, p, o-.

Ex. xvi. Possible values of the ranks and extravagances of any two mutually orthogonal
matrices.

If [a]p
and [6] g

are any two (mutually orthogonal) matrices of ranks r and s satisfying

the equation

and having horizontal extravagances p and <r, then when n, p, q are given, the possible
values of r and * are those consistent with the conditions

r<0, rjf>p; s<0, s^q; r+ sjf-n;

and when n, p, q, r, s are given, the possible values of p and a- are those consistent with

the conditions (24).

We deduce the last of these results from Ex. xv by writing

t-ift
Priori** r 7 n w r i i s r ^T W

a] =[K] [a] , [b]
=

[&] [,8] .Jp . J
p

L J r
> L J

ij

L J
fl

L J
*

When p and q are arbitrary, the possible values of r, s, p, rr are the same as in Ex. xv.

Ex. xvii. The matrix [1, b~\^
has extravagance n r or is plenarily extravagant

when and only when b [&"]""
r= -

[L

For the matrices [1, b]
'

'
~r

and -b, 1 are undegenerate and mutually normal.

n-r
Therefore the first of these matrices has extravagance n-r when and only when the

second has extravagance n -
r, i.e. when and only when
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Ex. xviii. Let
[k~\

r = k [l]

r

, \k\
= k [1]* ,

where k is a non-zero scalar quantity, and

suppose that s < r. Then when [x] .
is arbitrary, we have the following two equivalent

results :

(1) The two matrices

i r.r*T '

r

fl/ft/d ]c OG OT X \ 1C^
s L< P

-
have equal degeneracies, the possible values of their common degeneracy p being those consistent

with the conditions p <
0, p ^> r.

i \

s>r

(2) The two matrices [k, x]
'

and k, x have equal extravagances, the possible values

8

of their common extravagance p being those consistent with the conditions p <
0, p ~%>

r.

These results follow from Theorem III when we observe that the two matrices \k, x]
r,s

and -
x, k are undegenerate and mutually normal.

8

The following are particular cases :

(3) We have \x]
s
x = -

[l]
r
when and only when the matrix 1, x

' '

r n s mSx \x\ +1 has rank s r.

^s r Js

r
I |

e> '

[~ '~\

(4) We have [x]
s
x =

[l]

r
when and only when the matrix i,

x

ri ^
g <j

x
\.
x

~\

~
[1] has rank s r, where i=^/-l.

We can deduce Ex. xvii from the particular case (3), which shows that

when and only when [1, 6]'**

'

has extravagance, n-r or is plenarily extravagant.

Ex. xix. The corresponding results when = are (see Exs. xviii and xix of 165) as

follows :

If \x\

g

is a matrix of assigned rank t (where t <
0, t ^> r, t ^> s), the degeneracies p and <r

r

of (V]
s
x and #

[a;]

s
can have independently of one another all values consistent with

r
' '

' '

the conditions

or

s,r

When t is arbitrary, the possible values of p and <r are those consistent with the

conditions

p<r-s, pjf>r; v^s r, o-^>s; 2p-cr<^?- s, 2<r - p ^ s - r,

which include p <
0, cr < 0.
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168. Reduction of any undegenerate matrix to an equivalent
similar undegenerate matrix whose long rows are mutually

orthogonal.

We consider in this article undegenerate matrices whose long rows are

horizontal. The corresponding results for matrices whose long rows are

vertical will be evident. Theorems I and II can be deduced from formula (A2)

in Ex. vi of 165. We give however independent proofs.

Theorem I. If [a]
"

is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can determine

equivalent similar matrices [6] whose long rows are mutually orthogonal.

If [a]
n
has rank r and extravagance p, then every such matrix [b]

n
lias p

extravagant long rows and r p non-extravagant long rows.

When [a]

n
has rank r and extravagance p, the symmetric matrix [a] a

has rank r p, and as in | 147 we can determine in many ways an unde-

generate square matrix [h]

r
and a quasi-scalar matrix of rank r p of the

form

8
'

o, o
-

r-p, p

where fe\
r~ p -e)r--

r-p,P

such that
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where [h]

r

is an undegenerate square matrix, and [k]
r

is a quasi-scalar matrix

of the form

c, . ,

... kr

Since r&l
r = rA1

r

fal a h
,
it follows from Theorem II of 131 thatJ

'- Jr J
'' -,.

r n ' '*"

the matrix f&l has the same rank r p as [al a . Therefore p of its
r

i

diagonal elements kj, k2 ,
... kr have the value 0, whilst the remaining r p

elements have non-zero values. It follows that the matrix [&]" has p

extravagant and r p non-extravagant horizontal or long rows.

Thus Theorem I is completely proved.

Ex. i. If [a] is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can determine equivalent similar

undegenerate matrices [b] such that

">

where \e\

r p
is an undegenerate symmetric matrix, and also where [e\ _

p
is an undegenerate

quasi-scalar matrix, when and only when [a] has extravagance p.

For when any matrix [b] equivalent to [a] satisfies an equation of the form (3), both

[6] and [a] must have extravagance p ;
and when [a] has extravagance p, we can certainly

determine an equivalent matrix [b]

n

satisfying an equation of the form (3).

Ex. ii. If [a] is any matrix having rank r and horizontal extravagance p, we can

determine undegenerate matrices [b] of rank r which are horizontally equivalent to [a] and

whose horizontal rows are mutually orthogonal.

Every such matrix [b] has p extravagant long rows and r p non-extravagant long rows.

We can write [a]
=

[p] [a] ,
where [p] and [a] are undegenerate matrices of

rank r, and [a] has (horizontal) extravagance p. Then an undegenerate matrix [b]

n
is

horizontally equivalent to [a~]

n
when and only when it is equivalent to the undegenerate

matrix [a] .

Theorem II. If [a] is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can

determine equivalent similar matrices [6] such that

when and only when [a] has extravagance p.
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When [a]
n

has rank r and extravagance p, the symmetric matrix

[a] a has rank r p, and as in 147.2 we can determine an undegenerater
' 'n

square matrix [h]

r
such that

If [6]

n
=[A]

r

[a]
n

, the equation (4) is satisfied.

Conversely if any undegenerate matrix [b]

n
which is equivalent to [a]

satisfies the equation (4), then both [b]

n
and [a]" have extravagance p.

NOTE 2. Rows at unit intensity.

Any non-extravagant row of a matrix will be said to be at unit intensity when the sum
of the squares of its elements is equal to 1. It appears from Theorem II that when we

reduce an undegenerate matrix to an equivalent similar undegenerate matrix whose long

rows are mutually orthogonal, each of the non-extravagant long rows in the equivalent

matrix can be so chosen as to be at unit intensity.

Ex. iii. If [a] is any matrix having rank r and horizontal extravagance p, we can

determine undegenerate matrices [&]" of rank r which are horizontally equivalent to [a] m and

are such that the equation (4) is satisfied.

We express [a] in the form [a]
=

jj?] [a] . Then the undegenerate matrices [6] of

rank r which are horizontally equivalent to [a] are those which are equivalent to [a] .

Ex. iv. If [a] is an undegenerate matrix of rank r we can determine an equivalent

undegenerate matrix [61 =[A]
r

\a~\ such thatLJ. b J | U J.

where [e] is an undegenerate square matrix or an undegenerate quasi-scalar matrix when

and only when [a] is non-extravagant.

Ex. v. If [a]" is an undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can determine an equivalent

semi-unit matrix
\l~\ of rank r when and only when [a] is non-extravagant.

Ex. vi. If [a] is a real undegenerate matrix of rank r, we can determine an equivalent

real semi-unit matrix [7] of rank r. We then have [I]
=

[A] [a] >
where [A] is a real

undegenerate square matrix.

In this case by Ex. v of 149 the matrix [a] T is a real and definite symmetric
r '

'n

matrix of rank r whose signature is positive. Therefore by Theorem II of 148 there

__7* j*

exists a real undegenerate square matrix [A]' such that [h]

r
. [a] a . h =[1] ,

and
r r r , \ n i \ r

[*]"=[*]' [af .........................................(5)L J r L J r L
Jj.

is then a real semi-unit matrix of rank r equivalent to [a]**.
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Again if (7]" is any real semi-unit matrix of rank r given by (5), we see by equating the

purely imaginary portions of both sides that
[/t]

must be real.

Ex. vii. If ai, a2 ,
... ar ,

where cti
=

[aa a^j... a^], are r unconnected one-rowed matrices

of order n, it is possible to determine r unconnected mutually orthogonal one-rowed

matrices #1, /32 > & which are connected with them.

Further if [a] has extravagance p, i.e. if [a] a has degeneracy p or rank r p, then
""*

p of the matrices /3j, /32 > & are extravagant, and the remaining r p are non-extravagant.

The non-extravagant matrices can be so chosen that any number of them or all of them

have intensity 1.

These results are merely re-statements of Theorems I and II.

169. The cores of an undegenerate matrix.

1. Preliminary theorem.

In this article we again consider undegenerate matrices whose long rows

are horizontal. Similar results are clearly true for undegenerate matrices

whose long rows are vertical. We commence by proving a theorem which

leads to the definition of the cores of an undegenerate matrix.

Theorem I. If [a] is an undegenerate matrix of rank r and extrava-

h~\
n

is an equivalent similar matrix such that

,

r 7 -i

[Ju -1

I ,

r-P' P r _ m r~f>> P

b,/3

rp,p n i_ ' _i
, p )0

-P

'r-p
where \e\ _

is an undegenerate symmetric matrix, then

(1) [/3]

n
is a completely extravagant matrix of rank p.

(2) [b]

n

_ is a non-extravagant matrix of rank r p._

(3) [/3] and [6] are mutually orthogonal.

(4) [/3]

n
and [a]

n
are mutually orthogonal.

(5) Any one-rowed matrix [x~] which is connected with the horizontal

rows of [a] is orthogonal with [a]
n

(i.e. with all the horizontal

rows of [a] ) when and only when it is connected with the

horizontal rows of [/3] .

n ~\
n

NOTE. There exists a relation of the form (1) when is an equivalent similar

LPJ,.-p, p

matrix whose long rows are mutually orthogonal, the last p being extravagant rows, and

the first r p being non-extravagant rows. In this particular case [e]

r~ p
is an unde-

generate quasi-scalar matrix. If further every non-extravagant long row is so chosen as

to be at unit intensity, then [e]
r p = [l]

r ~ p
." L J r-p J r-p
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We have M>M'. flf , (2)
"-

-'r-p.p

where [h]

r

is a given undegenerate square matrix.

The first three properties of the theorem follow from the equations

w:K~. M:,ir=[<v [c,>-
The fourth property follows from the equation

[i

-i n
h ' ' p

B\ I =0'

P
-lr-p, P

7l

To prove the fifth property we observe that [x\ is connected with the

horizontal rows of [a] when and only when it is connected with the

[h~\

n

a . Hence if [x] n
is any one-rowed matrix con-

rp,p

nected with the horizontal rows of fa] , we can writeL J f
>

[*] =[l,\]L J n J
r-p,p Q

-

n r~~<

and we then have [a] x = if and only if

rh~\
n

U, /3| i__j X
- -1 r p, p M

,

i.e. if and only if W"
Since [e] _

P

is undegenerate, this is the case when and only when
r i

I = 0, or 171 =0, i.e. when and only when \x\ has the form
i >r-p

r~p n

M.-HWI;-
^r. i. Every one-rowed matrix [] connected with the horizontal rows of [/3]' is

orthogonal with every one-rowed matrix \x\ connected with the horizontal rows o/[]".

Forif [*]
=
[*]>]" and [fl^Wp^lp.

then M n 7 =p] r [a];?
P T =0.

71 71
'

'p

"^. ii. //" [y]
=

[h] [a] is any undegenerate matrix of rank p whose long rows are

connected with the long rows of [a]" and are orthogonal with all the long rows of [a], so that

p

[
a
l r 7 =

0> then [y] is a completely extravagant matrix of rank p.
n

For '-*''-<*
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Ex. iii. If[y]
n
and [y']

n
are any two (completely extravagant) undegenerate matrices of

rank p whose long rows are connected with the long rows of \a\ r
and are orthogonal with all

the long rows of [a] ,
then [y] and [y] are mutually equivalent.

For by Theorem I the long rows of both these matrices are connected with the long

rows of [/3]. Therefore there exist relations of the forms

where the square matrices [7]
p
and [l']

p
are necessarily undegenerate; and it follows that

there exists a relation of the form

where [k]
p

is an undegenerate square matrix. In fact the two matrices [y] , [y']

n
are both

equivalent to
[/3] ,

and are therefore mutually equivalent.

2. Definition of the cores of an undegenerate matrix.

If [a] is any undegenerate matrix of rank r and extravagance p whose

long rows are horizontal, and if [7]" is any (completely extravagant) unde-

generate matrix of rank p whose long rows are connected with the long rows

of [a] and are orthogonal with all the long rows of [a]"',
so that [a]

n
7 =

0,
r

' ',

then [7] will be called a core of [a]
n

.

I-IP
i J r

i \r i ,p i ,
r

Defining the cores of a in a similar way we see that 7 is a core of a
1 ' n ' ' n ' ' n

when and only when [y]" is a core of [a~]

n
.

From Ex. iii we obtain the following theorem :

Theorem II. The cores of a given undegenerate matrix are mutually

equivalent similar undegenerate matrices, and they are all known when any one

of them is known.

In Theorem I the matrix f/3] is a core of fal .J
P

J r

Ex. iv. In Theorem I a one-rowed matrix \x\ is both connected with the long rows of

[a] f
and orthogonal with [a] r

when and only when it is connected with the long rows of every

core of [a] .

This follows from the fifth property proved in Theorem I.

Ex. v. Two mutually equivalent undegenerate matrices have the same cores.

Ex. vi. A non-extravagant (in particular a real) undegenerate matrix has no core.

Ex. vii. A completely extravagant matrix is a core of itself.

c. n. 27
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Ex. viii. A plenarily extravagant matrix is normal to its cores.

For if [a] has rank r and extravagance n-r, and if [&] n _ r
is one of its cores, we have

fal IT =0, i.e. [a]"and \b]
n

are mutually normal.
L J r , , n

J r
J n-r

Ex. ix. Two mutually normal undegenerate matrices have the same cores.

Let [a]

n
and [&]"_ be any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices whose long

rows are horizontal, and whose common extravagance is p ;
and let any core of

[a]^
be

r

Then
[a];

6 =0, [^ y =
0, [y]" y = 0.

1

"w
'

're
' '

Since the vertical rows of y are solutions of the equation [a] # =0, and the
1

'n
'

'n

i ,w-r
vertical rows of 6 are a complete set of n r unconnected solutions of the same

1 '

r .P i
-

i

TC
~ r

i

-iP

equation, there must exist a relation of the form y b k
,
or

' ' '

'n
' 'n-r

We also have [V\ y = [i]* A = 0.
- J -rLL n

J n-r L_
Jjl

l_
lp

Thus [y]'

1

is a (completely extravagant) matrix of rank p whose long rows are connected

with the long rows of [b] ,
and which is orthogonal with [6] ,

i.e. [y] is a core

of [bfL J n-r

In a similaf way we can show that if [y]'

1 = []""' [b]

n
is any core of [&]* ,

then it

is also a core of [a]".

Ex. x. The common cores of two mutually normal undegenerate matrices are identical

with their complete intersections.

Let (p
=

[a] r
and \^

=
[6] _ be any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices whose

long rows are horizontal and whose common extravagance is p ;
and let [y] be any one of

their common cores. Then the horizontal rows of [y]" are connected both with the

horizontal rows of
(p and with the horizontal rows of ty.

"
l
x

l n
=

[^] P [a] r
=W n _ r t^]

ra _ r
i >s any one-rowed matrix connected with the hori-

zontal rows of both $ and ^, then
[a?] n

must also be orthogonal with both (p and ^; and

therefore by Ex. iv it must be connected with the horizontal rows of [y]

n
. Consequently

if
[*'] .

is an undegenerate matrix of rank v whose horizontal rows are connected with the

horizontal rows of both and ik the horizontal rows of \x~\

n
must be connected with the

L J
(j-

horizontal rows of [y]", and a- cannot exceed p.
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Thus [y]

n
is an undegeuerate matrix of the greatest possible rank whose horizontal

rows are connected both with the horizontal rows of (p and with the horizontal rows of ^,

i.e. [y]

n
is a complete (horizontal) intersection of (p and >//.

The result stated now follows from the fact that all the complete (horizontal)

intersections of <p and
>//

are mutually equivalent.

Ex. xi. An undegenerate matrix is completely extravagant when and only when it is

contained in its normals ; and it is plenarily extravagant when and only when it contains

its normals.

Let (p and \^ be any two mutually normal undegenerate matrices.

If
(f)

is contained in ^, i.e. if
>//

contains
<f>,

then (p is a complete intersection and

therefore a common core of (p and
\//-.

Thus is a core of itself, and is completely

extravagant. It follows (see Ex. xii of 167) that (p is completely extravagant, and ^ is

plenarily extravagant.

Conversely if (p is completely extravagant, i.e. if ^ is plenarily extravagant, then tp is

a core of itself. Therefore ^ is a common core and a complete intersection of (p and \j/.
It

follows that
(f)

is contained in fa and
*//

contains <p.

Ex. xii. Let [a] be an undegenerate matrix of rank r and extravagance p of which [y]

n

r ~i"

is a core. Then is an undegenerate matrix similar to and equivalent to [a]
n

(see
LyJr_pjp

Ex. iii of 139) when and only when [c] _ is a non-extravagant matrix of rank r- p whose

long rows are connected with the long rows of[a] r
.

r ~l
n

First suppose that is undegenerate and equivalent to [a\
n

. Then

tk
0~|

r P ' P

,
and has the same degeneracy p and the same rank r-p as

r-p

[a]
71

a . Therefore the matrix [&] _ [c] _ c must have rank r-p and must be
1

'n
' '

undegenerate, i.e. [c] _ is non-extravagant. Next suppose that [c] r _
is a non-extravagant

undegenerate matrix of rank r-p whose horizontal rows are connected with the horizontal

rows of [a] . Then if were degenerate, there would exist a relation of the form

'-^-'r-p.p

[7 xi PI =0. or P] M" =-[X] [y]",Jr p,p y
L J r p L J r-fi J

p
L ' J

p'
"-'-"-

i \

in which neither [7] nor [X] vanishes, and by postfixing c on both sides, we should
p '

'n

obtain

rn .[c]" T r~P

=o.
L Jr-p L J r-p i_,

But this is impossible since the postfactor on the left is undegenerate. Consequently

r n"
is an undegenerate matrix of rank r whose long rows are connected with the

LH- P,p

long rows of [a], i.e. it is an undegenerate matrix similar to and equivalent to [a]".

272
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Ex. xiii. If [a] ,
where < p, is an undegenerate matrix of rank t whose long rows are

connected with the long rows of [a] in Ex. xii and are mutually orthogonal and extravagant,

then by adding p-t final horizontal rows to [a] we can form a matrix [a] which is a core

of [<
For the horizontal rows of [d] t

are connected with the long rows of [y] ,
and (as shown

in Ex. iii of 139) we can by adding final horizontal rows to [a] form a matrix [a] of

rank p which is equivalent to [y] p
. Then [a] p

is a core of [a] r
.

Ex. xiv. Let x a, 6, ... c
,
where u+ v+ ... + w=r, bean undegenerate matrix

1171 '

're

! j

u
, t

V
r i

'''

of rank r. Then if the matrices a
,

b
,

... c are mutually orthogonal, the sum of their
' ' n ' ' H ' ' n

, ,r

extravagances is the extravagance of x .

We have [x] x =

_ U, V. ... W
a, 0, ... (P

0, ft ...

.0, 0, ... yj
U, V, ... W

where [a]"
=

[a]
w 7

, [/3]

" =
[&]" T ,

... |Vf = [c]

n T .L J M L J U
|_i

' LI
^JC L J

t) ._,

' L ' J
I

L J
! ._,

n re n

_ u ' _^w r

Let
', v', ... w', p be the extravagances of a

,
6

,
... c

,
x .

'

'n
' ' '

^n
'

'n

Then since the rank of a compartite matrix is equal to the sum of the ranks of its

parts, we have

r - p (u
-

u') + (v v') + . . . + (w
-
w'\

and therefore p u' + v'+ . . . +w1

.

In Ex. xii we have a special case of the corresponding theorem for an undegenerate
matrix whose long rows are horizontal.

The second part of Theorem I of 168 is that particular case in which [a]", [&]", ...
[c]^

are one-rowed matrices.

Ex. xv. If two similar undegenerate matrices [a]
n
and \b]

n
of rank r having the same

extravagance p are connected by a relation of the form

M:=[<W:, or [<=[&];: 7",
' '

where []" is a square semi-unit matrix, and if

then [a] p
is a core of [a]" when and only when [fi\

n
is a core of [b]

n
.

Let [a] p
=

[X] p [a]" be a core of [a], so that [X]

r
has rank p, and
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Then if
[/3]

" =
[a]

n
[I]

=
[X]

r

[6] ,
the matrix [/3] has the same rank p and the same

extravagance p as [a] ,
i.e. it is a completely extravagant matrix of rank p whose long rows

are connected with the long rows of [6] . Moreover we have

n-\ n r
7?'

>

r i n m n T ' >f>
r -\

H '
' P nW r

=
[a] r [*] I a = [a] r ^ = 0.

1

'n 'n
'

'n n

Therefore [/3]" is a core of [6] .

In a similar way we can show that if [/3]
is a core of [6] ,

then [a] is a core of [a] .

Ex. xvi. Let [a]" and
\b~\

l

be two similar undegenerate matrices of rank r having the

same extravagance p, so that there exists a relation of the form

[b]

n

r
=

(h]

r

r [a]

n

r [l]

n

n ,

where [A] is undegenerate, and [7] is a square semi-unit matrix; also let

Then [a] i a co/'e of [a] ?oAevi awo? o?y when [/3] z's a core of [6] .

This follows from Ex. xv when we observe that the undegenerate matrix [a']
=

[h]
r

[a\

n

has the same cores as Fa].L J r

3. Determination of the cores of a given undegenerate matrix.

When we determine any equivalent similar undegenerate matrix whose

long rows are mutually orthogonal as in 168, we at the same time determine

a core of the given matrix, for the extravagant long rows of the equivalent
matrix then form one of the cores. We can however determine the cores in

an easier way.

Let [a] be any given undegenerate matrix of rank r and extravagance p

whose long rows are horizontal. Since the matrix [a\ a has rank r p,r
'

i*i

we can determine an undegenerate matrix [A] such that

n ' '
r

' > p

[a] a h =0,
r

> >n ' <r

i IP

the vertical rows of h being a complete set of p unconnected solutions of

71 ' ' ' '

the equation [a] a a; =0.
r

i , n i i r

Let M" =[*]"[]".L ' J
p

u.p J r

Then by 131 the matrix [7] has rank p ;
and we also have
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Thus [y] is a (completely extravagant) matrix of rank p whose long

rows are connected with the long rows of [a] ,
and which is orthogonal with

[a]

n
,

i.e. [7]" is a core of [a]
n

,
and the cores of [a]

n
are the matrices similar

to and equivalent to [7] .

I IP
.

I 1*
1

In the same way 7 is a core of the undegenerate matrix a whose long
1 'n ' 'n

rows are vertical.

170. The extravagance, core and plenum of a spacelet in

homogeneous space of n - i dimensions or rank n.

1. Preliminary remarks, chiefly recapitulatory.
i \p

As indicated in 113 and 138 40 any matrix a of rank r can be
| in

regarded as representing a spacelet <ar of r I dimensions or rank r in

homogeneous space wn of n 1 dimensions or rank n. In particular any
i \P

.
i \n

matrix a of rank n, and any undegenerate square matrix a of order and
i i n ' i n

rank n, represents the complete space &>. Whenever we use the notations

(0r , eo/, a)/', ... for a spacelet of <%, it will be understood that r is a positive

integer not exceeding n, and that r is the rank and rl the number of

i \P i 19

dimensions of the spacelet. Two matrices a and b represent the same
i in i in

spacelet t r of n when and only when they have the same rank r and have

vertical equivalence, so that a = b .

1 'n ' 'n

i i'
1

i i*

If wr = a and &>s
= 6 are any two spacelets in ft)w ,

then wr contains a)g ,

1 1 " 'n

i.e. G)8 is contained in or /tes MI eor when and only when there exists a relation

of the form

i 18 i t
r

i |S

6 = a k
,

1 'n ' 'n ' 'r

where & necessarily has rank s
;
and this is possible only when s

rf>
r. More

i \P i 1<7

generally the spacelet wr = a contains the spacelet o)g
= b when and only

1 ' i 'n

when there exists a relation of the form 6 = a k
,
and this is only

1 'n ' 'n '

'p

possible when s
:j>

r. The two spacelets <or and cag are mutually incident when
one of them contains the other.

Two spacelets do or do not intersect according as they do or do not

contain points in common
;
their intersection is the spacelet of greatest rank
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which is contained in both of them, and is the locus of all their common

points ;
their join is the spacelet of smallest rank which contains both of

i >P i 19

them. The join of the two spacelets wr
= a and wg

= b is the spacelet
i 'n ' 'n

I

-
\

P ' q

represented by the matrix <> = a, b
,
and these two spacelets are non-- n

intersecting when an^ only when the rank of
<f>

is equal to r + s. If

r + s > n the two spacelets necessarily intersect, and the rank of their

intersection cannot be less than r + s n.

i \p i i? \ i \f

If o>a
= a

, a)p
= b

,
:.. toy

= c are any number of spacelets in homo-
i in i ijj i >n

geneous space wn ,
their intersection is the spacelet of greatest rank which is

contained in every one of them, and is the locus of all points common to all

of them
;
and their join is the spacelet of smallest rank which contains all of

them. Their join is the spacelet represented by the matrix

r- ,**-*
<j)
= a, b, . . . c

These spacelets are unconnected when and only when no one of them

intersects the join of the others
;
and this is the case when and only when

the rank of their join is equal to the sum of their ranks, i.e. when and only

when
<f>

has rank a + /3 + . . + 7.

Any two spacelets a>r and ws can always be represented in the forms

I

-,t,r-t
!

-
jt.s-t

to,.
=

c, a
, to.,

=
c, b ,

'-'n '-'n-
1

1, r-t, st

where the matrix c, a, b is undegenerate and has rank T= r + s t
;
and

'-' n

their intersection and join are then respectively the spacelets

,
-

1
t.rt.st

i i* ~1
a>i

= c , toy = c, a, o
^n I-l n

Accordingly if w t and WT are respectively the intersection and the join of two

spacelets a>r and &>8 of wn ,
we always have

t+T=r + s.

Two spacelets a)r and a)s are mutually complementary when their join is wn ,

i.e. when T=n\ and two spacelets wr and WB which both lie in a spacelet a>p

are mutually complementary in wp when their join is wp ,
i.e. when T=p.

i \p i \<i

Two spacelets wr = a and wg
= b are mutually orthogonal when

1 'n ' 'n

?i
' '' n ' ' 5

[a] 6 =0; and they are mutually normal when [a] b =0, and r + s = n.
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They are mutually normal when and only when each of them is the locus

of all points orthogonal with the other
;
and in this case each of them is

called the normal to the other.

Ex. i. If <ou lies in mr ,
and a>v does not intersect a>r ,

then a>u is the complete intersection

of a>r with the join of a>u and <>, i.e. the join of cau and a>v is a spacelet whose complete

intersection with a>r is a>u .

Because &> does not intersect a> and lies in cor ,
therefore does not intersect u>u .

It follows that the join of a>u and a>v has rank u+ v, and may be denoted by a>u + v . The

theorem asserts that the complete intersection of u>r and a>u + v is <o u .

Since all spacelets which contain u>r and a>w also contain
, they also contain a> H + v .

Therefore the join of r and a>v is the same as the join of a>r and a>u + v . But because a>v

does not intersect o>,., the join of a>r and a>v has rank r+ v. Therefore the join of a>r and

a>u + v has rank r + v. It follows that the complete intersection of o>r and + ,
which

contains wa ,
has rank u, and must be WM .

This proof depends on Theorem II of 139. A direct proof is given in Ex. v of 139.

Another method of proof is indicated in Ex. iii.

Ex. ii. If <BM contains wr ,
and <* is complementary to <ar ,

then <au is the join of a>r with the

complete intersection of u>u and o>w ,
i.e. the complete intersection of a>u and a>v is complementary

to K>r in Q)M .

Because is complementary to a>r ,
and a> u contains wr ,

therefore a>v is complementary
to o>M ,

i.e. the join of &>
tt
and has rank n. It follows that the intersection of w

tt
and <ov

has rank u+ v n, and may be denoted by a> u + v _ n . The theorem asserts that the join of

o)r and <BM + w_ m is a> u .

Since all spacelets which lie in a>r and a>v also lie in o>,4 , they must also lie in o)M + v _ m .

Therefore the intersection of r and &> is the same as the intersection of <or and <a,( + w _ w .

But because <ov is complementary to r ,
the intersection of a>r and u>v has rank r+ v-n.

Therefore the intersection of ur and a>u + v _ n has rank r+ v-n. It follows that the join of

wr and u>u + v _ n ,
which lies in &>, has rank

it, and must be a>u .

_ r
,
_

l

s

Ex. iii. If <o r + i is the join of two given non-intersecting spacelets car
= a

,
&>= b

,

1 ' ' '

i i<r i i

8
i \<r

and if a>a
=

/3 =6 k is a given spacelet lying in
,
then a general formula for any

' ' ' ' ' '

spacelet a>v which lies in <ar + B and has <, for its complete intersection with o>g is

p
=

a, 6 '

,
.................................. (1)

I-
'r, *

i ip-o-
^ , ^p-cr

where X is a/i arbitrary undegenerate matrix of rank p-a- and
fj.

is arbitrary.
'

'r ' < s

Since wp contains wo-, the condition a--$.p must be satisfied. A spacelet wp lies in a>rH

and contains a> when and only when it is the join of wo- and some spacelet

^P -<r
i

-
-!,. Y P~

wp-a^ y =
a, 6 .............................. (1 )
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which lies in a>r + $
and does not intersect co<r, i.e. when and only when it is given by (1)

where the postfactor on the right has rank p. The join of <ap and o>, is then the spacelet

co r
=

a, b
' ' =

a, 6
'

(2)

Every such spacelet a>p has cor for its complete intersection with a>, when and only

when the intersection of cap and > has rank o-, i.e. when and only when the rank T of the

join of
o),j

and o>8 is p + s -
o-,

i.e. when and only when the last factor matrix on the right in

i <p-<r

(2) has rank p+ s- cr, i.e. when and only when X is undegenerate and has rank p <r.

This establishes the theorem.

The join of &>8 with the spacelet Up-a given by (!') is

7 7 ^-1 ^
o)T = y, 6 =

,
6

^
,

' '

r, s

and the spacelets u>p- a and o>g are non-intersecting when and only when the rank r of

, , pcr
their join isj^ + s-o-, i.e. when arid only when X is undegenerate and has rank p-a-.

Hence formula (1) is equivalent to the following result :

A spacelet lies in a>r + s and has & for its complete intersection with a>g when and only

when it is the join of <aa with a spacelet ivhicli lies in a>r + g and does not intersect .

This result is a generalisation of Ex. i above, and is equivalent to the theorem proved
in Ex. xix of 139. The particular case of Ex. i could be proved independently in a

similar way by taking o>r to be a spacelet complementary to w8 .

2. The extravagance of a spacelet.

The point w l
= x is extravagant or non-extravagant according as

1 >n

x? + a?2
2 + . . . + xj = or =f 0.

Thus the point is extravagant when and only when [ai] n x =0, i.e. when
i in

and only when the point is orthogonal with itself.

i \r

The spacelet wr
= a is extravagant or non-extravagant according as the

|i... j
7"

product i/r
=

[a] a is degenerate or undegenerate ;
and the extravagance p

of d)r is defined to be the degeneracy of the product ^, i.e. it is the
i \r

extravagance of the undegenerate matrix a .

1 '

From 165.2 we see that the possible values of the extravagance p of a

spacelet <or of given rank r are those consistent with the conditions

p^O, p-^r, p^n-r (3)
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The spacelet o>r is completely extravagant when it has extravagance r.

There exist such spacelets when and only when 2r
:}>
n

;
and when this

condition is satisfied, r is the greatest value which the extravagance of wv

can have.

The spacelet o)r is plenarily extravagant when it has extravagance n r.

There exist such spacelets when and only when 2r
<j:
n

;
and when this

condition is satisfied, n r is the greatest value which the extravagance

of cor can have.

Various properties of the extravagance of a spacelet can be deduced from

the results obtained in 165.

NOTE 1. Real spacelets.
i i V 11

We call a>r a real spacelet when it can be represented in the form cor
= a

,
where a

is a real matrix of rank r, i.e. when it contains r real unconnected points. A real spacelet

is necessarily non-extravagant.

The complete space <an is real and non-extravagant.

Ex. iv. The extravagance p of the spacelet <a,.== a is the vertical extravagance of

a or the horizontal extravagance . of [a]", and the possible values of p are those

consistent with the conditions (3).

In this case the product \a] a can have rank r-p when and only when the
P -

conditions (3) are satisfied, and u>r has extravagance p when and only when this product
has rank r p.

Ex. v. Two spacelets <ar
= a

,
<ur
'= b of the same rank r have the same extravagance

n n

(see Theorem I of 165) when and only when there exists a square semi-unit matrix [I]

such that

More generally two spacelets wr
= a

,
< r
'= b have the same rank (denoted by r) and

1 ' n ' ' n

the same extravagance when and only when there exists a square semi-unit matrix []'
such that

q t p
b =

[l]

n
a .

^n ' n ^n
Here the symbol = denotes vertical equivalence, and the two matrices connected by

it are related as in Theorem II of 138.

Ex. vi. If'<, , ... caw are a number of mutually orthogonal non-extravagant spacelets

they -must be unconnected.

, ,

U
! !

V
! !

HI

Let w
tt
= a

,
a>v= b

, ... a>w = c
,
r=u+ v+ ... -\-w, and let
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V

Then the product [#] x is a compartite matrix in standard form whoso parts

[a] a
, \b\ b . ... \c] c have ranks u. v. ... w. Therefore IV]" x has rank r.

*~ J W , ,

' L J V , .

' L
-Jy, ! ,

L
Jj. . .

and it follows that (p has rank r.

3. The core of a spacelet.

If
ft),.
= a is any given spacelet of rank r of homogeneous space a>n ,

we

may define the core of a>r to be the locus of all points of
,.
which are

i i i \r i i

orthogonal with <ur . The point x = a of &>,. lies in the core of wr

when and only when [a]
n
a % =0. Hence if p is the extravagance of cor ,

71
'

"
'

so that [a] a has rank ? p, the core of &>r is (as in 169. a) the completely

extravagant spacelet &>p of rank p given by

cop
= a

,
where [a] a . =0,

i i n i i r r
i i n i i r

and where has rank
p. It is the uniquely determinate spacelet repre-

i \r

sented by the cores of the matrix a and all equivalent similar undegenerate

matrices
;
and it contains every (completely extravagant) spacelet which lies

in cor and is orthogonal with wr . Conversely all spacelets which lie in the

core of o>r are completely extravagant, and are orthogonal with a>r .

If &>n_r is the normal to ox,., i.e. the locus of all points orthogonal with <wr ,

it follows from the above definition that the core of &>r is the locus of all

points common to a)r and &)n_r, i.e. the complete intersection of &>r and wn_r ,

and is also the core of wn_r . Thus two mutually normal spacelets have the

same core, and their common core is their complete intersection.

P

Ex. vii. If (or is a spacelet (of extravagance p) whose core is <op
= a

,
and if a>r_p is

1 'n

any spacelet of rank r p which lies in a>r and does not intersect eop ,
so that u>r is the join

of a>p and a>r_ p ,
we can write wr_ p

= a and
'

'n

ir-p, ft rv,-i
n

i i

r~p. P ri
;
o~|r

~
p ' p

<ar
=

a, a , where
, ^,

'rp, p ' 'n -'rp, p

For the spacelet cor_ p is orthogonal with cop and is necessarily non-extravagant.

Ex. viii. If u>r is the join of a number of unconnected mutually orthogonal spacelets

, <, ... a),,,, then the extravagance of a>r is the sum of the extravagances of u , w,,, ... a>w ,

and the core of &>r is the join of the cores of a>u , ,
... a>w .

The first part of this theorem follows from Ex. xiv of 169. Retaining the same

notation, we obtain the second part of the theorem by observing that the join of

<au , a>v ,
... o>w is a completely extravagant spacelet of rank p which is contained in a>r and

is orthogonal with &> r ,
and which must therefore be the core of a> r .
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, ,M

Ex. ix. If a>r is a spacelet of rank r, and if a>u= a is any non-extravagant spacelet of
'

'n

rank u lying in o>r ,
we can always represent a>r as the join of with a spacelet a>r-u of rank

r u which is orthogonal with a>u . The spacelet a>r _ u is then the locus of all points of <ar

which are orthogonal with <au .

Let wn_w be the normal to a>u . If the intersection of a>r and &>_ is a>x ,
we have

r+ (n-u)- x~jf n, or x^r-u. Again since a>u does not intersect o>n_M ,
it does not

intersect o>x . Thus WM and a>x are two non-intersecting spacelets lying in a>r ,
and we

have u+x ^ r, or x ^> r u. Consequently we have x=r
,
and the complete intersection

of a>r and (_, i.e. the locus of all points of a>r orthogonal with o>M ,
is a spacelet a>r_ M of

rank r u. Since w
tt
and o>r_ M are non-intersecting, their join is a spacelet of rank r which

lies in a>r and must be a>r . This proves the first part of the theorem.

Again let wr be the join of o>a with a spacelet o>'r-u of rank r u which is orthogonal
with WM and does not intersect o>M ,

so that we can write

,-, r-,r- I 1

"''-"

o>u= a
,

<o'r-= b ,<,.= a, b
' ' '

'n I

1.,,

. u, ru "T"1

and let <!= x = a, b be any point of <ar . The point wj is orthogonal
n

' ', r-u

with <a u when and only when

it r u ' '

v ^.^ ^(

[1*1.
" r ~\

n r\

a] a. b I a I a \ =
;

i I M
J L_-

1

'u, ru
n ' '"

and since [a] a is an undegenerate square matrix, this is the case when and only when
n

T" = 0, i.e. when and only when u>i lies in &>',.- Thus <o'r - M must be the locus of all
1 'u

points of w r orthogonal with <aM ,
and is the spacelet o>r_M defined above.

The spacelet a>r_u has the same extravagance and the same core as ,..

This follows from Ex. viii.

Ex. x. General formulae for a spacelet of rank r and extravagance p and its core.

From Ex. vi of 165 we see that general formulae for any spacelet a>r of rank r and

extravagance p and for its core wp are

i 1**-*' n p

1,0

p]: o!'
- >^t }

w
0,

' rp,p,p,n-r-p r-p, p, p, n-r-p

where [7] is a square semi-unit matrix, and i= *J 1.

Ex. xi. If a>r
= a

,
ar
'= b are tivo equi-extravagant spacelets of rank r, so that there

1

'n
' '

exists a relation of the form
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where [I] is a square semi-unit matrix ; and if

i IP i IP n i iP

<up = a
, a)p /3 \l 1 a j

i
i

i
i n i i

n ^~^n ~~^n

then (op
r

is the core of w/ when and only when eop is the core of a>r .

This follows from Ex. xvi of 169.

Ex. xii. If the spacelet a>p lies in the spacelet (o r and intersects the core of <ar in the

spacelet a>T ,
then the core of <ap must contain a>T .

Every point of a>r is orthogonal with all points of o>r ,
and therefore with all points

of Wp. Thus all points of o>T lie in a>p and are orthogonal with (op ;
and it follows that all

points of a>T lie in the core of a>p .

Ex. xiii. Let tor be a given spacelet of rank r and extravagance p whose core is o>p ;
let

a>p be any spacelet of rank p and extravagance IT which lies in a>r and whose core is o>w ;
and

let the complete intersection of o>p with the core of o>r be a spacelet &>T of rank T. Then the

possible values of p, TT and T are those consistent with the conditions

r<0, T^>p; TT^T, 7T^>p, TT ^> (r
-

p) jt?+ 2r, (4)

which include p <
0, p ^> r

;
and this remains true when the spacelet a>T is given.

In the figure the shaded areas represent completely extravagant spacelets. The

spacelet &>p lies in <or ;
the spacelet a>n lies in p ;

and wT is the complete intersection of o>p (and of ww)

with (up .

The given integers r and p may be any satisfying

the necessary conditions

which include r<0, r^pn, 2p$>n; and we may
assume that

co,.= a, a

where

ra-f
i i

f
-p ' p

_ri, or-"'"

LJ .

g>a
. 'LA oJ-*r p, p

[ ' -'r p, p

and where o>p
= a is the core of &>r .

1 'n

When (uT is given, the possible values of r are

those consistent with the conditions

.(5)

and by Ex. iii a general formula for a spacelet eop which lies in u>r and has <OT for its

complete intersection with &>p is

P~T
I
r p

Z,

X, k

,p-r, T
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I |T I lP~ T

where k has rank T, and I has rank p T
;
therefore the possible values of p are

'p
' 'r-p

those consistent with the conditions

r, p-T$>r-p, or p^T, p+p-T%>r, (6)

as can be deduced immediately from Ex. xvii of 139.

If 7T is the extravagance of o>p ,
then w is the degeneracy of the product

[J]

n

T?
1" >T

=
[*

~T
>T

,
where [e^V]^ ??'* '

p r, r n " ' P T, T r p

Let
T)
be the rank of

[<?]

P~ T
. Then when p is given, it follows from 136.1 that the

possible values of
77

are given by

Since ir=p-r), it follows that when p is given, the possible values of TT are those

consistent with the conditions

7r<^r, ir-^p, IT ^> (r-p) -p + 2r............................... (7)

Thus the possible values of p, IT and T are those consistent with the conditions (5), (6)

and (7). Since (6) is included in (7), the possible values of
jo, TT and r are those consistent

with the conditions (4).

Ex. xiv. When T is arbitrary in Ex. xiii, the possible values of p and TT are those

consistent with the conditions

-7r^r-p, TT<O, 7r^>p, ........... ............. (8)

which include p <if. 0, p ^> r ;
and when p and TT have any assigned values consistent with

(8), the possible values of r are given by the conditions

r<0, r:}>p, T^TT, 2r <(? + ) -(r-p), ............ . ........... (8')

which include T <\ip r+ p.

Hence if a> r is a given spacelet of rank r and extravagance p, and if <ap is any spacelet of
rank p and extravagance TT which lies in a>r ,

the possible valu&s of p and IT are those

consistent with the conditions (8).

This has been proved before in Ex. xiii of 165.

In particular if &>. is a completely extravagant spacelet of rank TT which lies in a>r ,
the

possible values of ?r are given by

and TT can be greater than p if n < 2
;
r <

2, r
jf>
n and p <

0, p > r - 2, p ^> n - r.

Ex. xv. If Wp lies in <or and contains the core wp of < r ,
then the possible values of p

and TT are those consistent with the conditions

p, ................................. (9)

which include p< p, p jf>
r.

If (Op lies in a>r and does not intersect the core of o>r ,
then the possible values of p

and TT are those consistent with the conditions

TT<O, Tr-^p, Tr^r-p-p, .............................. (10)

which include p <
0, p ^> r - p.
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4. The plenum of a spacelet.

Let &)r be any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p whose core is <yp ,
and

let wn_r be the normal to w r whose core is also o>p . Further let &>r_p be any

(non-extravagant) spacelet of rank r p which lies in wr and does not inter-

sect 6)p , and let o)n-r-p be any (non-extravagant) spacelet of rank n r p
which lies in wn-^- and does not intersect &>p . Then since &>,. and a>n_r are

mutually orthogonal, we can write

\
r~p

ft)p
= C

,
Ctfr_p

= a
,

G)n-r-p =-\1"p, p i
-

1

71 J
--

p, p

cor ~c,a ,
o)n_r

=
c, b

where

c

a

6

c, a, 6

p, rp, nrp

P, rp, nrp

0, 0,

0, 1,

L o, o, i j

p, rp, nrp

=ri
LO, ij

p, n 2p

p, 9l-2p

p, rp, nrp

Since a>p is the complete intersection of wr and a>n-r, it follows that the

join of a)r and <0n_r is the spacelet
p, rp, nrp

0)n_p
=

C, a, b
1 ' n

This is a plenarily extravagant spacelet of rank n p whose core is <up ,

and it is the normal to top . We will call it the plenum of cor . Thus the
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core of a>r is the complete intersection of a>r and wn_r , the plenum of wr is the

join of wr and o>n_r ,
and the core and plenum of wr are mutually normal. The

plenum of <wr is the spacelet of smallest rank which contains all points of wr

and also all points orthogonal with wr .

Ex. xvi. A real or non-extravagant spacelet has no core
;
and its plenum is the

complete space a>n .

Ex. xvii. A spacelet is plenarily extravagant when and only when it has its normal

as core, or when and only when it has itself as plenum, or when and only when it contains

its normal.

Ex. xviii. A spacelet is completely extravagant when and only when it has itself as

core, or when and only when it has its normal as plenum, or when and only when it lies in

its normal.

5. Properties of the spacelets normal to given spacelets.

One property deducible from Ex. ix of 169 or from the preceding
sub-articles is the following :

Two mutually normal spacelets have the same extravagance, the same core,

and the same plenum. Their common core is their complete intersection,

and their common plenum is their join (11)

Another property can be expressed in the following two equivalent forms :

If the spacelet o)u lies in the spacelet &>, then the normal to wu contains the

normal to &>.

If the spacelet wu contains the spacelet o)v , then the normal to wu lies in the

normal to cov (12)

It will be sufficient to prove the first statement. We suppose that &>M lies

in
,
and denote the normals to &>M and &> by <wn_M and (on- v . Then since

all points normal to cov are necessarily normal to &>M ,
it follows that wn_v lies

in o)n_M ,
so that (on_u contains con_v .

The last property leads to the following theorem :

If ayr and o)s are any two spacelets whose complete intersection and join are

respectively w t and WT , so that

t + T=r + s,

then the normals to w t and CO T are respectively the join and the complete

intersection of the normals to wr and ws (13)

Let the normals to a>r ,
cog , a)t, O)T be &)

ri_r , _, u>n-t> MH-T-

Since <w f lies in both wr and &>s ,
therefore wn-t contains both <on_r and

o)n_g . Now let o)M be any spacelet which contains both c0n_r and &>n_g , and

let its normal be a>n_M . Then since &>M contains both &>n_r and &>n_s , therefore

eon_M lies in both or and &>g , i.e. it lies in w t . It follows that a)u contains

&>n_(, and must be either wn_ t or a spacelet of larger dimensions than wn-t-
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Thus &>_( is the spacelet of smallest dimensions which contains both <on_r

and &>n_, and is the join of wn~r and &>_.

Again since WT contains both
,.
and ws ,

therefore &>n_r lies in both &)n_r

and &>n_s . Now let &>M be any spacelet which lies in both &>_,. and &>n_g, and

let its normal be &)n-M . Then since t M lies in both wn_r and wn_, therefore

G)n-u contains both &>,. and &>g ,
and by Ex. ii of 139 we see that &)n_M contains

CO T . It follows that wM lies in o>n_r ,
and must be either <un-r or a spacelet

of smaller dimensions than &>n_r . Thus wn_T is the spacelet of greatest

dimensions which lies in both &>n_r and &>w_, and is the complete intersection

of on_r and <un_g .

We mention two other results which are immediately deducible from the

last property.

If two spacelets are non-intersecting, their normals are mutually comple-

mentary.

If two spacelets are mutually complementary, their normals are non-

intersecting...................................................................(14)

For if we use the same notation as before, the spacelets a>r and a>s are

non-intersecting when and only when t = 0, or n t = n, i.e. when and

only when <wn_t ,
the join of &>M_r and &>n_s> is the complete space tun

i.e. when and only when (on_r and o>n_g are mutually complementary.

NOTE 2. Complementary theorems.

It now appears that from any theorem concerning the joins, intersections, extrava-

gances and cores of spacelets, we can deduce a complementary theorem by replacing each

spacelet by its normal. We have two such mutually complementary theorems in Exs. i

and ii.

Ex. xix. General formulae for two mutually normal spacelets.

From 167.2 we see that general formulae for any two mutually normal spacelets

o)r and <0n _ r are

r .
r Pi P ri n~r~Pt P

i7~o o, o

r , .-, .
............

0, i 0, i

0, 1,0
I-1 rp, p, p,nrp '-' rp, p, p,nrp

where [1] is any square semi-unit matrix of rank n, and t= v 1.

Here p is the common extravagance ;
and the complete intersection or common core

and the join or common plenum are the spacelets cop and wn_ p given by

(
_

|
p _ rp,nrp, p

i, o, o

rn*A 0> 1 fn>\
, >n-P=W n ^^ .

0, 1,' rp, p, p,nrp
1-' rp,p,p,nrp

C. II. 28
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Ex. xx. One of two mutually normal spacelets is completely extravagant when and

only when the other is plenarily extravagant ;
and this is the case when and only when

the two spacelets are mutually incident.

Ex. xxi. One of two mutually normal spacelets is non-extravagant when and only

when the other is non-extravagant ;
and this is the case when and only when the two

spacelets are non-intersecting, i.e. when and only when they are mutually complementary.

Ex. xxii. One of two mutually normal spacelets is real when and only when the other

is real.

Ex. xxiii. Let a>r and o>, be any two spacelets of wn ,
and let their normal spacelets

be 6),(-r ana n-- Then if x and y are the ranks of the complete intersections of a>r ,
a>s and

of (>_,., o>n -s, we have

This follows from (13) when we observe that T=r+ s-t, n-T=n-r s+ t, i.e.

The complete intersection of cor and to, has rank x when and only when the complete

intersection of a>rt _ r and o>n _, has rank n r-s+x.

The complete intersection of o>,,_ r and <_, has rank y when and only when the

complete intersection of a>r and o>g has rank r+s-n+y.

If o>,. and CD, are non-intersecting, we must have r+s^n, and the complete inter-

section of <an-r and - has rank nr-s.

If con _ r and o)n _ g are non-intersecting, we must have r+<, and the complete inter-

section of o>r and a>, has rank r+s n.

Ex. xxiv. IfX and Y are the ranks of thejoins of <or ,
a>s and of a> n _,., < M_, we have

Y+r+ s= X+n.

Ex. xxv. The complete intersection and the join of the normals to any number of given

spacelets are respectively the normals to the join and the complete intersection of the given

spacelets themselves.

We will denote the given spacelets by a, b, ... c ; their complete intersection and join

by u and v
;
and the normals to a, b, ... c, u, v by A, B, ... (7, /",

V.

Let the complete intersection of A, B, ... C be the spacelet x whose normal is X.

Because x lies in each of the spacelets A, B, ... (7, therefore X contains each of the

spacelets a, b, ... c, and therefore also the spacelet v ; consequently x lies in V. Because

v contains each of the spacelets a, b, ... c, therefore V lies in each of the spacelets

J, B, ... C ; consequently Flies in x
; it follows that x is the spacelet V.

Again let the join of A, B, ... C be the spacelet y whose normal is Y. Then by similar

reasoning we can show that y contains U, and that U contains y. It follows that y is the

spacelet U.

NOTE 3. Interpretation of the terms '

extravagant ',

' core
',

'

orthogonal
' and ' normal '.

The locus of those points 0^= x of the homogeneous space a>n which satisfy the
t >n

equation

is called the absolute quadric surface of a>n .

It will be shown in the chapters on Protective Space that the terms mentioned above
indicate relations to the absolute quadric.
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A point is extravagant when and only when it lies on the absolute quadric.

Two spacelets are mutually orthogonal when and only when they are mutually

conjugate with respect to the absolute quadric.

Two spacelets are mutually normal when and only when they are mutually polar with

respect to the absolute quadric.

The core of any spacelet o>r is the locus of the double points on the curve of inter-

section of a> r with the absolute quadric, and may be called the spacelet of contact of

<or with the absolute quadric.

The extravagance of any spacelet ,.
is the greatest number of unconnected double

points on the curve of intersection of o>r with the absolute quadric, or the rank of the

spacelet of contact of o>,. with the absolute quadric. Tt may be called the rank of contact

of a),, with the absolute quadric.

A spacelet o>r is extravagant or non-extravagant according as its curve of intersection

with the absolute quadric (which is a quadric curve) has or has not double points,

i.e. according as it touches or does not touch the absolute quadric.

A completely extravagant spacelet is one every point of which lies on the absolute

quadric, i.e. it is a generating spacelet of the absolute quadric.

171. Standard representations of completely extravagant and plenarily

extravagant spacelets.

Theorem I. Every completely extravagant spacelet u>r of rank r in homogeneous space

a>n can be represented in the standardform given by

(A)
,_,,. r_,r ,_,r _, ,r ,

-
i

r' r
\~ \~\

r

o>r
= w , w =u +i v =u,v . I

,

1 ' n ' ' n ' ' n ' ' n i-' n L * J r> r

where i= / !, and u and v are two mutually orthogonal real semi-unit matrices
' 'n

' 'n

of rank r, so that

._ _ _.r, r .-.. n .r,r

[^ Wl fl> I m2r
L ,i r j. -U d.,-

[1 '

r -,H <
-

1

7
"

r i n '

-'** m r r l" ' <T
r -\

n l
~~

l
""

f\
or [XT u =M v =[!],., [u] v =\v\ u =0.

r
i in

r
' 'n ' 'n ' 'n

One proof of this theorem has been given in 159. We now give another proof, using

the following lemma.

Lemma. Every extravagant point a>i of homogeneous space a>n can be represented

in the form given by

a>i= W
,

W U +1 V
<~~Jn ' '" "

'11
'

'n

where u and v are real matrices of rank 1, and

-[JO-
_V>n V

This is that special case of the above theorem which is proved first in 159.

282
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Since r is completely extravagant, we have 2r ^> n.

, ,n-r i ,7i-r

Let _,.= b be the spacelet normal to a>r ,
so that b is a plenarily extravagant

i >n i in

matrix of rank n - r whose core is a>r .

i ,r , ,r

Then we have o>r= w
,
where w is any solution of rank r of the equation

1 ' ' 'n

n i >
r

'
<
r

[b] w =
0, so that the vertical rows of w are any complete set of r unconnected

n-r> <n i > H

solutions of the equation [b] x = 0.L J re-ri i n

Using for the values 1, 2, ... r of s the notations

where the it's and v's are real, and writing

___

we can determine a matrix w having the properties stated in the theorem by finding in
1 'n

succession non-zero solutions w{, w%, ... wg ,
wl + 1 ,

... wr of the equations

ty x =
0, ^x =

0, ... ^._,T =0, ^s x =
0, ... ^,._iT =0.

n U"~J w ' ' n ' ' n ' ' w

To prove this suppose that wj, w2 ,
... w, have been determined in this manner, and

are such that j, u2 ,
... M, and yj, z>2 , ... vf are real, and

(
_

!

.< | !
,
*

[

1 I
*

,
-

1

S

Then the matrix w =u, v
\ \

nas rank s, and [6] _ in =0.
1 <n i-1 L* -1-1,3

"'"
' '"'

Therefore the spacelet >,= ?/? is orthogonal with wn _,. and lies in u> r ,
i.e. in the

1 'n.

core of wn_ r . Consequently the horizontal rows of [w]" are connected with the horizontal

rows of [6]*_ ,
and there exists a relation of the form

[w]^ =[^]"
r

[^]"_ r
- Ifc follows

r h ~\
n

that the horizontal rows of M 'l

are connected with the horizontal rows of
,
and

J
* L u J n-r,,

th
~\
H

.

U I

' H -
r, s

Thus the rank of ^g cannot exceed n r + s.

If s<r, or n -r+s<n, there is a connection between the vertical rows of
//,,

and the

equation ^, x =0 admits of a non-zero solution. Let wt + l
be any non-zero solution

" 'n

of this equation. Then w, + 1 , being a solution of the equation [6] x =0, lies in the
n-r i i n

core of <on _ r and is extravagant. Therefore by the lemma we can choose it to have the
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form wt + i
= ut + i + ivt + i, where u,^. l

and vt + i
are real mutually orthogonal semi-unit

matrices of rank 1. Since I Wg + i==0, , + 1 and v, + 1 are both orthogonal with all

the matrices u ly 2 ,
... u,, vit v2 , ... v,, and we then have

[^
I r 'i 28+2U

1
V =

L*J

I ,8+1 | ,+!, 8+1 r I -\*+l n ftS+l
Also the matrix 10 =

u, v has rank s-f-1, and [&] w
w =0.

It follows that we can in succession determine w\, wz ,
... ^or so that w is a solution

of rank r of the equation [b] _

w =
0, and has the properties mentioned in the theorem,

and we then have ,.= w .

' 'n

Ex. i. If 6)p is any completely extravagant spacelet of rank p in homogeneous space

wn ,
so that 2p ;}>,, it can be represented in the forms

p
1

L.J
.(A')

p, p, w 2p

where i=*f 1, and where [I]
p and [l]

n
are real semi-unit matrices of ranfes 2p and n.

f* y

This follows from Theorem I when we write u, v =[l]
'

.

1 '

Ex. ii. 7/"p is any positive integer greater than 1, and ifi=*Jl,

n n p>p n, n p>p

det\ =2p
=t=0, d!s< , . =(-!W Up.p L*. -*J

P)P

Let [e]
2p = P' *1 A9p

=
(e)

2p=detR'
2p [_^, 1J 2p |_i,

2 *'u

Then since [e]
p ~

is a symmetric derangement of
,
we have

2 . . 2p

It follows that A2p=2p
;
and the second result can be deduced.

i IP

Ex. iii. If w is a completely extravagant matrix of rank p, so that 2p ^> n, and if we
\in

express it in the form

W = U +1 V = M, V
I :

'

(*).
1 ' ' ' ' 'n I l n L l

Jpip
i iP i iP .

where u and v are real, and i= v -
1, then :

i >n > '

I l
p>p

(1) The real matrix u, v is undegenerate and has rank 2p.
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(2) There exists a real and definite undegenerate symmetric matrix [a]
p and a real

skew-symmetric matrix [/3]
such that

r -.n i >P r -.n i iP r ,p r -. i >P r -.n < >P r ..pM P jfJB

=M
P ^"Mp* [Mlp ^ n

= -Mp ".."WJ
i i

p>p

If the real matrix , were degenerate, there would exist a real non-vanishing
' '

matrix [h. k~\ such that
L J

P, P

i
IP>P h i iP i i i IP. i

l

u j =0, or u h + v k = 0.

I

'

I
k i in 1

'p
' 'n i

ip-1 n i

p, p

We should then have

"T
'

'p

This however is impossible ;
for the matrix on the left, being a non-vanishing one-

rowed matrix connected with the vertical rows of w , must be extravagant, whereas the

matrix on the right, being purely imaginary, cannot be extravagant. Accordingly the first

part of the theorem is true.

We obtain the second part of the theorem by equating to zero the real and purely

imaginary portions of the matrix on the left in the equation [w]
n
w = 0.

r ip (i
i r i

1 fc
IP r i i ^P

W JA -^ & V=t^V h U
1 ' I '

P
' '

PJ V ' ' '

P
' ' H

then :

^^__^ p p _ ._ _ p

Further if 7 P =V P
-iV = u, v . , ........................... (2)

' ' t '
I-IM \-- l

-\p,p

(1) w' is also a completely extravagant matrix of rani: p.
i <n

I

-
\

ft' t>
I

-
1
P|P

(2) w, w' and
,
v are two mutually equivalent undegenerate matrices of

rank 2.

P
r-ip

Since u, v has rank 2p, the matrix w' has rank
p, and we see at once that

[V] w' = 0. The second result follows from Ex. ii and the equation
1 'n

i i p ' p
i i

p ' p
n, i -i>"

p

W, W = U, V

Lastly the join of the two completely extravagant spacelets o>p
= w ,

<up'= w' is the real

spacelet eo2p of rank 2p given by

<B2p= U,V = W, W'

Ex. iv. If 2p ^> n, every real spacelet o>2p of rank 2p can be represented in the form

co.jp
=

,
v

, where u and v are two mutually orthogonal real matrices of rank p. It

is then the join of the two completely extravagant spacelets

i IP .1 IP i IP .1 IP

0)p
= U +1 V ,

0)p
= U -IV .

1 'n ' ' ' ' ' ">i
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Theorem II. If o>p and n _ p are any two mutually normal spacelets of homogeneous

space a>n of which the first is completely extravagant and the second plenarily extravagant,
so that 2p ^> n, then we can represent o>p and o>n _ p in the standardforms

1

o 1,0-P,P,-2P
,-| p, p)n _ 2p

where [1] is a real square semi-unit matrix, and i=\ 1.

This follows from Ex. i above and the general formulae for two mutually normal

spacelets given in Ex. xix of 170.

Theorem III. Every plenarily extravagant spacelet a>r ofrank r in homogeneous

space a>n and its core <>_,. can be represented in the standardforms_.2r n,nr n r

1,0 'o
1

r^[q; o, i
, ._ rs[q;

i
,

............ (C)

0, i i

I-12>-, n-r, n-r
-1 2r-n, n-r, n-r

w/iere [l]

n
is a square semi-unit matrix, and i\ 1.

This follows from Theorem II when we replace p by n r. In this case we have

i-2p

Ex. v. Every plenarily extravagant spacelet o>, t -p of rank n- p can be represented in

< iP i 1 2p . i-
a^s as the join of its core a>p

= w and a real spacelet o>n _ 2p
= c

,
where c

i <n ' >n i ii

is real and has rank n 2p, in the form
.-

jp,
n 2p

-pS W, C ........................................ (C')

_ p _ P >r^ P i

-
|P>Priy ^ P

W = U +1 V = U, V
, cop

= W
i >n ' <n ' 'n I-1

)( L * J
p> p

' ' w

p _ p if_ p i

-
i^'Pri -IP _P

' = U - 1 V = U,V ,
0)p
= M>

ijj i 1 i in i-i n L -Ip, p
' ' n

then the real spacelet o)n _ 2p is the normal to the real spacelet

0>2p= W) W = U, V
, (3)

which is the join of the two completely extravagant spacelets &>p and p'.

It has been shown in Ex. iii that the matrices on the right in (3) are two mutually

equivalent undegencrate matrices of rank 2p, and that o>p
'

is a completely extravagant

spacelet of rank p.

r i
" 2p

By 94 we can determine a real matrix c of rank n-2p satisfying the
< 'n

equation c =0 and the equivalent equation ,
c =0. Then

L- J pt p
L~~i ^ A P
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I 1

PI P, -?p

by Ex. vi of 170 the real matrix u, v, c and the equivalent matrix

n

^__^_^ ft, p, n 2p p t
n ip

w, w', c are undegenerate and have rank n. Therefore w, c is a matrix of

I l n 'n

rank n p orthogonal with and normal to w ,
i.e. <an _ p can be represented in the

form (C').

i |W 2p

Conversely whenever wn_ p is represented in the form (C') and c is real, then the
i i

r itt 2p i ip i ip r-~p

spacelet wn _ 2o= c is orthogonal with w and therefore with both u and v . It
i i n i i n ' >n <>n

is therefore orthogonal with o>2p ,
and must be the normal to <u2p .

When the matrix w is given, the completely extravagant spacelet o>p
'

and the two
i <n

p, p, 71 2p

mutually normal real spacelets 2P and n _ 2p are known. Further since w, w', c

l ^ l n

has rank n, we see that :

The completely extravagant spacelet p
'

does not intersect <a,4 _ p ,
and is complementary

to &>)i_ p .

NOTE. The anti-cores of any spacelet.

If a>r is any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p whose core is p ,
and if

i if .
< ,P

,
i iP .

I iP

<i)p
= U +1 V ,

0)p
= U IV ,

i i n i in c IK i in

r p r iP /

where u and v are real, and i=v -
1, then we will call <op

'

an anti-core of a>r . Since
i 1 i in

two mutually normal spacelets have the same core, they have the same anti-cores.

Let u>r and o>n_ r be any two mutually normal spacelets of ranks r and n r whose

common core is < p . Then their join is the plenarily extravagant spacelet <an _ p normal to

wp ,
and we see from the preceding examples that :

Every anti-core of a>r and o>n - r is a completely extravagant spacelet which does not

intersect and is complementary to their join or common plenum M _ P .

172. Unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of any
system of homogeneous linear algebraic equations.

The results obtained in 94 will now be generalised and completed. We
will consider any system of r unconnected homogeneous linear algebraic

equations in the n variables xlt oc2 ,
... xn , regarding these r equations as

equivalent to the irreducible matrix equation

[<7 =0, (A)
n

where [a] is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r. The extravagance of

[a] will be denoted by p, p being some integer satisfying the conditions p-%.0

p ^ r, p ^> n r.
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We will suppose that z is any undegenerate matrix of rank n r

whose successive vertical rows zl} z2> ... zn-r are any complete set of n r

ri n ~ r

unconnected solutions of the equation (A); and that x is any unde-
1 'n

generate matrix of rank n r whose successive vertical rows xlt xz ,
... arn_r are

any complete set of n r unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of the

equation (A).

Then z is any undegenerate matrix of rank n r which has the
''re

indicated orders and satisfies the equation [a\

n
z =0, i.e. it is any unde-

l J n

generate matrix normal to [a] ,
and it can be determined by the methods

i \r

described in 90 and 132. Since it is normal to a
,
it must always have

' 'n

the same extravagance p as a or [a] .

'
r

I !- , I

11 -*"

When z has been determined, x is any undegenerate matrix
1 ' n ' ' n

similar and equivalent to z whose long rows are mutually orthogonal,

and we can determine it in the way shown in 168. Since it is normal to

a , it also must always have extravagance p, and the quasi-scalar matrix

.n-r

[x] x must always have degeneracy p\ i.e. p of the n r mutuallyn ~ r
' 'n

orthogonal solutions x
l , x, ... xn__r must always be extravagant, and the

remaining n r p must always be non-extravagant.

Hence we have the following theorems :

Theorem I. When [a]

'

is a given undegenerate matrix of rank r lying

in any domain of rationality H we can always determine a complete set of
n r unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of the equation (A) all of
which lie in I).

Theorem II a. If [a]

'

is non-extravagant, then all these n r solutions

must be non-extravagant.

Theorem II b. // [a] has extravagance p, then p of these n r solutions

must be extravagant and the remaining n r p of them must be non-

extravagant.
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Theorem III. In the general case when [a] has extravagance p, the

n r p non-extravagant solutions can always be so chosen as to have unit

intensities, i.e. so as to be unit solutions ; but they then do not necessarily lie

in 11, except in the special case when fi is the domain of all real numbers, in

which case p = 0.

The special case in which fl is the domain of all real numbers has been

considered independently in 94.

Ex. i. All non-zero solutions of the equation (A) are extravagant when and only when

p=n r, i.e. when and only when [a] is plenarily extravagant.

i IB r

First suppose that all non-zero solutions are extravagant. Then z must be com-

pletely extravagant, and therefore p = n r. Or again every non-vanishing solution

x = z k is extravagant; therefore the equation \k] [z]

n
z k =0

i in ' 1 i >n- r
' n~r n ~ r

i >n ' <n-r

n ' <
n~r

is an identity in the elements of
\fc] _ therefore by 85 we must have [z] _ z =0;

therefore z is completely extravagant, i.e. p= n r.
' 'n

i \n-r
Next suppose that p n-r. Then z must be completely extravagant, and every

( 'n

11 r i-r ii
non-vanishing solution x = z k is extravagant.

1 >n ' 'n > >n-r

Ex. ii. If y\, ?/2 ,
... ?/,, the successive vertical rows of y ,

are any s unconnected

mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions of the equation (A), then <p= a,y is an
'

' n

undegenerate matrix of rank r+ s and extravagance p which has the same cores as a .

If there existed any connection between the vertical rows of (p such as

a,y k
=0, or 7 T --J T

J H ' 'r

'r, s

then h and k would both be non-zero matrices, and by prefixing [y]
n
on both sides

we should obtain

r -.n ' '* T"1

\_y\ y K =o.
l~~t n '""""'

n

But this is impossible since [y]
n ^ is an undegenerate quasi-scalar matrix. Therefore <p

has rank r+ s. The rest of the theorem now follows from Ex. viii of 170.

_ ,n

Hence all non-zero solutions of the equation x = are extravagant when and

only when p= n r s, or s=n - r p.

This last result follows from Ex. i. The first result is a generalisation of Ex. iv

of 90.
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i i*

Ex. i\\. If y\, y%, ... yg ,
the successive vertical rows of y ,

are any s unconnected
1 >n

*
i 1 1

mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions of the equation (A), and if 77
is any

1 <n

undegenerate matrix of rank t whose vertical rows T/J, ^ 2 ^t are connected with the

vertical rows of the cores of a
,
then the matrix

1 >n

is undegenerate and has rank s+ t; also 7/1, 7/2 ,
... yi 7i 5 ?2? Vt are *+ ^ unconnected

mutually orthogonal solutions of the equation (A), the last t of them being of course

extravagant.

Since the horizontal rows of [77] are connected with the horizontal rows of the cores

of [a] ,
we have

[a] TJ =0, [77] T] =0, [77] y = 0.
r , t i i

~

t i i

*t H n

Therefore yj, y2 ,
... y,, 171, 172, ... i^ are mutually orthogonal solutions of the equation (A).

Again if there existed any connection between the vertical rows of (p such as

y, TI , =0, or y h = -
77

k
,

I I H ^^ '-''- '*-'

then A and would both be non-zero matrices, and by prefixing [y]
n
on both sides

1

'* ' H

we should obtain the equation

This however is impossible because the prefactor on the left is an undegenerate quasi-

scalar matrix.

Therefore (p has rank s + t; and it follows that yl , y-2 ,
... y*, rjj, J?2> *]t

are s+ t

unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of the equation (A).

Ex. iv. If 7/1, ?/2) Vn-r-fi the successive vertical rows of y ,
are any

i 'n

n r p unconnected mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions of the equation (A),

then the matrix (p=a,y is a plenarily extravagant matrix of rank n p and

extravagance p, and every solution x of the equation

=
'

i i

is connected with the vertical rows of the cores of a ,
and is extravagant when not zero.

1 'n

_^__. r, n r p

By Ex. ii the matrix <= a, y is a plenarily extravagant matrix of rank n p
'-

'*

and extravagance p whose cores are the cores of a . Let y be any matrix normal to
(f>
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Then every solution x of the equation (B) is extravagant when not zero, and is connected
t~~*Tl

r ip i ip r\f
with the vertical rows of y . But y must be a core of <p and therefore a core of a

'

.

1 'n ' 'n ' 'n

Consequently every solution of the equation (B) is connected with the vertical rows of the

cores of a .

It follows that the equation (A) cannot have more than n-r- p unconnected mutually

orthogonal non-extravagant solutions.

Ex. v. Let yi, y2 ,
... yn _ r_ p be any given n r p unconnected mutually orthogonal

non-extravagant solutions of the equation (A), and let them be the successive vertical rows

i ,n-r-p , ,

of the matrix y . Then the successive vertical rows rji, j^2 , ...
rj t of TJ form with

1 'n ' 'n

y\i y%i yn-r -f a set of nr p + t unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of the

equation (A) when and only when
17

is an undegenerate matrix of rank t whose vertical
l~~'n

i ,r

rows are connected with the vertical rows of the cores of a .

tt

First suppose that y\,y^ ... yu-r -. p , rji, j^2 ,
...

rj t
are n-r p + t unconnected mutually

i if

orthogonal solutions of the equation (A). Then
TJ

is an undegenerate matrix of rank t,
L 'n

and by Ex. iv its vertical rows are connected with the vertical rows of the cores of a .

i ^ t

Next suppose that 9 is an undegenerate matrix of rank t whose vertical rows are
1 'n

connected with the vertical rows of the cores of a . Then it follows from Ex. iii that
1 'n

V\i y-L-> yn-r -pi lit 92s Vt are n r p + t unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions

of the equation (A).

The solutions
rj 1 , jj2 ,

...
r) t

are necessarily extravagant.

As a particular case we see that :

The successive vertical rows 17^ ;2 ,
...

r)p of r) form with y1} y2 ,
... #,,_,._ p a complete

* 'n

set of n r unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of the equation (A) when and only

, <H> . .
r-,r

when
TI

is a core of a .

1 ' n ' i n

We proceed to describe in greater detail two methods of determining the

I 1""''

matrix x
, i.e. of determining n r unconnected mutually orthogonal

L~~J n

solutions #!, #2 , ... xn_r of the equation (A).

FlRST METHOD OP SOLUTION.

This is the method indicated in the text above. We first determine any matrix [z]"L J n-r

which lies in Q and is normal to [a]" either by the methods described in 90 and 132 or

by using the formulae of 167. 2. Since [z]

n
has extravagance p, the symmetric product

n ' >
n~ r

[X) n
z has degeneracy p or rank n-r p, and by Theorem II of 147 we can
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determine an undegenerate square matrix [/*]""

r
whose elements all lie in Q and non-

vanishing scalar quantities ei} e%, ... en _ r - p lying in ii such that

,_, - r-.- e r

[z] z = h [K\ .
L J *-r ^ n ,__,_,. |_0, Oj

n_r_ p

L J --

where
[e]^_^_

p
is the undegenerate quasi-scalar matrix

]

[e] _ _ . Then if 7? is the

inverse of [A]*~
r

,
and if [x]

" = [#]"~
r

[2]" ,
we have

n-r ' f L J -r L J i-r

The successive vertical rows x^ x2 , ... ,vn - r of x are then a complete set of n-r

unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions of (A) which all lie in Q, the first n-r-p being

non-extravagant, and the last p being extravagant.

Dividing the 1st, 2nd, ... (n-r-p)ih vertical rows of x by /Jel , *Je2 , ... >Jen_ r _ f''n

respectively, we obtain a matrix such that

w: _
"- ' -'n r p, p

and then
t , 2 , ... gn , r are a complete set of n r unconnected mutually orthogonal

solutions of (A), the first n r-p being unit solutions, and the last p being extravagant
solutions.

In the special case when Q, is the domain of all real numbers, we have p= 0; also

ei, e2 ,
... en - r are all non-zero real positive quantities, and 1} 2 ,

... TO _ r are all real

unit solutions.

SECOND METHOD OF SOLUTION.

This is the method that was followed for a system of real equations in 94.

We find in turn any non-vanishing and non-extravagant solutions yit y2 , y3 ,
... y,, ...

of the successive equations

|

i i"
^ p-

i**
i ( [~fi~\

n

<- J
. .

'
I I

' w ?/ i

L -y -*
r, i

H L-yjnl L'Jr,-I
as long as this is possible; y t , y2 ,

... y, being the successive vertical rows of the

i ,

matrix y .

By Ex. ii this is possible so long as p^n r s+ 1, or s l^n r p.

, ,n-r-p
Thus we can determine ylt y2 ,

... yn,_,._ p ,
the vertical rows of y ,

in this way.
L 'n

These are n r p unconnected mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions of the

equation (A) which can be so chosen as to lie in ii, and all such sets of n-r-p solutions

can be found in this way.

When any n-r-p unconnected mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions

y\i yii Vn-r-p have been found, we see from Ex. v that y l , y^ ... y,,_ r _ p , 171, i;2 ,
...

r)p

will be a complete set of n-r unconnected mutually orthogonal solutions if and only if
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7i, ?2> ^p are a^ extravagant and are the vertical rows of a matrix
rj

which is a core

of a ;
and all such matrices

TJ
can be found in the way described in 169. 3.

L >n '-J w

In these ways all possible complete sets of n r unconnected mutually orthogonal

solutions can be found.

Ex. vi. We can in general (viz. when w<2; r<0, r^> 2; and

p^f>n r 2) find more than p unconnected mutually orthogonal extravagant solutions

of the equation (A), but these cannot be all connected with the vertical rows of a core

of a
,
and cannot all be members of a complete set of n r unconnected mutually

orthogonal solutions of the equation (A).

This follows from Ex. xiv of 170.

Ex. vii. If y\i V'ii yi ^i? ^2) It are any given s+ t unconnected mutually

orthogonal solutions of the equation (A) of which the first s are non-extravagant and

the last t are extravagant and connected with the vertical rows of the cores of a ,
so that

n

sjf>n r-p and t ^> p, then we can determine n r p s other non-extravagant solutions

y,+i, yt +2, 2/n-r-p a"d p-t other extravagant solutions
/ t + 1 , rj t + 2 , ...

rjp in such a

manner that y^ y2 ,
... 7/TC _ r _ p , jjj, j? 2 , ...

T)P are a complete set of n r unconnected

mutually orthogonal solutions.

We find yt + i, yg + z, ... yn - r -p by determining non-vanishing and non-extravagant
solutions of the successive equations

[

i

n
r- i

71
r- -i"

7 =o, f
a
l 7 =o, ... f

a
l T =o.

yjr,.-* LyJ.k.+t Lyjr.n-r-f-1^-
1*

I

-
,p |

-
,)

And we can find
ij t + i, v + 2> *)p by first determining any core y of a ,

and then
1 >n < <n

forming an undegenerate matrix
TJ

of rank p equivalent to y by adding final vertical
1 ' n '

,
_

t
t

rows to
77

as in Ex. iii of 139.
' 'H

173. Possible extravagances of two non-intersecting spacelets
in homogeneous space of n - i dimensions or rank n.

I

-
1

'' _ :

Theorem I. If wr
= a and a>s

= b are two non-intersecting spacelets
1 n ' ' n

of given ranks r and s in homogeneous space wn ,
and if p and a- are the

extravagances of &>,. and caK , then p and a- can have independently of one

another any values consistent with the necessary conditions

p^O, p^r, p^-n-r; a
<$. 0, <r$-s, a^n s, .........(1)

which include r<if.O, r^n, 5^0, sip-n. Accordingly the possible values of

r, s, p, a are those consistent with the conditions

r + s^n; p^O, p^r, p^n-r; o-^O, <r^s, <r $>n -s. ...(2)

By Ex. x of 139 the possible values of the given integers r and s are

those consistent with the conditions

r^O, s^O, r+s$n; .......................... (3)
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and by Ex. iv of 165 the integers p and a must satisfy the conditions (I).

We have to show that when r and s are given integers satisfying (3), and p
and a are any integers satisfying (1), there exist non-intersecting spacelets wr

and <ws of ranks r and s whose extravagances are p and a-. We will consider

four cases which include all possible cases.

CASE I. p*^ ")
n r-s^p tr; (n r-s) (p-(r) = T.

This case can occur when r and s have any values whatever consistent with (3)._ , ,
, ,*

If i= fj
-

1, the required conditions are satisfied when ,.= a and a>4
= b

,
where

r- -I M

ra
-

L I * tf

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0, i, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, i,

0, i, 0, 1, 0, 0,

_0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0_

T p,

r-p, a, nrs, r, <r, nrp, T, nr-s

rp, 0, p<r, <r, s<r

CASE II. P*^^ n-r s^p-a; (p-v)-(n-r-s) = r.

This case can occur when and only when r and s satisfy the inequality 2r + s < n as well

y x

as the inequalities (3). The required conditions are satisfied when w,.= a and o>,= b ,

' ] n

where

"1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0"

0, 1, 0, 0, i, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, i

0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, i,

0, i, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
rp, a, nrs, T, <r, nrp, T

CASE 111. o'H-pj n r S'^.a- p; (n r s) (a- p)
= T.

This case can occur when r and s have any values whatever consistent with (3).

y - *

The required conditions are satisfied when o>,.= a and (>= b
,
where

1 ' n ' '

n

rp, p, <rp, p, s<r, <rp, T

CASE IV.

0, 1, 0, t, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, i,

0, i, 0, 1, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

to--p; (<

rp, p, <rp, p, sa

This case can occur when and only when r and s satisfy the inequality

well as the inequalities (3).
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The required conditions are satisfied when a>,.= a and eog= b
,
where

1

'n
'

'n

_ T, nstr, p, T, nrs, p, s<r, nrs
"I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, (P

0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 1, 0, 0, i, 0,

1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, i

0, 0, i, 0, 0, 1, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1

T) ji-g-ff, p, T, n-rs, p, s-<r

In Cases I and II we have (see Ex. ii of 171)

roT** PI iT'*
det L = det ... = 2

=f= ;

01 U, 1
L__jj.g U '

'<r, <r

and in Cases III and IV we have

detiri =det

ii
Thus in all cases the matrix a, b has rank r + s, i.e. <wr and ws are

71

non-intersecting spacelets whose ranks are clearly r and s.

Again in all cases we have

,_
J

~
,o, o, o

i p, p, p, n r p

n_rO, t, 1, 01"
'''-'

n

'.

-

LO, o, o, ij J<

where [M]" and [t;]
are derangements of the unit matrix [1] . Therefore

in all cases o>,. has extravagance p and &>., has extravagance a.

Ex. i. The possible values of r, s, p, a are those consistent with the conditions (1)

and (3), which are together equivalent to (2).

Ex. ii. The extravagances of the matrix a, b in Cases I, II, III, IV are respec-
1 n

tively p a; n-r-s, a- p, n r s.

Ex. iii, If to,, is plenarily extravagant, only Case I is possible. If wr is completely

extravagant, Case IV is impossible. If
,.

is non-extravagant only Cases III and IV are

possible.

Theorem II. Let r and s be any given positive integers satisfying the

condition r + s^-n. Then if wr is any given spacelet of rank r and extrava-

gance p, we can always determine a spacelet cos of rank s which does not
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intersect eu r and has any assigned extravagance a consistent with the necessary

conditions

a-^0, a^s, a-^n-s, (4)

i.e. with the necessary conditions (2).

By Theorem I we can determine matrices a. and /3 of ranks r and s
1

'71 'n
r,

whose extravagances are p and a-, and which are such that a, /3 has rank

n
i \

r
i \

r
i \

r

r + s. Let wr
= a . Then since a and a are similar and equi-extrava-

1 ' n ' n ' '

?i

gant undegenerate matrices, it follows from Theorem I of 165 that there

exists a relation of the form

i ! i \r

a =rn a [A-] ,^n n
u '

where [&]

r

is undegenerate, and [I] is a square semi-unit matrix; i.e. we

have cor = 171 a .

ra

__i
S

Now let <ys
=

[l]

n

/3 . Then a>g is a spacelet of rank s and extrava-
"

' >n

I l

r> 8

gance tr, and the join of (or and a)s is the spacelet < r+s
=

[I] a, /8 of rank

r + ,9, i.e. a)r and og are non-intersecting.

Thus we can determine a spacelet ws of rank s which has the assigned

extravagance <r and does not intersect wr .

Hence the condition that a spacelet is not to intersect a given spacelet

imposes no restrictions on the possible values of its extravagance.

Ex. iv. Possible extravagances of a number of unconnected spacelets of given ranks.

If A, B, C, Z>, ... are a number of unconnected spacelets of given ranks a, /3, y, 8, ...,

so that o+/3+ y+ 8 + ...^>, they can independently of one another have any assigned

extravagances a', /3', /, S', ... consistent with their ranks.

For we can determine two non-intersecting spacelets A and B of ranks a and /3 whose

extravagances are a' and ff. We can then determine in succession a spacelet C of rank y
and extravagance y' which does not intersect the join of A and B

;
a spacelet D of rank 8

and extravagance 8' which does not intersect the join of J, B and C ;
and so on.

Ex. v. Extravagances of spacelets lying in a given non-extravagant spacelet.

If (Op is a given non-extravagant spacelet of rank.p of homogeneous space co
re ,

we
can write

op= c ,
where [c]" c =[1]

P

i ITC
p

' 1

'

P

c. n. 29
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i) 7

Then if a>r= c h is any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p lying in o>p ,
r and p

' >n ' 'p
i ,

.
, ,r

are the rank and extravagance of the matrix h . Regarding Qr
= h as a spacelet

<>P <'P
of homogeneous space Op of rank p, we see that there is a one-one correspondence between

those spacelets a>r of the complete space a>n which lie in o>p and the spacelets Qr of the

complete space Qp , corresponding spacelets having the same rank and the same extrava-

gance. Hence when <op is a given non-extravagant spacelet of o>n ,
we have the following

results :

If a>r lies in a>p and has extravagance p, the possible values of r and p are those con-

sistent with the conditions

If <a r and o>g are two non-intersecting spacelets of given ranks r and s lying in p ,
their

extravagances p and a- can independently of one another have any values consistent with the

necessary conditions

p^O, p-jj>r, r+ p^fp; a- < 0, <r>s, s+ tr^f-p;

and this is true even lohen one of the spacelets is given.

174. Possible values of the rank and extravagance of a

spacelet which lies in a given spacelet of homogeneous
space o)n .

Theorem. If wp is a given spacelet of rank p and extravagance TT, and

if a>r is any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p which lies in cop , then the

possible values of r and p are those consistent with the conditions

r + p^p + Tr, r p^p ir, p^O, p~^r, ............(A)

which include the necessary conditions r
<{: 0, r ^>p, p ^> n r.

First proof of the theorem. By 170.2 the given integers p and TT may
have any values consistent with the necessary conditions

TT^O, TT^p, p + TT^n, ........................ (1)

and this result is in agreement with the theorem, since a>p may be any

spacelet of the complete space wn whose extravagance is 0.

We will write wp = a
,

wr
= b

,
t = r p.

1 ' ' ' n

i >P

Then a is a given undegenerate matrix of rank p and extravagance TT
;^^ n

i \f

b is any matrix given by the formula

i i*
1

i \P i \

r

b = a k
, .............................. (2)

1 'n ' 'n '

'j>

i \r

where k is an arbitrary undegenerate matrix of rank r
;
and t is the rank

of the product [6] b .
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Let [<"'=[]*, [6]"T"=[^,' L ~l n " ' n

so that [a] is a given symmetric matrix of rank p TT, and

(3).

By 136. 2 it is possible to determine a matrix [k]

'

of rank r and

a symmetric matrix [ft]

r
of rank r p satisfying the equation (3) when and

only when

r p^O, r p:\>r, r p^p ir; r p + 2/
< 2r +p -

TT, r^p,

i.e. when and only when the conditions (A) are satisfied. Thus the rank r

and the extravagance p of a>r must satisfy the conditions (A).

Again whenever r and p satisfy the conditions (A), we can (as just shown)

determine a matrix [k]
P
of rank r and a symmetric matrix [ft]

r

of rank r p

satisfying the equation (3) ;
and whenever [k]

P
and [ft]

r
have been so deter-

mined, the matrix 6 given by (2) has rank r and extravagance p, and
1 '

therefore (ar
= b is a spacelet of rank r and extravagance p lying in o)p .

L ~J n

Second proof of the theorem. Let & be the core of O)P ,
and let cor be any

spacelet lying in wp whose complete intersection with &>. is a spacelet wu
of rank u. Then we can regard car as the join of a)u with a spacelet wx

which lies in a>p and does not intersect (on . Since we can always construct

a (necessarily non-extravagant) spacelet of rank p TT lying in o>p which

contains wx and does not intersect , it follows that when wr is arbitrary

subject to the conditions stated above, we can regard o>x as any spacelet

lying in any (non-extravagant) spacelet a)p_w of rank P TT which lies in cop

and does not intersect &>.

Let p and be the extravagances of wr and wx . Then since a>r is the

join of the two unconnected mutually orthogonal spacelets wu and wx whose

extravagances are u and
,
we see from Ex. viii of 170 that

r = u + x, p
= u + t; (4)

Further by Ex. v of 173 the possible values of x and are those

consistent with the conditions

HO, *, x + ^p-7r (5)

Eliminating x and from (4) and (5) we obtain the following result :

When wr is arbitrary subject to the conditions that it lies in wp and that its

complete intersection with wn is <ou or has rank u, the possible values of r and p
are those consistent with the conditions

p^u, p:\>r, r + p^(p-ir) + 2u (6)

292
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When a)u or it is arbitrary, the possible values of u are given by

u^O, U^TT; ............................... (7)

and when we eliminate u from (6) and (7), we obtain the result stated in the

theorem.

Other proofs of the theorem have been given in Ex. xiii of 165 and in

Exs. xiii and xiv of 170.

Ex. i. The conditions (A) which give the possible values of r and p are equivalent to

$- r
, p^n-r; p-ir^p-r, ir-

Thus when r is given, the possible extravagances of <a r are those consistent with its

rank and the conditions p ir^f-p r, IT -

Ex. ii. Writing r~p= t in (A) we see that the possible values of r and t are given by

2r-t$>p + ir, t^p-7r, *<0, t^r;... ........................ (8)

and that the possible values of p and t are given by

Zp+ t^p+ ir, t^p-n, <0, p^O............................ (9)

Ex. iii. The possible values of each of the integers r, p, t when the others are arbitrary
are given respectively by

r-fcO, r$>p; ....................................... (10)

p^O, 2pj>p + 7T, ....................................... (11)

*<tO, t^>p-n........................................ (12)

We obtain these results by eliminating p from (A), r from (A), and r from (8) or

p from (9).

Ex. iv. When r has any given value consistent with (10), the possible values of

p and t are given respectively by

p-^0, p^Tr + r-p, pjptr+p-r, p^r; ...................... (10')

*%?, tjp-p-ir, t<$2r-p-7r, *<0...................... (10")

When p has any given value consistent with (11), the possible values of r and t

are given respectively by

n; ........................ (11')

(11")

When t has any given value consistent with (12), the possible values of r and p are

given respectively by

(12')

-t..................................... (12")

Ex. v. Greatest values of r, p and
t, where t=r- p.

The greatest possible value of r is p, and r can have this value when and only when

p = ?r, t=p TT.

The greatest possible value of p is the greatest integer which does not exceed ^(p + ir).

If p + n = 2k, the greatest value of p is k, and p can have this value when and only when
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r=k, t= 0. If p+ir= 2k+ l, the greatest value of p is k, and p can have this value when

and only when either r= k, t= 0, or r=k+ l, t=l ;
both these sets of values being possible

because in this case we must have IT < p.

The greatest possible value of t is p - TT, and t can have this value wherj and only

when r has any value from p - IT to p, and therefore p has any value from to IT.

Ex, vi. Non-extravagant spacelets lying in wp .

There exists a non-extravagant spacelet <o r of rank r lying in o>p when and only when

r <
0, r

;J> p - IT. For all such spacelets we have p
=

0, t= r.

Ex. vii. Completely extravagant spacelets lying in wp .

There exists a completely extravagant spacelet o>r of rank r lying in <ap when and only

when r-^.0, rjf^ (p+ir). For all such spacelets we have p= r, t=0.

Ex. viii. Plenarily extravagant spacelets lying in a>p .

There exists a plenarily extravagant spacelet a>r of rank r lying in o>p when and only

when ir=n-p, r$>p, r<$.$n.

These conditions can only be satisfied when <op is a plenarily extravagant spacelet,

so that ir = n-p, p< \n ;
and they are then satisfied when and only when r^p, r<$.\n.

For all such spacelets we have p= n r, t= 2r n.

We see that every spacelet which contains a plenarily extravagant spacelet must itself be

plenarily extravagant.

The complete space cow is both non-extravagant and plenarily extravagant.

Ex. ix. If p<$. 2, the spacelet o>p contains at least one extravagant point.

Ex. x. There exist spacelets which lie in <ap and have extravagance greater than n

when and only when p n < 2
; and this condition can be satisfied when and only when

P " 2
, P n -

Ex. xi. If (ar lies in wp and does not intersect the core of <BP ,
the possible values of r and

p are given by

This we see by putting u= in (6).

Hence we can determine a completely extravagant spacelet o>p of rank p which lies in a>p

and does not intersect the core of <op when and only when

The join of o)w and o>p is then a completely extravagant spacelet of rank TT+ p lying

in Wp.

Ex. xii. If tor lies in wp and contains its core w^, the possible values of r and p are those

consistent with the conditions

This we see by putting U=TT in (6).

Ex. xiii. If p> (p TT), every completely extravagant spacelet of rank p lying in o>p

must have an intersection with the core of <av whose rank is not less than p ^ (p IT).
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Ex. xiv. If )r and are two non-intersecting spacelets of ranks r and s and extrava-

gances p and a- lying in a>p whose join does not intersect w w ,
the possible values of r, s, p, <r

are those consistent with the conditions

-n; p<0, pjpr, -ir; a-^.0, v

This follows from Ex. v of 173 when we regard u>r and <os as two arbitrary non-

intersecting spacelets of a (non-extravagant) spacelet of rank p n which lies in cap and

does not intersect &>..

Ex. xv. If a>r and w8 lie in a>p and have & 'for their complete intersection^ the possible

values of r, s, p, a- are those consistent with the conditions

r+ sjf-p + ir; P<TT, p^r, r + p^pp + n; o- <
TT, <r$>s, s+ a-jpp+ w,

which include r <
TT, r ^> jo, s <

TT, s ^> p.

We deduce this result from Ex. xiv by regarding cor and tog as the joins of . with two

non-intersecting spacelets <BZ and a>y whose join does not intersect cu^.

Ex. xvi. If a> r and a>s both lie in u>p and both contain
.,

the possible values of

r, s, p, a- are given by

P<TT, p%>r, r+p^p+n; a- <$. IT, crips, s + a-jfp + TT.

Ex. xvii. Graphical representation of the possible values of r and p in the theorem

of the text.

If we regard r and p as the Cartesian co-ordinates of a point R lying in a two-

dimensional plane, then R can be any point with integral co-ordinates lying inside the

area bounded by the straight lines

r-p= 0, r p=p-ir, p= 0, r+p=p + 7r.

NOTE. Tabular representations of the possible values of r, p and t in the theorem

of the text.

The following tables show the possible values of the remaining two of these integers

when one of them has an assigned value. They can be constructed from the results given

in Exs. iii and iv.

TABLE I.

Values of r and p when t is given.

Given value of t. Possible values of r. Possible values of p.
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TABLE II.

Values of r and t when p is given.

Given value of p.

p=0

P ^ "

p=rr

Possible values of r.

r <
0,

n-p

r=k, r=

r=k

Possible values of t.

The cases shown in the last two Hues are alternative according as p + ir is odd or even.

TABLE III a.

Values of p and t when r is given.

Case 1: 7r^>Jp, or p tr < ^ (p + w).

Given value of r. Possible values of p. Possible values of t.

t=0

r=p
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TABLE III b.

Values of p and t when r is given.

Case 2 : n < ^p, or p - IT jf ^ (p+ ir).

[CH. XVIII

Given value of r. Possible values of p. Possible values of t.

r=p- IT

p<rr+r-p, p^-rr+p-r

r=p t=p-T

The case shown in Table III 6 can only occur when 4p ^> 3, or p ^> 3 (np).

175. Possible values of the rank and extravagance of a

spacelet of homogeneous space co which contains a given

spacelet.

Theorem. If (op is a given spacelet of rank p and extravagance TT, and

if o)r is any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p which contains wp ,
then

the possible values of r and p are those consistent with the conditions

r + p^p + 7r, r-p^p TT, /H- 0> p^f-n r, (A)

which include the necessary conditions r^p, r:\>v, p-\*r.

First proof of the theorem. By 170.2 or 174 the possible values of

the given integers p and TT are those consistent with the conditions

TT^O, 7T :(>>, p + TT^n (1)

We will write a>p
= a

, tor
= 6

,
t r p.

' ' n ' 'n

!

. p

Then a is a given undegenerate matrix of rank p and extravagance TT
;

1 'n

I :

''

6 is any undegenerate matrix of rank r satisfying an equation of the form

a = b
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i iP

where k is an arbitrary undegenerate matrix of rank r
;
and t is the rank

l >r

i i f*

of the product [&]" 6 .

^~~^
71

By 174 or by Theorem la of 136 there exists a spacelet &>/ of rank r

and extravagance p when and only when r and p are integers satisfying the

conditions

p<\:0, p:\>r, r + p:\>n; (2)

and when &>/ is any such spacelet, it follows from 174 that there exists a

spacelet top
'

which lies in <u/ and has the given rank p and the given

extravagance TT when and only when the integers r and p are also consistent

with the conditions

p + Tr:\>r + p, p-7r:\>r p, TT 0, TT ^ p (3)

In virtue of (1) the integers r and p satisfy the conditions (2) and (3)

when and only when they satisfy the conditions (A). Consequently there

exists a spacelet of rank r and extravagance p which contains some spacelet

having the given rank p and the given extravagance TT when and only when
r and p satisfy the conditions (A). If then &>,. is a spacelet of rank r and

extravagance p which contains wp ,
the conditions (A) must be satisfied. To

complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that whenever the

conditions (A) are satisfied, we can determine a spacelet <ur of rank r and

extravagance p which contains the given spacelet wp .

Let r and p be any assigned integers satisfying the conditions (A) ;
let

ayr
' =

ft be any spacelet of rank r and extravagance p ;
and (as has been

I |P I 1*" I IP

shown to be possible) let &>/ = a = ft k be any spacelet of rank p and
1 ' n ' ' n ' ' r

extravagance vr which lies in o>r'. Then since cop and tap
'

are equi-extravagant

spacelets of the same rank, therefore by Ex. v of 170 or Theorem I of 165

there exists a square semi-unit matrix [1] such that

i iP n i ,P

a = [l] a
,

1 ' w ' ' n

i iP i 1- i iP i i'- n , ,'

i.e. a = b k
,

where b =
[/] ft .

1 ' '

'ji
'

<r
' 'n

n
< 'n

i <
r

i (
r

Since b has the same rank and the same extravagance as ft , therefore
1 ' ' 'n

i ! i \r

tor = b =[l] n
ft

* ' n ' ' n

is a spacelet of rank r and extravagance p which contains the given spacelet

i IP n i IP

t
= a = ^ a .
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Second proof of the theorem. We can deduce it from the corresponding

theorem of 174 by the principle explained in Note 2 of 170.

Let the normals to wp and a>r be wn-p and (on^.. Then cor is a spacelet

of rank r and extravagance p containing the given spacelet wp of rank p and

extravagance TT when and only when con_r is a spacelet of rank n r and

extravagance p lying in the given spacelet o)n-p of rank n p and extrava-

gance TT. Hence by 174 the possible values of r and p are those consistent

with the conditions

(n-r) + p :\>(n-p) + 7r, (n-r)-p $ (n -p) - ir, p ^ 0, p^n-r,
which are the conditions (A).

Ex. i. The conditions (A) which give the possible values of r and p are equivalent to

Thus when r is given, the possible extravagances of a>r are those consistent with its

rank and the conditions p tr^>r p, IT p~%>r- p.

Ex. ii. If the vertical rows of all the matrices which occur are unconnected, we have

, .p, r-p
r-,P r-,r rpP r-.r I I*

1

a = b k when and only when b =
a, c

Ex. iii. If a is a given matrix of rank p and extravagance w, we can form a matrix

l \P'
r~P

^_,p
a, c of rank r and extravagance p by adding final vertical rows to a when and only

when r and p satisfy the conditions (A).

By Ex. ii this is merely another form of the theorem of the text.

i iP
. _

i ,r-p
Ex. iv. If a is a given matrix of rank p and extravagance TT, and if c is so

1

're ' '

I |P,
r-p

chosen that a, c is undegenerate and has rank r, then the possible values of the rank t

n

of the symmetric product matrix

~a~

c
J
p, r-p

are those consistent with the conditions

(4)

This is also another form of the theorem of the text. The first three conditions in (4)

are the necessary conditions of Theorem II in 106, and the last condition in (4) is the

second necessary condition in the theorem of 133.

Ex. v. Writing t=r p in (A) we see that the possible values of r and t are given by

2r-t<$.p + ir, t^p-ir, t$>r, 2r-t$>n; ........................ (5)

and that the possible values of p and t are given by

ir, t^p-v, p<0, 2p+tjf>n........................ (6)
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Ex. vi. The possible values of each of the integers r, p, t when the others are arbitrary

are given respectively by
r<$p, r-frn; (7)

(8)

(9)

Ex. vii. When r has any given value consistent with (7), the possible values of p and

t are given respectively by

p<0, p%>ir+p-r, p-frir + r-p, p^n-r; (7')

tjp-r, f%>2r-p-ir, t^p-ir, t^>2r-n (7")

When p has any given value consistent with (8), the possible values of r and t are given

respectively by
ir-p, r^p-TT+p, rjf>n-p; (8')

p (8")

When t has any given value consistent with (9), the possible values of r and p are given

respectively by
(9')

n-t (9")

Ex. viii. Greatest vahies of r, p and t, where t= r p.

The greatest possible value of r is n, and r can have this value when and only when

p=0, t=n.

The greatest possible value of p is the greatest integer which does not exceed

^(n-p+ ir). If n-p + TT = 2k, the greatest value of p is k, and p can have this value

when and only when rn k, t= p- rr =n2k. If n p + rr = 2k+ 'i,
the greatest value

of p is k, and p can have this value when and only when either r= n k, t = n '2kp- TT + !,

or r=n &l
)
t=n %k \=p ir; both these sets of values being possible because in

this case we must have p + TT <n.

The greatest possible value of t is n, and t can have this value when and only when

r=n, p=0.

Ex. ix. Least values of r, p and t.

The least possible value of r is p, and r can have this value when and only when P = TT,

and therefore t=p tr.

The least possible value of p is 0, and this value of p can occur when and only when

r<p+ir, and therefore t^p + Tr.

The least possible value of t is p TT, and this value of t can occur when and only when
r

<$. p -
TT, 2r ^> n+p TT, and therefore p < 0, 2p ^> n p + IT.

Ex. x. Non-extravagant spacelets containing a>p .

There exists a non-extravagant spacelet wr containing <ap when and only when r<$.p + 7r,

rjf>n. For all such spacelets we have p
=

0, t= r.

Ex. xi. Completely extravagant spacelets containing p .

There exists a completely extravagant spacelet a>r containing ,,
when and only when

7r=p, r^f.p, r^^n. These conditions can be satisfied only when <ap is a completely

extravagant spacelet, so that p jf \n ;
and they are then satisfied when and only when

r<$.p, r~fc\n. For all such spacelets we have p= r,
= 0.

Ex. xii. Plenarily extravagant spacelets containing a>v .

There exists a plenarily extravagant spacelet <ar containing &>p when and only when

2r -^.n+p TT, r^n; and these conditions can always be satisfied.
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Ex. xiii. Graphical representation of the possible values of r and p in the theorem of

the text.

If we regard r and p as the Cartesian co-ordinates of a point R lying in a two-

dimensional plane, then R can be any point with integral co-ordinates lying inside the

area bounded by the straight lines

r+p=p+ 7T,
r+ p= n, p = 0, r-p= p-ir.

NOTE 1. Tabular representations of the possible values of r, p and t in the theorem

of the text.

The following tables show the possible values of the remaining two of these integers

when one of them has an assigned value. They can be constructed from the results given

in Exs. vi and vii.

TABLE I.

Values of r and p when t is given.

Given value of t. Possible values of r. Possible values of p.

t=p- IT

t<$ p+ir, t^-n

p=

TABLE II.

Values of r and t when p is given.

Given value of p.
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TABLE Ilia.

Values of p and t when r is given.

Case I: ^^^(n-p), or p + n ;j> i (n+p- n).

Given value of r. Possible values of p. Possible values of t.

r=p t=p- IT

-r, p\-ir+r-p

t=n

TABLE III 6.

Values of p and t when r is given.

Case 2: TT<^ (n-p\ or p+ ir <% (n+p IT}.

Given value of r. Possible values of p. Possible values of t.

rp

r-^%(n+p-TT\ r ^-p + ir p <(:
TT +p r, p^n-r

The case shown in Table III b can only occur when p < j
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NOTE 2. Ranks and extravagances of spacelets which lie in one given spacelet and

contain another given spacelet.

Let wr be a given spacelet of rank r and extravagance p in homogeneous space a>n ,

and let a>g be another given spacelet of rank s and extravagance a- which lies in o>r ,
so that

r, p, s, a- are integers satisfying the conditions

which include s+ a- ^> n, a- <
0, <r ^> s, s jf-r.

Then if <op is any spacelet of rank p and extravagance IT which lies in a>r and contains eog ,

the integers p and n must satisfy the conditions

p + ir %>r+ p, p-n^-r-p; p + ir^s+ a; p n^s-a-; TT 4 0, ........(B)

which include p <
s, p ^> r and p+ ir %-n, ir <^ 0, ir %>p.

For these are equivalent to the two sets of necessary conditions given by the theorems

of this and the preceding article.

The conditions (B) include

27r4>(r+ p)-(s-o-) &P + o +(-- )> 27r4( + o-)-(r-

and if p+ a-^j r s, the last of the conditions (B) is superfluous.



CHAPTER XIX

THE PARATOMY AND ORTHOTOMY OF TWO MATRICES AND OF

TWO SPACELETS OF HOMOGENEOUS SPACE /

[In 176 we define the mutual paratomy and the mutual orthotomy of two spacelets

of homogeneous space ,
and determine their possible values when only the ranks of the

spacelets are given. In the following articles we determine the possible values of the

mutual orthotomy of two spacelets which have given ranks and satisfy certain other

conditions. The cases in which the two spacelets both lie in or both contain a given

spacelet are considered in 177 ;
the cases in which the two spacelets do not intersect or

are mutually complementary are considered in 178 and 179 ;
and the more important

case in which the two spacelets have a given intersection is considered in 180 and 181.

In 182 we determine the possible simultaneous values of the paratomy and orthotomy
of two spacelets, or two real spacelets, whose ranks only are given ;

and in 183 we consider

some general properties of mutually orthogonal spacelets.]

176. The paratomy and orthotomy of any two spacelets in

homogeneous space of n - i dimensions or rank n.

r>
|
q

Two matrices a and b of ranks r and * which both have the same
1 '

n,
' ' n

number of vertical rows, or two matrices \a\ *and [61 of ranks r and s which
L Jp

J
q

both have the same number of horizontal rows, will be regarded as having
the same mutual paratomy and the same mutual orthotomy as the homo-

i IP i 1

geneous spacelets (or
= a and <w8 = 6 . We may therefore confine ourselves

' ' n ' ' n

to a consideration of the paratomy and orthotomy of spacelets in homogeneous

space.

1. The mutual paratomy of two spacelets.

The mutual paratomy p of any two spacelets car and eog in homogeneous

space a>n will be defined to be the greatest number of unconnected points

common to wr and (og . It is the rank of that spacelet which is the locus of

all points common to wr and a)s , i.e. the rank of the complete intersection

of o)r and to* .
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Referring to Ex. ix of 139 we see that :

If wr and o)s are two arbitrary spacelets of ranks r and s, and if p is their

mutual paratomy, the possible values of r, s and p are those consistent with the

conditions

p 0, p^r, p $ s, p^r + s n, (1)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r^O, r:\>n, s 0, s ^ n (2)

If the spacelets are non-intersecting, we have r + s^n and p = 0.

When r and s are given and r
<j: s, the conditions (1) become

p <(: 0, p :f> s, p^r + s-n,

and the greatest possible value of p is s, this value of p occurring when and

only when <as lies in (or .

When r and s are given and r^-s, the conditions (1) become

p <j: 0, p :f r, p ^ r + s n,

and the greatest possible value of p is r, this value of p occurring when and

only when cor lies in <wg .

2. The mutual orthotomy and the cross rank of two spacelets.

The mutual orthotomy of any two spacelets tar
= a and a>s = b of

^ ' n n

homogeneous space wn will be defined to be the degeneracy of the product

\lr
=

[a] b . It will be convenient to give also a name to the rank of the
r

' 'n

product -v|r,
and this we will call the cross rank of the spacelets wr and ws .

Thus if t and r are respectively the cross rank and the mutual orthotomy of

a)r and g, then t and r are respectively the rank and the degeneracy of the

product \fr. They are integers independent of the particular matrices which

represent wr and &>.

From Theorem la of 134 we obtain the following result :

If (or and (Ds are two arbitrary spacelets of ranks r and s, and if t is their

cross rank, the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the

conditions

t<Q, t$r, t:\-s, t^r + s-n, (3)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r<j:0, r
:f> n, s -^ 0, s

:\>
n (4)

Since t = s-rorr T according as r < s or r
:\> s, we deduce the following

theorem giving the possible values of T:
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If r and s have any assigned values consistent with the necessary con-

ditions (4), and if r is the mutual orthotomy of wr and &>g ,
then :

(1) When r <
s, the possible values of r are given by

r<|:0, T:\>S, r^n-r (5)

(2) When r ^> s, the possible values of T are given by

r<|;0, r^r, T
:f>

n s (6)

(3) In all cases the possible values of r, s and r are given by

r<|;0, r
:\> r, r

:f> s, r^n r, T
:f

?i s (7)

We obtain the last result by observing that the conditions (7) ..are

equivalent to (5) when r
<j: s, and to (6) when r $ s, and that they include

the conditions (4).

Let wn_.r and &>n_g be the normals to &>,. and ws . Then when r^.s we

see from Ex. vi of 134 or from Ex. iii below and Ex. xxiii of 170 that :

(1) T is the greatest number of unconnected points which lie in <wg

and are orthogonal with o)r , i.e. it is the rank of the complete
intersection of o>s with <wn_r .

(2) t s + T is the greatest number of unconnected points which lie

in &),. and are orthogonal with a)s> i.e. it is the rank of the

complete intersection of cor with &>n_.

The corresponding results when r ^ s are obtained by interchanging r

and s.

Ex. i. If t is the cross rank of cor and a>s ,
then :

(1) <a r is the join of a spacelet of rank r t lying in a> n _ 8 and a spacelet of rank t

which does not intersect <o re_ 8 .

(2) <0g is thejoin of a spacelet of rank s t lying in o)n _ r and a spacelet of rank t

which does not intersect a>
re_ r .

Thus t is the greatest possible rank of a spacelet which lies in o>r and does not inter-

sect the normal to co g ;

and t is also the greatest possible rank of a spacelet which lies in <as and does not inter-

sect the normal to <ar .

J* y

Ex. ii. If co r
= a is a spacelet of rank r whose normal is o>n _ r ,

and if o>
y
= k is a

1 'n ' 'n

n ' 12/

spacelet of rank y which does not intersect o>n _ r ,
then the product [a] k is undegenerater

i <n

and has rank y.

For if there existed a connection of the form [a]
n

k X =0, the point i= k X
r i in i

ij,
i i n i i y

of a>y would be orthogonal with <ar and would lie in w
ft _ r .

c. n. 30
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Ex. iii. With the same notation let o>8
= b be a spacelet whose complete iuter-

i i n

r-,* I

-
1

*' V

section with a>n _ r is <ax= h . Then we can write o>8
=

h, k
,
where x+y= s, and

- 1 * 1-i

n
i i y n i i*

eoy
= k is a spacelet which does not intersect wn _ r ;

and because [a] h =0, therefore
i >n

T L '_ , y

the product ^= [a] 6 =[a] ^j ^ has the same rank y as [a] .

if r<%.s, the degeneracy of ^ is equal to the rank x of the complete intersection of a>g

n - r .with

Ex. iv. The extravagance of any spacelet a>r= a is its orthotomy loith itself.
1 '

Ex. v. The mutual orthotomy of any two spacelets is the rank of the complete
intersection of the smaller spacelet with the normal to the larger spacelet.

Ex. vi. The normals to two spacelets have the same mutual orthotomy as the two spacelets

themselves.

For if r <
s, so that n s 4 nr, the mutual orthotomy of &>r and a>3 is the rank of the

intersection of wg and o>n _ r ,
and the mutual orthotomy of n _ r and <on _ 8 is the rank

of the intersection of con_ r and wg .

Ex. vii. If t is the cross rank of a> r and a>8 ,
and if t' is the cross rank of their normals

ton - r and o)n _ 8 , then

t' t= n r s.

Let T be the mutual orthotomy of both pairs of spacelets. Then if r 4 s, we have

t= s T, t'= n-r-r.

Ex. viii. If a>r and a>s are two arbitrary spacelets of given ranks r and s whose normals

are a>
ra _ r and o>n _ 8 ,

and if u and v are the ranks of the complete intersections of a>r ,
<an- g

and of <og , o>n-n then the possible values of u and v are given by either of the two equivalent

sets of conditions

M<0, u \> r, u^>n-s, u-^ir s, u v= r s; ..................... (8)

v
<J; 0, v ^> s, vjf>n r, v<$.s r, u v= r s...................... (9)

For the possible ranks of the complete intersection of a> r and wn _ g are given by the

first four inequalities in (8) ;
the possible ranks of the complete intersection of a>s and

<on -r are given by the first four inequalities in (9) ;
and by Ex. xxiii of 170 we have

u- v=r-s...........................................(10)

We can deduce the conditions (5) and (6) from (8) and (9) ;
for if r is the mutual

orthotomy of a>r and o>4 ,
we have

r=u, when r^s; T= V, when r < s.

Ex. ix. Conditions that each of two spacelets a>r and a>3 shall be incident with the normal
to the other.

Let cur( _ r and to
re_ 8 be the normals to w r and ws . Then there are two possible cases of

incidence.

Case I. If either one of the two spacelets mr and < 8 lies in the normal to the other,
then each of them lies in the normal to the other, and the two spacelets are mutually
orthogonal. This is possible only when r + sjf-n.
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Case II. If either one of the two spacelets <ur and o>8 contains the normal to the other,

then each of them contains the normal to the other, and their two normals n_ r and <an-

are mutually orthogonal. This is possible only when r+s<[ n.

Special Case. When r-\-s=n, one of the spacelets is incident with the normal to the

other when and only when the two spacelets are mutually normal.

Thus if either one of the two spacelets o>r and <og is incident with the normal to the

other, then each of them is incident with the normal to the other, and the incidence is

necessarily of the first kind when r+ s ^n, and necessarily of the second kind when
n.

NOTE 1. Greatest possible value of the mutual orthotomy T.

Since the mutual orthotomy r of a>,. and o>8 is the same as the mutual orthotomy of

their normals a>n_ r and o>m_ 8 , it is immaterial which of these two pairs of spacelets we
consider. There are two possible cases, in each of which we assume throughout
that r^s.

Case I. When r+ s ^> n. The greatest possible value of T is s.

Each of the two spacelets a> r and o>8 is incident with the normal to the other when and

only when each of them lies in the normal to the other
;
and the mutual orthotomy T

has its greatest possible value s when and only when each or any one of the following

equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelets <or and g are mutually orthogonal.

(2) Each of these tivo spacelets lies in the normal to the other.

(3) Each of these two spacelets is incident with the normal to the other.

(4) Every point of a>r is orthogonal ivith every point of o>8 .

These conditions can only be satisfied under the following circumstances :

(1) When a> r and o>8 do not intersect.

(2) When the complete intersection of a>r and a>8 is a completely extravagant (or self-

orthogonal) spacelet.

From the conditions (7) we see that we can have T= S only when
i

r<^s, r+ s Jpn, t= 0.

Case II. When r+ s < n. The greatest possible value of'T is n-r.

Each of the two spacelets wr and w8 is incident with the normal to the other when and

only when each of them contains the normal to the other
;
and the mutual orthotomy r of

wr and o>8 has its greatest possible value n r when and only when the mutual orthotomy
of a>n -r and n_ 8 is n r, i.e. when and only when the cross rank of &>_,. and o>,t _ 8 is 0,

i.e. when and only when each or any one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The normals a>n - r and <an _ t to (or and are mutually orthogonal.

(2) Each of the two spacelets a>r and o>g contains the normal to the other.

(3) Each of these two spacelets is incident with the normal to the other.

(4) Evert/ point orthogonal with u>r is orthogonal with every point orthogonal with o>e .

302
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These conditions can only be satisfied under the following circumstances :

(1) When o>r and a>s are mutually complementary.

(2) When the join of a>r and a>g is a plenarily extravagant spacelet.

From the conditions (7) we see that we can have r= n r only when

7*4 s,

Both in Case I and in Case II the mutual orthotomy has its greatest possible value

when and only when each of the two spacelets a>r and <as is incident with the normal to

the other.

In the particular case when r+ s=n the mutual orthotomy has its greatest possible

value when and only when a>r and o>g are mutually normal.

Ex. x. If t= (i.e. if r<^ s, T= S or if r ^>, T= r), and if the complete intersection of <or

and cog is the (completely extravagant) spacelet a>w ,
then <ar and a>8 both lie in the normal

)V-JT to their complete intersection.

Because (an lies in 6>s ,
therefore <on ~ a lies in o>n ^ v ; and because cor lies in o)n_ g ,

therefore o>r lies in _,,..

Ex. xi. If t=r+s n (i.e. if r^ s, r= n r or if r \>s, r= n s\ and if the complete

intersection ofa>r and o>g is the spacelet eop whose core is
.,
then the core of <or is the complete

intersection of a>n - r with ww ,
and the core of a>s is the complete intersection of &> (l _ g

with <ov .

For the core of a> r is the complete intersection of <a r and wn_ r . Because <an_ r lies in wg ,

this is the complete intersection of o>p and a>w _ r ;
and because <an _ r lies in wn _ p ,

this is

the complete intersection of u>w and a>n _ r .

NOTE 2. Least possible value of the mutual orthotomy T.

The least possible value of T is 0. Assuming that r-$ s, we have T= (or t= s) when
and only when each or either of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelet u>s does not intersect <an _ r .

(2) The spacelet <ar is one whose complete intersection with o)TC _ g has rank r- s.

From (7) we see that we can have T= whatever values r and s have.

177. Mutual orthotomy of two spacelets which both lie in
or both contain a given spacelet.

Theorem I. If wr and u>s are two spacelets of ranks r and s which both

lie in a given spacelet wp of rank p and extravagance TT, and if t is the cross

rank of wr and (os ,
the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the

conditions

r$p, s$p; t^O, t^r, t $ s, t^p-ir, t^i r + s -p -
TT, ...(1)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r^O, r^p, s^O, s^p......................... (2)
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If r and s have any given values consistent with the necessary conditions (2),

and if T is the mutual orthotoniy of wr and a)s , then when rJf.s the possible

values of T are those consistent with the conditions

T
<j: 0, T < s p + TT, T ^ s, r^-p + TT r (3)

Let (Op
= c

,
o)r

= a
,

(os = b
, (4)

1 ' n ' ' n " ' n

i \r , ,p , ,r , ,* , ,p , ,*

where a = c h
,

b = c k
; (5)

1 ' ' >u '

'/>
' ' ' >u '

'p

and let [c] c =
[7] , [a]

"
b =

[e] ,

w v J
w

so that [7] is a given symmetric matrix of rank p TT, and

i \ , i

By sub-article 2 of 184 we can determine matrices h
,
k of ranks r, s

<>P <>p
and a matrix \e\ of rank t satisfying the equation (6) when and only when

the conditions (1) are satisfied. And when they have been thus determined,

the spacelets car and w s defined by (4) and (5) lie in wp ,
have ranks r and s,

and are such that their cross rank is t. Since the elimination of t from (1)

leads to (2), the possible values of r and s are those consistent with (2).

We obtain the second part of the theorem by making the substitution

t = s T in (1).

NOTE 1. Spacelets lying in a given non-extravagant spacelet.

Every theorem A concerning spacelets a>r ,
wg ,

... lying in a given non-extravagant

spacelet <ap of homogeneous space &> ft corresponds to and is deducible from a theorem B

concerning corresponding spacelets Q r ,
Qs ,

... of homogeneous space Qp . A rank, cross

rank, paratomy, orthotomy or extravagance x occurs in the theorem A when and only

when it occurs in exactly the same manner in the theorem B, in which n is replaced

by P-

To see this let p be represented in the form

6>p
== X ,

where [A]" X =[1]
P

-

i in,
1' i IB

i ,r , ,P , ,r , , , ,p , ,

Then if wr
= a = X a ,

a>8
=- b == X /3 , ...

are spacelets of ranks
/*, s, ... lying in a>p , we can regard

nr
= a

,
O8
=

(i ,
...

1

ip
'

'p

as spacelets of ranks r, s, ... in homogeneous space Op of rank p.

Thus there is a one-one correspondence between those spacelets <ar , to,, ... o/ <an which lie in

u>p and the spacelets Qr , i2,, ... of Q t>
.
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The spacelet <or lies in or contains when and only when Qr lies in or contains Q8 ,
and

the join and intersection of &> r ,
wg ,

... correspond respectively to the join and intersection

of P , O., ....

Any two corresponding spacelets such as o>,. and Qr have the same rank and the same

extravagance.

Also since [a] b =
[a] /3 , any two pairs of corresponding spacelets such as ,.,

r ' <n r
'

'p

and Qr ,
Q8 have the same cross rank and the same mutual orthotomy.

Let Op _ r be the normal to iir . Then the locus of those points of <ap which are

orthogonal with a>r is the spacelet <ap _ r which corresponds to Qp _ r . If an -p and wn _ r

are the normals to a>p and o>r ,
then &>p _ r is the complete intersection of a>m _ r with a>p ,

and

wn _ r is the join of wp _ r and <on _ p . Consequently &>_,. has the same extravagance and the

same core as <Bn _ r .

The core <ap of <ar is also the core of a>p _ r and the complete intersection of o>r and wp _ r ,

and it corresponds to the core Qp of Qr which is also the core of Qp _ r and the complete

intersection of Qr and Qp _ r .

Thus the normal to Qr corresponds to the intersection of the normal to ar with p ;
and

the core Gp of Qr corresponds to the core cop of a>r .

Illustrations of the principle of this note are given in Lemma B and Theorem II

of 178.

Ex. i. If p and a- are the extravagances of two non-intersecting spacelets a>r and <ag

which lie in a given non-extravagant spacelet &>p ,
the possible values of r, s, p, a- are those

consistent with the conditions

r+ s^f-p; p<0, p$>r, p^-p-r; a <
0, <r$>s, <r\*p-s,

which include the necessary conditions r<0, s<^ 0, r+ s ^f>p; and this is true even when one

of the spacelets is given.

Using the principle explained in Note 1 we deduce this result from Theorem I of 173

by substituting p for n.

The possible extravagances of each spacelet are completely independent of the other

spacelet.

Theorem II. If wr and ws are two spacelets of ranks r and s which both

contain a given spacelet wp of rank p and extravagance TT, and if t is the cross

rank of wr and &>g ,
the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the

conditions

r^p, s^p; t^r + s-n, t^>r, t^s, t^p ir, t :fr + s- P-TT, ...(7)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r<^p, r^n, s^p, s ^ n (8)

If r and s have any given ranks consistent with the necessary conditions (8),

and if r is the mutual orthotomy of cor and ws , then when r
<j:

s the possible
values of T are those consistent with the conditions

T < 0, T ^ p + TT r, T $ s p + TT, T
:f>
n r (9)

Let &>n_r ,
oOT-8 ,

ton-p be the normals to &>r ,
&>g ,

(op ,
so that wn-p is a given

spacelet of rank n - p and extravagance TT
;
and let t' be the cross rank of
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wn_r and _. Then &>,j_r and 6>n_s are any two spacelets of ranks n r and

n s which both lie in a>n-p . The possible values of n r, n s and t' are

given by Theorem I when we replace r, s and t by n r, n s and t' in (1).

If then, using Ex. vii of 176, we make the substitution t' = n - r s + t, we
see that the possible values of r, s and t are given by (7). Since the elimina-

tion of t from (7) leads to (8), the possible values of r and s are those

consistent with (8).

We obtain the second part of the theorem by making the substitution

t = s - r in (7).

Ex. ii. If c is a given undegenerate matrix of rank p and extravagance IT, and if
1 >n

, ,r-p i ,s-p
a and b are matrices whose elements are arbitrary subject to the conditions that

I 1

P, r-p p, s-p

c, a and c, b are undegenerate and have ranks r and s, then the possible values

n n

of the rank t of the matrix

p-i"
^-l*-*

V = I c, b
LJ i_j i

ft r-P

are those consistent ivith the conditions

t \>r, t $>s, t$>r+ s-p-ir (10)

Here r and s are any given integers satisfying the conditions (8).

This result is clearly another form of stating Theorem II.

The conditions (10) are the necessary conditions given by Theorem II of 104 and by
the theorem of 133.

NOTE 2. Spacelets containing a given non-extravagant spacelet.

Every theorem A concerning those spacelets a>r ,
a>s , ... of homogeneous space <an which

contain a given non-extravagant spacelet ap corresponds to and is deducible from a

theorem B concerning spacelets Qr_p , 8 - p ,
... of homogeneous space Qn _p . A rank

or cross rank x occurs in the theorem A when and only when a corresponding rank

or cross rank x-p occurs in exactly the same manner in the theorem B; and an

orthotomy or extravagance y occurs in the theorem A when and only when the same

orthotoniy or extravagance y occurs in exactly the same manner in the theorem B, in

which n is replaced by n p.

To see^this let o>n _ p be the normal to wp ,
and let <wp and a>n -v be represented in

the forms

r-^"-" n, -]

p '
n- p

_._.
X, =L i

=W'
,*f n "- -J

p, n-p

Then if
o>,., wg ,

... are spacelets of ranks r, s, ... in o>,t which contain
wj,,

it follows from

Ex. ix of 170 that we can represent them in the forms

| >r | |P,
r-p

| |g j jP.s-p
a)rs a =

A, a'
,

a>8= 6 = A, fi' , ...,

n n

i \r~P i \*P i P
where a' , /3' ,

... are matrices of ranks r p, s-p, ... orthogonal with X . The

spacelets" , -^^ , -^ S ~P<o-a w_=:i ...
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are the complete intersections of a>r ,
o>8 ,

... with a>n -p> and a>r ,
a> 8 ,

... are the joins of <up

with eoV-p, a>'s-p,

Thus there is a one-one correspondence between the spacelets ,., 8 ,
... containing o>p ,

and the spacelets o>'r-p , w'g-jj,
of the non-extravagant spacelet a>n -p .

From Note 1 it follows that :

There is a one-one correspondence between the spacelets a r ,
o>8 ,

... of which contain tap

and the spacelets Qr_p ,
Q8_ p> ... of homogeneous space Qn -p .

This last result can be obtained in a more precise form by writing

j r= a =
X, /x

Then Qr_p
= a ,

Qg_ p =/3 ,
...

> ' p ' 'n-p

are the uniquely determinate spacelets of Qn - p which correspond to <or ,
o>8 ,

....

The spacelet wr lies in or contains w8 when and only when Qr _ p lies in or contains

Q8_p ;
and the join and intersection of

,.,
ws ,

... correspond respectively to the join

and intersection of Qr -p ,
Gg-p ,

....

If x and X are the ranks of two corresponding spacelets such as wr and Qr_p, we have

X=x p ;
and if y and Y are the extravagances of two such corresponding spacelets, we

have Y=y.

Again if fal 8 fwl , we have \a\ b =
L Jr n .^ .

L J r ' L J -
. H

r-p
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NOTE 3. Spacelets which lie in one given non-extravagant spacelet and contain another

given non-extravagant spacelet.

Every theorem A concerning those spacelets u>r , g , ... of homogeneous space on which

lie in one given non -extravagant spacelet a>q arid contain another given non-extravagant

spacelet o>p corresponds to and is deducible from a theorem B concerning spacelets Qr_p ,

Qg_p, ... of homogeneous space Qq ^ t>
. A rank or cross rank x occurs in the theorem A

when and only when a corresponding rank or cross rank x-p occurs in exactly the same

manner in the theorem B
;
and an orthotomy or extravagance y occurs in the theorem A

when and only when the same orthotorny or extravagance y occurs in exactly the same
manner in the theorem B, in which n is replaced by q p.

This result follows at once from Notes 1 and 2.

To give greater precision to the result let ,,_ be the locus of those points of <aa
which

are orthogonal with p ,
i.e. the intersection of the normal to <aq with o>p ,

and let <oq ,
<ap ,

Vq-p be represented in the forms

, ,9 i ,<l i

-,P i

-,9 i ,9-P

o>q= h
, p= h X ,

o)8_ p
= h n ,

( Jn ' ', '

'</
L ' '

'q

r-v-l9 I

-
|P> P I-T n-,P.9-P

where [< 7 = [^ ] ^ -g ?] -W',.L^J
p,<Z-p'
-' L ' -Va-p

Any spacelet a>r which lies in a>q and contains a>p can be regarded as the join of <ap with
*

the intersection <a'r_p of eor and o>g_ p . Hence the spacelets <,., o>g , ... can be represented
in the forms

i

-
1 i ifl-P i I*

1 P , , , ,9-P i |8~P
where w'r-p= h p a ,

a>'g_ p= h
p. j3 ,

1 'n '

'9
' ' P ' 'n '

'9
'

'9 P

are the intersections of a>r) cu8 , ... with cos_ p ; and we can regard

I

-if P i
-,8 P

as uniquely determinate spacelets of homogeneous space Q<,_ p .

Thus there is a one-one correspondence between those spacelets a>r , g ,
... of <on which lie

in a>q and contain a>p and the spacelets Qr_ p ,
flg_ p ,

... of homogeneous space Qq p .

The spacelet a>r lies in or contains o>8 when and only when Qr_ p lies in or contains

fis_ p ;
and the join and intersection of <ar , ,

... correspond respectively to the join and

intersection of the corresponding spacelets Q,._ p ,
Qg _ p ,

If x, X and y, Y are the ranks and extravagances of two corresponding spacelets such

as or ,
Or_p ,

we have X=x p, Y=y.

If x, X and y, Y are the cross ranks and orthotomies of two pairs of corresponding

spacelets such as (o>r , <ag), (Qr_p ,
Q_ p), we have X=x-p, Y=y.

The normal to Qr-p is a spacelet Qq- r which corresponds to the join of p with the

intersection u>'q- r of the normal to o>r with o>3_p ,
<o'q r being the locus of those points of

o>q-p which are orthogonal with o>'r-p .

The core p of cor ,
which is also the core of ca'r_p ,

lies in wg _ p ,
and the core Qp of

Qr_p corresponds to the join of a>p with o)p .
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Ex. v. If p and a- are the extravagances of two spacdets a>r and &> of homogeneous

space <an which lie in one non-extravagant spacelet <>,
and have as their complete intersection

another non-extravagant spacelet o>p ,
the possible values of r, *, p, <r are those consistent with

the conditions

-pjf-q; p 4 0, p^-r-p, p^q-r; a-^O, tr^s-p, a-^q-s;

and this is true even when one of the spacelets is given.

We deduce this result from Theorem I of 173 by substituting r-p, s-p, q-p for

r, s, n and leaving p and o- unaltered.

178. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two non-

intersecting spacelets of given ranks in homogeneous
space a)n .

Lemma A. Let cor and wg be two non-intersecting spacelets in homo-

geneous space con of ranks r and s whose cross rank is t. Then if wr is given

and has extravagance p, the possible values of r, s, p and t are those consistent

with the conditions

r + s$n, p^O, p^r, t^O, t^r, t$s, t^r + s-n + p, ...(1)
i

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and p, viz.

r + s^n, s^Q,- p^O, p^r, p^>n-r] ............ (2)

and if &>g is given and has extravagance a, the possible values of r, s, a and t

are those consistent with the conditions

r + s-jf-n, o-^O, o-^s, t<\:0, t$r, t^>s, t<\: r + s - n + a; ...(l
f

)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and <r, viz.

r + s:\*n, r ^ 0, a
<j: 0, a- ^ s, <r %- n

- s............. (2')

Let wr be any spacelet whatever having rank r and extravagance p, so

that r and p are any integers satisfying the necessary conditions

p^O, p^r, r + p3>n......................... (3)

Then wg will be a spacelet which does not intersect o> r and which more-

over is such that the cross rank of wr and ws is t when and only when it has

a complete intersection of rank r t with wn_r and does not intersect wr .

Regarding w g as the join of a spacelet a)s_ t lying in &>n_r which does not

intersect wr , i.e. does not intersect the core &>p of <wr ,
and a spacelet a> t which

does not intersect &>n_r and does not intersect the join of &>g_ (
and u>r ,

we see

as in Ex. xi of 140 that when wr is given we can determine ws so as to have

the required properties when and only when s and t satisfy the conditions

or r + s^n, t^f.0, t^>r, tfys, t^ir + s n + p (4)

Thus when o)r is given, the possible values of r, s, p and t are those

consistent with the conditions (3) and (4), which are together equivalent to
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the conditions (1); and this establishes the first part of the lemma. The

conditions (1) clearly also give the possible values of r, s, p and t when both

tar and wg are arbitrary subject to the condition that they do not intersect.

The second part of the lemma can be proved in a similar way.

Ex. i. Let T be the mutual orthotomy of the two non-intersecting spaceleta <ar and o>g ,

and suppose that a>r is given and has extravagance p. Then when r^s, the possible

values of r, s, p and r are given by

r-^s, r+ s'f-n, p-^0, p j>r, T<$ 0, r^>s, r^n-r-p; ..........(5)

and when r
!f- s, the possible values of r, s, p and T are given by

rjf-s, r+ s^-n, p<f 0, p ^>r, r<|: 0, r>r, r ^n-s-p............ (6)

In both cases the possible values of r, s, p and T are given by

r+ s
>f>n, p-^O, p$>r, r^O, T \>r, r ^s, r^-n-r-p, T $>n-s -

p. ...(7)

Ex. ii. Let T be the mutual orthotomy of the two non-intersecting spacelets a>r and a>s ,

and suppose that is given and has extravagance er. Then when r
<j: s, the possible

values of r, s, a- and r are given by

r<^s, r+ s^f>n, or^.0, a- \>s, r<f:0, T $>s, r^n r-a-; ......... (5')

and when r 4> s, the possible values of r, s, a- and T are given by

?*:}>, r+ s^-n, o-^O, a- $>s, r-^O, T $>r, r^n-s-v.......... (6')

In both cases the possible values of r, s, a- and T are given by

a-^O, a-^s, r<}:0, T-^>r, r^-s, r ^n-r-a, r^n-s-o: ...(7')

Z&P. iii. When ar and w8 do not intersect and have extravagances p and a-, the

conditions

T^O, T $>r, T 4> , T ^> w
-

*' p, T %>n-r-o; T^>n-s-p, T^>n-s-a;

and the conditions

<4 0, <^>r, 4>.s, <t r+s-w+ p, <<f:r+s w+ o-

must always be satisfied.

Theorem I. If u>r and a)s are two arbitrary non-intersecting spacelets

of homogeneous space wn of ranks r and s whose cross rank is t, then the

possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the conditions

r + s$n, t^Q, t:\-r, t ^> s, .....................(8)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r^O, s^Q, r + s$n......................... (9)

If r and s have any assigned values consistent with the necessary conditions

(9), and if r is the mutual orthotomy of &>,. and o)s ,
then when r s the possible

values of r are those consistent with the conditions

7-HcO, r-^s............................... (10)

We obtain (8) by eliminating p from the conditions (1); we obtain (9) by

eliminating t from the conditions (8); and we obtain (10) by making the

substitution t = s r in (8).
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Ex. iv. When the restriction r <f s is removed, the possible values of r, s and T are

those consistent with the conditions

r+ s ^n, 7-40, rjf>r, r^s............................... (11)

Ex. v. Alternative proof of the conditions (10).

It follows from 176 that r must satisfy the conditions (10), and it remains to show

that T can have any value consistent with those conditions. This can be seen by taking oar

to be a non-extravagant spacelet, so that com _ r does not intersect a>r . Eegarding o>g as the

join of a spacelet a> T which lies in wm _,. and a spacelet o>g __ T which does not intersect m_ r

and does not intersect the join of <a r and <o r ,
we sec as in Ex. xi of 140 that the possible

values of s and T are those consistent with the conditions

which in virtue of (9) and the condition r-^s are equivalent to the conditions (10).

Ex. vi. Greatest possible value of the mutual orthotomy r in Theorem I.

Since r+s ;}>, each of the spacelets r and wg is incident with the normal to the other

when and only when each of them contains the normal to the other.

We assume throughout that r-^ s. Then the greatest possible value of T is s, and T has

this value when and only when each or either of the following equivalent conditions is

satisfied :

(1) The spacelets <a r and <as are mutually orthogonal.

(2) Each of these spacelets lies in (or is incident with) the normal to the other.

If ft)r is given and has extravagance p, these conditions are satisfied when and only

when <g lies in w rt _ r and does not intersect the core of &>_,.; and this is possible when

and only when s satisfies the conditions s<\ 0, s+p ^n r or s*\ 0, r+s^n p.

If g is given and has extravagance a, these conditions are satisfied when and only

when cor lies in a>M _ g and does not intersect the core of <on_ 8 ;
and this is possible when

and only when r satisfies the conditions r^( 0, r+o- ^f-n-s or r<% 0, r+s^n a:

These results agree with Exs. i and ii.

Ex. vii. Least possible value of the mutual orthotomy r in Theorem I.

We assume throughout that /< s. The least possible value of r is 0, and r has this

value when and only when each or either of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelet <ug does not intersect <uw _ r ; and of course also does not intersect <ar .

(2) The spacelet <or has a complete intersection of rank r s ivith w,i_ 8 ; and of course

does not intersect caa .

If a>r is given, we see from (1) that g can be determined so that r= when and only

when s satisfies the conditions s-4 0, s+ (n r) >, s+ r j?n or r< s, s-^O, r+ s $>n; thus

it can be so determined whenever s satisfies the necessary conditions (9) and is not greater

than r.

If is given and has extravagance o-, we see from (2) that a>r can be determined

so that r=0 when and only when we can determine a spacelet wr _ 8 of rank r s which lies

in <om_ 8 and does not intersect the core of &>_ and also a spacelet of rank s which does not

intersect a>n _ 8 and does not intersect the join of wr_ g and ;
and this is possible when

and only when r is consistent with the conditions

r-s<$0, (r-s) + a-jfn-s, s ^ 0, s + (n-s)^n
i.e. when and only when r satisfies the conditions r <t s,

r+ s ^> n, r

These results agree with Exs. i and ii.
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Lemma B. If wr and cog are two non-intersecting spacelets which both lie

in a given non-extravagant spacelet wp of homogeneous space a)n , if &>, is given

and has extravagance p, and if t is the cross rank of wr and wg ,
then the

possible values of r, s, p and t are those consistent with the conditions

r + s^p, p^O, p^r, t^O, t$r, t$s, t$ r + s-p + p, ...(12)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and p, viz.

r + s^>p, s<^0, p^:0, P :\>r, p^p-r (13)

// d)8 is given and has extravagance a, then the possible values of r, s, a and

t are those consistent with the conditions

r + s$p, o-{0, <r$s, t^O, t^r, t^s, t^r + s-p + a, ...(12')

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and <r, viz.

r + s^p, H; 0, a
<\: 0, a-

:\> s, a- $ p - s (13')

Using the principle explained in Note 1 of 177, we deduce Lemma B
from Lemma A by substituting p for n.

Theorem II. If (or and wg are two arbitrary non-intersecting spacelets

which both lie in a given non-extravagant spacelet cop of homogeneous space <wn ,

and if t is the cross rank of wr and <wg , then the possible values of r, s and t are

those consistent with the conditions

r + s^p, HO, *:K fir a, (14)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r<j:0, H^O, r+s$p (15)

If r and s have any assigned values satisfying the necessary conditions (14),

and if T is the mutual orthotomy of wr and ws , then when r
<j:

s the possible

values of r are those consistent with the conditions

H;0, r:\>s (16)

We can deduce Theorem II from Theorem I by substituting p for n, and

we can deduce it from Lemma B by eliminating p from the conditions (12).

Ex. viii. When the restriction r<$ s is removed, the possible values of r, s and T in

Theorem II are those consistent with the conditions

r + s jfp, T 4 0, T 4> r, T^S.

Ex. ix. Let o>r and w, lie in one non-extravagant spacelet <oq and have as their

complete intersection another non-extravagant spacelet &>,,.
Then if u>r is given and has

extravagance p the possible values of r, s, p and t are given by

r+s-p^q, p<|:0, p^-r-p, t-Jfp, t^>r, t$>s, t<$r+s-q+ p;

and when &>, is given and has extravagance <r, the possible values of r, s, or and t are

given by

r+s-p ^q, <r^0, a-\>s-p, t<$p, t \>r, t $>s,

We deduce this result from Lemma A by using Note 3 of 177.
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Ex. x. If wr and a>8 both lie in one non-extravagant spacelet <oq and have as their

complete intersection another non-extravagant spacelet p ,
the possible values of r, s and t

are given by

We deduce this result from Theorem I by using Note 3 of 177.

NOTE. Real non-intersecting spacelets.

Theorem II remains true when &>p is real and a>r and o>8 are restricted to be real. In

particular Theorem I remains true when we introduce the restrictions that o>r and g are

to be real.

This will be evident from Ex. xvii of 139.

179. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two mutually

complementary spacelets in homogeneous space cun .

Theorem I. // cor and (os are two arbitrary mutually complementary

spacelets of homogeneous space wn of ranks r and s whose cross rank is t, then

the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the conditions

r + s-n^iQ, t^r, t^s, t^r+s n, ............... (1)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r ^ n, s^-n, r + s -^ n......................... (2)

If r and s are any given integers satisfying the necessary conditions (2),

and if T is the mutual orthotomy of car and (os ,
then when r < s the possible

values of r are those consistent with the conditions

T^cO, r^-n-r............................... (3)

Let ton-r an(i Mn-s be the normals to wr and <os ,
and let their cross rank

and mutual orthotomy be t' and T'. Then v>n- r and o>n-8 are two arbitrary

non-intersecting spacelets of ranks n r and n s
;
and by Exs. vi and vii of

1 176 we have t' = t + n r s, T =r. The possible values of n r, n s, t', T'

are given by Theorem I of 178, and substituting for t' and r' the above

values we obtain (1), (2) and (3).

Ex. i. If a>r and are mutually complementary, and if <ar is given and has extrava-

gance p, the possible values of r, s, p and t are those consistent with the conditions

r+s-^n, p<$0, p^>n-r, t >r, t$>s, t-^r+ s-n, t<$ p,

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and p, viz.

r+ s<\:n, s^>n, p<$ 0, pj^r, p^-n-r.

Hence when r<% s, the possible values of s and T are given by

r<$ s, r+s *\n; T <4 0, r^n-r, r^s-p.

These results follow from Lemma A of 178 ;
and we can deduce Theorem I by

eliminating t.
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Ex. ii. If a>r and <BS are mutually complementary, and if a>, is given and has extrava-

gance <r, the possible values of r, s, a and t are those consistent with the conditions

r+ s<$ n, cr<0, a-^-n-s, t %>r, t
,j> s, t-^r+ s-n, t^ <r,

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and <r, viz.

r+ s-^in, r^>n, o-<0, <r$>s, o-jf>n-s.

Hence when r-^s, the possible values of r and T are given by

r<:0 r>n r TS-O-.

Ex: iii. When r and <og are mutually complementary and have extravagances p and a-,

the conditions

and t-^r+ s-n, t^>r, t^s, t^p, t^a-

must always be satisfied.

Ex. iv. Greatest possible value of the mutual orthotomy T in Theorem I.

We assume throughout that r^ s. Then the greatest possible value of T is n r, and r

has this value when and only when each or either of the following equivalent conditions is

satisfied, it being understood that a>r and a>8 are mutually complementary.

(1) The normals to o>,. and a>s are mutually orthogonal.

(2) Each of the spacelets a>r and a>s contains (or is incident with) the normal to the other.

If a>r is given and has extravagance p, these conditions are satisfied when and only
when <0g is the normal to a spacelet _ which lies in a>r and does not intersect the

core of <or ;
and this is possible when and only when s satisfies the conditions * 4> n,

r+ s-5 n+ p.

If o>g is given and has extravagance o-, these conditions are satisfied when and only

when u>r is the normal to a spacelet _,. which lies in wg and does not intersect the core

of <ag ; and this is possible when and only when r satisfies the conditions r ^>n, r+s<if. n+ a-.

These results agree with Exs. i and ii.

Ex. v. Least possible value of the mutual orthotomy T in Theorem I.

We assume throughout that r<\ s. The least possible value of T is 0, and T has this

value when and only when each or any one of the following equivalent conditions is

satisfied :

(1) The spacelet u>r is the normal to a spacelet &>_,. which intersects neither u>t nor o>m_ g ;

i.e. u>r is complementary to both a>s and _<,.

(2) The spacelet o g is the normal to a spacelet <an-s which has a complete intersection of
rank r s with a>r and does not intersect a>n r> i-e - ^a is complementary to <ar and

does not intersect w,t_ r .

If g is given, we see from (1) that we can determine a>B_ r so that the mutual

orthotomy of &r and o>g is when and only when r satisfies the conditions r <
s, r+ s4 n,

r ^> n ;
thus it can be so determined whenever r satisfies the necessary conditions (2) and

is not less than s.

If a>r is given and has extravagance p, we see from (2) as in Ex. vii of 178 that we can

determine wn_ 8 so that the mutual orthotomy of o>r and o>8 is when and only when s

satisfies the conditions r-^ s,
r+ <| n

i
s<* P-

These results agree with Exs. i and ii.
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Theorem II. If wr and o)g are two arbitrary spacelets of ranks r and s

which both lie in a given non-extravagant spacelet wp of homogeneous space wn
and are mutually complementary in a)p ,

and if t is the cross rank of wr and

o)s , the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the conditions

r + s-p^.0, t^r, tfys, t^r + s-p, ............... (4)

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r and s, viz.

r:\>p, s^p, r + s^p......................... (5)

If r and s are any given integers satisfying the necessary conditions (5),

and if r is the mutual orthotomy of cor and a)s , then when r-Jf. s, the possible

values of r are those consistent with the conditions

r0, r^p-r............................... (6)

We can employ the same proof as that of Lemma B or Theorem II in

178, observing that w r and ws are mutually complementary in cop when

and only when the matrix a, /3 in Note 1 of 177 has rank p, i.e. when
J P

and only when flr and Hg are mutually complementary spacelets of the

homogeneous space Op . Thus we obtain Theorem II from Theorem I by

simply substituting p for n.

NOTE 1. Extensions of the results given in Exs. i,
ii and iii.

We can deduce from each of these results a corresponding result for spacelets <ur and a>,

which lie in a given non-extravagant spacelet a>p and are mutually complementary in o>p

by simply substituting p for n.

NOTE 2. Real mutually complementary spacelets.

Theorems I and II remain true when we introduce the restrictions that o>r and ,
are

to be real, the given spacelet o>p in Theorem II also being real.

180. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two space-
lets which have a given complete intersection and which
both lie in the plenum of their intersection.

Lemma. Let P be any spacelet of rank p and extravagance TT in homo-

geneous space (on ; let X and Y be two spacelets each of which is orthogonal

with P and does not intersect P ; let (P, X) denote the join of P and X, and

(P, Y) denote the join ofP and Y ; and let

t = cross rank of (P, X) and (P, Y), t' = cross rank ofX and Y,

T ==
orthotomy of(P, X) and (P, Y), r = orthotomy ofX and Y.

Then t = t' + ( p - TT), T = r + TT.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. If a, =-^7

"
is the core of P, we can write

1 'n

Tr>p ~'r

fvl
n

'

-T'P~ 7r

TO 0"l
Tr>p ~'r

,
where M y, c = I' I

~
-"TT, p n- n * ' -'

ir, p n
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Let X=u>x
= a

,
Y=av

= b
,
so that

Then if

(P, Jr

)
= wp + z H5 y, C, a , (P, F)=

IT, p*, y

and
y, c, b

"0, 0, 0"

0, 1,0

_0, 0, d_
11 P w

i
*&

we have ^= rank of A//= rank of [d~\
v

.
I J X 1

and = rank of ^s
= (p 7r) + rank of [W]" = (p n) + t'.

In proving the second statement in the lemma we may suppose that tc<$ y. Then

T = degeneracy of ^'=yt', T= degeneracy of ^r=p+y t,

and therefore T -r'p t+t'= Tr.

Ex. i. The extravagance of (P, X)= Tr + the extravagance of X, and the extravagance

of (P, F)= TT + the extravagance of Y. Also the core of (P, X) is the join of the cores of P
and X, and the core of (P, Y) is the join of the cores of P and Y.

The first two statements follow from the lemma, and all four statements follow from

Ex. viii of 170.

In the theorem which follows (op is a given spacelet of rank p and extra-

vagance TT, and a>n-p is the normal to wp \
. is the common core and the

complete intersection of cop and wn_p \
wn_n is the plenarily extravagant

spacelet normal to . which is also the common plenum and the join of wp
and WU-P '> <*>r and &>g are any two spacelets which have o)p for their complete
intersection and which both lie in the plenum on_ 7r ;

<wn_r and &>_ are the

normals to wr and ms ,
and can be regarded as any two spacelets which lie in

ton_p ,
are mutually complementary in &>n_p ,

and both contain wn \ p and fl-

are the extravagances of w r and w 8 ; <wp and wa are respectively the common
core of o)r ,

wn_r and the common core of o)g ,
&n_ g ,

and are two spacelets lying

in <0n-p whose complete intersection is . Further wp_n is a non-extravagant

spacelet of rank p TT lying in cop ,
so that wp is the join of the two non-

intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets (0p_n and &
;
and &>__. is a

non-extravagant spacelet of rank n p TT lying in &>n_p ,
so that <wn_p is the

join of the two non-intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets wn-p-* and

&). We can always write

I

-
\

lriP~i'
I

-
^ir, np ir

I

----
1

IT, p jr, np ir

(op
=

c, a
,

6)n_p
=

c, 6
,

&)n_ ff
=

c, a, 6

c. n. 31
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where

c, a, b
i i

T, p ir, np T

TT, p n, np ir

0, 0,

0, 1,

0, 0, 1

IT, pn, n p it

ir, p-ir, nptr

In the figure the area inside any continuous curved line which is marked

with a number x represents a spacelet wx ;
and the shaded area represents

the completely extravagant spacelet &>. which is the core of each of the

spacelets o)p ,
wn-p> On-v

Theorem. Let (or and (as be any two spacelets which have as their com-

plete intersection the given spacelet wp whose core is o)^,and which both lie

in the plenum (an_w of cop . Then if t is the cross rank of cor and a>s , the

possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the conditions

which include the conditions giving the possible values ofr and s, viz.

r-^p, s^p, r + sp^-n TT (2)

Further if r and s have any assigned values consistent with the necessary
conditions (2), and if r is the mutual orthotomy of wr and a>g , then when r-^s
the possible values of T are those consistent with the conditions

T<TT, T ^ s p -\- TT ....(3)
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Here the given integers p and TT can have any values consistent with the

necessary conditions

TT < 0, TT $-p, p + 7r^>n (4)

Before proving this theorem we will define certain other spacelets, the

comprehension of which will be facilitated by the figure.

Definitions of (or_p+n and a>s-.p+n . Since the join of o)r and <wn_p contains

both top and a>n_p and also lies in (on_v ,
it must be a>n_ff ; consequently the

complete intersection of o)r and wn-p has rank r p + ir; and similarly the

complete intersection of cag and o)n_p has rank s p + TT.

Thus the complete intersection of <wr with (on-p , i.e. the locus of those

points of a>r which are orthogonal with (op ,
is a certain spacelet (or_p+n of

rank r p + vr', and the complete intersection of (os with (on_p ,
i.e. the locus

of those points of <wg which are orthogonal with (op , is a certain spacelet
(os-p+n of rank sp + ir. Since the points common to a>r_p+n. and (os^p+w are

the points of wp which lie in a)n-p , they are the points of &.

Consequently (or-p+v and (Og-p+7t are two spacelets lying in wn_p whose

complete intersection is &>..

Ex. ii. If >_ is any given non-extravagant spacelet of the greatest possible rank p- IT

lying in o)p ,
then a>r is the join of the tioo non-intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets a>p_ v

and <u,._p + ff ,
and o>g is the join of the two non-intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets

OP-V and o)g_ p + jr .

Since a>p- w does not intersect &>, it does not intersect 6>n_ p ,
and does not intersect

<u r_p + n-. Therefore the join of wp_ w and a>r_ p + n ,
which lies in <or ,

has rank r and

must be o>r .

Ex. iii. The spacelet a>r_ p + 7r is the locus of those points of a>r which are orthogonal with

WP-TT/ ana tne spacelet o)8_ p + n- is the locus of those points of a>s which are orthogonal

with a>p-. n .

This follows from Ex. ii above and Ex. ix of $ 170.

In fact since <or lies in <>,>_., all points of <u r are orthogonal with <.. Hence the locus

of those points of o>r which are orthogonal with a>p- v is the same as the locus of those

points of r which are orthogonal with p ,
i.e. it is the complete intersection of <or and

o)n_ p which has been denned to be o)r_ p + ff .

Ex. iv. The complete intersection of a>p and car_ p + n is <an ; and the complete intersection

of a>p and Wg-p + jr is eow .

For the points common to <op and <or_ p + n. must lie in a) ?l_p and therefore in a>n .

It follows that the joins of <BP with ,._ + and with a)8_ p + ff have respectively ranks r

and s.

Ex. v. The spacelet a>r is the join of the two mutually orthogonal spacelets eop and

o)r_p+T ; and the spacelet <ag is the join of the two mutually orthogonal spacelets o>p and

to-T> + ir-

For by Ex. iv the join of
a>,,

and < r _,, + ir ,
which lies in wr ,

has rank r and must

therefore be &>,..

31-2
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Ex. vi. The spacelets o>r_p + n. and <B8_ p + n. have the same mutual orthotomy as the

spacelets o>r and a>t .

In fact if t and t' are the cross ranks, and if T and r' are the mutual orthotomies of the

pairs of spacelets (<or ,
co8) and (,._ + ,

o)g_ p + ff),
we see from Ex. ii above and the

lemma that

Ex. vii. The spacelets a>r_ 1) + n and a>g _ p + 7r have the same extravagances and the same

cores as the spacelets o>r and a>s .

This follows from Ex. ii above and Ex. viii of 170.

Definitions of (ar-p and o>8_p. Let a>r_p be any spacelet of rank rp
which lies in wr_p+ff and does not intersect wn ,

i.e. does not intersect a>p ;
and

let
(0,,-p

be any spacelet of rank s p which lies in ft)_p+w and does not in-

tersect a)*, i.e. does not intersect wp . Then &)r_p+ff is the join of the two

non-intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets &>., d)r_p ;
and (os-p+n is the

join of the two non-intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets wn ,
a>s-p-

Since wp and wr-p do not intersect, their join, which lies in a>r> has rank r

and must be &>,.. Thus &>r is the join of the two non-intersecting mutually

orthogonal spacelets o)p , a)r_p ;
and similarly o)s is the join of the two non-

intersecting mutually orthogonal spacelets wp> o>g_p. Again since o)p is the

complete intersection of wr and &>g , it follows from the last result that the

three spacelets wp ,
wr-p, Ms-p are unconnected, i.e. o)r-p and wg_p are two

non-intersecting spacelets lying in a>n_p whose ioin does not intersect cop ,

i.e. does not intersect &>.

Ex. viii. We can always determine (non-extravagant) spacelets of rank np v lying

in a>np which contain both a>r_ p and a>s_ p and do not intersect
.,

i.e. do not intersect p .

For the join of <or_ p and g_ p is a spacelet of rank r+ s 2p which lies in o>n_ p and

does not intersect <., and we have (r+ s 2p) + IT %>np, i.e. r+s-2p^>np ir.

Ex. ix. If wn_ p_ w is any given non-extravagant spacelet of the greatest possible rank

n pir lying in co
ft_ p ,

we can always so choose the spacelets cor _j, and o)8_p that they both

lie in _,,_. They are then the complete intersections of a>r and a>8 with a>n_p_,r.

Let the complete intersection of &>,._ + . with a>n_ p_ B.,
which is also the complete

intersection of a>r with con_ p_ r ,
be a>x . Then because the join of a>r_ p + n. and toTC_ p_ n.

must lie in <an_ p ,
we have (r p+ ir) + (n-p-ir) x %>np, i.e. x-Jf r-p. Again because

<an-t>-ir does not intersect wu ,
it does not intersect <op ,

and therefore a>x does not intersect

o>p ; consequently wp and a>x are two non-intersecting spacelets lying in wr ,
and we have

p+ x ^>r, i.e. x %>r-p. Thus the complete intersection of wr_ p + n. or <ar with a>n_ p_ w is a

spacelet <o'r -/> of rank r p ;
and similarly the complete intersection of a>g _ p+ or wa with

WH-P-B- is a spacelet o/g_p of rank 5 p.

The spacelets a>r_p and 6>g_ p lie in a>n_ r,_ v when and only when they are the spacelets

w'r-p and w'-p-

Ex. x. When cor_p and wg_ p are any two non-intersecting spacelets of ranks r-p and

s-p lying in <on_ p whose join does not intersect &, i.e. does not intersect wp ,
or when

they are any two non-intersecting spacelets of ranks rp and sp lying in the given
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non-extravagant spacelet (_,,_., then the three spacelets <ap ,
o>r_ p ,

<ag_ p are uncon-

nected
; therefore the join of the two spacelets o>p ,

o>r_ p and the join of the two spacelets
WP> w -p are two spacelets of ranks r and s which lie in o>n_ ff and have <op for their

complete intersection.

Hence when <ar and a>, are arbitrary subject to the conditions that they have a>p for
their complete intersection and that they both lie in &>_., we can regard o>T-p and &>,_ p as

two arbitrary non-intersecting spacelets lying in o>m_ p whose join does not intersect <>, and
we can also regard o>r_ p and o>g_p as two arbitrary non-intersecting spacelets lying in the

given non-extravagant spacelet ww_ p_ n..

Ex. xi. If
t, t\ t" are the cross ranks, and if T, T', r" are the mutual orthotomies of

the three pairs of spacelets (<ar ,
o>g), (<ar_p + n ,

w8_ p + ff), (< r_ p , w^-p), we see from the

lemma that

t'= t", t= t' + (p-ir); T= T'= TT+T".

Ex. xii. If p, p', p" are the extravagances of cor ,
o)r_ p + ff , r_ p ; and if

<r, a-', cr" are the

extravagances of
,

<og_ p + Jr ,
<Bg_p ;

then

p = p'
= TT + p", er= IT = TT + <r".

Ex. xiii. The core of r ,
which is also the core of wr_p+n.,

is the join of <,> with the

core of wr_p ;
and the core of o>g ,

which is also the core of <Bg_p + 7r ,
is the join of . with

the core of o>g _ p .

Ex. xiv. If &)p _ ff is any non-extravagant spacelet of rank > TT which lies in <ap (and
does not intersect

.),
then wr is the join of the three unconnected mutually orthogonal

spacelets o)p _ n , &>., o>,._p ;
and eog is the join of the three unconnected mutually orthogonal

spacelets wp _ w ,
con ,

w_ p .

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. If wr and o)s are two arbitrary spacelets of

ranks r and s which lie in &>_ and have wp for their complete intersection,

and if ton_p_ff is any given non-extravagant spacelet of rank n p Tr lying
in ft>n _p, we have seen that <wr and ws are the joins of (op with two arbitrary

non-intersecting spacelets <wr_p and wg_p of ranks r p and s - p lying in

<n-^-7r-

Let t and "
be the cross ranks of the pairs of spacelets (w r ,

&>g) and

(o)r_p , Wg-p}. Then by Theorem II of 178 the possible values of r p, s- p
and t" are those consistent with the conditions

p)$n-p-7r, r-fcO, t"$r-p, t" ^s-p. ...(I')

Now by the lemma we have t = t" + ( p TT); and when we make the

substitution t" = t p -f TT in (!') we see that the possible values of r, s and

t are those consistent with the conditions (1). When we eliminate t from

(1), we obtain (2). Consequently, as can easily be seen directly, the possible

values of r and s are those consistent with the conditions (2). If T is the

mutual orthotomy of wr and (a s , then when r
-j;

s we have t = s r; and

substituting this value for t in (1) we see that the possible values of T are

those consistent with the conditions (3).

We have thus proved the theorem.
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Ex. xv. If (Op-,,.
is any non-extravagant spacelet of rank p ir lying in &>p ,

then a>p ^ n

lies in both a>r and a>, but intersects neither a>n - r nor <an _ s .

For cup_ 7r does not intersect its normal, and a>n _ r and <un_ 8 both lie in its normal. In

fact o>,r is the complete intersection of w,,._ r with <up ,
and also the complete intersection of

<_, with a>p .

Ex. xvi. Verification of the limits to T in the theorem of the text.

Because as contains a spacelet eop_ w which does not intersect a>n _ r ,
therefore the

complete intersection of a>s with wn _ r cannot have rank greater than s p-\-ir; and

because all points of . are common to <as and <BH _ r ,
therefore the complete intersection

of o)g with a>n-r cannot have rank less than IT.

Hence when r 4 s, we must have r s - p+ ir and T
<\.

IT.

Ex. xvii. When we remove the restriction that r<$ s, the possible values of r, s and T

are those consistent with the conditions

r+ s p ^>n TT, r4 TT, r}>r jo+ TT, T^-S-JO + TT ................. (5)

.fik. xviii. T'Ae complete intersection of m _ r ?0M a>r _ p + 7r is o>p ; erne? ?A<? complete

intersection of a>n _ g

For <BP ,
which lies in _,., lies in a>n _ p and is the locus of those points of WK _ P which

are common to wr and >_,., i.e. common to a>r _ p + n. and n _ r .

^2?. xix. The complete intersection of o>M _ r VA a)r _ p is ^Ae core of ft)r_p ; ao? ^Ae

complete intersection of w_ g wiM a>,_ p is ^Ae co/'e o/ a>s _p .

Since (. does not intersect cor _ p ,
it follows from Exs. xiii and xviii that the core of

<ar-p is the locus of all points common to <op and r _p , i.e. of all points common to n_ r

and o)r_p .

.&. xx. The complete intersections of the normals to a),._p + 1r and a>r _ p with o>n_ p are

6o^A a>n - r ',
and the complete intersections of the normals to a>s _ p+1T and tas_ p with a> ft_ p are

both a>n g.

For o)r is the join of the two spacelets wr _ P VTTJ WJT and also the join of the two spacelets

0)r_ p ,
6)p .

^sp. xxi. Possible values of r, s, p, t in the theorem when a>r is given or arbitrary.

From Lemma B of 178 we see that the possible values of r, s, p, t are those consistent

with the conditions

r+s-p %>n-7r, p-^rr, p^rp-\-rr; t \>r-n, t \>S-TT, t-^p-rr, t-^ r + s- n-ir+p ;

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and p, viz.

r+ s-p ^n-Tr, s<p; P<TT, p $>r-p+ ir, p^-n-r.

Ex. xxii. Possible values of r, s, a-, t in the theorem when a>s is given or arbitrary.

From Lemma B of 178 we see that the possible values of r, s, a-,
t are those consistent

with the conditions

r+s-p ^>n TT, O-^TT, a-^s-p+ n; t^r-Tr, t^f>s ir, t^p rr, t< r+s-n TT + O- ;

which include the conditions giving the possible values of r, s and o-, viz.

-p ^>n~ IT, r<$p; <r<$ir, a-^s-p + ir, a-^>n-s.
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Ex. xxiii. Possible values ofr, s, p, r and of r, s, r, r in the theorem when r<$.s.

When <ur is either given or arbitrary the possible values of r, s, p, T are those consistent

with the conditions

r^s, r+s-p jf>n-ir, p<n-, p^r-p+ n; r<jr, r^-s-p+ n, T $>n r+ir-p ;

and when &> is either given or arbitrary the possible values of r, s, or, T are those consistent

with the conditions

r<s, r+s-p jf>n-ir, O-<TT, v $>s -p+ ir
;

T< IT, T $>s p + n, T $>n

Ex. xxiv. Possible values of r, s, p, <r in the theorem.

If p" and cr" are the extravagances of o>r _ p and g_p ,
we can obtain the possible values

of r p, sp, p", o-" from Ex. i of 177. Then making the substitutions p"
= p-7r,

<r"=o- TT, we see that the possible values of r, s, p, or are those consistent with the

conditions

r+s-p jf-n-ir ; p^rr, p$>r p + ir, p^n-r; o-< TT, (r%>s-p+ ir, a-^-n-s;

which include the conditions (2) giving the possible values of r and s.

We see that the possible extravagances of each of the spacelets u>r and g are entirely

independent of the extravagance of the other spacelet, and are simply those due to the

fact that it lies in o>n- n and contains a>p .

Ex. xxv. Possible values of r and p, and possible values of s and <r in the theorem.

The possible values of r and p are those consistent with the conditions

P^TT, pj^r-p+ Tt, p$>n-r,

which include r <t p, r j?n ir.

The possible values of s and o- are those consistent with the conditions

o-<(: TT, o-4>s JO + TT, a-^n s,

which include s
<\. p, s %>n ir.

NOTE 1. Greatest possible value of the mutual orthotomy T in the theorem.

We may observe that in every one of the pairs of spacelets (wr_p + n.,
o)8_p + ff),

(wr_p ,
o)g_p), (wr_p + ff ,

co8 ), (wr , Wg_p + 7r), (wr_p , <), (wr , o>g_p) each of the two spacelets

is incident with the normal to the other when and only when each of them lies in the

normal to the other, i.e. when arid only when the two spacelets are mutually orthogonal.

This follows from the necessary condition r+s-p ^>n- TT.

We will now assume throughout that r^s. Then the greatest possible value of T

is sp+ TT, and T has this value when and only when the cross rank of a>r_p + 7r and w,_p + n.

is 0, i.e. (see Ex. xi) when and only when the cross rank of <Br_p and w8_ p is
;
and this is

the case when and only when each or any one of the following equivalent conditions

is satisfied:

(1) The spacelets <or_p + n. and o>a_p + n are mutually orthogonal, i.e. each of them lies in

(or is incident with) the normal to the other.

(2) The spacelets &>r_p and tos_p are mutually orthogonal, i.e. each of them lies in (or is

incident ivith) the normal to the other.

(3) The spacelets <Br _p+n. and o>g (or a> r and cog_p + ff ) are mutually orthogonal, i.e. each

of them lies in (or is incident with} the normal to the other.
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(4) The spacelets eor_p and a>s (or a>r and co,_p) are mutually orthogonal, i.e. each of them

lies in (or is incident with) the normal to the other.

(5) Every point of <ar which is orthogonal with a>p (or with O)P_ W)
is orthogonal with every

point of co8 which is orthogonal with a>p (or with <BP _ W).

(6) Every point of <or which is orthogonal with <op (or with a)p- n) is also orthogonal

with co,.

(7) Every point of a>s which is orthogonal with a>p (or with CDP_ W)
is also orthogonal

with to,..

The conditions (4) are equivalent to (2) because cor is the join of cop and cor_p , to, is the

join of o)p and cos_p ,
and <op is orthogonal with both cor_p and o>8_p .

If cor is given and has extravagance p (r and p being consistent with the necessary

conditions given in Ex. xxv), we see from (4) that these conditions are satisfied when and

only when cog _p lies in con_r and does not intersect cor_p + ff ,
i.e. does not intersect the core

of < n_r ;
and this is possible when and only when sp<$ 0, (s p)+p ^-n-r; i.e. when

and only when s satisfies both the necessary conditions (2) of the theorem and the condition

r+sp %>n p.

If co, is given and has extravagance a- (s and o- being consistent with the necessary

conditions given in Ex. xxv), we see in the same way that these conditions are satisfied

when and only when cor_p lies in o>n_ 8 and does not intersect the core of ton_, ;
and this is

possible when and only when r-p^Q, (r-p) + o- %>n-s; i.e. when and only when r

satisfies both the necessary conditions (2) of the theorem and the condition r+ s-p ^-n-a:

These results agree with Ex. xxiii.

NOTE 2. Least possible value of the mutual orthotomy T in the theorem.

We assume throughout that r 4 s. The least possible value of T is TT, and r has this

value when and only when the mutual orthotomy of <or_p and eo,_p is 0, i.e. when and only

when each or any one of the following conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelet 8_p does not intersect the normal to <or_p ,
i.e. does not intersect con _ r ;

and of course also does not intersect o>r .

(2) The spacelet <ar_p has a complete intersection of the smallest possible rank r s with

the normal to Wg_p ,
i.e. with _; and of course also does not intersect <at .

(3) The spacelet a>n is the complete intersection of a>8^p + n and con_r ,
i.e. the complete

intersection of a>a and con _ r .

If wr is given and has extravagance p (r and p being consistent with the necessary

conditions given in Ex. xxv), we see from (1) that these conditions are satisfied when and

only when co8_p lies in con_p and intersects neither wtt_ r nor cor_ p + 7r ;
and this is possible

when and only when s-p4, (s-p)+ (n r) j>n -p, (s-p) + (r-p+ TT) %>n p; i.e. it

is possible when and only when s is not greater than r and satisfies the necessary

conditions (2) of the theorem.

If cos is given and has extravagance a- (s and <r being consistent with the necessary
conditions given in Ex. xxv), we see from (2) that these conditions are satisfied when and

only when cor_p is the join of a spacelet to,._ 8 of rank r s lying in <an- which does not

intersect the core of <ow_ 8 and a spacelet co'8_p of rank s-p lying in u>n-p which does not

intersect the join of <or_ 8 and <o8_p + w ;
and this is possible when and only when r s<^ 0,

(r-s) + <r jf-n-s, s-p<$0, (s p) +(r-p+ 7r) ^n-p ;
i.e. it is possible when and only

when r is not less than s and satisfies both the necessary conditions (2) of the theorem

and the condition r j? n - a-.

These results agree with Ex. xxiii.
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NOTE 3. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two spacelets whose complete

intersection is a given non-extravagant spacelet.

The case in which o>r and cog are two spacelets whose complete intersection is a given

non-extravagant spacelet p is that particular case of the theorem of the text in which

TT=O and _. is the complete space <on . The possible values of r and s are still given

by (2) ;
the possible values of r, s and t are given by

r+s-pjf>n, t<$p, tjf-r, t^>s;

and when r and s are given and r <
s, the possible values of T are given by

T4 0, T > S - p.

In this special case we can regard a>r and &>g as the joins of <BP with two non-intersecting

spacelets o>,._p and &>g_p which are orthogonal with o>p ,
i.e. which lie in the spacelet <an_p

which is now non-extravagant and does not intersect < p ;
and the mutual orthotomy of u>r

and o>g is the same as the mutual orthotomy of a>r-p and a>g_p ; moreover the extrava-

gances and cores of <a r and g are the same as the extravagances and cores of a>r_p
and o)g_p .

The mutual orthotomy T has its greatest possible value s p when and only when each

or any one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelets o>r_p and o>g_p are mutually orthogonal, i.e. each of them lies in (or

is incident with) the normal to the other.

(2) The spacelets <or -.p ,
or the spacelets >g_p ,

o>r are mutually orthogonal.

(3) Every point of a>r orthogonal with &> is orthogonal with every point of < g orthogonal
with <BP .

(4) Every point of a>r orthogonal with <ap is orthogonal with u>t ; or every point of to,

orthogonal with <op is orthogonal with cor .

If a>r is given, these conditions are satisfied when and only when o)g_p lies in <an_r and

does not intersect cor_ p ,
i.e. does not intersect the core of o>n_r . An exactly similar result

applies when o>8 is given.

The mutual orthotomy T has its least possible value when and only when each or

either of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The spacelet <> does not intersect a>n_r ; or the complete intersection of a>r with &>_,
has rank r s.

(2) The spacelet &>g_p does not intersect the normal to w,._p ,
i.e. does not intersect a>,,_r ;

and of course also does not intersect a>r_p .

(3) The spacelet <or_p has a complete intersection of rank rs with the normal to <a_p ,

i.e. with a),t_8 ; and of course also does not intersect a>g_p .

We see from (2) how a>, can be formed when o>r is given, and from (3) how o>r can be

formed when o>g is given.

NOTE 4. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two real spacelets whose complete
intersection is given.

The possible values of r, s, t and r when we introduce the restrictions that &>r , , and

&)p
are all real are the same as in Note 3, and this is true even when one of the spacelets

wr and w, is given. We use the facts (see Note 5 of 181) that the normals to and the join

and intersection of two real spacelets are all real. The proof is then similar to that of

the theorem, all auxiliary spacelets being real.
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181. Possible values of the mutual orthotomy of any two

spacelets whose complete intersection is given.

Lemma. Let &>_. be a completely extravagant spacelet of homogeneous

space a>n ivhose core is wn ; let wh and wk be two spacelets of ranks h and k

which lie in _. and contain CDW ; let &>M and wv be two spacelets of ranks u

and v which lie completely outside or do not intersect ww_T ; let cor and a)s be

respectively the join of &>&, &>M and the join of (0%, cov> so that r h + u and

s = k + v; and let

t = cross rank of cor and ws , t' = cross rank of (ah and &>&.

Then t = t' + u + v.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We will write

r ,T I

-
1""'

/l
~ 7r

aw= c
,

a)ft
s c, a

,

so that

Let

= c a a

[1
/fr

n

aj ,-J
ir, h

=
c, 6

i
ir, k i

T,k-TT,V

r~\

and o, b, ft

I i

IT, kir

Then
A: TT

'=rank of d/=rank of \d~\
H
:

,

^=rank of \k
L J hit'

Because v ^>TT, and because u>v does not intersect <BM _,T, therefore the matrix

is undegenerate and has rank v, for no point of is orthogonal with . For similar

reasons the matrix [ji]* is undegenerate and has rank u. We may therefore assume

without loss of generality that (x} =(= 0, (#') =t= ; and \js
has then the same rank as the

matrix
_ _, tl, k ir, v

0, 0, x

0, d, y

* > y >
e _

Now using Theorem IV of 105 we see that

[0

x
'

a, y

k

and this proves the lemma.
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Ex. i. The extravagance of a>r=the extravagance of u>h -u; and the extravagance of

at,
= the extravagance of a>k -v.

These are particular cases of the lemma.

Ex. ii. The join of <ou ,
a>n -ir and the join of o>u ,

both have extravagance n u; and

the join of a>v ,
<an_v and the join of <>, <an both have extravagance IT-V.

These are particular cases of the lemma.

Ex. iii. The join of COM ,
<un-v (which is also the join of a>r , <_) is a plenarily

extravagant spacelet of rank n~ir + u whose core is a certain spacelet w ff_M of rank n u

lying in u> n ; and the join of cow ,
a>n_ n (which is also the join of cog , (_) is a plenarily

extravagant spacelet of rank n n+ v whose core is a certain spacelet _ lying in &).

By Ex. ii the join of a>u and o)
7l_ ff has rank n - n + u and extravagance TT - u

;
and its

core, which is orthogonal with _. (and also with o>M and o> r), must lie in ..

If &)_, &>_, o) TC_r , &>_ are the normals to w,t , ,
o>r ,

<as ,
it follows that:

The complete intersection of _,., <* (which is also the complete intersection of <>_, caw )

is the completely extravagant spacelet u> n_u ; and the complete intersection o/wn_ g ,
cnw (which

is also the complete intersection of &>_, <a n)
is the completely extravagant spacelet o)w_ v .

Again if a>p and ><, are the cores of wr and g ,
it follows that :

The spacelets &>._ and ,,._ are the complete intersections of >(,
and wa with <*.

For the intersection of <BP with &>. is the locus of all points common to o>r ,
o>B _r and <.,

i.e. of all points common to <or and ._ ;
and since o>w_M lies in <ar ,

this locus must
be <>_.

It will be observed that &>_,., <un_ s ,
&>p ,

a>a all lie in (an -it-

Ex. iv. 7%e complete intersection of o>w _M awo? <._ is ^Ae normal to the join of o>u , ,

<an_w ,
i.e. ^e normal to the join of o)r ,

<og ,
con_ w .

For the complete intersection of <<)._ and (_,, is the complete intersection of o>n_ tt ,

<an _,, and (., which is the normal to the join of <, <> and _,,..

Hence the intersection of _ and &)_ has rank r when and only when the join of

<BM , w,,, a>n-ir has rank ?i r. If <uu and < do not intersect, and if a>u + v is their join, this is

the case when and only when the intersection of <BM + V with _,,. has rank (U + V-IT)+ T.

If a>u and <av have a complete intersection of rank K, and if wM + t._ K is their join, this is the

case when and only when the intersection of COM + U_K with an^ w has rank (U+ VIT)

Ex. v. The join of cou and & is a spacelet of rank ir+u whose core is &>-_; and the

join of mv and &) is a spacelet of rank TT+V whose core is _.

By Ex. ii the join of WM arid &>. has extravagance TT u; and since _ is a completely

extravagant spacelet of rank rr u which lies in the join of o>M and <& and is orthogonal
with that join, it must be the core of that join.

Hence the intersections of _, _. and of ()_, co ri_ w are spacelets of ranks n ir u
and n n v whose cores are <an_u and _.

In the theorem which follows the spacelets a>p , wn-p ,
wv ,

wn-*, wp-n ,

ci)n-p-n will be defined as in the theorem of 180
;

<wr and will now be any
two spacelets which have wp for their complete intersection

;
wn_r and wn_f

will still be the normals to a>r and eos , and they can now be regarded as any
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two spacelets which lie in wn_p and are mutually complementary in wn-p ;

(op and wff will still be respectively the common core of wr ,
a>n_r and the

common core of <og ,
<wn_s ,

and they are two spacelets lying in o)n-p which now

do not in general contain co* ;
and p and a- are of course the extravagances

of cor and u>s .

In the figure wu and &> are two spacelets which do not intersect &>_*,

i.e. which lie completely outside (on-n .

Theorem. Let wr and &>g be any two spacelets whose complete intersection

is the given spacelet wp of rank p and extravagance TT. Then if t is the cross

rank of wr and w s , the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the

conditions

s^p, r+s-p$n, ..................... (1)

and t^p 7r, t'Jf.r + s n, t^r, tfys, t^r +sp ir, ...... (2)

the conditions (1) being those which give the possible values of r and s.

Further if r and s have any assigned values consistent with the necessary

conditions (1), and if r is the mutual orthotomy of wr and &>, then when

r <fc
s the possible values of T are those consistent with the conditions

r
-Jf. 0, p + TT - r, T ^> s p + IT, T ^ n r. .(3)
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Here the given integers p and TT can have any values consistent with the

necessary conditions

TT^Q, TT^p, p + TT^H......................... (4)

Before proving this theorem we will define certain other spacelets, the

comprehension of which will be facilitated by the figure.

Definitions of wp+x and &>p+v . Let the complete intersections of <a r and

(t)s with can_w (which both contain o)p) be spacelets CDP+X and (t>p+y of ranks

p + x and p + y, where x and y are positive integers each of which may be 0.

Then wp+x and (op+y are two spacelets which lie in wn_r and have wp for

their complete intersection ;
and we can write

rp + x + u, s=p+y+v......................(5)

where u and v also are positive integers each of which may be 0. The

integers x, y, u, v are all known when wr and wg are known.

Ex. vi. The spacelet <ar is the join of <op + x with a spacelet o>M of rank u which does not

intersect <_.; and the spacelet eog is the join of a>p + v with a spacelet of rank v which

does not intersect coB_ ff . Since p is the complete intersection of the join of <op ,
a>u with

the join of a>p , ,
it follows that the three spacelets p ,

&>M ,
a>v are unconnected.

Definitions of <an+x and Mir+y The complete intersections of o)p+x and

o)p+y with < n_p (which correspond to the spacelets a)r_p+n and a>s_p+n in 180)
are spacelets of ranks TT + x and TT + y which will be denoted by co,+x and

&>*+,/. These two spacelets lie in wn-p and have . for their complete in-

tersection. Clearly &>+ is the complete intersection of &>r with &)n_p , i.e. the

locus of those points of wr which are orthogonal with wp \
and a>n+y is the

complete intersection of u>g with &>n_p ,
i.e. the locus of those points of &>,

which are orthogonal with o)p .

Ex. vii. The complete intersection of wp and a>n + x is a>w ;
and the complete intersection

of o) and a>v is &.

Ex. viii. The spacelet o>p + x is the join of the two mutually orthogonal spacelets u>

and aw + x> and the spacelet (op + y is the join of the two mutually orthogonal spacelets o>

and Vrrj.

Definitions of wx and wy . Let wx be any spacelet of the greatest possible

rank x which lies in (i)*+x and does not intersect &>. (i.e. which lies in wr ,
is

orthogonal with a)p ,
and does not intersect &>p ) ;

and let wy be any spacelet

of the greatest possible rank y which lies in wn+y and does not intersect &>.

(i.e. which lies in og ,
is orthogonal with wp> and does not intersect o>p); so

that a)x and a>y correspond to the spacelets wr-p and o)8_p in 180.

Then wn+x is the join of the two non-intersecting mutually orthogonal

spacelets &> and cox ;
and d>n+y is the join of the two non-intersecting

mutually orthogonal spacelets <wff and a>v .
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Since . is the complete intersection of (t)n+x and o)
ff+2/ ,

it follows that

the three spacelets a>n ,
a)x ,

my are unconnected, i.e. wx and a>y are two non-

intersecting spacelets lying in wn-p whose join does not intersect &>, i.e. does

not intersect a)p .

Ex. ix. The spacelet G>p + a;
is the join of the two unconnected mutually orthogonal

spacelets <ap and a>x ;
and the spacelet <ap + y is the join of the two unconnected mutually

orthogonal spacelets <op and a>v .

Ex. x. We can always determine (non-extravagant) spacelets of rank np ir lying in

W-P which contain both a>x and cay and do not intersect &>., i.e. do not intersect &>p .

Ex. xi. If <an_p_ n is any given non-extravagant spacelet of the greatest possible rank

np-TT which lies in w,v_ p (and does not intersect
co,,), we can always so choose the

spacelets wx and a>y that they lie in o)n_j,_ ff . They are then the complete intersections of

<*r and &> with o)n_ p_ ff .

Definitions of wu and <av . Let tou be any spacelet of the greatest possible

rank u which lies in <ar and does not intersect o)n_n ;
and let &> be any

spacelet of the greatest possible rank v which lies in cos and does not in-

tersect &)n_ff . Then cor is the join of the two non-intersecting spacelets wp+x
and ww ;

and cos is the join of the two non-intersecting spacelets a*p+y and

o)v . Therefore cor is the join of the three unconnected spacelets cap ,
a>x ,

wu ;

and a)s is the join of the three unconnected spacelets wp ,
wy , &v

Since a>p is the complete intersection of a> r and ws ,
it follows that all the

five spacelets wp ,
wx ,

o>y ,
o>M ,

wv are unconnected, i.e. wu and wv are two non-

intersecting spacelets whose join (ou+v does not intersect the join wp+x+v of

<np ,
wx ,

wy \
in particular the join of wu and &> does not intersect a)p .

If o)p_n is any given non-extravagant spacelet of rank p IT lying in wp ,

it is shown in Ex. xxiii that o>M and &> can always be so chosen that they are

both orthogonal with wp^ ;
and when wu and wv are given, it is shown in

Ex. xiv that u>x and a)y can always be so chosen that <ax is orthogonal with

(ou ,
and o)y is orthogonal with &>.

Ex. xii. The joins of <or ,
o)n_ w and of o>g ,

a>n_ n , being the same as the joins of &>, _

and of
, Wn-TD are

(
see Ex. iii) plenarily extravagant spacelets of ranks H-TT+ U and

n - IT + v whose cores lie in a>w .

Ex. xiii. The complete intersections of &>_,., to^ and of a>n_ s , <., which are the same

as the complete intersections of o>n _ M ,
<an and of <an- v , w^., are completely extravagant

spacelets a>n _ u and &>._ of ranks TT U and ir v.

Here &>_ and a>n_ v are the normals to and .

Ex. xiv. When tau and o>v are given, we can always choose the spacelets a>x and a>y so that

a>x is orthogonal with o>M ,
and a>y is orthogonal with a>v .

Because wa and o>p do not intersect, therefore the intersection of <an_u and o>_p is

a spacelet a>n_u_p of rank n-u p.

Because the complete intersection of a>n-u with . is a spacelet ._ whose rank

is ir-u, therefore o>n_u_p is the join of &>_ with a (non-extravagant) spacelet of rank

?i p Tr which lies in con_ p and does not intersect wn ,
and a>n + x has an intersection

of rank x with this spacelet which can be taken to be a>x . Then a>x is orthogonal with u>u .
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Ex. xv. If t, ti, t2 ,
t3 are the cross ranks and if T, rl5 r2 ,

r3 are the mutual orthotomies

of the pairs of spacelets (a>r , <>,), (o>p + a; , > + ,,), (a>* + X) a>v + v ), (<>*, <>), then from the

lemmas of this article and of 180 we see that

and Tl = T2

Ex. xvi. If p, pi, p2 , I are the extravagances of <ar ,

and if
o-, o-!, o-2 , 77

are the extravagances of
,

then p2=p 1
= 7r + p=p 1 -tt=(jr-

and <r2
=

(Ti
= n- + 7,

<r= r 1 v=(jr

_"#. xvii. The spacelets <<) + z and a>p + a;
have the same core, this being the join of a>n

with the core of wx ;
also the spacelets w ff + and p + v have the same core, this being the

join of mn with the core of a>y .

Definitions of o)r-p+n and a)s_p+1r . Let cap_n be any non-extravagant

spacelet of the greatest possible rank p TT lying in a>p ,
so that <ap is the

join of (Dp_n and wn . Then we can regard a>r and &>s as the joins of w^_ff

with spacelets <wr_p+n. and <ys_p+w of ranks r p + Tr and s p + jr which are

orthogonal with and do not intersect (op-n . The spacelet cor-p+w is the locus

of all points of &>r which are orthogonal with a)p_n.

;
and the spacelet a)g_p+w is

the locus of all points of cog which are orthogonal with w^-^.

Ex. xviii. The spacelets <ar_p+w and o),_p+n have a>n for their complete intersection.

Ex. xix. The complete intersections of to,._p+T and 6>g_p+7r with (on_ ir are wn+x and

>n+y

For <an+x is the locus of all those points of <ar which are orthogonal both with <ap_ n

and with &>., i.e. which are orthogonal with a>p_ n and lie in <an_ n .

Ex. xx. The complete intersection of <ar_1)+n and cop is
.,
and the complete inter-

section of a)g _j,+n. and (op is <. Consequently the join of o> r_p+n. and <BP is <ar ,
and the

ioin of o)g_p+w and <BP is <ug .

It follows that the intersections of the normals to a>r_ p+ir and &) 8_p+ff with a),t_j,
are

respectively o)n_ r and (on_ g .

Ex. xxi. The spacelets iar_p+n and G)g_p+n. have the same mutual orthotomy as the

spacelets o>r and o>8 .

In fact if t and t' are the cross ranks and if T and T are the mutual orthotomies of the

pairs of spacelets (a>r ,
&>8) and (a)r_p+n.,

o>g _j, +7r),
we see from the lemma of 180 that

Ex. xxii. The spacelets <a r_ p+7T and a>g_p+n. have the same extravagances p and a-,

and the same cores u>p and ov, as the spacelets &>,. and &>g .

"#. xxiii. We can choose the spacelets wu and a>v so that they lie respectively in o>r_p+ff
and a>g_p+ir ,

i.e. so that they are both orthogonal with <wp_ ff .

For since u + (7r+ x) =r~p + 7r, we can determine spacelets of rank u which lie in

<Br_p+7r and do not intersect a>v+x ,
i.e. do not intersect o)m _n-.

When caw and <a a are so chosen, then d>r_p+v is the join of a>n+x, ^m i- e - the join of &>,

<ax ,
a)u ; and <os_ p+n is the join of d>n+y ,

WB ,
i.e. the join of .,

a>y ,
.
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Definitions of &>,,_, (on_V} &>f, to,. We will define &>._ to be the com-

plete intersection of &), (on-r or of ., &>n_u ;
(on^v to be the complete

intersection of wn ,
wn_g or of &>., o>n- ;

and
a>f

and
,,
to be the cores of wx

and
&>,,,

so that and r; are the extravagances of wx and a>y ,

Ex. xxiv. The complete intersection of a>n+xi <>_,. is &>p ;
and the complete intersection

f
a>ir+j,> <-is B

CT
.

.Sk xxv. The spacelet o>n-_ M is the complete intersection of < ff , p ; and the spacelet

G>7r_ is the complete intersection of <>., o>
ff

.

^47. xxvi. If <ox is orthogonal with a>u ,
then o> lies in o>py and if <av is orthogonal with

o>v ,
then o>q lies in o> ff

.

For always lies in o>r ,
and is always orthogonal with toj. and o>p ; and when w^ is

orthogonal with <au ,
then o> is orthogonal with <o,t ,

<ap ,
<oz , i.e. with r ,

and therefore lies

in o>n_ r as well as in <ur ,
i.e. it lies in o>p .

Ex. xxvii. The core of 6>n+x (which is the join of <<>., eoj)
contains &>p ; arco? the core of

<an+ y (which is the join of a>w ,
<on ) contains o) ff .

For a>1f+x contains o>
p ;

and because co ff+z lies in <or ,
therefore the normal to <i) ff+a;

contains <on_ r ,
and therefore contains o>p .

Ex. xxviii. If a>x is so chosen as to be orthogonal with COM ,
then cop is the join of ._, o)f ,'

and the complete intersection of a>n_ r) u>x is
a>(.

If o)y is so chosen as to be orthogonal with a>v ,
then u> is the join of <._, <u| / and the

complete intersection of a>n _ r ,
<au is

&>,,.

For ojf (which lies in con_ n.) is orthogonal with <>. and therefore with w ff_u ;
and the

join of &)._ and
o>f

is a completely extravagant spacelet of rank (r ) + ,
i.e. of rank p.

This spacelet will be identical with o>p when and only when it lies in &>p . Since a> n- u lies

in cop ,
this condition is satisfied when and only when o> lies in cop ;

and by Ex. xxvi it is

satisfied when u>x is orthogonal with .

Again since the complete intersections of eon_ r with . and <*T,+ X have ranks IT u and

(?r w)+ ,
the complete intersection of tan_ r with <ax cannot have rank greater than

;
and

when
a>f

lies in a>n-r or in ^PJ it must be the complete intersection of <on_r with u>x .

Ex. xxix. The spacelets coir+x and <an_ r are mutually complementary in o>n-p when and

only when <ax is non -extravagant, i.e. when and only when < ff_ M is the core of wr ,
or < is the

core of(aw+x .

Since o>p is the complete intersection of (an+x and wn_ r ,
it follows that o>n_p is their

join when and only when

-r)- p= n-p, i.e. p IT - (r p x}= ir- u.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Replacing p + x by h and p + y by k, we have

shown that when &> r and &>s are spacelets whose complete intersection is (op ,

we can always represent a)r as the join of w^, a)u ,
and ws as the join of o}k ,

a)v ,

where h, k, u, v are positive integers and

(a) h + u r, k + v = s;

(6) (ah and wk are two spacelets lying in 6>n_ff whose complete inter-

section is a>p ;

(c) (ou and a)v are two non-intersecting spacelets lying entirely outside

o)n_n whose join a>u+v does not intersect the join a>h+k-p of a>h

and a)k-
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Whenever the conditions (a), (6), (c) are satisfied, the join of a)h, wu and

the join of &>&, &> are spacelets of ranks r and s whose complete intersection

is
o)p.

Hence when wr and o)s are arbitrary subject to the condition that

their complete intersection is wp ,
then a>h) a)k ,

a>u , a>v are arbitrary subject to

the conditions (6) and (c).

Let t' be the cross rank of wh and wk ,
and let t be the cross rank of wr and

&),, so that by the lemma t = t' + u + v.

When (Oh and &>& are arbitrary subject to the condition (6), we see from

the theorem of 180 that the possible values of h, k and t' are those con-

sistent with the conditions

h + k-p^n-7r, t'^p-ir, t'^h-Tr, t'^k-7r (6)

And when w^ and wk are given, and &>M and wv are arbitrary subject to

the condition (c), the possible values of u and v are those consistent with

the conditions

u-jf.0, u $ TT,

'

v
<j: 0, V^TT, u+v + h + kp^-n (7)

Also when wr is the join of wh and wu ,
ws is the join of wk and wv ,

and t is

the cross rank of w r and ws ,
we have

h + u = r, k + v = s, t = t' + u + v (8)

Hence when o)r and ws are arbitrary subject to the condition that their

complete intersection is wp ,
the possible values of r, s and t are those con-

sistent with the conditions (6), (7) and (8).

When we eliminate h, k and t' by making the substitutions h = i u,

k = s v, t' = t u v in (6) and (7), these conditions reduce by virtue of

(4) to

r + sp^n, w0, U^-TT, v^iO, V^-TT, u + v + n TT^. r + s p,

t^u + v+pTr, ty-r + v TT, t$-s+ u TT
;

and by further eliminating u and v, we see that the possible values of r, s

and t are those consistent with the conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem.

Since the elimination of t from (1) and (2) leads to (1), the possible

values of r and s are those consistent with (1) ;
and we obtain (3) by making

the substitution t = s T in (2). We have thus proved the theorem.

NOTE 1. Alternative proof of the theorem.

We can of course prove the theorem directly without using the theorem of 180.

From the text we see that when co,. and &>g are spacelets whose complete intersection

is p, we can always represent o>,. as the join of o>p ,
<ax ,

u>u and o>g as the join of Q>P ,
a)y ,

ca v ,

where #, y, u, v are positive integers each of which may be 0, and where

(a) p + x+ u=r, p+y+ v= s;

O) <ax and cau lie in <an_ t> ;

(y) &> and <av do not intersect *_ ;

(8) o)p ,
wz , Wj,, <<), <o a are unconnected,

c. u. 32
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Whenever the conditions (a), (/3), (y), (8) are satisfied, the join of a>p ,
a>x ,

o>u and the

join of Up, tay ,
are spacelets of ranks r and s whose complete intersection is a)p . Hence

when a> r and w8 are arbitrary subject to the condition that their complete intersection is

<BP,
then a>x , , &>, a> v are arbitrary subject to the conditions (), (y), (8).

When (Bn,_p_,r is any given non-extravagant spacelet of rank n p ir which lies in

>n-p (
and does not intersect <.), the conditions (/S), (y), (8) can be replaced by

(a') a>x and u>v lie in o>n_p and are such that a>x) <oy ,
a>p are unconnected, i.e. such that

a>x ,
<oy ,

a>w are unconnected; or a x and o>y are two non-intersecting spacelets

lying in wn_p whose join <ox + v does not intersect u>n ;

or a>x and &>j,
are two non-intersecting spacelets lying in a>n _,,_.;

O') a)M and do not intersect _, and are such that o>H , &>, w^, &>.,., Wj, are un-

connected.

We can first choose a>x and a>v arbitrarily subject to any one of the three alternative

sets of conditions (a'), and afterwards choose u and a>v arbitrarily subject to the con-

ditions
(j3').

Or again the conditions (/3), (y), (8) can be replaced by

(a") a>u and &> do not intersect _., and are such that
, to,,, p are unconnected;

or mu and <av are two non-intersecting spacelets lying entirely outside &>_. whose

join ( u + v does not intersect o>p ;

(/3") a>x and &y lie in <Bn_ p ,
and are such that a>x ,

ay ,
< p , <>, a>v are unconnected.

We can first choose M and arbitrarily subject to the conditions (a"), and afterwards

choose <ax and a>y arbitrarily subject to the conditions (/3").

Let t", t', t be respectively the cross ranks of the three pairs of spacelets (a>x , ),

(>P+X> VP + V)) ( fflr5 <>*) Then since <ap + x and wp + y are respectively the joins of the two

pairs of mutually orthogonal spacelets (o>p ,
a>x )

and
( p ,

o>y), and <or and w 8 are respectively

the joins of the two pairs of spacelets (<), <ap + x)
and (a>v ,

<op + y),
we see from the lemmas of

this article and 180 that

When a>x and a>v are arbitrary subject to the third set of conditions in (a'), it follows

from Theorem II of 178 that the possible values of x, y and t" are those consistent with

the conditions

x+y }> n-p-ir, t" <
0, t" > x, t" ^ y (9)

And when a>x and <av are given, and a>u and are arbitrary subject to the conditions

(&}, the possible values of u and v are those consistent with the conditions

u <
0, u ^> TT, v <

0, v
;}> TT, u+v+x+y+p^n (10)

Also when o>r is the join of cop ,
o>x , ; g is the join of <up , o>j,,

cow ;
arid t is the cross

rank of a>r and wg ;
we have

r=p+ x+ii, s=p+y+ v, t t" + (p TT} + U+ V (11)

Hence when o>r and cog are arbitrary subject to the condition that their complete
intersection is a>p ,

the possible values of r, s and t are those consistent with the conditions

(9), (10) and (11).

Eliminating x, y and t" by substituting from (11) in (9) and (10) we see that the

possible values of M, v, r, s, t are given by

p 4> n, u <
0, u ^> TT, v 4 0, v

t+7T <JT W+V + , 2 + 7T ''}
(12)
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Or eliminating u, v and t" by substituting from (11) in (9) and (10) we see that the

possible values of x, y, r, s, t are given by

r+ s-p-jf>n, x$-r-p, x^r-p-ir, y^s-p, y<$.8-p-rr, x+y $> n-p-ir,\

t+p+ 7r <r+ s-x-y, t+p + rt $>r+s-x, t+p+ ir jf>
r + s-y. J

......... (13)

By eliminating u and v from (12) or by eliminating x and y from (13) we obtain the

conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem
;
and we deduce the conditions (3) by making the

substitution t=s-r in (2).

Ex. xxx. The possible values of a1

, y, u, v, r, s and t in the theorem are given by

u<0, U$>JT, v<[0, v$>ir, x+y+p+7r^n, x+y+ u+ v+p %> n ;

t+ ir4 u+v+p, t + 7r $>u + v+p+ x, t + Tr %>u +v+p+y;

r=p + x + u, sp+y + v.

Ex. xxxi. The possible values of x, y, u, v, r, s are given by the conditions

u <{:0, tt>7r, ixjrO, v%>n, x^O, y4^ x+y+p+ TT^-n, x+y+ u+v+p $>n;

which include x+y+ Tr^n p, u + v+p ^n.

The possible values of u, y, r, s are given by the conditions

which include u +v+p ^n.

The possible values of x, y, r, s are given by the conditions

\-p$>n, x+y^n-p-7r.

Ex. xxxii. The possible values of u and v, and the possible values of x and y are

given respectively by the conditions

u
<|: 0, u 4> TT, v 4 0, y 4> TT,

% + +jt> :}> n ;

and ^^0, y<}:0, x+y^n-p ir.

NOTE 2. Possible extravagances of tivo spacelets <ar and a>s whose complete intersection is

a given spacelet <op of rank p and extravagance IT.

When a>r and &> are arbitrary subject to the condition that their complete intersection

is 6)p ,
the conditions determining the possible values of x, y, , 17, u, v, r, s, p, a- are

t%>npir, rj
<

0, 77 ^y, y + rj jf>n p IT
',~\

u<\.Q, u ^>TT, v<0, v 4>7r, u+v+x+y+p $>n ; V....(14)
I

r=p+x+u, s=p+y+ v, p= ir u+ ^ <r= n v+ ri.

Therefore the conditions determining the possible values of u, v, r, s, p, a- are

u $-ir, v-^0, v 4>7r, u+ v+ n-n<$ r+s-p;s-p; ]

c .(**)
-?, p n r, p + 2u jf>r-p+ir; v-ir-v, a- n-s, <r+ 2v ^-s-p + ir.)

Eliminating u and v we see that :

The possible values of r, s, p, a- are those consistent with the conditions

, a-!f>n-s, s+ a-^p + n, s-a-^p TT;
- .................. (16)

r+ s p $>n.

322
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Since by Ex. v of 173 (or by a similar direct argument) the conditions (14) and (16)

remain true when one of the two spacelets <ar and <as is given, we see that :

When r and s are given, there is no necessary relation between the extravagances of a>r

and cos . even when one of these spacelets is given. The possible extravagances of each spacelet

depend only on its rank and the condition that it contains o>
;)

.

When wr is an arbitrary spacelet containing p ,
the possible values of x, , u, r, p are

given by

4> #> x +Z^n-p-ir; w^O, U^-TT; r=p+x+u, P = TT-U+ ; ...(17)

the possible values of u, r, p are given by

M-^O, u^>n; p^i7r-u, p-^n-r, p + Zu^r-p + n, . ........... (18)

and the possible values of r and p by

r+p-^p + n, r-p^p-ir, p<0, p^n-r...................... (19)

Ex. xxxiii. Possible values of s, v and t in the theorem when <or is given.

We will suppose that wr is given, so that r, p, u have any given values consistent with

the necessary conditions (18). Then u>x , , x, are also given, and we have x= r-p-u,

By using Lemma B of 178 we see that the possible values of r, p, u, s, v and t are

those consistent with (12) and with the additional conditions

the last condition being equivalent to t^ r+ s n+.

Therefore the possible values of s, v and t are those consistent with the conditions

r+ s-p^f-n, v<[Q, V$>TT, u+v+n-ir^ r + s-p,
t+ ir<$. u+ v+p, t+ irj(>r+o, t+n $>s+ u, t<\,r+s-n

Eliminating v, we see that the possible values of s and t are given by

J (20)

(21)
t

and further eliminating t we see that the possible values of s are given by

r+ s-p-^n, s^p .................................... (22)

the condition s j?n being included in the condition s ^>n x or s ^>n-r+p+ u
t
which

is again included in r+ s p ^n.

The set of conditions (20) is consistent with (18) and together with (18) includes the

necessary conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem. From (22) we see that when a>r is any

given spacelet containing <ap ,
we can always determine a spacelet <os which has o>p for its

complete intersection with <ar , provided only that s is consistent with the necessary
conditions (1) of the theorem.

The corresponding conditions determining the possible values of r, u and t when us is

given (and contains a>p) can be written down from considerations of symmetry.

Ex. xxxiv. Verification of the limits to the values of T in the theorem.

We suppose that r<t s. Since r is the mutual orthotomy both of <a r , o>, and of wr_p + n.,

WS-P+K, therefore by 176.2 we must have r^-n-r and T^>S p+-rr. Again since the

spacelet _ lies both in a>s and in wn_ r ,
we must have r<{: TT-U, and because r<% p-u,

it follows that when u is arbitrary, we must have T < p + IT - r.
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NOTE 3. Greatest possible values of the mutual orthotomy r in the theorem.

Since wg contains a spacelet <up_ ff which does not lie in <un_ r ,
therefore o>, cannot lie in

the normal to a>r ;
in fact the complete intersection of a>g with the normal to <ur cannot

have rank greater than s p-\-n, and similarly the complete intersection of <or with the

normal to , cannot have rank greater than r-p+ ir. Also the normal to o>r cannot lie in

o>g unless the condition (n
-

r) + (p -
IT] }>s, or r+ s-pJf n-ir is satisfied. These results

are true both when r 4 s and when r
;j>

s
;
and they show that it is impossible for each of the

spacelets <ar and <og to be incident with the normal to the other except when r+s-p^n ir.

Again it is impossible for the complete intersection of with the normal to <or to have

rank s-p + ir (i.e. for the complete intersection of the normal to ws with o>r to have rank

r P + TT) unless the condition s p+ ir %>n r, or r+s p %>n Tr is satisfied.

We will now assume throughout that r <
s, and there will be two possible cases.

Case I. r+ s-p j$>n-ir. The greatest possible value of T is s p + TT.

In this case it is possible for <or and o>g to both lie in <an_ v . We have T= S p + ir

(or t=p Tr) when and only when the cross rank of a> r_p+n. arid a>g_p+B. is 0, i.e. when and

only when the following condition is satisfied :

(1) The spacelets a>r_p+n and <as_p+7r are mutually orthogonal ; i.e. each of them lies in

(or is incident with) the 'normal to the other ; i.e. every point of o>r orthogonal with

a>p_7r is orthogonal with every point of a>g orthogonal with <>>_.

Since the normals to cor_p+n and a>g_p+rr both lie in &>_, this is only possible when

< r and Wg both lie in <on _ ff ,
i.e. when u v=0. The spacelets o>r_p+n and &>g_p+Jr are then

the same as <u n.+a. and o)v+y ,
arid the further conditions under which r= s-p+ ir are the

same as in Note 1 of 180, the spacelets o>x and <av being now the spacelets r_ p and a>g_p

of 180.

If VK+X lies in _, then a>n must lie in a>n_ g ;
and since the complete intersection of

> and a>n-s is <*ir- v ,
this is only possible when v 0. In the same way we see that when

Mff+y lies in a>n_ r ,
we must have u= 0. For similar reasons if cor_p+n. lies in a>,t_g, we must

have v 0; and if o>g_p+n. lies in con_r ,
we must have u= 0. Thus if all points of cor

orthogonal with a>p (or with o)p_ n )
are orthogonal with o>g ,

we must have v= Q, i.e. w,

must lie in <_.; and if all points of <ag orthogonal with &>p (or with <ap_^} are orthogonal

with wr ,
we must have w=0, i.e. r must lie in o>M _n-.

Consequently we see from Note 1 of 180 that the conditions that the mutual

orthotomy T of cor and wg shall have its greatest possible value sp+ ir can also be

expressed in any one of the following equivalent ways:

(2) .The spacelets a>r and <ug both lie in o>n _,r, and moreover WK+X and a>ir+y (or u>x and

a>y)
are mutually orthogonal.

(3) The spacelets <or and o>s both lie in o>B_ ff ,
and moreover every point of a>r orthogonal

with cop (or with <op - n) is orthogonal with every point of <og orthogonal with top (or

With ft>p_,r).

(4) Every point of a>r orthogonal with wp (or with cBp_ ff )
is orthogonal with g ,

and every

point of o)a orthogonal with cop (or with wp_ T )
is orthogonal with u>r .

When the two conditions mentioned in (4) are satisfied, o>r and <a, necessarily both lie

in o)n _n-, and this condition need not be specified.

We may observe that in Case I the mutual orthotomy T has its greatest possible value

5jo+ TT when and only when the cross rank t has its least possible value p-ir, i.e. when

and only when each of the spacelets wr and a>8 contains no spacelet of rank greater than

p IT which does not intersect the normal to the other.
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Case II. r+sp >n-ir. The greatest possible value ofrisn-r.

In this case it is not possible for a>r and a>s to both lie in can _ ff .

It is of course possible for all points of
,. orthogonal with o>p to be orthogonal with all

points of 6>8 orthogonal with <op ,
this being the case whenever a>x and my are mutually

orthogonal ;
but it is not possible for all points of a>r orthogonal with <op (or with a>p _,r) to

be orthogonal with a>s and at the same time for all points of o>8 orthogonal with wp (or with

e>p-w) to be orthogonal with <ar . In fact it is not possible for any one of the equivalent

sets of conditions given in Case I to be satisfied.

In Case II we have r=n~r (or t= r+ s ri) when and only when the cross rank of

the normals to a>r and <as is 0, i.e. when and only when each or either of the following

equivalent conditions is satisfied :

(1) The normals to
,.
and <os are mutually orthogonal.

(2) Each of the two spacelets o>r and o>s contains (or is incident with) the normal to

the other.

These conditions cannot be satisfied in Case I, except when r +sp=n - TT. Whenever

they are satisfied, we see from the equations (21) or from Ex. xi of 176 that and
t/
must

both be 0, i.e. a>x and must be non-extravagant, or the cores of a>r and a>, must lie in
.,

being the spacelets ._ and <)._. Therefore the join of a>r and a>s ,
which contains the

plenum of a>r and <ag ,
is a pleuarily extravagant spacelet containing &)_..

When a>r is given and is such that coz is non-extravagant, we have p = JT u, and (see

Note 2) the possible values of r and u are given by M < 0, u ;}> TT, u j>rp, rr u^>n-r.
In this case 6>g will be such that r=n-r when and only when a)n _, is so chosen as to lie

m WH-+Z and to be complementary to a>n_ r in w,,_ p . Since by Ex. xxix the spacelets <ov+x
and o>M_ r are mutually complementary in <ow_p ,

this is possible when and only when s

satisfies the conditions r<s, r+ s p^f>n, s+ x<$.n-ir; and when a, has been thus

determined, it follows from Ex. xxxiii or from Ex. xi of 176 that a>y is necessarily

non-extravagant.

When ws is given and is such that av is non-extravagant, we have o-= ?r-v, and the

possible values of s and v are given by v
<f; 0, v }> TT, v $> s -p, TT - v

;}>
n - s. In this case <ar

will be such that r=n-r when and only when con_ r is so chosen as to lie in a>n+y and to

be complementary to a>n_ s in <an_p ;
and this is possible when and only when r satisfies the

conditions r< s, r+s-p ^f>n, r+y<$ n-n.

These results agree with and can be deduced from Ex. xxxiii.

We may observe that in Case II we have r+s-n >p IT, and each of the two spacelets

a>r and Q)g necessarily contains a spacelet of rank r + s n which does not intersect the

normal to the other. The mutual orthotorny r has its greatest possible value n - r when

and only when the cross rank t has its least possible value r+s n, i.e. when and only
when each of the spacelets <or and o>8 contains no spacelet of rank greater than r+s-n
which does not intersect the normal to the other.

The construction of <ar and o>8 so as to make T have its maximum value n r in Case II

is more easily effected through that of their normals a>n- r and o)n _ 8 . We have to choose

these to be two mutually orthogonal spacelets whose join is o>n_ p . Referring to Ex. ii of

183 we see that this is possible if and only if the given positive integers r and s satisfy

the conditions

n-r^n-p n-s^n-p, (n-r} + (n-s}- (n p)<0, (n -r) + (n-s) (n p) $>ir,
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and these conditions are satisfied in Case II but not in Case I. If we write n r -s+p= n,

then to make r= r in Case II we select any sub-space u>K of . of rank K, and take < n _ r

and _, to be the joins of a>K with two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets

Wn-r-x and o)n_,_ K (or _,, and &>,._,,) lying in _,, whose join is complementary to o>K in

o>n_p. Then a>n_ r and a>n -* have <OK for their complete intersection
;
their cores a>p

and <>,

are their complete intersections with <*> ;
and . is the join of p and u>a ;

these results

following from Theorem I of 183. Moreover <an _ r _ K ,
wn _g_ K have cores e>p- K , <<T-K

which lie in .

;
and <ap and ,, are respectively the joins of <aK ,

a>p- K and <aK ,
<aa - K . It is

clear that a>p and <aa are the spacelets <<>_ and ._ of the text
;
and since the normal to

<>*+* (being the join of &>_,. and vp ,
or the join of the two mutually orthogonal non-

intersecting spacelets <_,._* and o>p ) has <an as its core, we see again that a>x (and

similarly (ou )
is non-extravagant in Case II. The join of <au and &> intersects 6>n ->n in a

spacelet <a
t
whose rank t is given by (u + v- t) + (n ir)

= r+ s-p, as we see from Ex. iv or

from the fact that the join of <ar and o>8 contains <<>_.; and the join of <ap ,
ux ,

a>y , at is

<n-rr-

Summarising the constructions obtained in both cases, and writing K =n- (r+ s p), so

that K <
TT, K $> n - p in Case I, and * < 0, /c ;}> TT in Case II, we see that :

To make r a maximum in Case I we select a sub-space a>K of mn_p which contains o>^;

represent con _ p as the join of two non-intersecting spacelets <BK ,
&n _ p_ K ; represent a>n_ p _ K as

the join of two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets wr_ p ,
a>g_ p (these being any

two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets of ranks r p, sp lying in wtt_ p whose

join does not intersect
.) ; and take a>r and co, to be respectively the joins of the two pairs of

mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets a>p , <wr_ p and a>p , 8_p .

To make r a maximum in Case II we select a sub-space COK of . ; represent <an-p as the

join of two (mutually orthogonal) non-intersecting spacelets o>K ,
cow_ p_ K ; represent a>n_p_ K

as the join of two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets a)n_ r_ K ,
wn_ g_ )C (so that

> Mn-r-Ki <*n-s-K are three mutually orthogonal unconnected spacelets whose join is a>n_ p);

and take <on_ r and u>n-g to be respectively the joins of the two pairs of mutually orthogonal

non-intersecting spacelets a>K) a>n_ r_ K and <BK , co,l
_ g_ )e

.

NOTE 4. Least possible values of the mutual orthotomy T in the theorem.

We assume throughout that r< s, so that r is the rank of the complete intersection of

a>a and wM_ r . Since a>,r_ M is common to <as and &>_,., we must always have r<^ ir-u.

Case I. r
<jr p+n, r < s. The least possible value of T is 0.

In this case it is possible for u to have the value TT, the corresponding value of x being

rp IT. Since r< TT u, we cannot have r=0 except when u= ir.

When >r is a given spacelet containing o>p for which u= n and therefore x= r p ir,

p = ,
the possible values of r and | are by (17) those consistent with the conditions

<(: 0,

iz^rp-ir, 4>?i-r. In this case o>8 will be such that r= (or t= s) when and only

when it is the join of o>p with a spacelet as_p which does not intersect co r and does not

intersect the join of <wp and co
l(_ r . Since wp does not intersect con _ r ,

we can determine

such a spacelet o>8 _ p when and only when s satisfies the conditions r<[s, s p<^0,

(s p)+ 7r%>n, (s-p) + (n r+ p) $>n, or r
<{: s, s 4 p, r +sp %>n. Thus s can have any

value which is not greater than r and satisfies the necessary conditions (1) of the theorem.

When < is a given spacelet containing cop ,
the possible values of s, y and

77
are given by

and from Ex. xxxiii we see that we can determine a spacelet &>r which has a>p for its

complete intersection with 8 and is such that r= (or t = s) when and only when u= n
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and r satisfies the conditions r+sp^>n, r-s-^v-v. In this case y is the greatest

possible rank of a spacelet which lies in a>x and does not intersect o>n _ g ,
and a>x is the join

of a spacelet of rank y which does not intersect o>n _ g and a spacelet of rank (r-s)-(ir-v)

lying in &>_ g . The last result shows how a>r can be constructed.

Case II. r ^> p + TT, r
<j:

s. The least possible value of T is p + it
- r.

Since the spacelet ._ lies in the intersection of <o8 ,
a>n -r, and the spacelet <ow _ v lies in

the intersection of r ,
<Bn_, we must have T^TT-U and r + r-s^jr-v. Hence when

T=p + ir r, we must have u<% rp and v 4" s p, i.e. we must have u= r-p and v= a p,

or #=0 and y= 0. Conversely whenever #=0 and y=0, i.e. whenever u=rp and

v=sp, we have f"(p)-H*+"r+* J r,
and therefore r=p+ 7r-r, it being

assum'ed that r
<(:

s.

Thus when r-^s, we have r=p + ir r when and only when #=0 and y Q ; and this is

of course only possible when r !f>p + 7r.

If we remove the restriction /<*, we have t r-\-sp ir when and only when #=0
and #= ;

and this result follows immediately from the conditions (12) or (13) in Note 1.

When wr is a given spacelet containing a>p for which #=0, the possible values of r, p

and u are given by r-^p, r^p+ v, u =rp, p=ir u=p+ ir r. In this case a>n_ r is

a spacelet lying in a>n _ p whose complete intersection with . or o>p is a spacelet a>p + v _ r of

rank p+ v r which is also the core of w,.; and the join of <op and <uw _,. is &)_.. If a>8

contains a>p and is the join of <og _ p and cap ,
the complete intersection of &>g and a>,t _,. will

have rank p+ rr-r (being then a>p + T _ P)
when and only when the join of wg and co_ r has

rank (s-p) + (n-Tr), i.e. when and only when the join of o>g _ p ,
<a

t> ,
<*n_ r or the join of

-P> W/I-JT nas rank
(
s -j)+ (

?i -T)> i-e - when and only when o>g _ p does riot intersect )_..

Hence if r<Jr *, the spacelet wg will have a>p for its complete intersection with <ar and will be

such that r=p + ir r when and only when it is the join of &>p with a spacelet o>,_p which

does not intersect wr and does not intersect the join o)n_ ff of a>p and <a_ r . This is possible

when and only when y=0, and s satisfies the conditions r^f s, s-p-^0, (s
-
p) + r $> n,

(s-p) + (n-ir) $>n, which are equivalent to r<^ s, *<{:/>, r+s p }> n.

When wg is a given spacelet containing cop for which y= 0, the possible values of s, a-

and v are given by s<p, s^-p+ n-, v= s-p, <J=TT- v=p+n- s. In this case can _ g is

a spacelet lying in wn_ p whose complete intersection with & or wp is a spacelet <ap+n _ s of

rank p+n-s which is also the core of o>g ;
and the join of &>p and wn _ 8 is &>_.. If a>r

contains o>p and is the join of cor_ p and <op ,
the complete intersection of a>r and _ will

have rank p+ n-s (being then o)p+n._ g) when and only when the join of eur and &>_ has

rank (r p) + (n- ir\ i.e. when and only when the join of wr_ p ,
wp ,

con^ s or the join of

w p> wn-7r has rank (r-p) + (n-it\ i.e. when and only when wr_p does not intersect

n-7r- Hence if r^s, the spacelet wr will have o>p for its complete intersection with o>g

and will be such that T=p+ ir r when and only when it is the join of o>p with a spacelet

r_p which does not intersect o>g and does not intersect the join <_. of o>p and wn_ g .

This is possible when and only when x= 0, and r satisfies the conditions ?<{: s, rp<%Q,
(r-p)+s \>n, (r-p) + (n-ir')3>n, which are equivalent to r<% s, r<$p, r+ s-p^-n,

Thus if r and s are any integers satisfying the necessary conditions (1) of the theorem

and the conditions r< s, r jf>p+ -rr, and if <ar in the theorem is a given spacelet for which

#=0, we can always determine o>g so that r=p + TT - r
;
and if <og in the theorem is a given

spacelet for which y= 0, we can always determine r so that r=p + TT r.

These results agree with and can be deduced from Ex. xxxiii.
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NOTE 5. The joins, intersections and normals of real spacelets are real.

It is obvious that the join of any number of real spacelets is real. That the normal to

a real spacelet is real follows immediately from the methods of solving a matrix equation
of the first degree, and has been proved in the theorem of 94. That the complete inter-

section of any number of real spacelets is real follows from the fact that it is the normal to

the (real) join of the normal spacelets. These results have been used in Note 4 of 180 to

obtain the possible values of the mutual orthotomy of two real spacelets which have a

given complete intersection.

It should be observed however that the joins and intersections of non-extravagant

spacelets are not in general non-extravagant (except in the particular case when the

spacelets are real), as can at once be seen from particular examples. For instance, if

i= *J 1, the first of the matrices

1

t

i 1

i

1

'I 0~>

i 1

1

represents the join of two non-extravagant points in homogeneous space of rank 3, and

this join is an extravagant spacelet ; the second and third matrices represent two non-

extravagant spacelets whose complete intersection is an extravagant point.

Ex. xxxv. Orthotomy and extravagances of two spacelets ichich have a given join.

Let o)p be a given spacelet of extravagance ir
;
let cor and wg be any two spacelets (of

extravagances p and cr) which have
?J
for their join, so that the possible values of r and s

are given by

and let t and T be respectively the cross rank and the mutual orthotomy of a>r and a>g .

Then when r and s have any assigned values, the possible values of t are given by

and when r and s have assigned values such that r
<f: s, the possible values of r are given by

moreover the possible values of r, s, p, <r are given by

These results are the theorems complementary to the theorem of the text and that

given in Note 2. We obtain them by the principle explained in Note 2 of 170, using
Exs. vi and vii of 176.

When r and s are given, there is no necessary relation between the extravagances of wr

and to,, even when one of these spacelets is given. The possible extravagances of each

spacelet depend only on its rank and the condition that it lies in <ap .

Ex. xxxvi. Orthotomy and extravagances of two spacelets which have a given join and

contain its core.

In the last example let a>r and u>, both contain the core of u>in so that the possible values

of r and s are given by
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Then the possible values of ?, s and t are given by

r+s-p^n, t-^r+ s-p-n, f$>r-ir, t$>s-n;

and when r and s have assigned values such that r<^ ,
the possible values of T are given by

T<TT, r^fp + TT-r;

moreover the possible values of r, s, p, <r are given by

r+s-p<jr; p<[ir, p^r, r+p^p+ n; <r<ir, <r'j>s, s+v^p + n.

These are the results complementary to the theorem of 180 and to Ex. xxiv of 180.

When r and s are given, the possible extravagances of each of the spacelets a>r and a>,

depend only on its rank and the conditions (see Ex. xv of 170) that it lies in <op and

contains the core of o>p ;
and this is true even when the other spacelet is given.

Ex. xxxvii. Orthotomy of two real spacelets which have a given join.

If a>r and a>s are two real spacelets which have a given join a>p ,
the possible values of r, s

and t are given by

and when r and s have assigned values such that r <
s, the possible values of T are given by

T
<f: 0, T ^>p

- r.

This is the result complementary to Note 4 of 180.

182. Possible simultaneous values of the paratomy and orthotomy of

two arbitrary spacelets -whose ranks only are given.

By eliminating n from the conditions (1), (2) and (4) or the conditions (1), (3) and (4)

of the theorem of 181 we obtain the following theorem in which each of the two parts is

deducible from the other.

Theorem I. If ar and a>8 are two spacelets of homogeneous space a>n which have the

assigned ranks r and s but are otherwise arbitrary, then :

(1) The mutual paratomy p and the cross rank t of u>T and 8 can have independently of

one another any values consistent with the necessary conditions

, p$>r, p-jfs, p-^r+ s-n; t-%.0, t^r, t $>s, t-^r+s-n. ...(A)

(2) The mutual paratomy p and the mutual orthotomy T of <ar and cog can have

independently of one another any values consistent with the necessary conditions

$>r, p^>s, p^ r+s-n; T<0, r $-r, r $>s, r $>n-r, T Jpn -s. ...(B)

Both (A) and (B) include the conditions which r and s must satisfy, viz.

r<0, r^n; s^O, s^-n.................................. (C)

To simplify the conditions (B) we consider two cases separately, and further make the

legitimate assumption that r < s.

CASE I. r -f s n ^> 0, r < s. The possible values of p and r are given by
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In this case, denoting the normals to o>r and <og by o>n_ r and o>n _,, and the extrava-

gances of o)r and a, by p and a; we see that :

(a) The least possible value ofp is 0, this value occurring when and only when a>r and

o)8 are non-intersecting.

(6) The greatest possible value of p is s, this value occurring when and only when wr

and cog are mutually incident (i.e. when <og lies in < r).

(c) The least possible value of T is 0, this value occurring when and only when no point

of the smaller spacelet o>s is orthogonal with the larger spacelet eo r (i.e. when <ag

does not intersect _,.).

(d) The greatest possible value of r is s, this value occurring when and only when each

of the two spacelets wr and o>g is incident with the normal to the other (i.e. when

<o8 lies in n_ r).

To obtain (a) and (c) together, we choose &> so that it intersects neither u>r nor n_r ,

this being possible because s+ rjf>n, and s+ (n-r)$>n.

To obtain (a) and (rf) together, we choose og so that it lies in o>n _ r and does not

intersect car . This is possible if s^>n r, and s + p^>n-r, i.e. when &>r is so chosen that

p ^> n r s.

To obtain (6) and (c) together, we choose a>s so that it lies in a>r and does not intersect

a>n-r- This is possible if s ^> r, and s+ p ^> r, i.e. when a>r is so chosen that p jf r - s.

To obtain (6) and (d) together, we choose o>8 so that it lies both in a>r and in co re _ r .

This is possible when wr is so chosen that its extravagance p satisfies the condition p^s
as well as the conditions p0, p$>r, r+ p^>n; and in the present case these four

conditions are compatible with one another.

We cannot have (6) and (d) together when both the spacelets <ar and <a, are real or

non-extravagant.

CASE II. r+ s n <
0, r < s. The possible values ofp and T are given by

n, p^>s; r<0, rjfn-r. ........................(B2)

In this case, denoting the normals to a>r and by o>n _ r and o>n _ g ,
and the extravagances

of <ar and &>g by p and
o-, we see that :

(a) The least possible value of p is r+ s-
,
this value occurring when and only when

a>r and wg are mutually complementary (i.e. when o>n_ r and wn _ are non-

intersecting).

(b) The greatest possible value of p is s, this value occurring when and only when r

and wg are mutually incident (i.e. when cog lies in o>r ,
or wn _ r lies in _).

(c) The least possible value of T is 0, this value occurring when and only when no point
of the smaller spacelet <og is orthogonal with the larger spacelet a>r (i.e. when u>,

does not intersect con _ r).

(d) The greatest possible value of T is n r, this value occurring when and only when
each of the two spacelets r and &> is incident with the normal to the other

(i.e. when wn _ r lies in <ag ).

To obtain (a) and (c) together, we choose a>r to be the normal to a spacelet o>n _ r which

intersects neither cog nor <>_, this being possible because

(n-r)+ s^>n, and (n
-

r) + (n s) ^> n.
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To obtain (a) and (e?) together, we choose o>r to be the normal to a spacelet wn _ r which

lies in o>g and does not intersect o>n_ g . This is possible if n r^p-s, and (n
-

r} + cr ^> s,

i.e. when a>g is so chosen that o-~jf>r+s n.

To obtain (6) and (c) together, we choose r to be the normal to a spacelet w_ r which

lies in <an _ 8 and does not intersect a>s . This is possible if n rjf>n s, and % r+ <r^>n s,

i.e. when wg is so chosen that a- ^> r s.

To obtain (&) and (c?) together, we choose a>r to be the normal to a spacelet ww _ r which

lies both in u>8 and in u>n _ s . This is possible when a>s is so chosen that its extravagance a-

satisfies the condition a-^n r as well as the conditions a- <
0, o- ^> *, s+ a-^> n ;

and in the

present case these four conditions are compatible with one another.

We cannot have (6) and (d) together when both the spacelets o>r and o>s are real or

non-extravagant.

Ex. i. If p, t, r are the mutual paratomy, the cross rank, the mutual orthotomy of two

arbitrary spacelets of a>n ,
the possible simultaneous values of p, t and r; of p and t; ofp

and T
;
and of t and r are given respectively by

.......... (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

We can prove the first result by making the assumption that r <
s, so that s= ;; + r, and

then eliminating r and s from these two conditions and the conditions (A) or (B). The

other results can be deduced by eliminating T, t or p.

Ex. ii. If (or and a>s are arbitrary subject to the condition that they both lie in the

plenum of their intersection, it follows from 180 that we have the same results as in

Theorem I.

When the two spacelets o>,. and o>8 are restricted to be real, the possible values of their

mutual paratomy and mutual orthotomy are not independent of one another. In fact from

Notes 3 and 4 of 180 we obtain the theorem which follows.

Theorem II. If cor and o>8 are two real spacelets of homogeneous space u>n which have

the assigned ranks r and s but are otherwise arbitrary, and if p, t and T are the mutual

paratomy, the cross rank, and the mutual orthotomy of wr and ws ,
then:

(1) The possible simultaneous values of p and t are those consistent with the conditions

p<0, p<!fr + s-n, t<$p, t$>r, t^-s...................... (A')

(2) The possible simultaneous values of p and r are those consistent with the conditions

p-^O, p^r + s-n, T^O, T$>r-p, r^s-p.................. (B')

Both (A') and (B') include the conditions which r and s must satisfy, viz.

r<|:0, r^>n; s 0, s^n............................... (C')

Simplifying the conditions (B') by the assumption that r<s, we have two separate

cases.
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CASE I. r+ s n }>0, r< . The conditions giving the possible values of p and r can

be expressed in either of the forms

T-frs-p; ..............................(5)

p^>s-r; .............................. (6)

where in (5) we regard T as dependent on p, and in (6) we regard p as dependent on T.

In this case the greatest possible value of p is s, and this value can only occur when

r=0; the greatest possible value of T is s, and this value can only occur when p= 0,

i.e. when the two spacelets are non-intersecting.

CASE II. r+ s n<0, r<ts. The conditions giving the possible values of p and r

can be expressed in either of the forms

p<r+ s-n, pj>s; r<{:0, r^s-p; .................. (7)

T<|;0, r^n-r; p<[r+ s-n, p^>s-r; ..................(8)

where in (7) we regard r as dependent on p, and in (8) we regard p as dependent on T.

In this case the greatest possible value of p is s, and this value can only occur when
r=

;
the greatest possible value ofrisn-r, and this value can only occur whenp= r+ n,

i.e. when the two spacelets are mutually complementary.

Ex. iii. If p, t, T are the mutual paratomy, the cross rank, the mutual orthotomy of

two arbitrary real spacelets of &>, the possible simultaneous values of p, t and T; of p
and t

;
of p and T ; and of t and r are given respectively by

p; ................................. (2')

>n; ............................... (3')

<<j:0, r<j:0, t+ Zr^n.................................. (4')

We can prove the first result by making the assumption that r<fc s, so that s= t+r, and

then eliminating r and s from these two conditions and the conditions (A') or (B'). The
other results can be deduced by eliminating T, t or p.

The conditions (!') arid (2') are equivalent respectively to the conditions (1) and (2) of

Ex. i together with the additional condition t
<fr p ;

and the conditions (3') are equivalent
to the conditions (3) of Ex. i together with the additional condition p + 2r ^> n.

Ex. iv. If tor and aj8 are arbitrary subject to the condition that their complete
intersection is non-extravagant, we have the same results as in Theorem II.

183. Properties of mutually orthogonal spacelets.

If two spacelets are mutually orthogonal, their intersection, being ortho-

gonal with itself, must be a completely extravagant spacelet; consequently
two mutually orthogonal real spacelets must be non-intersecting. It follows

that if the normals to two spacelets are mutually orthogonal, the join of the

two spacelets must be plenarily extravagant ; consequently two real spacelets
whose normals are mutually orthogonal must be mutually complementary.

Again if any number of spacelets are mutually orthogonal, their intersections
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with one another, the intersections of their joins, and their complete inter-

section must all be completely extravagant spacelets ; consequently mutually

orthogonal real spacelets must be unconnected. The properties of mutually

orthogonal spacelets are given more precisely in the two theorems which

follow.

Theorem I. // wr and ws are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets in

homogeneous space o)n whose cores are &>p and &v, and if the join of (or and ws

is a spacelet wp whose core is &, then:

(1) The complete intersection of cor and wg is a completely extravagant

spacelet lying in & which may be denoted by WK ,
where

p.

(2) The cores u>
p
and are respectively the complete intersections of a)r

and cos with o> ff .

(3) The join and complete intersection of o>p and &> are respectively the

spacelets wn and WK .

The complete intersection of wr and &> necessarily has rank and may be

denoted by &>*. Since COK is orthogonal with wr and &>g ,
it is a spacelet lying

in CI)P which is orthogonal with (op , and must therefore be a sub-space of wn

and be completely extravagant. Again since all points of &>p lie in &>. (being

orthogonal with wr and cog ,
and therefore with wp\ and since all points

common to &>r and &>. lie in rwp (being orthogonal with wp ,
and therefore

with o)r ), therefore t p is the complete intersection of cor with &>.; and

similarly wa is the complete intersection of <wg with caw . Hence a>K (which lies

in at, and is the complete intersection of o>,. and o>,) must contain and be the

complete intersection of o>p and &>. Lastly if we represent the spacelet ojr

as the join of (op ,
(0r-p, the spacelet WK as the join of taa , &>_, and denote the

join of (op and wa by o> A ,
then wp is the join of the three mutually orthogonal

unconnected spacelets &>r_p ,
<wg_ ,

&>A of which the first two are non-extra-

vagant and the third is completely extravagant. Consequently by Ex. viii

of 170 the core a\ of o)p is the spacelet fo\, i.e. the join of &>p and &> is &>..

Ex. i. By the properties of a join and intersection we have K + TT = p + <r,
or

r+s-p=p+ <r-ir = K ........................................ (1)

Ex. ii. When top is given, it is clear that r and s must satisfy the conditions

r^p, sj>p, r+s-p<Q, r+ s-pjpn ..........................(2)

Conversely let r and s be any two (positive) integers satisfying these conditions; let

r+s-p= K, so that K
<f: 0, < j>ir ;

and let u>K be any sub-space of a>,T of rank K. Then we
can represent p as the join of eoK with another spacelet <up_ K (orthogonal with <BK ), and

o)p _ K as the join of two mutually orthogonal non -intersecting spacelets a>r_ K and o>t_ K .

When this is done, the joins of a>K ,
(ar_ K and K ,

<Bg_ K are two mutually orthogonal spacelets

having a>p as their join.
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Thus we can construct two mutually orthogonal spacelets u>r and a>t of ranks r and s which

have as their join a given spacelet <ap of extravagance n when and only when r and are

integers satisfying the conditions (2).

In the next examples it is to be understood that wpy a)r ,
ws ,

w t are spacelets

of ranks p, r, s, t and extravagances TT, p, a-, T whose cores are &>, a)p ,
co

,
wr .

Ex. iii. Ranks and extravagances of two mutually orthogonal spacelets having a given

join (op .

If a>r and &> are any two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets which have a>v for
their join, the possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

cr<{;0, p4>r, r:J>*> r + s = p, p + <r= ir; .................. (3)

and therefore the possible values of r, s and of p, a- are given respectively by

r<0, s<|:0, r-\-s= p, and

For two such spacelets can always be constructed by representing <ap as the join of p
unconnected mutually orthogonal points, of which TT must be extravagant (forming the core

of o)p)
and P TT must be non -

extravagant ; dividing the p TT non-extravagant points into

two groups of x and y points forming non-extravagant spacelets &x and <ay ; dividing the

TT extravagant points into two groups of and
77 points forming completely extravagant

spacelets o> and
, ;

and taking r and a>8 to be respectively the joins of the two pairs of

mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets a>x , co^
and

j,, ,,.
The possible values of

#> y-i %> 1 are then given by

7
7 <(;0,

and we have r=x+ , p
=

t-,
s=

If u>r and cog are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets which have o>p for their join and
have a given complete intersection a>K (which must be a sub-space of &, so that *< 0, K ^>ir),

the possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

/><*, O-<K, p $>r, a-^>s, r+s-p = p + <T ir= K; ............... (3')

and therefore the possible values of r, s and p, <r are given respectively by

+ K and <K <T<K + o- = ir+ K.

For we can regard a>p as the join of * and a spacelet a>p- K of extravagance IT K, and

take a>r and o>8 to be respectively the joins of o)K ,
wx and ,

<ay ,
where u>x and are any

two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets (of extravagances and
77)

which have

wp_ K as their join.

If <ar and Wg are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets which have <ap for their joint
the

possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

P^>TT, o-4>7r, p + cr<j:7r, r*p, s<^o-, r+s-p= p+ <r -IT; ......... (3")

and therefore the possible values of r, s and p, a- are given respectively by

r^-p, s$>p, r+ s-^p, r+ s $>p + ir, and p4>7r, O-^>TT, p+ ar^ir.

We see this by eliminating K from the conditions (3') and the additional condition

K <
;
the condition K ^> TT being superfluous.

The results (3), (3'), (3") clearly remain true when one of the two spacelets r and to,

is given.
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Ex. iv. Ranks and extravagances of two mutually orthogonal spacelets lying in a given

spacelet <ap .

If a>r and to, are any two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets which lie in the

given spacelet a>p ,
the possible values of r, s, p, cr are given by

p<0, <r<^0, p^r, f^f s
j (r-p) + (s o") jf>/J-7T, (r+ p) + (s+ (r) %>p + 7T

; ...(4)

and therefore the possible values of r, s and p, a- are given respectively by

r<tO, s-4"0, r+ s^>p, and p^O, cr^G, 2 (p + <r) $>p+ 7r.

For if the join of <or and to, is a spacelet a>t
of extravagance r, the possible values of

t, T, r, s, p, <r are given by

p<tO, o-<{:0, p$>r, o-$>s,

If <or and <0g are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets which lie in the given spacelet o>p

and have a given complete intersection u>K (which must be completely extravagant, so that K <
0,

7r ) )
the possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

< K
, <T<$K, p4>r, (r^>s, (r-p) + (s-a-)4>p-7r, (r+p) + (* + o-) ^>p+ Tr+ 2K

; ...(4')

therefore the possible values of r, and p, a are <7iven respectively by

TT,
and P<K, O-<K, 2 (p +

For if the join of cor and w, is a spacelet <a t
of extravagance r (so that <aK is a sub-space

of wT ),
the possible values of t, T, K, r, s, p, tr are given by

If a>r and w, are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets which lie in the given spacelet &>p ,

tJie possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

p- 0-%-p+n-r-s, o--p3>p+n-r-s; ................... .....(4")

and therefore the possible values ofr, s and p, <r are given respectively by

and P^t>, <r<J:0,

We see this by eliminating K from the conditions (4') and the additional condition

K >4: ;
the condition 2* ^>p + ir being superfluous.

Ex. v. Ranks and extravagances of any two mutually orthogonal spacelets in homo-

geneous space a>n .

Taking o>p in Ex. iv to be the complete space con ,
we obtain the following particular

results :

If a>r and wg are any two mutually orthogonal non-intersecting spacelets in homogeneous

space < n ,
the possible values ofr, s, p, <r are given by

n; .................. (5)

and the possible values of r, s and p, a- are given respectively by

r<tO, s<(:0, r + s^-n, and p<0, o-<|:0, 2 (p + <r) 4> .
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If a,, and a>g are any two mutually orthogonal spacelcts of homogeneous space a>n which

/IK re a given complete intersection a>K (which must be completely extravagant, so that <j:0,

2* ;}> n), the possible values of r, s, p, a- are given by

P<$K, ar<^K, p$>r, a-^>s, (r+ p) + (s+ o-)j>n + 2K; ............... (5')

and the possible values of r, s and p, a- are given respectively by

n, and p<jric, O-^TK,

If wr and <os are any two mutually orthogonal spacelets of homogeneous space a>n ,
the

possible values of r, s, p, or are given by

, er<f;0, p^>r, <r$>s, p cr$>n-r-s, cr p^>n r-s; ......... (5")

and the possible values of r, s and p, a- are given respectively by

and

These results clearly remain true when one of the two spacelets <or and a>s is given.

They can be obtained directly by observing that o)g is orthogonal with a given spacelet o>,.

when and only when it lies in the normal to <or ,
and using Ex. xiii of 170. The last of

the three results was obtained in a different way in Ex. xv of 167.

Theorem II. If ajr ,
ws ,

a)t ,
... are any number of mutually orthogonal

spacelets, and if their join is the spacelet u>p whose core is &>., then :

(1) The complete intersection of o)r ,
ws , u>t, is a completely extravagant

spacelet WK lying in &>..

(2) The cores of the spacelets &>,., &>s ,
cot ,

... are their respective complete

intersections with (ov .

(3) The join and complete intersection of the cores of o)r ,
&>8 ,

wt ,
... are

respectively the spacelets a)* and WK .

These results follow by induction from Theorem I, and they are genera-
lisations of Ex. viii of 170. The following is an independent proof of

Theorem II.

PROOF OP THEOREM II. Let the cores of the given mutually orthogonal spacelets

o),., ft)8 ,
a> t , ... be o)p , (>>, <or, ...

;
let the complete intersection of these cores be

this being necessarily a completely extravagant spacelet ;
let-.p K, K

|

-.<T- K, K
|

-.r K
t K

o)p
=

a, w , co,r= f},w ,
a>T = y, 10

, ...,

n - n - n

I

--
1 rp,p-K,K --- s<r,<r K,K

a>,.
=

a, a, w ,
(0S
=

b, f),w ,
... ;

1---' n '---'

and let . and _. be the spacelets defined by

I

----
1

p K, cr K, r K, ... K ---- ) p, s <r, t T, ...

,
u>p- n = a, b, c, ...

'----'

c. n. 33
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The spacelet & is the join of o>p , <,, o> T ,
... ; and it is completely extravagant because

the constituents of the matrix which represents it are mutually orthogonal completely

extravagant matrices.

Because the constituents of the matrix which represents &)p_ n. are mutually orthogonal

non-extravagant undegenerate matrices, it follows from Exs. vi and viii of 170 that they

are vertically unconnected, that <,,_. is non-extravagant, and that

The join of wr ,
o>s ,

a>
t , ... is the join of the two mutually orthogonal spacelets Wp-jr and

u> n ;
and because a>p - w is non-extravagant and . is completely extravagant, it follows as

in Ex. iii of 172 that this join has rank p; moreover by Ex. viii of 170 its core is <a ff .

Thus the join of wr , &>, <o
t ,

... is the spacelet

,
r-p, S-<T, ... p K, <T K, ... K

a>p
=

a,

whose core is &>.

The res\;lts stated in the theorem now all follow immediately. In the first place
i i r-p i i S - cr

because the spacelets <o,._ p =a , 8_ ff
= b

,
... are unconnected, the complete

1 'n ' 'n

intersection of <or ,
a>8 ,

a>t) ... is the same as that of <op , <,, o> T , -,
i.e. it is the spacelet <aK ,

which clearly lies in &. In the second place because <ar_ p does not intersect ., and

WP lies in <., therefore p is the complete intersection of to,, with &; and similarly

0)^, O>T, ... are the complete intersections of <>, <u
t ,

... with a>n . In the third place the join

WJT of o>p ,
a>a ,

<BT ,
... has been shown to be the core of wp ;

and because o>,._ p ,
o)s _ a ,

... and

<a,r are unconnected, the complete intersection of w,., a>S) a> t ,
... is that of a>p ,

w
ff ,

o> r ,

which is a>K .

Ex. vi. The equation (6) can be written in the form

and we can give interpretations to the expressions occurring on the two sides of (7).

If any number of spacelets ton o>g, o>^ ... have as their join a spacelet <op of rank p, we

may call r+ s+ t+ ... p the number of connections between them ;
and it is easily seen that

with this definition the number of connections between them is the rank of the complete
intersection of any one of the spacelets with the join of the others increased by the number
of connections between the others. When the spacelets are mutually orthogonal, the

intersection of any one of the spacelets with the join of the others is the intersection of

the core of that one with the join of the cores of the others
;
and from this fact the

equation (7) follows by induction.

Ex. vii. In the theorem the core of the join of any number of the spacelets o>,., a>s , <o
t ,

...

is the intersection of that join with ..



APPENDIX A

ADDITION TO CHAPTER XIII

117 a. Utility of the relations obtained in Chapter XIII.

1. Regular minor determinants.

We will define a regular minor determinant of a matrix whose elements

are constants to be one which does not vanish. According to this definition

no minor determinant of order greater than the rank of the matrix can be

regular. From Ex. i of 116 we see that :

Every regular minor determinant whose order is not less than 2 has a

primary subdeterminant which is regular; and every regular minor deter-

minant whose order is less than the rank of the matrix has a primary super-

determinant which is regular.

NOTE 1. If we were to consider that every minor determinant whose order is greater

than the rank of the matrix is regular although it necessarily vanishes, and if we at the

same time adopt the usual convention that a determinant of order has the value 1, we

could say more concisely that :

Every regular minor determinant has a primary subdeterminant which is regular, and

also a primary superdeterminant which is regular.

The corresponding properties of regular diagonal minor determinants of

symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices are given in 126 and 127.

2. The fundamental identity of 116.

The importance of this identity is due to the following facts which can

be deduced from it, r being any positive integer which is less than both m
and n.

The fundamental identity (A) of 116 enables ws to express every element

of the matrix A = [a]" as a rational function of any one regular minor

determinant A of order r and the elements, primaries and primary

superdeterminants of A (a)

332
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Arbitrary values can be ascribed to the elements, the primaries and the

primary superdeterminants of any regular minor determinant A of

order r; and the values of all elements of the matrix A are then

completely and uniquely determined (b)

If the values ascribed to the primary superdeterminants of A are such that

their matrix has rank x, then the rank p of the matrix A is given by

p
= x + r (c)

When arbitrary values are ascribed to the elements of a regular minor

determinant A, it is to be understood that they are arbitrary subject to the

condition that A
=}=

0.

In proving the results (a), (b), (c) we may suppose without loss of

generality that A is the leading minor determinant of A of order r, or that

A = (a)
r

, so that the identity (A) of 116 is

l_
-, r, n-r

. r -, n r _ r r~T1

'
_ _ n 0.0 / A /\A []-[] [o] r

+ L J ; (A)
-1

r, m - r

and [Q]
n r

is what we call the matrix of the primary superdeterminants of

A. The equation (A) clearly expresses every element of J. as a rational

function of A, the elements of A, the remaining elements of the vertical and

horizontal minors H =\a\ and K=
[a] of A which contain A, and the

m r

elements of [Q]"
r

. Since by 108 all elements of H and K can be ex-
tn r

pressed in terms of the elements and the horizontal and vertical primaries

of A, we see that (a) is true. To obtain direct expressions for the elements

of A of the nature stated, we multiply both sides of (A') by A, and replace it

as in Note 5 of 116 by the identity

[0, | /T-> / vL .......(BO
L -l -

f- ,_ _

The equation (B') expresses every element of A as a rational function of

the elements of [a] or A, the ^'s (which are the horizontal primaries of A),

the
(?'s (which are the vertical primaries of A), and the Q's (which are the

primary superdeterminants of A).

If in (B') or (C') we ascribe arbitrary values to the elements of A such

that A
=}= 0, and arbitrary values to the p's, q's and Q's, we obtain a matrix

[a] every element of which is known. Therefore (b) is true.
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Lastly, regarding (C') as an equigradent transformation, we see from

131 that the matrix A =
[a] has the same rank as the bipartite matrix

which is the middle factor on the right ;
and if p and a; are the ranks of A

and [01 , it follows from 100 that p = x + r. Thus (c) is also true.J m-r

NOTE 2. We can of course prove the results (a), (b), (c) without regarding A as a

leading minor determinant. If A= ( M) ,
the identity (A) of 116 is

and if we multiply both sides of (A) by A, we obtain as in Note 5 of 116 the identity

^[]
n

=K]
r

[P]
r

[^i]
n
+ A[PJ

n
, ........................... (B)L Jm *J m " *"* J r L * J r L m

9 r i r i"l r r\ n r or\ n
or A2

[a] =[o] ['] [] , ............................................ (C)L Jm L J L J
7

L J n '

where [n
= A [l, ^ =

[1] [a'-O, (a
= *,

faunl
r

is the matrix of the horizontal primaries of A,L wjm-r

\fivv\

n ~ r
is tne matrix of the vertical primaries of A,

is the matrix of the primary superdeterminants of A.
-,n-r

J
i r

The equation (B) expresses every element of A as a rational function of A and the

elements, primaries and primary supei-determinants of A ; by assigning arbitrary values to

the elements of [apq]\ consistent with the condition A =1=0, and arbitrary values to the

elements of [a/tp] m _ r , [/V]"
r

, [P^v]^^. in (B) or (C) we obtain a matrix ^4 = [a]^ every

element of which is known
;
and since (C') is an equigradent transformation, and [a']

n
is a

bipartite matrix whose two parts are [ p7]^and AfP^J ,
we see that when the latter

matrix has rank x, the rank p of A has the value given in (c).

Ex. i. The result (c) is a generalisation of Note 4 of 116.

Ex. ii. We can give greater precision to Ex. x of 116. If the determinant

i i
r

= (aM)

r

, =0, then by 124.6 or 73 the matrix Aw has rank 1 or according as
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the rank of [am] is equal to or less than 1. Accordingly the identity (A) shows

that :

If [a-pg]\ has rank less than r 1, then [P] has rank 0.

If [am]

r
has rank less than r- 1, the rank of [P] is either or 1.

i- _r,H-r

r. iii. If in (G") we write fal" = ,

'

, we haveL J I* rf

-*r, i-r

m 1
"

. r -|* r I 7
'

r -i
~

1" -

F61 =A[] fal , fcl =A[aL -MM-)- " Jjn-i'L J r' L J r t

"

r -i 'I
~

'"

), ni-r -r, n-r

n ~''

r

3. 2%e identities of 108 a?id 109.

The results which correspond to (a) and (b) when r is equal to m or n are

contained in 108, being deduced from the formulae (A) and (C) and the

formulae (A') and (C') of that article. Adding to them the results obtained

in 109 (referring in particular to Ex. xi of 109), we see that :

The identities (A) and (A') of 108 express every element of the matrix

A =
[a] as a rational function of degree 1 of any one regular simple

minor determinant A and the elements and primaries of A .......... (a')

Arbitrary values can be ascribed to the elements and primaries of any one

regular simple minor determinant A; and the values of all elements

of the matrix A are then completely and uniquely determined.......(V)

The identities of 109 serve to express every simple minor determinant

of the matrix A =
[a] as a rational function of degree 1 of any one

regular simple minor determinant A and its primaries............. (c
7

)

Arbitrary values can be ascribed to any one regular simple minor deter-

minant A and its primaries; and the values of all simple minor

determinants are then completely and uniquely determined..........(d
7

)

4. The equations of 115 and 117.

By putting [P]^
= 0, [Q]^~

P = in the equations (A), (B), (C), (A'), (B'),

(C
7

) of sub-article 2 we obtain the corresponding equations of 115, which

however are not identities in the elements of A
;
and from these we deduce
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two results corresponding to (a) and (b). Adding to these the results obtained

in 117, we see that :

The equation (A) of 115 enables us to express every element of a matrix

A =
[a] whose rank is r as a rational function of degree 1 of any one

regular minor determinant A of order r and the elements and primaries

o/A (a")

In a matrix A =
[a] of rank r arbitrary values can lie ascribed to the

elements and primaries of any one regular minor determinant A of
order r ; and the values of all other elements of A are then completely
and uniquely determined (b")

The equations of 117 serve to express every minor determinant of

order r of a matrix A =
[a] whose rank is r as a rational function

of degree 1 of any one regular minor determinant A of order r and its

primaries (c")

In a matrix A =
[a] of rank r arbitrary values can be ascribed to any

one regular minor determinant A of order r; and the values of all other

minor determinants of order r are then completely and uniquely
determined (d")

Ex. iv. We can regard (a'), (b'), (c'), (d') as particular cases of (a"), (b"), (c"), (d").

5. The standard relations between the minor determinants of a matrix.

The standard identities of 109 111 are all expressible in the form

AM-0 =
(8); (D)

In 109, if TO is the number of long rows in a matrix A, we have

identities of this form in which A and D are any two simple minor deter-

minants of A having exactly ms of the short rows of A in common, and

the elements of the determinant on the right are the primaries of A formed

with the rows of D. These identities serve to express every simple minor

determinant D as a rational function (of degree 1) of any one regular simple
minor determinant A and its primaries; and they also give the values of

determinants of the primaries of a simple minor determinant.

In 1 10 we have identities of this form in which A is a minor determinant
J

of order r contained in a determinant D of order r + s, and the elements of

the determinant on the right are the primary superdeterminants of A which

lie in D. They serve to express every superdeterminant D of a regular minor

determinant A as a rational function (of degree 1) of A and the primary
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superdeterminants of A
;
and they also give the values of determinants of

primary superdeterminants.

In 111 we have identities of this form in which A is a determinant of

order r + s which contains a minor determinant D of order r, and the elements

of the determinant on the right are the primary subdeterminants of A which

contain D. They serve to express every subdeterminant D of a regular

determinant A as a rational function (of degree 1) of A and the primary
subdeterminants of A

;
and they also give the values of determinants of

primary subdeterminants.

NOTE 3. The identities of 112 give the values of sums of terms formed from a

product AZ) of two simple minor determinants of a matrix by replacing according to

a fixed law a certain number s of the short rows of A by rows of Z>, and the s rows taken

from D by rows of A.

The standard equations of 117 all have the form

Ap+*->D = (a)
p

p
(/3)* (E)

If A and D are any two minor determinants of order r of a matrix

A [] of rank r, and if there are exactly r p horizontal rows and exactly

s a vertical rows of A which intersect both A and D, we have an equation
of this form in which the elements of the first and second determinants on

the right are respectively the horizontal and vertical primaries of A formed

with the rows of A which intersect D. These equations serve to express

every minor determinant D of order r of a matrix A whose rank is r as

a rational function (of degree 1) of any one regular minor determinant A of

order r and its primaries.
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130 a. The Pfaffian of a skew-symmetric matrix of even
order.

1. Definition of a Pfaffian.

If A = [a] is a skew-symmetric matrix with arbitrary elements of even

order m, m being greater than 2, its reciprocal [A] is also skew-symmetric,
m /34...m\

and if Am = (a) , A,n_2
=

(
a

) ,
we have by 124. 4 or 111

\34... /

Since the determinants Am and Am_2 are functions of their elements

which do not vanish identically, it follows that if Am_ 2 ,
which is a skew-

symmetric determinant of even order in 2, is a perfect square, then Aw
is a perfect square. Since moreover every skew-symmetric matrix of order 2

is certainly a perfect square, it follows by induction that :

The determinant of every skew-symmetric matrix A of even order is the

square of a rational integral function of the elements of A.

It is shown in Theorem II a that this function can be identified with the

Pfaffian of A defined in the two theorems which follow.

Theorem la. If A =
[a] is a skew-symmetric matrix of even order

m = 2r; if the elements of the sequence [12...ra] are divided in all possible

ways into r pairs (uly Vi), (uz> v^), ... (ur , v^), the order of arrangement of the

elements in each pair being immaterial, and the order of arrangement of the

r pairs being immaterial ; and if w is the affect of the sequence [MX vl u.2 v2 ... ur v^\

in [1 2 ... m]; then the equation

Pl2...ro
= 2( 1) au l v l

au zvz--'
aurvr

..................(A)

defines a uniquely determinate rational integral function of the elements of A
which is called the Pfaffian of A .

The number of terms in the sum on the right in (A) is the odd number

m ! / -
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To prove the theorem we have to show that if P is the sum (A), and if

is any other sum formed in the same way, &>' being the affect of

then P' is identical with P.

The number of terms in P' is the same as in P, and to each term

T= ( 1)" aUl vi au2 v2 . . . aUr vr
=

( 1)" t

of P there corresponds a term

of P', where the product t' = ap l q l ap2 q 2 ...apr q r
is formed from the product

t = a Ui v 1
au.2 r2 ...aur vr by interchanging the two suffixes in some of the factors

of t, and by altering the order of arrangement of the factors.

If t' is formed from t by merely replacing ciw^ by a^y., then since

civjiii
=

citiiVf,
we have t' = t. In this case it follows from 21 that &>'

differs from o> by an odd integer, and therefore T' = T.

If t' is formed from t by merely interchanging two factors a\iiVi and a
UjVj ,

we have t' = t. In this case the sequence [jH<?vl>9 <? j?r<?r]
is formed from

the sequence [wj vl u2 v.2 ... ur vr] by two interchanges of two elements
;
therefore

to' differs from G> by an even integer, and we again have T' = T.

Since t' is always formed from t by a number of operations of these two

kinds, we always have T' = T; and it follows that we always have P' = P.

Ex. i. For the matrix A = = fL-
we have

A =

. ii. For the matrix

. #12 #13

do2 #23 #24

#32 #33 #34

_ 4j 042 #43 #44 J

-^
>

]234=

, 12, #i;

~#12> ,
O23 , 24

-#13} ~#23> ,
a34

#14, ~#24i #34i -

we have

Ex. Hi. If in (A) we introduce the restrictions that zt
1 <Vi, M2 <v2 )

ur<vr ,
we can

regard Pi 2 ...m as a rational integral function of those elements of A which lie above the

leading diagonal. Taking this point of view, Sir Thomas Muir uses the notation

a!3

f\ 91 <m =
34
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Ex. iv. The Pfaffian of A is isobaric in the suffixes of the a's, the sum of the suffixes in

each term being 1 + 2 + . . . + in= \ in (m+ 1
).

Ex. v. For the special skew-symmetric matrix

2,2, ...2

0, co, ...

_0, 0, ... co

where
!-[_^ J>

the Pfaffian is 1.

Theorem I b. If B = [cthhT *s anV diagonal minor of even order
fj,
= 2p

of a skew-symmetric matrix A =
[a]

m
, being therefore any skew-symmetric

matrix of order /z; if the elements of the sequence [h1
h.2 ...hll,'\

are divided in

all possible ways into p pairs (u^, Vj), (u2 ,
v2 ), ... (up ,

vp), the order of arrange-
ment of the two elements in each pair being immaterial, and the order of

arrangement of the p pairs being immaterial; and if &> is the affect of the

sequence [KI vl
u2 v2 . . . up vp] in {h^h^.-.h^}; then ^ie equation

-Mil J> 2 . . . lip

= ^ \ * / a
Ul Vl

a
UzV2

' ' Cl
UpVp

defines a uniquely determinate rational integral function of the elements of B
ivhich is the Pfaffian of B.

This follows from Theorem I a when we write [CTM]'*
=

[6]**. In the
P- fJ.

special case when m is even and
//,
= m, B may be any symmetric derange-

ment of A.

Ex. vi. If[_k} is any derangement of\]{\ in Theorem Ib, then
*

where
rj

is the affect of [k] in [h] .

For if P=P
hl ,

l2
...

hp
and P'^P

,
we have

p'_2 (_iy a a a

where co' is the affect of the sequence \u\Vi ii2v2 ...upvp'\
in [] . But by Theorems V b and

VII a of 19 we have
co' = co + 7 (mod. 2),

and it follows that

Ex. vii. For the matrix

44 #43 #41 #42 |

'=-l*> P.

WO have

-41> -'

a23 2l 22_ [_ #42) ~'

3
4 3 1 2

= #43 f(12
-

#41 #32 + 4231
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2. Expansion of the Pfaffian of a skew-symmetric matrix A of even order

in terms of the elements of any horizontal or vertical row of A.

Let the matrix be A =
[a] , where m = 2r, and let its Pfaffian be

P = Pi2...m- On account of the relations a^= av
- it will be clear that P

can be expressed as a homogeneous linear function of the elements of any

given horizontal or vertical row of A.

First let ay
- be any non-diagonal element of A, and let rv

- be the

coefficient of a in P when a# has everywhere been replaced by ay-. Let

[\i X, . . . \m-2] be the corranged complement of the minor sequence [ij] in

[1 2...m], and let

77
= affect of [ij] in [1 2 ... m] .

To determine ry we observe that ay-cry is the sum of all those terms of P
in which ay

- occurs as a factor. Hence if we divide the elements of [\] jn

in all possible ways into ? 1 pairs ( 1? v^, (u2 , v2),
... (wr-i> *V-i) as in

Theorem I b, we have

V ( i \
w

where

&) == an. i ) MI v\ iio Vo . . . 11r i Vri m L . . . m IL / * 44 r i v r ij L J

= aff. [ij] in [1 2...??i] + aff. [u^ vl u2 v2 ...ur_ l vr i]
in [A,]

=
i) + w

;

and therefore

wr =(-l)\2(-l)"'a auro ...a
tt _ r =(-l)

1? PXX9 x ....(1)

If i<j, then 17 is the least number of moves by which the element ay can

be brought to the position of 12 in A, and we have

We may call Px1 x2 ...A _ *ne corranged Pfaffian complementary to ay
-

in A or P, it being the Pfaffian of the matrix formed by striking out the

iih and jib. -horizontal and vertical rows of A
;
and we will call

or,-;
the

Pfaffian co-factor of ay
- in A or P.

Next let an be any diagonal element of A. Since a = 0, we can write

and regard cr^ as the co-factor of ai{ in P.

It will now be clear that the expansion of P in terms of the elements of

the *th horizontal row of A can be expressed in the form
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where in the summation j receives all the values 1, 2, ... m except i, and also

in the form

PIZ... m = (f'ii'^ii + &fcjOTt
-

2 -f . . . + ttim^im,) .................. (2)

where the r's are given by (1) and (!'). In fact P is the sum of the products
obtained by multiplying each element of the ith horizontal row of A by its

Pfaffian co- factor.

Similarly the expansion of P in terms of the elements of the Jth vertical

row of A is

Piz...m = aij^Jj + flaj^j + + amj1ffmj ................ (2')

Ex. viii. For the skew-symmetric matrix A = [a]
'

we have

^123456

+!4 ( 23 5G
-

25 36+ 35 2o)
~

15 (23 054G

+ 16 (2345 ~ 2435+ 342o)-

3. Determinants formed by bordering a given skew-symmetric determinant.

We consider now the value of any determinant A' formed by bordering

any given skew-symmetric determinant A with one additional horizontal

row and one additional vertical row. We can always regard A' as a minor

determinant of some skew-symmetric matrix A =
[a] which has A as a

diagonal minor determinant, and then use the notation of Theorem 16.

Oi _ 1

Theorem II a. If A = (),,_,
is a skew-symmetric determinant of odd

/v, 1, 2, ...2r-l\

order 2r 1 with arbitrary elements, and if A' = (
a

}
is a determinant

\, i, 2,.. .2? i/

of order 2r formed by bordering A with one additional horizontal row and

one additional vertical row, the elements of the bordering rows being arbitrary

subject to the conditions

then &' = Pu t i,a,...9r-i.Pi>,i,*,...sr-i (B)

In particular if A' = (a) 2)
.

is a skew-symmetric determinant of even

order 2r, then

Theorem II b. If A =
(a) 2j

is a skew-symmetric matrix of even order 2r

(v,

1, 2, ... 2r\

a 1 is a determinant of order
u, 1, 2, ... 2i-/

St + l formed by bordering A with one additional horizontal row and one

additional vertical row, the elements of the bordering rows being arbitrary

subject to the conditions (3), then

A = -t
1,2,... 2f -i

U,V,1, '!,... 2; W/
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Or*-Li

In particular if A' = (a) is a skew-symmetric determinant of odd order

2r + 1, then A' vanishes identically.

In both theorems the conditions (3) to be satisfied by the elements of the

bordering rows are introduced in order that we may be able to regard A as a leading

diagonal minor determinant of some skew-symmetric matrix A=[a]
m

,
and A' as a

minor determinant of A containing A. They impose no restrictions on the possible

values of the bordering elements so long as we regard u and v as different integers,

neither of which is a suffix of any element of A. Of course in the special case when

v= u, we must have auv=0.

We will prove these two theorems on the hypothesis that they are true

when r is replaced by any smaller positive integer. Since they are obviously

true when r=l, this will establish the general truth of the theorems by
induction.

PROOF OF THEOREM II a. We denote the co-factor of any element a^ of A' by Jy>
and expand A' in terms of the elements of its first horizontal row. From the hypothesis

that Theorem 116 is true when r is replaced by r 1 and from Ex. vi it follows that

and that when i^v,

t
/v, 1. 2, ... i-1, i+l, ... 2r-l\

2,_! A>, 1, 2, ... i-1, i+l. ... 2,-l\

<d=(-l) a )=(-!) a
\1, 2, ... (-1, i, i+l, ... 2r-17 V, 1, 2, ... i-1, i+l, ... 2r-l/

= (~1) -Pl,2,...i-l,i+ l,...2r-l P%,v, 1,2,... i- l,i+ l,...2r-l

_ ( -\\i~l Ji 7)
\~ i

)
* l,2,...i-l,i+ l,...2r-l * i',l,2,...i- l,i,i+l,...2r-l

t~ 1

Therefore A'=A,i,2,...2)--i . 2 (- 1)

~
a Mi/

>

i,2,...i-i,i+i,...2)--i,

where in the summation i receives the values 1, 2, ... 2r 1
;
and because i I is the affect

of the sequence [ui] in [u, 1, 2, ... 2r 1], it follows from the expansion (2) in sub-article 2

that the identity (B) is true.

We obtain the second part of Theorem II a by considering the special case in which

PROOF OF THEOREM II b. We again denote the co-factor of any element a^ of A' by

Ay, and expand A' in terms of the elements of its first horizontal row. From the

hypothesis that Theorem II a is true when r is replaced by r 1 and from Ex. vi it

follows that

-" (0 2r
=

P"l, 2, ... 2-5

and that when i=v,

\1, 2, ... i-1, i, i+l, ... 2)7 \i, 1, 2, ... i-1, i+l, ... 2r/

= f l\
2i " 1 p ._ <,.. P _,

Therefore A'-P
1>2,... 2,. {a l(UP]>2,... 2 , + 2 (- 1)' a^P, 1 ,, 2,...i-i,i+ i,...2,},
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where in the summation i receives the values 1, 2, ... 2r; and because i is the affect of the

sequence [ui] in [u, v, 1, 2, ... 2r], it follows from the expansion (2) in sub-article 2 that

the identity (C) is true.

The second part of Theorem II b has been shown to be true in 127
;
but it can also

be obtained from the first part of the theorem (see Ex. ix) by considering the special case

in which v= u.

The following are more general forms of the last two theorems.

Theorem III a. If A = (ahhf
r~ 1

is a diagonal minor determinant of

odd order 2r 1 of a skew-symmetric matrix A =
[a] whose elements are

/W//1/J2...V-A

arbitrary, and if A' = ( a 1 is any minor determinant of A of order

\fti%s...V-i'

2?- which contains A, then

A' = Pu /(, /, 2 ... /,._ . Pv ih /, 2 ... h_

In particular if A' = (a/aX* is any diagonal minor determinant of A of

even order 2r, i.e. any skew-symmetric matrix of even order 2r, then

Theorem Illb. If A = (M)" is a diagonal minor determinant of even

order 2r of a skew-symmetric matrix A =
[a]

m
whose elements are arbitrary,

/vhih^...h.2>.\

and if A' = I a
j

is any minor determinant of A of order 2r + 1

Vu/Zx/Jg--.''^/

which contains A, then

A' = P]h 7j2 ... 7(2r Atu /tl 7< 2 ... 7t
2)

. (E)

These two theorems can be proved in the same ways as Theorems II a

and 116, or they can be regarded as other ways of expressing those two

theorems.

Ex. ix. The Pfaffian PA Ai >i>A 'vanishes identically when two of the suffixes Xj, X
2 ,

... X2r
1 2

* * *

2J*

are equal.

For by (D') its square is then identically equal to a determinant in which two of the

horizontal rows (and two of the vertical rows) are the same.

NOTE 1. The reciprocal of a skew-symmetric matrix of odd order.

Let A []'" be a skew-symmetric matrix of odd order m
;
let a^ be any element of A

;

let [M] _ and [Vj _ be the sequences formed from [1 2 ... m] by striking out the elements

y respectively ;
let
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be the affected Pfaffians of the skew-symmetric matrices formed respectively by striking

out the ith horizontal and vertical rows of A, and by striking out the jih horizontal and

vertical rows of A, the signs prefixed to them being those determined by the affects of i

and./ in [1 2 ... m] ;
and let

be the affect of the element a^ in A.

Then if\A'\
m

is the reciprocal o/[a]
w

,
we have

J L Jm -HI

and therefore

[A]
m =

L J m n, [n,, n2 ,
n

3 ,
... nm] (F)

To prove this we first observe that (F) is true when
.7
=

1, for we have

/i, 2, ... i-i, i+i, ... \

AU=( a
1
= -P s

i. s, ...<-i, <+!,...= Itf.
\1, 2, ...i-1, i+1, ... m/

When ./=(=&, let [X] _ be the sequence formed from [1 2 ... m] by striking out both the

elements i andy, and let

t = affect of i in
f v] , ,

e' = affect ofj in \u]L Jm-l' ' L J ) 1

Then Jy = (-l

and therefore by Theorem Ilia and Ex. vi we have

4 f 1\w + + e' p p _, -i\<o p />
^>A

1
A
2
...Am _ 2

--^iA
1
A2 ...Xm_ 2 -l.-

1 ; * i2 "m-r l "a
' "m-T

Thus (F) is true in this case also
;
and from (F) we deduce (F').

Ex. x. When j^i, the difference between e and e' is equal to the number of integers

lying between i and,;'; therefore <a-f e+ e' is an odd integer, and we have

i'..

Ex. xi. The reciprocal matrix [^4]'" is symmetric, and by 124 its rank cannot

exceed 1, because (a)=0. Therefore by 125 we can so choose the radicals that

"

\-VA mm j

We can now deduce (F') by means of the equations

-4 11
= Hi

2
, ^22=n2

2
,

... Amm=Hm2
,

determining the signs from a consideration of special skew-symmetric matrices whose

non-zero elements all have one of the values 1 and 1.
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-12> , 023
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is an identity in xit x2 ,
xm ',

and we then proceed to evaluate the determinant

"0

an a12 ... alm

there being two cases to be considered according as m is even or odd. By Ex. xi of 62

we have in both cases

A'= -detOJ^T T (5)

Case I. When m is even.

Using Note 2 we see from (G') and the identity (4) that in this case

A'=0 (6)

This result also follows from Theorem 116, which shows that A' is the product of the

Pfaffian of [a]"* and the Pfaffian of the skew-symmetric matrix

P X\ Xy X
~"

r\ f\ />. v _ ~,u
,

u
, ^/i , 0-2 j *m

which is clearly 0.

If the leading element of A' is .# instead of 0, we have

' m ' ' '" m

Case II. When m is odd.

Using the same notation as in Note 1, we see from (5) and (F') that in this case

A'= (n.ix1+n2x2+...+umxm)
2

(7)

This result also follows from Theorem I'a, which shows that A' is the product of the

Pfaffians of the two skew-symmetric matrices

^21 ) #22

L ~^m, "ml) Mm2 Mmmj \_
xmy amli am2> amn

The equation (7) is still true when the leading element of A' is x^ instead of 0.
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175 a. Equigradent transformations in which one of the trans-

forming factors is a semi-unit matrix.

1. Unilaterally semi-unit equigradent transformations of matrices.

Let [h]
r

[a]*[>r =[&]*, or HAK = B . ...(1)UJm LJ,r LJ g L Jm >

be an equigradent transformation converting the matrix A =[a]* into the

matrix B = [6]" , so that H =
\h~\

r
and JT = [k~\

n
are matrices of ranks r and sL Jm L Jm L J s

with constant elements.

When one of the transforming factors H and K is a semi-unit matrix, we

may call (1) a unilaterally semi-unit equigradent transformation. Every
such transformation converts a matrix A whose elements are constants into

another matrix B which has the same rank as A and which also has the same

horizontal or vertical extravagance as A according as K or H is a semi-unit

matrix. Equigradent transformations of these special kinds occur throughout

Chapter XVIII, and play a very important part in the theory of extravagant
matrices. From formulae (E4 ) and (E5) of 165 we see that a matrix whose

elements are constants can always be reduced to (or derived from) a known

standard form by such a transformation when its rank and one of its extrava-

gances are given.

2. Unilateral equigradent transformations of matrices.

When one of the transforming factors H and K is a unit matrix, which

can be struck out, we may call (1) a unilateral equigradent transformation,

such transformations being particular cases of those just considered. Every
such transformation converts a matrix A whose elements are constants into

a matrix B horizontally or vertically equivalent to A according as K or H is

a unit matrix. The reduction of a matrix whose elements are constants by
unilateral equigradent transformations is given in 168.

3. Semi-unit transformations of matrices.

When both the transforming factors H and K are semi-unit matrices,

we may call (1) a bilaterally semi-unit equigradent transformation, but we

342
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generally call it more simply a semi-unit transformation. Every such trans-

formation converts a matrix A whose elements are constants into another

matrix B which has the same rank and also the same two extravagances

as A. These transformations have not been studied in this volume, but

from formulae (Fj) and (F2) of 165 we see that a matrix whose elements are

constants can always be reduced to (or derived from) a standard form by a

semi-unit transformation when its rank and its two extravagances are known.

The standard form is not however a completely determinate matrix.

4. Equigradent transformations of spacelets.

i IP i i?

Let A = a and B = b be matrices representing two spacelets in homo-
i >n ' <n

geneous space o)n . An equigradent transformation HAK B converting A
into B, as welF as an equigradent transformation HBK = A converting B
into A, can, so far as the spacelets are concerned, be replaced by a relation

of the form

[h] =T\ ................ . .............(2)

where [h]
n

is an undegenerate square matrix, and the symbol
= denotes

vertical equivalence. On this account we may define (2) to be an equigradent

transformation converting the spacelet represented by A into the spacelet
i 1 n

represented by B, and, if H is the inverse matrix of [A] ,
we can associate

with it the inverse relation

i in i 17 i iPH b = a
,
.............................. (2')

1 >n ' 'n ' 'n

which is an equigradent transformation converting the spacelet represented

by B into the spacelet represented by A. Since moreover the existence of a

relation of the form (2) is the necessary and sufficient condition that one of

the matrices A and B shall be convertible into the other by an equigradent

transformation, i.e. that the two matrices shall be equigradent or have the

same rank, we see that :

We perform an equigradent transformation on a spacelet of homogeneous

space by prefixing an undegenerate square matrix whose elements are constants;

and each of two spacelets is convertible into the other by an equigradent trans-

formation when and only when the two spacelets have the same rank.

Accordingly general formulae for any spacelet cor and any spacelet &>/

which can be derived from &>r by an equigradent transformation are

i IP M i IP

o)r
= a

, o>/ = [A] a
, ........................ (3)
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where [h] is an arbitrary undegenerate square matrix
;
and when spacelets

are represented by undegenerate matrices, we can replace (3) by

i \r n i ,r

wr
= a

, o>r =[A] a
;

........................(3)
i 'n

n
' 'n

I

-lP I

-!'

the matrix a in (3) and the matrix a in (3') having of course rank r.
' <n ' 'n

r~"'n P i

An equigradent transformation converting a JPOW a; into a point y is
i i n i i n

a relation of the form

!>]* x = y ,n
' 'n i 'n

where [A] is an undegenerate square matrix. When the transformation (4)

is applied to every point of a>n ,
the prefactor [/<] being the same for all

points, we call it an equigradent transformation of the points of space. It

i \T>

then converts any spacelet wr
= a into the spacelet o)r given in (3) ;

and
1 { n

we regard it as given when the matrix [h]
n

is given. We can in this case

replace (4) by

A 7 = ....... .

where X is for each separate point of space some unspecified finite non-zero

scalar quantity. Accordingly it is the same thing as a projective transforma-

tion of the points of space.

5. Semi-unit transformations of spacelets.

The transformations of spacelets in sub-article 4 are called semi-unit

transformations when [h] is a square semi-unit matrix. Accordingly a

semi-unit transformation converting a spacelet represented by the matrix

i \P i 19

A = a into a spacelet represented by the matrix B = b is a rejation of
i >n

' '

the form
M i (P i i?

cC a ^ b .............................. (*)*
i i n ' ' n

where [l]

n
is a square semi-unit matrix, and the symbol

= denotes vertical

equivalence ;
and with (5) we can associate the inverse relation

i \n i i q i ip

I b = a
, .............................. (5')

1 'n ' 'n ' 'n

which is a semi-unit transformation converting the spacelet represented by B
into the spacelet represented by A. When we observe that the existence of
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a relation of the form (5) is a necessary and sufficient condition that one of

the matrices A and B shall be convertible into the other by a unilaterally

semi-unit equigradent transformation, or when we refer to Ex. v of 170, we

see that :

We perform a semi-unit transformation on a spacelet of homogeneous space

by prefixing a square semi-unit matrix ; and each of two spacelets is convertible

into the other by a semi-unit transformation when and only when the two space-

lets have the same rank and the same extravagance.

General formulae for any spacelet wr and any spacelet / which can be

derived from a>r by a semi-unit transformation are

i \P' n i \P

ar
= a

, w/ =
[I] a

,
........................ (6)

' <n
n

' >n

where* [I] is an arbitrary square semi-unit matrix of order n.

i i r^~i

A semi-unit transformation converting a point x into a point y is a
i 1 i >n

relation of the form

where [l]

n
is a square semi-unit matrix. When the transformation (7) is

applied to every point of n ,
the prefactor \l~\ being the same for all points,

we call it a semi-unit transformation of the points of space, regarding the

transformation as given when [l]

n
is given. It then converts any spacelet

i \p

wr
= a into the spacelet &>/ given in (6). It is frequently called an ortho-

1 'n

gonal transformation of the points of space.
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The references are to pages. The following is a list of the abbreviations used.

arb.

compl.
conj.

corresp.

corresp.

degen.
detant

detoid

diag.
el.

equigr.

= algebraic,
= arbitrary,

complementary,
= conjugate,
= correspondent,
= corresponding,
= degenerate,
= determinant,
= determinoid,
=diagonal,
= element,
= equigradent,

equiv.
extrav.

homog.
horiz.

inc.

int.

intersec.

inv.

non-int.

mut.

orthog.
orthot.

= equivalent,
= extravagant,
= homogeneous,
= horizontal,
= incident,

^'intersecting,
= intersection,
= inverse,
= non-intersecting,
= mutually,
= orthogonal,
= orthotomy,

parat.
rat.

recip.

reg.
sim.

sp.

sq.

sym.
transfn

vert.

uncon.

undeg.

= paratomy,
= rational,
= reciprocal,
= regular,
= similar,
= spacelet,
= square,
= symmetric,
= transformation,
= vertical,
= unconnected,
= undegenerate.

Absolute quadric, 434-5.
Affected :

. -i . r ri i^ tt -If- t tn i M
minor detants of [1. a] and fa, 1] ,m m

395-7 ;

simple minor detants of two mut. normal

undeg. matrices, 403-6 ;

Pfaffian compl. to any el. of a skew-sym.
matrix of even order, 524

;

compl. to any diag. el. of a skew-sym.
matrix of odd order, 527-8.

Affects: formulae involving, 43, 57, 97, 101,
131.

Algebraic equations : Equiv. systems of linear

alg. equations, 80-4, "207-8.

Uncon. mut. orthog. solutions of any system
of homog. linear alg. equations, 440-6.

Algebraic expressions or forms : Linear transfns.

of bilinear and quadratic forms, 234-5.

Heal roots of a real and definite quadratic
form ; positive and negative real quad-
ratic forms, 300-1.

Reduction of a quadratic form to a sum of

squares of linear expressions, 290.

Anti-cores of a spacelet : denned, 440 ;

join of the core to an anti-core is real, 437-8.

Anti-correspondent matrices of the minor
detants :

of two co-joint complete matrices of the

minor detants of a sq. matrix,

defined, 115
;
relation between, 116-7 ;

of a sq. matrix and its recip., 117-8, 129.

Anti-correspondent minor detants :

of two co-joint complete matrices of the

minor detants of a sq. matrix,

defined, 115; relation between, 118-9;
of a sq. matrix and its recip., 119, 128.

Anti-correspondent simple minor detants of

two mut. normal undeg. matrices,

defined, 402 ; relations between, 403.

Arbitrary spacelets : see Extravagance, Ortho-

tomy.
Arbitrary values :

of any reg. minor detant of a matrix and
its els., primaries and primary super-
detants, 516 ;

of any reg. simple minor detant and its els.

and primaries, 518
;

of any reg. minor detant of order r of a
matrix of rank r and its ele. and
primaries, 519.

Bilinear forms : Linear transfns. of, 234.

Bordered determinants : formed by
bordering any sq. matrix, 123-7 ;

bordering a skew-sym. matrix, 525 ;

symmetrically, 529.

Co-factors :

of minor detants, 97, 108-9, 111, 157 ;

see Co-joint complete matrices ;

Pfaman, of the els. of a skevv-sym. matrix
of even order, 524.

Co-incident spacelets, 219.

Co-joint complete matrices of the minor detants
of a sq. matrix :

defined, 108 ; fundamental property,
109;

determinants, 112-3
; ranks, 122-3

;

reciprocals, 113-4.

A sq. matrix and its recip. are two co-joint
matrices of the minor detants of the

sq. matrix, 111.

Definitions of corresponding and anti-cor-
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Co-joint complete matrices (cont.):

respondent minor detants and matrices

of minor detants, 115.

Kelations between two :

anti-corresp. minor detants, 108-9 ;

matrices of minor detants, 117 ;

corresp. complete matrices of minor detants,
120.

Co-joint matrix of a complete matrix of. the

minor detants of a rectangular matrix,
111-2.

Common core and plenum of two mut. normal

spacelets, 432-3.

Compartite matrix : denned, parts, standard

form, successive parts, 6-7 ;

with quasi-scalar parts, 8 ;

reciprocals and inverses, 11.

Bank, is sum of ranks of parts, 7-8.

Signants of one which is sym. and real,

are sums of signants of parts, 299.

Compartite matrix :

Equigr. transfns. of one and its parts,
233-4.

Reduction of a matrix in ii by equigr.
transfns. in 12 to a Compartite matrix
whose non-zero parts are undeg. sq.
matrices :

any matrix with constant els., 252-9, 262-3 ;

sym. matrix, 259, 263 ; 269-71 ;

real, 298;
skew-sym. matrix, 260, 264 ; 269-71 ; 307-8.

Complementary spacelets : denned, 219, 423 ;

extravagances of two, are independent, 505;
normals to two, are non-int., 433

;

orthotomy (or cross rank) of two, 478-80 ;

when real, 480.

Two real sps. which necessarily intersect

and have the greatest orthot. con-
sistent with their ranks are compl., 509.

Spacelets which lie in a given sp. and
are mut. compl. in it, 480, 505.

Complementary theorems concerning spacelets,
433.

Complete intersection :

of two sps., 210-19, 422-3 ;

of any number of sps., 219-20, 423
;

is the normal to join of the normal sps.,
434 ;

is real when the sps. are real, 505
;

of two mut. normal sps., is their common
core, 432

;

of mut. orthog. sps., 509-14;
see Intersection.

Complete matrix of the minor detants :

of a rectangular matrix, rank, 122-3
;

of a square matrix, determinant, 112 ;

of a definite matrix, 303 ;

of a skew-sym. matrix, 141-2
;

see Co-joint complete matrices.

Completely extravagant matrices : denned, 381 ;

general formulae for, 381-3, 349 ;

normal matrices, 408, 419.

Cores of an undeg. matrix, 417.

Completely extravagant spacelet :

defined, 426, 381 ; interpreted, 435 ;

is core of itself, is contained in its normal
which is its plenum, 432, 434.

Every contained sp. is completely ex-

trav., 459.

Completely extravagant spacelet (cnnt.) :

Standard representation, 435-9.

(See Core.)

Completely extravagant spacelets :

containing a given sp., 459;

lying in a given sp. , 453.

Completion of two mutually inverse matrices,
235.

Composition of equigradent transformations,
231;

of derangements, of unitary and quasi-scalar

transfns., 233.

Compound matrices :

defined, constituent matrices, 1-5 ;

quasi-scalar, 4
;

multiplication, 5-6
;

notation for scalar constituents, 4.

Compound sq. semi-unit matrix with
four real or purely imaginary con-

stituents, 327, 362.

Conditions for the equivalence of

two sim. undeg. matrices, 76 ;

two systems of linear alg. equations, 81,

207-8 ;

for the horiz. or vert, equivalence of

any two matrices, 205.

Conditions that a matrix may have rank r :

any matrix, 93, 516
;

sym. matrix, 136 ;

skew-sym. matrix, 142.

Conditions that two matrices may have same
rank :

any two matrices, 272-3, 229 ;

two sym. matrices, 294;
two skew-syrn. matrices, 308

;

that two real sym. matrices may be equi-

signant, 298.

Conditions that two matrices may have the

same rank and the same (horiz. or

vert.) extravagance :

any two matrices, 391 ;

two sim. matrices, 390;
two sim. undeg. matrices, 380 ;

that two spacelets may have the same rank
and the same extravagance, 426.

Conditions that two spacelets or matrices may
be:

mut. compl., 219, 423;
mut. inc., 219, 422;
mut. orthog., 84, 398, 423;
mut. normal, 85, 398, 423-4;
non-int., 210-11, 423;

that any number of them mav be

uncon., 220, 224, 225-6, 423.

Conditions that two spacelets may have the

greatest possible mutual orthotomy:
two arb. sps. of given ranks, 467-8, 507,

(either their intersec. is completely
extrav., or their join is plenarily

extrav.) ;

two arb. real sps. of given ranks, 509,

(they are either non-int. or compl.) ;

two sps. of given ranks having a given

complete intersec. up , 501-3,

(either they both lie in the plenum of w
;>,

or their join contains the plenum
of Up) ;

two real sps. of given ranks having a given

complete intersec. u,,, 489,
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Conditions that two spacelets (cont.) :

(they arc the joins of uv witli two mut.

orthog. sps. orthog. with up).
Conjugate matrices : Expression of a sym. (or

skew-sym.) matrix as a sum (or dif-

ference) of two mut. conj. matrices,
141.

Ranks of the products formed with two mut.

conj. matrices, 194, 387-8, 407, 411.

(See Extravagance.)
Conjugate of a semi-unit matrix: isitsinv., 321.

Conjugate reciprocals of :

a matrix with one el., 89 ;

a product of sq. matrices, 107;
some special matrices, 8-13, 240-1 ;

two co-joint matrices, 112;
see Inverse, Reciprocal.

Connections between matrices: defined, 223-5.
Condition that matrices may be uncou., 225.

Distinction between connected rows and
connected one-rowed matrices, 224.

Equivalent matrices, 75, 205.

Intersecs. and joins of matrices, 222-3.
Matrices connected jvith a given matrix,

their ranks and extravagances, 384.

Uncon. mut. orthog. one-rowed matrices

connected with a given matrix, 412-5,
440-6.

Connections between the short rows of an

undeg. matrix, 41-6;
between the rows of a degen. matrix, 46, 86.

Connections between spacelets : denned, 225-7.
Condition that sps. may be uncon., 220,

225-6, 423.

Incidences of sps., 79, 219, 422, 466.

Intersecs. and joins, 209-11, 219-20, 422-3.
Zero sps., have no connections, 211, 225.

(See Spacelets and sub-heads.)
Constituents of a compound matrix:

are the matrices by the juxtaposition of

which it is formed, xxiv, 1-6;
of a compound sq. semi-unit matrix when

each is real or purely imaginary, 327,
362.

Conversion of any equigr. transfn. and its inv.

into two mut. inv. equigr. transfns.

of sim. matrices, 236.

Conversion of any matrix into a standard form

by derangements of its rows, 94, 140,

145;

compartite matrix, 7;
of any sym. matrix into a standard form by

sym. derangements and additions of

rows, 291.

Conversion of a matrix with constant elements :

into a bipartite or compartite matrix by
equigr. transfns., 241-71;

into a quasi-scalar matrix or a standard
form by equigr. transfns.. 272-308;

into a standard form by a semi-unit and a

general equigr. transfn., 378-94, 401
;

into a standard form by two semi-unit

transfns., 389, 394;
into an equiv. matrix whose long rows are

mut. orthog., 412-5;
see Reduction.

Core of a spacelet:
of any sp. (of extravagance p), is a sp. (of

rank p) which is the locus of all points

Core of a spacelet (cont.) :

which lie in the sp. and are orthog.
with it, 427;

of completely and plenarily extrav. spa., 432 ;

of the join of mut. orthog. sps., 437, 509-14 ;

of two mut. normal sps., 432.

General formulae for:

a sp. and its core, 427, 428;
a sp. having a given core, 427;
two mut. normal sps., their common core

and common plenum, 431, 433.

Real or non-extrav. sp. has no core,* 432.

Semi-unit transfns. of a sp. and its core, 428.

(See Anti-core.)
Core of a spacelet which:

contains a given sp. and lies in its plenum,
485;

contains a given plenum, 491;
contains a given sp., 496.

Cores of an undeg. matrix (of extravagance p) :

417-22 ;

are the completely extrav. matrices of rank p
connected with the given matrix, are

all mut. equiv., 417.

Determination of the cores, 421.

Two mut. normal matrices have the same

extravagance and the same cores, 407,

418;
their common cores are their complete

intersecs., 418.

Correction to Ex. vi of 83, 24.

Correspondences between all sps. of a certain

complete homog. space and all those

sps. of a given homog. space which:
contain a given non-extrav. sp., 471;
lie in a given non-extrav. sp., 469, 217 ;

lie in one and contain another given non-
extrav. sp., 473.

Corresponding matrices of the minor detants :

of two co-joint complete matrices of the
minor detants of a sq. matrix;

denned, 115; relation between them,
120-2;

of a sq. matrix and its recip., 121, 129.

Criteria for the equivalence of two systems of

linear alg. equations, 80-2, 207-8.
Cross rank of two matrices:

is that of the sps. which they represent ;

of two special matrices, 471.

Cross rank of two spacelets:

defined, relation to orthotomy, 464;
interpreted, 465

;

of the normals to two sps., 466;
of special sps., 480, 490;
of two sps. having a given intersec. , 485, 495.

Cross rank, possible values for two spacelets of

given ranks which :

are arb., 464;
contain a given sp., 470;
lie in a given sp., 468;
are non-intersecting, 475, 477;

one being given, 474, 477 ;

both being real, 478;
are mut. complementary, 478, 480;

one being given, 478;
both being real, 480;

lie in or contain a given nou-extrav. sp., or

lie in one and contain another given
non-extrav. sp., 469, 471, 473; 477, 480.
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Cross rank, possible values for two sps. of given
ranks which:

have a given complete intersec., 492,

(one sp. being given, 500);
and lie in its plenum, 482,

(one sp. being given, 486) ;

have a given non-extrav. intersec.,
1 489;

are real and have a given intersec., 489; .

have a given join, 505 ;

are real and have a given join, 506.

Cross rank and paratomy:
Possible simul-

*
taneous values of these for

two arb. sps. of given ranks, 506 ;

two arb. real sps. of given ranks, 508.

Cross rank, paratomy and orthotomy: Possible

simultaneous values of these or any
two of them for

two entirely arb. sps., 508;
two entirely arb. real sps., 509.

Definite (real syrn.) matrix: 300-3;

general formula, 302 ; semi-definite, 303.

Diag. detants of order * (and diag. els.)

all have same sign, 303.

Sym. matrices of minor detants are

definite, 303.

Definite real quadratic forms:

are essentially positive or negative, 301 ;

real roots, 300.

Degeneracy of a matrix: defined, 378;

possible degeneracies of special products,

387, 407, 411.

Extravagance is a degeneracy, 379, 385, 425.

Orthotomy is a degeneracy, 464.

(See Extravagance, Orthotomy, Bank.)

Degree: Matrix equations of

first degree, 168-77;
second degree, 309-77; 179-85, 194-6;
third degree, 185-9, 196-9;

any degree, 189-94, 199-205.

Derangements (transfns. of a matrix) :

defined, resultant of, 232-3.

Formulae involving derangements, 314, 339,

341, 346, 360, 379, 381-3, 388, 399-400.
Inverse of a derangement, 233.

Reduction of a matrix to a standard form

by derangements:
any matrix, 94;

compartite matrix, 7;

sym. matrix, 140;

skew-sym. matrix, 145.

Solutions of the sym. equation X'X= A'A
derivable from one another by de-

rangements, 336.

Derangements (transformed matrices) :

of semi-unit and unit matrices, are all semi-
unit matrices, 321;

inverse of a derangement of a unit matrix,
is its conjugate, 233.

Inverses of the derangements of special sq.

matrices, 240-1.

Recip. of any derangement of a sq. matrix,
131.

Determinant :

of a complete matrix of the minor detants
of a sq. matrix, 112

of the primaries of one simple minor detant
A formed with the rows of another D,
48, 51, 55; 57, 59, 61; 63, 65; 519;

Determinant (cont.) :

of the primary subdetants of a detant A
which contain a given minor detant D,
70, 71, 519-20;

of the primary superdetants of a minor
detant A which lie in a given detant

D, 66, 67, 519-20;
of a skew-sym. matrix, 142, 521, 525-6;
of a special sq. matrix, 437 ;

of a sq. compound matrix, notation, 1-3.

Sq. matrix whose detant is 1, 280.

(See Standard identities.)

Determinant, minor (or simple minor) :

primaries (defined, notation), 13-17 ;

primary subdetants (defined), 18;

primary superdetants (defined), 17.

Arb. values of the els., primaries and

primary superdetants of a reg. minor

detant, 516.

(See sub-heads; see also Relations.)

Determinants, anti-correspondent minor :

of two co-joint matrices of the minor
detants of a sq. matrix,

defined, 115;* relative between, 118-9;
of a sq. matrix and its recip., 119, 128-9,

70-2.

(See Anti-correspondent matrices.)
Determinants, anti-corresp. simple minor :

of two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 403.

Determinants, bordered: formed by
bordering any sq. matrix, 123-7 ;

bordering a skew-sym. matrix, 525;

symmetrically, 529.

Determinants, diagonal :

see Diagonal minor determinants.
Determinants : Equigr. transfns. between two

sim. undeg. quasi-scalar or sq. matrices
whose detants are equal, 278-9.

Determinants, minor:
m, n , _ , -,n, m _

of [1, a] and [a, 1] , 395-7;m m
simple, 395-6; of order s, 396-7;

of a sym. matrix of order 3, 145-6;
of order 4, 147-56.

Relations between the minor detants of

order r of a matrix of rank r, 98-106,
519-20 ;

see Relations, Standard equations.

Determinants, non-vanishing or regular:
see Regular minor determinants.

Determinants, simple minor:
of two equiv. undeg. matrices, 76-8;
of two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 403.

Relations between the simple minor detants

of any matrix, 46-66, 73-5, 518-20;
see Relations (identical), Standard iden-

tities.

Determinoid :

of a compound matrix (notation), 1-3;
of the primaries of a simple minor detant A

formed with the rows of a superior

simple minor detoid I), 65 ;

of the primary superdetants of a minor
detant A which lies in a minor detoid

D, 69.

Diagonal elements:

of a definite matrix, have same sign, 302 ;

of a sym. matrix, 133, 137, 139;
of rank 1, 133;
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Diagoual elements (con?.):
of a skew-gym, matrix, are all O's, 241;

their compl. Pfaffians, 524, 527-8.

Diagonal minor determinants:

defined, 107-8;
of a definite matrix, 302-3;

all of order s have same sign, 303;
of a sym. matrix, 135-41;

every sym. matrix of order r has a non-

vanishing diag. detant of order r, 135;
of a skew-sym. matrix, 142-5 ;

every diag. detant of odd order vanishes,

142;
every skew-sym. matrix of order r has a

non-vanishing diag. detant of order r,

142.

Successive reg. leading diag. detants :

in an arranged matrix, 94, 273-7;
sym., 138, 280-92;
skew-sym., 143, 303-7;

in an unarranged matrix, 252-64;
sym. or skew-sym., 269-71.

Diagonal niinor matrices: defined, 29, 107-8;'

possible ranks of a sym. matrix containing
a given diag. minor, 29-32;
a given zero diag. minor, 32-6;

possible ranks of a diag. minor of a sym.
matrix whose rank is given, 31 ;

compl. to a given zero diag. minor, 36.

Dimensions of a complete homogeneous space
or a spacelet : are less by 1 than the

rank, 78-80, 422;
see Bank.

Distinct solutions of the sym. equations
X'X= A'A, X'X= : 336, 340, 346, 348.

Domain of rationality: 229, 241-2, 441-2.

Element: Kecip. of a matrix having only one

el., 89.

Elements: Fundamental identities satisfied by
the els. of any matrix, 90-3, 515, 157;

special cases, 38-9, 41, 92-3, 518;
derived relations, 46-66, 518, 519.

Relations between the els. of a matrix of

rank r, 85, 518-20;
derived relations, 98-106, 519r-20.

(See Relations.)
Elements: Pfaffian co-factors of the els. of a

skew-sym. matrix of even order or its

Pfaffian, 524.

Pfaffians compl. to the diag. els. of a skew-

sym. matrix of odd order, 527-8.

Elements, diagonal, of a :

definite matrix (all have same sign), 302 ;

sym. matrix, 133, 137, 139;
of rank 1 (do not all vanish), 133;

skew-sym. matrix, 141;
their compl. Pfaffians, 524, 527-8.

Elimination of a variable from a system of

inequalities, 18.

Equal: Matrices having equal ranks, 229,

272-3, 294, 308.

Matrices having equal ranks and equal ex-

travagances, 380, 390, 391.

Spacelets having equal ranks and equal ex-

travagances, 426.

Undeg. sq. matrices whose detants are equal,
278-9.

(See Conditions, Equi-.)

Equations : satisfied by the els. of a matrix
whose rank does not exceed r, 85-9,

98-106;
see Relations, Standard equations.

Equations, algebraic : Equiv. systems of linear

alg. equations, 80-3, 207-8.

Uncon. mut. orthog. solutions of any system
of homog. linear alg. equations, 442-6.

Equations, identical: satisfied by the els. and
minor detants of any matrix, 37-75,

90-8;
see Relations (identical); see also Co-joint

complete matrices.

Equations, matrix:
of the first degree, 168-77 ;

of the second degree, 309-77, 179-85, 194-6;
of the third degree, 185-9, 196-9;
of any degree, 189-94, 199-205, 309;
see Matrix equations.

Equi-extravagant matrices: 380. 390, 391;

(two mut. normal undeg. matrices), 407, 411.

Two horizontally (or vertically) equiv.
or normal matrices have the same
horiz. (or vert.) extravagance, 386, 407.

Equi-extravagant spacelets : 426, 432.

Equigradent matrices: defined, 229;
are matrices of equal rank, 272-3;

symmetrically equigr. matrices, 230; 295,

308; 299.

Equigradent transformations: defined, 228;
between two sim. matrices, 230-1 ;

in a domain fi, 229; 241-2, 441-2;
of*a compartite matrix and its parts, 233-4;

composition, resultant, 231, 232-3;

elementary, 231-2, 258;
inverses of, 229, 230, 232-3;

properties, 237-40;

symmetric, 229-30, 231.

Conversion of an equigr. transfn. and its

inv. into two mut. inv. equigr. transfns.

of sim. matrices, 236.

Correspondences of equigr. transfus. of

matrices whose els. are constants with
linear transfns. of bilinear and quad-
ratic alg. forms, 234-5.

Equigradent transformations (special classes) :

derangements, 232-3;

quasi-scalar and scalar transfns., 233;

unitary transfns., 232-3, 278-80.

Equigradent transformations of special form,

240;

(occurrence) 257; 242, 278; 281, 286, 305.

Equigradent transformations in (2 which con-

vert any matrix in fi with constant els.

into a bipartite matrix one of whose parts
is a given undeg. sq. minor or non-

vanishing el. :

any matrix, 242-52; 93-4, 248-9, 516-7;

special cases, 247-8, 251-2;
sym. or skew-sym. matrix, 264-9;

special cases, 265-7, 268-9 ;

into a compartite matrix whose non-zero

parts are all uudeg. sq. matrices:

any matrix,

unitary transfns., 252-60;

non-unitary, 260-4 ;

sym. or skew-sym. matrix,

sym. unitary transfus., 269-70

non-unitary, 271;
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Equigradent transformations (cont.):

specially arranged matrix,

unitary transfns., 273-5;

non-unitary, 276-7;
specially arranged sym. matrix,

sym. unitary transfns. ,280-2, 283-8;

non-unitary, 282-3, 289;
specially arranged skevv-sym. matrix,

sym. unitary transfns., 303-5 ;

non-unitary, 306-7.

Equigradent transformations: Reduction of a
matrix in ft with constant els. to a

quasi-scalar matrix or a standard form

by equigr. transfns. :

any matrix by equigradent transfns. in ft,

272, 278;
by derangements and unitary trausfns.

in ft, 277;

eym. matrix by sym. equigr. transfns. (not
in 0), 293;

by sym. derangements and unitary
transfns. in ft, 292;

real sym. matrix by real syin. equigr.
transfns., 298;

by sym. derangements and real sym.
unitary transfns., 296;

skew-sym. matrix by sym. equigr. transfns.

in ft, 308;
by sym. derangements and unitary

transfns. in ft, 307.

Derivation of a matrix from a unit matrix

by equigr. transfns., 272, 294.

Equigradeut transformations: Reduction* of a
matrix with constant els. to a standard
form

by two equigr. transfns. of which one is

semi-unit :

any matrix, 388-9;
undeg. matrix, 379-80;

completely extrav., 381-2, 349, 435 ;

plenarily extrav., 383, 439;
two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 401 ;

by two semi-unit transformations:

any matrix, 389;
sym. matrix, 393-4.

Reduction to an equiv. matrix whose
long rows are mut. orthog., 412-5.

Equigradent transformations between two
matrices with constant els.

which have the same rank :

any two matrices, 272 ;

two sim. matrices, 278;
two sym. matrices, 294;

real and equisignant, 298 ;

two skew-sym. matrices, 308;
two equiv. matrices, 75-6, 205;

which have the same rank and the same

(horiz. or vert.) extravagance, 380.

390, 391, 531.

Equigradent transformations :

of a sq. matrix whose detant is 1, 280;
between two sim. undeg. sq. or quasi-scalar

matrices whose detants are equal,
278-9.

Equigradent transformations: see Invariants.

Equisignant (real sym.) matrices, 297, 298-9.

Equivalence of two sim. undeg. matrices;
horiz. and vert, equivalence of two matrices :

defined, 75-6; 205;

Equivalence of two sira. undeg. matrices (cont .)
:

conditions for equivalence, 75-6, 76-8; 205;

sign of equivalence, 78, 208.

Equivalences of two sim. sq. matrices, 206.

Equivalence of two systems of linear alg. equa-
tions, 80-3; 207-8.

Equivalent matrices: defined, 75-6, 205.

Cores of an undeg. matrix are mut. equiv.,
417.

Mut. equiv. matrices define a spacelet, 78-9,
208.

Normals to a given matrix are mut. equiv.,
85, 398.

Equivalent matrix:
Reduction of a matrix (of extravagance p)

to an equiv. undeg. matrix whose long rows
are mut. orthog., 412-5

;

exactly p long rows are extrav., 412;
to one which is the join of a core and a

semi-unit matrix, 413-4.
Reduction of a non-extrav. (or real)
matrix

to an equiv. semi-unit (or real semi-unit)
matrix, 414.

Expansions :

of certain bordered detants in terms of the

simple minor detants of the bordering
rows, 123-7;

of the Pfattian of a skew-sym. matrix of even

order, 524;
of a symmetrically bordered skew-sym.

detant of odd order, 529.

Extravagance (defined) :

of an undeg. matrix, 378;

complete, 381 ; plenary, 382-3 ; zero, 379 ;

of any matrix (horiz. or vert.), 385;
of a sym. (or skew-sym.) matrix, 392;
of a spacelet, 425; interpreted, 435;

is its orthot. with itself, 466.

Extravagance: Matrices and spacelets having
the same rank and the same extrava-

gance:
matrices, 380, 390, 391;

equiv. matrices, 381, 386;

spacelets, 426;
having the same extravagance, mut. normal,

407, 411, 432;

for formulae see Extravagant.
Extravagance of :

the join of uncon. mut. orthog. sps., 427;
of any mut. orthog. sps., 513;

a sp. containing a given sp., 495, 485, 428;
a sp. lying in a given non-extrav. sp., 469;

containing a given non-extrav. sp., 471;

lying in one and containing another given
non-extrav. sp. , 473.

Extravagances, horizontal and vertical:

of any matrix, 385;
of a matrix of rank r expressed as a product

of passivity r, 386.

Extravagances, possible, of a:

matrix of given orders, 386-7 ;

undeg. matrix, 379;

sym. matrix, 393;
matrix connected with a given matrix, 384;

spacelet of given rank, 425 ;

containing a given sp., 456;
and lying in its plenum, 487;

lying in a given sp., 450; 430, 384;
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Extravagances, possible, of a (cont.):
and having a given intersec. with its

core, 429;
lying in one and containing another given

sp., (462), 474;
spacelet which does not intersect a given

sp., 448-9;
which has a given complete iutersec. with

a given sp., 499-500.

Extravagances, possible, of:

two mut. normal matrices, 379, 401, 408;
two mut. orthog. matrices, 409, 410;
two mut. normal sps., 425, 401 ; 194, 279,

408;
two mut. orthog. sps., 409 ;

which satisfy certain conditions, 511-3
;

two non-int. sps., 446, 511;
two sps. which have a given intersec., 499-

500;
and lie in its plenum, 487;

two sps. which have a given join, 505-6;
and contain its core, 505

;

uncon. sps., 449.

Extravagant undeg. matrix: defined, 378;

completely extrav., 381;
cores of a matrix, 415-22;

plenarily extrav., 382;

non-extrav., 379;
see sub-heads.

Extravagant matrices : Formulae for

undeg. matrix of given extravagance, 379-

80, 381;

completely extrav. matrix, 381-2; 349, 351,

408, 437, 439;

plenarily extrav. matrix, 383, 408-9, 439 ;

two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 401
;

matrix of given rank of which
one extravagance is given, 388; 392;
both extravagances are given, 389 ;

392-3 ;

sym. matrix, 393-4;
both extravagances are zero, 389.

Extravagant and non-extravagant points :

defined, 425; interpreted, 435.

Extravagant rows: 412, 415, 440-6.

Extravagant solutions of any system of homog.
linear alg. equations, 441-6.

Extravagant spacelet:

defined, 425; interpreted, 435;

completely extrav. sp., 426, 435;
core of a sp., 427, 435;

plenarily extrav. sp., 426;

plenum of a sp., 431-2;
non-extrav. sp., 426, 435;
see sub-heads.

Extravagant spacelets: Formulae for

a sp. of given rank and extravagance, 428 ;

completely extrav. sp., 435, 437;

plenarily extrav. sp., 439;
two mut. normal sps., 433, 431.

Factorisation of a matrix: 93-4, 248-9, 516-7.

(See Matrix equations.)
Factors: Possible ranks of the matrix factors

in any matrix product, 193 ;

any sym. matrix product, 205.

Restrictions on the ranks of the matrix
factors in any matrix product, 177.

(See Banks, possible.)

Factors : of R
J

and 367;

of any matrix of rank 1, 89, 95, 316;
of any sym. matrix of order 2, 365-9;

of rank 2, 373-7;
of rank 1, 134; 352-3;

of a zero matrix, 344-52, 409-10.
First degree: see Matrix equations.
Flat loci, 78.

Formulae (general) for matrices :

matrix of given orders and rank, 88 ;

sym., 294, 355; real sym., 298, 361;
real and definite, 302; skew-sym., 308;

matrix equiv. to a given undeg. matrix,
329;

matrix of given orders, given rank, and
given extravagance or extravagances,
379-80, 388-9, (sym.) 393-4.

compartite matrix to which any matrix can
be reduced

by unitary equigr. transfns., 253;
by non-unitary equigr. transfns., 263;

completely extrav. undeg. matrix, 381-2;
plenarily extrav. undeg. matrix, 383 ;

sq. semi-unit matrix of order 2, 328;
of order 3, 329;

two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 399, 401.

Formulae (general) for spacelets:

sp. containing a given sp., 212, 216, 471;

lying in a given sp., 216, 450, 469;

lying in one and containing another

given sp., 216, 473;

sp which lies in a given sp. and has a given
complete intersec. with one of its sub-

spaces, 424;

sp. which lies in a given sp. and does not
intersect two of its sub-spaces, 221;

two sps., their intersec. and join, 214-5,
216-7, 423;

join of any number of sps., 219, 423
;

sp. of rank r and extravagance p, 4.28;

sp. having a given core, 427;

completely extrav. sp., 435, 437;
plenarily extrav. sp., 439;
two mut. normal undeg. matrices (or a sp.,

its core and plenum), 431, 433.

Formulae (general) for the solutions of a matrix

equation; see Matrix equations.
Functional matrices : Rank of a matrix product

in which an extreme factor matrix has
rank equal to its passivity, 167.

Fundamental identity satisfied by the els. of

any matrix, 90;
utility of it, 515.

General solutions of matrix equations:
see Matrix equations.

Greatest possible orthotomy of two spacelets
whose ranks are piven :

two arb. sps., 467, 507,

(either their intersec. is completely
extrav., or their join is plenarily
extrav.) ;

two arb. real sps., 467, 509,

(they must be either non-int. or compl.) ;

two non-int. sps., 476;
two mnt. compl. sps., 479;
two sps. which have a given intersec. and

lie in its plenum, 487-8;
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Greatest possible orthotomy (cont.):

two sps. having a given intersec. up , 501-2,

(either they both lie in the plenum of wp ,

or their join is a pleukrily extrav. sp.
which contains the plenum of up) ;

two sps. having a given non-extrav. intersec.,

489;
two real sps. having a given intersec., 489.

Greatest possible paratomy of two spacelets
whose ranks are given:

two arb. sps., 464, 507 ;

two arb. real sps., 464, 509.

Homogeneous linear equations: Uncon. mut.

orthog. solutions of any system, 440-6.

Homogeneous space : dimensions and rank, 78-

80, 422.

Horizontal extravagance of a matrix : 385-93 ;

see Extravagance, Extravagant.
Horizontal primaries: denned, 13;

see Primaries.

Horizontally:
equivalent matrices, 205-7;

have the same horiz. extravagance, 386
;

normal matrices, 398;
have the same horiz. extravagance, 407;
all matrices horizontally normal to a

given matrix are horizontally equiv. ,

398;

orthogonal matrices, 398;
see sub-heads.

Identities in the elements of a matrix :

see Kelations (identical), Standard iden-

tities ;

see also Co-joint matrices.

Identities to which special names are given :

Kronecker's Identity, 98;

Sylvester's Identities, 66-70.
Identities which represent equigr. transfns.

converting a matrix into a bipartite
matrix, 93-4, 248-9, 516-7.

Incident spacelets: denned, 219, 422;
normals to two inc. sps. are inc., 432.

Incidence of each of two sps. with the
normal to the other, 466-7.

Two arb. sps. of given ranks have their

greatest orthot. when each is inc. with
the normal to the other, 467-8.

(See Greatest possible orthotomy.)
Indefinite : real sym. matrices, 300 ;

real quadratic forms, 301.

Infinite : Equivalence of two systems of linear

alg. equations which have only in-

finite' solutions, 82.

Intensity: Non-extrav. rows at unit intensity,'

414-5.

Interpretation of the terms 'extravagance.'
'core,' 'orthogonal' and 'normal,'
435.

Intersecting matrices, intersections of matrices,
222-3.

Intersecting spacelets : defined, condition that
two sps. may be int. or non-int., 210-

11, 422-3;
sp. of rank has no intersecs., 211;
two sps. are non-int. when and only when

their normals are cornpl. , 433.

(See also Incident, Non-intersecting.)

Intersection, complete, of two spacelets:
defined, 210, 422-3;

is the normal to join of the normal sps.,

432;
is therefore real when the two sps. are real,

489;
of two mut. normal sps., is their common

core, 427, 432;
of two mut. orthog. sps., 509-10.

Formulae for two sps., their intersec.

and join; relation between the ranks
of the intersec. and join, 215, 216-7,
423.

Possible ranks of the intersec. of two

sps. of given ranks, 215
;

lying in or containing a given sp., or

lying in one and containing another

given sp., 217-8.

Banks of the intersec. and join of the
normals to two given sps., 434.

Intersection, complete, of any number of space-
lets: defined, 219-20, 423;

is the normal to join of the normal sps.,

434;
is therefore real when the sps. are real, 489

;

of mut. orthog. sps., 509-14.
Intersection : Properties of two spacelets having

a given complete intersection, 480, 506 ;

their extravagances, are independent, 487,

499-500; 485, 495;
their orthotomy, 485, 495; 482,492; 487-9,

501-4; 511-2;
see Greatest possible orthotomy.

Intersections of spacelets: 209-23, 422-35,
463-5;

of sps. and their normals, 432-4.

Formulae for a sp. lying in or containing
a given sp., or lying in one and con-

taining another given sp., 216-7;
for a sp. which lies in a given sp. and does

not intersect two of its sub-spaces, 221
;

for a sp. which lies in the join of two sps.
and has a given intersec. with one of

them, 424.

Paratomy and orthotomy of two sps.,

463-5.
Possible ranks of a sp. which lies in a

given sp. and:
does not intersect a given sub-space of it,

218;
and has a given intersec. with another,

226-7 ;

does not intersect two given sub-spaces of

it, 220, 222;
all sps. being real, '221;

has a given intersec. with a given sub-space
of it, 218-9, 429-30.

Invariants of a matrix (with constant els.):

rank of any matrix, is invariant in all

equigr. transfns., 165-7, 228-30
;

extravagances of any matrix, are invariant

in all semi-unit transfns., 391, 531-2;
horiz. extravagance in all equigr. transfns.

of horiz. rows, 386, 391;'
vert, extravagance in all equigr. transfns.

of vert, rows, 386, 391;

extravagance of an undeg. matrix in all

equigr. transfns. of long rows, 380-1,

386;
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Invariants of a matrix (cont.):

signants and signature of a real sym. matrix
are invariant in all real sym. equigr.

transfns., 396.

Invariants of a spacelet in a given transfn. of

the points of space :

rank of a sp. is invariant in every equigr.

transfn., vii, 1(55-7, 532;
extravagance of a sp. is invariant in every

.
semi-unit transfn., vii, 426, 533.

A semi-unit transfn. which converts one

sp. into another also converts the core

of the first into the core of the second,
428-9.

Invariants of two spacelets:

paratomy is invariant in every equigr.

transfn., vii, 463, 532;
orthotomy or cross rank is invariant in

every semi-unit transfn., vii, 464, 533.

An equigr. transfn. which converts two

sps. into two other sps. also converts

the intersec. and join of the first two
into the intersec. and join of the second

two, 214-5, 532.

A semi-unit trausfn. which converts one

sp. into another also converts the

normal to the first sp. into the normal
to the second, 433, 533.

Inverse matrices :

inv. of a semi-unit matrix is its conj., 321
;

inverses of special matrices, 8-13, 240.

Completion of two mut. inv. matrices,
235.

Inverse transformations :

inv. of an equigr. transfn., 229;

(sym) 230
; (between sim. matrices) 231

;

(derangement, unitary or quasi-scalar

transfn.) 232-3.

Conversion of an equigr. transfn. and
its inv. into two mut. inv. equigr.
transfns. of sim. matrices, 236.

Join of two or more matrices, 222-3.

Join of two spacelets: 209-19, 422-35, 509-11;

defined, 209, 423;
is real when the two sps. are real, 505;
is the normal to intersec. of the normal

sps., 432;
of two compl. sps., 219, 423 ;

two sps. are compl. when and only when
their normals are non-int. , 433;

of two mut. normal sps., is their common
plenum, 432;

of two mut. orthog. sps., 427, 509-11;
of two non-extrav. sps., need not be non-

extrav., 505 ;

of two non-int. sps., 211 ;

of two sps. of which one is inside and the

other outside a given sp., 211, 424;

218, 425; 429;
of a core and anti-core, 437-8, 440.

Formulae for two sps. and their join and
intersec. ; relation between the ranks
of their join and intersec., 215, 216-7,
423.

If two sps. lie in a given sp., every point
of their join lies in that sp., 210.

Possible ranks of the join of two sps. of

given ranks, 215 ;

Join of two spacelets (cont.) :

lying in or containing a given sp., or lying
in one and containing another given
sp., 216-7.

Banks of the join and intersec. of the
normals to two given sps., 434.

Representation of any sp. as the join of

its core and a non-extrav. sp., 427,

428, 413;
as the join of two mut. orthog. non-

int. sps., 428, 511;
of a plenarily extrav. sp. as the join of

its core and a real sp., 439.

Join of any number of given spacelets : 219-27,

422-35, 509-14; defined, 219, 423;
is real when the given sps. are real, 505 ;

is the normal to intersec. of the normal

sps., 434 ;

of rnut. orthog. sps., 427-8, 509-14;
of sps. lying in or containing a given sp.,

or lying in one and containing another

given sp., 216-7.

Kepresentation of any sp. as the join of

mut. orthog. uncon. points, 412-5.
Join of a given spacelet and

any non-int. sp. , 494-5;
lying in its plenum, 484-5;
lying outside its plenum, 490-1, 495;

of a given plenum and a sp. lying outside

it, 490-1.

Kronecker's Identity, 98.

Least possible orthotomy of two spacelets whose
ranks are given :

two arb. sps., 468, 507;
two arb. real sps., 468, 509 ;

two non-int. sps., 476;
two mut. compl. sps., 479;
two sps. which have a given intersec., 502-4;

and lie in its plenum, 488;
have a given non-extrav. intersec., 489 ;

two real sps. which have a given intersec.,
489.

Least possible paratomy of two spacelets whose
ranks are given :

two arb. sps., 464, 507;
two arb. real sps., 464, 509.

Line: see Straight line.

Linear equations : see Equations, algebraic.
Linear transformations :

Correspondences between equigr. trausfns.
of a matrix with constant els. and
linear transfns. of bilinear and quad-
ratic forms, 234-5.

Reduction of a quadratic form, to a sum of

squares by a linear transfn., 290.

Long rows:
of an undeg. matrix represent points, 78.

Equivalence of sim. undeg. matrices, 75.

Extravagance of an uudeg. matrix, 378,
380.

Matrices with mut. orthog. long rows,
412-5, 442-6.

Mut. orthog. undeg. matrices, 84.

Relations between the simple minor
detants of a matrix having m long
rows, 63-6, 73-5.

Semi-real undeg. matrices, 360-1.
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Matrices or matrix (qualifying terms) :

Compartite; compound; definite; degene-
rate; extravagant (horizontally, verti-

cally, completely, plenarily) ; indefi-

nite ; non-extravagant ;
one-rowed ;

quasi-scalar; real; scalar; semi -defi-

nite; semi-real; semi-unit; skew-

symmetric; square; symmetric; un-

degenerate; unit; zero.

See sub-heads.
Matrices or matrix (qualifying terms indicating

relations between matrices):

Co-joint (of minor detants) ; conjugate ;

conjugate reciprocal ; connected (hori-

zontally, vertically) ; equi-extravagant ;

equigradent ; equisignant ; equivalent

(horizontally, vertically) ; incident

(lying in, containing) ;
inverse

;
normal

or orthogonal (horizontally, vertically) ;

reciprocal ; skew-conjugate ;
uncon-

nected.

See sub-heads.

Matrices or matrix (properties of a single

matrix) :

Cores; degeneracy; determinant (of a sq.

matrix) ;
determinoid ; derangements ;

elements (diagonal, non-diagonal) ;

extravagances or extravagance; in-

variants; minor determinants (dia-

gonal, non-diagonal, regular, simple) ;

minor determinoids ; minor matrices

(diagonal, simple, square); orders;
Pfaffian (of a skew-symmetric matrix
of even order) ;

rank
; rows (long,

short, horizontal, vertical, extrava-

gant, non-extravagant, orthogonal,
connections between); signants and
signature; standard forms.

See sub-heads.
Matrices (properties of two or more) :

Connections; cross rank; equivalences; in-

cidences; intersections; invariants;
joins; orthotomy; paratomy.

See sub-heads.
Matrices or matrix (operations on or with) :

Conversions; derangements; multiplica-
tion

; reductions ; transformations

(equigradent, quasi-scalar, scalar,

semi-unit, unitary, non-unitary).
See sub-heads.

Matrices, anti-correspondent, of the minor
detants of:

a sq. matrix and its recip., 117-8, 129;
two co-joint matrices of the minor detants

of a sq. matrix, 115, 116-7.

Matrices, complete, of the minor detants of :

any matrix (their ranks), 122-3;
any sq. matrix (their detants), 112-3

;

a definite matrix, 303;
a skew-syin. matrix, 141;
a sym. matrix of order 3 or 4, 145-56.

(See Co-joint complete matrices.)
Matrices, corresponding, of the minor detants of :

a sq. matrix and its recip., 121, 129;
two co-joint complete matrices of the minor

detants of a sq. matrix, 115, 120-2.
Matrices: Formulae for; see Formulae.
Matrices, special :

having a given minor, 19-36;

Matrices, special (cont.) :

having a simple minor formed with an

undeg. sq. matrix and zero els., 26;

having a zero order, 5;

having only one el., 89;

compound square, 8-13, 240-1, 437 ;

semi-unit, 327;

sq. semi-unit of order 2, 328;
of order 3, 329 ;

sq. whose detants are 1,11-13, 25.7, 280;
whose detants are equal, 278-9 ;

of rank 1, 89, 95, 316;
of rank r, 85-9, 319;

sym. of order 2, 365-9;
of order 3, 145-6, 374, 377;
of order 4, 147-56, 375, 377 ;

of rank 1, 133-5, 352, 373-7;
of rank 2, 373-7 ;

of rank r, 135, 355;
whose orders differ by 1, 43 ;

rn ,m, n , r .,n,m on _ _
[1, a] and [a, 11 , 395-7.J

ro
Jm

Matrix of primary superdeterminants in any
matrix: identity for, 90, 516;

rank, 96-7, 516-8;

properties, 97-8;
in a sq. matrix: detant of, 66;

properties, 157-8.

Matrix equations of the form XiX...Xn =C:
307; 179-94; (sym.) 194-205.

Possible ranks of the solutions, 193 ;

(n= 2)183, (n
= 3)187;

for sym. equations of this form, 205 ;

(n= 2)196, (n = 3)198.
Matrix equations of the first degree:

General solutions and possible ranks of the

solutions of the equations
AX=C, 168-70;
XB=C, 170-2;

AXB = C, 173-5;
of the sym. equation

A'XA = C, 176-7.

Matrix equations of the second degree (not sym. ) :

XY= AB, 310-5;
formulae, 310, 312, 314;

XY=C, 316-20;
formulae, 316, 317.

Matrix equations of the second degree (sym.) :

X'X=I, where I is a unit matrix, 320-31;
determination of all real solutions, 322-3 ;

of all solutions, 325-6;

general solutions in special case?, 328-9.

Equations of a more general form, 343.

(See semi-unit matrices.)
Matrix equations of the second degree (sym.) :

X'X=A'A, 333-44;
distinct solutions, 336, 340, 343;
formulae, 341-2; 333, 335, 338, 339;

X'X=0, 344-52;
distinct solutions, 346, 348;

formulae, 346-7; 345, 349, 351-2;

undegenerate solutions, 349-51;
X'X=C, 352-63;

formulae, 353, 356;

particular solutions, 356-8;
semi-real solutions when C is real, 360-1 ;

X'X = A'BA, 359;
X'BX=A'A, 359;
X'BX=A'CA, 359-60;
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Matrix equations of the second degree (sym.)
(cont.) :

\'AX=C, 3(53-5.

Matrix equations of the second degree : Special
equations of passivity 2 of the form
XY=C, 3(55-77;

factorisation of a sym. matrix
of order 2, 365-9;
of rank 2, 373-7.

Matrix factors (possible ranks) : 165-205
;

see Eanks, possible.
Matrix factors : Expression of a matrix of rank 1

as a product of two one-rowed matrices:

any matrix, 89, 95, 316;

sym. matrix, 134, 352-3;
of a matrix of rank r as a product of two

factors of passivity r:

any matrix, 88; 85-6, 277, 317;
syin. matrix, 292, 294, 355-9;

real, 360;
real and definite, 302;

of a sym. matrix of rank 2 or 1 as a pro-
duct of two factors of passivity 2,

373-7 ;

sym. matrix of order 2, 365-9.

(See Factors, Matrix equations.)
Matrix products (possible ranks): 165-205;

see Banks, possible.
Matrix products (special) :

product in which an extreme factor matrix
has rank equal to its passivity, 165-6

;

products of two mut. conj. matrices, 194,

387, 407, 411;

products of two matrices, 471, 481, 490;
sym. product of three matrices in which the

middle factor is undeg., 199.

Extravagances of a product of two
matrices which both have rank and

passivity r, 386.

Minor determinant: primaries of, 13-17;
primary subdetants and superdetants, 17-

18;
see Primaries, Primary, Relations.

Minor determinant, regular or non-vanishing:
of any matrix, 94; defined, 515;
diagonal, of a sym. matrix, 135, 138;

of a skew-sym. matrix', 142-4;
of a definite matrix, 303.

(See Eegular, Eelations.)
Minor determinants: Relations between the

minor detants of order r of a matrix
of rank r, 98-106, 519-20;

see Relations, Standard equations.
Minor determinants of a square matrix:

determinant of, 112:
matrices of, 108-23, 127-33, -145-56.

Relations between two anti-correspon-
dent minor detants of:

a sq. matrix and its recip., 119, 128,

70-1';
two co-joint matrices of minor

detants, 118-9.

(See Determinants, Matrices of minor
detants, Co-joint matrices.)

Minor determinants, diagonal: defined, 107-8;
of a definite (real sym.) matrix, 302-3;
of a sym. matrix, 135-41;
of a skew-sym. matrix, 142-5;
see Diagonal minor determinants.

Minor determinants, simple:
. of two equiv. undeg. matrices, 76-7 ;

of two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 302-3.

Identical relations between the simple
minor detants of any matrix, 46-66,

73-5, 518-20.

Primaries of a simple minor detant,

13-17, 518-9.

(See Primaries, Relations, Standard iden-

tities.)
Minor determinants of special matrices:

- r - -Wl. n -, r - -H. m nttr n
of [1, a] and [a, 11 , 395-7;m m
of a sym. matrix of order 3, 145-6;

of order 4, 147-56.
Minor determinoids, 65, 69.

Minor matrices : Recip. of a minor compl. to a

sq. minor in any matrix, 97.

Recip. of a sq. minor of the recip. of a

sq. matrix, 157.

Possible ranks of a matrix containing:
a given minor, 19-22;
a given zero minor, 22-9.

Possible ranks of a minor of a matrix of

given rank, 22

compl. to a given zero minor, 28.

Minor matrices, diagonal: defined, 29, 107;
of sym. matrices, 135-41 ;

real and definite, 303;
of skew-sym. matrices, 141-5.

Possible ranks of a sym. matrix con-

taining :

a given diag. minor, 29-32;
a given zero diag. minor, 32-6.

Possible ranks of a diag. minor of a

sym. matrix of given rank, 31;
compl. to a given zero diag. minor,

36.

Successive undeg. leading diag. minors
of any matrix, 252, 260, 269 ;

in an arranged matrix, 94, 138,
143.

(See Diagonal minor determinants.)
Mmr's notation for Pfaffians, 522.

Multiplication of compound matrices, 5.

Mutual orthotomy of two spacelets : see Ortho-

tomy;
paratomy of two spacelets : see Paratomy.

Mutually conjugate matrices: see Conjugate;
equivalent matrices: see Equivalent.

Mutually incident matrices and spacelets : 219,

422, 432, 466-7; see Incident.

Mutually inverse :

equigradent transformations, 231, 232-3;
conversion of an equigr. transfn. and

its inv. into two mut. inv. equig*.
transfns. of sim. matrices, 236;

matrices, 8-13, 240, 321;

completion of two mut. inv. matrices,
235.

Mutually normal :

matrices, defined, 85, 398;
properties, 398, 411;

spacelets, defined, 84, 423-4;
properties, 427, 432-4, 466-7;

see Normal.

Mutually orthogonal:
matrices, defined, 84, 398;

properties, 409-10, 416-7, 420-2;

c. II. 35
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Mutually orthogonal (cont. ) :

points, defined, 84 ; interpreted, 435 ;

spacelet represented as join of, 412-5 ;

rows, 412-5;
solutions, 440-6;

spacelets, defined, 84, 423
;

properties, 409, 426-8, 431-2, 466-7,

476, 489, 509-14;
see Orthogonal.

Negative real quadratic forms, 301.

Negative signant of a real sym. matrix, 297.

Non-extravagant matrices :

undegenerate, defined, 426;
mut. orthog., are uncon., 426;
normals to, are non-extrav., 407;

sym., powers of, 394.

Matrices whose extravagances are both 0,

389.

Non-extravagant point, interpreted, 435.

Non-extravagant rows, at unit intensity, 414.

Non-extravagant solutions, 440-6.

Non-extravagant spacelet:

defined, 425; interpreted, 435;
has no core, has complete space as plenum,

432;
has a non-extrav. normal which does not

intersect it and is compl. to it, 434.

Representation of any sp. as the join of

two mut. orthog. sps. of which one is

its core, 427 ;

a given non-extrav. sub-space, 428.

Spacelets lying in or containing a given
non-extrav. sp., or lying in one and

containing another given non-extrav.

sp. ;
their properties deduced from

those of corresponding sps. of a com-

plete space, 469-73.

Non-extravagant spacelets :

containing a given sp., 459;

lying in a given sp., 453;
mut. orthog., are uncon., 426;
intersections and joins need not be non-

extrav., 505.

Non-incident spacelets, 219.

Non-intersecting spacelets: defined, 210, 422;
condition for non-intersection, 211, 423;
normals to two, are compl., 434.

Extravagances of two non-int. sps., 446-

50;

lying in a given non-extrav. sp. ,

450, 470.

Joins of two non-int. sps., 211, 424;
215, 423; 218, 425; 490, 491, 493.

Joins of two mut. orthog. non-int. sps.,

427, 428, 431, 439, 484.

Eepresentations of any sp. as a join of

two mut. orthog. non-int. sps., 511.

Orthotomy of two non-int. sps. 474-8 ;

when one is given, 477;

lying in a given non-extrav. sp. , 477 ;

when one is given, 477.

Spacelet of rank has no intersecs., 211.

Spacelets which do not intersect either

of two given sps., 220-2.

(See Intersections.)
Normal matrices: defined, 85, 398;

horizontally or vertically normal, 398
;

properties, 398-411, 418-9.

Normal matrices (cont.):
All matrices horizontally (or vertically)
normal to a given matrix are hori-

zontally (or vertically) equiv., 398.

Normals to completely and plenarily
extrav. matrices, 408, 418-9.

Two mut. normal undeg. matrices:

have the same extravagance, 407 ;

have the same cores, these being
their complete intersecs., 418;

formulae for, 399, 401;

possible values of their/ ranks and

extravagance, 401; 379, 408;

simple minor detants of, 403
;

special pairs, 398-9.

Normal spacelets (two mutually normal) :

defined, 84, 423-4; interpreted, 435.

Two mut. normal sps. have the same

extravagance, the same core, and the

same plenum; their common core is

their complete intersec. and the core

of their plenum ;
their common plenum

is their join and the plenum of their

core ; their core and plenum are mut.

normal, 431-2.

Formulae for two mut. normal sps.,

their core and their plenum, 431, 433.

Possible values of the ranks and ex-

travagances of two mut. normal sps.,

425, 401; 194, 279, 408.

Normal to a spacelet: defined, is locus of all

points orthog. with it, 424;
to a completely extrav. sp., is its plenum,

432, 434;
to a plenarily extrav. sp., is its core, 432,

434;
to a non-extrav. sp., is non-extrav., 434;
to a real sp., is real, 434, 505.

Normals to given spacelets : properties, 432-4
;

to mut. inc. sps., are mut. inc., 432;
to mut. compl. sps., are non-int., 433;
to non-int. sps., are mut. compl., 433.

The complete intersec. and join of the

normal sps. are the normals to the

join and complete intersec. of the given

sps., 434.

Incidence of two sps. each with the

normal to the other, 466-7.

Banks of the intersec. and join of the

normals to two given sps., 434.

One-rowed matrices: notations, 4;
mut. orthog., 415, 440-6; zero, 224;
see Points, Rows.

Orders: Matrices whose orders differ by 1, 43;
which have a zero order, 5.

Relations between the minor detants of

order r of a matrix of rank r, 98-
106.

See Matrices (special), Relations.

Orthogonal matrices: defined, 84, 398;

horizontally or vertically orthog., 398;

joins of mut. orthog. uncon. matrices, 420,

427;
mut. orthog. non-extrav. matrices are uncon.,

426;

possible ranks and extravagances of two
mut. orthog. matrices, 409, 410.

Cores of an (undeg.) matrix are the
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Orthogonal matrices (cont.):
matrices of greatest rank connected
with it and orthog. with it; their

common rank is the extravagance of

the matrix, 416-22.
See Orthogonal spacelets.

Orthogonal points: denned, 84; interpreted,
435;

see Orthogonal spacelets.

Orthogonal rows : undeg. matrices whose long
rows are rnut. orthog,, 412-5, 440-6;

see Reduction.

Orthogonal solutions : uncon. mut. orthog.
solutions of any system of linear alg.

equations, 440-6.

Orthogonal spacelets:

defined, 84, 423; interpreted, 435;
intersec. join and cores of mut. orthog.

sps. ; their intersec. is the intersec. of

their cores, and is completely extrav.
;

their cores are their intersecs. with
the core of their join ; the join of

their cores is the core of their join,

509-14;
joins of mut. orthog. uncon. sps., 427;
mut. orthog. non-extrav. sps. are uncon., 426.

Core of a sp. is the locus of all points
which lie in it and are orthog. with
it

; extravagance of a sp. is the number
of uncon. points which lie in it and
are orthog. with it, 427.

Orthotomy of two sps. is the number of

uncon. points of the smaller sp. which
are orthog. with the larger sp., 465.

Cases in which two sps. which are

mut. orthog. have the greatest
orthot. consistent with their ranks,

467,476, 487 (p = ir).

Cases in which two sps. whose
normals are mut. orthog. have
the greatest orthot. consistent

with their ranks, 467-8, 479, 502.

Plenum of a sp. is the locus of all points
. orthog. with its core, 431-2.

Possible ranks and extravagances of two
mut. orthog. sps., 409;
which satisfy certain conditions,

511-3.

Eepresentation of a sp. as a join :

of mut. orthog. uncon. points, 412-5;
of two mut. orthog. non-int. sps. of which

one is its core, 427;
one is non-extrav., 428;
one is given, 484;

of two mut. orthog. non-int. sps., 511;
of two mut. orthog. sps., 511.

Orthogonal transformations:
of a spacelet and its core, 428-9.

See Semi-unit transformations.

Orthotomy of two matrices: is that of the

spacelets which they represent, 463.

Orthotomy of two spacelets : 464-509 ;

defined, relation to cross rank, 464;
is intersec. of smaller sp. with normal to

larger sp., 465;
of two special sps., 480;
of two sps. having a given intersec., 495, 485.

Extravagance of a sp. is its orthot. with
'

itself, 466.

Orthotomy of two spacelets (cont.):
Two sps. and their two normals have

the same orthot., 466.

(See Invariants.)

Orthotomy: Possible values for two sps. of

given ranks which
are arb., 465 ;

lie in a given sp., 468;
contain a given sp., 470;
are non-intersecting, 475, 477,

(one being given), 474, 477;
are mut. complementary, 478, 480,

(one being given), 478,

(both being real), 480;
lie in or contain a given non-extrav. sp., or

lie in one and contain another given
non-extrav. sp., 469, 471, 473; 477,
480.

(See Greatest, Least.)

Orthotomy: Possible values for two sps. of

given ranks which
have a given complete intersec., 492,

(one sp. being given), 500;
and lie in its plenum, 482,

(one sp. being given), 486;
have a given non-extrav. intersec., 489 ;

are real and have a given intersec., 489.

(See Greatest, Least.)

Orthotomy and paratomy: Possible simul-

taneous values of these for

two arb. sps. of given ranks, 506;
two arb. real sps. of given ranks, 508.

Orthotomy, paratomy and cross rank : Possible

simultaneous values of these or any
two of them for

two entirely arb. sps., 508;
two entirely arb. real sps., 509.

Paratomy of two matrices: is that of the

spacelets which they represent, 463.

Paratomy of two spacelets:

denned, is rank of their intersec., 463.

possible values for two sps. of given ranks
which

are arb., 464, 215;
lie in or contain a given sp., or lie in one
and contain another given sp., 217-8.

(See Intersection, Invariants, Greatest,

Least.)

Paratomy and Orthotomy:
see Orthotomy.

Paratomy, orthotomy and cross rank :

see Orthotomy.
Parts of a compartite matrix, successive parts

of one in standard form, 6-7;
see Compartite matrix.

Pfaflian: defined, 521, 523;
co-factors and complements, 524, 527-8;

expansions of a Pfaffian, 524.

Detant of a skew-sym. matrix, 142, 525-6;
bordered, 525

;

bordered symmetrically, 529-30.

Becip. of a skew-sym. matrix, 527-9.
Plane in homogeneous space of rank n:

is a sp. of rank n-1, 78-80.

Plenarily extravagant matrices:

defined, 382-3;
general formulae for, 383, 408, 410;
normal matrices, 418-9.
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Plenarily extravagant spacelet:

defined, 426, 382-3;
is plenum of itself, contains its core which

is its normal, 432, 434;
is the join of its core and a real sp., 439.

Every sp. which contains it is plenarily

extravagant, 4-53.

Standard representation, 439.

(See Plenum.)
Plenarily extravagant spacelets :

containing a given sp., 459;

lying in a given sp., 453.

Plenum of a spacelet:
is the normal to its core, is the join of the

sp. and its normal, 431-2;
of a completely or plenarily extrav. sp., 432;
of two mut. normal sps., 432;
real or non-extrav. sp. has the complete

space as plenum, 432.

Formulae for a sp. and its normal, core

and plenum, 431, 433.

Join of a given sp. with one lying out-

side its plenum, 490-500; 494, 495.

Sps. which contain a given sp. and lie

in its plenum, 480-7; 484, 485.
Points of homogeneous space : defined, 79-80;

extrav. and non-extrav., 425
;

mut. orthog. , 84; interpretations, 435;

lying in neither of two given sps., 221-2.

Sp. of rank r is join of r uncon. points,
78.

.Representation of any sp. as a join of

uncon. mut. orthog. points, 412-5,
440-6.

Positive real quadratic forms, 301.
Positive signant of a real sym. matrix, 297.
Possible ranks of:

a matrix containing a given minor, 19-29,
29-36.

a minor of a matrix of given rank, 22, 28,

31, 36;
matrix factors and products, 177-205 ;

the intersec. and join of two sps., 215-8,
463-4.

See Banks, possible.
Possible ranks and degeneracies of special

matrix products, 165-6, 199, 387-8,
407, 411, 471, 481, 490.

Possible values of

cross rank, or ranks and cross rank
;

extravagances, or ranks and extravagances ;

orthotomy, or ranks and orthotomy;
paratomy, or ranks and paratomy;
see Cross rank, Extravagances, Orthotomy,

Paratomy.
Primaries of a minor determinant A:

defined, number of primaries, 13;
notation, formulae involving primaries, 14-

17;

properties, 85-9, 98-106, 515-20.
Arb. values of the els., primaries and

primary superdetants of A when A is

reg., 516;
of the els. and primaries of A when A

is a reg. minor detant of order r of a
matrix whose rank is r, 519.

Eelations between the els. of any matrix
of rank r, serving to express every el.

as a rat. function of A and the els. and

Primaries of a minor determinant A (cont.) :

primaries of A when A is a reg. minor
detant of order r, 85-9, 519.

Eelations between the minor detants of

order r of any matrix of rank r, serving
to express all of them as rat. functions
of A and its primaries when A is any
one reg. minor detant of order r, 98-
106, 519, 520.

See Kelations, Standard equations.
Primaries of a simple minor determinant A of

a matrix A :

defined, number of primaries, 13-14;
properties, 37-46, 46-66, 518-9.

Arb. values of the els. and primaries of

A when A is regular, 62-3, 518.

Determinants of the primaries of A
formed with the rows of another simple
minor detant D, 63, 65; 48, 51, 55;
57, 59, 61; 519.

Identical relations between the els. of A ,

serving to express every el. as a rat.

function of A and the els. and primaries
of A when A is reg., 37-46, 518.

Eelations (identical in the els.) between
the simple minor detants of A, serving
to express all of them as rat. functions
of A and its primaries when A is reg.,

46-66, 518, 519.
See Eelations (identical), Standard iden-

tities.

Primary subdeterminants of a determinant A:

defined, 18; properties, 70-3, 519-20.
Determinants of primary subdetants;

identities which serve to express every sub-

detant of A as a rat. function of A and
the primary subdetants of A when A
is reg., 70, 519-20.

See Eelations (identical), Standard iden-

tities.'

Primary superdeterminants of a minor deter-

minant A:

defined, 17; properties, 66-70, 90-8, 157-

64, 515-8, 520.

Arb. values of the els., primaries and
primary superdetants of A when A is

reg., 516.

Determinants of primary superdetants ;

identities which serve to express every super-
detant of A as a rat. function of A and
the primary superdetants of A when
A is reg., 66, 519-20.

Matrix of primary superdetants:
identities for, 90-8, 157-64; 93-4, 516;
rank, 96-7, 516.

See Eelations (identical), Standard iden-

tities.

Product:
of square matrices, 107-8.

Possible ranks of the product-matrix
in any matrix product,' 193;
in any sym. matrix product, 205.

Eestrictions on the rank of any matrix

product, 177-9.

See Eanks, possible.

Products, special: see Matrix products.

Quadratic forms: linear transfns., 234-5;
reduction of one to a sum of squares, 290.
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Quadratic forms, real and definite:

essentially positive or negative, 301;
real roots, 300.

Quadric surface, absolute, 434-5.

Quasi-scalar equigradent transformations :

defined, composition, 233; real, 294. .

Quasi-scalar matrices: notations, 4-5;

equigr. transfns. between two which are

sim. and undeg., 278-9.
Keduction of a matrix in O to a quasi-

scalar matrix by equigr. transfns. in 12 :

any matrix, 277;

sym. matrix by sym. transfns., 292
;

real sym. matrix, 298.

Bank of a matrix : not altered by equigr.

transfns., 165-7, 228-9.
Conditions that :

a matrix may have rank r, 93, 516;

sym. matrix, 136;

skew-sym. matrix, 142;
two matrices may have the same rank, 272-3;

two sym. matrices, 294;
two skew-sym. matrices, 308.

See Conditions.
Bank of a:

compartite matrix, is the sum of the ranks
of its parts, 7;

matrix having a simple minor formed with
an undeg. sq. matrix and zero els., 26;

matrix product in which an extreme factor

matrix has rank equal to its passivity,
165-7 ;

matrix of minor detants, 122-3;
matrix of primary superdetants, 96-7, 516

;

sym. matrix, 135-7;
skew-sym. matrix, 142-3.

Rank of a spacelet:
is the number of uncon. points lying in it,

is greater by 1 than the number of its

dimensions, 78-9, 208-9, 422.

Banks of :

two mut. normal sps. , 85, 398;
the intersec. and join of

two sps., 215, 423;
the normals to two given sps., 434.

Banks, possible, of a :

matrix containing a given minor, 19-22 ;

a given zero minor, 22-9;
sym. matrix containing a given diag. minor,

29, 32;
a given zero diag. minor, 32-6;

minor of a matrix of given rank, 22
;

compl. to a given zero minor, 28;
diag. minor ofa sym. matrix.of given rank, 31 ;

compl. to a given zero diag. minor, 36.

Banks, possible, of the product matrix and the

factor matrices in:

any matrix product, 293;
with two factors, 183; 179-80;
with three factors, 187; 185;

any sym. matrix product, 205;
with two factors, 196; 194;
with three factors, 198; 196.

Bestrictions on the rank of any matrix

product and the ranks of its factors,

177-9.

Banks, possible, of the two products of two
mut. conj. matrices, 387.

Banks, possible, of special matrix products :

products of two mut. conj. matrices, 194,

387, 407, 411;
products of two matrices containing two

given undeg. mut. conj. minors, 471,

481, 490;
sym. product of three matrices in which the

middle factor is undeg., 199.

Banks, possible, of the solutions of matrix

equations of the first degree:
AX=C, 168;
XB = C, 171;

AXB=C, 173; ,

of sym. solutions of the sym. equation
A'XA = C, 176.

Banks, possible, of the intersec. and join of two

sps. of given ranks, 215, 464;
lying in or containing a given sp., or

lying in one and containing another given
sp., 217-8.

(See also Paratomy.)
Banks, possible, of a spacelet which lies in a

given sp. and:
has a given intersec. with a given sub-space

of it, 218-9;
has a given intersec. with one given sub-

space and does not intersect another,
226-7 ;

does not intersect a given sub-space, 218 ;

does not intersect two given sub-spaces, 220,

222;
all sps. being real, 221.

Bational integral functional matrices:

Equigr. transfns., 228-41.
Bank of a product in which an extreme

factor matrix has rank equal to its

passivity, 167.

Beal matrices :

are non-extrav., have no cores, 379, 417 ;

intersecs., joins and normals are real, 505;
semi-unit, 322-5, 329, 330-2;
sym., 133, 295-303;

of rank 1, 133 ; definite, 300-3.

Join of two algebraically conjugate com-

pletely extrav. undeg. matrices, 437-40.
Beduction of a real undeg. matrix to an

equiv. real semi-unit matrix, 414.

Beal solutions of real sym. equations :

X'X=A'A, 337, 339;
X'X= , 345;

semi-real solutions of the real sym. equation
X'X= A, 361-2;

see also Beal semi-unit matrices.

Beal spacelets:
are non-extrav. , have no cores, 432 ;

intersecs., joins and normals are real, 505;
mut. normal, are non-int. and compl., 432

;

mut. orthog. , are non-int., 509-10;
which do not intersect two given real sps. , 221 .

Join of a core with an anti-core, 437-40.

Orthotomy (or cross rank) of two real

sps. which:
are non-int., 478;
are mut. corapl., 480;
have a given intersec., 489;
have a given join, 506.

Paratomy and orthotomy (or cross rank),

possible simultaneous values for

two arb. real sps. of given ranks, 508 ;

353
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Beal spacelets (cont.) :

two entirely arb. real sps., 509.

Plenarily extrav. sp. is the join of its

core and a real sp., 439.

"Reciprocal of a square matrix : properties, 127-

33;
detant of the recip., 114, 128;
rank of the recip., 130;

reciprocal of the recip., 128.

Reciprocal of a product of sq. matrices,
107.

Square matrix and its recip., relations

, between

anti-corresp. minor detants, 119, 128-9;

anti-corresp. matrices of minor detants,

117-8, 129;

corresp. matrices of minor detants, 121,
129-30.

Eeciprocals of :

a minor compl. to a sq. minor in any matrix,
97;

a sq. minor of the recip. of a sq. matrix, 157 ;

sq. minors of a sym. matrix of order 4 and
its recip., 152-6;

two co-joint complete matrices of the minor
detants of a sq. matrix, 113-4.

Eeduction of a matrix to a standard form by
derangements of its rows :

any matrix, 94; compartite, 7;

sym. matrix, 140
;

skew-sym. matrix, 145 ;

of a sym. matrix to a standard form by sym.
derangements and additions of rows,
291.

'

Eeduction of a matrix in ft with constant els.

by equigr. transfns. in ft:

to a bipartite matrix one of whose parts is

a given undeg. sq. minor or non-

vanishing el.

by unitary transfns., 242-52, 264-9;
to a compartite matrix whose non-zero parts

are all undeg. sq. matrices

by unitary transfns., 252-60, 269-70;
by corresp. non-unitary transfns., 260-4,

271.

Eeduction of a matrix in ft with constant els.

to a quasi-scalar matrix or a standard
form by equigr. transfns. :

by derangements and unitary transfns.

in ft:

any matrix, 277;
sym. matrix, 292;

skew-sym. matrix, 307 ;

by unrestricted equigr. transfns. in ft :

any matrix, 272, 278;
real sym. matrix, 298;

skew-sym. matrix, 308 ;

by unrestricted equigr. transfns. (not in ft) :

sym. matrix, 293.

Eeduction of a matrix with constant els. to a
standard form by a semi-unit and a

general equigr. transfn. :

any matrix, 389 ;

undeg. matrix, 380;

completely extrav., 382;
plenarily extrav. , 383

;

by two semi-unit transfns. :

any matrix, 389 ;

sym. matrix, 394.

Eeduction :

of an undeg. matrix to an equiv. undeg.
matrix whose long rows are mut.
orthog., 412-5

;

to join of a core and a semi-unit matrix,
413-4 ;

of a non-extrav. (or real) undeg. matrix to
an equiv. semi-unit (or real semi-unit)
matrix, 414;

of two mut. normal undeg. matrices to two
respectively equiv. matrices of stan-
dard forms, 401;

of a completely extrav. undeg. matrix, to an
equiv. undeg. matrix of standard form,
349-52, 435-7 ;

of a plenarily extrav. undeg. matrix to an
equiv. undeg. matrix of standard form,
439.

Eeduction of a quadratic form to a sum of

squares, 290.

Eegular minor determinant of a matrix with
constant elements: denned, 515;

has a primary subdetant which is reg., and
a primary superdetant which is reg.,

94, 515;

diagonal, of a sym. matrix, 135-9;
of a skew-sym. matrix, 142-4.

Properties of any reg. minor detant
and:

its primaries and primary superdetants,
90-8, 157-64, 515-6;

its primary subdetants, 70-3, 519-20;
its primary superdetants, 66-70, 96, 516-7,

519-20;
of a reg. simple minor detant and :

its primaries, 37-66, 76-7, 518, 519;
of a reg. minor detant of maximum
rank and:

its primaries, 85-9, 98-106, 519, 520.
Successive regular leading diag. minor

detants, 252, 260, 269;
in an arranged matrix, 94, 138, 143.

Eelations (identical in the els.) between the
els. and minor detants of any matrix :

Fundamental identity, which serves to

express every el. as a rat. function of

any one reg. minor detant A and the

els., primaries and primary super-
detants of A, 90-4, 157;

utility, 515-7.
Identities which give all connections
between the short rows of the matrix
when it is undeg., and which serve to

express every el. as a rat. function of

degree 1 of any one reg. simple minor
detant A and the els. and primaries of

A, 37-46;
utility, 62, 518.

Eelations between the simple minor de-

tants which serve to express every
simple minor detant D as a rat. func-

tion of degree 1 of any one reg. simple
minor detant A and the primaries of

A, and which give the values of de-

terminants of the primaries of a simple
minor detant, 46-66;

utility, 62-3, 518-9.

Eelations between the simple minor de-

tants which give the sums of terms
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Eelations (cont.):
formed from a product AD of two

simple minor detants by replacing s

short rows of A by rows of D, and the

s rows taken from D by rows of A, 73-5.
Identities which serve to express every

superdetant D of a reg. minor detant

A as a rat. function of degree 1 of A
and the primary superdetants of A
contained in D, and which give the

values of determinants of primary
superdetants, 66-70;

utility, 519-20.
Identities which serve to express every

subdetant D of a reg. detant A as a
rat. function of degree 1 of A and the

primary subdetants of A containing D,
and which give the values of deter-

minants of primary subdetants, 70-3;
utility, 519-20.

See Standard identities.

Belations (not identical in the els.) between the

els. and minor detants of order r of a
matrix whose rank is r :

Kelations which serve to express every el.

as a rat. function of degree 1 of any
one reg. minor detant A of order r and
the els. and primaries of A, 85-9 ;

utility, 518-9.
Eelations between the minor detants of

order r which serve to express every
minor detant D of order r as a rat.

function of degree 1 of any one reg.
minor detant A of order r and the

primaries of A, 98-106;
utility, 518-9, 520.

See Standard equations.

Eepresentation by matrices of:

bilinear and quadratic forms, 234-5, 290,
301;

rotations of a rigid body, 330;

spacelets of homog. space, 78-9, 208-9, 422
;

two sps., their intersec. and join, 214-5, 423
;

mut. normal sps., 431, 433;
standard representations of completely and

plenarily extrav. sps., 435-9.

(See Join.)
Eestrictions on the rank of a matrix product

and the ranks of its factor matrices, 177.

Eesultant of successive equigr. transfns., 231 ;

derangements, unitary and quasi-scalar
transfns. , 232-3 ;

equigr. transfns. of the parts of a corn-

partite matrix, 234;
unitary transfns. of a special form, 240.

Eotations of a rigid body : represented by sq.
semi-unit matrices of order 3, 330;

about O, resolved into three component ro-

tations about rectangular axes through
0, 331;

about fixed axes through 0, equiv. to rota-

tions about axes moving with the body,
331-2.

Eows: extrav., non- extrav., orthog. ;

see Matrices (one-rowed).
Eows: connected, connections between, 37-45,

46, 224;
non-extrav., at unit intensity, 414

;

standard arrangements, 7, 94, 140, 145.

Eows, horiz. and vert. : Circumstances under
which two matrices are horizontally or

vertically

equiv., 205;
normal or orthog., 398.

Horiz. and vert, extravagance, 385.

Eows, short: Connections between the short
rows of an undeg. matrix, 37-46.

Eows, long: represent points, 85.

Circumstances under which two undeg.
matrices are

equiv., 75;
normal or orthog., 84, 398.

Extravagance of an undeg. matrix, 379.

Identical relations between the simple
minor detants of a matrix with m long
rows, 63, 73.

Semi-real undeg. matrices, 360.

Undeg. matrices whose long rows are

mut. orthog., 412-5, 440-6.

Scalar matrix : occurring as a constituent of a

compound matrix, 4.

Scalar transformations, 233.

Second degree: see Matrix equations.

Self-conjugate: see Symmetric.
Self-conjugate factors of a sym. matrix of

order 2, 366-7, 368-9.

Semi-definite (real sym.) matrix: is a definite

(real sym.) matrix which is degen.,
303.

Semi-real undeg. matrix : is one in which every

long row is either real or purely

imaginary ;
semi-real solutions of the

real sym. equation X'X=A, 360-2.

Semi-unit matrices: 320-32; defined, 320;
determination of all, 325-7; of all real,

322-4
;

include all derangements of unit matrices,
321.

Semi-unit matrix :

derangements and long minors are all semi-

unit matrices, 321 ;

enlargement by the addition of long rows,

326-7;

(real), 324;
inverse of, is the coiij. matrix, 321 ;

number of arbitrary parameters in, 323, 326.

Eeduction of any undeg. matrix to an

equiv. sim. undeg. matrix which is the

join of a core and a semi-unit matrix,
412-5 ;

the semi-unit matrix being real when
the given matrix is plenarily

extrav., 439, 408.

Eeduction of a non-extrav. (or real)

undeg. matrix to an equiv. semi-unit

(or real semi-unit) matrix, 414.

Semi-unit matrix, square :

compound, with four real and purely
imaginary constituents, 327;

most general of order 2, 328 ;

of order 3, 329 ;

reciprocal of, 328.

Eotations represented by one of order 3,

330-2.

Semi-unit transformations :

between two sps. having the same rank and
the same extravagance, 426, 533;
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Semi-unit transformations (cont.) :

of a sp. and its core, 428-9 ;

ef two mut. normal spa., 483.

Equigr. transfns. between two matrices

with constant els. which have the

same rank and the same (horiz. or

vert.) extravagance, 380, 390, 391, 531.

Eeduction of a matrix to a standard form

by two equigr. transfns. of which one
is semi-unit :

any matrix, 388-9;
undeg. matrix, 379-80;

completely extrav., 381-2, 349, 435;

plenarily extrav., 383, 439;
two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 401

;

by two semi-unit transfns. :

any matrix, 389 ;

sym. matrix, 393-4.

(See Invariants.)
Short rows: Connections between the short

rows of an undeg. matrix, 37-46.

Sign of equivalence, 78-9, 208-9.

Signants and signature of a real sym. matrix,
295-303.

If one signant is 0, the matrix is definite,

300.

Similar matrices:

having the same rank and the same (horiz.
or vert.) extravagance, 390.

Equigr. transfns. between two, 230-1,;

derangements, unitary and quasi-scalar
transfns., 232-3.

Equivalences of two sim. sq. matrices,
206.

Similar undegenerate matrices:

equiv., 75-8; equi-extrav. , 380;

sq. or quasi-scalar, whose detants are equal
in value, 278-9.

Eeduction of an uudeg. matrix to an

equiv. undeg. matrix whose long rows
are mut. orthog., 412-5;

to the join of a core and a semi-unit matrix,
413-4;

of a non-extrav. (or real) undeg. matrix to

an equiv. semi-unit (or real semi-unit)
matrix, 414.

Simple minor determinants :

of two equiv. undeg. matrices, 76-8;
of two mut. normal undeg. matrices, 403 ;

of [1, af
l ' n

and [a, 1]"' '", 395-6;m m
primaries of, 13-14, 38, 41, 63, 518-9;
relations between, 46-66, 73-5, 518-20.
See Primaries, Eelations (identical).

Simple minor matrices, sq. and undeg., 399-

400, 401.

See Eegular simple minor determinants.
Simultaneous values of the extravagances of :

two non-int. sps., 446-50;
two sps. having a given intersec., 499;
two sps. having a given join, 505 ;

any number of uncon. sps., 449.

See Extravagance.
Simultaneous values of the paratomy and ortho-

tomy (or cross rank) of :

two sps. of given ranks, 506; .

two arb. sps., 508;
two real sps. of given ranks, 508;
two arb. real sps., 509.

Simultaneous values of the paratomy, ortho-

tomy and cross rank of:

two arb. sps., 508;
two arb. real sps., 509.

Skew-conjugate matrices, 141.

Skew-symmetric determinant:
of odd order, vanishes, 142, 526 ;

of even order, is sq. of its Pfaffian, 525;
bordered, is a product of two Pfaffians, 525

;

symmetrically bordered, 529.

Skew-symmetric matrices : 141-5, 252, 260,

264-71, 303-8, 521-9;

equigr. transfns., 264-71, 303-8;
general properties, 141-5.

Condition that two may have same rank,
308.

Skew-symmetric matrix:

complete matrix of its minor detants, 141
;

diag. els., are all O's, 141;

diag. minor detants, 142-5;
those of odd order vanish

;
matrix of rank r

has a reg. diag. detant of order r, 142
;

is difference of two mut. conj. matrices, 141
;

Pfaffian of one of even order, 521-9;
rank (is always even), 142-3

;

reciprocal, 527-9;
reduction by sym. derangements. 145.

Eeduction of a skew-sym. matrix in ft

by sym. equigr. transfns. in ft :

to a bipartite matrix, 264-9, 242-52;
to a compartite matrix whose non-zero parts

are all undeg. skew-sym. matrices

by unitary transfns., 269-70, 260;

non-unitary, 271, 264;
to a standard form

by equigr. transfns., 308;

by derangements and unitary transfns.,
307.

See Skew-symmetric determinant.
Solutions of matrix equations:

of the first degree, 168-77;
of the second degree, 309-77.

Methods of determining all solutions of

AVYjj... Xn =C, 168-205, 309.

See Matrix equations.

Spacelet or sub-space of homogeneous space :

rank, is number of uncon. points in it, is

greater by 1 than the number of its

dimensions, 78-9, 208-9, 422;

represented by any one of a system of mut.

equiv. matrices, 78-80, 208-9, 422;

by an undeg. matrix with mut. orthog.

long rows, or as the join of uncon.
mut. orthog. points, 412-5 ;

as the join of a core and a semi-unit

matrix, 413-4, 427;
by a semi-unit matrix, 414;

as the join of two mut. orthog. non-int.

sps., 427, 428, 484, 511;
as the join of two mut. orthog. sps., 511.

Spacelets :

complementary, 219; 423, 433, 478-80, 509 ;

completely extrav., 426-7; 432, 434-40, 453,

459;
connected, connections of, 225-7;
containing a given sp., 79, 422

; 210, 216-7 ;

456-62, 470-2, 480, 490;
cores of, 427-30; 432-3, 485, 491, 496, 513;
cross rank of, 464; 465-509;
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Spacelets (cont.) :

extravagant, extravagances of, 425-7 ;
428-

40, 446-62, 466, 470, 472, 474, 487,

499, 505;

having a given intersection, 480, 490;
having a given join, 480, 505 ;

incident, incidences of, 219, 422; 432, 466-

7, 479, 501-2, 507;
invariants of, 165-7, 426, 463-4;

joins of, 209, 219, 423; 209-19, 422-35,
484-5, 489, 491, 495, 509-14;

lying in a given sp., 79, 422; 216-7, 220,

226, 429, 449, 450-6, 468-70, 477,

480-9, 512;

non-extrav., 425; 414, 426, 428, 432, 434-5,

449-50, 453, 459, 469-74, 477-8, 480,

489, 505;

non-incident, 219;

non-intersecting, 210,422; 211, 218, 474-8,

446-50, 474-8, 509, 511;
normal, 85, 423-4; 427, 431-5, 465;

orthogonal, 84, 423; 426-8, 432, 467, 476,

487-9, 501-2, 509-14;
orthotomy of, 464; 465-509;
ranks of, 78-9, 208-9, 422; 215-22, 226-7;

paratomy of, 463; 217-8, 463-509;
plenarily extrav., 426-7; 431-2, 434-5, 439,

453, 459;
plenums of, 431-2; 480-7, 490-500;
real, 426;- 221, 432, 437-40, 478, 480,

489, 505, 508-10;
semi-unit transfns. of, 426, 428-9

;

unconnected, 220, 225-6, 423; 426-7, 484,
494.

(See sub-heads.)

Square matrices: general, 107-33, 157-8;
bordered, 123-7;
co-joint, 108-23;
quasi-scalar, 4-5, 277-9, 292;

reciprocals of, 127-33.
See sub-heads;
see also Symmetric, Skew-symmetric ;

see also Determinants.

Square matrices:
Determinant of a complete matrix of the
minor detants of a sq. matrix, 112.

Equigr. transfns. between twosim. undeg.
sq. matrices whose detants are equal,
279.

Equivalences of two sim. sq. matrices,
206-7.

Matrix of primary superdetants in a sq.

matrix, 157-8.

Products of sq. matrices, 107-8.

Reciprocals of derangements of a sq.

matrix, 131.

Special sq. matrices, 8-13, 240-1, 437.

Undeg. sq. matrix whosedetant is 1, 280.

Square minors: Recip. of a sq. minor of the

recip. of a sq. matrix, 157.

Reciprocals of sq. minors of a sym.
matrix of order 4 and its recip. 152-4.

See Diagonal minor, Minor determinant.

Square semi-unit matrices:

compound, with four real and purely imagi-
nary constituents, 327 ;

general, of orders 2 and 3, 328-9;
include all derangements of unit matrices,

321;

Square semi-unit matrices (cont. ) :

particular, of orders 3 and 4, 321-7;

reciprocals, 328.

Rotations represented by one of order 3,

330-2.

Standard arrangements of rows:
in a compartite matrix, 7 ;

in any matrix, 94 ;

in a sym. matrix, 140;
in a skew-sym. matrix, 145.

Standard equations, giving the relations be-

tween the minor detants of order r of

a matrix of rank r, and having the
form

where A and 7) are any two minor
detants of order r, and the a's and p's
are horiz. and vert, primaries of A,

101, 102, 103, 520.

Standard form of a cornpartite matrix, 7.

Standard form to which any sym. matrix can
be reduced by sym. derangements and
additions of rows, 291-2.

Standard forms to which any matrix can be
reduced by derangements, 7, 94, 140,
145.

See Standard arrangements.
Standard forms to which a matrix with con-

stant els. can be reduced:

by equigr. transfns. 272, 280, 298, 303;

by a semi-unit and an equigr. transfn.,

379-80; 388-9;

by two semi-unit transfns., 389, 394.

See Reduction.
Standard identities, giving relations between

the minor detants of any matrix, and

having the form

Relations between simple minor detants,
A and D being two simple minor

detants, and the 5's being the pri-
maries of A formed with the rows
of D, 48, 51, 55; 57, 59, 61; 63,

65; 519-20.
Relations between a minor detant A and

its superdetants, D being any super-
detant of A, and the 5's being the

primary superdetants of A which lie

in I), 66, 67; 519-20.

Relations between a minor detant A and
its subdetants, D being any subdetant

of A, and the 5's being the primary
subdetants of A which contain D, 70,

71; 519-20.

Standard representations of:

a completely extrav. sp., 435, 437;
a plenarily extrav. sp., 439;
two mut. normal matrices, 401;
two mut. normal sps., 433.

Straight line in homogeneous space : is the

join of two uncon. points, is a sp. of

rank 2, 78-80.

Subdeterminants, primary: defined, 18;
determinants of, 70-3;

regular, 94, 138, 143;
see Primary, Standard identities.

Sub-spaces, 78-9 : sec Spacelets.
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Successive :

parts of a compound matrix in standard

form, 7;

reg. leading diag. minor detants
in an arranged matrix, 94, 273-7 ;

sym., 138, 280-92;

skew-sym., 143, 303-7;
in an unarranged matrix, 252-64

;

sym. or skew-sym., 269-71.

Superdeterminants, primary: defined, 17;
determinants of, 66-70;
matrices of, 90-8;

regular, 94, 138, 144.

See Primary, Standard identities.

Sylvester's Identities, 66-70.

Symmetric matrices: 29-36, 133-41, 145-56,
158-64, 194-208, 264-71, 280-95, 320-
65, 393-5.

Condition that two shall have the same
rank, 294;

that two real shall be equisignant,
298.

(See also Quasi-scalar matrices.)

Symmetric matrix:

denned, 133; general properties, 135-41;
diag. minor detants, 135-41

;

matrix of rank r has a reg. diag. detant
of order r, 135 ;

is sum of two mut. conj. matrices, 141;
rank, 136-7;
reduction by sym. derangements, 140-1 ;

and additions of rows, 291-2.

Symmetric matrix in O : Sym. equigr. transfns.
in 12, 264-71, 280-93.

Keduction to a bipartite matrix one of
whose parts is a given reg. diag. minor,
264, 267;

special cases, 265-7, 268-9.
Eeduction to a compartite matrix whose

non-zero parts are undeg. sym. ma-
trices ;

any matrix by
unitary transfns., 269;

. non-unitary, 271 ;

specially arranged matrix by
unitary transfns., 280, 283;
non-unitary, 282, 289.

Reduction to a standard form by derange-
ments and unitary transfns., 292.

Symmetric matrix in 12 : Sym. equigr. transfns.
not in 12, 293-5, 393-4.

Reduction to a standard form

by equigr. transfns., 293;
by semi-unit transfns., 393-4.

Symmetric matrix, real: 295-300, 360-2.

Signants and signature, 297-300.
Reduction to a standard form by real

sym. equigr. transfns., 298.
Resolution into semi-real factors, 360-2.

Symmetric matrix, real and definite : 300-3 ;

diag. detants of order s all have same sign
303;

standard form, product of two real matrices,
302;

sym. matrix of minor detants is definite, 303.

Symmetric matrix of rank 1: 133-5, 352-5,
366, 368, 374, 376;

diag. els., do not all vanish, all have the
same sign when the matrix is real, 133

;

Symmetric matrix of rank 1 (cont.) :

expressed as a sym. product of two one-
rowed matrices, 134, 352-5.

Symmetric matrix (extravagance) : 393-5.
Formulae for matrix of given extrava-

gance, 393-4. .

Possible values of the extravagance, 393.
Powers of a non-extrav. sym. matrix,

394-5.

Symmetric matrix (factors) :

of rank 2, 373-7 ;
of rank r, 294, 355-9;

of order 2, 365-9; (self-conj. factors), 366,
368-9.

Symmetric matrix (minors) :

of order 3, 145-6, 100-1, 374, 377;
of order 4, 147-56, 161-4, 375, 377.

Symmetric matrix:
Possible ranks of one which contains

a given diag. minor, 29-32;
a given zero diag. minor, 32-6.

Possible ranks of a diag. minor of one
which has a given rank, 31

;

compl. to a given zero diag. minor,
36.

Symmetric matrix equations:
of the first degree, 176-7;
of the second degree, 320-65;
of any degree, 194-205.
See Matrix equations.

Symmetric matrix products : Possible ranks of

the product matrix and the factor

matrices, 194-205;
any number of factors, 205;
two factors, 196; 194;
three factors, 198; 196.

(See also Matrix products.)

Systems of linear alg. equations :

Conditions for the equivalence of two,

80-3, 207-8.
General solutions, 168-70.
Uncon. mut. orthog. solutions of any
system of homog. linear equations,
440-6.

Transformations (equigr.) of matrices: 228-

308, 531-2;

unitary, quasi-scalar, scalar, 233;
unilateral, 75-6, 205, 531;

unilaterally semi-unit, 380, 390, 391 ; 379-

80, 381-2, 383, 338-9, 401, 530;
semi-unit, 389, 531.

See Equigradent transformations, Reduc-
tion .

Transformations (semi-unit) of spacelets, 426,

428-9, 433, 435, 437, 439, 533.

Unconnected matrices: defined, 224;

join of mut. orthog., 420, 427;
mut. orthog. one-rowed, 412-5, 440-6.

Mut. orthog. non-extrav. matrices are

uncon., 426.

Unconnected points:
A sp. of rank r is join of r uncon. points,

78;
is join of r mut. orthog. uncon. points,

412-5.

Unconnected solutions, mut. orthog., of any
system of homog. linear alg. equations,
440-6.
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Unconnected spacelets: defined, 220, 225-6,

423;
join of mut. orthog. uncon. sps. , 427;

possible extravagances of uncon. sps., 449;
set of 5 uncon. sps., 41)4;

sets of 3 uncon. sps., 215, 423; 431; 484;
two uncon. sps. are non-int., 210-11, 226,

423.

Unilateral equigr. transfns., 530.

Unilaterally semi-unit equigr. transfns., 530.

Unit intensity of a non-extrav. row or point,
414.

Unit matrix: mut. conj. factors of, 320.

Unitary transformations, 233, 280, 241-60,
264-70.

See Equigradent transformations, Keduc-
tion.

Unrestricted equigr. transfns., reducing a matrix
to a standard form, 272; sym., 293,
308.

Vertical extravagance of a matrix, 385-93;'
see Extravagance, Extravagant.

Vertical primaries : defined, 13; see Primaries.

Vertically :

equivalent matrices, 205-7;
have the same vert, extravagance, 386;

normal matrices, 398;
have the same vert, extravagance, 407 ;

all matrices vertically normal to a given
matrix are vertically equiv., 398 ;

orthogonal matrices, 398.

See sub-heads.

Way : (r
-
l)-way spacelet has r - 1 dimensions

and rank r, 78.

Zero extravagance, 379, 389;
see Non-extravagant.

Zero matrices : notation, 4; connections, 224;
factors, 344-52, 409-10.

Zero order of a matrix, 5, 363.

Zero spacelets, sps. of rank : defined, 79 ;

have no intersecs. and no connections, 211,
225.
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